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Wide range of pursuits

497 EARN DEGREES
The undergraduate career

closed for the 497 members of the

Williams class of 1982 as they
received their Bachelor of Arts
degrees this Sunday morning.
Today's commencement cerem-

ony, Williams' 193rd, featured sev-

eral guest, faculty, and student
speakers including two valedic-

tory addresses.

The commencement address by
Dr. Lewis Thomas was entitled,

•Things Unflattened by Science."

Beginnings of wisdom
Gerald Carney, elected class

speaker, delivered an often amus-
ing address entitled "Everything
and Nothing." Carney explained to

the Record what he was trying to

impart to his listeners.

"The most important thing you
should learn at Williams College is

that there's a hell of a lot more of

what you don't know than what you
do know," he observed. "You
should try to avoid the self-

importance of thinking that, just

because we are Bachelors of Arts,

this means that we are wide-
ranged, incredibly intelligent peo-
ple. The beginning of wisdom is . .

.

to figure out what the question is,

what you don't know. '

' Carney con-
cluded, "It's not Just learning
facts."

Mark Raffman and Richard
Hirsch tied for valedictorian, so
they both delivered speeches to the
assembly.
Raffman entitled his speech,

"Long Hours, Short Years." This
message of the speech, according
to Raffman, was that "our lives

exist in a series of moments which
are separate and distinct from
each other and also exist in the

sense of one long, continuous entity

encompassing birth, growth,
maturity, and then decline and
death." He summarized, "It (the

speech) deals with the philosophy

Dr. Lewis Thomas

of, 'How can I make the most ofmy
life?' thinking about both ways in

which time passes."

Bottle of tequila

The speech was a product of Raf

-

fman's night in a Michigan motel
room, where he celebrated his

birthday alone with his thoughts
and a small bottle of tequila.

Co-valedictorian Hirsch entitled
his speech "Dungeons, Librarians,

and Windowshades," and dedi-
cated it to the people who made his

Williams experience enjoyable—
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parents, faculty, students, and
campus staff.

Hirsch told of his inauspicious
early contacts with Williams—the
neighbors who thought Williams
was "a Southern Bible college"
and the first blizzard— and
lamented his unfortunate room
placement of later years. Yet
Hirsch was happy: "Despite such
discouraging moments, I believe
that I found what I was looking for

when I decided to attend Williams
instead of a larger and more acess-
ible institution," he concluded.

Howard Shapiro, elected Phi
Beta Kappa speaker, delivered an
address called, "Morality and the
Useful Alumn." As Shapiro
explained it, "The point is that

since all of our actions necessarily
have moral implications,. ...it

makes sense to act from moral
principles to begin with." Shapiro
concluded that the College has "an
obligation to divest" of South
African-related interests, and he
further urged students to pressure
the College to divest.

College President John Chandler

delivered the charge to the gradu-

ates, encouraging them to include

in their lives "three fundamental
ingredients . . .continued learning,

relationships of love and trust, and
useful work."

The class of '82 included a wide
variety of honors and distinctions.

Of the 497 students, seven gradu-

ated siunma cum laude, with

cumulative point averages of 10.5

or better. Fifty-one students grad-

uated magna cum laude with

cumulative averages between 9.8

and 10.4. There were 122 cum laude

graduates, meeting the grade
point average requirement of 9.0

through 9.7.

Thirty-five degrees with highest

honors were conferred, and an

additional sixty degrees with

honors were awarded.
Yesterday's Baccalaureate ser-

vice featured an address by the

Right Reverend John B. Coburn,

Bishop of the Episcopal Diocese of

Massachusetts. Following the ser-

vice, renowned Doonesbury car-

toonist Garry Trudeau spoke to an

assembly of parents and students.

Thirty-three master arts
Williams granted 33 Master of

Arts degrees today in two of its spe-
cial graduate programs and one
unique instance.

In an unusual occurance, Mar-
tha Asher of Williamstown was
awarded a masters degree in

English.

Twenty-three foreign students
received Master of Arts degrees in

development economics today
after completing a year of
advanced study as Fellow at the
Williams Center for Development
Economics.

The Center for Development
Economics serves graduate stu-

dents from throughout the world,
who come here with professional
experience in business or govern-
ment to concentrate on the eco-
nomics issues and problems
unique to emerging nations.
Nine students who have com-

pleted a two-year program in the
History of Art with the Williams
College Clark Art Institute mas-
ter's program also received
degrees. Graduates of the pro-
gram usually go on to museum
administrative or curatorial work,

or continue their studies in doc-

toral programs.
The art history students are

Wanda Bubriski, Maura Feeney,

J. Minott Kerr, Paul Kozol, Sandra

G. Ludig, Anne M. Reed, Nancy
Sojka, Maureen Walsh, and John

Wetenhall.

Development Economics gradu-

ates include Umaru Sunday Aliyu

of Nigeria; Moses M.O. Bello,

Nigeria: Gil SoteloBeltran, Philip-

pines; Ullatil Sarat Chandran,

India; Salma Chaudhuri, Bangla-

desh; Mohamed Ahmed Elbushra,

Sudan; Fernando Flores Fernan-

dez, Mexico; Maria Leonida M.

Fres, Philippines; Stanley Mburu
Gachau, Kenya; Flavian
Hermann-Kinunda, Tanzania;

Jackson Matibo Kitili, Kenya; and

Blackie Marole, Botswana.
Also receiving degrees are

Ahmed Mahmoud K. Nos'hy

Egypt; Ferdinand A. Oguntoye

Nigeria; Amabel Orraca-Tetteh

Ghana; Sheila N. Patawaran, Phi

lippines; Leticia Orozco de Rubio

Mexico; IndomenSaragih, Indone

sia; and Ptrick Nailobi Sinyinza

Zambia.

\

Nine garner honorary sheepskins
Nine men and women recognized

for achievements ranging from
urban planning to cartooning were
handed honorary degrees by Presi-

dent John Chandler today.

Commencement speaker Lewis
Thomas was awarded a Doctor of

Science degree, while Episcopal

Bishop John Coburn delivered the

Baccalaureate sermon and
received a Doctor of Divinity

degree.

George Brockaway '36, chair-

man of W. W. Norton & Company,
Inc., book publishers, and Garry
Trudeau, known for his award-
winning comic strip, "Doones-
bury," ' picked up Doctor of Letters

degrees.

Doctor of Laws degrees went to

Gregory R. Anrig, former commis-
sioner of education for Massachu-
setts and current president of the

Educational Testing Service in

Princeton, N.J.; Jill Conway,
President of Smith Sollege; Gor-

don J. Davis '63, Commissioner of

Parks for New York City; and
James A. Linen '34, former Presi-

dent of Time, Inc. and retiring

senior member of the Williams

Board of Trustees.

A Doctor of Fine Arts degree was
presented to Dorothy Canning
Miller, former curator of the

Museum Collections of the
Museum of Modern Art in New
York City.

Lewis Thomas, head of the

Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center in

New York City, has contributed to

an extraordinary variety of activi-

ties related to medical teaching

and research. He has served, often

simultaneously, as physician, biol-

ogist, educator, and research

administrator.

Thomas is best known to the pub-

lic as author of The Lives of a Cell:

Notes of a Biology Watcher, essays

ranging from an examination of

the biology of one-celled orga-

nisms to a discussion of the com-

plex structure of human society.

The book won the 1975 National

Book Award in the Arts and Letters

category.

John Coburn is the Bishop of the

Episcopal Diocese of Massachu-

setts and has been a frequent dep-

uty to the General Convention of

the Protestant Episcopal Church,

which meets every three years.

His concern with the needs of the

economically and educationally

disadvantaged led him to spend a

year in 1968-69 teaching English to

9th graders in Harlem under the

auspices of the Street Academics
run by the Urban League in New
York City.

George Brockaway can trace his

literary interests back to his

undergraduate years at Williams,

where he edited a literary maga-
zine and graduated with honors in

English. He joined the editorial

staff of W. W. Norton in 1942, was
named President in 1958, and
attained the chairmanship in 1976.

In a continuing program, he

edits and publishes the posthum-
ous papers of John William Miller,

who taught philosophy at Williams

for 35 years and influenced many
generations of students.

Brockaway contributes a monthly

column, "The Dismal Science," on

broad aspects of political econ-

omy, to the New Leader. He is on

the Board of Governors of the Yale
University Press, and the Board of

Directors of the Fund For Free
Expression.

Trudeau's syndicated strip

"Doonesbury" is a national favor-

ite, with its wry observations on
everything from the current politi-

cal scene to college reunions.

In 1975, Trudeau became the

only comic-strip artist ever to win
a Pulitzer Prize for Editorial Car-

tooning. He received an Academy
Award nomination and the Cannes
Film Festival Special Jury Prize

for his animated work, "A Doones-

bury Special," first shown on tele-

vision in 1977.

He has contributed articles to

publications such as Rolling Stone
and the New Republic. He has
received 11 honorary degrees
already.

Gregory Anrig's 20-year career
in education began as a history

teacher and Assistant to the Prin-

cipal at a junior high school in New
York. He lived in Williamstown
from 1964-67 when he was the

superintendent of the Mt. (ireylock

Regional School District. After
three years in Washington, D.C.,

with the U.S. Office of Education.
Anrig returned to Massachusetts
to direct the Institute for Learning
and Teaching at the University of

Massachusetts in Boston, leaving

that position to become Commis-
sioner of Education for the Com-
monwealth from 1973-81. Last year
he was appointed President of the

Educational Testing Service.

A native of Australia. Jill Con-
way came to the United States for

graduate work at the University of

Toronto from 1964-75, and served

as the Vice President of internal

affairs there for two years.

She was named President and
Sophia Smith Professor at Smith
College in 1975. Conway is the

author of many articles on the his-

tory of education with particular

focus on women and women's
studies.

Gordon Davis first joined the

New York City goernment in 1967,

when he was appointed assistant to

the Budget Director under mayor
John Lindsay. In 1973 he assumed
an eight-year term on the New
York City Planning Commission.
Mayor Edward Koch named Davis

Commissioner of Parks and
Recreation in January 1978, com-
mending his wide experience in

government and deep understand-

ing of the issues confronting the

park system in New York.

James Linen worked for Time,

Inc., from his graduation from Wil-

liams in 1934 until 1977, with the

exception of 30 months during the

Second World War when he was in

the Office of War Information. He
was the publisher of Time maga-
zine from 1945 to 1960, a period

which saw its circulation double

and its advertising revenues more
than triple. He served as president

of Time, Inc., from 1960-69, and
retired from its board of directors

in 1977, remaining active with the

company as a consultant.

He served for three years as

president of the National Urban
League, and is a member of sev-

eral international committees and
panels. Since retiring from Time,

Linen has started a new career as

chairman of Linen, Fortinberry &
Associates, Inc., an international

consulting firm.

Dorothy Canning Miller retired

as senior curator of the Museum of

Modern Art in New York City in

1969 after serving there in various

capacities for 35 years. She was
regarded as one of the most impor-

tant people in the art world in the

•40's and '50's because of her abil-

ity to spot new talent and bring to

the attention of a large audience

the work of artists whose names
are now familiar, but who at that

time were all but unknown.
She travelled across the country

looking for new acquisitions, and
organized many exhibitions.

In 1969 she organized the first

and only exhibition of Nelson Rock-
efeller's art collection. Since her
retirement. Miller has been active

as an art consultant.

L

CONGRATULATIONS

TO THE

CLASS OF '82

See you at

Homecoming!
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Gone, but not forgotten
Fred Rudolph
Frederick Rudolph, Mark Hop-

kins Professor of History and one

of the country's leading authorities

on the history and philosophy of

higher education in America, will

retire this June.

During his professional career,

covering more than 30 years on the

faculty, Rudolph has written

extensively about the development
of the college and university sys-

tem in the United States, as well as

on those factors which shape the

direction of higher education. He
has served frequently on national

panels and commissions dealing

with various aspects of higher

education.

A 1942 graduate of Williams,

Rudolph recently descril>ed him-

self as "A very unofficial keeper of

the College's historical conscious-

ness," a very modest appraisal of

his painstakii\g research of the Col-

lege's archives. In addition to

teaching a course on the history of

Williams, Rudolph has written a

book about the Williams years

under the presidency of Mark Hop-
kins, from 1836 to 1872, when, says

Rudolph, "many of the directions

of the 20th-century college were
being set." This book, "Mark Hop-
kins and the Log," was a study

originally undertaken by Rudolph
as his doctoral dissertation at

Yale.

Rudolph says that a major pro-

ject after he officially retires from

teaching will be to continue work

on the history of Williams. "I

intend to write about Williams

from 1872 until 1%1, the end of

Phinney Baxter's presidency,"

says Rudolph. "This is a period in

which Williams was definable as a

small New England men's college.

Fr*d Rudolph

with an active fraternity system
and homogeneous student body."
"The period since 1961," he adds,

"has seen the abolition of fraterni-

ties, the introduction of co-

education, and the development of

Williams Into a 'national' Institu-

tion which Is larger, considerably
more diverse, and more Intellectu-

ally oriented."

After graduating from Williams
In 1942, Rudolph served in theArmy
until 1946, discharged with the

Congratulations to the

Class of 1982
enzi s

COLLEGE BOOK STORE. INC.

WILLIAMSTOWN. MASS 01267

rank of Captain. He returned to

Williams as an instructor for a

year before going to Yale where he

earned his master's degree in 1949

and his Ph.D. in 1953. In 1949 he

married Dorothy Dannenbaum.
They have two children, Marta
Rudolph MacDonald, and Lisa

Rudolph Cushman.
He returned to Williams per-

manently in 1951, was promoted to

professor in 1961 and was named
Mark Hopkins Professor of History

In 1964. Rudolph served as the

Chairman of the American Civili-

zation program from 1971-1980,

and since 1978 has been College

Marshal.

Ralph Townsend
Coach Ralph Townsend, director

of the Outing Club and former Ski

team coach, brings his 32 year Wil-

liams career to a close when he

retires this June.

Townsend made himself a fix-

ture of winter athletics at the Col-

lege. Townsend was ski team
coach from 1950 through 1972,

heading teams that were consist-

ently among the best In the East
and top twelve In the nation. In 1975

Townsend was named to the

National Ski Hall of Fame In recog-

nition of his contributions to the

sport, both as competitor and as a

coach.

The Eastern Intercollegiate Ski

Association recently awarded Its

highest honor, the Service Award,
to Coach Townsend. Townsend Is

the first person ever given the Ser-

vice Award, which Is presented
only when a deserving candidate
arises, rather than annually.

Skiing Is an Integral part of

Townsend's life. He was a four-

event skiing star as a student at

University of New Hampshire.
Between his undergraduate years,

Townsend served with the U.S.

Army's famed 10th Mountain Div-

ision during World War II.

Townsend's major triumphs as a
competitor Include National Nor-

dic Ski champion and Eastern

Alpine champion In 1947 and a

second National Nordic title in

1949. He also competed for the Uni-

ted States ski team in the 1948

Olympics at St. Morltz.

John Peinert
Usually one measures the mark

someone has made at an Institution

by seeing how long that person was

there. That's because It usually

takes a long time to make an

Important contribution to a

program.
But John Peinert, departing

men's varsity crew coach, has left

an Indelible mark on the Williams

College crew program in his brief

but busy five year stint as coach.

Before Relnert's arrival, the Eph-

men had never won the Little

Three men's heavyweight title, but

under his leadership Williams took

three of five championships.

Overall Peinert was 8-3 In Little

Three competition over his five

years as varsity coach and one

year as frosh mentor. His teams

won over 70% of their races against

the toughest small college compe-

tition In the Northeast. He coached

the Lightweight boat to a silver

medal In the Dad Vail, and last

year's heavyweights to the quar-

terfinals of the Lady's Plate at the

Henley Regatta In England.

Pelnert's accomplishment was

turning the Williams crew around

Best Wishes

to the

Class of 1982

WEST PACKAGE STORE
ROUTE 2

BETWEEN N A. AND WILLIAMSTOWN
663-6081

Best of Luck

Graduates

Thank you for

Your Patronage

HART'S PHARMACISTS. INC.

SPRING STREET

from being a bunch of nobodies

that the College didn't know or

care about to being a bunch of

nolx)dies that the College didn't

know or care about but who
expected to win.

Winning means a lot to Peinert,

and he doesn't think little things

Continued on Page 11
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Congratulations to everyone

and many, many thank yous

for all of your kind support.

We will miss you. Good luck

EPH'S ALLEY
on Spring St. Wiliiamstown

behind First Agricultural Bank ®
Sincerely,

Everyone at Town & Country

Flowers

458-5030

Custodian Jo« King, a fixture at Baxter

Hall since he first came to the College

in August, 1978, has left Williams. He

currently has no future plans and says

he will "play it by ear from here." We
will sorely miss his presence in Baxter,

and we wish him the best of luck In his

new endeavor.

CHAMPAGNE
CGRDINIU

from Spain $4.99

VEUVE PAUL

$4.75

SANTE
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From: im cup swop

To : The students and Faculty

of Williams College

The Clip Shop and You

A Team Working Well Together!
Congratulations to the Graduating

Class of '82, from all of us at the Clip Shop.

We wish you much success and happiness in

the future. And we'd like to take this oppor-

tunity to thank all the students and faculty

of Williams for your continued patronage of

the Clip Shop. We look forward to seeing

many of you again next year.

Thanks again from

The Fox at The Clip Shop
Pittsfield

447-9576

Wiliiamstown
458-9167

Bennington, Vt.

(802) 442-9823
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by Erie Schmitt
and Steve Uillard

SEPTEMBER
School opened in early Sep-

tember with students returning to

find elements of the dreaded Gif-

ford Report already implemented.
Row House dining had been elimi-

nated over the summer, along with

the Thursday night guest meals.
The College also used the summer
to install a new computerized I.D.

system which promised to pay for

itseK in two to ten years, depending
on who you talked to.

Congressman Morris Udall
focused on "Energy, Environ-
ment, and Economics for the

1980's" in the keynote address of

the 1981 convocation. Udall was
one of seven local and national

authorities on energy who received
honorary degrees from Williams
as a part of the ceremonies.
Controversy flared as a Grey-

lock party was shut down by
intrepid agents of the College

Security staff led by the College's

own Dean Daniel O'Connor. O'Con-
nor subsequently apologized and
negotiated a cash settlement with
the houses sponsoring the party.

Another blow to returning stu-

dents was the discovery of the theft

of more than $1000 in stereo equip-

ment from a storage area in the

were held in Munich. Tuttle was
the third Williams oarswoman to

row on a U.S. national team.

As students returned to classes,

work on the new art complex con-

tinued, although projected cost

overruns threatened the comple-

tion of the full renovation. In cost-

cutting moves, more than 2,000

square feet were cut from the origi-

nal plan and a $700,000 renovation

of the existing structure of Law-
rence Hall was shelved.

OCTOBER
Williams gained the status of a

minor world power when it signed

a formal agreement with the

nation of Botswana to provide
assistance in recruiting specialists

in economic and political affairs.

Professor Steve Lewis was named
to lead the College's half of the new
program.
The Winter Study Review Com-

mittee began formal meetings
with faculty members to discuss
the educational value of Winter
Study. The meetings, which lasted
through January, were character-
ized by general support for the

principles of Winter Study but real

concerns for the current imple-
mentation of the Winter Study
system.

Stone Hill made the news as sixty

acres of land on the hill were put up

President Chandler and Peter Mmusi, Bolswanan Minister of Finance and Devel-
opment Planning, sign cooperative agreement.

basement of Morgan Hall.
Although students had stored
belongings in the storage room
under the assumption that it would
remain locked, Norman Tremb
lay, a Morgan custodian, said that

the room "was open all summer to

do rewiring . . . anyone could have
got in there." A rash of stereo
thefts from dorms all over campus
occurred during the summer
months.

Oarswoman Sue Tuttle '78 took a

bronze medal in the 1981 World
Rowing Championships which

for sale. A Stone Hill Preservation
Committee was quickly formed to

oppose the sale and the land was
declared "an extraordinary
resource, an area whose natural

beauty has served over the years to

refresh the spirits and enhance the

quality of living for any and every
citizen who chose to take advan
tage of it." A Williams alumnus
later bought the property and
promised not to develop it.

NOVEMBER
November's hot topic on campus

was the use of student funds for

organization banquets. The issue

was initially raised in a Record
investigation of College Council

spending which revealed that

more than one quarter of the Coun-
cil's $2,000 budget was spent in vio-

lation of Council funding
guidelines. Highlights of the spend-

The Year! in Review

Leather-clad rocker Southside Johnny
wails his words to a receptive crowd in

the Field House . . .

ing included two dinners attended
solely by the four Council officers

at Mill on the Hoss, with an aver-
age tab of $40 per person per meal.
Council officers explained the ban-
quets as "traditional." Similarly,
the Record was discovered to have
treated 26 staff members to its own
year end fling at the River House
for a more modest $10 per person.
The College Council quickly cut

$260 from the Record budget. The
Council then declared its own
budget to be "discretionary."
The Housing Committee sought,

with CUL approval, to merge West
with Spencer and Woodbridge
houses in what proved to be an
unpopular move with students
affected by the change. At an open
Housing Committee meeting, stu-

dents protested the change and the
action was eventually withdrawn.
West was subsequently m.erged
with Spencer and Hntoks.
The football team suffered

through the 1981 season as it lost to
an Amherst team that won its first

Little Three championships since
1968. The Ephs finished li-^ for the
season.

Two assaults on female students
occurred in rapid succession,
sparking one of the year's major
issues—sexual harassment.
Several students protested on-

campus recruiting sessions of the
CIA. Protesters charged that by
allowing the visit, the College was
implicitly condoning CIA
activities.

Southside Johnny and the
Asbury Jukes kicked off Home-
coming Weekend with an electrify-

ing concert in Towne Field House.
Williamstheatre's production of

Twelfth Night drew rave reviews.

DECEMBER
On December 6, Dean O'Connor

announced that he had expelled the

male student involved in the first of

the sexual assault incidents
revealed in November. After a four

and a half hour meeting however,
the College Discipline Committee
overturned the decision and a new
penalty was determined. This rev-

ersal was unpopular with some stu

dents who asked for stricter action

in such cases.

Eight out of eleven professors

eligible for tenure received the

coveted nod. The tenure decisions

resulted in the complete tenuring

of the Spanish and classics depart-

ments, but ruined hopes of making
anthropology a full department
next year.

JANUARY
For the second time in two

months, the Honor and Discipline

Committee overturned the Dean's

expulsion of a student involved in a

sexual harassment case. Accord-

ing to two witnesses of the proceed-

ings, the committee met the week

before Christmas break, found the

defendant guilty and suspended

him for one year. The defendant

appealed though, and the punish-

IkJp i>i6/j cjjt^ m

The Reagan Administration's call for

student aid cuts brought student con-

cern out in the open.

ment was adjusted to permanent

probation.

Concern over the issue of sexual

harassment led to a campus-wide

meeting in Chapin Hall. Three pro

fessors and three students pres-

ented statements on sexual
harassment before some 800 stu-

dents and faculty. President John
Chandler authorized Dean O'Con-

nor to judge all cases of sexual

harassment, and suspended the

right to appeal to the Discipline

Committee. The authorization con-

tinued pending a faculty study of

the Honor and Discipline Commit-
tee and its procedures.

FEBRUARY
The Winter Study Committee

released its long-awaited interim

report which outlined two propos-

als that would revise the January
term. Proposal A provided for

freshman seminars, sophomore
and junior electives and senior pro-

ject. Proposal B offered an alter-

native two-semester calendar in

the event the faculty decided to

abolish Winter Study completely.

Heavy snowfall blessed Winter
Carnival for the first time in recent

memory. Despite some near-

crippling vandalism, A-Gar-
Wood's rendition of Humpty-Dump-
ty took first place among several

strong entries in the snow sculpture

contest.

Director of Admissions Phil

Smith found himself embroiled in

the sexual harassment issue when
an alumni newsletter, sent out to

several hundred alumni admissions

contacts, significantly downplayed
the campus controversy. Smith
explained that he was only trying to

put the issue into "an understanda-
ble context for alumni of a different

generation ..."

The Record withheld its usual

endorsements for College Council

officers, criticizing the candidates
for a lack of specific campaign
proposals.

Ross Keller, after six years as

Food Services director, announced
he was leaving Williams in May to

manage an inn on the coast of

Maine.

Keller, who oversaw the closing

of Row House dining facilities and
brought several innovations to

Food Services at Williams, was
succeeded by Assistant Director

Jim Hodgklns.

MARCH
President Chandler announced

. . . and Toots and the Maytals reggae-

(ied Spring Weekend in Chapin Hall.

that tuition and fees for the 1982-83

academic year would rise to

$10,731. Adding to this grim news

for students and their parents was

the announcement that the College

would suffer a 35 percent cut in fed-

eral aid as a result of reductions in

student loans and grant programs

proposed by the Reagan Adminis-

tration.

Stuart "Smokey" Robinson and

Jay Ward were elected College

Council president and vice-

president, respectively. Patricia

Chaplin and John Small ran unop-

posed for the offices of secretary

and treasurer, respectively.

Williams prep survived a serious

scare. The House of Walsh, a Wllli-

amstown clothier for over half a

century, was purchased by two

entrepreneurs when it appeared

the store was on the verge of bank-

ruptcy.

A record 320 students applied for

house transfers, fanning the

flames of debate that the residen-

tial housing system was Inade-

quate. Housing Committee
meetings would focus on whether
an individual's right to switch

houses was greater than residen-

tial house unity.

No one moved from Vincent Pri-

ce's lectures as the famous actor

captivated the College community
for two days with dramatic
addresses injected with impromp-
tu performances.

In March the College sponsored

one sports championship and feted

another. The best men's collegiate

squash players in the U.S. and Can-

ada met in Lasell Gym. Harvard
captured top team honors with the

Ephmen finishing sixth. The
women's swim team crowned an

undefeated season with the NCAA
Division III championship. The
title, the first won by a women's
team, was the first national cham-
pionship for a Williams team since

1958.

APRIL
Winter Study lives on! Students

heaved a collective sigh of relief

and joy when the faculty decisively

voted in favor of Proposal A. The

Willlamstheatre presented a

delightful production of Noel
Coward's comedy Hay Fever. Reg-

gae rocked the venerable walls of

Chapin Hall when Toots and the

Maytals brought the forefront of

Jamaican reggae to the Berkshires.

Splashing to its t>est finish in a

national meet, the men's swim
team placed second at the NCAA
Division III national champion-

ships.

MAY
Construction crews flooded Wll-

Ilamstown after official ground-

breaking ceremonies for additions

to the Faculty Club and the Adams
Memorial Theatre. Construction

also continued on the College's

third ongoing project—the College

Art Museum's addition.

Peter Welanetz, the "Robert
Moses of Williams," announced he
would retire as director of the phy-

sical plant In December. Welanetz,

who has been director since 1951,

has personally supervised the con-

struction of more than one-third of

all Williams buildings.

After much controversy, the

Dean Daniel O'Connor holds sway at a spring (acuity meeting to discuss Winter

Study.

The Purple Valley suffered, with the rest of (he country, through an unusually long

and chilling wln(er.

beefed-up academic format of

freshman seminars, sophomore
and junior electives and senior pro-

jects, would go Into effect for the

198:^-84 school year. Outgoing Col-

lege Council president P'reddy

Nathan. Winter Study's most effec

tlve lobbyist, celebrated with

champagne after the vote.

The shroud of the sexual harass-

ment Issue still hung over the cam-
pus. A woman student thwarted

the attempts of an unidentified

man to force her into his car. The
incident was linked to the disap-

pearance that same evening of a

Florida, Massachusetts woman.

CUL approved a French House
proposal to set aside a co-op house

for juniors and seniors who desire

to speak French In an Intensive,

dormitory setting. The French
department will screen all appli-

cants, who will be allowed to live in

the house only one year.

Dr. Lewis Thomas, director of

the Memorial Sloan-Ketterlng
Cancer Center In New York City,

addressed the 193rd graduating

class. Thomas's The Lives of a Cell

won a National Book Award in

1975. Bishop John Coburn of the

Episcopal Diocese of Massachu
setts delivered the Baccalaureate.
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Purple Key honors athletes
EPHRAIM by Banevicius

Purpit Kty Trophy
Men Kennon S Miller 82

Women Anne M Dancewicz 82

Teresa M Dancewicz 82

FrancM E. Bowktr. Jr Swimming PrUe
Robert B KirkpatncK 85

Brooks Football Medal
Stephen J Doherty 82

Bullock WrMtlIng Trophy
Cnnstopher S Woodworth 84

Canby Award
Patricia Hellman 82

FoK Soccer Trophy
Brian R Darnell 82

Golf Trophy
Gregory K Jacobson 82

Or. I. S. Ortbben 24 Award
Gregory K Jacobson 82

Hoyt Memorial Award
Donald H Hangen 82

J Jeffrey Poggi 82

Class of 1925 Award
Patricia Hellman 82

Class o< 1901 Women's Basketball Award
Anne M Dancewicz 82

Teresa M Dancewicz 82

Johnston Baseball Trophy
MarK J White 84

Lacrosse Award
Men Kennon S Miller 82

Women Elizabeth T Connolly 82

Muir Swimming Trophy
Men Michael F Regan 82

Women Elizabeth A Jex '83

Katharine P Eckrich 85

Olmsted Cross Country Award
Charles V Stewart 82

Plansky Track Award
Charles Von Arentschildt 82

Leonard S. Prince Memorial Swimming Prize

Katherme P EcKnch 85

Rakov Football Award
Michael T Hawkins 83

Richardson Swimming Trophy
Jeffrey K Mook 83

Rockwood Tennis Cup
Winner Charles M Warshaver 82

Finalist Marc D Sopher 83

Salmon Football Award
Edward J Thomas 85

Scrlbner Tennis Trophy
Charles M Warshaver 82

Edward Shaw Memorial Squash Award
Kennon S Miller 82

Squash Racquets Prize

Winner Gregory H Zaff 84

Finalist Kennon S Miller 82

Team of 1981-S2 Women's Volleyball Award
Kathleen Gilmore 83

Kenwyn A Fuller 82

Women's Squash Award
Cassandra L Fisher '84

Williams Alumnae Skiing Award
Patricia Hellman 82

Brenda L Mailman 82

Lady Women's Tennis Award
Jami F Harris 82

Tower Basketball Award
Jeffrey N Fasulo 82

Townsend Skiing Award
Steven C Graham '82

Donald H Hangen 82

Young-Jay Hockey Trophy
Adam N Pollock 82

Andrew 0. C Oliver Intramural Sports Award
Garfield House

GOOD LUCK GRADUATES!

EL STORE
105 Spring Street

WIIJJAMSTOWN, MASS.01267M113)ir>8-r>786

Our Best Wishes

to the

Class of 1982

36 Spring Strct^t - - Williamstown

Telephone 458-4920

DA^'. M^ MoMEMT oF (3iL0P.y

AFTEK FOUR / oN& YfAfiS

t)p HARl^ i/joRK! j--\^^^

.JillA^.

^/^^^^.y^-^AA
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And Re.AP^f To CONFRONT

The PRO!5LeM5 OF A
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SIDESHOW by SUTTON

JOSEPH E DEWEY

9:00 - 5:00

Mon.-Sat. ^

WILLIAMSTOWN. MASS.

01267

458-5717

<<^

Foundations honor Ephs
Watson mineral resource development

there.

Senior Eban Goodstein was
awarded a Thomas J. Watson Fel-

lowship for study abroad this

spring

Chosen from 180 nominations

submitted by 40 colleges, Good-
stein will receive $10,000 for a year

of work as a volunteer for geologi-

cal surveys in Botswana, Zambia
and Zimbabwe in order to study

Truman

graduate study.

The Truman Scholarship Pro-

gram was established by Congress
in 1975, and is awarded to students

nominated by their colleges or uni-

versities, on the basis of academic
performance and potential for

leadership in government service.

Sophomore Alison Tucher has
become the first Williams College
student ever to receive a Harry S.

Truman Scholarship. Tucher, an
economics major, will receive

$5,000 annually toward her college

expenses for her junior and senior

years and for up to two years of

Poetry
Seniors Susan Edwards and

Riikka Melartin were chosen co-

winners of the Academy of Ameri-
can Poets Contest at Williams this

month.

English majors Edwards and
Melartin both completed honors
theses in original poetry this year.
The Annual contest recognizes

the best poem or group of poems
submitted by an undergraduate.
Judged this year by Philip Levine,
author of- several volumes of poe-
try including "Seven Years from
Somewhere," "Ashes," and "The
Names of the Lost."

The competitions, held at over
115 colleges, are judged locally by
poets of national prominence—
often those who have been resident

or visiting poets at the schools.

Your Williams College CHAIRS
udll conform with any trend

Order from

WILLIAMS CO-OP, 25 Spring St., Willlam$town, Mass.

'in^MsU^X

Hr«^ — ,^i--.s^*^-^

Williams Rocker - $125.00 Williams Arm Chair with Cherry Arms - $150.00

Whether your home, office, or studio follows the so-called conventional or nwdem trend, these beautiful chairs will lend

themselves in perfect harmony. For these chairs, which come in black, with gold trim, have a proper place in the conventional or

modern setting.

You have always admired these chairs for their beauty in design and comfort . . . and now . . . you may own one with

that added "Personal Touch" . . . The College Seal has been attractively screened, in gold, to the front of these chairs.

Chairs shi|>|>«'4l F.O.It. ^ illiuniHtoH ii

Kr<-i^ht iiia> Im> I'rrpaiil

Williams Co-op
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Best Wishes

to the

Class of 1982

CONCERNED WITH FASHION
FIT AND QUALITY

Eighty-nine gain prizes, scho pi'ships

=-*—
^ rim

\ oii'n- rta<t\ ! Kor ttir t)ijjjjrst ami tfu- tx'st that life has t<i offt-r.

Ami tor tin- lolifgf ring tiiat nijl sptak \olunu-s about \mi ami
>our a* liic\ctiu*nts— for \ears to comr.
(.Dmc and nve the ext^iiisitci) i rafted stvies — from the ( lassit to

tiif (ontcmporar). \n«i ( hoose the ring ami < ustom options tliat

most <-lo(](i«'iiti> «"xprrss \oij.

Now is \our tim«' to ^c\ what \ou tii'srrvr. In*/ rviufmhcr—
nnlhinfc t'lst' ji't'ls Itki- real fiittd.

GRADUATE FELLOWSHIPS

Horace F. Clark Prize Fellowship

Priscilla Alden Cohen 82

James Wesley Peck 82

Francis S. Hutchins Fellowship

Thomas George Graves 82

Hubbard Hutchinson Memorial Fellowship

Julie Edith Nessen 82

Jeffrey Perry 82

Lawrence Howard Shemfeld 82
Kenneth Bernard Talley 82

Charles Lansing Fellowship

Louise Harrison Pratt 82

Dr. Herchel Smith Fellowship

Sally Ann Kornbluth 82

Cheryl Mane Martin 82

Ell Jay Mlawer 82

GENERAL AWARDS
William Bradford Turner Citizenship Prize

Cheryl Mane Martin '82

Academy of American Poets Prize

Susan Pamela Edwards 82
Riikka-Liisa Melartin 82

John Sabin Adrlance Prize in Chemistry
John Wurlitzer Thoman, Jr 82

BENEDICT PRIZES

In Biology
First Prize Donald Hale Hangen '82

Second Prize Nicole Lee 82

In French
Richard Alan Hirsch 82

Anne Houston Hodges 82
Marlene Celeste Standish 82

In German
Stephen Francis Curne 82

Hiroko Imamura 82

In Greek
First Prize Margaret Curzon Welch 83
Second Prize John Marshall Harvey 85

In History
First Prize Mark Steven Ratfman 82

Second Prize Stephen Francis Curne 82

In Latin
First Prize Richard Adam Leavitl 82

Second Prize Terence Christopher Gallagher 84

In Mathematics
Davide Piero Cervone 84
David Peter Chelmow 84
John Vincent Leahy IV 84

Leila Tiffany Worth 84

Gaius C. Bolin 89 Essay Prize
Scott David Highleyman 82

Kenneth L. Brown Award in American Studies
Duffy Jason Graham 83

Stertlrtg A. Brown Award
Walls Dianna Johnson 82

David Taggart Clark Prize In Lalln

Philip Delatield Carroll 84

Comparative Literature Essay Prize

Charles Martin Singer 82

Conant-Harrington Prize In Biology
Margaret Crane 82

Doris de Keysertlngk Prize in Russian
David Alessandro Moro 82
Kolleen Joanne Rask 82

Garrett Wright DeVrles Memorial Prize In Spanish
Cynthia Ellen Roat 82

Owight Botanical Prize

Alan Henry Bornbusch 82

Gilbert W. Gabriel Memorial Award in Theatre
Julie Edith Nessen 82

ARTHUR B. GRAVES ESSAY PRIZE

Art

Tracy Allison Dick '82

Economics
Stephen Hopkins Willard 82

History

Warren Thomas Costley 82

Philosophy
Michael Duane Koessel 82

Political Science
Miriam Elizabeth Sapiro 82

Religion

Maria Anita Antonaccio 82
Lisa Davidson Campolo 82
William Abbott Foster 82

Graves Prize lor Delivery of Essay
Bruce Richard Kelly 82

Maria Therese Pramaggiore 82

Frederick C. Hagedorn, Jr. Prize

Kevin Santred Hirsch 82

Henry H. Hamilton 25 Premedical Award
Brenda Lee Mailman 82

Thomas G. Hardie III 78 Memorial Award
in Environmental Studies
Deborah Ann Gregg 82

C. David Harris, Jr. Prize in Political Science
Bruce Keatley Rutherford 84

Gary Ian Selinger 84

Willard E. Hoyt. Jr. 23 Memorial Award
Donald Hale Hangen 82
John Jeffrey Poggi 82

Arthur C. Kaufmann Prize in English
Tracy Allison Dick 82

Lathers Prize and Medal
Jeffrey Bruce Lisack 82

Leverett Mears Prize In Chemistry
Carl Lansing Berg 82

Michael David Miller 82

John W. Miller Prize in Philosophy
Michael Duane Koessel 82

AKK7\MD\ Class RINGS ink

IBiUiantidi (En-u^t

srinN(, siinii

Elizabeth T. Connolly (right), newly elected president of the Class of 1982. will
head alumni activities. Serving as vice-president is Anne H. Hodges (2nd from
left). Katherine M. Scott (left) is secretary, and Carl L. Berg (2nd from right) is

treasurer. The officers appointed a team of six seniors, headed by Margaret
Stone, as Class Agents. Associate agents are Julie Hackett, Jeft Harleston. Shawn
Lovely. Holly Perry and Russell Piatt.

Rice Prizes In Classical Languages

In Greek
Louise Harrison Pratt 82

In Latin

Theodor Thomas Herwig '82

Royal Society ot Arst Silver Medal
Catherine Corbin Vare 82

Bruce Sanderson Award lor Excellence

in Architecture

Blake Leay Auchincloss 82

Ruth Sanlord Fellowship In Theatre

Rebecca Faye Kravetz 82

Sentinels Of The Republic Prize

Julia Bexler Isaacs 82

Edward Gould Shumway Prize in English

Cheryl Mane Martin 82

Lawrence Howard Shemfeld 82

Herbert R. Silverman Award in American History

Sandra Leigh Olson 82

Howard P. Stabler Prize in Physics

Behzad Mirhashem 82

William Bradford Turner Prize in American History

Shawn Donald Lovely 82

Van Vechten Prize For Extemporaneous Speaking
Steven Howard Epstein 83

Kathleen Ann Merngan 82

Douglas SCott Nelson 82

Benjamin B. Walnwrlght Award In English

Alyson Carol Hagy 82

David A. Wells Prize For Political Economy
Douglas George Cogan 82

Susan Leslie Williams 82

Karl E. Weston Prize For Distinction In Art

Tracy Allison Dick 82

should stop the Williams crew. And
there are "little" things which the

crew has to put up with: being a

club instead of a varsity sport and

competing against varsity teams

at other schools; driving an hour

each way to and from practice

while their lake is frozen through

mid-April; sharing limited facili-

ties across the men's, women's and

freshmen programs; and raising

much of their own money.

But Williams, oarsmen never

focused on these circumstances

because Peinert always moved
ahead with such unquestioned

determination that the crew just

followed behind and learned to look

for advantages instead adversity.

Original oarsmen

Peinert knew the athlete's point

of view at Williams because he was

on the first crew at the sport's

inception here in 1968. The crew

then was terrible because, as Pei-

nert put it, they expected to be ter-

rible. Things have changed since

then with silver medal boats in 1976

and 1979 and trips to the finals of

the Vail virtually every year.

Peinert plans to attend some Wil-

liams races next year and his influ-

ence will still be strongly felt by all

those who rowed under him. His

motivations, aspirations, and

determination will be a part of Wil-

liams crew for a long time.

^f|c ^oW ^o\t

Congratulations to

All 1982
Graduates

118 Water Street 10-5:30 Daily

^ttnst of alsh
OFFERS THE AUTHENTIC

NICHOLS & STONE
HARDWOOD CHAIRS

with rolled back, genuine Cherry arms,
pegged construction, black lacquer finish,

gold trim, and ^ illiams College seal.

Made for Williams graduates by

Nichols & Stone since the 1800's.

Rocker ^Igg

Chair ^155

House of Walsh Student Account
VISA—IVfC—AMERICAN EXPRESS

44 Spring St. Williamstown. Ma. 458-5010
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Wet and wild year for Ephs at play

by Dan Keating

When I think back on the whole
thing, this year stands out as an
awfully wet one in Williams sports.

Though certainly not all the wet-
ness was awful.

From the water dripping off the

bathing caps of our national cham-
pion women's swimming team to

the water rolling off the shaved
heads of the second in the nation
men' J swimmers.

NO KEATING

From the fluid in John Lawlers
knee which he battled all season to

overcome to the frost on Dan.
Finn's pads after the last game at

North Adams.

world—just because you don't get

many chances to take on the best.

She didn't win, but everyone came
away from the women's squash
nationals admiring the gutsy,
never-say-die kid from Williams.

From the soggy gloves you get
during a night of great traying to

the ever-present sweat the
wrestlers squeeze out to make
weight.

From the ice lovingly dispensed
by Gary (Guerin) and Ron (Stant)

in the training room to the show
ungraciously dumped on us by
Mother (Nature).

We had a fumble-fingered foot-

ball team, two soccer teams that

had trouble scoring, an under-
manned but never outmanned
wrestling squad and a sophomore-
packed squash team which raised
Williams to a high peak in national

Senior John Lawler, always a battler, struggles for the extra yard that the Ephs
needed this season.

From the tears of the women's
crew after their dream of being
champions crumpled in their final

race to the beer that flowc^d from
the ruggers cups and won them
$200().

F'rom our almost snowed-out

Spring to the rain-soaked Satur

days we had this fall.

PYom the blood pouring from
Barb Riefler's eye which couldn't

make her quit in her squash match

against the best woman in the

rankings (with great hope for the

future).

We had a hot and cold men's hoop
team, a men's cross country team
that won all its races but lost its

bear, two volleyball teams which
rolled all over New England and a

mile relay team which similarly

dominated New England but

couldn't showcase their stuff any
where else because of a NESCAC
ban.

We had a tennis team which
started off like a ball of fire, a
women's cross country which sent

two women to the nationals, and
the best looking women's tennis

team in the area, according to its

coach!

We had medieval-style battles in

the science quad and fewer dog
fights.

And last of all, but certainly not
least, we had the athletes who
never got mentioned in flashy

"We have Dr. Ellison who has fixed more
joints than Bob Marley."

We had Terry and Anne, the
Dancewicz twins: the best pair for

Williams sports since the invention
of the sneaker.

We had Crawford Lyons coming
back from a knee injury and lead-

ing the Eph skiers in their own Car-
nival on only his second day back
on skis.

We had Micah Taylor catching
and running (Fall), jumping and
running (Winter), and triple jump-
ing and running (Spring).

We have Dr. Ellison who has
fixed more joints than Bob Marley.

We had senior Steve Doherty,
who got so psyched at the begin-
ning of football games that his eyes
bulged out so much he looked "like

a squashed-on toad."

Running coach Peter Farwell
ran in the Boston Marathon, Coach
Sue Hudson-Hamblin had her first

baby—Seth, and Carmen Palla-

dino made his debut as a fight

announcer.

We have Joe Saniga and Art St.

Pierre in their outpost in the base-
ment of the gym keeping everyone
equipped and happy.

We had the Mission Olympics,
the Superteams, Miller 2-on-2,

Intramural everything (Garfield

captured the final house cham-
pionship), broomball, Sunday
Night Basketball and an all college

tug-of-war.

We had a basketball game
against a group of traveling Yugos-
lavians and a swim meet by tele-

phone against a California
college; not to mention the
national squash intercollegiate
championships right here in

Lasell.

headlines, lead paragraphs or ev-

en dangling participles. But they
were there, being the foundation
that the Williams student-athlete

system is built on. The people like

Barry Craig, Joe Daignault, Missy
Hunger, Rick Versace, Carol Sut-

ton, Marc Rubin, Greg Narver and
Kenwyn Fuller. This list is only a
fraction of the real number of ath-

letes who stuck it out and gave
their all without the benefit of glory
and stardom.

Although we seldom, if ever,

hear about these athletes, we all

appreciate them. But since it

"The Dancewicz
twins: the best pair

for Williams sports

since the invention

of the sneaker."

wasn't our appreciation that they

were playing for anyway, they've

alr,.'ady received what they sought

most—the satisfaction and joy of

just playing.

This collection isn't nearly a

comprehensive review of this

year's sports: it's some of the out-

croppings, peaks and plateaus on

the mountain ascended by Willi-

ams athletes this year. Anyone
who doesn't know the success and

fun of Williams sports probably

also doesn't believe in purple cows.

T
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By now you must have heard that we have sold
our textbook rights to Dewey's, located behind
Pappa Charlie's Deli. Thank you for your support
during the years.

We will continue to carry everything we have in

the past except the textbooks. In addition we are
going to considerably expand our offerings of
publishers overstock, or remainders, as they are
called. In effect these are brand new books
reduced to 1/2 to 1/3 of their original price.

Have a good year. RRR
P.8. For Incoming frtihmen, w« are located

•»

enzi s

COLLEGE BOOK STORE INC.
WILLIAMSTOWN. MASS, 01267

between

Penny's and The Log.

The Williams Record
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Let me tell you
Well. You're in for it.

The madness of the next few days is comfortable and
familiar to us. It's thrilling but sometimes frightening to
you freshmen. You'll be dressed up, shuttled around,
dragged to parties and lectures, and advised about all

aspects of Williams life. You'll be told and shown how to
act, what to avoid, and where to go by always friendly,
occasionally misguided people who are eager to help you
out. Stay loose, don't believe everything, don't rush into
anything. But avoid doing nothing. Plunge into college life

with joy and curiosity and spirit ... it's a happy, wonderful
experience. Treat the next year as an experiment.

Try new lifestyles, new subjects, new sports. Be an
individual—don't be afraid to appear silly; instead, be
eager to appear unique. Don't worry about grades, either.
You may not get the grades you got in high school, but
none of us do. It's OK. If you work hard, you'll do well. And
if you study what interests you instead of what you think is

*'good" for you, you will work hard because you are enjoy-
ing it.

But don't try to go it alone. Your JAs and entrymates
can become your closest friends, and their aid and com-
panionship is essential. Your professors and the adminis-
trators are always friendly and willing to help, too.

Finally, rely on the gems of information contained in

this booklet. We're trying to give you a handle on
Williamstown—where to go for sheets and suntans, where
to go for a 3 a.m. snack or a Parents' Weekend feast, and
where to go to get out of this place.
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Little things we've discovered over

three years here. We thought every-

body knew about them, but a disturb-

ing number of friends have graduated

without having done, or seen, most of

them. So we'll give you a head start

on what to look for:

• Ice Cream Cones at the Tash

Store. The two Tash sisters, each

about four feet tall, have been running

the place for sixty years, and haven't

changed a single thing for the last

fifty-nine. Wonderful old posters, old

cabinets, old flooring, and old people.

It can take twenty minutes for Fanny
to scoop out your Ice cream, but you'll

get a fascinating conversation In the

meantime and the huge cone Is well

worth the wait and the thirty-five

cents. On Water Street.

'/^'/^^

Wlllltmttown hat • lot of colorful p«opl«.

Thf pastoral landtcapa of Slont Hill.

• A walk along Deer Ridge. You'll

be trespassing, but during the foliage

season nothing Is more beautiful than

a stroll along this grassy lane In the

woods. And you may see a white-

tailed buck bounding through a field

on the Mount Hope Farm.

• College llljinks. Sure, you're not

supposed to go steam tunnelling, or

break Into the pool for 3 a.m. sklnny-

dlpplng, or enjoy throwing buckets of

water on Sage F, or test your strength

at cow-tlpplng, but you only live once.

Just be careful and make sure you're

reasonably sober.

• The Green Mountain Racetrack.

No, It used to be horses like a normal

track but now It's dogs, which necessi-

tated a few Interesting changes in

physical plant. You won't believe

you're watching dogs run, but It's a

great time. In Pownal past the soon-

to-t)e familiar adult book store.

• Picnicking on Stone Hill. Walk up

the hill behind the Clark and you'll

vaguely think you're In Scotland or

something. The view of the Village

Beautiful Is so nice It's a cliche. Eat

some bread and cheese and wine and

fruit, another cliche. Then go to the

back left corner of the field to pick up

the old High road to the south. It

wanders around forests, fields, and

hilltops. Watch out for the cows, how-

ever; one of them Is a bull who likes to

chase people.

• The Center for Development Eco-

nomics. Williams' most beautiful

residential house belongs to a fun

bunch of foreign economics grad stu-

dents who love visitors and informa-

tion about the College. Drop In some
day to marvel at the panelling, furni-

ture and huge rooms. You may wind

up In a fascinating conversation with

a Somallan.

• Climbing a Mountain. An easy

one at least, like Pine Cobble. Or drive

if you must, up Greylock. But do It.

What'd ya come up here for anyway?

• The Clark Art Museum. For
(iod's sake, get over there. It's wond-

erful, especially on beautiful morn
Ings, and you'd t)e surprised how four

years can pass, (io frequently and buy

their classy notecards, which will

impress your mother.

• Phillips General Store. A real

store, not for the tourists. If you can't

find It anywhere, they've got one

squirreled away somewhere. Penny
candy, creaky wooden floors, and

crusty New England service.

• The Wllllamstown Public Library.

A big white house with lots of books

Sawyer won't have— like travel

guides, cookbooks, and trashy novels.

The reading room Is like your grand-

mother's living room and for some
reason features twenty-six Issues of

Oklahoma Today Magazine.

Tht Tatli flora Iwanly yaart ago. Oo in today and— tha Idanlloal icana.



Getting Out Again

You can go in ttyle . .

.

Thoreau was referring to Williams when he said, "It would be no small
idvantage If every college were thub located at the base of a mountain." It would
be an even greater advantage If a train station, bus depot, or airport were located

here. As It Is, finding transportation Into and out of WlUlamstown can be as

challenging as getting an A from Kurt Tauber.
Buses provide the most reliable means of escape. Five buses leave the Willi-

ams Inn dally for Boston, the first at 6: 15 a.m. and the last at 5: 15 p.m. The ride

takes al)out 3Vi hours. The Infamous New York-vla-Plttsfleld-and-every-small-

town along-theway bus sets off at 7:35 every morning and arrives at the Port

Authority terminal 5^/i hours later. An extra run at 11:55 a.m. is added on the

wtckends. More information about schedules, fares, and routes Is available at the

Williams Inn (458-9371). The bus stop Is right outside the Inn.

Ugly orange buses

The county bus system (those ugly orange buses with big B's on the sides)

provides hourly service to North Adams. Buses leave the Williams Inn starting at

6:30 a.m. (8:30 on weekends) and can be boarded in front of the gym on Spring
Street. Why would anyone want togo to North Adams, you may ask? Well, it only
costs 70<, and North Adams was once named one of the 10 most beautiful small

cities In America. It has a very high teenage pregnancy rate, and the only arcade
In the area is located there. Besides, you can catch a bus to Pittsfleld at 7 after

every hour.

Pittsfleld Is much like North Adams, except bigger and uglier. Pittsfleld also

, has a train station (actually a large plexiglass telephone booth) with connections
to Boston at 11:20 a.m. and Chicago at 8:15 p.m. The Chicago train stops in

Worcester, Cleveland, and Buffalo, among other places.

A Travel Guide
Albany also offers railroad access, most notably 7 trains each weekday to

Grand Central Station in New York. For more train Information, call Amirak:
800-523-5720. Albany also has the airport of preference for Williams students. The
Travel Store on Spring Street can help with rail and air tickets and infonualion.

No cars allowed
The easiest way to travel Is by car. If you own one. you're In luck. Well, almost.

As a first semester freshman, you're not supposed to be driving one, so you can
either put it in storage or hide it from the authorities. Thereafter, you must pay a

$55 registration fee each year to Security and park in an assigned lot— in the case

of freshmen, behind the tennis courts.

If you're daring, the best way to conceal an illegal/unregistered car Is to talk a

faculty or staff member Into giving or selling you their parking sticker, which will

let you park anywhere you please. The second best method is to park the car
off-campus (easier than you may think—church parking lots are empty six days a

week.)

Cars not registered, or parked Illegally, face fairly substantial fines If found

by a Security officer, who seem to spend most of their time patrolling the parking
*^^^' Car conneellons

If you don't have a car, you can often find one that's going your way with a

little effort. Informal contacts are often the most fruitful. Ask JA's, friends of

JA's, and any other upperclassmen you know about people with room to spare In

their cars. Remember that guy from your high school who told you to look him up
sometime when you got here? Don't forget fellow freshmen— their cars can come
out of storage on breaks.

The ride board In Baxter fills up with "rides wanted" around vacations. Post a

notice (the more creative the better) and keep your fingers crossed. WCFM
broadcasts a ride board with both offers and needs, as does WJJW, the North
Adams State College station. WJ.IW's board usually has rides to the Boston area
offered every weekend, and they play belter music than CFM.

With a little planning, you should be able to get to Just about any place you
want during your four years here. But after paying $10,00(K to get here, who wants
to leave?

... or on lh« ugly but.
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)ome

mportant

Paces
' Dean O'Connor

Dean Daniel O'Connor is the

Administration's point man for cam-
pus crises. As Dean of the College,

be Is responsible for the day-to-day

operation of the College and supervi-

sion of student life. Students usually

call him "Dean Dan," but not to his

face, please. O'Connor's pet crusade
U to combat grade inflation, which is

lomething like what happens to our
tuition each year, only not so drasti-

cally. O'Connor had little time for per-

sonal crusading last year as he

Walked the difficult line between stu-

dent concerns and Administration
policy. O'Connor is a philosophy pro-

fi'!»<»or, but fortunately he doesn't talk

like one.

Dttn O'Connor In th« days whtn he

fouflhi ballooning gradtt.

Th« Protldant will look mort lerlout when

you shake hands with him this week.

President Chandler

President Chandler Is a highly vis-

ible college president. One can usu-

ally see him commuting to and from

the office, watching football and bas-

ketball games, and ut graduation.

The President's Job Is to lead faculty

meetings, explain what's going on

when the Trustees visit the College,

and pump alums for money. Presi-

dent Chandler holds degrees from

Wake Forest and Duke—you would

never guess his Southern background

by looking at him, but Mrs.
Chandler's accent gives it away.

Chandler was a member of the Col-

lege classics department from 1955 to

1968. He left the College for five years,

but before long his heart pined for the

Purple Valley. The offer to become
College president might have made
his choice a little easier.

Dean Oakley presides over the unruly

bunch below.

Dean Oakley
Dean of the Faculty Oakley over-

sees tenure decisions and faculty hir-

ing, and represents faculty opinion to

the administration. He also teaches

Medieval History, and you can find

his name on the check-out card of

many an obscure, heavy tome In the

Library. The man himself Is not obs-

cure, however; while his Dean's

Office duties bring him litle contact

with students, you can easily distin-

guish him from other professors by

his wonderful Oxford accent.

Dean Roosenraad
Hoosenraad Is the radical In the

Dean's Office. He hung around with

Tom Hayden at Wisconsin and was
one of the early members of what

became the SOS. Much later he

gained notoriety for expelling dogs

from the Williams Campus. Nuwa
days he deals with much less serious

Issues as Dean of Freshmen.
Though he frowns on waterflghts

and boys-will be-boys vandalism,

Hoosenraad is very friendly and

understanding. Better yet, he gives

extensions easily.

A friendly face: Dean of Prosh Hoosenraad

Some of the happy fotks who'll be teaching you this year.



The Recorded History of Williams College
In the early 1750s, British

Army Colonel Ephralm Willi-

ams Jr. bequeathed several

thousand dollars to establish a

free school in West Hoosuck,
Massachusets. The result was
today's elite and expensive Wil-

liams College in Williamstown.
How did we get from there to

here?

Col. Ephralm Williams held a

series of commands in colonial

Massachusetts, although in his

day they spelled it "Maffachu-
fettf'-Klng George had a

speech Impediment, but no one
dared embarrass him, so they
changed the language. The
colonel held a series of com-
mands because he managed to

lose forts as often as he was
assigned to them. Williams met
his end In an Indian ambush
near Lake George, New York in

1755.

Williams' will provided
money to establish a boys' free

school in West Hoosuck, but

only on the condition that they
change the town's name to Willi-

amstown. With a name like

West Hoosuck, one would
imagine that the folks would
jump at the chance. The town
dragged its heels though, finally

agreeing to the change in 1765

(and Mr. Bronfman settled for a
mere science building?)

A series of legal disputes

stood between the dream of a

school and its realization. It

took over two decades to decide
whether Williamstown was in

New York or Massachusetts.
The struggle was resolved when
some crafty Williamstown law-

yers put up a sign ten miles to

the west that read, "Welcome to

New York— Hugh Carey,
Governor."
By the time the trustees were

ready to build the school In 17U5,

they learned that Williams'

accumulated estate of $9157

would not cover the cost. They
held a lottery to raise the

remaining funds. Construction

on West College finally began in

1790. The College's first building

still stands on its original site,

and some West College resi-

dents maintain that nothing has

Amhtrti was foundtd by Wllllamt' ••cond Prasldant, who d«cld«d that a

coll«g« could not turviva In Iha Barkahira wilda. Evary yaar w« prova on Iho

pUyIng flalds that wa'ra doing quita wall, thank you.

been changed in two hundred
years.

Another Judicial stumbling
block was thrown by Harvard
College. Harvard Insisted that it

was the only college the state

needed. WilUa ns won in court,

but Harvard cl ngs to the Idea to

this day. Litigation completed,
the Williams free school offi-

cially became Williams College

in June of 1793.

The College held its first com-
mencement exercises In Sep-

tember of 1795 with a

graduating class of four, Two
became doctors and two
became lawyers, setting the

tone for nearly two centuries of

Williams graduates.

The trustees of the late IHth

century called for a curriculum
that Included three forel^in lan-

guages, mensurations, conic

sections, navigation, civil pol-

ity, surveying, and arithmetic.

They threw In the arithmetic for

students seeking an easy way
out of Division III.

The College had a trouble-

some start, with most of its

problems stemming from the

isolation of Williamstown.
Faculty were disappointed by
the "country bumpkins" that

were attractecMo Williams. The
College was continually In need
of money. To resolve its prob-

lems, the trusltes tried to move
the college to a more convenient
location, but the request to

move was denied by the Massa-
chusetts government (King
George was dead by then, so the

"s" came back into the
alphabet).

Frustrated by the state's deci

sion, Williams' second presi-

dent, Zephanlah Swift Moore,
scurried to the Connecticut

River Valley in 1821, taking a

number of faint-hearted stu-

dents and faculty with him.

They founded Amherst College,

named after a British Lord
whose most notable achieve-

ment was to wipe out an entire

Indian tribe by giving them
smallpox-infested blankets.

The Williams-Amherst rivalry

has endured as one of the

nation's oldest college rivalries,

although respectable Williams
students deny any association

with the Lord Jeffs.

The list of Williams alums
does not contain many com-
monly recognized names. One
of our better-known graduates

Is President James A. Garfield,

who was assassinated minutes

before boarding a train lu-aded

for a Williams reunion. Another
well-known alum Is (ieoige

Sielnbrenner, owner of the New
York Yankees. Some people

have been heard to suggest that

Sielnbrenner should be shot and
that Garfield buy the Yankees.
Benchmarks in recent Willi-

ams history are the banning of

fraternities and the switch to

coeducation. In the early 19bOs

many faculty and students

decided that there was too much
drinking and carousing at Willi-

ams, so they tossed out the fia-

ternltles. A few years later,

when (he campus was deemed
safe for women, coeducation

was Introduced. Then the new
women students formed the

Women's Kugby 'I'earrj, and we
were back where we started.

Blalaon uaad lo ba Iha library, Whila Iha r9hfnc9 room was nica, tludanla

who taa Iha old slacks braaiha a sigh of rallaf and thank tha TrusUas for

8awyar Library.

i



Where to eat in the town
BERNARDY'S—Adventure across

(rom the wtre plant. We walked In,

' noticed that steak goes for $1.90. Saw

,
that two of the three customers were

atwut to have a fist fight. The bar-

tender was huge and not particularly

friendly. We left.

BETTE'S—Closes at three p.m.,

when most Ephs are waking up. Stu-

dents are never seen In here, but the

pancakes are good, the atmosphere Is

; nice, and patrons get a great view of

, Spring Street.

BURGER KING—Not only Is Joe

King down there now, but It's open

until three a.m. on Fridays and Satur-

days. Grab yourself a paper Burger

King crown and try the circular slide

In the restaurant's playground.

Within walking distance on Route

Two, near the all-night Grand Union.

COLONIAL PIZZA—Cool people call

It Conslantlne's. Heal cool people

don't talk about It at all. Awful pizza,
'

but amazing things happen around

2:30 In the morning. Juke box has

Greek folk songs and, for Christmas,

singing dogs.

LIBRARY VENDING MACHINES-
The weekday social center of the cam-
pus. Convenient to the main
bathrooms, and open until 1 a.m. Ter-

rible coffee, terrible sandwiches,

overpriced candy.

THE LOG—Get there early for super-

ior Alpha Pizza pie 'za—before they

run out of things like crust. Beer and
all the accessories.

PAPA CHARLIE'S DELI-Expen-
slve, but the only good sandwiches on

Spring Street. Huge variety, Haagen-
Dazs, and newspapers while you wait.

PURPLE PUB—Upper classmen like

to think of this as their turf, but frosh

can often get In. See If there Is a guy
sitting next to the door, checking IDs.

Good lunches.

SNACK BAR-Baxter burgers with a

twist—they're good. The grilled

honeybun with Ice cream Is a campus
classic. So Is everything else. The big

btablishcd 1901

Adidas Shoes

All Athletic

liqiiipmcnt

Custom Printed

T-Shirts

Fverything for

Men &L Women

Racket Sales

Hi Service

Class Rings

(lifts

Levi's

Spring Street Williamstown, MA
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library social crowd gets there at

11:00 every night.

Out of Town
BOSTON FISH MARKE:T-Near to

Napolltano's In North Adams. Family

restaurant atmosphere. Good, really

cheap fish. They give you plastic

forks and knives, so bring your own.

COZY CORNERS—Legendary. Good
spaghetti, cheap pizza, good cheap

drinks. Go with a crowd. Five minutes

drive north on Route 7.

DUNKIN' DONUTS-On Route 2 In

North Adams. Great as entry snacks.

Call ahead for big orders.

GOLD COIN-At last, a Chinese car-

ryout! The place can't be beat for

good Inexpensive food, and lots of It.

On Route 2 across from Zayre's.

LA COCINA—Those who know Mexi-

can food say It's lousy. Those who
don't say, "who cares?" Theonly rea-

sonably priced place decent enough

for a date. Bring IDs to buy sangrla.

LUAU HALE-Thls Is someplace s|>e-

clul. On Route 7 south of Plttsfleld, but

well worth the trip, especially with a

crowd. Amazing drinks with unbrel-

las In them. Gel trashed and marvel

at the Polynesian wall murals. And
order the PuPu Platter.

NAPOLITANO'S-Best local pizza.

Now has sit-down dining too. (io

l)ehlnd K-Mart In North Adams and

look around for It.

Check from home
BRITISH MAID-EngUsh country

house atmosphere w/EngUsh country

cuisine. The most reasonably priced

nice restaurant In town. Live band at

the upstairs bar.

LE COUNTRY RESTAURANT-
Varled menu of good but overpriced

food. Service is slow. Behind Grey-

lock quad on Route 7.

RIVER HOUSE—The place that eve-

ryone goes to. Pleasant atmosphere,

good daiquiris. Specializes In meat

and shellfish dishes. A civilized late-

night alternative to the Pub and the

Log. Call ahead for reservations.

WILLIAMS INN-Well suited for

grandparents— you'll see plenty of

them during leaf season. Overpi Iced

drinks, decent food.

Save 40-57% at

The Williams News and Supply Room
on A/ew York Timos and Boston Globo subscriptions

Check out our line of . .

.

School Supplies (large selection ol notebooks)

Laundry Products

Cookies. Candy, etc.

Magazines

Cigarettes

Miscellaneous items

Lamps

Bulletin Boards

We extend a warm welcome to the incoming Frestimen and to the

returning upperclassmen of WILLIAMS COLLEGE.

n



The Eph Shopping Guide
Furniture—Most freshmen arrive In their spacious suites and are pleasantly

surprised to find couches, rugs, and tables already In place. Unfortunately, they

probably belong to sonneone else, and If you have not been hit already, you

probably will return to the entry one day to find your suite stripped to the bare

walls. Refurnishing can be painful.

Most people get furniture by haggling with upperclassmen over some

decrepit sofas, chairs, and tables. As a general rule, offer half of the asking price

and settle for a little more.

{
A decent couch should go for about $30. Chair prices vary depending on the

j
amount of padding—the less bare wood, the higher the price. If you can get out to

Pltlsfleld, you can try the Salvation Army. One need not worry about being gypped

f there.

For freshmen whose parents are bankrolling the decoration, there Is Hopkins

(urnlture on Spring Street. This Is the new stuff, not what you see thrown out of

(reshman quad windows. Hopkins also sells lamps, kitchen appliances, and other

household accessories.

Hardware and Lumber—For do-it-yourself freshmen, there Is Taconlc Lumber
and Hardware and Phillips' General Store, both on Water Street. A wide variety of

tools, paints, etc. are there within walking distance of the campus.
A popular shelving Idea Is using brick and board shelves. Red bricks and pine

boards (stain them If you are ambitious) make attractive and very sturdy storage

units, especially good for stereo equipment.

Banku-Welghing the advantages of the checking accounts offered by the three

local banks could occupy most of your Freshman Days, what with check charges,

minimum balances, and NOW accounts to consider. WllUamstown Savings' NOW
account has no check charge and requires a $10 minimum deposit If you want

Interest. Customers of the First Agricultural Bank and the WllUamstown National

Bank often complain of the high minimum balance needed to get free checking.

ilie First Aggie does have the longest bank hours In town, however, while the

National offers big books of matches. The Savings Bank has matches and lollip-

ops. The First Aggie gives away free key chains for openlncr an «rpount, so you

might want to open one there and move It elsewhere after a respeciauic ilme has

passed.

Records and Tapes—The Record Store In "Eph's Alley", around the corner from

the First Aggie Bank, Is the place to go for speaker wire, Jacks, and other stereo

let up accessories. The Record Store also has albums, tapes, and a disorganized

cut-out bin.

ToonervlUe Trolley Records, on Water Street next to the River House restau-

rant, has an outstanding selection of new and used albums (great bargains In the

used section) . Cut-outs are well-organized. Hal, the owner, Is a walking encyclope-

dia of album Information.
•

Food—One can accommodate any palate In WllUamstown. all within walking
distance of the campus. Check out the cheese selection at the Slippery Banana on

12

Spring Street. They have lots of foreign-looking crackers for your foreign-looking

cheeses, and plenty of fresh fruit and vegetables. They still carry a lot of "health

food", but It would be unfair to call It just a health food store.

For cheap eats and 4;(K)a.m. hunger spasms, the (hand Union on Route 2 Is

open 24 hours a day except Sundays. Whether you need food or not, you have to try

the Tash store on Water Street (see WllUamstown Treasures, p 2).

Liquor— "I thought they'd never get to it," you were saying to yourself. The
Massachusetts drinking prohibition for anyone under twenty is a problem, but not

Insurmountable.

King's Liquor on Spring Street and the Spirit Shop on Cole Avenue are the

most common local purveyors of spirits. King's stocks a wide variety of beers and

hard liquor. The Spirit Shop Is good for kegs and party orders. Your JAs can buy

for you (what else do you think they're there for?), or you can head north to the

Vermont border where they sell to eighteen year olds.

The best place of all, however, is West Package Store on Rte. 2 towards North

Adams. The lowest l)eer prices, (try their Carllngs Ibouncers) and friendly

people.

Clothes—Spring Street prices are high, no matter where you go. But there Is no tax

on clothes In Massachusetts (apparently crew-neck sweaters are deemed a "basic

necessity" In prep New England), so you even out some. For great bargains on

crazy clothes, hit the Women's Exchange on Cole Ave. (for men too).

Miscellaneous- if you can get a car, you'll have access to the Zayre and K-Mart

discount department stores In North Adams. They have everything. It may not be

name brand, but It will usually do In a pinch.

l^omt of lialBli
WELCOMES YOU TO WILLIAMS

With a V2 price saie

on

Waverly Sweaters

for Men and Women
and

Sero Oxford Cloth Shirts

for Women
Sale )• for Wllliamt Students Only

from now through September 15th

Bring this ad in with you to receive 'h off

44 Spring St. Willlimitown, Ma. 4S8-5UI0
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The RIGHT extracurriculars
Now that you're finally here at Wll-

Hams, you're probably wondering
juM how to go about achieving popu-
larity, standing, and undying fame
here. Well, you can't change your
looks or your Brooklyn accent, but
you can choose the organizations you
'Ma:

Extra-curricular ActivUles

t The Record—What can we say?

J

Investment Club—Changes presl-

I

dents every 2 weeks so everyone gets
I a chance.

Republican Club—You might want to

wait until the next presidential elec-

tion before joining.

WCFM—Shows you can talk good.

Extracurricular Activities to Avoid
Ozzy Osbourne Adoration Society

Anything known by an acronym

Committees to Join

Committee on Undergraduate Life

(CUD—You get a good dinner every
tinne the trustees are in town.

Honor and Discipline Committee-
Uphold high standards, stand for

The College and vicinity

honesty, and get back at the kid who
blasted his stereo your freshman
year.

Any committee appointed by the

President—Hey, If he thinks you're

Innocuous . . .

Committees Not To Join

Bondage and Discipline Committee
Prospect House Social Committee

Jobs to Hold
Teaching/Research Assistant—
Someone thinks you're intelligent.

Computer any thing — You're
obviously in tune with technological

advances.
Supervisor—Sounds responsible and
draws the highest pay level.

Reserve Room, Library—All your
friends can stop by and visit.

Jobs to Avoid
Intercampus Mall Deliverer—What
kind of Idiot wants to walk around out-

side in the winter?
Dishroom—words can't describe it.

Documents Office, Library—Nobody
knows what (or where) it Is.

Introduction to Ephspeak
The jollowin^ paragraph illuilratea a typical roni'criMliori on lainpm. It may be

cnnipletvly tinintvlUffible to ytm at fint. hut f(fl y our friemiianil J.A.'t to heipyou. Once
you have matteretl both the wordi and injlectutni, you will he ready to venture into

W illiania society and niayhe even talk to an upperclattman.

"Yo, Wreck Room tonight."

"Nah, Old Mill, froshburgers and bad tunes."
"No, c'mon, Party, Excellent!"

"Gotta tool at the Llbes."

"You geek. With the guts you take?"

"What? Comp Scl's a bitch. I want to pull an A bar from the Penguin. I aced the

midterm."
"Oh, hoser! You can afford to get trashed at the Park.
Power tool! Later for you, much."
"Wait . . . I'm dying. Meat grenades at Baxter tonight. Haven't eaten since the

Doghouse. Let's hit Constanline's and pig out."

"How 'bout Za at the Log? We'll catch the Zone on the Big screen."
"Up for foos? Foos is key."

"Totally."

"Ok, I'm there!"

Outside Heels
In response to your many requests, we have expanded our current
offerings to include these stylish new designs. Working with our
basic heels, we've combined careful quality crafting and the finest

natural materials to develop footwear that, while compatible with
contemporary fashions, continues to provide the comfort and
support traditionally associated with the clog design.

KRONE
Saga House Ud.

$40.00

CONCEHNEO WITH FASHION
FIT AND OUALITV

IS



COMPLETE LINES OF
FALL FASHION AVAILABLE

Complete Tennis Racquet Service

Demos Available

Custom T-Shirt Printing

MON.-SAT 9-5:30

MASTERCARD VISA

Spring Street jsb 3ftOb Williamstown

THE

JOSEPH e. DEVEY

9:00 - 5:00

Mon.-Sat.

WILLIAMSTOWN. MASS.
01267

458-5717

Get a FREE
Kodak color
enlaraement

Buy two,
get another FREE!

/-^/i arm ach td , ^n c.

Spring Street

i«

McClelland's Welcomes

The Class of '86

To Williams

l/l/e Carry the Following Items and More

Complete School Supplies

Smith-Corona. Adier. and Olympla Typewriters

Sharp Calculatots

Bulletin Boards

Lamps

Posters

Hallmark Cards

Crane and Eaton Stationery

Wastebaskets

Art Supplies

OPEN MONDAY, SEPT. 6 - 9-5:30

36 Spring Street - - Williaiii8to>vn

Telephone 458-4920



icover how Williams is REALLY run . .

.

'Golly, Chria—1 think I'd look SILLY with • baardl"

'f • i .'!

Join THE RECORD
•.>!

The Record needs reporters,

bhotographers, cartoonists,

feviewers, columnists, and
ayout woriters. Anybody can do
t.

Sign up at our introductory

ineeting—Thursday night at

!7;0O in Baxter Lounge.

I
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JapantM and American flags on Chapin Hall marked this year's
Convocation theme. (Farley)

Family^ trade^ education

Japan's culture defined

"If you are not worried about

Japan, you ought to be,"

declared history professor
Peter Frost in opening Friday's

panel discussion of Japanese-

American relations. Five distin-

guished panelists spoke to the

large Chapin Hall crowd, detail-

ing the causes and consequen-

ces of the Japanese "economic
miracle" and emphasizing
what economic lessons the U.S.

could learn from the Japanese
example.
"The Japanese are not doing

it with mirrors," said panelist

William G. Ouchi *65. "Instead,

we must change our fundamen-
tal insitutions before we despair

and give up."
The panelists Included Akio

Morita, Chairman of the SONY
Corporation, Cornell Professor
of Linguistics Eleanor Harz
Jorden, former U.S. Ambassa-
dor to Japan Robert S. Inger-

soll, Ouchi, Professor of

Management at UCLA and
author of the well-known study
of Japanese management The-
ory Z, as well as Frost. Profes-
sor of Political Science Fred
Greene moderated.

Boom and Disaster
Frost spoke on the dynamic

nature of the Japanese econ-
omy, noting a 55-foJd increase in
GNP since 1946 and a recent
unemployment rate of only 2
percent.

Morita stated that Japan's

massive economic growth
resulted in part from the ability

of Japanese industries to diver-

sify markets and products in the

face of crisis. "Time and time

again, Japanese industry has

managed to avert economic dis-

aster by finding new sources of

business," he asserted.

These adaptations provide

continuity within each com-
pany. As a result, there have

been fewer layoffs in Japan and
corporate loyalty is very high.

"All employees from top to bot-

tom share the same fate,"

explained Morita. "This is why
all employees do their best to

develop new business" —
technological improvements,
expanded markets.

Professor Ouchi expanded
Morita's observations on indi-

vidual corporate success to the

entire Japanese economy. He
explained prosperity depended

directly on a close dialogue

between business and govern-

ment. Unlike the United States'

anti-trust policy, "the Japanese

government confers legitimacy

on discussions between
corporations."

Un-American Activities

"Americans see this coopera-

tion as illegal, unfair, unethical,

and un-American," Ouchi

Continued on Page 5
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Guns and money

Japan-U.S. ties explored
In an urgent and forceful

attack on the policy of trade pro-

tectionism, former U.S. Ambas-
sador to Japan Robert Ingersoll

extolled the virtues of free trade

and comparative advantage in

his address to Saturday's Con-
vocation audience. Japanese
Ambassador to the U.S. Yoshio
Okawara spent most of his

address on the subject of

defense, suggesting that
Japan's role in its own defense
is larger than most Americans
think, and that that role will con-

tinue to grow.

Ingersoll warned that estab-

lishing a policy of "pernicious

reciprocity" with Japan would
only hurt the American econ-
omy. He explained that
although the U.S. has a trade
deficit with Japan, this deficit is

lower than our trade surplus
with Europe. Such a policy

therefore would only encourage
Europe to use a similar policy

against the United States.

Universal free trade, on the

other hand, would stimulate
economic growth and increase

productivity through use of the

economic principle of compara-
tive advantage. Ingersoll
denounced reciprocity as the

"antithesis of comparative
advantage" and argued that

such a policy would tarnish the

image of the U.S. as "a bastion

of free trade."

Although Ingersoll believes

that "nothing would improve
our relationship with Japan
more than the speedy revitali-

zation of the U.S. economy," he

also blamed Japanese for some
of our trade difficulties. "Japa-
nese leaders must change their

seige mentality," he said, and
open their markets to more
American products.

No nukes
As a means of coming to

agreement on trade issues,

Ingersoll suggested that leaders

from the two countries must
form an agency to mediate dis-

putes and form agreements
"before (these issues) reach th^

front pages."

Okawara also stressed the

importance of the economic
relations between the United

States and Japan, particularly

since l)oth countries are suffer-

ing from the world-wide eco-

nomic recession.

Okawara, however, used most
of his time to refute the conten-

tion by many Americans that

Japan spends too little on its

defense budget. The U.S.
government recently has been
putting pressure on Japan to

increase military spending so

that America would not have to

bear so much of the burden for

Japan's protection. Okawara
reminded his listeners that

Japan has Increased its efforts

in this direction and that

Japan's defense system is now
the eighth strongest in the

world.

Wary of too great a build-up,

Okawara cautioned that the

Japanese are "committed to

maintain an army solely for

defense." He also asserted

Japan's continued refusal to

allow the production or storage

of nuclear weapons.

High deficit

One roadblock towards an
increased Japanese defense

Continued on Page 5

Ambassador Yoshio Okawara defended Japan's military stance at

Saturday's Convocation ceremony. (Scheibe)

And then there was one

Dewey owns sole sales rights
Ending a feud which had

extended from Spring Street to

the pages of the Record, the two
Williamstown bookstores have
reached an agreement with the

Administration which transfers

all right to sell textbooks to a

new partnership between
Joseph Dewey, owner of the Wil-

liams Bookstore, and former

Renzi's employee George
Coussoule.

The agreement stipulates

that this new partnership shall

pay Ralph Renzi monthly for

ten years to compensate him for

the loss of textbook sales.

Neither Dewey nor Renzi was
willing to disclose the exact

terms of payment. Because he

will now handle all textbook

orders, Coussoule's salary will

increase. This will allow him to

purchase a 50 percent share of

The Williams Bookstore, mak-
ing him a partner in the pay-

ment to Renzi. Coussoule could

not be reached for comment.
College pressure led to the

agreement. "There were uncer-

tainties and underbuying last

year," said College Treasurer
William Reed. Other problems
included disputes over whether
one store had the exclusive right

to sell the books for a particular

class. "It became uneconomi-
cal for both stores . . . the Gar-
goyle Society (an advisory
committee composed of cam-
pus leaders) were instrumen-
tal. They brought the situation

to our attention and tried to

resolve it," said Reed.

College store an option

Matt Simon '82 and Freddy
Nathan '83 were leaders of the

Gargoyle effort. Simon in par-

ticular served as an envoy
between the stores and the Col-

lege. "We exerted some influ-

ence," said Nathan. "We
submitted a formal proposal."

This proposal, submitted to

Reed in February, was similar

to the final arrangement
worked out in June.

Part of the pressure included

the threat that the College

would establish its own book-

store. "We encouraged the

Continued on Page 3
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The high-way
to world peace

by Dan Keating

Have you ever read something and
suddenly had a blast of future-sight come
into view? A headline of fifteen years

from now appear in your head? I had
such a moment while reading a recent

issue of Time magazine. Two articles

came together for me in a moment of

vision.

You see, marijuana is now the fourth

leading cash crop in this country, and
production is increasing. The $8.5 billion

harvest is now so big that "many
Government experts fear that domestic
marijuana production has gone too far to

be undercut at this late date." That
means jobs, money, and stability for our

economy. But the problem I imme-
diately deduced is that we will soon be

overproducing, making even more pot

than our dedicated "heads" can
consume.
President Jerry Brown will be in big

trouble then. I figured we would soon

have federal subsidies and loans to grow-
ers, not unlike we now do with tobacco

growers (anybody under 30 will tell you
that marijuana is a lot better for you than

cigarettes). Meandering through the

rest of the magazine, I stumbled upon the

answer.

The "Living" section has an article

about Soviet teenagers scooping up
Wranglers, Walkmen, pop records, punk
hairdos, pizza and posters. It seems that

they want more than our wheat. With a

little clever maneuvering by Foreign
Trade Secretary Dr. Hunter S. Thomp-
son, we can dump our excess marijuana
on the Russians.

Government satellites indicate that

the Russians are well behind us in mari-
juana production, although a Pravda
editorial recently claimed that pot was
Invented by the Party. With American
growers pressuring President Brown
about low prices due to overproduction.
we can surely negotiate a muJti-year,

minimum-ieveJ, set-price, whatever-
whatever deal. Our trade imbalance will

be solved.

All sources agree that Japan has too
dry a climate to steal our market with
government-supported companies
dumping cheap produce. Our big com-
petitors will probably be Colombia and
Mexico. But not to worry. Shrewd fore-

planner that he is, President Reagan is

already leaning on Colombia to spray its

crop with paraquat, a powerful weed
killer. Our domestic pot production took
off when Nixon convinced Mexico to

spray its weed fields.

Why Reagan is having their crops
sprayed while leaving ours unmolested
is a tough question. At least it's a consist-

ent policy from the man who blocked the
Siberian pipe-line while selling grain to
the Soviets In record amounts.
With our trade balance evened and huge

tax revenues rolling In, pot might get our
economy high again. Marijuana might
be the solution that Keynes never
thought of. I can see ex-Presldent Car-
ter, In his jean overalls, strolling through
his peanut-converted-to-pot farm, talk-

ing about the success of his brother's
latest venture, Billy Boy's Body-
Whipping Weed.
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Get out of the sandbox
by Katya Hokanson

I have decided to risk my neck. Quite a

bit of complaining goes on around here

by people who have not investigated the

possibilities of what is available to do,

see. and learn. Specifically I have

noticed that what people complain about

most is that this school is too small, in a

real hick town, and dizzyingly far from
any decent big city. We are nowhere near

the Real World, they say. We are just in a

big sandbox, it is not real, it is all aca-

demic whatchamacallit. They play this

tune over and over, sometimes varying

the lyrics. It's not the real world, it's not

the real world, it's not the real world.

Frankly, I am sick of hearing it . A lot of

the complainers have not made the least

effort. They cannot bother to open their

eyes and see a part of the real world right

here. There is culture here, there is a

degree of political activity, there are

interesting and worthwhile things to do,

there are communities and the hum-
drum of dally life. It Is not perfect here, It

Is not ideal; the real world aspects of

Williams won't ever come up and knock
on your door.

To start with, a lot of those people who
deplore the smallness of the town have

never even been to the Clark Art Insti-

tute. I picked up a book I just bought for a

course and I recognized on its cover a

work hanging at the Clark. Major exhibi-

tions in Boston often include works bor-

rowed from the Clark. The Clark is more
famous than Williams College. But I

know seniors who have not been there.

How many times have you heard some-
one say, "Oh, yeah, the Clark, I'll have to

get there some time"?
Then there's the Alice-in-Wonderland

image of the Berkshires—lots of nice

green lawns, neat houses, cute mini-

downtowns like Spring Street—a place to

retire in, right? The real world
encroaches, though—you might have
noticed the Williamstown Nuclear
Freeze Office. A talk with any Lehman
Service Council spokesman will tell you
that there are hospitals, nursing homes,
a boys' reformatory, kids who want to be
matched up with a "Big Brother" or

'Big Sister" because they don't get

enough attention at home.
Politics here are harder to judge. A

good friend of mine complained a lot

about political life here last year. She
was a doer though—she organized things

and then was upset that no one came to

participate. She could not believe that

only five people cared enough about El
Salvador to come to an event she put
together. But she tried, and when it came
time for her job Interview, she knew
about real world politics.

Issues of racism and sexism are proba-
bly so real here that they are too close for

comfort. Violence against women can
occur even here, we discovered last

year. A lot of people had to face the fact

that they or their closest friends could be
in danger of being attacked right on cam-
pus. Quite a few people spoke of the need
to redefine sexual harassment. Few peo-
ple had ever sp)oken of sexual harass-
ment at Williams before then. Racism
also came too close with the cross-

burning two years ago.

One need not feel isolated and power-
less here. There are too many opportuni-

ties which enable individuals to make a
difference. Though miles from what
some people call "real civilization," this

is the real world.

Freshmen, a goose, and A. J. Moor
by Steve Epstein

I miss A.J. Moor.
I know I'll take some heat for that

statement, but it's true. It's one of a few
observations I've made upon arriving
back from the summer that surprises
me. Let's look at some others that might
surprise you too . . .

1.) I don't mind having only one
bookstore.

When I received the letter that, quite
subtly. Informed us that there was to be
only one bookstore on campus this year
for texts, I was ready to scream bloody
murder. Words that came to mind were
"restraint of trade," "monopoly," and
"robbery without a gun." But things are
apparently going to turn out all right.

Lines at Dewey's are long, but lines at

Renzl's (where students used to buy
most, but not all of their books ) were just

as long. My books were all In this year,
for the first time ever, and purchasing
them wasn't all that tough. Dewey will

take plastic money or bill books home,
which makes things easy. Prices have

gone up, but what hasn't in the past few
years?

2.) The Class of '86 is with it.

In just over one week the freshmen are
proving themselves as social animals.
Their Las Vegas night was one of the most
successful freshman days parties seen in

recent years. People were actually

meeting each other and dancing. Three

or four freshmen were heard to exclaim

that they were enjoying themselves. Just

as quickly, freshmen have learned the

lingo and the tricks of the trade. Their

JA's should be commended. Already

they have been seen steam tunneling,

Continued on Page 7

Quotation of the Week
"T/ie 284 men and 214 women in the class of 1986 come from
forty-three states and eighteen possessions and countries. The
last group includes England, Kuwait, Pakistan, . . . and Los
A ngeles.

"

The Williamstown ADVOCATE
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Campus sports summer action
If you think the Williams campus settles down Herrman once autographed a roll of toilet paper

for a summertime slumber when we pack our for a Williams student.

runks "oTo home hmk again. From June to Looking beyond Wllllamstown. almost all of

August, the purpThlUhum'wlth activity, host- Berkshire County comes alive culturally. The

ing tourists, summer conferences and Hollywood Tanglewood Music Festival In Lenox eatures the
^

' Boston Symphony Orchestra while the Jacob s

'
^'addition, a hundred or so Williams students Pillow Dance Festival, founded by Ted Shawn,

stay here each summer to work, do research and brings top-notch dance groups to the area. The

convince friends that they are not dying of bore- Berkshire Theater Festival in Stockbridge com-

dom Infact.manywouldclaimthatthereismore petes with Williamstown for tourist dollars. The

to do here iii the summer than during the school Mount in Lenox, the renovated home of novelist

year. And there's more time for it.

Sharing the campus with everyone from grave-

stone fanatics to Blythe Danner leads to some

interesting encounters, however. Students watch-
^ , ^ , ** „m,,.

ing TV in Mission Park were rudely told to leave sical and popular concerts, attracts some Willi-

bv the head of a businessman's conference. When ams people. Those tired of classical music can go

they pointed out the little stickers that say the to the Lebanon Valley Speedway for stock, modi-

building is open only to "all Williams College stu- fied and funny car action.

Edith Wharton, is the headquarters of Shakes-

peare and Company, noted for its outdoor settings

for the Bard's works.

Saratoga Springs, with its schedule of both clas-

\

\

%^v&t af HlalBli
WELCOMES YOU TO WILLIAMS

With a V2 price sale

on

Waverly Sweaters

for Men and Women
and

Sero Oxford Cloth Shirts

for Women
Sale is for Williams Students Only

from now through September 15th

Bring this ad in with you to receive '/? off

44 Spriqg St. Williamstown. Ma. 458-5010

dents, etc.." the Conference Office's reply was

that one "loses student privileges over the

summer."
Being a non-student does not deter most from

doing what students usually do—partying, read-

ing (trashy novels from the public library) and

Closer to home, Adams celebrates Susan B.

Anthony Days in August and has a polka festival

almost every other weekend. North Adams
doesn't do much.

Such a mecca of opportunities would surely

attract more than a handful of students who
sleeping. The steam tunnels are easy to enter

couldn't find a job at home, right? That's what the
during the summer, and rumor has it that one

^^^^^^^ figured when it started offering its faciU-
enterprising student painted a picture on a wall

down there. But they can do all that during the

school year. What makes Williamstown during

the summer so special?

Well, the Williamstown Theater Festival Is lar-

gely responsible for keeping the town on the map.
One of the most esteemed summer theaters in the

country, it attracts such talents as Blythe

Danner. Dick Cavett, Tom Atkins and Michael
Ontkean (still trying to live down "The
Rookies").

Equity actors work with interns and apprenti-

ces to produce plays, cabarets and special event

ties to summer conference groups.

Over twenty groups used the campus this year.

Doctors and doctors-to-be shared the biology

building, including the usual pre-med program
for 15 college-bound students and a Nephrology
Seminar attended by 75 kidney specialists from
all over the country.

High school students also studied "Human
Thought and Artificial Intelligence" under the

auspices of the Telluride Association in its first

year here.

In contrast, the American Studies for Execu-

Monday night rehearsals are open-free to anyone ^^^es program completed its 27th year here. It

who shows up; regular tickets run seven dollars.

Tennessee Williams dropped by for the season
premiere of "A Celebration." a mishmash of scenes

from all of his plays. The honors for arousing the

most popular interest, however, go to Tom Sel-

leck of "Magnum P.I." fame, who stopped by for upheld by the tennis campers who occupy the
a few days of vacation. Theater regulars are vis- freshman quad. The Conference Office draws the
ible around campus and on Spring Street. Edward Hne at cheerleading camps, it is reported.

features crash liberal arts courses taught by Wil-

liams professors for businessmen in finance,

communications, high technology, and other

fields.

The high standards of Williams prepdom are
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^ Panel explains Japanese connection

Dan Maynard '83 sunfimons his most persuasive smile to try to avoid a

parking ticltet. (Farley)

Japan defense described
Continued from Page 1

budget is the Japanese national

budget deficit. Okawara indi-

cated that balancing the
national budget and lowering
inflation are high on Japan's list

of priorities.

Saturday's Convocation saw
honorary degrees awarded to

Ingersoll and Okawara. as well

as to Friday night's panelists:

William Ouchi. professor at the

UCLA graduate school of man-
agement and author of Theory

Z; Eleanor Jorden. linguistics

professor at Cornell University;

and Akio Morita. chairman and
chief executive officer of the

Sony Corporation.

Dean Daniel O'Connor
announced the new members of

the Phi Beta Kappa honor
society from the class of 1983.

The Williams chapter uses

grade point averages to elect

the top ten percent of each
senior class at the beginning of

the school year.

JOSEPH E. DEWEY WILLIAMSTOWN, MASS.
01267

9:00-5:00

DEWEY ^ K UQ li ^ ^'l-

458-5717

WEST PACKAGE STORE
We offer:

1) Very Competitive Prices

2) Unlimited Cold Beer

3) Many In-Store Specials

4) Area's Largest Wine Selection

5) Lots of Chuckles

BRING THIS COUPON IN FOR 500

OFF ANY CASE OF BEER.

GOOD THROUGH SEPT. 30.

Route 2

Between N.A. and Williamstown

8 am-10 pm M-W 8 am-11 pm Th-Sat

663-6081

Continued from Page 1

remarked, "but in the develop-

ment of a major new industry

the public must bear the risk so

that the infant Industry gets off

the ground."
The U.S. had valuable dia-

logue between business and
government up through the

1950's, according to Ouchi, but it

was then defined and rejected

as a harmful "military-
industrial complex." He pre-

dicted a redevelopment of such

a central network in the 1980's.

Although Frost agreed with

Ouchi and Morita that "we have
a lot to learn" from the Japa-

nese economic boom, he warned
that growth has produced many
negative side-effects. He
pointed to "urban sprawl" and a

national budget that includes a

higher percentage of deficit

spending than that of the U.S."

Moreover, Morita noted that

the "Japanese economy is In a

serious situation." Poor domes-
tic consumption, the worldwide
recession, and "Japan's own
blundering export restraints"

have all hurt Japanese indus-

try, according to Morita.

All the panelists expressed
concern over strained Japan—
U.S. relations regarding such

matters as protectionism. Mor-
ita defended his country against

U.S. charges of illegal trade

barriers by stating that "Amer-
ican business presence in Japan
is greater than the Japanese
presence in America." Ambas-
sador Ingersoll disagreed, cit-

ing retaliatory measures that

several Asian countries have
aimed at Japan's "closed"
markets.

Exam Hell

Jorden spoke on Japanese
social issues, emphasizing that

"although Japan often shows
startling change, it is only on the

surface— the foundation of

society remains stable." She
noted in particular that family

structure Is still strong despite

Increasing urbanization and
decline of the extended family.

Jorden severely criticized the

Japanese educational system,

however, noting that students'

efforts are completely devoted

to passing extremely competi-

tive university admissions
exams. Preparation for "Exam
Hell" begins early. Jorden told

of a Japanese friend who "said

only half-jokingly, 'If you do not

make a prestige kindergarten

you are doomed.*
"

Jorden commented that the

fierce competition to get Into

college "stifles the Imagina-

tion" of young children. After

college, according to Jorden, it

becomes the responsibility of

the corporations to educate

their employees and redevelop

their creativity.

NOW OPEN FOR BREAKFAST:
Mon.-Fri. 6:30 AM—10:30 AM
Sat. 6:30 AM—11.00 AM
Sun. 7.00 AM—12 NOON

NOW OPEN TILL 12 MIDNIGHT
Fri. & Sat. Drive thru open till 3 AM

WE DELIVER UNTIL 11 PM EVERY NIGHT

Call by 10:30 PM 458-8686

Would you like

to spend the

FALL/SPRING
SEMESTER
IN JERUSALEM?

The Jacob Hiatt Institute in Israei
OFFERS YOU
• fall term focus on Israel: its politics, history, social develop-
ment, art and architecture

• spring term focus on Jerusalem: its unique ethnic, religious,

artistic and political diversity

• study trips throughout Israel in the fall, including an extended
stay on a kibbutz and in a development town

• courses conducted in English

• a strong program in Hebrew

• a small learning community, with students from all over the

United States

• a superb location, in the center of Jerusalem, within walking
distance of the Old City

• Brandeis credit • financial aid available

APPLICATION DEADLINES: MARCH 15 (fall)

NOVEMBER 1 (spring)

For further information, see your Study Abroad advisor or write:

INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS, SACHAR CENTER
Brandeis University

WaUham, Massachusetts 02254 (617) 647-2422

BRANDEIS UNIVERSITY
It i» (he policy ot Brandeii University not to tlisiriminaie jgdinst any applicant on the basis of race,

color, religion, sex, age. national origin, or the presence ot any handicap
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12 Years Ago
Vol

College cancels semester

to protest Vietnam War

i^/w * miua

"The sky was red over Greylock,
merging in perverse symbolism

with the purple mountains."

by Christian K. Howlett

MitsI of sou pri*hahl\ think II illiams i'.olU'^r is a fairly

sedatv placv. and assiimr it al trays has fyrvn. li hat \«>u tl(tn't

knou is that a nivrc 12 yrars afn> thv jaculty actually votvd to

abolish classes jor thv remainder of a .semester so that stu-

dents could become full-time political activists. The reason

for all this uproar—the I ietnani If ar.

It is the fall of 1969 and the United States has been
fighting in Vietnam for five years. As peace efforts

continually fail, national frustration and outrage rise

beyond control. Even Williams is not immune to this

national feeling.

It all starts innocently enough. Two National Viet-

nam Moratorium Days are set for October 15 and
November 15, featuring chapel services, silent proces-

sions, petition drives, and even folk concerts. Some
students, worrying about appearing too militant, prove

their constructive nature by cleaning up vacant lots and
renovating an old North Adams church.

Cancel Homecoming?
Despite these activities, the biggest conflict

In the fall of '69 occurs over whether to cancel

the November Homecoming parties for a Mora-
torium Day. In spite of alumni protest, students

succeed in cancelling the festivities, but even

the Vietnam War can't stand in the way of the

traditional Williams-Amherst football game. After

November 15, campus protest reverts to dissatisfied

murmurings and occasional armbands. Winter
Carnival passes; things seem quiet.

Until May 2, 1970, that is.

Friday, May 1. several Williams students attend a

national protest meeting at Yale. One of the speakers
there urges a national student strike protesting every-

thing from civil rights violations to Vietnam to ROTC.
Filled with revolutionary fervor, several freshmen
return to campus determined to bring about a strike at

Williams. They manage to drum up enough support for

a planning meeting the next day.

Luckily for Williams, two newspapers cover these

tumultuous times. The Williams Advocate, in its first

year as a purveyor of laid-back journalism, describes
that first meeting: "Some people thought the strike

would need direction. Some thought it already had too
much. Everyone agreed they needed a meeting, even if

It was only to say they didn't need meetings."

Kent State

Soon the freshman quad is covered with banners pro-
claiming "Strike Now" and "Even Williams." Faculty
and students meet in the Greylock quad the next after-

noon. The Advocate reports: "The sky was red over
Greylock, merging in perverse symbolism with the pur-
ple mountains. xNostrils flaring, a thin, wispy student
cried, 'Stop all activities in the Greylock quad! . . . Burn
your frisbees for peace! '

"

But the levity ceases as someone announces the

deaths of four students at Kent State University in Ohio,

protestors fired upon by national guardsmen during an
anti-war rally.

The stunned crowd breaks into small groups to digest

this news. It is announced that there will be an all-

campus meeting in Chapin at 10: 45 the next night to

discuss the strike.

Meanwhile, various groups get busy publishing their

particular statement . A letter urges seniors to resist the

draft and refuse induction. The Young Republicans
announce that while the strike may be all right for

certain individuals, the main purpose of the college is

academics and this should be recognized by the strike's

organizers. The College Council also tries to get into the

act, but nearly half of the members abstain from a

motion to support the strike.

Students strike

Finally, a standing-room only crowd of 1300 squeezes

into Chapin Hall. The first hour is complete confusion as

more people try to worm their way in. Many students

are also confused because no one on stage is recogniza-

ble. College Council president Greg Van Schaack opens

the meeting but is soon replaced by Jim Lobe. Few
people know Lobe; there are rumors he spent the pre-
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vious year in Moscow or that he is an "outside
agitator."

Eventually a semblance of order returns. Van Scaack

reads President Sawyer's statement, which supports
the students, opposes the war, and doesn't mention the
strike. Students then learn that the faculty have voted
to suspend classes for two days. Students had hoped for

more. They are told the faculty will review the situation

in two days.

After more bickering about semantics and issues,

students vote 1054 to 141 to strike. Students linger to find

out how long the strike will last, but debate passes on to

other issues. The Advocate describes the waning
moments of the meeting: "1:10 AM—Stagnocracy,
mutters one frustrated onlooker. An ambiguous strike

led by an unknown group for an unclear reason, says
another. 1: 15 AM—A number of disgruntled radical
freshmen leave through conveniently placed windows.
1: 18AM—The Record reporters turn their attention to a
nearby dog."
Those who lasted until 1:45 AM discovered they had

approved three "demands." In addition to a call for

immediate U.S. withdrawal from Vietnam, the
audience demanded an end to government racism and
repression of dissidents. As the Advocate noted, "The
college was now on strike against the war, political

repression, and racism."

Faculty end classes
By now it is Tuesday, May 5.

A few diehards return to Chapin the next morning to

organize the strike. They plan road trips to Bennington,
Skidmore, and the Five-College area to help those stu-

dents with their own strikes.

Wednesday afternoon the faculty has its own mara-
thon meeting to decide the fate of the remainder of the
year, including finals.

English professor Fred Stocking is a vehement sup-
porter of the strike, reports The Advocate. "We just
can't go on with the usual routine," he says. "This is

more important. The students I've talked to are
troubled. These aren't bomb-throwing kids. They're
standing around puzzled, kind of humble . . . History has
given us the strike. I think we've got to take the
chance." The faculty finally vote to cancel classes for
the remainder of the year. Students have the option of
completing their work now or waiting until the begin-
ning of next year. Seniors may choose a grade of
'Pass" in their courses.
The decision, which is read to students gathered in

Chapin, is met by a confused silence until translated
into understandable terms by one professor. Some stu-

dents are still unclear, and, as the Record reports, "the
next half hour (is) spent in insignificant questions and
petty complaints about the proposal."

At this point, history professor Robert G. L. Waite
makes history by jumping up and exclaiming; "We
applaud our common effort to end this bloody war. Let's

be through with this chickenshit and get on with it."

And the strike begins.

Williams goes from academic institution to center for

political action. Seeley House is christened ' 'Strike Cen-
ter" and committees upon committee upon subcommit-
tee forms to handle various projects. Groups of

students write congressmen and political leaders while
others canvas the area or write alumni. Strike organiz-
ers fan out to other campuses to keep lines of communi-
cation open.

The college looks like a campaign headquarters two
days before an election; typewriters, telephones,
mimeograph machines and messengers are busy 24

hours a day. Spring Weekend is largely ignored, except
by the incoming, confused dates. Even the annual trivia

contest is cancelled.

Suddenly, the whole thing runs out of gas. The strike's

most ardent supporters head for Washington to take
part in anti-war rallies and marches, leaving the strike

in the hands of the less committed. At the same time the
pause for Peace Movement, a favorite campus cause,
folds overnight.

Led by political science professor George Marcus,
the National Pause for Peace Coalition pushes for a
national, hour-long work stoppage at some appointed
time, lack of union support, not to mention lack of funds,

dash that dream in a matter of days.

Dissillusionment and fatigue set in on campus. The
students are working long, hard hours with little or no
results. Not surprisingly, those hours dwindle to almost
nothing.

Many frustrated students turn to partying. When the

Washington delegation returns, most of the students
are too deep in apathy to rouse themselves again. Many
leave for home and, quietly, the school year ends.
A few of the most dedicated students remain on cam-

pus through the summer to continue the spring's activi-

ties. They publish a few progress reports, but become
disillusioned as most students fail to keep in touch.

Fall rolls around and the strike is now a thing of the
past, discussed in retrospect. Williams feels like home
again as everyone's mind is once more turned towards
academics, particularly last spring's incomplete work.
The war did not end, little was changed. The issues

are old and there is too much work to do and not enough
time left over for politics. Williams is back to normal.
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A goose and A. J.
Continued from Page 2

ordering beer at the Log, and

eating brunch at Dodd.
Freshmen could be sc^n every-

where at the Daiquiri party last

Saturday night, participating in

all of the traditional entertain-

ment. Yes, they were dancing,

drinking and having a blast. A
casualty list will be released by

the Freshman Council some
time this week. Wow! We need

more geese. Napoleon is the

greatest pet act on campus
since Ben, the puppy in 1980 who
found the cutting room floor

when he hobbled behind
Anthony Hopkins and Bo Derek
during the filming of "A Change
of Seasons" in the freshman

quad and left a reminder of his

previous night's repast of Alpo.

The Deans have often attemp-

ted to outlaw dogs and cats on

campus, but a goose has never

been an issue. It gives us char-

acter, it gives us style, and

maybe it will give us eggs . .

.

4.) The football team just

might be really good.

In the spring Bob Odell looked

glum. He had lost 22 senior star-

ters to graduation, and two
prospective freshman linemen
had been lost to the Ivy League.
In short, things looked bleak.

Now, four months later, the

squad has beaten the Dart-

mouth J.V. and there is cause
for some optimism. Both quar-

terbacks, Scott Garabedian and
B. J. Connolly, are proving to be
experienced leaders.

Sophomore running back Ted
Thomas Is back, and he looks

ready to pick up where he did

last season. Halfback Sean
Crotty is another factor. He's in

the greatest shape of his Willi-

ams career. Receiver Mark
Hummon is a sure bet to please,

and tight end Paul Coleman's
hands have been excellent.

Andy Robison and Bernie

Krause anchor the offensive

line and Gary Stosz has
switched from offense to

defense as well as from tame to

threatening as a football player.

Timmy Curran anchors a
secondary that may hold all the
marbles for the Ephs this

season.

But win or lose, it will be a
great season. We'll all get drunk
at the games, Andy Grain will

lead our undefeated and alco-

holically induced Moocow Band
into battle, and Dick Farley will

lose his voice. In short, all is

well at Weston Field. Which
brings me back to . . .

5.) I miss A. J. Moor
I'm not sure why. Take my

word for it.

r

Welcome to Williams Sale

40% off QUILTS & Comforters

30% off Selected Towels
— also —

Ex-Long & Reg SHEETS
Comforter Cases
Window Shelf

Rugs &
/^ Much More

% at

Your

'Stairs
GIFTS % LINENS

115 Water Street

Williamstown, Mass.

OPEN 7 DAYS 458-8485

WELCOME AND
WELCOME BACK!

The Log will be open
every night this week
except Sunday.

STUDENTS, FACULTY &
GUESTS MOST WELCOME
Please remember to

bring your College ID'S

TOM RALYS
SILVERSMITH

For A Fine Selection Of Handcrafted

Gold, Silver & Brass Jewelery

L

I 3 Water St , Williamstown. Mass

4583270

CS9^

ACTIVEWEAR

cRCtVJB

^^:

Fahey Beverage Co., Inc.

and
The Miller Brewing Co.

Introduce Your
Miller Campus Representatives

Steve Epstein x6279

Sue Ressel x6693

CALL THEM FOR
MILLER, LITE and LOWENBRAU

I

Q^er

way out
front...

gel into Ifie run and

stay <n ihe lead

*itn Caree' Club

act>ve«ea' >ixe

this handsome
ComCinalion
0* fleece irned

{Oggmg pants

and zippe' 'font

jacket Mitn noo/l

It s iust one ot

many related

separates
select /our

coo'dinaieo set

today'

PANTS SUM
TOP SIMM

TOONERVILLE TROLLEY RECORDS

EMS^K Rnn-iouoGV
DIANA ROSS
andtheSUPREMES

If you're looking for music, try us. All regular catalog albums and tapes are discounted,

and major new releases are on sale. We specialize in cutout LPs (overstock or out-of-

print), with thousands of bargains like

Bruce Springsteen "The Wild, The Innocent" $4.99

The Clash (1st LP; import) 4.99

Bonnie Raitt "Homeplate" 3.99

Tom Petty & The Heartbreakers (1st 2 LPs) 3.99

Alan Parsons Project "Tales of Mystery" 3.99

Garcia (out-of-print 2nd album) 3.99

Jerry Lee Lewis (definitive 4 LP box set) 7.99

We stock plenty of reggae, with deals like Peter Tosh "Equal Rights" and Culture

International Herb" for $3.99. A complete new wave section, including rare Joy

Division stuff. The best assortment of jazz and blues cutouts north of Boston. An
excellent line of import classical LPs at $3.49. Blank tapes; accessories; guitar strings;

etc. We also buy and sell used records.

TOONERVILLE TROLLEY RECORDS

131 Water St. open 10:00-6:00 458-5229

I I I

P i»<.Bia -^mtrnm PW
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The Record Store
"DISCOUNT RECORDINGS"

Authorized RADIO SHACK Dealer

Speaker Wire

FM Antennas

Fuses

Stereo Systems

Tape Recorders

Headphones

AM/FM Clock Radios

Telepliones

Strobe LItes

Record Player Needles

Microphones

Guitar Strings

Power Strips

Telephone Answering

service

Flash Lites

Blank Tape

Carrying Cases

Multitester

Patch Cords

TRS80 Computers

Car Stereo

T-V Hookup

Guitar Cords

Tool Kits

AC/DC Adapters

FM Amplifiers

FM Boosters

FM Converters

Smoke Alarm

Timer

Dimmer Switches

Battery Chargers

Weather Radios

Telephone Hookup

Microphone Cable

DISCWASHER
Record Cleaning

Systems

K-TEL

LPs&
Cassettes

BATTERIES

Alkaline, Nickel, Carbon

Watch, Calculator

Camera

"Hard to find Sizes"

20 Weekly

ALBUM SPECIALS
Best Sellers

by Top Artists

BLANK TAPE
Cassette

Reel to Reel

8-Trk

TDK
Realistic

BARGAIN
Record Dept.

Cut-out &

Overstock LPs

from

$1?9

CLASSICAL
Cassette Tapes

from

$5.99

t AUTHORIZED SONY DEALER
AM/FM Cassette Box CFS400 - Special $134?^

i

!

Eph's Alley

Off Spring Street

458-5418

We Stock Recordings

For All The Williams

Music Courses

AMERICAN EXPRESS
MASTER CARD

VISA

Monday - Saturday — 10 - 5:30

I
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News Briefs

Trustee

named
Jean Bernhard Buttner of

Piedmont, Calif., has been
named to a five-year term on
the College Board of Trustees.

Buttner is vice president of

the Buttner Companies, which
consist of ComPath, one of the

largest distributors of private

terminal equipment in the Uni-

ted States, and Coastcom, a

manufacturer of microwave
digital equipment. Sheisalsoon
the Board of Directors of Arnold
Bernhard and Co., Inc., publish-

ers of the Value Line Invest-

ment Survey.

A graduate of Vassar College,

Buttner's interest in Williams

spans several generations. She
is the daughter of Arnold Bern-

hard, a 1925 graduate of Willi-

ams, and the mother of Ned
Buttner, a junior at Williams.

Buttner received training as a

Montessori Teacher at the Col-

lege of Notre Dame, and was
formerly a director of the Ber-

keley, Calif., Montessori
School, and on the board of the

Emma Willard School in Troy,

N.Y. She is currently on the

Board of Trustees of College

Preparatory School in Oakland,

Calif., and was a member of the

Piedmont Board of Education
from 197B-8(), serving as its

President during the last year of

her term.

Buttner attended the
Harvard-Radcliffe Program of

Business Administration, and is

on the PJxecutive Committee of

the Harvard Business School

Alumni Board of Directors of

Northern California. She is

former president of the Bay
Area Vassar Club, and has done
admissions interviewing for

Vassar, Harvard College and
Harvard Business School.

Stewart

promoted
Henry M. Stewart, who was

Data Base Administrator at the

College's Computer and Data
Processing Center, has been
promoted to Associate Director

of Data Systems.

In his new position, Stewart

will assume supervision of the

work of other programmers in

addition to continuing with his

own programming responsibili-

ties. He will also be in charge of

Football preview
Continued from Page 10

"green" defensive front.

Seniors Tim Curran and
Tomas Alejandro return in the

defensive backfield. Alejan-

dro's championship sprinting

speed gives him an added
advantage.

Rebound season
This is the first year that the

Ephmen have not been defend-

ing Little Three Champions
since 1971, Odell's first year.

Also. Williams had the dis-

tinction last year of being the

only team to beat Middlebury,
the undisputed New England
small college champion. The
Panthers will be looking for

hearty vengeance on Sept. 25

when Williams opens its season
at Middlebury.

CLASSIFIEDS

OWN YOUR OWN JEAN-
SPORTSWEAR, Infant-Preteenor

Ladies Apparel Store. Offering all

nationally known brands such as

Jordache, Chic, Lee, Levi, Van-
derbilt, Calvin Klein, Wrangler
over 200 other brands. $7,900 to

$16,500 includes beginning
inventory, airfare for one to

dance studio All interested in

joining please attend

CHILDCARE: Team of 2 women
wanted 3 weekday mornings,
except Tuesdays, from 9-12 For
twin boys 19 months old. Call

Joan Wyer 458-5474.

PART Tlf^E EMPLOYEE wanted
Fashion Cente r, training, fixtures,— ^to put up posters on campus now
grand opening promotions. Call/^and during 1982-83. 2-10 hours-

Mr. Kostecky (501) 327-8031. /month. $4 50/hr. Send name,

FIRST MEETING of the Williams
address^phone no class yr., etc

College Dance Society will take ^° ^' ^®"^°"- ""^^ Temple St.,

place Wed., Sept 15 at 7 pm in the
#701, New Haven, CT 06510

THE
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Williams oarswomen win national medals this summer
Unlike other Williams sports which

measure success by the Little Three or

small college standards, the women's
crew continues to place oarswomen on
the top level of American crew.

Hope Bigelow, a member of the

women's crew, won a gold medal this

summer at the National Sports Festival

in the four-with-coxswain rowing event.

Another member of last spring's varsity

crew, Janet Harmon, was in the same
race, giving Williams two of the 16 com-
petitors in that event.

Held this year in Indianapolis, the

National Sports Festival is staged in non-

Olympic years by the U.S. Olympic Com-
mittee for American athletes. The
festival this year included 33 team sports

and individual events with 2,600 athletes,

most of whom are in training for the 1984

Olympics.
Bigelow's rise to the level of an

Olympic-hopeful oarswoman has come
with less than a year's experience. As a

sophomore last year, she began rowing
in the fall under the direction of woman's
coach George Marcus. By the spring sea-

son, she had earned a position in the var-

sity boat and attracted the attention of

national team coaches.

A resident of Houston, Bigelow was
rowing for the South. Harmon, who lives

in Wayland, Mass., rowed for the North.

Both were in the 1982 Williams women's
crew which went to the finals of the Dad
Vail Regatta in Philadelphia, the largest

collegiate regatta in the world. Harmon
was then Invited to the Olympic Develop-

ment Camp which led to her appearance
at the National Sports Festival.

Olympic hopeful

Harmon rowed for four years at Willi-

ams and graduated with a degree In psy-

chology In May. With her experience In

the development camp and the festival,

Harmon Is also a likely prospect for the

1984 Olympic Games in Los Angeles.

Two other rowers won a sliver medal
at the Women's National Crew Cham-
pionships held in June on Lake Wara-
maug in New Preston, Conn.

The Lightweight Pair of Cary Gaunt
'83 and Nicole Faulkner '84, practiced

together in a pair for only two weeks

preceding their sliver medal perfor-

mance. Earlier In the year Faulkner and

Gaunt were members of the Junior Var-

sity eight that won a gold medal at the

Dad Vail Regatta.

Winning attitude

Their coach, Dinnle Sloman, says the

lightweight pair began training for the

Nationals feeling that all they wanted

was to row for a couple more weeks. By
the time those two weeks had elapsed,

Sloman says that "not only had their

rowing prowess Improved, but they had
acquired winning attitudes. They
entered the Nationals thinking that they

could win." Sloman graduated from Wil-

liams in 1980 after stroking the men's
eight which went to the Henley Regatta

In England.
Faulkner and Gaunt finished third In

the final, behind a pair from the Potomac
River Development Camp of Washing-

ton, D.C. and the current Lightweight

National Champions from Canada. The
Canadian crew was not eligible for a U.S.

medal, so the Williamstown Boat Club

pair took home the sliver medal.

Three other boats of Williams women
competed at the Nationals. Class of 1982
graduates, Kaja Kool, and Harmon
rowed in the Elite Pair, which Head
Coach George Marcus says Is the tough-
est event because It Is the proving ground
for potential National Team members.
As one of only two entrants without at
least one current member of the
National Team, the pair got past the first

heat but was eliminated In their second
race.

The selection of Harmon and Bigelow
for national team attention continues a
pattern of Williams women emerging as
national-class oarswomen. Nancy
Storrs, a 1975 graduate, and Susan Tut-
tle, a 1977 graduate, are both current
members of the National Team.

A handful of other Williams women
have been invited to the Development
and Olympic Selection Camps over the
years. Including Dixie Rhodes, '76, who
was on the National Sculling (rowing
with two oars apiece instead of one)
Team in 1975.

Sophomore Ted Thomas hopes to pick up where he left off against Amherst last year.

Inexperienced squad
(Farley)

Ephmen topple Dartmouth
Despite the loss of 19 starters

from last year's squad, the foot-

ball team has shown promise in

its pre-season work.

The Ephmen crushed the
Dartmouth J.V. 27-14 on Satur-
day In Hanover, N.H. Passing
was the key to the Williams
offense, as quarterbacks Scott
Garabedian '83 and B.J. Con-
nolly '84 completed 12 of 14

passes for 136 yards and all four
Williams touchdowns.

Both quarterbacks went slx-

for-seven, with Garabedian
throwing for three TD's, and
Connolly throwing 92 yards,

including a 47 yard touchdown
pass to Paul Coleman '85.

Less than ten seniors will be

starting this year, as compared

to 17 last year. The Inexperience

shows especially on the offen-

sive line and the defensive front

seven.

Odell optimistic

Head Coach Bob Odell, how

ever, is optimistic about the

team. "We're farther ahead
than where I anticipated we'd
be," he said after the Dart-
mouth game.

"This was our first eleven-on-
eleven except for about five

minutes on Thursday," Odell
said, "and I have to be pleased
with what we did."

Williams jumped out to an
early lead in the Dartmouth
game, scoring 14 points in the

first quarter. Garabedian threw
passes to tight end John
McCarthy '84 and a 16 yard pass
to fullback Sean Crotty '84.

Dartmouth came back with
one touchdown in the second
quarter, but the Ephmen coun-
tered with Connolly's bomb to

Coleman at the close of the half.

A Garabedian toss to running
back Jeff Congdon '84 finished

out the Williams scoring In the

third quarter. The Green added
a final touchdown In the fourth

quarter.

All the scores except the Cole-

man bomb were off short drives

coming after turnovers. Dart-

mouth fumbled four times.

Q.B. battle

Garabedian and Connolly are

fighting it out for the quarter-

back spot, with Ted Thomas '85

the only sure starter in the

backfield. Thomas had 270

yards last year vs. Amherst and
Wesleyan.

Senior co-captain Andy Robi-
son and Bernle Krause '84 are
the starting tackles. The other
line positions will be filled by
players with little varsity
experience.

The defense also lacks expe-
rience, especially with the
recent loss of senior linebacker
Mike Hawkins for academic
reasons.

The defensive line will be
anchored by seniors John
Kowalik (a do-captain) and
Gary Pfaff. Both have been
starting since their sophomore
year. Their experience will be
badly needed amidst the

Continued on Page 9

Cross Country opens
promising '82 season

by Lyman Casey

The 1982 season promises to

be a banner year for the Men's
Cross-Country team. Last
year's top five runners return.

Added to that Is junior co-

captaln Bo Parker, who was
away last year and is a good bet

to go to the Nationals this year If

he stays healthy.

Also back are juniors John
Nelson, last year's number one
harrier, Brian Angle, who is

coming off a fine track season,
and senior co-captain Lyman
Casey.

Vying for spots on the varsity
are seniors Dan Riley and Stev^
Cagulat and junior Bennett Yort
as well as a promising group of
freshmen which includes high
school standout Ian Brzezinski.
Further bolstering the Ephs

lineup Is the t>eloved mascot
BEAR, whom the team will try
to protect this season.

Coach Peter Farwell encour-

ages everyone interested to

come watch the opening home
meet against Mlddlebury on

Saturday, Sept. 18 at 1: 00 in the

Science Quad.

Booters seek improved
scoring with veteran squad

with 16 returning lettermen and his strongest recruiting year,

Head Soccer Coach Mike Russo can afford to be optimistic.

The defense has been the strong point since Russo's arrival In

1979 and will probably continue to be this season. Senior Aytac
Apaydan holds down the back four from his center back position.

Returning seniors Kris Strohben and Willie Stern hold down the

wing back positions.

Junior John Campbell will be moving from mldfleld to the
sweeper back position to direct the defense. The goalkeeping posi-
tion is being hotly contested between two sophomore standouts,
Ken Rhodes and Ted Murphy.

Many players are competing for the three mldfleld positions.

Seniors Rob Kusel, Mark Koenig, and Eric Smith return, as do
sophomores Mike Sullivan and Dan Aramlni. Also, Marty White, a

key performer from the 1980 Williams squad is back after one year
away.

The problem last year was scoring, but there is reason to

expect better this year. The^oal scoring will come from sophomore
Doug McKenney and seniors Jeff Sutton and Dave Nassar. Fresh-
man Jeff McEvoy, an All-Amerlcan from Duxbury (Mass.) High
School, will be counted on to bolster the productivity of the forward
line.

Other freshmen who Russo will watch closely are Paul Willi-

amson, a 6'3", 190 lbs. striker and Mark Schroeder, a midfielder.

Scrimmage victories

The steadfast defense and improved scoring have already sur-
faced In the scrimmages Williams has played thus far. The Eph-
men played Albany State twice last week, beating them 4-0 and 1-0.

Murphy and Rhodes split both games and sophomore John Pier
scored in both contests.

The team opens Its regular season a week from today at home
against R.P.I. at 4:00 p.m. on Cole Field.

R.P.I. Is a new addition to this year's schedule as are Clark
University and Siena.
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Dewey left holding the bag
Coussoule - Dewey
split leaves store

without key cog
Last summer's settlement of the Renzl-Dewey

textbook feud received a blow with the recent

departure of George Coussoule from Joseph
Dewey's Williams Bookstore. A personal dispute

between Coussoule and Dewey was cited as the

reason.

Coussoule, who formerly handled all textbook

orders for Renzi's Bookstore, was to have been a
partner in Dewey's store, with Dewey and Cous-

soule compensating Renzi for his textbook rights.

"I have no comment on advice from my lawyer,"

said Coussoule of his departure. Dewey had no
comment either.

The Administration emphasized that Cous-

soule's departure would not adversely affect the

settlement. "The partnership dissolved before it

got off the ground," said College Treasurer Wil-

liam Reed. "I don't see it as a problem . . . Joe

Dewey operated half the textbook business him-

self before—now he'll just have to hire some more
help." Reed added that the financial arrange-

ments will not change.

New committee!

Some faculty, however, expressed concern

based on Coussoule's reputed expertise in the

textbook business.

"I was sick and tired of being drawn into this

controversy against my will," said Chairman of

the Political Science Department Kurt Tauber. "I

was doubly exhilarated by the settlement and the

news that George would join Joe Dewey ... but

now I don't know."
"I'm simply anxious that we provide the best

service at the best price," said history professor

Charles Dew. "I've always dealt with George,

and I wonder how things will go without him."

Dew has been asked by Dean of the College

Daniel O'Connor to be a member of an ad-hoc

faculty-student committee being formed to moni-

tor the bookstore situation.

Monopoly abuse?

"This (committee) Is something we've done

before," said O'Connor. "It lapsed last year, and

we're getting It going again now." The commit-

tee's purpose Is to monitor the situation through

monthly meetings and provide suggestions for

Improved service, according to O'Connor. He

mentioned pre-reglstratlon as one area of con-

cern to him. Students taking pre-reglstratlon

seriously would do more good than any other

measure," he said, noting that fluctuations In

class size at short notice often lead to book prob-

lems. * 'The price of freedom Is some chaos In book

orders," said O'Connor.

College Council Vice-President Jay Ward '84

said that the Council will solicit student applica-

tions for the committee shortly. ' There Is a poten-

tial for abuse In this monopoly situation," said

Ward. "It's the job of the College Council to over-

see it."

Both administration and faculty generally felt

that the book-buying rush went smoothly this

semester. "I haven't heard of any problems from

students," said Tauber. Reed agreed. "I think It

went pretty well this year," he said.

L

Tutors Erin Sahr '84 and Debbie

Phipps '83 prepare for yesterday's

opening of the Writing Woritshop.

The Workshop wilt again offer indi-

viduai writing instructions to ali

comers. In addition, the Worltshop

will offer specialized help in Politi-

cal Science 101, and English 103

and 357 this semester.

(Scheibe)

Jack the Ripper revisited in lecture

by David Kleit and Lucy Lytle

The mention of "Jack the

Ripper" traditionally brings to

mind the Image of a man lurk-

ing in the shadows with an
upheld bloodstained knife. Pro-

fessor Judith Walkowltz, author
of Prostitution and Victorian

Society: Women, Class, and tlie

State, asserted in her Thursday
night lecture, "Jack the Ripper
and the Myth of Male Violence,

'

'

that the sensatlonallzatlon of his

crimes promoted the male domi-

nation of women in 19th century

England.

Walkowltz maintained that

the most enduring legacy of the

Ripper myth is the promotion of

"female passivity In the face of

male violence." Jack the

Ripper, as police dubbed the

mysterious murderer, made,
headlines in 1887 for the brutal

slayings and dismemberments
of five prostitutes In the Whlte-

chapel area of London's notor-

ious East End. Walkowltz noted

that newspaper articles about

the subject were "sensational-

ist and melodramatic, with a ti-

tllatlng sex script." He soon
became a media hero, and the

grisly details of the case
attracted widespread attention.

Male Violence

"There were five prevalent

theories as to the Identity of

Jack. He was either a mad doc-

tor, a religious fanatic, an erotic

scientific sociologist, an upper
class pervert, or a woman,"
said Walkowltz.

During the time of the slay-

ings women were restricted to

their homes and church. The
murders quickly became "a
focus for social anxieties and
fantasies" as the popular press
Intensified women's terror by
featuring a sketch of "a woman
frightened to death by a Jack
the Ripper Impersonator" on
the cover of the Police Illus-

trated News.

In general, women offered lit-

tle collective resistance to male
Intimidation, even when private

reenactments of the Ripper
case were played out In their

own homes. Walkowltz des-

cribed Incidents In which dis-

gruntled husbands threatened
their wives, saying "I'll Whlte-

Continued on Page 7

Professor of Philosophy Buddy Kareiis was a prime mover in the effort to

toughen Phi Beta Kappa's admission standards.

(Lane)

Tougher Standards

Phi Beta Kappa votes

to halve membership
by Jim Peak

Following action by last

year's Williams Phi Beta Kappa
members, the College's chapter

of the honor society tightened its

membership requirements
beginning with the Class of 1984.

Last May the College's chap-

ter voted to stiffen the eligibility

requirement for juniors from
the top ten percent of the class to

the top five percent, as mea-
sured by cumulative class rank.

The election at the end of the

senior year will be limited to the

top 12.5 percent of the class, cut

back from the 25 percent elected

In previous years.

Changes a "local initiative"

Chapter president and philo-

sophy professor Charles Karells

emphasized that the action was
a "local initiative" on the part

of last year's members.

"The members wanted to

bring criteria for election at

Williams more nearly In line

with criteria at comparable
schools," Kareiis said. Last

year's chapter officers
researched the percentage of

students admitted at Amherst,

Wesleyan, Harvard, Yale, and
similar colleges and universi-

ties. Although the percentage of

students eligible differed from
school to school, the percen-

tages cluster around Williams'

new standards.

Kareiis explained that

members of the College chapter

were "concerned lest this honor

be misinterpreted by people

who did not know the difference

between the standards of Willi-

ams and those of other schools."

Most of last year's members
supported the changes.

Reaction among the junior

class was not so positive. "I

think that half Is too drastic a

cut," protested Mark Belem-

jlan. "Taking the top 25 percent

takes away some of the honor,

but I don't think It's fair to come
In with certain expectations and
have them cut away from under
you." Belemjlan said he would

have preferred something more
gradual.

Karln Miller said she "would

be against it if it made competi-

tion for grades worse."

Grade consciousness

Kareiis doubts that the new
standards will have any notice-

able effect on students' grade

consciousness.

"If we had lowered the guide-

lines for entering Phi Beta

Kappa, I do not think it would
have made grade consciousness

less of a problem," he said.

"Conversely our raising of the

standards probably will not

have much effect in the other

direction."
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"/« case of ('mer^cnry, break f^lass/'

note slipped in Peer Health contraceptive display

Sights in a ^bamboo hospital'

Good neighbor policy
Last week's annual Black and White party at Dodd House was

closed early because of a complaint from a town resident. The problem
of student noise in an otherwise peaceful town is a recurring issue Some
possible solutions

:

—Construct a large isolation dome over Dodd and its surrounding
houses

—Outfit each partygoer with individual Walkman headphones
—Hold parties only at central locations like the library or the chapel
—Understand each other's needs

i«ru
^^^ ^^^^ suggestion is the only reasonable solution. The Black and

White was not an unusually loud party. Students understand that they
are part of the larger community and that most of the area's residents
neither keep student hours nor follow student lifestyles. We must all try
to remain considerate of our neighbors.

At the same time, the local community must understand that stu-
dents need the release provided by dance parties. Parties on the scale of
the Black and White occur infrequently (all too infrequently) Party-
goers usually obey the rules of neighborly goodwill. So please, neigh-
bors, bear with us. Allow students a few hours per month of
entertainment.

Restoring the honor
Williams is a distinguished school, but until recently the guidelines

for our Phi Beta Kappa chapter have undermined the chapter's pres-
tige. One fourth of the graduating class gained the honor, more than
twice the percentage of similar schools. Now these standards are suita-
blv more rigorous.

A Phi Beta Kappa key at most schools is an indication that a student
has done exceedingly well-usually that he or she has finished in the top
ten percent of the class. With new membership guidelines for the Col-
lege s chapter, a Williams key will merit the respect that the honor
garners at other colleges.

As with any narrowing of academic honor requirements, there aresome students who feel cheated because their class was the first "vic-
tim of the new guidelines. Students who fall just short of Phi BetaKappa membership, though, can still achieve academic distinction by
graduating cum laude. pursuing honors projects, or competing for themany academic prizes that the College offers

th.tT^'^
'^*'7'! !!^^^^^ ^"^ ^^' ^^^^ ^^PP^ ^^" ^^ke pride in knowing

that they are elected under guidelines that are as rigorous as any com
parable college.

j"-^'n

English lessons

fight despair

in Cambodian

refugee camp

hy Melanie Thompson

Every morning at 5: 30 the Thai army
begins its day with loud cadences-
marching songs and the national
anthem. The international volunteers
start their day with a cold shower and a
ride in a Red Cross van 20 miles up a road
paralleling the Cambodian border.
This past summer I was one of the 70

Americans hired by the International
Rescue Committee to work in Khao I

Dang Holding Center in Thailand. This
refugee camp houses about 40.000 anti-

communist, "free Cambodian" refu-
gees. It is situated about five miles from
the border, within earshot of periodic
conflicts among the Khmer Seri guerril-
las, the Vietnamese occupation troops,
and forces loyal to the Cambodian com-
munist leader, Pol Pot. Many mornings I

imagined I heard thunder, which seemed
unusual because the sun was always
shining. Then someone explained it was
mortar fire and mines exploding.
As the truck enters Khao I Dang, hav-

ing passed through three military check-
points, it stops in front of the plain
barnlike bamboo hospital compound and
Is surrounded by a multitude of Khmer
children trying to earn a small change by
selling local handcrafts.

Rampant disease
Although months of international food

and medical assistance have worked
miracles, volunteers are still confronted
by a heart-breaking regiment of mala-
dies seldom seen in the United States.
Malaria, cholera, dehydration, malnu-
trition, tuberculosis, leprosy, worms and
gangrene infections are common. Other
non-medical difficulties are omnipres-
ent: staff limitations, communications
barriers between refugees and staff
members.
My job was to teach medical English to

those Khmer helpers who acted as
nurses' aides, pharmacists and order-
lies. The refugees had to learn to take
blood pressure, give injections, aid in
operations and diagnose a variety of dis-
eases. I also taught them how to treat dis-
eases, either with the limited supply of
medicine available in camp or with
plants found in the forests of Southeast
Asia.

Saving lives

One of my students writes to me, "I

like very much to learn Medical course
because I think it will have a good knowl-
edge in the future to save several people
who have serious infection like preg-
nancy, delivery, stomach ache, etc . .

."

Mrs. Yoeum Vanna, 30 years old, had
eight in her family but is now a widow
and lives alone. She works in the obstet-
rics ward helping the busy midwives.
Certain sights remained with me. A

woman in her early twenties lies on one
of the beds—a thin straw mat spread
across a plywood board suspended on a
rusty frame. Her face is pale; she is suf-
fering from a combination of Beri-Beri
(serious vitamin B deficiency), internal
bacterial infection and high fever.

Hidden land mine
On another cot a young man bears pain

with typical Cambodian stoicism. He has
walked on a hidden land mine while try-

ing to cross the Thai border in search of

food, he tells an interpreter, and he wor-
ries about his family who are still in

Cambodia, waiting for him.
My students have shared with me their

hopes, fears, past experiences and their
present lives. Mr. Tang Khl works In the
rehabilitation ward. Is about 21 and was
In my Interpreter's class. He expresses

'1 imagined I heard

thunder . . , someone
explained it was mortar
fire and mines

exploding."

himself simply and honestly: "When I

meet the patient I remind my family was
lost by war fire. Before I live here, I
suffer a lot of difficulty In my life. Why,
because In that time my country make
me homeless. Live In the wild jungle—
when people have diseases, always die,
no medicine. Had more hard work to do
every day

. . . no freedom. In last I

escaped from Cambodia and reached
Thailand to find freedom and humanism.
I wish I can live in peace country In
future time. I don't like to meet the war
once; it is very terrible."
These Imprisoned yet kind, respectful,

hopeful refugees are very grateful for
every bit of help we give them and for
whatever assistance we bestow on them.
When someone asks me If It was worth
the effort, and whether the Khmer refu-
gees deserve our attention and support, I
simply show them a letter: "Very happy
when I first saw farang (foreigners, usu-
ally Americans) ... but before I finish I
wish the god help the farang, all the
farang who have helped the Khmer refu-
gees become fine all the time."

Eat Your Toyota
by Peter Frost

As our annual trade deficit with Japan
rises from $16 billion dollars a year to a
projected $25 billion, calls for a protec-
tionist trade policy can be expected to

increase. Labor Day speakers In our own
beloved Pittsfleld this fall have already
argued that "It's about time the govern-
ment of this country started taking care
of Its own citizens first. I'm tired of hear-

ing how proficient the Japanese worker
Is . . . Sometimes I wonder who won the

Second World War." Meanwhile news-
papers have splashed across the country
photographs of an angry unemployed
auto-worker holding aloft a placard
which says simply, "Eat Your Toyota."

Contrary to belief . . .

Like most simple solutions, this gut
level call for protectionism Is based on a

good deal of factual misinformation. For
example:

(1) Japanese wages are not low. Cer-

tainly there are a large number of explo-

ited workers, particularly women who
are expected to work for only a few years
at low rates before marrying and becom-
ing mothers. Yet a recent article In one of

Japan's top magazines has claimed that

in real, after tax, take-home pay, Japa-
nese blue collar workers get one-and-a-

half to two times US wages. I wouldn't go
that far, but neither would I look to cheap
wages as the source of our trade deficits

with Japan.

(2) Japanese don't dump exports.

While the 55-fold increase In the Japa-

nese economy since the 1950's has
obviously greatly expanded the volume
of Japanese exports sold in this country,

trade now represents a lower percentage
of GNP than it did before the war. The

cheap and efficient shipping. Her popu-
lation is seventh biggest In the world—
highly intelligent and disciplined, and
still heavily concentrated in the so-called
productive (15-55 year old) age group.
For obvious reasons, then, Japan has
simply caught up to the West In ways
that several other Asian countries seem
to do.

Cost of success
Part of the growth, on the other hand,

has come at enormous social cost. Pollu-

tion controls are now among the tightest

In the world, yet there are still places In

crowded Japan that are not pleasant in

which to live. Old folks, about to rise

from an abnormally low 8 percent of the

population to Western 15 percent plus

levels, will need greatly expanded servi-

ces. Space problems make housing very
tight; national budget deficits are rela-

tively greater than our own. Above all,

Japanese are acutely aware that they
are disliked throughout the world. They
believe that they face a series of domes-
tic and International crises, and hence
they are reluctant to stop pushing simply
because we Americans feel the pain.

Spend for friends

So what should we do? As former
Ambassador Ingersoll stated at Convo-
cation, restricting Japanese Imports Is

hardly the answer. Japan's trade sur-

plus with us, he noted. Is no greater than
our own surplus with Europe. Any retali-

atory legislation we pass against
Japan—even the so-called "voluntary"
restrictions we seem fond of

negotiating—can easily be turned back
against us by the Europeans. It Is also

true. Ambassador Ingersoll pointed out,

that Japan's overall trade balance (I.e.

not just Its American account) has not

Japan has simply caught up to the West.

percentage Is perhaps twice ours (10 per
cent vs. 5 per cent ) , but lower than that of

many European countries. As Boston
Consul-General Iguchi Takeo pointed out

in my class, moreover, formal com-
plaints of price fixing and the like have
rarely resulted in convictions. Last

summer's allegations of industrial spy-

ing suggest that there are some rotten

apples in the Japanese export basket,

but this explanation by itself won't do.

"Expel the barbarian"

(3) Imports are also not unfairly res-

tricted. Until very recently, Japan did

indeed have a host of laws making
imports difficult. The famous Ministry of

International Trade and Industry
(MITI) also explicitly followed a jo-i

("expel the barbarian") strategy. Most
of these restrictions, on the other hand,

have now been eliminated as a result of

Japan's membership In the OECD trad-

ing community. The talk of "invisible

barriers," I maintain, has more to do
with the low quality and poor marketing
efforts of many American manufactur-

ers than with any conscious conspiracy.

(4) Finally, Japanese are hardly grim
workaholics. Admittedly Japanese work
so hard that we Americans often wonder
If they are "creative." Yet It is also true

that businesses annually spend over

thirteen billion dollars on entertainment.

Every American who goes to Japan and
learns a little Japanese winds up having

a great deal of fun.

A Miracle with costs

If these half-true oversimplifications

don't help explain Japan's "economic
miracle," what does? A partial answer, I

tried to suggest at Convocation. Is simply

that Japan Is now reaching her long

delayed potential. Ideally located In

that temperature zone In which are

found today's (If not tomorrow's) major

Industrial areas, Japan can easily move
raw materials and finished goods by

always been healthy. We have to pay a

little bit, he stated, if we want to have
friends In the world.

Fewer far salaries

That hardly means sitting on our
hands. Every single Convocation pane-

list thought that we Americans could

work harder. More Williams students

could go Into manufacturing careers

rather than aiming for "megabucks" as

lawyers or bankers. Top management
could deal themselves fewer fat salaries

(Mr. Morlta of Sony Is quite acid on this

point). American workers could strike

less—provided their real needs were
met. American businesses could be
required to use their Reagan tax breaks
for recapitalization, rather than divert-

ing them (as Convocation Speaker Inger-

soll pointed out) Into other, more
profitable Investments. We need to plan,

to save and to produce.

Interest rates, again

More specifically, we need to reduce
our budget deficits. In an Interesting

article In last summer's Foreign Affairs,

trade specialist C. Fred Bergsten points

out that our Japanese trade problem lies

rooted In an unfavorable exchange rate

with Japan. Unlike the Japanese,
Bergsten says, we Americans try to

solve our huge national budget deficits

both by borrowing on domestic money
markets and by holding interest rates

even higher than this pressure might
make them so as to guard against infla-

tion. As a result, Bergsten argues, the

dollar has become a valuable currency
to Invest In. This drives Its value up to a

250 yen per dollar exchange rate rather

than a 180 yen per dollar rate more truly

competitive for trade. To put this

another way, our dollar buys so many
yen today that Japanese Imports are
cheap, while American exports to Japan
are costly.

Bergsten suggests a number of admi-

nistrative measures that the Japanese
and American governments might take

to change this rate. After all, he points

out, the Japanese themselves have
equally horrendous deficits, yet interest

rates stay low. He argues that both

governments can restrict capital flows

between our countries without either

damaging the basic principle of low

tariffs, or engaging In the kinds of public

pressure for restrictions that have made
Americans so unpopular In Japan.

Renouncing war
Reading his article, on the other hand,

got me thinking about a more basic

cause of the American budget deficit.

Early In 1946, General Douglas MacAr-

thur, the Supreme Commander of the

Allied Powers In Japan, ordered an

appalled Japanese government to

accept a largely American written draft

of a new Japanese constitution. Article 9

of this 1947 document claimed that the

"Japanese people forever renounce war

as an Instrument of national policy . . .

land, sea and air forces, as well as other

war potential, shall never be main-

tained." Apparently MacArthur wrote

this article to keep the present Japanese

Emperor from being deposed and tried

as a war criminal by the angry Allied

Powers.
Cold War heats up

As the Cold War heated up, both Amer-
icans and Japanese began to wonder if

disarmament was a good Idea. Since

then, there has l)een a hot debate on the

question of whether or not Japan has an

Inherent right to a "Self-Defense

Force." Presently a compromise has

been reached whereby military forces

will be maintained, but the military

budget will not exceed one percent of the

total GNP.
As Ambassador Okawara pointed out

at Convocation, even the Informal one

percent celling allows Japan to have the

eighth largest military budget in the

world. Similarly, an expanding econ-

omy, he boasted, permits annual mil-

itary increases larger than those for

most NATO countries. For our purposes,

however, the key point Is that Japans
expenditures for military affairs are

kept below one percent of the total Gross

National Product. In percentage terms,

the U.S. figures are five to six times as

great.

Exactly what effect this different level

of military expenditure has on our two

economies is unclear. In his new tK)ok

crediting Japan's growth on MITI's

effective policies, for example,
Chalmers Johnson argues that countries

such as South Korea that spend a high

percentage of the GNP on military

affairs do well economically, while coun-

tries with lower military budgets often

do not. In Asia's New Giant, on the other

hand. Editors Ohkawa and Rosovsky

assert that low defense spending adds

two percent per year to Japan's growth

rate. In their view, military spending is

wasteful.
Lowered tax burdens

Personally, I'm of the Ohkawa-
Rosovsky persuasion. To me, Japan's

low defense budget helps keep govern-

ment expenditures a relatively small

part of theGNP—some say 26 percent vs.

the US 36 percent and Great Britain's 46

percent. This tends to put more money
into the capitalization of those industries

competing for export markets. It lowers

the tax burden so that Japanese workers*

take-home pay can In fact buy as much
or more than American workers'. Labor
power Is used more productively,

research and development concentrates

on the civilian sector, and fewer gallons

of Imported fuel are consumed on mil-

itary maneuvers.
If I were running the country. In other

words, I'd look to budget cuts rather than

protectionist tariffs to solve our current

deficit with Japan. To protect our secur-

I'd rather eat a tank...

Ity, I'd try to lower the deficit, hoping to

reduce Interest rates, to drop the value of

the dollar, and hence to help our export

industries to grow. To put this another

way, I wouldn't rearm for security rea-

sons If It stopped equally vital Industrial

retooling. Nor would I add billions to our
defense budget if this simply added bil-

lions to our Japanese trade deficit. Eat
your Toyota? I'd rather eat a tank . . .

Ktiilitr'n \itte: Pvtvr h'rost. a histttr) i>rii-

fvssot at W illiamit. tt'avhvs Jafmnvxt' history

and a vtntrsv on the I U'tnam war. Proje%%ar
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and speaks Japanese.
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MICHEL'S OF WILLIAMSTOWN
Catering with a special touch for

special occasions.
• Private Parties • Platters • Hors d'oeuvres

Deadline for arranging for graduation parties

is May 10th.

Contact Mary for more information.

458-5441

Dr. Irving J. Tanzman, F.A.A.O

OPTOMETRIST
specializing in contact lenses and

students' visual problems.

85 MAIN STREET
NORTH ADAMS, MA. 01247

662-2020 — 663-5845

THE WATERWORKS
COIN LAUNDRY
7 AM to 11 PM DAILY
CLEAN, CONVENIENT

135 WATER STREET
across from

The River House
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WEST PACKAGE STORE
We offer:

1) Very Competitive Prices

2) Unlimited Cold Beer
3) Many In-Store Specials

4) Area's Largest Wine Selection
5) Lots of Chuckles

BRING THIS COUPON IN FOR 500
OFF ANY CASE OF BEER.

GOOD THROUGH SEPT. 30.

Route 2

Between N.A. and Wllllamstown

8 am-10 pm M-W
663-6081

8 am-11 pm Th-Sat

Registrar channels course changes

by Derede Arthur

Tuesday, Sept. 14, 3: 50 PM-
Dozens of card-clutching stu-

dents filled the Registrar's

Office in Hopkins Hall, elbowing

their way toward the main coun-

ter where a beleaguered staff

member checked for faculty

signatures. Behind her, boxes

filled with previously received

drop-add cards covered several

office desks, testifying that the

five-member registration staff

will be busy for weeks to come.

George Howard, Registrar of

Williams for the past fifteen

years, later estimated that two
out of three students made some
sort of schedule alteration.

Many of these, he noted,
changed three or more of their

courses, labs, or conferences,
leaving the registration staff

with several thousand drop-add
cards to sort out and process
through the computer.

Most hectic weeks
Margaret Garrison, a five-

year veteran of the Registrar's

Office, observed that the weeks
of course changes and schedule-
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sorting are the "most hectic"

of the semester for the staff.

Registrar Howard agreed,

"You have to be an optimist,

because you always have to

hope that next time it'll be a lit-

tle better than last time."

Despite the weeks of frantic

activity, Howard feels that the

Williams system of scheduling

functions well, providing the

most efficient means of insuring

that the faculty quickly knows

precisely which students are in

their classes. Wesleyan and cer-

tain other colleges, Howard
noted, do not schedule their stu-

dents at all, thus leaving profes-

sors with sometimes unwieldly

class sizes and only a hazy

notion of which students are

rer.lly taking their courses.

Faculty tardiness

The weeks Immediately fol-

lowing final exams are also

busy and difficult ones for How-
ard and his staff. Faculty

members do not always turn In

their grades within the requisite

four days following the end of

exams, and the Registrar's

Office must wait until all grades

are in before they can begin
computer processing. Howard
asserts that his highest priority

Is to get grades to the students
as soon as possible.

One of the greatest problems
at the end of the semester, How-
ard noted. Is the delay caused by
professors' granting extensions
to students without approval by
one of the deans. The confusion
and delays created by this situa-

tion, Howard said, could be
avoided If professors accepted
only the deans' extensions. The
Dean's Office Informs the
Registrar which students' work
will be completed late, and with
this knowledge, Howard and his

staff can begin the computer
processing which would other-

wise be delayed.

Continual checking

In addition to these begin-

ning- and end-of-the-year
responsibilities, the Registrar's

Office continually checks
records to see that students are
meeting the necessary require-

ments for graduation. Howard
characterizes the responsibili-

ties of his office as "a job where
In effect you're reporting to 2200

people—students and faculty."

TRY SCUBA
Sunday Oct. 3rd

iffi I ifiiiji " H.^
CALL 458-5647

WELCOiVIE BACK STUDENTS

Feel free to call or stop

in at THE TRAVEL STORE!

Make your vacation plans now!
We're your full service agency:

• airline and train tickets

• hotel reservations

• tours, charters

• American Express

Traveler's Cheques

'EL STORE
105 Spring Street

WILLIAMSTOWN. MAS.S.OI267*(41.1)458-578fi
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Elvis Costello:

^A more mature

and vulnerable artist'

by Cheri Goulet

Elvis Costello's new album.
Imperial Bedroom, is a definite

must for any discriminating

music collector. H you're
already an Elvis fan, this should

be the top priority on the list of

albums to purchase. If you're

not, this one may change your

mind.
Costello's critical Insights on

society are still as perceptive as

ever. Now, however, they're

tempered with an ironic accep-

tance of his own human foibles.

The picture presented is one of a

more mature and vulnerable

artist.

Costello realizes the necessity

of a return to emotionalism and

recognition of the need for sym-

pathetic relationships. Two of

his songs are followed by the tag

"PS ... I love you" and the

"Human Hands" cut Is a blatant

declaration of devotion ("When-

ever I put my foot In my mouth

and you begin to doubt that

it's you I'm dreaming about/ Do
I have to draw you a dia-

gram/All I ever want is to fall

Into your human hands.")

Yet this hasn't totally blunted
his critical observations on
humanity. "Man Out of Time"
openly attacks the hypocrisy of

the upper class and its desire for

power at the cost of human feel-

ing, and "You Little Fool"
seriously undermines the
romantic notion of puppy love.

The presence of the lyrics on
the Inner sleeve is a great help
In really recognizing the full

range of Costello's witticisms.

Musically, the album is

incredibly cohesive. While
there are no "rockers" along

the lines of "Pump it Up" or

"Red Shoes," the majority of

the songs are upbeat. The score

of "The Long Honeymoon,"
with Its accordions remlscent

HOTEL NEW HAMPSHIRE
has arrived in paperback.

enzi s

COLLEGE BOOK STORE, INC
WILLIAMSTOWN, MASS 01267

CLASSIFIEDS

OWN YOUR OWN JEAN-
SPORTSWEAR. Infant-Preteenor

Ladies Apparel Store. Offering all

nationally known brands such as

Jordache, Chic, Lee. Levi, Van-

derbilt, Calvin Klein, Wrangler

over 200 other brands. $7,900 to

$16,500 includes beginning 5919.

inventory, airfare for one to

Fashion Center, training, fixtures,

grand opening promotions. Call

Mr. Kostecky (501) 327-8031

Seeking contract bridge
members. Call Mr Cowin 458-

House For Sale

1.5 miles from campus
fully insulated

completely heated by wood
V2 acre bordered by stream

Will Sell Mid 40s to Faculty/Staff

Contact Henry Stewart 2261

%rsvM of Halal?

A \Ne\cofne to Williams

A V2 Price Special

100% Scottish Wool Waverley Sweaters

For Men and Women
and

Ms. Sero Oxford Cloth Shirts

For Women
Now Available through October 2

Students. Bring This Ad To:

44 Spring Street - Williamstown. MA -458-5010

I

of Paris and love, provides the

perfect diametric backdrop for

lyrics dealing with marital

infidelity.

Costello has also broadened
his Instrumentals by adding
orchestral arrangements in

various spots. Perhaps the t>est

juxtaposition occurs In "Man
Out of Time," opening and end-

ing with blaring guitar riffs and
the sound of someone scream-

ing, echoing the frustration of

the writer with society and
mimicking the differences

between interior feelings and

exterior facades.

The result is a more per-

sonal glimpse of Elvis Costello.

All in all. Imperial Bedroom
ranks as one of the best albums

of the season.

STUDY ABROAD AT THE
ITHACA COLLEGE
LONDON CENTER

SEMESTER OR YEAR PROGRAM
ITHACA COLLEGE CREDIT

BRITISH FACULTY
COURSES — British and European studies are

offered m literature, history, art history, drama,

music, sociology, education, psychology,

communications, and politics Special program
offered In Drama. Intemsfilp* available to

qualified students In International Buslnees,

Social Servtcee, Communications and Political

Science.

Visits to the theatre, museums, galleries,

schools, social and political institutions are

an integral part of the curriculum

For furtfter infon.^tlon write:

International Programs - SP
Ithaca College
Ithaca. New York 14850

JAN.—WSP, for Opera,

Concert and Ballet,

in Budapest, Vienna

and Zurich, to be

led by Prof. Shainman.

Informal Discussion

For Interested Students

Wed. (SEPT. 22) at 10:00 PM
AT THE LOG

TONITE
SENIOR NITE

discount for all card-

carrying members of

the Class of 1983

WEDNESDAY

Marc Hummon, Kathy Pope &
special guests

THURSDAY
football on the big screen

PENNY'S PLACE
VESTS ARE IN!

10% Off for

College Students

SATURDAY, SEPT. 25

ONLY
Hours: Mon.-Sat. 9:30 - 5:30 Layaways accepted

Thurs. til 8:30 VISA

Bring Student I. D. mastercharge

^f^^V'^^*^^VVW»^VV^VVV^*VV'^'*'V'VVV^ ( I II' \M) ^\\l VVVVV'^''^''*'V'V-'^VVV*^**VV'^*^'*-VVVV'^''^V-VV'*1

The

I

Purple Pub
Bank Street

s

Monday
Draft Beer Night

Pabst Beer 64 oz.

pitchers 51.50

7 pm - 12 midnight

Tuesday
Prime Time
(reduced prices)

Wednesday

Watch RECORD
for specials.

Thursday
Vodka Night
Any Vodka drink

$1.00

Friday

Lunch special

Beer and Deli

Sandwich with I.D.

$2.25

Sunday

Open at 1:00

Pitchers of Bloody
Marys for $5.00

NOTE: Lunch served Monday-Saturday 11:30-2:00 p m.

Best Dell in town!

7

I
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inflQINUS

EXHIBITION
AND SALE of

FINE ART REPRODUCTIONS

DATE

Sept. 21 - 22, 1 982

TIME

9 am - 5 pm

PLACE

Baxter Hall

Sponsored by
Williams College Ski Team

NEW THIS YEAR
• CLASSIC PHOTOGRAPHS

ADAMS, CUNNINGHAM,
and more.

PRICES
MOST LARGE PRINTS

$3.00 ea or 3 for $8.00

MOST SMALL PRINTS

$2.00 ea or 3 for $5.00

FEATURING: Old Masters,

Impressionists, The Group of

Seven, Woodland Indian and

Oriental Art, O'Keeffe,

British Museum and

Exhibition Posters, Eschers,

Curtis, Rockwell, and others.

¥\

OVER 700

DIFFERENT IMAGES
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$24,000 disparity

The Williams Record 7

College Council caught short handed
by Laura Seligsohn

Student groups may have to

tighten their financial belts this

year, as College Council Treas-

urer John Small '83 announced
at last week's Council meeting
that funding requests will out-

weigh grants by a whopping
$24,000, approximately one-fifth

of the Council's total outlay.

Small blamed the gap on a

rise in student publications, a 26

percent jump in requests, and a

$66 Student Activities Tax
which Small considers too low.

400 percent up

Although Small explained
that "some requests are up 300

and 400 percent," most of the

increase in total requests was
attributed to new journals: the

Oracle, the Republican, and the

Williams Journal of Medieval
and Renaissance Studies.

Picking up from last year, the
Council also considered the
recommendations of the Elec-

tions Committee for the Winter
Study and Athletic committees.

Slate rejected

Concerned with the lack of

evidence that the Elections
Committee had applied **a con-

sistent criterion for selection,"

as President Stuart "Smokey"
Robinson '83 described it, the

Council opposed the Elections

Committee recommendations
for the Athletics Committee,
nine votes to seven, with three

abstentions.

The rejection of the recom-
mendation means that the Elec-

tions Committee must review
all of the Athletics Committee
candidates. The Elections Com-
mittee must submit new, or bet-

ter justified, recommendations

Faculty gets '^rich uncle''

by Brett McDonnell and Brett Green

Many people dream of having a rich relative leave them a large

inheritance in his will. For the Williams faculty that dream is com-
ing true, and that rich relative is the Class of '58.

The faculty learned Wednesday at its first Meeting that the Class

of '58 is planning to donate $1,250,000 for "faculty enhancement" as

its twenty-fifth reunion gift. The faculty was aslced to come up with

some ideas about what to do with the money.
One immediate suggestion was to use the money to pay possible

back taxes. One way the College compensates some faculty

members is by providing low-cost housing. The IRS is now consid-

ering charging back taxes on the money saved by those faculty

members.
The IRS has not decided yet whether to try to collect those taxes.

Commented Williams President John W. Chandler: "We are wor-
ried, but we haven't talten any pre-emptive strilte."

JOSEPH E. DEWEY

9:00 - 5:00

Mon.-Sat.

<\̂
t>

'"
-c V U Q fi ^ WlLLIAMblWILLIAMSTOWN. IHASS.

01267

458-5717

^

Babysitting Jobs

Any student who is interested in babysitting for the children of

faculty and staff should stop by the Assistant to the President's

office, 3rd floor of Hopkins Hall, as soon as possible.

Jewelry

Weavings Pottery Wood Carvings

Dried Herb Wreaths

Paintings by Emily Johnson

35 SPRING STREET OPEN DAILY 1:00-5:30

Established 1902

to the entire Council this week.

In other business, the Council

briefly considered and
approved Student Handbook
revisions proposed in the Colby
Committee report, "Recom-
mendations from the Student

Discipline Procedures Review
Committee." After discussion

of the Council's role in the new
Housing Committee, a subcom-
mittee of the CUL, Robinson
closed the meeting with a plea

for better attendance at CC
meetings.

Council's hands tied

"It is important that
members attend and report

back to their constituents. With-

out a quorum (17 memt)ers),

our hands are tied i)ehind our

backs." On a more positive

note, Robinson offered his ideas

for some "new direction" in the

Q.Q. He urged that Council

members take "a more active

approach in the student body."

Noting that "ignorance often

gets us into trouble," Robinson
stressed the importance of the

C.C.'s educational role, sug-

gesting more town meetings

and "a half-hour radio show
dealing with issues on and off

campus that concern students.
'

'

WELCOIVIE BACK

IMPORTED BEER

LabaU's $11.99/case

Krakus $2.99/6-pk.

DOMESTIC BEER

from$6.95—Sll.OO/case

WINE
1975 German Auslese

$5.49/750 ml.

SODA
Pepsi. 7-Up. Schweppes

Ginger Ale & Diet Pepsi

$1.30/2 litre bottle

Adidas Shoes
All Athletic Equipment
Custom Printed T-Shirts

Everything for Men & Women
Racket Sales & Service

Class Rings

Gifts

Spring Street
Levi's
LCViaTnAU»t»CO Williamstown, MA

Ripper's legacy
chapel you." The murders ther-

eby produced a "common
vocabulary of male violence
towards women."
The fear of male violence

symbolized by these murders
"has contributed to modern
women's sense of vulnerabil-

ity" and "constantly intrudes in

urban woman's conscious-
ness," according to Walkowitz.
This fear is exploited in order to

"promote female passivity"

and to invest male domination
with a powerful mystique."

Fear and loathing

In addition, the incident high-

lighted the sordid conditions of

the lower class East End and

soon grew to symbolize social

unrest. Although the lower class

expressed some sympathy for

the victims, there was ' 'fear and

loathing of the victims" by

members of the middle class.

Soon the East End had become a

"sideshow for the West End" as

police and amateur detectives

prowled the streets and vig-

ilante patrols sprang up.

Walkowitz concluded that the

Ripper case exploded into a

"morality tale of stark propor-

tions" In which disobedient

women found that "the wages of

sin were death."

Soccer Shutout
the real test will come Tuesday against RPI." Russo noted the

play of his bench, saying that "We have better depth this year
than we have had in a long time." He also praised his defense,

observing that "we've emphasized defense in our practices, and
it has paid off."

Unscored upon
Williams has not been scored upon in any of its preseason

games, against Albany St., London, or the alumni.

The soccer team opened its regular season today at 4:00

against RPI at Cole Field.

Williamstown
National
Bank

Wlllla«tl«wa Mattatkasalt*

COMPLETE BANKING AND
TRUST SERVICES
\Ne Know How To Help

FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION

I
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Harriers take two

Ephs ^outkick' Panthers

by Mark Averitt

Junior John Nelson was outkicked by Middlebury's Tom Van
der Water for second place at the finish of Saturday's home-
opening meet of the Williams men's cross country season, but

Middlebury's one-two finish was offset by Williams' depth as the

Ephmen won 28-29 Saturday.

Junior Brian Angle held off a Panther challenger and then

passed another in the last 200 yards of the 4.77 mile race.

Although he was sixth for Williams and ninth overall, his dra-

matic move provided the victory margin.

Dan Riley "83 took fourth, Bennett Yort '84 was sixth, fresh-

man Ian Brzezinski was seventh and senior Lyman Casey fin-

ished eighth.

Surprising finish

The race was closer than Williams expected. The surprise was

attributed to a very hard week of training which tired the Eph-

men. The team ran eleven miles Friday before the race.

"The practice killed us today, but will help us in the long run."

commented Steve Caguiot '83.

Co-captain Bo Parker '84, sidelined for the meet due to an arch

injury, may have best summed up Saturday's race: "They were
just better than we expected."

First victory

Earlier in the week, Williams opened its season with an easy
18-44 win over North Adams State on the Mohawks' 5.2 mile
course. Riley finished first for Williams, followed by Nelson and
Angle. Yort and Brzezinski also scored for Williams.

The squad's record Is now 2-0. Head Coach Peter Farwell
expects the squad, which finished 1981 with a 9-5 record, to be one

of the best Div. Ill teams in the region. Last year's top five

returned and, with the addition of 1980's top runner, Bo Parker,

the team is seeking a big season. Bennttt Yort '84 finished sixth in Saturday's win over Middlebury.

(Lane)

Volleyball

wears down

Marist
by Sarah Griffiths

In the opening game of the

season, the women's volleyball

team defeated tK)th Marist Col-

lege and Vassar College at Vas-

sar Sunday afternoon.

The first game in the match
against Marist was a 15-8 loss

for the Ephwomen. Coach Sue
Hudson-Hamblin felt that the

loss was due to her players

being nervous and unsettled.

Williams regained control In

the second game and won 15-7.

The deciding game of the match
was a blowout with the Ephs
winning 15-0.

Against Vassar, Williams
kept up their strong level of play
and defeated them two games
straight, 15-8, 15-5. Helping the

team to victory was the serving
power of starting freshman
Maria Villano and the smooth
hitting of seniors Kathleen Gil-

more and Lisa Pepe. Mary
Hickcox '86 helped carry out
setting responsibilities and
keep the team together. Junior
Carol Dorfman contributed
with both her setting and
hitting.

The team's next game will be
against the University of Con-
necticut and Smith College at

U.Conn. tonight.

Battleground at Middlebury

Football offensive promises action
by Robert Tercelc

Football fans can look for-

ward to a tough game this week-
end as the Williams gridders

face traditional rival Middle-

bury in their season op)ener. The
Ephmen's 27-7 spoiler victory

last season tarnished an other-

wise perfect record for the

Panthers, and Williams should
expect a team hungry for

revenge at Middlebury.
The contest is particularly

interesting because of the sim-

ilarities in football programs;
Head Coach Bob Odell calls it a
"mirror image game. We have
adopted the Wing T formation
entirely now, and that's also

Middlebury's formation." With
both offenses running identical

backfield formations, success
in the contest depends more on
quality execution than strategy.

And as Odell points out, execu-
tion in early games is always
complicated by mistakes,
penalties and fumbles at inop-

portune moments.

Both teams must contend
with a lack of depth as well. Like

Williams, Middlebury saw a

number of starters graduate,

and will call on younger, less

experienced players to man key
posts, especially on offensive

and defensive lines.

Football fans can expect
plenty of action in these areas:

Passing Game
As both teams vie for control

of the air, the passing attack

will become a critical factor.

Williams' quarterback Scott

Garabedian '83 will look for split

ends Marc Hummon '84 and
Paul Meeks '85 as well as tight-

ends John McCarthy '84 and
Paul Coleman '85 to receive.

An injury to B. J. Connolly *84

solved Odell's quarterback
dilemma. Connolly was jurt in

an intra-squad scrimmage on
Thursday and is questionable
for Saturday.

Middlebury boasts strength in

its defensive secondary with
three of four starters returning.

and their traditionally tight

pass coverage will pose a major
obstacle for the Ephmen. How-
ever, the Panthers are missing
linebacker Bill Genovese, who
was named defensive player of

the year in New England last

season.

Offensive Backfield

Both teams will look to proven
top performers to lead their

offensive attack. Middlebury
has lost quarterback Jim
Loveys and split end Beau
Coash, but their leading rusher,

co-captain Mark Conroy,
returns to his halfback post, as
does fullback John Weeks. The
other halfback slot will be filled

by one of three experienced
backs. Williams plans to match
them with a triple threat of its

own. Juniors Jeff Congden and
Sean Crotty return to the back-
field with speed and size. Sopho-
more halfback Ted Thomas, a
bright performer last season,

adds his ball-carrying ability to

the offensive effort.

field hockey: women's cross country:

Constant attack and good passing led to a
4-0 victory over Vassar for the field hockey
team in their first game on Thursday.
Co-captain Bea Fuller '83 scored twice

and Mary Pynchon '83 and Sue Harrington
'84 added single tallies for the Ephwomen.
"We were constantly on the attack so we

didn't have to play much defense," said
Coach Chris Larson Mason, "but when we
had to, we played well on defense, too."
"We still have a lot to work on," said

Mason, "but I'm optimistic about this sea-
son." Williams plays Skidmore tomorrow.

Worldwide competition
Meanwhile, Coach Mason and alumna

Leslie Milne have been chosen for the U.S.
team in the American Cup international
field hockey competition.

The Women's Cross Country team fin-

ished third in their first meet of the season
Saturday at Middlebury. The day's victor
was the host team, scoring 43 points, fol-

lowed by Bates with 50 points. Williams fin-

ished the 2.8 mile course with .57 points and
Albany State placed fourth with 70 points.

Co-Captain Susan Bragdon '83 was the top
Williams finisher, placing sixth with a time
of 18:43. P'reshman Mary Keller was one
second behind her in seventh place. Lynn
Vendinello '84 finished thirteenth—her time
was 18: 57. Susan Flynn '85 and Liz Moore
'85 completed the course with times of 19: 11

and 19: 24, respectively, putting them in the
Williams 'top five' with 15th and 16th places
at the Middlebury meet.

\

Soccer:

Men shut out opponents

by David Woodworth

Doug McKenney '85 scored two goals and five other players

chipped in with one each as the varsity soccer squad crushed

their alumni counterparts on Saturday by an 8-0 score. Seniors

Mark Koenig, Jeff Sutton, Austin Lehr, Aytac Apaydin and jun-

ior Eric Stein all got into the scoring column, while goalkeeper

Kenny Rhodes '85 and Ted Murphy '85 combined on the shutout.

The match was no contest from the outset, as Koenig, Sutton,

and Lehr all tallied before the half, with another goal coming off

the foot of an alumni fullback to make it 4-0 at the intermission.

With the outcome no longer in doubt, the remainder of the game
was devoted to showing off in front of the women's squad.

In a more serious scrimmage last Monday, Williams defeat-

ed London A.F.A. by a count of 3-0. McKenney again had
two goals and Lehr had the other, while Rhodes and Murphy
again blanked their opponents.

Of his team's impressive performances in the preseason,

Russo commented, "I'm a bit skeptical of the lopsided results,

because we may have caught our opponents on off-peak perfor-

mances. I'm obviously quite pleased with our efforts so far, but

Continued on Page 7

Ephwomen grab control

by Ted Johann
The women's soccer team traveled to Skidmore today, hoping

to equal their impressive performance in a 2-1 win against Vas-
sar on Sunday.
The first few minutes of Sunday's game moved slowly, as each

team tentatively checked out the other. But ten minutes into the
period, the Williams squad firmly grabbed control; and tho-
roughly outplayed the visiting team for the remainder of the
half.

Co-captain Becky Baugh '83 broke the scoring ice 15 minutes
into the game, taking a fine cro.ss pass from Carrie Bradley '84

and pushing it by the Vassar goalie into the left side of the net.
That goal was followed three minutes later by a powerful shot
from Andrea Raphael '86, and the Ephwomen seemed ready to
blow the game open.
The Ephwomen missed some good scoring opportunities in the

game. Baugh said that this will not be the case in the future, as
"it was only the team's second time playing together, and all we
need is a little more practice."

In the judgment of both players and coaches, Williams let up
some in the second half, and the result was that the women from
Vassar gained some control. But the defense, especially
sweeper Karen Montzka '85, continued to play steadily. Thus,
Vassar was not able to score until five minutes were left in the
game.

I I I
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Deans restrict all-College parties
All-college parties will be restricted to the Greylock

and Mission Park dining areas, according to a letter to

house presidents issued last week by Dean of Freshmen
Chris Roosenraad. The letter, which cited noise levels,

fire hazards, and damage to the physical plant as

problems with other locations, followed the early clos-

ing of the Dodd Black and White Party last Saturday.

Many house presidents were taken aback by the let-

ter, which they received on Wednesday, since they had
had dinner with Deans O'Connor and Kenyatta the pre-

vious evening and the subject of all-college parties was
never raised.

Spencer-Brooks president Gemma Fontanella com-
mented: "The main problem I see is the way they
handled it. I think it would have been better if they'd
mentioned it at the meeting so we could have given our
reaction."

A-Gar-Wood president Richard Cardinale's reaction

was even stronger. "My initial reaction, and it's stayed
with me, is one of contempt. We met with the Deans on
Tuesday and no one said a thing. I don't like the

deceptiveness."

Social life reduced

Many presidents predicted that this announcement
will mean a less active all-campus social life, because,

as Fitch-Currier president Christine Young put it, "lim-

iting it to Mission Park and Greylock limits the kinds of

parties you can have . . . Attendance will drop, because

people will get sick of going to the same two places."

Fontanella guessed that the school would see "more
small parties, which in a way might be better."

Most expressed agreement with the reasons for the

letter, especially the need to obey fire regulations

which limit the number of people allowed in one room.
But some had doubts about the ways in which those

rules would be enforced. "Fire regulations, fine," said

Fontanella. "But some parties start out small, and then

grow, so Security shuts them down."

Roosenraad disagrees

Roosenraad feels that much of the alarm is unwar-
ranted. He describes the failure of the Deans to inform
house presidents of the Deans' intent on Tuesday as "a
foul-up in communications." As for the letter, he said,

"We didn't see it as much of a change." He defined
all-campus parties as those for which there is "no quali-

fication other than 'you are a Williams student.' Essen-
tially, in those cases, the number of potential

partygoers equals the student body."

Roosenraad emphasized that the letter is not meant
to discourage informal gatherings. "We understand
completely that there are going to be spontaneous
events. We are not cracking down on spontaneity."

What concern the Deans are the fire and noise prob-

lems exemplified by last week's Dodd party. Com-
plaints about noise were not limited to that party;

Roosenraad described noise from Dodd as "an ongoing
problem." He wrote his letter partially in response to

that problem.
Excitable boy Warren Zevon excited a tell-out crowd in

Chapin Hall last Thursday. See review, page 11. (Farley)

WILLIAMS

Life
A new section

!

The campus is bristling

with new buildings! Read
all about the three addi-

tions, their design and
financing, and what they

mean for Williams in the

Record's brand-new, spe-

cial pictorial section, Willi-

ams Life, beginning on

page 7.

Faculty

gets cool

million
by Jack Mayher

The Class of 1958 plans to

donate over one million dollars

to the College for faculty devel-

opment. The $1.25 million gift,

entitled 'The Class of 1958 Pres-

ident's Fund for Faculty
Enhancement," is the largest

25th reunion gift in the history of

the College.

Although the entire amount
has not been raised, the admin-
istration is confident that the

goal will easily be reached. The
Class of '58 is the "best organ-

ized class" that Associate
Director of Development Russ
Carpenter has worked with.

The fund will be set up as an
endowment, so that it will

benefit the College indefinitely.

The income will be at the Presi-

dent's disposal "to promote the

professional growth and per-

sonal well-being of the
members of the faculty,"
according to a statement issued

by President John Chandler.

The President can use the

fund to support the faculty's

"professional development and
their work as teachers and scho-

lars," including "the purchase
of scientific equipment essen-

tial to a faculty member's
research . . . travel related to

the development of new courses

or the enrichment of established

courses ... for paid leaves and
assistance with publication of

books and articles," according

to Chandler.

The fund may also attend to

the personal needs of the

faculty, such as cases of catas-

Continued on Page 13

King's smashed, Log tightened
by Philip Busch

A Williams freshman has
been charged with several
offenses, and the Log closed

indefinitely to students under 20

in the wake of a break-in late

Tuesday night at King's Liquor
Store on Spring Street.

At 12:20 a.m. on Wednesday
morning, a Spring Street resi-

dent notified Williamstown
Police of an apparent break-in

at King's. Two officers
responded and arrested the stu-

dent outside Lasell Gym-
nasium.

"Really weird"
"Apparently someone kicked

the N^indow in to procure some
beverages," said King's owner
Jerry Smith. "Some display

material was also taken."

Smith estimated the damage to

his window at $1,000, and said

that Insurance would cover the

loss.

"It was really weird," said

eyewitness Phil Walsh '85. "I

was outside Colonial (Pizza)

and I saw this kid walking
slowly up Spring Street with one
of those big three-foot plastic

Heineken cans under his coat.

Then a Williamstown police car

pulled up and slammed on its

brakes right in front of Lasell.

These two cops jumped out and
sort of tackled him. He was
lying on his stomach and they

were straddling him and hand-

cuffing him. It looked like he

had some liquor too."

The arrested student was
arraigned Wednesday morning
in North Adams District Court

This smashed window at King's Liquors led to criminal charges and a

crackdown at the Log. (Farley)

and released on $250 cash bail,

according to police.

"I feel badly"
The student pleaded not guilty

to three offenses: breaking and
entering in the nighttime with

intent to commit a felony, lar-

ceny from a building, and will-

ful damage to real property.

The accused student had no
comment about the incident.

The student will be tried tomor-

row in North Adams.
"I feel badly about this,"

commented Smith. "I hate to

see someone get in trouble for

this foolish thing." Since felo-

nies are not civil matters,

charges were automatically
filed by the Commonwealth of

Massachusetts. Smith thus has

no say on whether or not to press

charges.

Log crackdown
Dean Cris Roosenraad had no

comment on any possible Col-

lege disciplinary proceedings

against the student. He emphas-
ized that students are fully lia-

ble for any violations of

Massachusetts law.

"We do all that is necessary

and appropriate to warn people

to pay attention to their behav-
ior on Spring Street," he said.

Roosenraad noted that arrest of

a student is very rare.

As a result of the King's

break-in, explained Log man-
ager Richard Olsen '82, no stu-

dents under 20 years of age are

being admitted to the Log. The
new policy comes from the

Dean's Office, according to

Dean Roosenraad. The College

hopes that by next week it can
return to the policy of allowing

minors into the Log but not

allowing them to purchase
alcohol.

Continued on Page 5
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LETTERS

The Williams Record

Initiative
Two new student publications will shortly make their debut on the

Williams campus. The Record welcomes their appearance.

Given the enormous effort necessary to start a publication, the

dedication of students who founded these projects is to be applauded.

Since the Record confines itself to campus issues, students can look

forward to new journals covering events that reach beyond the College.

Germinal and the Republican, representing opposite political lean-

ings, will provide an exciting interchange of ideas. An increase of politi-

cal awareness and activity will be a boon to the College community.

Most Importantly, the competition will raise the standards of all

campus publications, which can only be beneficial for the papers and

their readers.

Refugee state bom in blood

Light the way

To the Editor:

It's not that I'm afraid of the dark, but

the path from the Quad to Mission Park
is long, lonely, and very dark at night.

Even though there are already two street

lights on the hill, the addition of one more
would surely be welcomed by anyone
who has ever walked that path alone at

night.

Candace Andrews '85

Mills House

Write your own Letter to the Editor!
Here's how:
To the Editor:

I am upset by the ist tone of
your article on

Sincerely,

(Your name)

To the Editor:

I am incensed at the Deans' recent pol-

icy to

Sincerely,

(Your name)

The Record letters section

opportunity to congratulate,
and discuss campus issues,

voice be heard in the Record.

is a rare

criticize.

Let your

Give us two good legs to stand on

by Raymond Baker

women, children, and
in the refugee camps in

The men,
infants slain

West Beirut are the first citizens of a

Palestinian state.

Now, after the massacres at Sabra and

Now, after the massacres of Sabra and

Shatila, it is my belief that the slain will

be recognized as the first citizens of a

Palestinian state by those Israelis who in

such great numbers have dared to speak

the dreadful truth to their government:

the army of Israel let the killers In. These
Shatila, It Is my belief that they will be Israelis will act to guarantee that such

^^Begin and Sharon are not Jews w

recognized as such by the growing
number of shocked and shamed repre-

sentatives of the world Jewish commun-
ity. Rabbi Arnold Jacob Wolf of

KAM—Isaiah synagogue In Chicago,

speaking out of the profoundly humane
traditions of Judaism, has already

expressed the anguish and the hope of

these Jews: "I believe with perfect faith

that the bitter Invasion of Lebanon has

created the Palestinian state. I believe

that the world will not permit another

wandering people to be driven forth . .

.

with no place to go except home."
Now, after the massacres of Sabra aad

Shatila, It is my belief that the slain will

be recognized as the first citizens of a

Palestinian state by Americans who wit-

nessed In terrible sadness the slaughter

of people whom the US government was
solemnly pledged to "safeguard." In the

written agreement to evacuate the PLO
from West Beirut the United States gua-

ranteed the safety of noncombatants left

behind "on the basis of assurances

received from the government of

Israel ..."

The revulsion In America at the kil-

lings is heightened by this special

responsibility. Why was more not done

when Israel violated the Habib accord

and occupied West Beirut? Could the US
government do no more than Just whine

that It had been "misled" by Israel when
the Innocents were made vulnerable.

Only by a very large act can we redeem
our honor: the American people must
work now to safeguard the Palestinian

people In a Palestinian state.

by Dan Keating

There she is: the perfect Rhodes Scho-

lar candidate. She's a brilliant student, a

top-notch athlete, and a classy person.

The shame Is that she's not at Williams.

When she took her tour here, she loved

the Bronfman Science Center, adored

the Sawyer Library, but got claustropho-

bia In Lasell Gymnasium and fled. Oh,

well, another good student athlete lost.

Not all of these student athletes are

lost. Trlcla Hellman, who graduated last

Spring, was a member of the U.S. Olym-

pic Ski team, an award-winning psychol-

ogy researcher, a cross country runner

who qualified and ran In the Division III

Nationals, a Sigma Phi member and a

magna cum laude graduate with honors.

She was the kind of student athlete whose

contributions make Williams a place of

excellence.

But how many applicants with her

qualifications want to come to Williams?

evil Is never again done In Israel's name.
Yaslr Arafat must now move deci-

sively to deny victory to those who would
destroy the idea of Palestinian national-

ism and murder the children who are Its

future. One way would be for the PLO to when a serious athlete sees our varsity
form a government in exile with a consti- basketball court, he shudders, Welght-
tutlon, superseding the Palestinian lifting Is crucial now to compete In high-
national charter, that alms unamblgu- level athletics, yet our weight room is on
ously at creating a Palestinian Arab the fifth floor of the squash building and
state on the West Bank and Gaza side by inadequately stocked. If the women's
side and In mutual recognition with the ^___
Jewish state of Israel. Arafat In the wake
of the terrible killings has already
reached out to forge the new human links

that win be necessary. "Begin and
Sharon are not Jews," he said. "The
crimes they commit do not conform to

Jewish morality or tradition. The real

Jews are those who refuse to be asso-

of our champion-calibre student athletes

here. But Williams must battle for these

student athletes with Trinity, Wesleyan,

Amherst, Tufts and many others who
offer fine educations and competitive

sports. How well equipped is Williams to

attract these applicants away from our

small college neighbors?

For years everyone at Williams has

known that our athletic facilities need

serious updating. But the excuse was

that the money had always been priorit-

ized towards Immediate educational

use.

The athletic programs at Williams are

not based on near-professional athletes

whose Interests detract from the school's

educational functional. The athletes

here are student-athletes at the highest

level as both students and athletes.

There Is no question that there Is a suiU-

ble pool of student-athletes out there cap-

able of fining our rosters and the dean's

list.

This Is not a plea for Williams to com-

mit Itself to bringing more athletes Into

the school. Williams' sports teams are

doing well and will continue to do so. This

plea Is to make ourselves attractive to

''.
. . there is a suitable pool of student

athletes out there capable of filling our

rosters and the Dean's

dated with the attempt to annihilate the and men's crew happen to be lifting at
Palestinian people ... To all of them, to the same time, there aren't enough bars
all of the Israeli or Jewish pacifists and to go around. Our Cole Field House has
democrats, I address the esteem and eight showers for the varsity and JV foot-
gratitude of the Palestinian people who ball teams, as well as the men's soccer
will never forget their solidarity at the program. The list goes on, and Is not as
time of trial

. '

'

Important as the lack of commitment on
That reach can now be extended. In the the part of the school to change it

.

world Jewish community, in the United Only 50 percent of the students
States, and In Israel there are now accepted to Williams come here. The stu-
frlends of the Palestinians eager for such dents we lose are at the Ivy schools and
words, eager to join In the difficult polltl- other small colleges offering programs
cal and diplomatic task of building a
Palestinian state that Is secure and at

peace with Israel.

Such a state is no longer Just a dream
for It has Its first citizens.

Raymond Baker is an Atattviate Pritje»»ur

of Political Science at If'illiami.

very similar to ours.

Much of the small college appeal Is the
opportunity to participate in school
activities while maintaining a construc-
tive academic atmosphere. It Is that

chance to compete without having to

give up everything else that brings many

the athletes who will most help us off the

athletic field.

Those top-grade student-athletes are

among the cream of the college appli-

cant crop, and are wanted everywhere.

Williams, with Its sub-par facilities,

loses too many of these top candidates.

By upgrading our athletic facilities,

we can win back some of the best

student-athletes. And In doing so, we will

be getting excellent scholars as well. By

neglecting a vital element of what makes
small colleges appealing—the opportun-

ity to compete In serious athletics while

getting a great education—Williams has

built an enormous head on top of legs that

were last exercised sometime around

1872. It's about time we gave Williams a

good pair of legs to stand on.

I I I I
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Econ

center

assists

pioneering

women
by AUeen Lachs and

Elena Bertozzi

When Maria Lourdes

Roberto entered

the 6th grade in Manila,

the Philippines, she had
already made up her mind to

learn economics. That was in

1965, seven years before Presi-

dent Ferdinand E. Marcos
declared martial law over a
country threatening revolu-

tion. This event heightened
Maria's political awareness as
It coincided with her active

pursuit of study in the field of

political economics; a career
which led, four years later, to

a career in the Ministry of

Finance of the Philippine
government.
The years preceding the

action taken by her govern-
ment in 1972 Maria descrit)es

as difficult—high inflation,

high cost of living, and a distri-

bution of wealth dividing the

population into three catego-

ries: poor (60 percent), middle
class (30 percent), and
wealthy (10 percent). In her

country, she explains. US
influence was very strong:

"We had become so wester-

nized that everyone wanted to

from Sri Lanka, Harvlnder

Kaur from Malaysia and
Gayathrl Ramachandran
from India.

According to both Maria and
Chandra the academic pro-

gram at the center stresses

analysis and applied econom-
ics, emphasizing the forma-
tion of policy for developing
ecomonies. In both Manila and
Colombo, Sri Lanka, emphasis
was placed on theory. For
Maria, this is an important
distinction because, as she
explains, the Ministry of

Finance of the Philippines

expects to shift its emphasis to

handle a greater number of

policy decisions for financing

government development pro-

jects. As the Assistant Plan-

ning Officer of the Ministry's

Division of Foreign and
Domestic Loans, Maria should

for equal work. In fact, in the

Research Department of the

Central Bank where Chandra
Perera is employed, six of the

fourteen employees are
women. Women and men are
educated for free in the coun-
try's public schools.

All three women inter-

viewed claim that job oppor-

tunities in the private sector

for women in positions of

responsibility are slim and
salaries low. The higher paid
private sector economic circle
of Malaysia remains male
dominated, says Harvlnder
Kaur. Harvlnder states that
women In her field are given
equal opportunities for
employment only in the public
sector. Harvlnder has worked
for six and a half years in the
Economic Planning Unit, a
government agency which

'^We had become so westernized that

everyone wanted to be American."

be able to utilize the Center's

training.

When asked, "Is it excep-

tional for a woman to hold a
position of responsibility in the

Philippines?," Maria cited

only one other woman in

another division of the govern-

ment whose position was
higher than her own. But she

refers to herself as the product

of a particular generation

where the trend is for women
to find jobs in the public sec-

tor. Maria understands this

trend to be a response both to

an increased cost of living and
rapid development in her
country. This demands that

jobs of increasing skill be

filled by whomever Is quali-

fied. For women who are less

well educated (usually from

Economic planner

expected to do all

Maria is still

domestic labor...

be American."
But Maria Lourdes Roberto

was an exception. She never
wanted to work in America. It

took the Philippine govern-

ment two years to convince

her to participate In the Willi-

ams College Center for Devel-

opment Economics one year

program. "The bosses had to

sell this idea to me for me to

come . . .", she said of the Dep-

uty and Assistant Ministers of

Finance, "... And yes, I was
convinced about it." Three

weeks into the program (after

three months of orientation in

Boulder, Colorado). Maria
admits, "I've adjusted myself

quite well."

There are three other

women graduate students at

the center: Chandra Perera

rural areas outside Manila),

new government projects

offer an alternative to house-

keeping in the homes of Mani-

la's wealthy.
Even though there are more

women entering the work
force in her country, their

acceptance remains ambigu-
ous. Inequality is "basically

an attitude of the men," she

says. After six years Maria

feels that she has earned the

respect of her male co-

workers; however, she and the

rest of her sex are still

expected to do all domestic

labor.

In Sri Lanka, equal oppor-

tunity is not the written law,

but women can find jobs in the

public sector with equal pay

oversees and allocates funds

for development projects and
construction of low cost hous-

ing throughout Malaysia.
The Malaysian government

is regulating the process of

development very carefully,

according to Harvlnder. They
are attempting to ensure that

development takes place In a
way which maintains Malay-
sian traditions and that their

country is not overwhelmed by
westernization. Malaysia
maintains very strict trade
restrictions, thereby ensuring
that the American influence
on their country is not too
great.

The process of development
in Malaysia must also take

into account the heterogeneity

of the population. There are
many distinct cultural
groups: Malays, Chinese.
Indians and others. One of

Harvinder's agency's tasks is

to guarantee that "All the

races must be looked after. We
must develop all races
equally."

Thousands of miles from
home, all three women spoke

of their countries with pride;

they are anxious to return to

utilize what they have learned

in the U.S. Chandra was
obliged to leave her home in

Panadura (a rural town
approximately the size of Wil-

liamstown 75 miles outside of

Colombo) in order to complete

an undergraduate degree in

Public Finance and Taxation.

This meant leaving the house

she shares with her two broth-

ers and their wives, her sister,

and her sister's husband.

Even this was a break from
tradition—& to go to America

Continued on Page 5

Guests when the bomb falls

by Greg Smith

With classwork and tests on
your mind, you are probably not

likely to worry too much about

nuclear holocausts. Fortu-
nately, someone has done the

homework for you—the people

at the Wllllamstown Nuclear
Freeze Office. Freeze Office

staffers have drawn up the fol-

lowing scenario of Wllllam-

stown in a nuclear attack

evacuation.

Williamstown is considered a

"safe" area in the Civil

Defense's master plan to move
bodies around. In the event of a

nuclear crisis. 85,000 to 90,000

evacuees, mainly from Green-

wich and New London. Conn.,

from Dalton and Plttsfleld,

Mass., and possibly from Troy,

N.Y., will come to Wllllam-

stown. (Troy, Plttsfleld and
Greenwich, in particular, would
be prime targets, because of

G.E. plants located there.) The
evacuees would come on Route
7 from southern Massachusetts
and Connecticut, Routes 2 and
43 from New York, and Route 2

from central Massachusetts. If

tever food, clothing, blankets,

and other necessaries he could.

Local residents would supply
the rest.

How long the evacuees would
stay, whether local super-
markets, medical facilities, and
police departments could han-

dle the influx, and what the psy-

chological toll would be on both
the evacuees and the townsfold
remain unsolved.

Freeze Office

This is the picture drawn by
the Williamstown Nuclear
Freeze Office, a local group con-
cerned with the effects of

nuclear war.

The genesis of the Nuclear
Freeze Office came with the

Groundswell movement in Jan-

uary 19811 a time of awakening
for Freeze advocates and envir-

onmentalists alike.

In the spring of this year,

Judy Fitzgerald, a nurse now
working for the Freeze move-
ment, taught a course which she
descrlt)ed as a workshop to train

people to become activists,

counter the antl-Freeze forces'

arguments, and learn about

X

N

the Soviet Union were suddenly

to launch a preemptive strike,

the evacuees would have at

most thirty minutes warning-
insufficient time to evacuate.

The plan would only work in an
escalating crisis.

Life in the chapel

On arriving, the evacuees

would stay in local homes, hos-

pitals, schools, and other shel-

ters. At Williams, they would be

lodged In the field house, the

chapel, classrooms, and other

places. Each home would house

ten evacuees for each person

then living there. Each evacuee

would be expected to bring wha-

various aspects of the arms
race. A cross section of society,

from executives, to ministers,

to housewives, took the course.

From Groundswell and from
that course came the core of

people that opened the William-

stown Nuclear Freeze Office in

May 1982.

The primary purpose of the

Freeze Office is education-

education about the arms race

and the consequences of nuclear

war.

Toward this end, the Nuclear

Freeze Office will sponsor a ser-

ies of events Intended to educate

Continued on Page 5

Winter Study down on the farm, third world style
by Kenneth Cooper

Many students use Winter

Study for something more
"down to earth" than the usual

academic grind, but this year

they can take the phrase more
literally than usual—by spend-

ing a month farming on a

Jungle-covered Third World
island.

The Environmental Studies

Department will offer a trip to

the South Asian country of Sri

Lanka this January to study

organic farming on the village

level.

The trip will be led by Sam
and Elizabeth Smith, who run

the Caretaker Farm on Han-

cock Road in Williamstown. On
September 19, the Smiths

hosted an information program
about the Sri Lanka trip at Care-

taker Farm. Among those pres-

ent were four visitors from Sri

Lanka. At the opening of the

gram Sam Smith stated that the

trip offers students "the oppor-

tunity to see agriculture not

from the window of a bus, but

from the end of a hoe."

Mats and mosquitos

The emphasis of the trip will

be on studying organic, or labor-

intensive farming In Sri Lanka.

However, this should not dis-

courage students with little

Interest In agriculture. As Sam
Smith put It. experiencing farm-

ing will "open up another pers-

pective" for people Interested In

learning about a foreign cul-

ture. Smith also stated that "the

best way to see the political and
spiritual values of a nation Is in

the way people tend to their

land."

Students who choose to go on

the Sri Lanka trip will leave

together, accompanied by the

Smiths, at the beginning of Win-

ter Study. The group will spend

the first two days together at a

central headquarters. On the

third day they will spread out

among 24 Sri Lankan districts

and try to work with village

farmers. Each student will

work solely in the village that he

chooses. The students will

regroup at the end of January to

discuss what they have learned

and to return to the United

States.

Those on the trip will expe-

rience all aspects of Sri Lankan
life. This Includes sleeping on

mats nailed to the ground with

mosquitos flying overhead.
"There will be no danger to

health," says professor of

chemistry Bill Moomaw, "but It

will be far from the comforts of

Williams housing."

Spiritual agriculture

The trip will enable students

to experience, first hand, a

movement In Sri Lanka known
as Sarvodaya. The Sarvodaya
movement was a focal point of

the program at Caretaker
Farm. One of the Sri Lankan
visitors, the Sarvodaya move-

ment's Director of Develop-

ment Education Harsha
Navaratne, characterized Sar-

vodaya as an "agricultural

movement that tries to look at

the development of land
through spiritual and cultural

terms."

Navaratne added that the

movement, which t)egan follow-

ing Sri Lanka's Independence

from Great Britain, "has built

up harmony t)etween people

and has understood not to use

things such as language or reli-

gion as barriers." The move-
ment tries to achieve Its alms by
emphasizing sharing and a

sense of community In the Sri

Lankan farming villages.

I
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Foundation fights defoliation

Getting to

the root of

the problem

by Brooke Hand

With the slash of an orange x.

hundreds of elm trees with the

Insidious DED (Dutch Elm Dis-

ease) have been uprooted in

numerous Eastern towns, and
Williamstown is no exception.

Bark beetles (disease transmit-

ters) beware: as of January
1982. the newly formed Elm
Tree Foundation has joined the

town in launching a large

scale attack on the disease
in an attempt to revive the dis-

tinguished elm population
which once lined the main
streets.

Over the summer, Town
Forester, Arborist and Superin-
tendent of Insect Pest Control
Robert McCarthy worked in

conjunction wMth the trustees of
the Foundation to remove about
60 dying trees and inject 80
others.

The three year save-the-elms
plan was developed three years
ago by Dr. Gerald Lanier, Pro-
fessor of Forest Entomology at

the State University of College
of Environmental Science and
Forestry in Syracuse, N.Y. The
$88,000 needed to pay for Dr.
Lanier's consultation fees, as
well as materials, is being pro-

vided by the Foundation above
and beyond the yearly- town
budgeting for control of the
disease.

The first step in the three part
program consists of removing
dead trees. Next, hopelessly dis-

eased trees are injected with
cacodylic acid, which acts as a

trap for the native and Euro-
pean elm bark beetles living

inside the trees. According to

Mr. McCarthy, as many as ten

million beetles within a large

elm could be killed by the bark
drying process. Multiply that

estimate by 100 and one can get
an idea of the destructive mag-
nitude of the beetle population.
Such a treatment prevents the
beetles from multiplying at an
alarming rate two to three
years after the death of a dis-

eased tree, which has contrib-
uted to the spread of the disease
in the past.

Sticky traps also kill the bee-
tles, luring the beetles away
from the elms with their own
aggregation pheromone.
Finally, infected and healthy
trees are injected at the base
with a fungicide. Past results
have Included 70' V recovery of
trees infected for one year and a
50' f rate of success for those
infected for two years.
The College has generously

offered over three hundred
trees from Hopkins Forest to
replace dead ones. Forty new
trees of ten different varieties,
including sycamores, ashes,
sugar maples, as well as new-
elms, have been planted in the
core area of the town (the cam-
pus ) since last spring. One of the
oldest trees on campus, a 150
year old elm. was removed
from the southeast corner of
West College two weeks ago.
Elms have been known to sur-

vive for over 200 years, although
the average life span of a com-
pletely healthy tree is 140-160

years. A hybrid ash will be
planted in place of the 100ft. tall

elm in front of the President's
house and is expected to grow to

a maximum of 80 ft. Other
replacements for elms include
two Buismans which have been
planted near Lasell Gym. two
sugar maples in front of Hop-
kins Hall, a row of sycamores
which will line the row houses,
and several trees to be planted
by the College on Latham and
Meacham Streets.

McCarthy recalls the changes
the dying of the elms has
brought to Williamstown over

the last generation. In the early
forties 10,000 elms graced the
streets of the town, with five

rows along Main Street. The
elms were a dominant feature of
the landscape In the early 1900's

before a storm around 1913,

which brought many of them
down.
"The town of Williamstown

has reverted back to what it was
when they started to plant trees

(after the storm); we are start-

ing once again to revitalize the

vegetation after seventy
years," commented Mr.
McCarthy on the cyclic nature
of the elm population.

Williamstown's battle against

DED is viewed as a likely suc-

cess but is not without complica-
tions, according to Winthrop
Wassenar, a trustee of the foun-

dation and Assistant Director of

Buildings and Grounds for the

College. Owners of elms on pri-

vate property have been negli-

gent concerning stale laws on
removing dead trees, thus con-

tributing to the spread of the

beetle population. Surrounding
towns have done little in the way
of implementing similar pro-

grams, making permanent
elimination of the disease over a
widespread area difficult.

But. as Wassenar remarked.
"Practically everyone in town
has lost a favorite tree some-
where along the way," and the

foundation's efforts to awaken
the community's knowledge
and concern about a long stand-

ing problem have succeeded In

raising the needed money in six

months. And disease or no dis-

ease, nature sees to it that all

great trees must eventually

come to an end.

As Dr. MacKenzie of the tree

lab at the University of Massa-
chusetts so succinctly summed
it up (quoted by Mr. McCar-
thy): "The first one-hundred
years they grow vigorously, the

next one-hundred they just sit

around, and the last three

hundred years they fall apart."

AND YOU
A TEAM THAT WORKS WELL TOGETHER!
We appreciate your choice in coming to us from time to time for your hair care needs. It is important

to us to give to our clients the excellence our Salon stands for. At this time we would like to give you this

savings voucher for full time students or preschool children. It is a way for us tosay thank you. If you are
unable to use this savings voucher please give it to someone you know who would be able to use it. Or if

your family could make use of more savings vouchers, please let us know.

ALLOW TWO DOLLARS OFF
a wash, cut. and blow dry

For students or preschool
children only

College students please bring ID

THf CLIP 5NOP
Hair Salon of the 80's

GOOD TILL OCTOBER 30. 1982

Only onr p^tt tidifcut Vdhd dl any one of ttie

CLIP SHOP b threv locdi.ons

BENNINGTON PITTSFIELD WILLIAMSTOWN
802 442 9823 413 443 9816 458 9167

4)3 447 9576

9

The regular pnce for a wash, cut and blow dry is $14 00 For students we have always had a $2 00
discount, with this savings voucher the price for a student will thus be only $10 00 for this time For
children under 10 the regular pnce for a wash, cut and blow dry is $10 00. with this savings voucher it will
be $8 00

**

NOTICE: Offer good only with this advertisement as a coupon. Cut out and save THIS ad It will not be run
again. Good till October 30. 1982.

Man-on-the-Quad

What's the coolest place

on campus?

' The coolest place is

the cupola on top of

West."
Malaina Bowker '83

**Down on the athle-

tic fields with all the

mountains . . . It's

the best athletic set-

ting in the world."

Steve Phalen '84

"Right here (the

library). It's socia-

ble, but at the same
time functional for

studying."

Heidi Knight '86

'^Doughty House.
There's no heat."

Anna Simas '83

"The kitchen in

Woodbridge House.
I have a particular

affection for it. The
uncoolest place is

the Van Alstyne
lounge at 3 in the

morning."
Dean Grodzins '83

«

<

My room, of

course."

Eddie Rosa '83

Faculty face added tax
by E. A. Stanton

Colleges like Williams with substantial faculty housing programs
could be forced to pay hundreds of thousands of dollars in retroac-
tive withholding taxes if the Internal Revenue Service wins a law-
suit filed against Amherst, Smith, Wellesley and Wesleyan.

The IRS contends that college housing rents there are below "fair
market value," meaning that employees pay less rent than a non-
college family would be willing to pay for the same living unit.

According to this view, employees have been Illegally receiving the

difference as tax-free income in the form of subsidized housing.
They must therefore pay the back taxes which should have been
withheld from their paychecks.

"The colleges are protesting that the IRS Is charging big city

rents for suburban and rural areas," said William S. Reed, Vice
President for Administration and Treasurer, "In evaluating the

fair market value, they are using what the unit would go for in

Boston as their yardstick."

"It Is virtually Impossible to determine the fair market value

when a college is so dominant in a town that it sets the rents," Reed
added. "We are hopeful that It won't be an issue at Williams. Our
policy is to charge rents that are breakeven, so we don't subsidize

them. I think our records are In good shape." The college has,

however, been withholding additional money from paychecks for

the past couple of years as a precaution.

No decision has yet been reached as to whether the College, or the

individual faculty members, would be liable for payment of any
back taxes In the case of a decision against Williams, according to

Reed.

The IRS suit threatens colleges with strained finances and cur-

tailed faculty housing. None of them wants to see faculty forced to

move far off campus. The defendants are currently relying upon
two proposals pending in Congress which would counteract the IRS
plan.

The first bill states that for years preceding 1982, the difference

between rent paid by an employee of an educational institution and

the fair market value would not be subject to withholding if the

college had a "reasonable basis" for not treating it as income for

faculty members. As of December 31, 1981, the rent difference

would not be considered income if the housing is on or near campus,

the college charges rent which at least covers operating costs, and

non-renting employees do not receive a living expense allowance in

lieu of lodging.

The second bill proposes that a 1978 moratorium barring the IRS
from additional taxing of employees' fringe benefits would specifi-

cally include the faculty housing differential. The moratorium
expires December 31, 1983.

Bombed guests—
Continued from Page 3

people about the consequences
of nuclear war on Saturday,

October 2. These events will

Include an informational fair

and a potluck supper.

Evacuees arrive

To share in the festivities and
dramatize the Federal Govern-

ment's crisis relocation plans,

thirty "evacuees" will arrive

from Connecticut on Saturday

morning. Their first engage-

ment after arriving ^will be a

meeting with North Adams
mayor, Richard C. Lamb, at

1: 00. At 3: 00, the group will be In

Williamstown for welcoming
speeches at Town Hall by

Selectwoman Anita Barker and

by sundry candidates for public

office.

Meanwhile, the Freeze Office

will sponsor on Baxter lawn a

fair of informational exhibits.

The exhibits will Include a dem-
onstration of the effects of the

85,000 person influx that would

seek refuge in Williamstown in

the event of a nuclear war, a

Jobs for Peace display, and a

model cruise missile.

The day's events will end with

a supper at the First Congrega-

tional Church. Featured guests

will be Dr. Allan Krass, the

night's main speaker, and film-

maker Robert Leppzer. Dr.

Krass Is Professor of Physics

and Science Policy at Hamp-
shire College in Amherst. An
expert on military and commer-
cial aspects of nuclear power
and on nuclear weapons stra-

tegy, he has studied crisis relo-

cation plans. Mr. Leppzer will

show film clips of the June 12th

pro-Freeze rally in New York

City; he plans to use the footage

in "Choose Life," a documen-
tary he win make on the Freeze

movement.
Sunday's events will Include

an ecumenical service in

Thompson Chapel and the

annual Fall Foliage Parade in

North Adams. In the parade, the

Freeze Office will have a float, a

full-size mock-up of a cruise

missile mounted on a car.

Min'BiM
It 1^1

Wesleyan

A housing crunch plaguing Wesleyan has left 71

students In temporary housing, including living

rooms and one room triples. The "cot people," as

the Wesleyan Arg^s dubbe' them, are mostly

sophomores who were wait-listed last spring.

Although the College offered one-room doubles to

all wait-listed students over the summer, most
"expected something better to turn up" when
they arrived on campus. The "cot people" antici-

pate finding permanent homes eventually, but

some worry about academic consequences: "The
time I would have used to settle into courses, I'm

now going to spend playing moving woman . . . the

Administration is playing Russian Roulette with

our academic careers," complained Amy White
'85. Carl Llndenann '84 was more disturbed—

"I'm pissed enough to see a lawver about it."

Amherst
Amherst's student center is also homeless after

its current location was converted into a fine arts

center. According to the Student, the Pratt Geol-

ogy building is a prime candidate for a student
center. Amherst president Julian Glbbs admitted
Pratt was under consideration but added, "The
Geology Department knows . . . that we would not

change the use of Pratt without consulting them
first." Gibbs explained that any building not
plainly suited to its current use is being evaluated
for future renovation, but all this is "very prelimi-
nary,"

Bryn Mawr
"Thousands of dollars worth of chemicals"

went down the drain at Bryn Mawr after a cable

was accidentally severed by the contractor build-

ing a new gym there. Although college officials

blamed carelessness on the part of electricians,

they admitted that the College-drawn map of the

site the workers were using omitted the 4160-volt

cable. Biology professor Betty Twarog bemoaned
the losses, many of which were "irreplaceable"

student research projects. The incident was
"very dismaying to morale," she added.

King's
Continued from Page 1

20 years in prison

The accused student faces a
variety of penalties from the
three charges against him. Will-

ful damage to real property is a
misdemeanor punishable by up
to two months in prison or a $.50

fine. Larceny from a building is

a felony or misdemeanor puni-

shable by up to five years or
$500, and breaking and entering
is a felony punishable by up to 20
years in prison. These penalties
are subject to wide latitude.

Econ

Center
Continued from Page 3

is truly rare. Chandra is not

married; this gave her unus-

ual freedom to travel.

Maria and Harvinder are

both married and have left

their husbands behind. They
both speak English perfectly:

their medium of instruction

was always English.

Though she has no language

problem. Harvinder finds her

classwork time consuming,

and like the others has not ven-

tured far Into the social net-

work of the campus communi-

ty. In reference to the

"Williams Weekly Calend-

ar's" endless list of activities

and events, Harvinder added,

"I wish we had more time .
.

.

so we could enjoy these

things."

JOSEPH E. DEWEY

9:00 - 5:00

Mon.-Sat.

^^XKMS
WILLIAMSTOWN. MASS.

01267

PiSW^

Marc ]SE^
^\ Greco

eAMERICAll

€CTC)CEI^1&2

DREAMS

OPEN^
UNmi:30ifM
Ihurs.-^-Sot.

DrinksandalateN^Metm
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Bonds boost aid funds
by Ned Ladd

The well has not run dry on financial aid. according to Financial

Aid Director Phillip Wick. Despite federal cutbacks and recent

negative publicity. Williams can offer aid to those who need it.

President Chandler noted that "because Williams never became as

dependent on federal aid as other institutions, we're in as good a

position as we were two years ago to help people."

Williams is largely self-sufficient in terms of Financial Aid

Scholarships. Wick estimated that 80 percent of the $2.85 million in

grant money awarded this year will come from within the College.

The remaining 20 percent will be absorbed by state and federal

programs which, although cut back, are still functioning.

However, under the present Administration in Washington, these

programs are hardly safe. In reaction to more threatened cuts,

President Chandler, as President of the Association of Independent

Colleges and Universities of Massachusetts, proposed that the state

float tax-free bonds to replace lost federal aid. His proposal was
met with approval and introduced as a bill into the Massachusetts
legislature under Senator D'Amico, Chairman of the Senate Educa-
tion Committee.
Many legislators initially opposed this bill because they felt it

would be costly to the taxpayers. Chandler, through his lobbying

efforts, explained that the Loan Authority would be wholly self-suf-

ficient, and. as a result, cost the taxpayers nothing.

Wit h the bill 's eventual passage, the Massachusetts Student Loan
Authority was born. Its primary purpose is to float state tax-free

bonds and use the capital for loans to college students. This money
would be available to qualified students at about ll'V interest and on
conditions that could provide for a long-term payback, according to

Treasurer William Reed.

Bonds due for January

The first sale of bonds will take place in October. Williams is

holding off until the second round sometime in January, because as

Chandler put it, "We decided to wait and see how it goes." This

means that the money will not be available until possibly second

semester, but more likely not until next fall.

This money coupled with existing funds will put Williams in an

excellent position to offer aid in the future, according to the Ad-

ministration. For this reason. Director of Admissions Phillip Smith

believes that Williams can maintain its commitment to an "aid-

blind" admissions policy, although he admitted there have been

demographic shifts in the composition of entering classes in recent

years.

Negative publicity cited

However, he cited negative publicity rather than lack of funds

as the chief cause of these shifts. Students from families with in-

comes less than $10,000 have almost totally disappeared from the

admissions pool, according to Smith. He called this unfortunate be-

cause, "We could offer full aid to them if they applied."

Continued on Page 13

We have a good selection of

dictionaries and reference books.
cnzi f

COLLEGE BOOK STORE. INC.

WILLIAMSTOWN. MASS 01267

CLASSIFIEDS

OWN YOUR OWN JEAN-
SPORTSWEAR, Infant-Preteenor

Ladies Apparel Store. Offering all

nationally known brands such as

Jordache, Chic, Lee. Levi, Van-

derbilt, Calvin Klein, Wrangler

over 200 other brands. $7,900 to

$16,500 includes beginning
inventory, airfare for one to

Fashion Center, training, fixtures,

grand opening promotions. Call

Mr Kostecky (501) 327-8031.

Stanford MBA
REPRESENTATIVE

COMING TO CAMPUS
MONDAY, OCTOBER 11

A representative of the Stanford Graduate School of

Business will be on campus to discuss with interested

students the exceptional educational opportunity of the

Stanford MBA Program.

Appointments may be made through

The Office of Career Counseling

The Stanford MBA Program is a two-year general

management course of studies designed for men and
women who wish to develop management skills to meet
the broad responsibilities required in both the private

and public sectors today and in the future.

GRADUATE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
STANFORD UNIVERSITY
Stanford, California 94305

This Bank St. house will serve as headquarters for the Femnlst Alliance and other groups beginning Oct. 1.

(Close)

Women's Center to open Friday
by E. A. Stanton

The first women's center for

the Williams community will

open with a reception Friday, in

its newly refurbished perman-
ent residence, Hardy House at

23 Bank St. The spacious three-

story building will also serve as

headquarters for the Feminist

Alliance, Gay People's Union,

Peer Health Counseling, and the

Anti-Apartheid Coalition.

The center, initiated by the

Feminist Alliance, was
designed to foster community-
oriented groups which would
discuss or be sensitive to

women's issues. "We really

wanted to find an accessible

space that would be open to all

women," said Dean Mary

Kenyatta, "I think it has a lot of

potential."

The renovation of Hardy
House has solved space prob-

lems for the Feminist Alliance

and other groups, but it has also

extended the forum for
women's issues to include all

interested persons, according to

Alliance Members. Ideally, the

center will provide resources

and support for women regard-

less of their political tendency

or the degree of their commit-
ment to political activity.

The house living room will be

op)en to any student organiza-

tions who sign up in advance,

and upper floor office space

may be shared among groups
who are understanding and sup-

MICHEL'S OF WILLIAMSTOWN
Catering with a special touch for

soecial occasions.
• Private Parties • Platters • Hors d'oeuvres

Deadline for arranging for graduation parties

is May 10th.

Contact Mary for more information.

458-5441

WOOLRICH FOR FALL

. Quality and Service

1 for IVIen and Women

^omt of Halslj
Spring St. Williamstown, Mass. 01267 (413) 458-5010

portive of the women's center.

"I hope women and men will

use this for many purposes and
that it will be an open territory,

not a privilege for one specific

organization," said Dean
Nancy Mclntyre.
The Feminist Alliance has

looked forward to the center's
opening since last fall. A
second-story room in Mears
House has served as the Allian-

ce's resource center for the past

three years, but there was not

enough room for its whole col-

lection. Much material
remained dispersed among sev-

eral buildings. The expanded
library will provide resources

for Women's Studies research

and for anyone with an interest

in women's issues.

Because the small Mears
room could not hold all active

members at once, the Alliance

had to reserve different meet-

ing places each week. Now the

group has its first adequate per-

manent headquarters.

SCHMIDTS
16 oz. returnable

$9.99 with deposit

WIEDEMANN
$6.95/case
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Building
for the
arts
Williams will soon be

more artsy than
ever. Two of the

three additions be-

ing constructed
now—the Lawrence Hall and
Adams Memorial Theatre
additions—will greatly expand the
offerings of the art and theatre de-
partments. But more importantly,
the expansion of the Williams Col-
lege Museum of Art will allow
world-class exhibitions to be
shown here, which, together with
the Clark Art Institute, will make •

Williams' reputation as a center
for the arts much stronger.

"A lot of new space for the arts has
been created in the last ten years," said
CoWq^g President John Chandler. 'The
construction of the Bernhard Music
Center and the rehabilitation of Chapin
Hall proved that Williams takes music
seriously. And the Lawrence and AMT
additions are part of a plan to give better
facilities for art and theatre as well."

Williams' increased attention to the
arts has attracted more attention and
talented students. Chandler observed.
The Lawrence addition will cost $4.5

million and should be completed by this
January. The exterior is virtually fin-

ished. Chandler said, but the art depart-
ment will not be moving in until next
summer. "That way it will be a leisurely
process," he noted.

The Lawrence addition is a complex
design, including galleries, classrooms
and offices. But many of the original fea-
tures designed by Charles Moore, the
building's world-famous architect, were
cut due to budgetary constraints. Moore
also had an ambitious plan to combine a
new gym with the Lawrence addition in
an interrelated complex sprawling
down Spring Street, but it was aban-
doned during the early planning stages
because funding looked scarce. But a
gym addition may soon be built after all.

The AMT addition, which cost $993,000,
should be finished by next summer, but
may be completed by June because the
contractor is ahead of schedule. The ad-
dition will provide students with a per-
manent theatre for experimental pro-
ductions for the first time.

An addition to the Faculty House is the
third project currently underway on
campus. The addition will expand the
use of the Faculty House into an alumni
center, a role the Log had not satisfac-
torily fulfilled. The addition is being

Continued on page 10
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WILLIAMS LIFE
will periodically appear in the RECORD
offering an in-depth look at some aspect

of life at Williams. We welcome your
comments and suggestions.

The editors of this section are Michael J.

Govan and Jeffrey H. Brainard.

Alumni gifts power building drive
by Jeffrey H. Brainard
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Bright future painted for Museum
by Michael Govan

With the completion of the new ad-

dition to Lawrence Hall and re-

furbishing of the existing build-

ing, WlUiamstown will become
one of the most Important cen-

ters for art history scholarship and exposure to

fine arts in the nation.

the College Museum along with Chapin Library

Is part of a much broader resource center. The
world-famous Clark museum, a stone's throw

from the Williams campus, houses an outstand-

ing permanent collection featuring one of the fin-

est collections of 19th century French painting In

the country. The Clark library is one of the ten

best art libraries in North America. Next door to

the Clark is the Regional Conservation Lab, doing

restoration on art work for museums around the

country. Both the Clark and College museums
make extensive use of the lab.

. . . the most
exciting space in

Williamstown.

"The aggregation of these resources." said
Director of the College museum Tom Krens,
"can't be matched by very many places In this

country: only Harvard, Yale and Princeton."
Ironically, the existence of all these exceptional

facilities in the same place is due almost entirely

to chance. Robert Sterling Clark d^lded to put
his museum in this sleepy New England village,

not to complement Williams College so much as to

protect his collection from nuclear fallout. The
Conservation lab is independent of both the Clark
and College Museums.
Most of these facilities are not new, and the

Lawrence Hall addition Itself is only a small part

of this network, but, according to Krens, the addi-

tion "will act as a catalyst" to make efficient and
widespread use of the resources. Further plans
include creating a computerized directory or
"database" of art objects and materials in the

area. This would provide resources easily

accessed not only from within the community but
by other colleges and museums around the nation

and the world.

Most importantly, the addition to the museum
will provide a great amount of exhibition space, a
total of thirteen galleries. Several will be used for

student exhibitions; one will be designated
entirely for student work. Regular faculty exhibi-

tions will allow students to see faculty work.
Other in-house shows will be related to specific

art courses.

DIckensian spaces
One of the most Interesting uses of the space

will be for short-term shows relating to courses
outside the art department. Several smaller gal-

leries will be identified for this purpose. "The
museum will act as a response mechanism to the

curriculum," said Krens.

Krens envisions, for example, a course in the

19th century Dickens novel wanting an exhibition

of English landscapes between 1850 and 1%5. Pie-

ces could be collected from the permanent collec-

tion, the Clark collection, or even outside sources.

Krens said that classes could even be held in the

gallery. Krens noted that "astonishing resources

here in Williamstown " are not used by the com-
munity and College.

The new galleries will allow space for the crea-

tion of larger shows by students and faculty which
would start at Williams and then travel to other

museums. Some would be as great in scope as the

recent Robert Morris exhibit, which began at the

Clark and Is now travelling.

Some shows would be rented from other galler-

ies and shown at the college. Because of Insuffi-

cient climate control and security, the College
museum has never before been able to borrow
from other collections.

Library Prisoners
Lawrence Hall is acknowledged to be the finest

example of 19th century architecture at Williams.
Built in 1846, It was used as the College library.

The original design was apparently based on a
novel French design for prisons: a "panoptigon."
The design facilitates efficient observation of pri-

soners from a viewing post in the center; the pri-

son cells radiate outward. This was considered a

huge psychological deterrent against
misbehavior.

In Lawrence Hall, the head librarian's desk
was placed In the center. Columns blocked the

librarian's view of the stacks, but from his desk
he could easily spot any student removing a book.
(Similar renovations are now being considered
for Sawyer Library.

)

The wings were added to the building In 1899.

The building was converted into a museum when
another addition was added in 1926 (Stetson
became the College library). The building under-
went further renovations In 1928 and 1938.

Athletes and art

In the '70s the need for both an addition to the
museum and Improved athletic facilities became
apparent. Architect Charles Moore was chosen to

design the buildings. Moore's original design was
a very Innovative and ambitious plan to revitalize

the entire area between Spring Street, the Berk-
shire Quad, and the Lansing Chapman rink.

"The early designs," said art professor E. J.

Johnson, "were really quite marvellous." Since
then the building has had a "muddled history."

Unfortunately, the bid for the project came in at

$6 million, well over the combined art/athletic

budget. The College decided that only the Law-
rence addition would be built immediately since
the funds for that project were more readily
available.

Moore, one of the nation's more well-known
architects, also designed the Dartmouth College
museum. His designs for the Dartmouth museum
were exhibited in a recent show of museum archi-

tecture at the Whitney Museum in New York.

Lost golf ball

The Lawrence Hall addition will probably
never achieve that fame. The bid on Moore's orig-

inal plans for the addition came in 75 percent over
budget. The neo-classical design of the addition
originally included such features as large screen
walls, one Incorporating the design of a renais-

sance Palladian window; an outdoor sculpture in

the form of a giant golf ball; and an elaborate roof

system with many skylights. But none of these

features will exist in the completed building.

Square footage took precedence over architec-

tural detail. Art department chairman Mllo
Beach explained that "looks, not function, were
trimmed." Besides the galleries and general ren-

ovations to the existing structure, the addition

will provide the art department with three more
classrooms, a new lecture hall, a large slide

room, and all-new offices.

The fun is gone

According to Johnson, the building may be one
about which the architect Moore has "equivocal
feelings." Much of Moore's architecture is based
on an element of "fun."

"The fun Is gone," said Johnson, noting espe-

cially the "llght-heartedness" of the detail of the

Paladlan window screen which was cut out of the
plan. Johnson expressed hope that some of these
details, both functional and aesthetic, might be
added at a later date.

One major architectural aspect of the building
which was untouched by cuts is the spectacular
atrium, which will form the entrance and stair-

case between the addition and the original struc-

ture. Professor Beach described it as a
"magnetic space." Johnson called it "the most
exciting space in Williamstown."

All of the building going on around campus this

year is impressive, but someone has to pay for

it. Fortunately, the College's outstanding suc-

cess with fund-raising, particularly among
alumni, and its efficient planning have

consistently allowed the College to raise most or all of the

costs before construction even begins.

During the "81- '82 school year, Williams had the most
successful fund-raising campaign of any comparable co-

ed college In the nation, according to a study by an In-

dependent research group.
However, much of the money for the current projects—

the additions to Lawrence Hall, the Faculty House and
Adams Memorial Theatre—was raised during the Capital
Campaign for the Seventies, a special fund-raising drive
run by the Development Office from 1974 to 1980.

Director of Development John Pritchard estimated that

alumni contributed 70 percent of the $51.1 million raised
during the drive; the other 30 percent came from founda-
tions and corporations. One-third of the money raised in

the campaign has been devoted to current construction
costs; the rest has been put Into endowment, scholar-
ships and professorships, Chandler said.

The price tag for the additions will be $4.5 million for

Lawrence, $1.6 million for the Faculty House, and $993,000
for the AMT, according to Chandler.

Space or features
The original cost estimate for construction of the

Lawrence project was $2.5 million, Chandler said. It went
up to $2.7 million when the contractors realized how com-
plex the design was, according to Treasurer William Reed.
Thus the original design was cut to make the building af-

fordable.

"It came down to a question of cutting square footage or
cutting square footage or cutting some of the original ar-

chitectural features," Chandler explained, "so the art de-

partment opted for the space."
Alumni covered most of Lawrence's cost overruns. One

of the features which was scheduled to be cut was a roof

skylight intended to permit natural lighting in a gallery;

several alumni thought the skylight valuable enough to

supply the $75,000 needed for its addition to the build-

ing. Chandler said.
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Alumni gifts

Above, an electrical contractor studies Lawrence's wiring plans. Below, the

sun pokes through the frame of the Faculty House's new counterpart.

One of the workers was asked what he thought of Williams students.

"I think they're nice, polite, " he said, and then motioned towards another

worker. "This guy can't keep his eyes off the girls."

Continued from Page 9 is to develop ties to potential

*The College likes it when the employees. Some corporations

gift is unrestricted," admitted

Pritchard. "That way it can

apply the gift as It sees fit. Often

an individual Is not concerned

with the gift's use. That's an

ideal situation, and it happens.

"But if a class or Individual

have a special interest In

science buildings, Reed noted.

Financial planning begins
when construction plans are
first being made, usually three

to four years before the building

is completed, according to

Reed. The College Provost, J.
can specify that the gift will be Hodge Markgraf , is a key figure
used for, say a classroom that

will Immortalize their name,"
he continued, "that gives them
an Incentive to give the gift and
for others In the class to help.

^ There's a lot of appeal, It's a ral

in making projections on costs

and endowment and gift

income, Chandler said.

The Trustee Budget Commit-
tee has final say over the pro-

lying point, when you can home Jest's financing and the Trustee

in and be specific." Buildings and Grounds Com-
mittee approves the project's

Chandler noted that the Col- practicality and Its setting on
lege advises potential donors as campus. An officer In the Devel-

to what Williams' chief needs
are.

Foundations and corpora-
tions also contribute towards
the College's building and oper-

ating costs. The Kresge Foun-
dation In Detroit, which helped
fund the Lawrence addition, Is

dedicated solely to funding the

construction of buildings,
including colleges and hospi-

tals. Other foundations exist

which promote sciences and the
arts. But the Kresge money
didn't come as a flat-out grant.

Over the top

"They help with the final

phase of fund-raising at the end
of a campaign, " Reed
explained. 'They say, 'If you've
raised X amount, we'll take you
over the top.'

"

The Development Office
writes grant proposals to foun-

dations based on Its extensive

library, which lists various

kinds of special-Interest founda-

tions, Pritchard said. Chandler

opment Office is then appointed
to oversee the fund-raising
campaign.

Old boy network
The Development Office's

effort Is aided by a group of

alumni called the Development
Council, headed by Thorn Pen-
dleton '31. Reed described Its

members as Informal advisers
on the College's business, fund-

raising and public relations

affairs. They aid In fund-raising

by arranging meetings for

Chandler and other college offi-

cials with potential donors,

Reed said.

Alumni get off Log, find faculty home
In the '70s the College planned

The $1.6 million addition to to convert the Cluett House, an
the Faculty House will provide estate It owns on Ide Road, Into

alumni with the permanent
meeting place they've never

really had.

The addition Includes a dining

room with a capacity of 200, a
explained that which foundation large kitchen, and a lounge and
the College approaches for bar on the lower level.

money "depends a lot on who ( In

the College) knows whom In

what organization . . . it's a com-

plex process."

Corporations contributed to

the building fund as well. Prit-

chard said one of their motives

The Log on Spring Street is

officially the alumni center, but

the College decided long ago

an alumni house. The plan was
abandoned due to the expense of

the renovation needed, Cluett's

distance from the campus, and
parking problems.

Alumni ties

The class of 1930 donated part
of Its 50th reunion fund drive to

construct the addition to the

Faculty House. Director of

that It was neither large enough Development John Pritchard
nor fully suited to serve alumni stressed that the addition will

full-time, according to College maintain and strengthen
President John Chandler. alumni Interest in Williams, but

It Is Intended to benefit faculty

as well.
' 'The alumni are here on cam-

pus In largest numbers during
the summer when there Isn't

heavy use of the Faculty Club by
the faculty," Chandler
explained. The faculty gener-
ally said they were not opposed
to the addition.

"There was a little apprehen-
sion at first," Chandler said,

"but they've come to see that

most of the time the addition

will be used for them. Most of

them are delighted."

Building

for the

arts

Continued from Page 7

built by the same contractor as

the AMT addition, so It should

also be ready by next summer.
Williams alumni have been

the backbone of the construc-

tion fund-raising effort. About
two-thirds of the cost of the

three additions was provided by
alumni gifts; another third

came from foundations and cor-

porations.

Chandler was largely respon-
sible for getting the new build-

ing projects rolling. After being
advised on the most pressing
educational needs by the
departments and by the Com-
mittee on Priorities and Resour-
ces, a joint faculty-student
committee, he makes a recom-
mendation to the Trustees, who
hold the final say.

The Trustee Buildings and
Grounds Committee reviews
the project's practicality and
campus setting and the Trustee
Budget Committee approves
the project's financing.

The Trustees appoint a build-

ing committee to work on the

plans with the architect. Law-
rence's building committee con-
sisted of art professors Whitney
Stoddard, E.J. Johnson, Ed
Epplng, and Thomas Krens,
director of the Williams College

Museum of Art. A member of

the Development Office is

appointed to oversee the
project's fund-raising cam-
paign.

Future construction plans are

still being discussed. High on

the priority list Is a new gym
facility and more space for com-
puters. Bronfman Science Cen-

ter is already bursting at the

seams, Chandler noted, but with

the completion of theAMT addi-

tion, the Jesup Hall auditorium,

already underused, may fall

into complete disuse. It may be

used to house more computers,

but such plans are very Indefi-

nite right now, Chandler said.

A $40,000 design study is

underway to draft a plan for a

new gym, which probably will

contain a basketball court with

large seating capacity and an
Olympic-sized pool. But plan-

ning for the project's financing

depends on a definite plan being

offered to the Trustees.

Overall, Williams' physical
plant is very roomy. There are
currently 850 square feet per
student, according to Assistant
Director of Physical Plant Win-
throp Wassenar; he estimates
the national average is 375
square feet per student. The fig-

ure at Williams was 1,008 before
co-education Increased the size

of the student body.
Chandler sees the additions as

virtually completing the Col-
lege's physical plant.

'The new additions are neces-
sary but I'll be relieved when
the building need Is met so that
the money can be more directed
to people—faculty salaries and
scholarships," he said. "There
are always those who question
new building," he concluded.
"But I'm proud that the College
can respond to these needs at a
time when most colleges cannot
afford to build."

Hill coaxes keys
by Ted Benson

Last Sunday night, Victor Hill

returned once more to Thomp-
son Memorial Chapel for

another Griffin Hall concert.

The concert of organ music
consisted of works by William
Mathias, Cesar Franck, Men-
delssohn, Vaughan Williams
and that old standby, J.S. Bach.

As expected, our multi-

talented math professor Mr.
Hill delighted the aural senses

with his controlled but expres-

sive interpretations. Never one

to merely play a piece. Hill

showed his ability to thoroughly

Involve an audience In the

smooth, powerful tones of Men-
delssohn or the crisp, refreshing

chorale-preludes of Bach.

This is the 15th year that Hill

has performed in the Griffin

Hall series, and he has per-

formed elsewhere as well,

Including concert tours through

Europe and North America.
The next Griffin Hall concert Is

scheduled for Friday, Octot)er

22, and features three Bach vio-

lin and harpsichord concertos.

New Who
flops ^hard'

Warren charges Chapin crowd
by Ted Benson

Well, It finally happened. Wil-

liams College got a first-rate

rock act, as Warren Zevon gave
a performance that was without

equal In recent memory last

Thursday.
The Concert Commission, and

especially Hernando Garzon
'84, is to be congratulated for

bringing us such a versatile,

vibrant artist.

From the opening chords of

"Johnny Strikes up the Band"
to the second encore "I'll Sleep

When I'm Dead," Zevon held

the sell-out crowd In sway. Both

old and new tunes, hard rock or

laid-back ballad, were well-

received.

Superior support
Zevon 's back-up group was

exceptional as well, even with-

out Waddy Wachtel, Zevon's
usual lead guitarist. Known as
one of the l)est musicians on the

West Coast, Wachtel Is cur-

rently working In L.A. and
decided not to tour.

The tour began In New Jersey
last Sunday and ends October 10

in Philadelphia. Afterwards,
Zevon plans to go to Montana to

work with Tom McGuane on
another album to follow his

latest, "The Envoy."

Zevon started as a classical

musician, and at age 14 he met
Igor Stravinsky. Zevon con-

tinues to write classical, and

recently finished a few chamber
pieces.

Structural damage
In Chapin, though, Zevon

wasn't playing chamber music,
and with speakers putting out
150 decibels plus at 50 feet, one
spectator remarked that if the
volume was any higher, it would
have caused structural
damage.
At 24, Zevon worked in Spain

for a time, and then went to

Africa, where, as he told Jim
Corsiglia '83 of WCFM, he had
several "Interesting adven-
tures 't from which "Roland the
Headless Thompson Gunner"
emerged.

Backed by Springsteen
After returning to L.A., he

wrote for the Everly Brothers
and commercials. With help
from Bruce Springsteen and
others, his career began to take
off. In fact, the one Springsteen
song that Zevon performed,
"Cadillac Ranch," brought the
audience alive, as did one Zevon
co-wrote with Springsteen, the
always popular "Jeannie Needs
a Shooter."

However, as Zevon became
more successful, he began to

drink. Soon he was known on the
West Coast as a talented, dan-
gerous alcoholic. He was calm
only when he was drinking, and
sober, he had no control over
himself.

As a result, his personal life

became a shambles, his wife

left, and his bad reputation lin-

gered even after the success of

the album "Excitable Boy."

Temperance triumphs
In 1980, shortly after the

release of his live album,
"Stand In the Fire," Zevon quit

alcohol. He says now, "If what-

ever you do Is self-destructive,

then it is destructive to your

work."
But Zevon still believes in

rock and roll. As he told WCFM,
"The purpose of rock ... is to be

cathartic. I hope that It's appre-

Continued on Page 12
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by Brett Green

It's Hard may be guitarist-

songwriter Pete Townshend's
commentary on how one con-

sistently comes up with good

songs. And good songs certainly

seem to be a problem for Towns-
hend lately. He has followed up

a fair solo album with a poor

Who album.

The album doesn't even sound
like the Who. It sounds more like

a lousy Pete Townshend solo

album. The only song on the

album that Is even reminiscent

of the Who's past glory is

"Athena," a good, but not great,

rocker. And although "I've

Known No War" displays some
fine synthesizer work, the rest

of the album is of no merit

whatsoever.

There are several reasons for

the album being such a disap-

pointment. First of all, John
Bundrlck, the keyboardist used

by the Who for almost a decade,

has t>een replaced by the far less

talented Tim Gorman.
The group Itself is not In

prime form. John Entwlstle,

one of rock's premiere bassists,

is no longer playing his amazing
bass lines. Instead, he has taken

a back seat, restricting himself

to simple rhythm parts. Towns-
hend's guitar work Is nothing to

boast of, either.

However, Roger Daltrey
shines, still one of the greatest

vocalists ever. And there's

some bad news for those Ken-
ney Jones critics; his drum-
ming is the best instrument
work on the album.

If, as Daltrey recently
remarked, the end of the Who Is

near. It's too bad they had to

leave on such a sour note.

Springsteen strums

bleak ^Nebraska'

Concert Listings
prepared by TOONEKVILLE TKOLLEY RECORDS

Tues., Sept. 28 Robert Gordon, Channel, Boston, Mass.: Rory Gallagher,

Paradise, Boston; Asleep at the Wheel, Jonathan Swift's, Boston

Wed.. Sept. 29 Rick Derringer, Hullabaloo, Rensselaer, NY
Thur., Sept. 30 Johnny Winter, Paradise Boston

Itzhak Perlman, Proctor's Theater, Schenectady, NY
Frl.. Oct. 1 John Dandurand. British Maid, Wllllamstown, Mass.:

The Flirtations. Beacon Street, N. Adams, Mass.
Judas Priest, Centrum, Worcester, Mass.
Roomful of Blues, Sandy's Jazz Revival, Beverly, Mass.

Sat., Oct. 2 John Dandurand. British Maid, Wllllamstown: Flirtations, Beacon
Street, N. Adams, Mass.: Asleep at the Wheel, Woody's, Washington, Mass.
Jethro TuU, Centrum, Worcester, Mass.

Sun., Oct. 3 The Clash, RPI. Troy, NY
Oct. 8 Judas Priest & Iron Maiden. Glens Falls Civic Ctr.. Glens Falls. NY
Oct. 9 Arlo (iuthrle & Shenandoah. Orpheum, Boston

Oct. 11 Chuck Manglone, Berklee Performance Ctr., Boston

Oct. 11 Heart & Johnny Cougar, Centrum, Worcester
Oct. 15 GoGos, Boston Garden
Oct. 17 Joe Jackson, Orpheum, Boston
Oct. 22 Van Halen, Centrum, Worcester. Mass.
Oct. 27 Joe Jackson, Palace. Albany. NY

by Brett McDonnell

Nebraska. A strange title for

an album by the man who is

New Jersey's only reason for

existence. Still, these states do

have something In common-
bleakness.

The title is not the only odd
thing atx)ut Bruce Springsteen's

new album. It is completely

acoustic. Folk and country

music strongly Influence the

sound. This Is a dramatic break
from the dominant sound of

Nebraska's three predeces-

sors—the powerful rock and roll

of Born to Run, Darkness on the

Edge of Town, and The River.

The sparseness of the music
throws the words Into higher

relief than ever. They stand up
under the attention. This album
has it all: love, death, hard
times, fathers and sons, the

struggle against authority, and
the search for a "reason to

believe."

Marginal characters

Nebraska Is a much more
deeply political album than any-

thing by such political activists

as Jackson Browne or Crosby,

Stills and Nash. Springsteen

deals with marginal characters

at the edge of society who live

out politics as an everyday
struggle of life and death; char-

acters like Johnny 99, a broke,

laid-off auto worker who is

forced to take up a life of crime.

Then there Is Joe Roberts, a

highway patrolman whose
brother is on the other side of

that often thin line which
divides hunter from hunted.

Springsteen has always Iden-

tified with the working class and
the have-nots, and songs like

"Mansion on the Hill" and
"Used Cars" on this album con-

tinue that pattern, but the era of

Reaganomlcs has made the

atmosphere of hardship more
harsh and immediate than ever.

Killing spree

Pent-up rage and frustration

permeate the album. In

Nebraska, the narrator and
his girlfriend go on a killing spree

and murder ten innocent peo-

ple. In "Johnny 99" it says

"Johnny's wavln' his gun
around and threatenln' to blow

his top."

A growing concern of Spring-

steen's has l)een the "void that

stares back." In two songs
Springsteen sings "Deliver me
from nowhere" (remember "I

don't want to fade away"?).
Death and the void creep into

many of the songs. Still, as
always Springsteen resolutely

believes In the possibility of

hope, happiness and love: "At
the end of every hard-earned
day people find some reason to

believe."

Springsteen irrelevant

Springsteen has never been
an Innovator, and he is irrele-

vant to the most exciting move-
ments In rock and roll today.

Still, we are lucky to have a per-

former who can be so popular
and still write music as Intelli-

gent, searching and hard-
hitting as this. I miss the E
Street Band and look forward to

their return on the next Spring-
steen album (supposedly due
out soon), but In the meantime
Nebraska Is more than ade-
quate. Anyone who thinks rock
and roll Is, or should be, more
than loud party music should
listen to this album.

I
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Trio crafts classical pleasures
by Mark Averitt

Classical music is not exactly

the talk of the campus, and you
don't hear it blaring out of dorm
windows throughout the day.

But if you seek it out and let it

entertain you. as a movie or

novel would, you are in for an
emotionally moving and sensu-

ally pleasing exp)erience. The
more you hear it, the more
appreciation for it you will

develop. And maybe you'll skip

the next Warren Zevon concert

In order to hear masters like

Julius Hegyi, Douglas Moore
and Paula Ennis-Dwyer per-

form their inspiring craft.

This fine circle of musicians
delighted a Brooks-Rogers
crowd of about KK) with compo-
sitions by Arthur Foote, Franz
Joseph Haydn, and Anton
Arensky in last Friday's Willi-

ams Trio Recital.

Hegyi cut a striking figure in

his grey suit, his white hair
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bouncing as he elicited high

vibrato notes one moment and

plucked his violin with gusto the

next. His instrument seemed
particularly lively and domi-

nant during the Haydn piece.

Moore, the chairman of the

music department here, filled

the hall with low, powerful cello

sounds which lent an element of

pathos to Foote's Opus #5.

Moore wrote his thesis at Indi-

ana University on Foote and has

since unearthed and performed
several previously undisco-

vered Foote compositions.

Like Moore, Ennis-Dwyer is a

graduate of Indiana University,

although she has been at Willi-

ams for only three years to the

cellist's twelve. Her falsetto

piano solos, in which she alter-

nated two notes for several

beats, were a memorable
aspect of the Arensky piece and
bordered on the comical. Ennis-

Dwyer, unlike Moore and
Hegyi, is a visibly impassioned
performer whose face and fin-

gers reflect the mood of her

music.

Julius Hegyi, Paula Ennis-Dwyer and Douglas Moore, better known at

the Williams Trio, combined classical and modern compositions In Friday's

recital. (Lane)

Zevon rocks
Continued from Page 11

elated on another level and that

there's someone who is intellec-

tually stimulated by the few
intelligent facets of my work . .

.

But I encourage leaping
around; I leap around when I do
it."

And that dynamism is what
wild Warren is all atK)ut. His

powerful, emotion-charged
brand of rock, though clearly

influenced by others, is in a
class by itself.

From the blistering lyrics of

"Play It All Night Long" to the

tender, painful "Carmelita,"
Z€»von has blazed a truly new
trail in popular music.

Just ask anyone who saw the

concert. They know the energy
of Warren Zevon, and when
Warren strikes up the band,
they know to listen.

From three presidents to another . .

.

After a series of meetings
which began last June, the pres-

idents of the Little Three col-

leges sent a letter to President
Reagan at the end of August,
expressing their concern over
the threat of nuclear war. The
letter is a statement on behalf of

the presidents themselves, and
is not meant to reflect the views
of their particular institutions.

Following is the text of the
letter:

August 27. 1982
President Ronald Reagan
The White House
Washington. D.C. 20550

Dear Mr. President:

We write to express our concern over
the threat of nuclear war.
As educators with professional

responsibilities for threeof the nation's
colleges, we see how anxiety stemming
from this danger threatens to erode the
idealism and energy of this generation
of college students. From what we
observe, the young people of America
are eager to contribute to the regenera-

tion of American pride and self-

confidence and to the revitalization of

the nation's economy— Imperative
national goals that you have expressed
so forcefully. It saddens and alarms us
to conclude that this eagerness to help
build a strong and Just society is In

grave danger of giving way to cyni-
cism and alienation In the face of a per-
ception of increasing danger of nuclear
conflict and a judgment that the Amer-
ican government is not responding to
this danger with policies and plans that
are llltely to be effective.

We are encouraged by your proposal
to reduce nuclear armaments. We
write now to urge you to build on this
first step by developing and announc-
ing a comprehensive plan for negotiat-
ing a verifiable reduction of the
nuclear arsenals of the United States
and the Soviet Union. The effort to

reduce the threat of nuclear war
through diplomacy and negotiations
must be attended by at least as much
conviction and energy as Is demon-
strated In the effort to rebuild the
nation's military capability.

We have no Illusions about the threat
to world stability and peace posed by
the Soviet Union nor atwut the diffi-

culty of insuring compliance with
treaty agreements on the part of an

adversary whose capacity for decep-
tion Is well known. Nevertheless, we
are confident that this nation possesses
the Intellectual and technological
resourcefulness and the moral vision
and fortitude to arrest the present dan-
gerous drift towards nuclear conflict
and to lead the world down new paths of
negotiated solutions to conflict and ten-

sions. We t)elleve that a clear and
forceful commitment to the goal dis-

cussed here would enable the United
States to achieve stronger unity, new
purposefulness and enhanced interna-
tional stature. We feel confident in

affirming that those who live and woric

on America's three thousand college

and university campuses would
respond with great conviction to your
leadership in undertaking diplomatic
Initiatives that promise to reduce and
eventually eliminate the arsenal of

nuclear weapons.
With best wishes.

Sincerely yours.

Julian H. Gibbs, President
Amherst College

Colin G. Campbell, President

Wesleyan University

John W. Chandler, President
WiUiams CoUege
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News Briefs:
West Germany

College Council

The College Council took care
of housekeeping details at Its

meeting Tuesday night.

Finishing the last of business

left over from last year, the

Council approved the Elections

Committee recommendations
for Athletic Committee.
Dorothy Brlggs '84, Tracy Bur-

rows '84, Dave Krupskl '84, and
Steve O'Day '83 will sit on the

committee this year.

The Council held two Internal

elections. The Council elected

representative Jonathan Light

'83 as Its delegate to the Com-
mittee on Undergraduate Life

(CUL). As Fltch-Currler Presi-

dent last year. Light considered

the transfer policy "too loose."

The Council chose Bill Sawyers

'84 as its envoy to the Commit-
tee on Educational Policy

(CEP). As a transfer from the

University of Utah, Sawyers
may broaden the perspective of

the committee.
Council Vice-President and

WCF'M Personnel Director Jay
Ward '84 announced the College

Council Radio Show's 5:00-5:30

Sunday evening time slot. He
spoke briefly about the radio

show as an effective medium
"for CC representatives to

bring Issues to students,"

Finally, President Stuart

Robinson '83 announced an

Introductory meeting of the

Block W Club. The Club wel-

comes all Interested students to

join what Robinson described as

"a network that supports

athletic programs at Williams

College."

West German Chancellor Hel-

mut Schmidt saw the end of his

government coming and "pro-

voked a political suicide to keep

his party together." Such were
the words of Immo von Kessel,

West Cierman Deputy Consul

General, as he held an open dis-

cussion In the Dodd House living

room last Wednesday.
"Schmidt knew that the end of

the thread was slipping out of

his hand and he attempted to

save his party."

According to von Kessel, the

government had been on shaky

ground since May. The final

blow came when the four liberal

ministers in the cabinet
resigned after a budget debate.

Von Kessel went on to predict

that Dr. Kohl, the leader of the

C.D.U. (Christian Democratic
Union) would probably be the

next chancellor of Germany. He

added that Germany "does not

want a coalition government."

Von Kessel feels that no mat-

ter who wins the elections In

October, there will not be much
difference in West Germany's
foreign policy. That policy

includes the building of the

Soviet gas pipeline. Von Kessel

was vehement in his defense of

the pipeline. "We can no longer

depend on oil from the Gulf

States . . . Our trade with the

West, and the pipeline will not

change that. Germany will have

no economic dependence on

Russia."

Von Kessel believes that U.S.

relations with Germany will

remain stable, as will the new
West German government.

—by Brett Green

Cool million
Continued from Page 1

trophic Illness. While most of

the money will probably go to

individual faculty members, It

also may l>e used for such things

as seminars or retreats to

benefit the faculty both person-

ally and professionally.

Chandler stressed that one of

the strengths of the fund is that

he is not restricted by any guide-

lines or suggestions. He, and

future Presidents of the College,

will be free to use the fund In any

way that they feel will benefit

both the faculty and the College.

Chandler, probably in consul-

tation with the Dean of the

Faculty and the Provost, will

report annually to the class of

'58 on uses of their donation.

Bonds boost aid
Continued from Page 6

Wick noted that fewer stu-

dents from non-college families

(families In which neither par-

ent attended college) are apply-

ing for financial aid. He fears

that negative publicity about
both the cost of a Williams edu-

cation and the scarcity of finan-

cial aid have scared many high
quality students away from Wll-

liams. Smith echoed this

remark, stating that many stu-

dents are now attending state

universities because of cost

considerations.

Both fear that departure from
"aid-blind" admissions may
lower the quality of the Willi-

ams community by constricting
the potential admissions pool.

Wick stated confidently, "Willi-

ams is in a good position to

maintain its commitment to

ald-bllnd admissions. If we
equivocate, we have a lot to

lose."

We've got the dough
Fear that negative publicity

has discouraged potential Ephs
led Smith to prepare a pamphlet
entitled "Planning for
Expenses, 1982-1983" which he
distributes to all prospective
students. Inside this pamphlet
he attempts to explain the col-

lege's financial aid policies by
stating in bold letters, "Willi-

ams College Is firmly commit-
ted to educating deserving
students regardless of their

family's financial capabilities.

The cost of a Williams education
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offered In Drama. Intemtfilpa available to

qualified students In International Businees,

Social Service*. Communication* and Political

Science.

Visits to the theatre, museums, galleries,

schools, social and political institutions are

an integral part of the curriculum

For furtfter Information write:

International Programs - SP
Ithaca College
Ithaca. New York 14850

Should not discourage any quali-

fied student from applying."

The pamphlet goes on to state

that, "Williams is one of only a

handful of colleges In the coun-

try with the resources and com-

mitment to meet the demon-
strated financial need of all

admitted students."

Last spring, according to

Smith, the college administra-

tion renewed Its commitment to

ald-bllnd admissions. Wick
feels that financially Williams

can support this commitment.
In recent years. 100' r of Willi-

ams students with demon-
strated need were offered

financial assistance, and the

administration feels that these

policies will continue.

DUKE
THE FUQUA SCHOOL

OF BUSINESS

A representative of the Fuqua School of

Business of Duke University will be on

campus Thursday, October 7, to discuss

the MBA Program.

Interested students may obtain further

information by contacting the Office of

Career Counseling.

20% OFF
Men's or women's casuals

A. For women; Soft, supple leather uppers, long wearing, flexible ^W ^^
man-made soles Sizes 5' ?-9, lOB Regular S29 99 Mm ^9

B. For men; Leatfier uppers with true moccasin construction White

composition grooved-rubber bottom Sizes 7' ^-11, 1 2D,

Regular S34 99

99

C. For men; Rugged Fieldmaster'" outdoor casuals Leather uppers,

Vibram • rubber soles Sizes 7
' ^- II , 1 2D Regular S34 99

*M/lth coupon

27"
35"

Redeem coupon for

Name
Student

20% OFF shoes shown

School

Faculty Other
Coupon must be presented for savings

Coupon expires 10/2/82

You can count on
't tH - Hilt HI > k t Nt-
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New papers left and right:

Germinal
by Chris Howlett

More than 50 people gathered
last Monday evening in the Cur-

rier Ballroom to organize a new
liberal campus newspaper.
Germinal, scheduled to appear
the second week of October.

Junior Joel Hellman, describ-

ing himself as a member of the

"loose editorial board,"
explained that the paper's name
was chosen for its various

meanings. In English it pertains

to germination; in French it is

the title of a classic 19th century
novel by Emile Zola dealing

with the plight of French
workers; "plus it has a cute

nickname." Hellman added.
"The Germ."
The paper will be structured

like a news magazine with arti-

cles, features, editorials and
columns. Departments will cover

campus and local news as well

as national and international

news and the arts.

Alumni funding

"We want to take issues that

we think are important that

have not been dealt with any-
where else," Hellman said. He
stressed that Germinal is

not looking to compete with
existing papers, but to supple-

ment them, although the paper
will have a definite "progres-
sive leaning."

It was also announced at Mon-
day' s meeting that Germi-

nal has organized an alumni
advisory board to provide finan-

cial and editorial support and
possibly contribute articles.

The board Includes Williams
political science professor
James MacGregor Burns '39;

John W. Anderson '50. editorial

writer for The Washington
Post; Muhammed Kenyatta '81,

a student at Harvard Law
School; and Lester C. Thurow
'60. professor of economics and
management at MIT.

Frantic effort

Germinal is the out-
growth of plans for three separ-
ate papers and combines
concepts from all of them. Hell-

man had been hoping to see
another campus newspaper
while Herve Jean-Baptiste had
been planning a paper oriented
toward the Third World. Sev-
eral other students had been
working on a more radical.

Marxist-oriented publication to

counter conservative campus
papers.

At the beginning of this year,
however, all three ideas merged
in a frantic effort involving
almost-daily meetings. As a
result, Germinal will have a
wide range of coverage. "The
paper has a lot of flexibility."

one editor said. "We're just

going to sit around and rap
about what's going to be in the
paper."

GRADUATE STUDY IN PUBLIC POLICY

Ihv LBI School of Public Affairs at The University of

1 fxas .it Austin emphasizes public policy analysis, inter-

disciplinary research, and summer internships in govern-
ment agencies in itsgr«iduate programs:

— Master's Degree in Public Affairs

— joint Degrees Program with the UT Law School
— joint Degrees Program with the UT College of En-

gin.ee ring

— joint Degrees Program with the UTGraduateSchcx^l
oi Business

I inancial aid and fellowships are available based on merit
or need.

Mil 1 \\/nH A KLPKL^LNIATIVLAT:

Office of Career Counseling
Williams College

October 4, 1982

10:00 am - 3:00 pm

The Republican
by Brett McDonnell

Despite the controversy over
its initial issue last spring. The
Williams Republican will t)egin

its first full year of publishing

this fall. The debut issue should

hit the campus on Octoljer 4.

"We are trying to provide a
balance on campus from a i>olit-

ical viewpoint.
'

' says new editor

Steve Nielsen "85. "We want to

preserve l)oth tradition and
humor on the campus scene."

Enraged students

The Republican has broken
formal ties with the Republican
Club, now called the Garfield

Republican Club, though some
people may be involved in both

organizations.

Last year's first and only

issue, released at the end of the

school year, focused on the issue

of feminism and enraged many
students and faculty members,
including some conservatives.

Nielsen feels people overrea-

acted.

"I thought the reaction gener-
ally was almost a reflex action
to some of the things that they
read," commented Nielsen,
who was layout editor for that

issue. He says people made
"blanket statements" about the

whole paper based on certain
articles that appeared in it.

Pipeline focus

Nielsen sees "marginal
changes" from that first issue

resulting from the fact that he is

now editor. "The way I put
together the paper obviously is

going to differ from the way the

previous editors did it,"

explained Nielsen.

"We are not going to harp on

women's and feminist issues at

all, but neither are we going to

stay away from them," stated

Nielsen. The first issue will

focus on the European pipeline

controversy.

Joining Nielsen on the editor-

ial staff is Dick Wilde '85, cam-
pus issues editor, and Will

Gillespie '85, who will handle

national and international

issues. At an organizational

meeting for pjersons interested

in working on the Republican,
twenty-five people showed up.

Left-wing paper
In commenting on the split

from the Republican Club,

Nielsen said, "We thought it'd

be a good idea to have the paper
and the club as separate func-

tions" so that each can concen-
trate on its own activities. "The
ties are still there t)etween the
two groups," maintained
Nielsen, "but they're informal,
not organizational."

When asked about the possi-

bility of a left-wing paper form-
ing on campus, Nielsen said,

"All the more power to them.
Starting a paper is quite an
undertaking."

On the question of money,
Nielsen noted that "right now
we have received funding prim-
arily from alumni." The Repub-
lican also received some money
from the Institute for Educa-
tional Affairs and has applied

for College Council funds.
"We're on a tight budget,"
stated Nielsen. "The College

Council money would be a big

help."

Golf squad hosting

NE championships
by Ward Katsanis

This afternoon, the golf team
is competing in the second and
final day of the New England
Intercollegiate Golf Association
Championship In Pittsfleld,

Mass.
In a match last Friday at Mld-

dlebury, the Williams squad
shot very well, resulting in a

fine 382-403 stroke victory. Low

SHE
TOM RALYS
SILVERSMITH

If I sr'i SID

Hook Earings Available in 14 kt. gold

or sterling silver with a variety of stones.

I I 5 Water St.. Williamstown. Mass

4583270

man for the day was Mike Hen-
nlgan '85 who shot a two over
par 73. Seniors Bruce Goff and
Charlie Thompson also had
strong performances with
rounds of 75 and 77, respec-
tively. Coach Rudy Goff com-
mented that everyone hit the
ball well and that "It should get
us ready for the New Eng-
lands."

Hole-ln-one

One unexpected thing did
occur, however, as John Henni-
gan '84 had a hole-In-one on the
par three 145 yard 14th hole.

Using a seven iron, he acquired
his first ace ever. John's score
for the day was 78.

The previous weekend, the

team competed in the Yale Invi-

tational along with 31 other

schools. Williams placed
twelfth, which was "the l)est we
have done In a major tourney,"

said Coach Goff.

The team was especially

pleased considering the number
of larger Division I schools that

were involved. Individually,

Mike Hennigan was ninth over-

all out of a total of 160

competitors.

Williams expected about 45

colleges from all over New Eng-
land at this week's tournament.
The defending champion from
last spring is Central Connecti-
cut State.

*««^#^^^^^)i«^^5^^^!W(jVV^

The Purple Pub
Bank Street

a

Monday
Draft Beer Night
Pabst Beer 64 oz.

pitchers $1.50

7 pm - 12 midnight

Tuesday
Prime Time
(reduced prices)

Wednesday, September 29

Lambrusco Night
9-12

Reduced Prices

NOTE: Lunch served Monday-Saturday 11:30-2:00 p.m.
Best Deli in town!

^#<'',^'W>^>v>^«^«^yw^^^(:i.ip \%n swk

Thursday
Vodka Night
Any Vodlta drinl(

$1.00

Friday

Lunch special

Beer and Deli

Sandwich with I.D.

$2.25

Sunday

Open at 1:00

Pitchers of Bloody
Marys for $5.00

THE
LEMON
TREE

c

Route 7

1.6 miles south of

the Williams

campus
458-8520

Mon.-Sat.

10-5

Gifts

Accessories

Apparel
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Freshman Rumi Kurosaki winds up for spike in Ephwomen's Sunday victories. (Plonsker)

Hard hitting V-ball wins two
by Denise Ross

The women's volleyball team
beat both UMass-Boston and
North Adams State on Sunday.
The wins were a comeback for

Williams, as they had lost to

UConn and Smith on Tuesday.

Williams won the first game
in Sunday's match against
UMass 15-13. Coach Sue
Hudson-Hamblin attributed the

win to the strong service of Kath-

leen Gilmore '83 and the out-

standing attack of Lisa Pepe '83.

Williams lost the next game to

an excited UMass team 15-12.

However, the Ephwomen came
back in the deciding game of the

match to destroy UMass with a

15-4 victory.

Comeback over North Adams
In the first game against

North Adams, Williams
appeared tired and, according

to Hudson-Hamblin, they
played poorly. As a result, the

Ephs lost this game to a slightly

more energetic team by the

score of 15-13.

The Ephwomen domi-
nated the second game as they

jumped to an early 6-0 lead, and
went on to win 15-7.

The lead in the deciding game
of the match bounced back and
forth, but Williams stayed
strong to win 16-14.

Mt. Williams greenhouses

ONE DOZEN ROSES

1090 STATE ROAD

(On the North Adams
Williamstown line)

Cash 'n Carry

DRAFT BEER
Cheapest Price in Area

Bud

Pabst

Miller

Black Label

V2 Kegs

$ 37.50

30.50

37.50

26.90

y* Kegs

$ 12.50

17.20

21.50

Lanesboro Package Store

Rt. 7 - Lanesboro

Telephone; 443-6530

FREE DELIVERY 7 to 9

10% discount on Liquor and Wines (except specials)

with College I. D.

Young tennis squad

takes two straight
by Adam Juviler

The women's tennis team evened its record at 2-2 last week by

winning its last two games. The most recent victory was a nine

matches to none shellacking of Wesleyan on Saturday.

Williams, which has never lost to Its Little Three rival, lost only

three sets on Its way to the shutout.

The team registered its first win on Wednesday as they edged

Skldmore five to four in what Coach Curt Tong termed "a tough

match."

On Sunday, Septeml)er 19th, the women lost to Tufts six and

one-half to two and one-half. Although the loss was the squad's

second In as many matches, an optimistic Coach Tong said, "We
did better against them (Tufts) than we ever have." Tufts, along

with Dartmouth and Trinity, are the most difficult teams on the

women's schedule.

Controversial loss

The team lost its opener five to four to Vassar on Friday, Sep-

tember 17th in rather controversial fashion. Because of the Jewish

holiday, Vassar was able to field a team of only eight, whereas the

rules call for a twelve player team, six singles and three doubles.

As a result of the missing players, four of the Vassar singles

competitors who had already played matches Illegally paired up to

play the remaining two doubles matches. If these two matches had

been forfeited, Williams would have won five to four and now have a

3-1 record. "We got ripped off," said Betsy Shulman '86.

Impressive record
The even record of the women's squad Is actually very Impres-

sive In light of the fac^ that the team has relatively little varsity
experience and four freshmen. Two of these freshmen, Liz Peay
and Shulman, play second and third singles respectively and have a
combined record of six and two. Other freshmen Include Sue Brown
(first doubles) and Gerry Hugo (third doubles).

dtoccfLatmauotA/vhoorri ?
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WEST PACKAGE STORE

Please help send my two beautiful

children to Williams.

Shop at my store.

West Variety Store
(right next door)

\Ne Can Fill Your

Halloween Costume Needs

Route 2

Between N.A. and Williamstown

8 am-10 pm M-W 8 am-11 pm Th-Sat
663-6081
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Women win in team style

Sports September 28, 1982

by Liz Streitz

A strong team performance
was the key to the Women's
Cross Country team's success in

the annual Williams Invita-

tional Meet held this past weeli-

end. Williams had seven of its

runners place in the top 38.

Williams placed third out of

eleven teams in the overall

standings, edging out a tough

Middlebury team which had
defeated the Williams girls in

last weekend's meet at Middleb-

ury. Coach Bud Fisher said the

girls had felt tired during the

Middlebury race but they were
rested and felt much stronger

this week.

Dartmouth's Chris Simmons
won the race, finishing in 19: 40.

With four of its runners placing

in the top six, Dartmouth fin-,

ished well ahead of second place

University of Vermont.

Williams had strong individ-

ual performances by captain

Susan Bragdon '83 who finished

eleventh with a time of 20:25.

Margaret Lynch '84 and Sue
Flynn '85 also finished strong.

At this weekend's Amherst
Invitational the team is plan-

ning on again using the "team
running" strategy, as opposed

to one superstar, that proved its

effectiveness this weekend.

Soccer wins off frosh foot
by Dave Woodworth

In his first game at Williams,

Jeff McEvoy '86 scored the lone

goal of the match with less than

four minutes to play to give the

men's varsity soccer team a 1-0

win at Middlebury on Saturday.

McEvoy took a ball from Jeff

Sutton '83, moved to his left,

and, closely marked by two

defenders, rifled a shot past

Panther goalkeeper Bart Lom-
bardi and into the upper corner

of the net.

The Ephs played a disciplined

defensive game in an attempt to

slow down the fast-paced

Panther attack. With no score at

the half, it was apparent that the

Williams side had succeeded in

imposing its game plan upon its

opponents.

Panther thrown out

Midway through the second

half, the Ephs got a big break
when Middlebury striker Pipi

Caroti received his second yel-

low card of the match and was
ejected from the game.
Although this inspired the

Panthers and gave them the

momentum for a few minutes,

the Ephs, with a one man advan-

tage, gradually reasserted con-

trol and finally got the game off

McEvoy's foot.

Middlebury outshot Williams

by a 17-10 margin, but keeper

Ted Murphy '85 saved 11 of them
in preserving the shutout. Lom-
bard! made 8 saves for the

Panthers.

Loss to R.P.L
The victory evened the hoot-

ers' record at 1-1, as they had
lost their season opener to RPI
last Tuesday by a 1-0 count.

Of his team's win. Coach Mike
Russo said, "We're all very,

very pleased. We worked hard
in the preseason, and were
extremely disappointed by the

loss to RPI. This victory is

exhilarating."

The squad's next match is at

home tomorrow against a bitter

rival, North Adams State Col-

lege. The game will be played at

4:00 on Cole Field.

Ted Thomas '85 it surrounded by the Panther defense which Iceyed on him in Williams' opening 24-23 loss.

(Farley)

Mistakes cost Ephmen opener^

Panthers come back for 24-23 win
by Rob Tercek & Dan Finneran

Penalties and turnovers
helped Middlebury College
upset the Ephmen's nine-point

lead and come back to deal a

heartbreaking 24-23 defeat to

the visiting Williams gridders.

Williams fans saw several fine

individual performances in the

hard-fought contest, but, as
head coach Bob Odell noted,

"The mistakes cost us an awful
lot."

Certainly the highlight of the

The eternal question lingers on:

when will Williams build a gym?
by John Clayton

Our gym was built before bas-

ketball was invented. As any
tour guide worth his weight in

put-downs of Amherst will tell

you, that gives our basketball

team a great home-court
advantage.
How could we replace a build-

ing so steeped in tradition?

But replacing is just what it

needs, and what it will eventu-

ally get, according to Athletic

Director Bob Peck. "We're in a

very positive phase of plans for

a new facility," Peck said. "The
Athletic Department is ready to

respond to any go-ahead signals

we get.

Trustee approval
"We're proceeding with an

investigation of a site for the

new facility, including a gym,
pool, and ancillary facilities."

Ancillary facilities include a

weight room, dance studio,

health care facility, crew tank,

ski room and equipment room.
"Trustee approval is needed

first, and then the fund-raising,

and then we can start building

the new gym," Peck continued.

"I'd hesitate to give any definite

time-span, although I will say
that after we get the money, the

actual building should take

about two years."

Dance in passageways
The new facility is certainly

needed. The current facility

aggravates everyone—swim-
mers are forced to hold special

meets, basketball players have
come from high schools with

bigger gyms, weightlifters

can't get time on the weights,

dancers are stuck in rooms
designed and used for basket-

ball or passageways. The crew
tanks, ski room, and equipment
room are now located in areas

designed for storage. The lack

of time and space frustrates

casual and intramural athletes.

"Ready to go"
A new athletic facility has

been on the priority list for as

long as Peck has been here, he
says. "We were originally going

to be part of the addition to the

art building—an addition to the

gym. But we were dropped from
the proposal."

"We had some obstacles to

overcome, but I think the

faculty are now with us, and
both the President and the Com-
mittee on the Eighties have said

publicly that it's a priority."

"As soon as we get the go-

ahead and the money," Peck
said, "We're ready to go."

game was an outstanding rush-

ing attack led by halfback Sean
Crotty '84. He rushed for 120

yards on 20 carries, spurring the

offense on to a total gain of 382

yards, with 275 yards on the

ground and 107 in the air.

Crotty's ballcarrying ability

allowed the Ephmen to relieve

the heavy pressure on fullback

Ted Thomas, who was held to 78

yards on 20 carries by a Panther
defense keying on him.

Middlebury scored first on a

14-yard halfback option pass

from Mark Conroy to Kelvin

Chase and the extra-point kick

by junior Bob Crews. Crotty

then led the Ephmen on a 70

yard scoring drive of their own
pounding out yard after yard.

With 3:09 on the clock, Crotty

blasted eight yards into the end
zone. Freshman Dave
O'Keeffe's kick added the extra

point to match first quarter

scores.

Ephmen take the lead

O'Keefe put a 31-yard field

goal through the uprights to

give Williams a 10-7 second

quarter lead. A Panther fumble
on the kickoff set up the second

purple-and-gold scoring drive,

with Crotty carrying the ball 4

yards for his second touchdown.
A failed kick left the Ephs with a

16-7 lead.

A pass interference call and a

37-yard touchdown toss thrown
by Panther quarterback Kevin

Harley to Martin Beatty gave

Middlebury their second score.

A successful kick by Crews
closed the first half scoring at

16-14.

Crotty garnered his third

score of the day on a two yard
dive play in the third quarter.

O'Keeffe's kick put Williams

well ahead, 23-14.

Turnovers costly

The fourth quarter brought
the downfall of the Eph lead.

Middlebury shut down the Willi-

ams offense and capitalized on

its errors. Williams' third fum-
ble set up Middlebury's 26-yard

scoring pass from Harlen to

Chase in a fourth and 20 situa-

tion and Crews' successful PAT
kick.

Then another Williams fum-
ble, on the kick off return,

sparked the Panther momen-
tum for another drive. A defen-

sive rally by the Ephmen held

the Panthers for four downs
near the goal line, but Crews'
18-yard field goal gave Middleb-

ury a one-point lead with 4:45

left.

A quick passing attack, led by
quarterback Scott Garabedian
'83 (14 for 23 for 107 yards) and
split end Mark Hummon,
brought the Ephmen from their

20 yard line to the Panther 25,

but an interception by Middleb-
ury's Bruce Gervetz halted the
drive with eleven seconds left in

the final period.

Injured harriers dealt double blow
by Lyman Casey

Lack of early season speed-

work, a string of injuries to key

runners, and talented Univer-

sity of Vermont and Albany

State squads combined to hand

the Eph harriers a pair of losses

Saturday in Burlington,
Vermont.

The Ephmen, missing star

juniors Bennett Yort and Bo

Parker due to foot injuries,

were clearly outmanned
against powerful Vermont, but

ran a close race against Albany
State.

The Vermont course was flat

and fast much of the way, but

the Ephmen seemed unable to

relax at the beginning, and Ver-

mont soon took command.
Eph finishers

First man in for the Ephmen
was John Nelson '84 in fourth

place. Following closely was
Dan Riley '83 in sixth place.

Rounding out the top seven were
Brian Angif '84 in eleventh, Ian

Brzezinski '86 in twelfth, Lyman

Casey '83 in 15th, Art Hutchin-

son '85 in 23rd and Dave Durfee
'83 in 24th.

In JV action Friday, Williams
downed Albany State and South-

ern Vermont handily at home.
Taking second and third were
Bill Gust '86 and Chris Stearns
'86.

The varsity, which has been
concentrating on endurance
work in the early going, now
faces two full weeks of hard
training before its next meet, at

home against Dartmouth.

Raquetmen third

in Great Dane Classic
by Gordon Celender

The men's tennis team placed
third in Albany State's annual
"Great Dane Classic" this week-
end with a total of 15 points.

New Coach Steve Heath was
extremely pleased with the fin-

ish, the best by a Williams team
in recent history.

The tournament featured
some excellent performances
by each of the seven Williams
players involved. Seniors Mark
Sopher and Gordon Celender
teamed up to win the "C" dou-
bles division over tournament

winner East Stroudsburg State

to give Williams the one point

needed to overtake Concordia
(141/2).

Sophomores Tim Rives and
Craig Hammond registered
three victories in the "A" dou-
bles division. Tom Paper '84 col-

lected two points for the
Ephmen at numtjer six singles.

In other competition this fall,

Williams placed third in the
R.P.I. Invitational.

The team plays their only
dual match of the fall against
Dartmouth at home on P'riday.
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Roosenraad clarifies party line

Locatiions

Professor Ray Baker made sure everyone could hear him at last week's
panel on crisis in Lebanon. (Farley)

restriction

lifted

Responding to what he called

"a misidentification," Dean
Cris Roosenraad has clarified

an earlier memo which placed
restrictions on all-college par-

ties. According to a new memo
issued last week, "the state-

ment of (the) earlier memo
regarding the use of Mission
Park and Greylock Dining Halls

is not in effect. Houses may con-

tinue to plan parties of a variety

of kinds to occur in the resi-

dence buildings themselves."

Profs argue Middle East politics
by Lucy Lytle

The fireworks were almost as explosive in

Chapin Hall Wednesday night as in the streets of

Beirut as four Williams professors engaged in

fierce debate on the crisis in Lebanon.
The discussion attracted such a large crowd that

it had to be moved from Brooks-Rogers to Chapin,
filling the latter almost to capacity.

Raymond Baker, an associate professor of pol-

itical science, listed seven "essential precondi-

tions for peace" in the Middle East. They include

Israeli withdrawal from territory gained in 1967,

Israeli withdrawal from the West Bank and Gaza,
and "a secure Israel within secure boundaries."
Baker also called for self-determination for

the Palestinian Inhabitants of the territories, a
negotiated special arrangement for Arab East
Jerusalem, a territorial compromise on the

Golan Heights, and, most Importantly, mutual
Palestinian-Israeli recognition and a peace gua-

ranteed by the "great powers" and the United

Nations. He also stressed the "very Important
and very crucial role that moderate Arab
regimes will play If a peace progress Is to go
forward."
Baker examined the effects of Camp David

peace negotiations on Egypt. He asserted that

this peace "opened Egypt to the charge of com-
plicity with the Israeli policy aimed at destroying

Palestinian nationalism . . . The Begin govern-

ment was willing to throw the entire Middle East

into turmoil and . . . use it's awesome military

power to change the very political geography of

the Middle East in order to annex that territory."

Unspeakable Carnage
Baker argued that "no compromise could alter

that Israeli determination to settle, to colonize,
what they now call Judea and Sumaria."
He went on to discuss the threat to Egypt posed

by the Israeli Invasion of Lebanon. "(Egyptian
President) Mubarak has scrupulously honored
the peace with Israel," Baker said, "but the Inva-

sion of Lebanon and the unspeakable carnage it

entailed Is a direct assault on his position. To
speak plainly, neither Mubarak or the treaty can
last for much longer In association with the Israel

of Begin and Sharon. The peace initiative of Pres-

ident Regan Is nothing less than a lifeline to the

Mubarak regime. Sharon and Begin tried to cut it

in Lebanon."

Baker concluded, "I would urge Mubarak to go,

as Sadat did, directly to the American people and

the American Congress and to explain that no

Egyptian will be able to keep the peace with an

Israel waging war against the Palestinian

people."

PLC monopoly
Gary Jacobsohn, an associate professor of pol-

itical science, objected to this assertion. "If you

just discovered Yaslr Arafat this summer," he

Continued on Page 8

CC debates transfer policy
The Committee on Under-

graduate Life's report of last

May on house transfers was the

major topic of a spirited College

Council meeting last Tuesday
night. President Stuart Robin-
son presided over a sometimes
chaotic meeting which dis-

cussed courses of action In

response to the CUL report.

Among Its suggestions, the

CUL report recommends that

housing matters fall under the

jurisdiction of a new Housing
Subcommittee of the CUL. This
move would weaken or destroy

Council's own Housing
Committee.

Council representative Jan
van Eck said many represen-

tatives were "unhappily sur-

prised" by the report. The
consensus of the Council was

that the report, specifically sec-

tions dealing with house
transfers, was unacceptable,

but members could not agree on
a response. At one point, debate
became so heated that a

number of members were ready
to walk out.

Highly visible protest

Row House representative

Dave Altshuler advocated unifi-

cation of the student body In

highly visible protest of the

transfer policy. Robinson, how-
ever, believed that a less acti-

vist role would be more
effective In the long run. Council

Vice-President Jay Ward sug-

gested later that "part of Coun-
cil's energies should be devoted

to the implementation of this

mandate In the event we can't

get it overturned."

Many members agreed that

the new policy toward transfers

was too stringent. In addition,

they objected to the fact that the

Dean alone can grant transfers.

There was talk during the meet-

ing of establishing a committee
to deal with transfers.

After much heated debate,

the Issue was tabled until repre-

sentatives could speak with

their constituents.

Also discussed during the

meeting were two letters from
Robinson to College President

Chandler. The letters spoke of

the need for new indoor athletic

facilities and changes in policy

regarding post-season athletic

competition. These letters were
approved unanimously and sent

to Chandler.

Roosenraad Issued the second
memo after meeting with the

Housing Committee, on which
all house presidents serve.

House officers expressed a

great deal of concern over the

first memo. Roosenraad felt

that "Initial reactions were
grossly overblown because
there was no common under-

standing about the meaning of

the words 'all-college party.'
"

Hot parties

Restrictions remain firm,

however, on two issues, said

Roosenraad: "fire safety, on
which there is no compromise,
and noise, about which we all

have to be sensitive." Roosen-

raad reiterated in his second

memo that Security will con-

tinue to close parties when
neighbors complain about
noise.

House presidents agreed at

the meeting to try to control

noise, and to cooperate with

security officers when they

must shut a party down. Roo-

senraad said he understands
that sometimes parties become
loud in spite of efforts tocontain

the volume. "You can't blame
the students for those situa-

tions. Parties get hot, and when
they get hot, people open

windows."

Roosenraad's only complaint
about the current flexible policy

is that he thinks "it puts my
Security officers in a bad situa-

tion because they get a lot of flak

from students when they close

them down."

Current policy will be
reviewed again at a later date,

said Roosenraad.

Matron service ceases
by Carol Davenport

If you are waiting for a

matron to come tidy up your
messy room, you are waiting
in vain. These part-time custo-

dians, who used to do light

cleaning such as dusting and
vacuuming, are no longer
around.

In the academic year 1979-

80, the Committee on the 80's

published a report which
encouraged, among other
things, that the College spend
less on the amenities of life. In

response to this suggestion,

Buildings and Grounds pro-

posed that room-cleaning ser-

vices be discontinued. Further
justification for this action

was the fact that Williams was
"the last bastion of student

room-cleaning," according to

Wendy Hopkins, Director of

Student Housing.

Rather than fire the

matrons, the College decided

to phase them out of the staff.

When each part-time custo-

dian left her job, the position

would not be refilled. The cus-

todian, in turn, would be

offered the choice of taking a

full-time custodial job, taking

another campus job for which
she was qualified or leaving

College employment alto-

gether. The College projected

that this attrition of matrons
would take place over a seven-

year period.

Dodd not exempt

In the past, the custodians

cleaned each student's room
once a week. However, as the

number of matrons declined,

the remaining ones formed
"room-cleaning teams" that

went from dorm to dorm,
reaching each room at a

period of every eleven days or

two weeks. However, this

year, only three of the original

nineteen custodians are left

and, as a result, room-

cleaning services are fully

discontinued.

A common fallacy held by
many students Is that Dodd
residents still receive this ser-

vice. This misunderstanding
derives from the fact that

Dodd has many individual

bathrooms which full-time

custodians clean regularly.

Thus, although Dodd
residents see custodians in

their rooms frequently, they

nevertheless receive the same
services as all other students.

Student reactions to the

attrition of room-cleaning cus-

todians vary. Some students

see room-cleaning as an unne-

cessary luxury. Jeff Mook '83

said: "Not having them saves

money and it is just as easy to

clean your room yourself if

there is an accessible vacuum
cleaner. Besides, they used to

come at Inopportune times."

Other students felt differ-

ently. Alison Ashley '85 says:

"I hate it! It made the school

unique. Not many people here

have the time to clean their

rooms. It made me feel good to

walk Into my room after a

hard day of classes and lab

and find It tidy." However, the

administration has not been

overwhelmed with com-
plaints. Hopkins says: "Stu-

dent reactions were stronger

last year when their rooms
weren't cleaned on the elev-

enth day than they are now
when their rooms aren't

cleaned at all."

The era of the dirty room,
however, does not necessarily

have to follow the discontinu-

ance of room-cleaning.
Vacuum cleaners and other

cleaning materials are availa-

ble in each house for those who
need them. Hopkins also
encourages any student sug-

gestions: "We're here to help.

Although we no longer have
the bodies to do the cleaning,

we will do everything wecan."
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LETTERS
The Williams Record Real world duties

Transfers, Round II

The Committee on Undergraduate Life (CUD is proceeding with a

project to limit interhouse transfers, a move that students have over-

whelmingly condemned.
Last semester the Housing Committee tackled the house transfer

issue, often locking horns with the College Council. Members of the

Housine Committee pushed to limit opportunities for transfer, while the

Council quickly voted to leave the transfer policy unchanged. The Hous-

ing Committee subsequently sent its recommendations to the CUL,
completely bypassing the Council.

If the Council had looked at its own constitution, and applied its pro-

visions, it could have forced the Housing Committee into an anti-limita-

tion stance. The Housing Committee was a standing committee of the

College Council, not the CUL. The College Council was to appoint the
committee's chairmen. Five of the ten voting members of the commit-
tee were College Council members.

All of these powers are explicitly written in the Council constitution.
Had the Council asserted its authority last year, members of the Hous-
ing Committee might not have so easily ignored the Council, and the
CUL's crusade to limit house transfers may have faced opposition
instead of support from the Housing Committee. Instead, in typical
fashion the Council's members did not even show up for most meetings.

But the question of Council influence over transfer policy is now a
moot point following action by the CUL. Last May, immediately before
final exams, the CUL set up its own Housing Committee. The CUL
version no longer gives the Council the power to appoint chairmen
Where the Council once constituted half of the voting members, the CUL
dilutes the Council's five votes with thirty other voting members.

The new housing committee guidelines call for Council input only
where this is appropriate." The new housing committee is charged

however, with implementing all policies mandated by the CUL. TheCUL has thus set up its own enforcement arm to replace the potentially
less cooperative College Council version.

What is left for students to do? Council members and other con-
cerned students can go to the CUL meeting next Tuesday at 4: 15 in
Greylock. Student leadership has fumbled once, but time has fortu-
nately not run out. If students are opposed to changing the house
transfer policy, as house votes indicate, then there should be no way for
the CUL to railroad transfer reform.

Guest Meals
Guest meals. Remember them? They went out the window (along

with matrons and dogs
) a year ago. The "special dinners" that replaced

them are a sorry substitute:
• we can only invite faculty, not other students
• we get only one per semester
• the meals aren't all that special
Food Services told us they would use the $100,000 saved from the

elimination of Row House dining to give us better dinners. In fact, they
claimed the dining consolidation would make it easier to provide for
such special events. Now they say there isn't enough room to sit eve-
ryone down for a guest meal

. This is a lame excuse; Baxter or Greylock
could easily accommodate a 5: 30 and 7:00 double shift.

The much-mourned Residential House ethos can only benefit from
more social opportunities. Allowing students to invite other students will
not relegate student-faculty relations to hurried phone calls hours
before papers are due. Most faculty have little time for socializing as it

is, but more dinners would encourage students to invite a faculty
member to at least one.

Rather than offer us vague promises for "improved special
dinners," Food Services and the Committee on Undergraduate Life
should bring back the old guest meals.

To the editor:

I was pleased and relieved to read that

the members of the College Council
regard it as their "job" to "oversee" the

potentially nefarious activities at Joe
Dewey's book store. Presumably this

means that all the CC members will

volunteer to work in the store ( in a super-
visory capacity, of course) during next
semester's textbook rush. Gee thanks,
guys! It's great to see that you all know
where your Leon classes end and Spring
Street beginsi

Jeff Trout '81

Transfer statement

To the editor:

We, as representatives of the student

body, take issue with Committee on

Undergraduate Life's recent conclusion

that the way to improve housing at Willi-

ams College is to limit the number of

inter-house transfers.

The CUL's conclusion, as outlined in

its May 11, 1982 report, is misdirected.

Restricting house transfers does not

present a viable means to significantly

improve diversity, unity, or esprit de

corps within our houses.

Simultaneously, we recognize the need

for a clear and equitable transfer pro-

cess. Mechanical refinements of the pro-

cess, however, in no way bolster the

argument for a more severely limited

transfer policy.

The new restrictions can only create

feelings of intrapment and alienation

among dissatisfied students. We con-

clude by affirming the Gifford Commit-
tee's report that Williams College ' 'could

and should maintain the present liberal

transfer policy and the flexibility of stu-

dent choice which it allows" (emphasis
added).

David T. Altshuler, CC-Row House
Jan van Eck, CC-at large
John P. McNicholas, C.U.L.

Steve Johansen, CC-at large
Greg Holm. CC-Garwood
Jay Ward. CC Vice President
Richard Cardinale, President A-Gar-
Wood
Gemma Fontanella, President Spencer-
Brooks
Robin Rodie. President Mark Hopkins
David Heinlein. President Prospect
Richard Stern. President Carter
Debora Phipps, President Armstrong
William McGill. President Bryant
John Hennigan. President Gladden

Tom Graham, President Perry-Bascom
Kim McCarthy, CC-Greylock Rep.
Steve Zlotowskl, President Dennett
Bill Sawyers. CC-Armstrong Rep.

Latest bad thing

To the editors:

I would like to call for the formation of

theW.C.A.L.B.T.,theWllllamsCoalltlon
Against the Latest Bad Thing. I believe
such an organization is long called for
and would greatly advantage us all.

First, it would offer great savings In

time. Passe organizations would no
longer need to go through the soulsearch-
Ing and soulwrenching task of disband-
ing as Interest wanes. Second, upon
joining, we would always be assured that

we are ready at the barricades. In a
word, we would be relevant. Finally, the
College Council would be saved the time
and expense of creating, combining,
assembling and disassembling journals,

newspapers, magazines; we would have
one always contemporary, always cur-

rent, always morally Indignant voice for

the campus. There Is, however, as it

always seems there must be, one prob-

lem (a fly In the ointment. If you will).

Since the Latest Bad Thing cannot be

predicted, the W.C.A.L.B.T. must be

eclectic and tolerant. Now It may seem
difficult to combine these qualities and

the necessary outrage that such a Coali-

tion demands, but the efficiencies listed

above would compel. Indeed, command,
us to set aside this trifling limitation. As

exemplars of the Liberal Arts, we can do

no less.

George E. Marcus

Compliment?

To the editor:

In your last Issue you expressed con-

cern about the lack of letters submitted

to your publication. I would like to help

alleviate your problem by airing some

complaints I have been harboring for

some time.

You continually slander me in your

articles; you Invent gross lies about my
parents, siblings and (most Impor-

tantly) my Immediate family members.

You do not care about virtuous or honest

writing—nay. your paper spouts weekly

hemorrhages of trivial fluff and sensa-

tionalist sensationalism.

On the other hand, yours Is a finely

crafted publication and I am proud to

pick up a copy every Tuesday night. The

articles are purely factual and enlighten-

ing. May the Williams Record continue

to thrive. Erie Pomerance '84

Quotation of the Week
In the '60, the word was love. In the 70\s, the
word wns peoro. In the '80s, the word is money.

—Paine-Webber advertisement
In seniors' "Career Insights"

magazine.
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sharply— they're all very polite to each
other.

Is it too polite? Are people boring?

Well, that's how they like to play It.

How is it you decided to come here?

Well, 1 was asked, that was all.

And you thought it would be a nice

change?

I thought I'd better see If I could still

carry on, because I've t)een retired for

some time. And I knew if 1 once gave up
altogether I should just become an old

I have always taken the view that women
are human beings like anybody else.

of Camhridffc Eniversity, Kohinsf>n was a

friend anil conteniftorary of Jithn Ma\nard
Keynes, who she said hail the greatest influ-

ence on her life.

In I9:il, Hohinson, Richard Kahn, Austin

Robinson (Robinson's husband). James
Meade, and others, nlonfi with Keynes,

formed what they called a "circus" to discuss

Keyne.%' IREA TJSE () \ M(>\E Y. They con-

tinued the circus up to and beyond comple-
tion of keynes'(;E\ERA I. THEOR > . which
completely revolutionized economic
thouffht. Keynes dedicated the work in part

to Rid}inson.

If atchinff and helpinn Keynes' ideas

unfold was veryexcitinfi. Robinson said. She
has eter since been at the fore-front itf eco-

nomic thought.

Professor Robinson spoke with RE('l)RI)

reporter David Desmond and with Outlook
editor Katya Hokanson.

Record: In Contributions to Modern Eco-
nomics you say you began to study eco-

nomies because you were interested in

poverty. Do you feel you've made much
progress?

Robinson: We were getting It, after the

Keyneslan Revolution, there was a big

Increase In Insight— there wasn't much
political effect but there was great

Increased Insight. But that's all been
thrown away now in this reaction—
supply-side economics and all that stuff.

So I feel very distressed.

Do you think we've gone backwards?

Yes, we've had a terrible reaction.

You talked about mumpsimus, the stub-

born persistence in an error after it's

been exposed.

That was old-fashioned mumpsimus,
which was obstinance in refusing to see

the point. But it's worse now, because
people who have seen the point have now
slipped back and have allowed a new
kind of nonsense.

How do you think it happened—was it

that they rejected Keynes?

Well, it was a political thing, I think.

Kaleckl, the Polish economist, was a

parallel of Keynes. He had a theory of a

political trade cycle—you've got full

employment, the position of the workers
becomes strong and they get a larger

share . . , and then the employers
revolt—they'd rather have workers who
are under their thumb, depending on
them ... so Kaleckl predicted there'd be
a political trade cycle—he wrote during
the war and he stayed In England during

the war because he got caught . . . And so

he was at an Institute In Oxford and he

wrote this article—he wrote a number of

things about the war economy—an arti-

cle predicting the political trade cycle . .

.

politicians didn't pay attention to him,

but they fulfilled his predictions.

And supply-side economics?

I can't see that It makes any sense at

all— it's just botched up. an excuse.

Is there any potential for going back?

It would be a fair chance without Mrs.
Thatcher's Government.

How does it strike you being here in Uilii-

amstown? Do you like it?

Well, It's very peaceful here. People
don't bring out their differences so

cabbage, so I thought I'd see If I could
still manage to do something.

How do you like your students so far?

Some of them are very bright. Some of

What economists do you admire now?

Well, there are a few people still keeping
the flag flying, (ialbralth Is good.

Is he the only one?

Well, I don't know the professional

Americans.

In England?

We have a group In Cambridge called the

Policy Group, which I think Is doing very
Interesting work.

You do see some hope in this era of

Thatcher and Reagan, then?

I think they've done a lot of harm, a lot of

Irreparable harm. But what's the most
Important thing Is to get mastery over
the atomic arms—economics has
become a secondary question . eally . The
main question Is survival.

What hope do you have that we can stop

the arms race?

It doesn't look very good at the moment,
does It? But I think there's a big popular

outcry In this country against atomic
arms. Perhaps the public feeling will

them are quite convinced about this

fashionable nonsense and don't want to

change.

Can you convert them against supply-

side economics?

I would like them to explain to me what It

means. I don't understand It. Do you
understand what It means? It's just

words.

Do you think of yourself as a radical

economist?

I think of myself as a sensible person.

I've heard you're very interested in

China.

Yes, I'm not very happy with the anti-

Mao movement In China. They're begln-

nlng to relapse Into the old
system—they're going to lose a great

deal of what Mao brought them. Mao
wanted to make a more egalitarian sys-

tem, reduce the difference between the

town and the country and this move will

go back to something more like the old

China—the wealthy class In the cities.

But a great deal of what Maodid for them
won't be lost. Their greatest trouble Is

enormous numt)ers—they can't raise the

standard of living much, they can only

just manage to keep It going.

overwhelm the government.

Can much be argued from an economic
point of view—how producing war
materials—?

But you still remain as one of the few
women in your field.

I always take individuals as Individuals.

Some are women and some are men.

I think that's the way women think, but I

don't know if that's the way men always
think.

I think England is better than America
from that point of view. You see there

have been these two wars In both of

which women played quite a big part-
America is much more backward on the

whole. They're improving, though. I felt

that a woman who's working In some
Intellectual field and also has a family,

has children, has one up on everybody.

Were there many other women working
in the field at that time?

One or two.

What do you think young people should

concern themselves with?

I think this atom bomb question Is the

most Important question.

What about apartheid? Have you studied

that much?

I haven't any special study on It. It's a

very awkward problem.

Some people argue that divestment of

stocks is effective, others say it is

ineffective.

I think it's a matter of your own feeling.

You don't want to feel involved with It,

you want to cut yourself off from It.

Here, we've divested the College of only

one stock. Do you think we could put up a

very forceful argument that divestment

really will hurt the South African

economy?

No, I really don't think it makes very
much difference. I think it's a matter of

personal feeling—you don't want to feel

you're gaining from such a horrible

thing.

But they argue that if you invest there

that conditions will actually be better for

people.

Oh. no, that's a contorted argument.

Do you go to Convocation here?

Yes, I did.

Professor Frost mentioned the temper-

ate zone belt around the world, where all

the countries are industrialized. Do you

think that's one of the reasons for how
well Japan is doing? Do you think they're

good economists?

They're very extraordinary people, the

Japanese.

Do you think it's the character of the peo-

ple that makes them that way?

Yes, they've had an extraordinary his-

tory and they're now on the upswing.

Do you think they can keep it up?

They'll keep It up for some time.

They've been talking a lot recently about

depression coming, the worst times

since the 1930's. Do you think there will

be another depression?

I think this atom bomb question is the most

important question.

Of course It Is harmful economically,

very harmful, but that's a secondary

matter. The primary matter Is the survi-

val of the human race.

What did it feel like to he one of the few

women in your field?

I never bothered about the woman ques-

tion. I have always taken the view that

women are human beings like anybody
else.

You don't think it made a difference?

I don't think I've suffered personally.

Having got in with Keynes I didn't have
to combat any prejudice.

Well we are In a depression now and this

wrong policy of Mrs. Thatcher and Rea-
gan Is making It worse. There would In

any case have been a slowdown after the

long pMDstwar boom, but they're making
it much worse by their policy. They're
creating a lot of unemployment that's

unnecessary, making a recovery
difficult.

They keep talking about a recovery, but

it doesn't seem to be coming.

They keep talking about a recovery to

cover up the fact that their policy has

failed completely.

I
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Tash's triumph transcends time
by \'ernon Squires

The hardwood floor protests with a slight creak-
ing as you first step in. The heavy door, too, seems
somewhat tired when it fails to easily shut and
stay closed. The iron latches have clearly seen

better days. Naked bulbs, some with tiny glass

covers, cast a timid light on the interior. The peel-

ing golden letters on the front door read simply
"JohnTash."
Tash's grocery store on Water Street In Willi-

amstown is a throwback to older times. Except
for the likes of Ritz Crackers. M&Ms. instant cof-

fee, and packaged breaf , a customer might be in a

scene from the 1940s. From the large fan on an
oaken shelf to the perpetual ticking of an antique

clock, the ambience at Tash's is distinctly vener-

able. Although the original owner, whose name is

"I haven't changed the

store since it's

beginning."

emblazoned on the door, is now deceased, his

legacy survives in today's owners, his daughters,

Anna and Fannie Tash.

Honest John

John Tash built the grocery store on its present

site in 1922. Before founding the family business

he delivered food to Williams College. Known by
the college community as "honest John Tash,"

his horse-and-buggy food service drew much
praise. For 18 years he conducted the service,

eventually supplanting the horse with the horse-

power of an earh Che\y truck. In 1922, however, he

decided to create a grocery store on the property

adjacent to his house. Tash's was born.

Today, after sixty years, the store continues to

ser\e the Williamstown area. Anna and Fannie
Tash apply the same business principles and

ethics that their father taught them, allowing the

store to cling to an era of simpler life.

On entering the small (by today's standards)

market, one is initially struck by the seeming lack

of life. Suddenly, from behind the sturdy, glass-

cased counters, appear two small faces, filled

with a mixture of curiosity and friendliness,

expressions bordering on faint surprise. On the

lesser side of five feet tall, the sisters seem to be

dolls personified, but only in a benevolent sense.

In character with the store, they belong to a

previous era, when people had time for small talk

and personal attention; their greeting of "hello"

lingers in the air for several moments. The elder

of the two, P'annie Tash is unquestionably the

queen of her castle. She is proud of her store and

its heritage. She moves about in a slow and delib-

erative manner, knowing every inch of the

building.

Time-worn treasures

The store itself is mostly wooden. Dreshors

P'resh Bread, circa 1940, is advertised on a time-

worn poster. A miniature cardboard model of

Fort Ticonderoga hawks 'America's finest p)en-

cils." although the instruments are nowhere to be

seen. A red. circular metal Coca-Cola sign sug-

gests "the real thing." Fannie explains that this

sign was the very first in the store. The walls are

adorned with photos of the Tash's alongside

tapestries of philosophic sayings. The two display

cases in front are the home of fresh fruit and
vegetables, and green plants.

Museum pieces

"What am I most proud of?" reflects Fannie. "I

haven't changed the store since its beginning."

Except for several electric appliances, which
were installed in the World War II era, she speaks
the truth. The cash register would be more at

home in a museum, although it functions as well

as ever. A scale, which currently serves as a

Continued on Page 5 Only the flowers mark the passage of time at Tash's General Store.

(Farley)

RUSH:
Signals

Recent studio album

continues their trend

4^ Jf

*

by T. Arthur Perry

With their past work gathered
up neatly and put in perspective

on a successful live album. Rush
now moves ahead with Signals.

This latest effort from the Cana-
dian rock trio furthers their

accessibility to the listening

public, but only at some cost to

their artistic integrity.

It does, however, reaffirm

their commitment to those of us

who like our music without the

sex and violence of so-called

"heavy metal", yet avoids the

"loving and leaving" motif of

today's pop bands.

Through 11 albums. Rush has
managed to uphold the stand-

ards of Art Rock: emphasis on
instrumental talent, musical
complexity for its own sake and
lyrics dealing with higher
ideals.

Neil Peart has emerged as '

one of the few rock drummers
with an identifiable style, Alex
Lifeson has successfully shaken
the Jimmy Paige comparisons
and Geddy Lee plays the bass as

an instrument in its own right,

while progressing on synthetiz-

ers and vocals as well.

Peart contributes the band's

lyrics, which range from

pseudo-intellectual to fantasy to

moralistic preaching. Lee and
Lifeson write the music. Their

albums regularly go platinum,

in spite of bizarre time signa-

tures, and an absence of obscen-

ity.

The songs of Signals are shor-

ter, there is less soloing, the

vocals are in a more conven-

tional register (i.e. no more
screaming), and the beat has

been Police-ified, but the skill

and imagination are still there.

Peart's fascination with tech-

nology and the pace of modern
life is expressed in the launch-

ing of the space shuttle ("Count-

down"), the fear inherent in a

militarized world ("The Wea-
pon"), the interplay of emo-

tional obligations and political

consciousness ("New World
Man" ) , the pressure to conform
and meet expectations ("Subdi-
visions"), and in a tribute to the

mystique of life ("Chemistry").

Toronto DPW
In this light, the thanks given

for the front cover (to the

Toronto DPW ) , and for the liner

and rear cover (to the Montreal

Expos), seem an intentional

contrast; a warning to avoid

taking rock music too seriously.

After all, the proper place for

Rush's music has always been

the concert hall, and how can

you take anything seriously in

that atmosphere? See you at the

Brendan Bryne Arena.

2 LITRE SODA

990/bottle

CALIFORNIA

WINE SALE

30% off selected

brands

JOSEPH E DEWEY

9:00 - 5:00

Men. -Sat.

<<
%̂
4^^^' 1!^ ""'f*

WILLIAMSTOWN, MASS.
01267

7>^ 458-5717

~'.>:^v'^->-

NEW CUTOUT LP SPECIALS:
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THE RECORD STORE I OCC loses productive director

"BATTERY HEADQUARTERS"
WESTOCK

Alkaline-Nickel Cadmium-Carbon
Sizes D, C. AA, AAA, 9 volt, N ...

SMOKE ALARM
HEARING AID

NICKEL CADMIUM
BATTERY
CHARGERS

Hard to find sizes for

cameras-calculators-watches

AC power cords & AC, DC adapters

for radios-calculators-tape players

EPHS
ALLEY

RADIO SHACK
DEALER

458-5418

dally 10-5:30

by Jack Mayher

Barbara-Jan Wilson, director of the Office of

Career Counseling since 1979, left Williams this

week to start a new job as the Director of Career

Development at Wesleyan University.

Fatma Kassamali will be acting director until a

replacement is found. Kassamali has been at Wil-

liams since 1978.

The main reason for Wilson's departure was to

join her husband, Tim Napier, formerly assistant

director of admissions at Williams, in Connecti-

cut. Napier is now working at the University of

Connecticut.

Making the OCC more visible on campus was
one of her most important accomplishments as

director, Wilson said. Because of programs
designed exclusively for a particular class, such

as Freshman Snacks, which introduce freshmen

entries to the OCC resources, and Senior Starter

sessions, which get seniors started on the job-

hunting trail, more students know about the OCC
than before, she claimed.

One of the best

"Williams' OCC is one of the best in the coun-

AaiER

del Greeo
cAMERICAK.

Introducing

Departing OCC Director Barbara-Jan Wilson spent

one of her last days on the job at a usual post: hard at

work behind her desk. (Plonsker)

try," Wilson said, a sentiment echoed by many
recruiters who have visited Williams, including

Goldman Sachs, an investment banking firm.

Goldman Sachs received 2,000 applications, inter-

viewed 500 and gave job offers to 11, two of them
Williams students. The firm's recruiters said that

of all the undergraduates interviewed, by far the

strongest candidates were from Williams.

Wilson pointed out that although the average
Williams student has already gone through a very

tough selection process and is very well-prepared

academically, "having a strong OCC is a definite

asset."

Wilson also tried to strengthen the OCC's ties

with alumni. She actively recruited alumni to

give informational talks on their careers, includ-

ing unusual ones, as well as to counsel students on

possible careers and job openings.

Alumni network
To a lesser extent, alumni have introduced stu-

dents to their professions through the Extern
Shadow Program, helped graduates look for jobs,

and have even hired students for summer Jobs.

"They make it much easier to show students

what it's really like 'out there,' " said Wilson of

the alumni network. "I couldn't think of doing my
job without them."

Some may feel that the College's strong com-
mitment to the OCC's preprofessional counseling

may endanger the purity of its commitment to

liberal arts education, Wilson speculated. But she

feels quite the opposite.

Mixed emotions
"If the OCC is strong it saves people who are

busy studying the need to worry about the

future," she explained. "We'd like the office to

have a certain 'we're there when you need us'

posture."

Wilson has mixed emotions on leaving but she

did stress that any Williams student or alumni is

welcome to consult her at Wesleyan.

Wilson's replacement is being sought by a
student-faculty search committee, which Is

accepting applications until October 15. Her
replacement should start no later than January 1.

FRI,$SM
OCT.8^9

000
'^DO^C COOl

rO'i KLEE1AN DRAI-ID flUSIC IS EVEN BETTER.
FDRE EXCITING TO EVERY EAR IN YOUR F/V1ILY.

AND WITH THIS EXCITEIiBn' CDTtS ALL T^I STRBJ6TH
AND ABSORBENCY YOU'^/E COf-E TO EXPECT WITH
KLEHV\N BRAfC TIUSIC..

, .EXCITIMG AMERICA'S EARS
"}R OXTR 10 YEARS!

®

EARN CASH AS
OUR SALES REP FOR
CAMPING GEAR
We're a leading direct mail firm

specializing in brand name camp-
ing and backpacking gear. Our
prices are discounted, resulting in

excellent sales potential. We need
sales representatives who will earn
commissions by selling from our
catalog. You have no inventory
to worry about - just develop and
process orders. For information and
application, call Buckhead Out-
fitters, toll free, at 1-800-241-2672.

!)

UMmi:30ifM
Wed.-*- Sat.

DrinksandaLateNightMetm

8508circRa NoimiAdams,Ma. 664 47S7

Would you like

to spend the

FALL/SPRING
SEMESTER
IN lERUSALEM?

The Jacob HIatt Institute In Israel
OFFERS YOU
• fall term focus on Israel: its politics, history, social develop-
ment, art and architecture

• spring term focus on Jerusalem: its unique ethnic, religious,

artistic and political diversity

• study trips throughout Israel in the fall, including an extended
stay on a kibbutz and in a development town

• courses conducted in English

• a strong program in Hebrew
• a small learning community, with students from all over the
United States

• a superb location, in the center of Jerusalem, within walking
distance of the Old City

• Brandeis credit • financial aid available

APPLICATION DEADLINES: MARCH 15 (fall)

NOVEMBER 1 (spring)

For further information, see vour Study Abroad advisor or write:

INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS. SACHAR CENTER
Brandeis University

Wa'.tham, Massachusetts 02254 (617) 647-2422^ BRANDEIS UNIVERSITY
M 1% the polir> ot Brandeis Lnivertity not (o diKriminate against any applicant on the basis of race.

(olor religion set age national origin or the pretence ol any handle ap

Nuclear relocation plans derided
T

by Jim Peak

Organizers derided the
government's civil defense plan
to bring 85,000 to 90,000 eva-
cuees to Williamstown as "a
pure fantasy which makes no
sense whatsoever" at last

Saturday's Crisis Relocation
Awareness Fair.

Sponsored by the Williams
Disarmament Forum and the

Williamstown Nuclear Wea-
pons Education Center, the fair

was part of a daylong program
which included lectures, discus-

sions, and films in an effort to

educate the public concerning
the civil defense plans for

Williamstown.

The fair on Baxter Lawn fea-

tured pamphlets, posters, and
exhibits, each illustrating a dif-

ferent facet of the civil defense
plans, as well as the entire

nuclear freeze campaign. The
most prominent exhibit was an
18-foot model of an American
cruise missile.

Katie Edmonds, who staffed

one of the booths, felt that the
fair was important "to let peo-
ple know what is really happen-
ing. Just talking about defense
spending does not give people
an accurate picture of the horri-

ble consequences of nuclear
war."

Hospitality

At 3:30 pm fairgoers at the

town hall welcomed a conting-

ent of citizens from Greenwich
and New London, Connecticut,

symbolic of the evapuees the

government says will go to Wil-

liamstown during a nuclear
attack. The government
expects each Williamstown
home to hold ten evacuees for

every current occupant. In
addition, Williamstown would
somehow have to provide suffi-

cient food, water, and medical
supplies to ten times the normal
population. According to biol-

ogy professor Barton Slatko, the

North Adams Regional Hospital
only expects to be able to "han-
dle several dozen people during
an emergency."
According to a survey con-

ducted by the Nuclear Weapons
Education Center on Spring
Street, only 28 percent of the

local population was aware of

the government programs.
Fully 78 percent of the respond-

ents did not feel they could

accommodate a ten-fold
increase of occupants in their

homes. Finally, 87 percent felt

that the crisis relocation plan

was unacceptable and inade-

quate.

No escape
One of the Greenwich repre-

sentatives, Rhoda Jenkins,
explained that the fair was an
attempt to "do something vis-

ible, photographic. The evacua-

tion idea sounded so completely

crazy that we had to do some-

thing." Cynthia Rubin, from
New London, said that she lives

"so close to the submarine base
(in Groton) that I can hear taps
being played. It is unbelievable
to think that I could get out. The
traffic, for one thing, would be
simply unimaginable."
Later that evening, Allan

Krass, Professor of Physics and
Science Policy at Hampshire
College, spoke on the American
civil defense policy as a prime

ingredient of President Rea
gan's defense strategy, he
claimed that "nuclear war is

being made into just another
instrument of foreign policy."

Krass felt that the public's

continued interest in nuclear
weapons and civil defense as a

means of security verged on
"social madness." "Nuclear
weapons and personal security

are simply incompatible
terms," he added.

Fire safety limits
The Williamstown Building Inspector, during the course of his

inspection of several buildings which house students, took a closer
look at the areas classified as "places of assembly " Based on the
square footages of each area and the number of approved means of

egress he arrived at a maximum capacity The results are listed

below

WEST PACKAGE STORE
BEER SPECIALS:

Labatt's Beer or Ale 11.49/case

Budweiser 12 oz. cans 9.99/case

Krakus (Poland) 10.99/case

Ringnes (Norway) 13.99/case

Tuborg 12 oz. NR 8.69/case

Lucky Lager 12 oz. cans 6.39/case

Plus more. All available Ice cold.

West Variety Store
same location — Great Halloween Masks, etc

Route 2

Between N.A. and Williamstown

8am-10pmM-W 663-6081 8 am-11 pm Th-Sat

AGARD
First Floor 112

Basement 119

BASCOM
First Floor 172

BROOKS
First Floor 69
Basement 144

CURRIER BALLROOM 250

DODD
First Floor 548
(first floor capacity includes

dining room at 120 maximum)

DRISCOLL
Lower Level 225
Upper Level 45

FITCH
Basement 50

GARFIELD
First Floor 107

Basement 50

GREYLOCK
Basement 140

1st Floor

2nd Floor

MISSION PARK
Dining Room
Lounge

MORGAN HALL
Each other floor

Entire Basement

PERRY
First Floor

Basement
Rathskeller

PROSPECT
Basement

SPENCER
First Floor

Basement

TYLER
First Floor

Basement

WOOD
First Floor

Basement

400

600

390
150

30

25

278

76

100

100

180

84

168

80

196

95

wm& HARVARD BUSINESS SCHOOL utJU

MBA PROGRAM s^

An Admissions Representative froin

Harvard Graduate Seliool

of Business Administration

will be on campus

October 14

to meet with students interested in

the two-year MBA Program

Contact the

Career Planning and Placement Center

for more details and to sign up for

an information sessicm.

Harvard Business SchiH)| is committed to

the principle of equal educational opportunity.

Established 1902

iJLA'*i.l* «*<.., Levi's
LaVI aTMAli** » co

M f'

Spring Street

Adidas Shoes
All Athletic Equipment

Custom Printed T-Shirts

Everything for Men & Women
Racket Sales & Service

Class Rings

(^ Gifts

Williamstown, MA

,ti^

'^Lantr'** *I!^^**^ "!!iiintee«

Peace Corps

Oct. 7 & 8 - Interviews at Office of

Career Counseling, 9:00 - 12 Noon

Oct. 6 - film at 7:00. Call for

location - 594-2311.

SPECIAL STUDENT DISCOUNT
THROUGH THE MONTH OF OCTOBER.

me CLIP SHOP

t^

it's time to put yourself together

in a BRAND NEW WAY. AN EASY WAY-
Williamstown. MA

458 9167

Pittstield. MA
413-4439816

4134479576

Bennington. VT

802 442 9823

CALL for an appointment or just WALK IN

GIFT CERTIFICATES

I I T I
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Lebanon politics fought over
Continued from Page 1

said, "your imago might be one of babies being
kissed and statesmen bcnng hugged. And although
the covenant of the FLO to this day still calls for
the liquidation of Israel, it has become fashiona-
ble to refer to 'the moderation' of Arafat whose
goals, it is claimed, extend no further than the
realization of Palestinian nationalism on the West
Bank."

Jacobsohn then commented on the relationship
between Israeli expansionism and the PLO. He
said. 'If indeed it was the intention of the Israeli

government to strike a decisive blow against
Palestinian nationalism by destroying the PLC),
then its judgment . . . must be seriously questi-
oned. Moreover, an objective political assess-
ment of the situation might suggest that b\-

bringing the PLO to its knees the F^rime Minis-
ter's government risks the loss of its trump card
in pursuing its annexationist ambitions on the
West Bank . . . Begin can pursue his settlement
policy because the PLO monopoly over Palesti-
nian nationalism allows him correctly to main-
tain that there are no Palestinians with whom to

bargain."

Jacobsohn continued, "No government of
Israel could negotiate with the PLO and survive
but it is also the case that none could survive the
rejection of a sincere offer of accommodation and
coexistence."

Profound hypocrisy
Nathan Katz. an assistant professor of reli-

gion, was also sympathetic to the Israeli position.
He blamed "the profound hypocrisy of the world"
and the resulting isolation for backing Israel into
a corner "from which it at times unwisely lashes
out."

He suggested that "to understand the sometimes
aggressive and militant policies of . . . the govern-
ment of Israel and to assign responsibilities for
those policies . . . one direction in which we have to

look is that of the world community at large. And
my claim is very simple: that the isolation of

Israel-diplomatically, commercially,
spiritually— is one of the direct contributing fac-

tors, ptMhaps the most significant one, to Israel's .

. . militaristic policies."

He pointed to the fact that the U.N. has passed a
large number of resolutions of censure against
member states since the late 1940*s, seventy per-

cent of which have been directed against Israel,

according to Katz.

Eye for an eye
The moderate viewpoint was represented by

Robert Stiglicz, an assistant professor of political

science, who spoke about the complexity of the
situation in Lebanon and the psychological condi-
tions necessary for a political solution to the
conflict.

Opting to take a neutral stand on the issue. Pro-
fessor Stiglicz argued that "both the Israelis and
the Palestinians have been victims of an inability

to appreciate the full humanity and human needs
of one another. Both together have created a 'zero

-sum' psychic and territorial game in which a
gain for one is construed as a loss for the other."

He warned against "the pernicious syndrome
and rationalization of 'an eye for an eye and a
tooth for a tooth' " while urging the "recognition
of the fact that complexity should not lead to an
unwillingness to act."

"In my mind," Stiglicz said. "The sound judg-

ment at this point is to exploit every opportunity
to nurture a new psychological environment,
which means actively avoiding the old-style polit-

ical solutions, the old 'zero-sum- thinking, and the

old mentality."

Points of agreement
Despite the great variety of opinions expressed,

the men agreed on four basic points, according to

Professor Baker. These "elements of consensus"
were the call for new government in Israel, the
agreement that "a wholesale incorporation of the
West Bank and Gaza would be disastrous for
Israel," recognizing the importance of discussion
concerning Palestinian nationalism rights, and
the need for at least a partial endorsement of
President Reagan's peace initiative.

TERM PAPER
SERVICE

FIFTEEN THOUSAND PLUS SELECTION CATALOGUE
Trident Marketing introduces the definitive answer to your term paper and assignment
problems. Whether the paper that you require is 5 pages or 75 pages long, arts or sciences,
undergraduate or graduate level. Trident Marketing can fulfill your requirements.
Considenng the number of term papers we carry on file, our price structure, our delivery
system, and our custom term paper sen/ice, we are the biggest and the best Some of our more
impressive features are

• Absolutely the lowest prices of any term paper service in the United States
• Toll Free (800) number service to take term paper orders — 7 Day Delivery
• Over 15.000 term papers on file and we deliver custom made term papers on 14 day

notice — Toll Free service to take these orders also
• Complete and absolute confidentiality — We ship in plain brown envelopes
• Never ever any duplication — we never send the same paper twice to the same

university or college This factor unconditionally warranted.
• All term papers typed and ready for submission

,
• Catalogue purchase price refunded in full against first order.
• Our catalogue is cross indexed by faculties (Arts, Sciences, Commerce,

Engineering. Computer Science, Business, etc) and by undergraduate and
graduate classifications — completely indexed for easy & fast use

• Trident Marketing unconditionally guarantees an "A" ( * or - ) on any term paper
provided by us or money in full refunded.

Our unique directory is priced at only $5 00 plus $1 00 shipping and handling Send us your
name and complete mailing address for immediate delivery

TRIDENTMARKETING - THAT EXTRA EDGE TO WIN IN THEdO's
Trident Marketing

Hundsons Bay Center
2BloorSt E
Suite 2612

Toronto, Ontario,

Canada M4W1A6
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Soviet views examined
by David Kleit

"The Soviet Union is at a

major turning point as impor-
tant as the period following

Stalin's death or the transition

from Leninism to Stalinism,"
said Professor Seweryn Bialer
Tuesday night in Brooks-
Rogers.

Bialier, an author of several
books on the Soviet Union, dis-

cussed Soviet-American rela-

tions in the context of
American policy, Soviet per-
ceptions of that policy, and
Soviet internal politics. Bialer
is a Professor of Political

Science and Director of the
Research Institute on Interna-
tional Change at Columbia
University.

Aging, ailing Politburo
Bialer noted that the USSR

will soon experience major
political changes, as Leonid
Brezhnev and his aging, ailing

Politburo give way to a new
generation of leaders by 1990.

At present, however, the
expected transition is causing
postponement of major deci-

sions, he commented, saying
"nobody knows who really
makes decisions."

Past transition periods in

Soviet politics have been times
of consolidation of past gains
rather than of new foreign
adventures, said Bialer. He
noted that Soviet economic
stagnation will encourage
attention to domestic affairs.

In contrast to perceived pas-
sive trends in Soviet policy,

Bialer said that the political

and economic collapse of the
USSR is a clear goal of the
Reagan Administration. This
goal worries the Soviets

greatly, said Bialer. Soviet

leaders now "see current Rea-
gan policy as creating a major
danger for the Soviet Union,"
he said.

Soviets' won't collapse
Bialer called Administra-

tion dreams of Soviet political

collapse "a (Richard) Pipe's
dream," referring to Rea-
gan's chief advisor on Soviet
affairs. "The Soviet Union is

not Poland," said Bialer.

Bialer saw no prospect of an
economic collapse either. He
cited a massive shift of eco-

nomic resources to energy in

the 1970's as an example of the

regime's economic flexibility.

The shift prevented a CIA pre-

diction that the USSR would
become a net oil importer by
1985 from coming true, said
Bialer.

Reagan's arms policy is a
particular source of worry to

the Soviets, said Bialer. They
see him as "trying to build up
military forces before negotia-
tions," he said, in contrast to

past American policies of

simultaneous rearming and
negotiation. Reagan is striv-

ing for first strike capability in

Soviet eyes, added Bialer.

An attempt to establish
nuclear superiority would be
futile, said Bialer. "I'm abso-
lutely for the freeze," he said,
noting that while no experts
seem to agree on how to define
nuclear parity, in his view
"parity simply means that
each side can destroy the
other."

"Many involved in arms
negotiations are afraid that
time is running out," said
Bialer.

Check out our large plastic Williams

drinking cups . . . $1.50
cnzi s

COLLEGE BOuK STORE, INC.
WILLIAMSTOWN, MASS 01267

DRAFT BEER
Cheapest Price in Area
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Ephs swat yellowjacketsinhomeopeneryl7-12
by Robert Tercek

The varsity gridders combined their running and
passing attacks to effectively defeat the visiting

Rochester Yellowjaci<ets Saturday, 17-12.

Unlil<e last year's slow-moving contest at Rochester,

in which 19 punts were exchanged, Saturday's game
featured several sustained offensive drives. However,
neither team managed to convert the yardage into

points consistently. Williams Head Coach Bob Odell

commented, "When you gain a lot of ground and don't

get on the board, it's frustrating."

Junior Jeff Congdon opened up the Eph attack with a

40-yard breakaway carry around the right end on the

second play of the game. The 5-11, 165 lbs. halfback, who
ended the day with 81 yards on eleven attempts took the

ball from the Williams 26-yard line to the Rochester 34.

A series of six small gains by fullback Ted Thomas '85

and halfback Sean Crotty '84 brought the Ephmen close

enough for freshman David O'Keefe to kick a 35-yard

field goal with 11: 20 left in the first quarter.

Drooping punt
A failed series by the Yellowjackets and a drooping

nine-yard punt put the ball back into Williams' hands on
the Rochester 36-yard line, where Eph quarterback B.

J. Connolly '84 led a five play push for a touchdown.

Sophomore Paul Coleman snared Connolly's 27 yard

pass in the endzone. O'Keefe's i'AT kick added the point

to give Williams a 10-0 lead.

"Our receivers looked pretty good," noted Odell.

"Coleman is a damn good utility man to have around."

In addition to gaining 54 yards on four receptions in the

game, Coleman used his 210 lbs. to block effectively.

Late in the third period, the Williams defense gave up
40 yards on two consecutive pass interference calls,

setting up a one-yard scoring rush by Rochester full-

back Mike McCabe. McCabe's two-point conversion

attempt failed, leaving the score 10-6 at the half.

Rochester opened up the second half with a 64-yard

advance to the Williams six-yard line. But Phil Jasonis'

29 yard field goal attempt was wide to the right and the

score remained unchanged throughout the quarter.

Big-play offense

After both teams traded punts in the fourth quarter,

sophomore Ted Thomas gained 59 yards on a pass from
QB Scott (iarabedian, who alternated quarters with

Connolly. The throw was almost intercepted, but Tho-

mas cut back, grabbed the ball, and dodged two
Rochester defenders and a referee. He carried the ball

to the Rochester 26 yard line before being tackled.

Despite their excellent field position from Thomas'
long gain, the p:phmen failed to reach the endzone. A
Rochester fumble, however, on the following series,

was recovered by defensive ervd Gary Pfaff '83 on the

Rochester 32-yard line. A five play series led the way to

halfback Congdon's 10 yard slant off the right end for a

Williams touchdown. O'Keefe added the extra point to

post a score of 17-6 with 2:35 on the clock. Rochester

bounced back with a 10-play 68-yard drive, gained

mostly by the passing duo of QB Jeff Wittig and split end
(ireg Parinello. Wittig connected on a 12 yard throw to

Phil Dettore for Rochester's second touchdown. The
two-point conversion pass attempt was incomplete and
the final score remained 17-12.

Unfortunately, while the Ephmen gained 337 yards on

the day offensively, they gave up 340 on defense.

Though the defense did not have a great day, Odell cited

linemen Reggie HoUinger '85 and Pfaff for outstanding

play

In a game that Williams should have dominated eas-
ily with their strong start, costly turnovers, penalties
and pass coverage errors relinquished precious yard-
age to fuel the Rochester attack.

Senior Rob Kusei leaves Mohawks up in the air in overtime victory over North Adams Wednesday.
(Plonsker)

Kickers split week
by Ted Johann

The women's soccer team split their two games
in a tough week of competition, moving their

record to 2-2-1.

On Saturday, the Ephwomen travelled to

Mount Holyoke, and lost a close 2-1 contest. The
team hustled and had a few fine moments, but, as
Coach Ed Grees said, "We were simply
outplayed."

Mount Holyoke went ahead ten minutes into the
game, but co-captain Becky Baugh '83 evened the
game in the same half as she deftly placed a
penalty kick in the lower left corner of the net.

As the second half opened. Mount Holyoke
again gained control with their fine playmaking,
and scored early. The rest of the game consisted
of some good play and near misses by both teams,
but the contest clearly belonged to the home
Mount Holyoke team.

Win over Middlebury
Earlier in the week, the Ephwomen hosted Mid-

dlebury, and came away with an impressive 2-0

victory. Williams thoroughly dominated the first

half with a crisp, sharp short passing game,
which was unaffected by the strong wind on Cole
Field.

The game started with a bang as two minutes
into the opening period freshman standout
Andrea Raphael dribbled by two visiting defend-
ers and gave Williams a 1-0 lead.

Halfway through the second half Williams
extended its lead.

Baugh made a beautiful cross from her right
wing position which the Middlebury goalkeeper
came out and deflected. Beth Ebel '86 alertly put
the free ball into the open net and iced the game
for the Ephwomen.
Goalie Laura Napolitano '85 recorded her first

shutout of the season.

Ephwomen place at

Amherst Invitational

by Liz Streitz

The women's cross-country team placed
second in the Amherst Invitational Saturday,
finishing behind Holy Cross but beating
Amherst and Wesleyan.
Once again, team effort was the key to their

success. The team employed the "pack stra-

tegy" which had proven its effectiveness in

last weekend's Williams Invitational meet.
The strategy Involves taking the first mile out

strong and relatively fast while staying

together In a group, maintaining a consistent

strong pace during the second mile and using

all your remaining energy and effort for the

last mile.
Overtake Wesleyan

At the mile and a half mark, Wesleyan's top

four runners were ahead of Williams' top six.

But all six Williams runners pulled ahead of

three of the top four Wesleyan runners, leading

Williams to the strong second place finish.

In addition to Amherst and Wesleyan, the

Ephwomen beat Fitchburg, Trinity, Westfield

and Eastern Connecticut in the 95-runner

meet.
Individual finishers

Williams had seven of its runners place In

the top 24 Margaret Lynch '84 was the first

Williams woman to cross the finish line. With a

time of 18: 34, Lynch finished in eleventh place.

Sue Flynn '85 took 13th place with a time of

18:47.

Close behind were Liz Moore '85, 15th with a

time of 18:53, and Chinyere Uwah '85 placing

16th with a time of 18: 53. Kerry Malone '84 and
Lynn Vendinello '84 finished in 18th and 19th

places respectively.

Soccer kicks booty
by Dave Woodworth

Jeff Sutton '83 scored at 29:25 of the first half and the defense
made the goal stand as the men's soccer team pulled out a 1-0 win
over Dartmouth at Hanover on Saturday.

Sutton's goal, his first of the season, came off an assist by Jeff

McEvoy '86 and was the culmination of a very well-played half. In

the second period, the Williams offense became a bit complacent
and a charged-up Green side took control of the game. The Eph
defense, however, led by goalkeeper Ted Murphy '85, prevented
Dartmouth from getting the equalizer. Dartmouth outshot Willi-

ams by a 2-to-l margin, getting 26 chances to only 13 for the Ephs.
Murphy made 10 saves in preserving the shutout.

Coach Mike Russo was delighted with the victory, saying, "Any-
time you beat Dartmouth ( a Division I school ) in anything you have
to be pleased, and to shut them out at home is really something.

They're a very good team, despite their 0-3 record, and their frus-

tration showed in the second half. I was a bit worried about our lack

of offense, but our defense was superb."

Beat North Adams
The win over the Big Green was the second of the week for the

Ephs, who had previously defeated North Adams State, 2-1, in an
overtime thriller on Wednesday. The match was a very physical
one, and featured many missed scoring opportunities by both sides.

Overtime goal
The Mohawks capitalized first, as Ray Remmilard booted a

throw-in past a diving Murphy with 18:22 left In the match. Willi-

ams, however, scored with 7: 23 left to even the count at 1-1. Marty
White '83 was given credit for the goal, although it was actually
punched In accidentally by N.A. goalie Jim Hachey.

Jeff McEvoy got the tiebreaker with 30 seconds left in the first

overtime to give the Ephmen their victory. Again, Williams was
outshot, 25-22, but Murphy made 18 saves to get the win.

The two victories ran Williams's record to 3-1, with their next

match at home on Saturday against Trinity.

Championship week

Golfers ace tourney
by Ward Katsanis

The co-captains came alive to

lead the Williams golf team to

victory over opponents Colgate,
UMass., North Adams, and
R.P.I, last Thursday at Taconic
Golf Club, according to head
coach Rudy Goff.

The Williams squad finished

the day with a combined total of

388, 24 strokes better than their

nearest competitors, Colgate.

Senior captains Bruce Goff and
Phil Seefried both checked In

with scores of 73, despite a

shaky finish by Goff (three

bogies in the last three holes)

and a slow start by Seefried

(four over first two holes).

When asked about Thursday's

performance, Goff '83 could

only say, "the captains are
back!!"

Hosted Championship
Last Monday and Tuesday,

the team hosted the New Eng-
land Championships at the
Pittsfield Country Club and at
Cranwell in Lenox. UConn took
first place with a two day total of
601 while Williams had 631 to fin-

ish eighth out of 44 schools.
Charlie Thompson '83, who has
played well all season long, had
a 154 (80-74) and Mike Hennigan
'85 holed out with a 157 (79-78).

Tomorrow, the team will be
playing its last match of the fall

at home against Springfield and
Babson.
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Reckless drinking on the rise

Th« mor* things change, th« mor* lh«y stay th« Mme . .

.

Council for open houses
by Laura Seligsohn

The College Council firmly
moved to regain control of the
housing process at last week's
meeting. The meeting began as
representatives shared feed-

bacic from their house-mates
regarding the future of the hous-
ing transfer policy. Their
reports revealed that though
there were a few dissenters in

each house, majorities in every
house that considered the issue
resoundingly favored the main-
tenance of the current transfer

policy. Besides the reports ol

houses "overwhelmingly in

favor of a liberal transfer pol-

icy" were fears that "a frat

mentality," as Bill Foraker '85

put it, might result from a tight-

ened transfer policy.

Convinced that campus con-

sensus lay in favor of a loose

transfer policy, the Council pro-

ceeded to pass, in a rare roll-call

vote. Resolution R-1 (see box).

The resolution was sponsored

by representatives Bill Sawyers

Students opt

for transfers
A Record poll shows that stu-

dents favor an open upperclass

house transfer policy.

The poll, a random survey of

132 students from all classes

and housing units, found that

42% of students want the current

system to remain. Of the 30%
who feel it should change, 74%
want an even freer system, with

only ten students desiring a

more restrictive policy.

The poll also showed that 55%
of students do not consider

themselves well-informed
about the transfer issue.

Specific gripe

The transfer issue is cur-

rently being considered by the
Housing Committee and the Col-
lege Council in the wake of last

INSIDE THE
RECORD

•85, David Atshuler "84, Jan van
Eck '85, Steve Johansen '84, and
Greg Holm '83.

The resolution consists of a
three-part recommendation to

the Committee on Undergradu-
ate Life. It calls for return of the

Subcommittee on Student Hous-
ing to the exclusive authority of

the College Council, retention of

the current house transfer pol-

icy, and reconsideration by the

CUL of its May 11 report in

which the current transfer pol-

icy was rejected.

Mamlet dissents

The only vote registered in

opposition to the resolution

came from representative
Geoff Mamlet '83. After the

meeting, Mamlet explained
that the amendment recom-
mending return of the subcom-
mittee on student housing to the

exclusive jurisdiction of the

Council was misguided, since

the Council's Constitution

Continued on Page 7

by E.A. Stanton & Jack Mayher
The claim that there is a

"drinking problem" at Willi-

ams generates a great deal of

skepticism among students.

Many protest that it is not fair to

generalize about a few isolated

incidents of alcohol-related

damage or personal injury.

However, administrators and
medical staff at the Infirmary
are concerned about what they

term a change in student drink-

ing patterns.

"It's a new ballgame," said

Dean O'Connor. Although he

realizes that students have
always gotten drunk, O'Connor

sees a growing trend that he

finds troubling. He, Infirmary

staff and at least one house pres-

ident interviewed are con-

cerned that students go to

parties with the specific intent

of getting as drunk as they can
as fast as they can.

"The problems we've seen
have been occurring as early as
9 or 10 p.m.," noted Director of

Health Doctor James D. Cor-

kins. In the past year, nurses
and doctors have treated
serious alcohol-related cases
and have received an unusually
high number of inquiries about
how to deal with alcohol-related

situations.

Lethal alcohol levels

Students have reported that

peers use alcohol or marijuana
before classes to relax. Some
experience black-outs after
drinking. Pregnant women
have blamed their own alcohol
use as the indirect cause of their

unwanted pregnancies. The
Infirmary staff is aware of auto-

mobile accidents involving Wil-

liams students and alcohol (at

least one this year and several
last year). In the past six

months, two students were hos-

pitalized in intensive care for

alcohol intoxication. One had
lethal levels of alcohol in this

blood, and the other was very
close to having lethal levels.

These observations and inci-

dents have led O'Connor to

worry that perhaps people are
drinking for different reasons
now—"not just to have fun but

to blot out reality."

One house president dis-

agreed. "I don't think there's a
drinking problem here. There's

more drinking at other schools,

and there's a different mental-

ity there." Added another presi-

dent, "I'm not saying it doesn't

exist; I just haven't been
exposed to it."

O'Connor suggested that the

only way to deal with the prob-

lem is at the peer level. His goal

is to "set up conditions so stu-

dents can help each other."

Hesitant friends

"I think the students perceive

problems," said Corkins. Stu-

dents who suspect that a friend

may have drunk too much or

has a drinking problem are
often, though not always, hesit-

ant to bring it to his or her atten-

tion. "How do you know when
your roommate is just drunk
and will be okay in the morning
and when you should bring him
or her to tlie infirmary?" asked
Nurse Gangemi.

Even some junior advisers
feel Ill-equipped to decide when
a student Is just drunk, and
when he or she has a problem.
"I was really frustrated that at

orientation we didn't have
anyone talk about how to recog-

nize a drinking problem. It's not
as If you can expect people
around him to recognize his

problem and talk to him," said

one JA. A freshman agreed: "If

I see a friend who's drinking too

much, I don't want to say any-
thing unless I can tell If It's

really a problem."

Corkins noted that students do
not use the peer health counsel-

ing services here for alcohol-

related problems. Health
counselors do not receive train-

ing specifically geared toward
these problems. There Is, how-
ever, an Al-Anon support group
which meets weekly, and a
small library of information at

the Infirmary.

Breathalyzers at parties

To educate the student body
and encourage responsible alco-

hol use, the Infirmary will be
launching an Alcohol Aware-
ness Program In the near

Continued on Page 7

Question Percentage (total number)
Yes No No opinion

1) Do you feel that you are well-

informed about the issue of

house transfers? 45% (60) 55% (72)

2) Do you think the current

system requires revision? 30% (39) 42% (56)

3) Should the house transfer

system be more open or more
closed? (asked only to

res|K>ndents answering 0|»en Closed

yes on question 2). 74% (29) 26% (10)

28% (37)

. . . But the drinldng problem may t>e getting worse, say doctors.

Bombing death avenged

year's report of the Committee
on Undergraduate Life recom-

mending a change in the

transfer process to preserve

house unity.

Some students commented on

the Issue. "I think that ifwe nar-

row the house transfer system

we'll have a group of houses

filled with people who hate

being there," said Don Free-

man '84. "If we open It up, then

people will be able to gather

with people they enjoy."

"If you're not happy where
you're living, you're not going to

want to contribute to the
house," commented Bill Vale-

rlo '85. "That will not promote
house unity."

Marlssa Gullno '84 had a dif-

ferent view. "I only think some-
one should t>e able to transfer If

he has a specific gripe, a legiti-

mate reason for wanting to

change. But I don't think there

should be an entirely closed

system."

by Lucy Lytle

On the morning of September
21, 1976, a bomb exploded in the

car of Orlando Letelier, the

former Foreign Minister of the

Ailende government of Chile

and Chile's Ambassador to the

United States, killing him and
his research assistant, Ronnie
Moffltt. The process of aveng-

ing their murders was the sub-

ject of Wednesday afternoon's

lecture by Michael Tigar,
author of Law and the Rise of

Capitalism, in Driscoll Lounge.
"Ever since the overthrow of

the Ailende government in a

CIA-sponsored coup In 1973,"

began Tlgar, "Orlando and oth-

ers had t)een the leaders of a

Chilean government In exile. He
was, perhaps, the most effec-

tive of the Chilean politicians In

exile . . . (because) he was able

to bridge the gap between ... the

(leftist) broad-based coalition

in support of Salvador Ailende 's

presidency, and an even
broader-based coalition in favor

of the return of democratic
government to Chile in the wake
of the coup."
Tigar first became involved

in the Letelier case when Leteli-

er's widow, Isabelle, and Mof-

fltt's widower, Michael,
approached him to see what
could t>e done to avenge their

murders.

Murder for hire

"The first thing we had to do
was to make sure that the hunt

for the killers of Orlando didn't

turn Into a witch hunt of Chilean

leftists In exile In the United

States," explained Tlgar. "We
also wanted to Insure that the

case was vigorously pursued by
the Department of Justice In an
attempt to bring criminal prose-

cutions against those who
Continued on Page 5
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Teeth for the Council
College Council members resoundingly passed a resolution last

week dealing with student housing. The resolution called in part for the

return of the Student Housing Committee from the Committee on Under-

graduate Life to the Council's jurisdiction. While increased student

control in questions of student housing is an admirable goal, one must

consider the effect of moving the Housing Committee back to the

Council. ^
As an advisory committee to the Council, the Housing Committee

had virtually no impact on the people who make housing decisions. By

the time the Housing Committee opinions were wrestled over in commit-

tee, filtered through the Council, and added to other recommendations

handed to the CUL. the Housing Committee's impact was severely

diluted. The new Student Housing Subcommittee of the CUL may lack

Council control, but it does have a direct channel to an influential

decision-making body—the CUL.
The Administration rationale for placing the Housing Committee

under the CUL's wing is that, under Council jurisdiction, the Housing

Committee had no power. This assumption is probably correct, but

rather than abandon faith in the Council, the Administration should

have made an effort to give the Council the opportunity to take an active

role.

One way to give the Council some teeth would be to merge the

guidelines for the old and the new housing committees. The Committee
could return to the ten voting members rule outlined in the Council

constitution. Such a move would help restore order to the committee,

which seemed to dissolve in chaos in last year's discussions.

Five of the ten voting members of the Housing Committee could be

selected by the Council, elected from the Council's own ranks. Pre-

viously these five were Council housing category reps—students who
have traditionally maintained a poor attendance record at Council and

Housing Committee meetings. The Council should choose its members
who are most interested in housing issues, ensuring an effective voice in

decisions.

Finally, the task of appointing the Housing Committee's non-voting

co-chairmen could be divided, the Council and the CUL each appointing

one chairman.
The College Council has not lived up to its potential in the past, but

this is no excuse for robbing the Council of an opportunity to make a

meaningful contribution to student life. Restoring Council influence to

the CUL Housing subcommittee would give the Council a chance to

disprove charges that it is ineffective. Restoring Council influence would

also give the Administration an opportunity to disprove charges that it is

unresponsive to students. Everyone wins.

Ad flunks out
The campus community's reaction to the term-paper advertise-

ment in last week's Record reveals much about the strength of Williams'
Honor Code. While the ad did unfortunately give students a new oppor-
tunity to cheat, it also gave us an opportunity to reaffirm our commit-
ment to the Code.

Student response was encouraging: universal rejection and con-
demnation. A term paper service Is so unethical and ridiculous that It

cannot be taken seriously, only laughed at. The Record Advertising

Manager had enough faith In the Honor Code and students' self-reliance

to assume no undergraduate would actually use the service. Happily, he
seems correct; most students laughed and commented that no service
could get an "A" out of a Williams professor.

The faculty were more upset, perhaps because they have less faith

in the Honor Code. They should give students more credit. We know we
can write a better paper than some guys in Toronto. And we have a lot of

moral sense, as well as common sense.

Besides, we hear you professors can spot one of these things in three
minutes . . .
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LETTERS
Record stoops

To the editor:

I was outraged by the term paper ser-

vice advertisement in the Record. In

printing this ad, the Record gave tacit

approval to plagiarism, fraud, and aca-

demic dishonesty. The ad was an assault

on our Honor Code and a violation of the

principles upon which the College

operates.

Why has the Record stooped so low

that It win profit from those who promote
deceit?

John Butter '85

Eds. Note. The Record does not neces-

sarily endorse or approve of products

that are advertised on our pages.

Truly appalled

Dear Editor:

I know It's a little hard to take criti-

cism from me for lack of judgment, con-

sidering some of the things I've written

and said on this campus In the past, but

I'm afraid I cannot keep silent. I was
truly appalled by your decision last week
to print an advertisement for a company
which produces fraudulent term papers.

Surely no one on this campus needs a

lecture on the Honor Code. We all know
It's there, and for the most part we keep
It fairly well. But when the Honor Code Is

broken, or there Is even a threat of such a

violation, this campus can be thrown into

turmoil. As a former member of your
staff who has been Involved In Investiga-

tions of two alleged cheating Incidents in

the past two years, I have seen this

turmoil.

I sat, as a reporter. In Political Science

chairman Kurt Tauber's office two
springs ago, as he conferred with stu-

dents and Deans, frantically trying to get

the facts about an alleged stolen test. I

saw the hysteria on the faces of two stu-

dents who had taken a self-scheduled

exam, which they might have had to take

again If the facts of the case had Indi-

cated widespread cheating. Cheating Is

not funny. It's more than an inconven-

ience. It hurts us all. An ad which encour-

ages cheating by proving a vehicle for It

only adds fuel to potentially volatile fire.

We as students need to produce term

papers our professors will have faith In.

We have few enough opportunities to

show them the knowledge we have

gained from their classes. Most courses

have only one hour exam, one paper, and

one final exam. If we lose the ability to

prove our knowledge through term pap-

ers, the entire emphasis of a course

might be placed on one final exam. Is this

what we want? Term papers have

always been an excellent way for stu-

dents to learn on their own while proving

a mastery of the subject matter being

discussed. It will only take one pur-

chased paper to throw all of our work Into

question. Let's not pervert the system.

I'm the first guy to make a joke. But

the ad for the fake term papers Just

wasn't funny.

Steve Epstein '83

Cheaters

To the editors:

I recognize that by accepting an adver-

tisement a newspaper neither Implicitly

nor explicitly endorses its content. But

still I wish to urge that the Record recon-

sider Its willingness to carry the kind of

ad that appeared on page 8 of the October

5th Issue. The Trident Marketing Term
Paper Service there solicits the patron-

age of students, and with an apt sense of

Its own Intellectually pornographic pur-

poses. It promises to ship "the definitive

Continued on Page 6
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The least

beautiful

people: us
by Greg Clapp

The instant life, the snapshot, the

beautiful moment. There they are, two
beautiful people cruising along the Cali-

fornia coast In^ Mercedes 450, hair blow-

ing In the breeze, all smiles of beautiful

teeth. Pictured right in front of the bottle

of cognac.

Page after page, minute after minute
we are confronted by those beautiful

visions. Perfume here, jeans there. No
one Is terribly unfamiliar with advertis-

ing. An educated Williams person can
critically examine the Freudian mes-

sage. We can read the subliminal mes-

sage which the captured instant

"means." But It means more at

Williams—much, much more.
People at Williams try to lead the

Instant life. Watch them In public, partic-

ularly at parties where they are aware of

being watched. Every moment they are

striving to meet the instant
requirement— the smile or the calculat-

edly cool look, beautiful, self-assured,

and non-committal, never to be caught

being less. Every moment they want to

be able to be caught by the photographer,

or the mere onlooker, in the beautiful

instant.

The instant life is a sad joke. The drive

from San Luis Opispo to San Francisco

takes about six hours, even in a 450 with a

Blaupunkt tape deck, long enough for

readily apparent to the average Eph. Yet
we have the audacity to identify and cri

ticize "beautiful people" when far and
away most of us are seeking exactly this

status.

This is not an argument for greasy
hair, dirty clothing and sullen looks—
merely another fashion of sorts, accepta-

ble as a fashion but nothing to pour your
soul out over. Rather, I would like—vain
hope that it is— to see just a little less

posing. Face it, if we aren't accepted for

what we can be, at our best or at our
worst, we will never be able to maintain
the facade. We know this, but continue

. . . cruising along the California coast in a

Mercedes 450, hair blowing in the breeze .

even the most beautiful of people to

become bored. The wind blowing your
hair gives you a headache. Smiling all

the time would be a strain. The Observer
magazine, a London Sunday magazine,
had on their cover a model—beautiful,

thin, with the popular natural look hair.

The back cover showed the poor girl

from behind—cardboard pieces and tape
holding her hair "in place," string hold-

ing together the expensive blouse cre-

dited In fine print to a chic store.

The futility, the absurdity of it all is

trying. Irrational? Of course, this is the

standard for behavior (see: alligator

shirts, course choices).

Nonetheless, with the recognition of

such behavior should come a degree of

respect for our neighbors. People are, in

many ways, just like us—they are sur-

prisingly undemanding of others. It is we
ourselves who require the facade for

identity, hoping t j be the perfect person
in one way or another. Lives are more
than a mere accumulation of posed
instances.

CpNTROVERSY OVER ISRAEL
Blinded accusation Anti-semitism unveiled

by Kim Bruce math department
During the late 1960's and early 1970's I found myself (and

thousands of others) being attacked as unpatriotic for pro-

testing the U.S. role in South Vietnam. I was told that crimes
equivalent to or worse than those committed by the U.S. and
South Vietnamese governments were being committed by
other governments In other parts of the world. I was asked

why I wasn't protesting Russian or other violations Instead.

Wednesday night at a forum on the Middle East I heard the

same type of argument voiced by Professor Katz: the reason

there was so much protest over Israel's actions was because
of antl-semltlsm. Why was there no equivalent outcry over

genocide In Khomenl's Iran, the Russian invasion of Afghan-

istan, the racial policies of South Africa, and the slaughter of

Syrians within Syria?

The answers to these accusations today are very similar to

the answers given ten or fifteen years ago to similar charges.

One obvious reason Is that people In the U.S. (and at least the

western world) are near-unanimous in their condemnations

of the behavior of the governments of Iran, Russia, South

Africa, and Syria In the Instances cited. There simply is no

argument to be found and thus little need for a debate.

But I believe the main reason that South Vietnam was

chosen years ago and Israel (as well as El Salvador) chosen

today Is because of the U.S. Involvement. When the U.S. Is

Involved It is possible to pressure the U.S. government to take

steps either to exert Its Influence or to withdraw Its support

from the offending parties.

In Israel the U.S. government Is very deeply Involved. One-

fourth of all U.S. foreign aid flows to Israel, $2.4 billion this

year and $2.7 billion next year (and this Ignores the tremend-

ous amounts given by private citizens and Jewish organiza-

tions In the U.S.). American-made cluster bombs (used by

Israel In spite of written agreements to the contrary) killed

and maimed civilians; U.S.-made jets helped destroy Beirut.

There Is no question In my mind that without those billions

In U.S. aid, Israel would have been unable to mount and

sustain the Invasion of Lebanon. Israel would be unable to

sustain Its occupation of Lebanon and the West Bank without

... it will become as easy to be ''anti-

semitic'' as it was to be '^unpatriotic" a

decade ago.

plunging Into national bankruptcy. Thus the blood shed by

Israel and the Christian militias which they have armed and

supported Is blood on our hands as well.

If the U.S. were supporting Iran, Russia, South Africa, or

Syria in anywhere near the massive way we are supporting

Israel, I would protest that as well. (We should note here that

such protests against South Africa regularly occur here,

these protests being aimed directly at U.S. government and

corporate involvement in South Africa.)

Perhaps It should also be pointed out that the U.S. govern-

ment's reactions to the events in Iran and the Russian inva-

sion of Afghanistan were much more significant than the

ineffectual hand-wringing response of the U.S. government to

the massacre of civilians, repeated violations of U.S. law, and

the continual violations of cease-fires and other agreements

by Israel.

So Mr. Katz, don't imply that we are guilty of anti-semitism

for feeling sympathy with the basic human rights of the

Palestinians. We all know that anti-semitism, like racism, is

alive and well in the world today. Yet remember that the

Continued on Page 6

by Nathan Katz religion department

By its excessive oversimplification, Mr. Bruce's letter per-

verts the points I had made regarding the conflation of criti-

cisms of Israel with antisemitism.

I did not say that criticisms of the government of Israel

were necessarily antisemitic. Far from it: I believe my own
comments calling for the fall of the Likud government,

assessing Israel's responsibility for the massacres of Palesti-

nians by Christian Phalangists, and calling for Palestinian

self-determination and statehood, were not antisemitic, so

Mr. Bruce's point is ill-founded.

What I was indicating is that the conflation of similar criti-

cisms with antisemitic rhetorical devices is deeply disturb-

ing to me.
If one hasn't studied antisemitism, one is unlikely to recog-

nize it, except in its most overt and fanatical manifestations.

Mr. Bruce's professions of innocence, made so matter-of-

The attribution of so-called "Jewish'*

physical characteristics ... to Mr. Begin

. . . recalls classical Nazi devices.

factly, remind me of the man who, upon first hearing about

sexism fifteen years ago, simply concluded that since he

didn't actively oppress women, he must be innocent of partic-

ipation in the sexist structuring of our society. Such a facile

denial is indeed telling.

Like racist and sexist discourses, antisemitic rhetoric Is

often a subtle matter. For example, the continual identifica-

tion of Jews with Biblical Images is a common tactic of the

antisemlte, resembling the "pedestal effect" trivllization of

women, or of depicting blacks as happy-go-lucky, carefree

children.

The attribution of so-called "Jewish" physical

characteristics—the hooked nose, the beady eyes, the avari-

cious grin, etc.— to Mr. Begin In many contemporary editor-

ial cartoons recalls classical Nazi devices. (See Mosse's

Towards the Final Solution: A History of European Racism
for an extended analysis of the origins and nature of this

discourse. ) To anyone sensitive to the history and persistence

of antisemitism, these elements are evident today.

The problem is that most of us have never bothered to

undertake such a study, even though antisemitic incidents

have increased by over three hundred percent in the country

since the election of Ronald Reagan. Yes, even here in the

Berkshires. too.

I also argued that the degree of response, especially when
coupled with these rhetorical devices, leads me to suspect the

motives, conscious or otherwise, of many of those most criti-

cal of Israel. When I hear talk about any 'spirit' or 'nature' of

Israel, the essentialism which underlies all forms of racism
becomes clear.

Such rationalistic explanatons as Mr. Bruce's— that we
should be so harshly critical of Israel because of American
involvements there—do not stand up to intellectual scrutiny.

I should say this is precisely a rationalization in the classical

sense of a defense mechanism against confronting the thana-

totically irrational fact of antisemitism.

The theatrical and overly-emotional nature of much of last

week's panel was indeed disturbing, but this should indicate

that much more is going on than a purely rational discussion.

And that is what's most deeply troubling to anyone sensitive

to the pervasive, irrational forces at play within our
community.

Coming to blows:

even at Williams
by Jeffrey H. Brainard

If there's one thing that pisses me off,

it's watching someone trying to pick a

fight or intimidate someone. One
wouldn't think Williams students could

have bully or wolf-pack mentalities, but

to my utter amazement, I witnessed just

such bizarre behavior at a party the

other night in Sage Hall.

A fantastic circus side-show unfolded

before my eyes as three Williams guys

burst Into a party, griping that someone
had thrown beer on them from an
upstairs window while they were walk-

ing outside. So they demanded an apol-

ogy from the two guys they held

responsible.

As someone who has participated in

beer fights and even poured entire

glasses of beer over my head in the heat

of the moment. I don't regard it as a par-

ticularly horrible experience. But I can
see how someone, especially a total

stranger minding his own business,

might object to the stickiness and odor

(especially PBR—yechi ). These fellows

didn't look too wet, but they still wanted
the apology. But first there was some
clarifying debate.

The lead-up to a fight is unbelievable

because of the obvious dichotomy
between the veiled threats and the sup-

posed meaning of the actual, "reasona-
ble" conversation. The participants

discussed such arcane theories as the

But what the plaintiffs

were actually doing was
probing for fear, trying to

exploit their three-to-two

advantage . . .

extent to which beer droplets are delete-

rious, the public (and thus sanctified)

status of side-walks, and the moral free-

dom possessed within an entry.

But what the plaintiffs were actually

doing was probing for fear, trying to

exploit their three-to-two advantage,

and pushing to see if the other side would
back down.

Whether an apology ever came out, I

honestly don't remember. But the plain-

tiffs wanted a kneeling, begging apology.

It wasn't coming, and they knew It. So

they continued to press for one, in order

to start a fight.

The defendants told the plaintiffs to

leave. "You're too cocky" and "Don't

make me mad" were the enlightening

and scintillating responses. Pushing and

shoving ensued; one of the defendants

was rammed into a door frame and

"poked," such a gentlemanly substitute

for a good solid punch, I've always

thought. Somehow, the plaintiffs left,

muttering, without real punches having

been thrown.

This narrative Is Intended to provoke

thought, not moralize. There are those

here at Williams who view brute force

and physical intimidation as legitimate

behavior.

The desire to pound on person or prop-

erty is counterproductive. We're here to

learn to be reasonable, to see other

points of view, to master our own poten-

tial. A hot temper destroys any personal

growth obtained from academic work.

There are outlets in which these pas-

sions can be sublimated— I'm sure the

football and rugby teams can always use

more bloodthirsty gladiators.

But the best balm for conflict is to have

a sense of humor. One of the defendants

tried to Introduce some levity Into the

situation, but machismo was to prevail.

A sense of proportion could help such

people laugh rather than get tough.

OT

I I
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The faux pas

of freshman life
by Jenny Bicks

You can tell them a mile away, the

Froshburgers. They're the ones
wearing the Williams sweatshirts

and shiny shoes. They are the ones
that actually read next week's

menu with anticipation. They are the ones that

arrive at class ten minutes early, bring five pens,
two pencils, kleenex, and a pencil sharpener.
They are the ones eating tofu. I know them well.

In fact, a long, long time ago I too was a fresh-

man. Yes, unbelievable but true, I too once
thought that 'Eph" was pronounced 'Ef " and
tried to find the Wreck Room in the bowels of the

gym. I too shook hands with President Chandler
and Phil Smith. Phil Smith asked the girl ahead of

me abut her apple farm's crops; he inquired abut

the litter of show dogs being raised by the guy
behind me. Phil Smith did not remember me.
From that moment on I knew it would be an uphill

climb. And now. being liberal and naturally gen-

erous I have decided to unlock the secrets to

attempting Freshman Life and surviving.

Common conversation

As a freshman even the simplest tasks become
vexing. Take, for instance, the Common Conver-
sation. This is usually instigated in any of the

following ways: li "Hi, I'm Jane from Newark,
what entry are you in?" 2i "Hi. I'm Jane from
Newark, what courses are you taking?" 3) "Hi,

I'm Jane from Newark. OhI You live in New York
City? Do you know a guy named John with brown
hair?" Now. these are all well and good if you are
passing in the Quad, but it will never work for In

Depth Conversation. By the way. never pull these

lines on an Upperclassman. He will not appre-

ciate it.

New innovative techniques? Try these, they're

sure to get a few bites: 1) "Hi, I'm Jane from
Newark and I'm sexually frustrated." This one
could be quite useful if screamed from the dance

floor of an all-college party. 2) "Hi, I'm Jane from
Newark and 1 absolutely hate it here." This will

be sure to attract the many Williams fanatics

roaming campus ( they are the ones wearing Wil-

liams sweatshirts who aren't freshmen, as well as

any alumni or tourguides within earshot. 3) "Hi,

I'm Jane from Newark. My daddy owns a billion

dollar corporation and takes me in his Lear jet

wherever I want to go." You'll be amazed at the

number of close friends you can get in minutes.

Subtle suggestions

The key to being a hit freshman year is to be as

cool as possible. This means always being as sub-

tle as possible. When it snows for the first time, be

nonchalant. Do Not run outside in your pajamas

and sing, "Jingle Bells" at the top of your lungs.

Never ask why the North side of Baxter is cooler

than the South side. It just is. When we lose a

football game, don't cry. You'll soon see that no

one who was at the game watched the game, and

even if they did they won't remember the score in

half an hour anyway.
One of the best tasks for trying out your new

subtle tactics is the Williams Institution of Check-

ing The Mailbox. Never check your box more than

three times a day. This makes you look Desper-

ate. Avoid walking into the mailroom with

another person— it will only lead to comparison of

yield.

Empty boxes

Whatever you do. never look as though you

didn't get any mail at all. If you have to, carry an

old letter in your back pocket just in case. Or try

one of these other suggestions: 1) Make a deal

with your roommate for a small fee to send you

letters everyday. Every month or so have her put

a big foreign stamp on it. 2) Order every free

catalogue you possibly can. 3 ) Start a chain letter,

4) Write to the Government and tell them that,

although you're only 17, you'd like to register for

the draft.

As you can see, with a little intuition Freshman
Life need not be the hazardously uncool time it

has become for many. I can't guarantee it, but if

you keep in mind my subtle hints you may even

find yourself having fun. Who knows? Maybe
someday you'll even get some Real Mail.

Reverend redefines role
by David Desmond
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merely stu-

pid," asserted Carol Pepper a-

bout her position as acting
chaplain.

She is enthusiastically trying
to break the traditional stereo-
type of a chaplain by bringing
her own approach to the office.

"In terms of my role, there is

confusion about what a chaplain
is. Some people associate reli-

gious belief with primitivity,
intellectual emptiness, or rigid

assumptions about morality.
"I'd like to be able to serve in

whatever capacity I can and to

do whatever I can. The goal of
the chaplain's office is to be
completely open to whatever
need presents itself. The goal is

vague; people make it

specific."

Pepper jokes about what her
office actually involves: "I am
like the lilies of the field. I

neither toil nor spin."

She is not smug or dictatorial

about her faith. Raised a

Catholic, she turned protestant

because she wanted to serve

Carol Pepper

God as a minister.

"What faith I have is riddled

with lots of unanswered ques-

tions. How can one explain suf-

fering in the world? For
example, violent death or

hunger . . . How can the

oppressed reconcile the bad
things in the world with the

notion that God exists or cares
about them?"
Pepper is no wide-eyed Pol-

lyana, however. "I see myself

as a person of faith, but there is

so much suffering in the world.

Faith must lead me to be

responsive to that or it has no

value. The religious questions I

ask require me to articulate a

relationship with God that is

made concrete in the service of

others.

"My faith is informed by a

bias that I can't seem to escape.

The bias is that I believe that

God exists and that God is good

(whatever that might mean);

and I believe that life is good,

and I hope that death may be

good as well."

Pepper wants to Interact with

people from different religious

backgrounds or none at all. She

will teach a Winter Study course

on personal religious revela-

tions. Her office hours are on

Mondays and Wednesdays.

Man-on-the-Quad
What's the best

part of Williams

football?

/Tir holf-limc shou. I'm opftoscd

Ut lUfli'llCt'.

—Raf Francis '83

The hnml, ()f course. There\ sonxe-

ihiriK else K<nnf( on on Saturdays^
—Francis Cardillo

Band Director

Hanging from the hack of the

bleachers. I've ttnly done it once,

hut it really made my day.

—Greg Narver '82

The passing game, hut \()T the

referee who kicked me off the

field.

—Lucy,Amherst '87

The best part is tailgates.

—Curt Jensen '84

Bill Bradford '84

Matt Waller '85

I'he ocerwhelming excitement of

it all.

—Molly Erickson '83

/ «lon't kntnv. I don't go ttt them.
—Nora Monroe '82

Russian-in-the-Round

Concert Listings
CONCERT SCHEDULE - «week of October 11

prcpartd by TOONERVILLE TROLLEY RECORDS
MON OCT 11 - Dregs. Channel Boston - Chuck Mangione BerKlee Performance Ctr. Boston -

Heart & John Cougar Centrum Worcester Mass — Garthwaite Sorrels & Hawkins. Iron Horse

Northampton Mass

TUES OCT 12 - Jesse Wmcester Iron Horse Northampton

FRI OCT 16 GoGos Boston Garden - The Sharks British Maid Williamstown

SAT OCT 16 - Jetf Loroer Fusion & Larry Coryell Berklee Perfortance Ctr Boston - Molly Scott

(workshop 10 00 - 4). First Methodist Church Pittsfield MA
SUN OCT 17- Joe Jackson Orpheum Boston - Harry James Orchestra. Jonathan s. Salem. MA

MON OCT 18 - Ferron Iron Horse Northampton Mass

FRI OCT 22 - Van Halen Centrum Worcester Mass

SUN . OCT 24 - Odetta Iron Horse Northampton

WED . OCT 27 - Joe Jackson Palace Albany NY
FRI OCT 29 - Gladys Knight & the Pips Opera House Boston

SUN NOV 7 Crosby Stills & Nash Centrum Worcester Mass

MON .
NOV 22 - George Thorogood Palace Albany

by Greg Capaldini

While Hollywood
was churning out

weepy epics on

the sufferings of

Romantic Era
composers, the real trials of

artistic freedom were begin-

ning in the Soviet Union.

In the thick of it was Dimitry
Shostakovich. In both 1936 and
1948 he was earmarked by the

authorities as someone who had
better clean up his act—that is,

write prettier tunes—or get an
extended tour of the unspoiled

Siberian wilderness.

Present-day musicologists
disagree as to whether Shosta-

kovich came out of it all a

broken artist . Some, like Harold

Schonberg, insist that creative

integrity went down the drain,

and that we're left with a

watered-down legacy. Others,

like Boris Schwarz in Groves,
claim that the composer really

was truly sorry, as he stated in

official apologies; that he
cheerfully adopted standards of

"realism" and "optimism" to

serve his fellow countrymen;
that he really preferred writing
lightweight music anyway.
Either someone's wrong, or

the truth is in between. In either
case, the public is confused. The
fact is that Shostakovich's
music stands well on its own,
independent of political
innuendo. And he's certainly a

more consistently polished
compoer than his contemp)orary
Prokofiev.

Music in the Round treated us

to a rare performance of a late

Shostakovich work at their reci-

tal Friday at Brooks-Rogers
Hall. The Suite, Opus 127. also

titled Seven Romances, sets

seven verses by Alexander Blok

to soprano, violin, cello, and

piano. The music Is simple but

eloquent, and designed so that

the singer performs each seg-

ment with a different permuta

tion of the available ac-

companying forces.

MITR's playing was clean

and appropriately understated.

Soprano Elisabeth Palmedo
deserves admiration for her

musicality, presence, and abil-

ity to sustain long sequences of

high notes, but her voice

sounded thin and unvaried, and
better suited to early music.

Musical Director Julius
Hegyi and Douglas Moore
started the program with Hof-

fmann's Duo for violin and
cello. The piece sounded more
like a quartet with parts miss-
ing. And certainly, the perfor-

mance was not these two at

theirbest. But Mozart's Diverti-

mento, with Susan St. Amouron
viola, closed the program quite

effectively.
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Tigar
Continued from Page 1

turned out to be responsible."

After consulting with Attor-

ney General Levy and then with
Attorney General Bell, Tigar
was convinced that little would
be accomplished through these
channels. His impression was
strengthened when Bell
responded to Isabelle Letelier's

plea that something be done to

avenge her husband's murder
with the remark, "Well, little

lady, people get killed every day
and I can't be more concerned
about one than another."
After the trial, it was revealed

that the assassins were
"members of Cuban exile
groups who had been organized
and financed and armed by the
CIA during a period when the
United States was actively
attempting to overthrow Fidel
Castro. When deprived of their

federal funding, they went into

'murder-for-hire' business."

Michael Vernon Townley. the

son of an American business-

man in Chile and an agent of the

Chilean secret police, recruited

members of the Cuban national-

ist movement and paid them for

the murder of Letelier; Ronnie
Moffitt was an "accidental vic-

tim," according to Tigar.

Plastic explosives

Townley demonstrated "how
to make sophisticated bomb
detonation devices that they

(the Cuban nationalists) could

use for terrorist activities in the

United States and elsewhere,"
charged Tigar. Furthermore,
"the facilities of Lan Chile, the

official airline of Chile, were
used to transport plastic explo-

sives into the U.S. for the pur-

pose of furnishing them to

Cuban nationalist organiza-

tions."

Tigar was determined to

"fasten legal responsibility not

just on the Cubans who could be

caught, but upon Manuel Con-

trarez (head of the Chilean
secret police), Pinochet, and the

Republic of Chile itself."

Tigar drafted complaints
against the Cuban nationalists,

Michael Townley, Manuel Con-

trarez, and the Republic of

Chile.

2 LITRE SODA

99C/bottle

CALIFORNIA

WINE SALE

30% off selected

brands

Although the Chilean govern-

ment fired off two diplomatic

notes to the United States Dis-

trict Court in Washington, D.C.,

protesting that it was not sub-

ject to suit in the U.S. and deny-
ing Chilean involvement in the

killings, presiding Judge Joyce
(ireen maintained that she held

jurisdiction.

The Republic of Chile was not

represented in the trial in

which, explained Tigar, "we
proved to the court's satisfac-

tion that the junta (with General
Pinochet's approval) murdered
Orlando Letelier and Ronnie
Moffitt."

Three million dollars

Although three million dollars

in compensatory damages were
levied against the Republic of

Chile and the individual defend-

ants, and two million dollars of

punitive damages were levied

against the individual defend-

ants, the Chilean government
has yet to pay anything.

Because of this, efforts are
currently being made in the

United States and abroad to

seize Chilean assets which are

not regarded as immune.

Outpouring of emotion

Tigar reflected, "our efforts

have not gone unnoticed in

Chile. Despite the repression,

the details of our lawsuits, the

activities in which we have been
engaged, have been front page
news in Chilean newspapers . . .

it has kept alive a sense of a

potential return to democracy
in Chile."

He also spoke of the outpour-

ing of emotion which greeted

Isabelle Letelier during a

recent visit to Chile. While

attending the theater she was
spotted and politely rose to

receive the applause of the

crowd. "At first there was the

applause, then the stamping of

feet, until the whole theater

s(x^med like the floor was going

to give way. The announcer
pleaded for order and finally,

when the sound died away,
there was a voice from the bal-

cony that said 'Companero
Orlando Letelier . . . presente.'

And so he lives," concluded
Tigar.

Babysitting Jobs

Any student who is interested in babysitting for the children of

faculty and staff should stop by the Assistant to the President's

office, 3rd floor of Hopkins Hall, as soon as possible

• GATSBYS •

Another 10% off Anything

for MEN
• LEE JEANS AND CORDS
• TIMBERLANO AND COLE HAAN
• CAMBRIOGE SWEATERS
• GANT COROS
• ENRO & HOLBROOK:

BUTTONDOWN SHIRTS & TURTLEMECKS
• CANTERBURY RUGBY SHIRTS.

PANTS ANO SHORTS
• NAVY SURPLUS

* 10% off Already Low Prices

with this Ad

• GATSB

Th<^ >l€»uiitain fpoaf In Opt^ii

^»p<M*iuli%in||| ill Oiililoor n«»lhiii|t and l^c|uipiii«>iil

Polar lleeco jackets, Ihr \orth hnce. down
parkas, gortex rain gear, sleeping bags. (la\

packs, Jnnspitrt, wool socks, topographical maps,

hunting pullovers, ski sweaters, gaitors. Climb

Hifih. hoot laces, hut slippers, swissarni\ knives,

corduroN shirts, Pviidlvtttti, hiking hoots, canvas

pants, interior frame packs, wool shirts, wehhing

helts, stretch knickers, Pntn^anin. nylon shells,

chamois shirts, cooking gear. pol\ prop\ lene

un<lerwear. Hoston I rndcrs, camp stoves, tour-

ing skis, tents, sleeping pads, mountain f)arkas.

and mttrv , . .

j&

thelVlounfaiTi Goaf
130 Water Street, WiUiaxmtown, Mass. 01267

5
^Av

.^^In'Otlie

Union

Energy conservation can be

carried too far, as Union stu-

dents have learned. Over the

summer, all lights in the library

were connected to ten-minute

timers and carrels were outfit-

ted with bulbs that "give off

about as much light as a can-

dle," reported the Union
Concordiensis.

Librarians joined students in

protesting the "dark age." One
staff member noted, "A library

is not a library without lights, as

a swimming pool is not a swim-
ming pool without water."

The only energy savings

comes when students can't find

the light switches in the dark,

librarians claim. Even this sav-

ings is offset by students who
turn on all the lights in

retaliation.

So far, all complaints have
fallen on deaf ears. "We will all

go blind if things are not fixed,"

predicted one student.

Wesleyan

Dean of Students Edward
Shanahan is leaving Wesleyan
to become Dean of the College at

Dartmouth. Dartmouth wanted
"somebody to address the resi-

dential life on campus, includ-

ing but not limited to fraternity

life. Dartmouth has a real need

in this area," he explained.

MICHEL'S OF WILUAMSTOWN
Catering with a special touch for

snecial occasions,
• Private Parties • Platters • Hors d'oeuvres

Deadline for arranging for graduation parties

is May 10tli.

Contact Mary for more information.

458-5441

WiLLIAMSTOWN
National
Bank

COMPLET E BANKING AND
TRUST S ERVIC ES
We Know How To Help

fEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION

SPECIAL STUDENT DISCOUNT
THROUGH THE MONTH OF OCTOBER.

me CUP SHOP

It's time to put yourself together

in a BRAND NEW WAY. AN EASY WAY-
Willlamstown. MA

458-9167

PIttslleld. MA
4134439816
413-4479576

Bennington. VT

802-442 9823

CALL for an appointment or just WALK IN.

GIFT CERTIFICATES
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If you haven t seen the MBA hand
book, learn How to Succeed in

Business without a Harvard MBA.
cnzi's

COLLEGE BOC'K STORE INC
WILLIAMSTOWN MASS 01?67

Blinded

^ I Ik'

aircTi;!:
THE

LAWYER'S
ASSISTANT
The Lawyer s Assistant

Program at Adelphi University is the largest

and oldest ABA-approved program of its

kind in Mew York State, with more than 4.000

graduates. '

Salaries at all levels have increased with the

extraordinary growth of this profession, and top

lawyer's assistants earn as much as $32,000.

Come To an Information Session and Learn:

. . .Why 85% of our graduates who seek paralegal

employment have found it

. . .Why hundreds of lawyers and other employers

send us their requests for our graduates

. . .Why Adelphi graduates have been hired by more
than 650 law firms, corporations and govern-

mental agencies throughout the greater New York

metropolitan area.

Courses offered in: GARDEM CITY. L.I..

HUMTIMGTOrS. LI., and MAMHATTAM.
For a catalog and an invitation to the next

information session, mail this coupon today

or telephone right now. (516) 663-1004
Tht L^wyc s Astiatant Program
AdHphi University

Garden C»ty. L.I . NY 11530

I'
, iH)(>ffatiori vnth Ihf '^alicnal t enter tor Paralegal Trainirv. ADCLPNI

_Mate
,

Homf Phonf

.

.Business Phone

,

Approved for VA and NYS Higher Education Leant.
Ro
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Lost or found?
For sale?

Birthday greeting?

Cryptic message?

Put it in the

RECORD
Classifieds

Send your classified

ad to The Williams

Record, Baxter Hall.

Or
drop it off at the

Record office by
5.00 p.m. Sunday.

Mm WEU PAYYOU
i
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In fact, we II even pay you more than $550 a month while you attend That s

in addition to paying for your full tuition and required tx)Oks and fees

It s all pan of the Armed Forces Health Professions Scholarship Program.
How does It work'?

If you re selected for a Physician Scholarship-from the Army. Navy, or

Air Force-you re commissioned as an officer in the Reserve
While you re in school, you II serve 45 days a year on active duty, gaining

valuable medical experience After graduation, you will serve three or more
years, the length depending on the requirements of the Service selected and
years of scholarship assistance received.

As an Armed Forces physician you'll receive officer s pay and benefits,

and en|oy the advantages of working regular hours You II also see a diversity

of patients and have opportunities to use sophisticated medical technology.

But most important, while you re in medical school we II help pay the bills

For more information, send in the coupon There s no obligation whatsoever.

Yes. I am interested m receiving more intormation about an Armed Forces Healtti

Professions Scholarstiip I understand ttiere is no obligation (OS)

For more mtormation mail ttiis coupon to

Armed Forces Scholarships PO Box C 1776 Huntington Station NY 11746

1
I

Check up to three Army , Navy: Air Fore* D

Name-
(please prml)

.Stated. Zifx.

EnrolieOat'.

I

I

I
I graduate m'

(Wonni Year)

.Degree'

LETTERS
Continued from Page 3

word patriotism lost much of its

meaning when those working
for peace in southeast Asia were
lat)eled "unpatriotic."

Don't let the label "anti-

semitic'" t)e debased in the same
way or it will t)ecome as easy to

be "anti-semitic" as it was to be

"unpatiiolic" a decade ago. I

would be as distressed if txMng

opposed to the actions of the

Israel government was consi-

dered a nti Semitic as I would if

being .Jewish were to guarantee
support for the Israeli govern-

ment . Let us for once and for all

stop trying to intimidate those

who disagree politically by
labelling them anti-semitic.

Surely we are capable of l)etter.

Continued from Page 2

answer to your term paper and
assignment problems" in a

"plain brown envelope." This

company "unconditionally gua-

rantees an A' ( or -) on any
term paper" it provides.

This brazen invitation to pla-

giarism is offensive to all

faculty and students who are

proud of the Williams Student

Honor Code. I am surprised that

a newspaper which on other

occasions has vigorously editor-

ialized in favor of the Honor
Code would accept an ad which
openly solicits students to vio-

late it. We'd all be better off if

you would tell the professional

cheaters at Trident Marketing

Company that they will find no

market for their product here,

and if you would decline to print

such ads in the future.

Stephen Fix

Assistant Professor of English

Be Vocal

To the editor:

I attended a recent Williams
Disarmament Forum meeting,
and to my dismay there were
()nl> eight p(H)ple present. To my
mind, nuclear arms and the

threat of nuclear war are the

most important issues of our
age. For that reason it is appal-

ling that only a handful of people
would show up for this meeting.
Regardless of the side you

take on the need for a nuclear
deterrent, a supposedly enlight-

ened campus such as this should
be more vocal in showing the

need for nuclear arms and keep-

ing them safe. Those who find

the nuclear arms race a menace
should be more vocal and act

coherently to gain a wider base
of support.

The main point is this—
nuclear weapons are too impor-
tant for people to be apathetic.

The "let someone else deal with

it, it doesn't affect me" attitude

will not work here. In essence
your life is far too precious to

put its fate in someone else's

hands. If vou feel we need

nuclear weapons, then prove It.

If you think they are a threat to

humanity, then get on the ball.

Daniel Peris 86

Provocative

To the editor:

Last Wednesday's panel,
"The Crisis in Lebanon, ' was
the most provocative and edu-
cational evening I have ever
had at Williams. The faculty

here is our most valuable
resource, and I believe we
should have more informal
gatherings like this on topics of

mutual faculty-student interest.

It is in situations like this—
people not clutching pens and
staring at notebooks— that a
much freer exchange of ideas is

possible.

Erie Russell '84

Correction

We wish to rectify three misun-
dertandings in our article of

Sept. 28. Regarding Maria
Lourdes Roberto of the Philip-

pines: Maria Roberto studied in

the field of business economics
rather than political economics.
Also, Maria's response to our

question, "Is it exceptional for a

woman to hold a position of

responsibility in the Philip-

pines?" should be that there is

only one woman whose position

is higher than hers in her div-

ision, not in the Philippine

government. Regarding Har-

V'inder Kaur of Malaysia: Har-

V'inder Kaur works for the

Social Planning section of the

Economic Planning Unit which
is responsible for overseeing

and allocating funds for devel-

opment projects. Please accept

our apologies for these
misunderstandii.gs.

.4ileen Lachs
Elena Bertozzi

DRAFT BEER
Cheapest Price in Area

Bud

Pabst

Miller

Black Label

V2 Kegs

$ 37.50

30.50

37.50

26.90

V4 Kegs

$ 21.50

17.20

21.50

Lanesboro Package Store

Rt. 7 - Lanesboro

Telephone; 443-6530

FREE DELIVERY 7 to 9

10% discount on Liquor and Wines (except specials)

with College I D.
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College Council-

Continued from Page 1

already provides for such a

committee. Mamlet explained

further that he was "disgusted

when the College Council Presi

dent stifled all discussion" on

the issue in a seeming effort to

move things along at the cost of

thorough consideration.
Mamlet concluded, "The whole

thing was a travesty."

A little more cooperation

Sponsor Sawyers reminded

the Council that the resolution

did not have to challenge the

CUL's authority. He argued

that the point is "to try to work
together with the CUL using

whatever resolution(s) we
adopt as a working basis." He
suggested that it might be in the

interests of both the CUL and

the Council to invite Cris Roo-

senraad, Chairman of the CUL,
to some Council meetings. "A
little more cooperation on the

parts of both parties is in

order."

Finally, the Council formed

an ad hoc committee headed by

Sawyers and Derede Arthur '83,

to formulate specific housing

proposals. The subcommittee

met on Saturday and will pres-

ent its recommendations at this

evening's College Council

meeting.

Reckless drinking-

Continued from Page 1

future. "We hope to prevent

someone who does not necessar-

ily have a drinking problem

from having an accident," said

Gangemi. In addition to dissem-

inating information, the pro-

gram will supply breath

analyzers which can be present

at parties at the discretion of

house presidents. Interested

students would be able to deter-

mine the levels of alcohol pres-

ent in their blood.

The RECORD
will not be

published next

Tuesday. Enjoy

Fall break

!
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Council Resolution R-1
WHEREAS, the quality of

undergraduate life at Willi-

ams College Is largely

dependent upon the Residen-

tial House System and,

WHEREAS, The Glfford

Committee reported that

Williams College "could and

should maintain the present

liberal transfer policy and

the flexibility of student cho-

ice which It allows," and

WHEREAS, It should be pos-

sible for students to take

advantage of the different

housing environments on

and off campus, and

WHEREAS, necessary
refinements and Improve-

ments in the House* System

and the inter-house transfer

procedure do not dictate the

necessity of reducing the

number of interhouse
transfers per year, and

WHEREAS, the vast major-

ity of students desire the con-

tinuation of a liberal transfer

policy, and

WHEREAS, the College

Council agreed that the sub-

committee on student hous-

ing should return to the

exclusive jurisdiction of the

College Council,

THEREFORE BE IT RE
SOLVED, that the College

Council urge the Committee

on Undergraduate Life to

reconsider Its May 11, 1982

report on the Residential

House System, return the

Subcommittee on Student

Housing to the authority of

the College Council, and that

the CUL mandate to the Sub-

Committee on Student Hous-

ing that any revision in

housing policies include the

retention of the current lib-

eral transfer policy.

WEST PACKAGE STORE
BEER SPECIALS:

Labatt's Beer or Ale 1 1 .49/case

Budweiser 12 oz. cans 9.99/case

Krakus (Poland) 10.99/case

Ringnes (Norway) 13.99/case

Tuborg 12 oz. NR 8.69/case

Lucky Lager 12 oz. cans 6.39/case

Plus more. All available ice cold.

West Variety Store
tame location — Great Halloween Matlu, etc

Route 2

Between N.A. and Williamstown

8 am-10 pm M-W 663-6081 8 ann-11 pm Th-Sat

CARDS - PUZZLES - SEALS

McCLELLAND'S
STATIONERY A OFFICE SUPPLIES

)« Spring St.. Wlillomitown 45l-4<i0

.^VVVW.VVV.VW.W.W.VVVV . Ill- ^M>^^^. -W.W.VW.W.W.W.W.'.^.VW.-.^. t^

The Purple Pub
Bank Street

Monday
Draft Beer Night

Pabst Beer 64 oz.

pitchers $1.50

7 pm - 12 midnight

Tuesday
Prime Time
(reduced prices)

y\/ednesday/

Watch RECORD
for specials.

Thursday
Vodka Night

Any Vodka drink

$1.00

Friday

Lunch special

Beer and Deli

Sandwich with I.D.

$2.25

Sunday
Open at 1:00

Pitchers of Bloody
Marys for $5.00

I

NOTE: Lunch served Monday-Saturday 11:30-2:00 p.m.

Best Dell in town! 1

tb( otiginal

f|ouap of Ulalalj
Spring St. Williamstown, Mass. 01267 (413) 458-5010

Mim

Mvmuwb
-1

«

4

/
fKl.&5flI

OCT. 15 Life

Marc
"'"^°""

del Greco

1Ll:30ifM
Wed.-*- Sat.

OrinksandaLaieM^Menii

SSOSKTERa NoKiHAdams,Ma. 664 «S7

i I
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We've moved next to the

Clip Shop! Come see our

expanded line of Gifts and
Wools.

Free Knitting lessons with

the purchase of wool!

SPORTS SHORTS

TONITE
Faculty and Staff NIte

Discounts for all card-carrying members
of the faculty and staff

COME ON DOWN AND
MEET YOUR PROF.!

The Log will be open for Night Time
Playoff Games on the Big Screen

The Log will be closed
Monday, October 18th

^ Q^iHSCiM

Volleyball

by Denise Ross

The volleyball team boosted
its record to 8-5 as the women
defeated Union, but lost to

North Adams on Thursday.
Due to a unified team effort,

Williams defeated Union in the

first two games of their match
15-6 and 16-14. Lisa Pepe '83 led

the team with her powerful and
accurate serves as she contrib-

uted four straight points.

Maria Villano '86 and Sara
Griffiths '84 followed the same
pattern as they each got numer-
ous points off their serves.

Intense & Competitive
Even though Williams was

playing well, they were not able
to knock down North Adams as
the leads bounced back and
forth. The Mohawks pulled out

of a 12-12 tie to win 15-13.

The second game was equally
as intense and competitive, but

North Adams won again 15-13.

The Ephmen were led by the

strong combination of Lisa
Jayne '86 with her spiking and
Carol Dorfman '84 in the back
row. Pepe and Kathleen Gil-

more '83 also complemented
each other with superb hits.

Coach pleased

Overall, Coach Sue Hudson-
Hamblin was pleased with the

work of the team, and especially

with the freshmen who have
worked their way into starting

positions and kept the team
competitive.

Williams will try to keep their

intensity strong as they take on
UNH and Springfield on Wed-
nesday at UNH.

Water polo

by Ken Irvine

The water polo team crushed
Amherst in front of a full house
at Muir pool Friday night. The
Ephmen, who are now 7-1,

defeated the Lord Jeffs in both A
and B games.
Williams took a commanding

lead in the first quarter of the A
game, overpowering Amherst
with their tight defense. They
let up a bit in the second quar-
ter, allowing Amherst to score a
few goals, but throughout the
game Williams was in control.

Colt 45

Will "Colt 45" Andrew led the
Eph scoring with seven goals

r

JOSEPH E DEVEY

9:00 - 5:00

Men. -Sat.

<^
s>

WILLIAMSTOWN, MASS.
01267

458-5717

^

4^
'-'^ 1

\ J C'- ^f-
vy

^

\:'

.^

-" "i^ >. /.
)
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Find out why the Morgan banker
marches to a different drummer

Come to an intormational meeting aKnit a career in hanking.
Tiilk with some youn^ hankers from Morgan Guaranty' Tmst
Company of New York. We'll give you straight information
ahout what working for an international hank is really like.

No matter what your major is, we think you ought to think
ahout Morgan.

Tliursday, Octoher 21 at 4 PM
Mears House, Office of Career Counseling

The Morgan Bank
TIk- MorLi.in B.iiik is .m cc|ii.il uppi)rtuiiir\ cmplovcr

and co-captain Mark Weeks had
five goals, while Jeff Mills,

Greg Masters and John Gould
added singles, making the final

score 15-10.

In the B game, the Ephs dis-

played their depth as they also

led their opponents from start to

finish and ended up winning 10-

8.

Chance for Championship
The Ephmen, who last week

beat Division I UMass, have an
excellent team this year and
have a good shot at winning the

New England Division III title

for the first time.

Williams hosts URI and Trin-
ity on October 23rd.

Soccer

by Ted Johann

The women's soccer team (3-

3-1) beat Trinity 2-0 on Satur-
day, and just missed against
Dartmouth last Tuesday, losing
1-0

Jean Loew '84 made both
scores in the victory with alert
play. Twenty minutes into the
first half, Loew took a ball which
had been deflected by the visit-

ing goalie, and pounded it home.
Halfway through the second
half she iced the game by kick-
ing a loose ball into the goal.

Slippery conditions
Goalkeeper Laura Napolitano

'85 had an outstanding game,
recording her second shutout
despite the difficult, slippery
conditions. Sweeper Karen
Montzka '85 continued to play
consistently superb defense.
The game was one of the best of
the season for the team, as they
pieced together two strong
halves of play.

CLASSIFIEDS

OWN YOUR OWN JEAN-
SPORTSWEAR, Infant-Preteenor

Ladies Apparel Store. Offering all

nationally known brands such as

Jordache, Chic, Lee, Levi, Van-
derbilt. Calvin Klein, Wrangler
over 200 other brands. $7,900 to

$16,500 includes beginning
inventory, airfare for one to

Fashion Center, training, fixtures,

grand opening promotions. Call

Mr. Kostecky (501) 327-8031.

"And you run and you run to catch
up with the sun, but it's shrinking

and racing around to come up
behind you again. The sun is the
same in the relative way, but
you're older and shorter of breath
and one day closer to death

"

Happy Birthday, Rich and Leslie!

Alcohol is evil. Ask your liver.—

WCTU

"The Sun, the Thumb"
—Fandrick Dunn 1967

Long live the lab!

—Barry's aide-de-camp

REWARD! I lost my Hamilton
watch: silver with alligator band.
Please contact Rich Henderson
SU 1736.

Mark Z.

I don't know who is leaving
offending notes on your door. I

would investigate the matter if

you were a real student, but I

won't lift a finger for an ex

—Nancy

Women zip

to head

of pack
by Liz Streitz

With five of its runners plac-

ing in the top ten positions, the

Women's cross-country team
was the clear victor in a four-

team meet held at Trinity last

weekend.

Defeating Smith, Trinity and
a strong Union team that last

year traveled to the Division III

Nationals, Williams again
relied on its depth.

Individual finishers

Close behind victor Elizabeth

Amrien of Trinity was Williams
co-captain Susan Bragdon '83,

who placed third with a time of

18: 02 to lead the Williams pack.

Margaret Lynch took fifth place

with a time of 18: 21 and Susan
Flynn finished in sixth at 18: 26.

Also placing in the top ten

were Liz Moore '85 in eighth

with a time of 18: 45 and Chin-

yere Uwah in tenth with a time

of 19:06. Lynn Vendinello '84

and co-captain Kerry Malone
'84 took thirteenth and fifteenth

places, respectively, which
further increased the gap in the

final standings between Willi-

ams and second-place Union.

Achieved their goals

Coach Bud Fisher said "Our
goal this weekend was to both

win the meet and to run fast

first-mile times. We accomp-
lished both these goals and were
able to maintain the strong pace
we had established in the first

mile during the second and third

miles." Overall, the cool, windy
conditions at Trinity led to fast

times on the three-mile course.

NESCAC Tournament

The Williams runners are

looking forward to the New Eng-
land Small College Athletic Con-

ference twelve-team competi-

tion this next weekend.
Although there will be no offi-

cial team scoring, Williams is

looking to defeat both Middle-

bury and Bates.

While the Williams team
defeated Middlebury at the Wil-

liams Invitational two weeks
ago, they were edged by both

Middlebury and Bates in the

first meet of the season
at Middlebury.

Green tramples runners

by Lyman Casey

Strong performances by the

top five runners were not

enough for Williams on Satur-

day, as Dartmouth and UConn
beat the Ephmen in men's
cross-country action.

The extremely deep Dart-

mouth squad put three men in

front of John Nelson '84, who
turned in a personal best of

25:34 on the Williams course,

taking 5th place. Brian Angle '84

also turned in a personal record
of 26:02 in taking 12th place

overall and 2nd for Williams.

The overall winner was Dart-

mouth's Jim Sapienza, whose
time of 24:32 was the second-

fastest ever on the Williams
course.

Ian Brzezinski '86 and Dan
Riley '83 ran solid races, grab-

bing 15th and 16th respectively,

and Bennett Yort '84 rounded

out the scoring, taking 24th

place in an impressive return

from an injury layoff.

The meet with Dartmouth and
UConn, who are lx)th ranked
among the top teams (Division 1

thru III) in New England,

represents an effort on the part

of the team to upgrade its sche-

dule which should help the team
when the highly competitive

late season meets arrive.

In other Saturday action, the

Men's B squad dropped its away
meet against strong Trinity and

Union Varsity teams. Running
top man for the Ephs was Tom
Pingree '86 in 10th place. Also

placing well for Williams was
Allen Doyle '83, who took 11th

place.

Williams travels to the New
England Small College Athletic

Conference Individual Tourna-

ment Saturday at Tufts.

Going Home For The
Holidays?

Make Your Travel Plans NOW
at The Travel Store!

EI STORE
105 Spring Street

WfLLlAMSTOWN, MASS.01267 •(4I3)i:>8-r>78f>

SM Pullo¥§r

Perfect for Alpine or XC skiing, or as a stylish,

comfortable pullover for everyday v\/ear Poly

ester/cotton poplin fabric breathes yet resists

wind and moisture. Extendable knit collar. Large
Velcro-closed front pocket over Velcro-closed

handwarmer 100% nylon knit at waist, collar

and cuffs to keep cold out and body heat in Six

exciting two tone combinations—

HEINEKEN 12 oz. N.R. $1499/case

PIELS & FALSTAFF $6®Vcase

SEAGRAMS 7 (1 liter) $7^^

'Your Party Starts Here"

THE Lai'gest Keg Retailer— All Kinds

op IP IT —Biggest Discounts—
'^'^

'
"^ " Beer — Liquor - Wme

SHOP
280 Cole Avenue 8-3704

Free Delivery on Campus

ANTIFREEZE
I imUrldnd \xn)\.\ an madr ot \\atir|)r(K)t

it-athiTs and filled on lx)th si<lts and thr inniTsoli-

with laviTs of insulation that'll kiip vour K'l-t warm

to ti'm|xratiir(s will Klow ato

So, thanks to riniUrland fxK)ts, all vour winttr

actiMtus (Ion t ha\» to Ik in<loor onis

Timberland^

CONCERNED WITH FASHION.
FIT AND OUALITV

For exceptional College Grads

(and those who are soon to be)

CURRENT
OPPORTUNITIES:

NUCLEAR ENGINEERING
BUSINESS MANAGEMENT
AVIATION • LAW
MEDICINE • INTELLIGENCE
CIVIL ENGINEERING
SHIPBOARD OPERATIONS

Sign up for an interview in the Career
Placement Office prior to 27

October or call thie Naval

Management Programs Office at

(518) 472-4462.

I I I
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Booters revive to tie

Sports October 12. 1982

by Dave Woodworth

In a match noteworthy for its

comebacks, Trinity made the

last one and managed to fashion

a 3-3 tie with the men's soccer

team on Saturday.

Williams had the better of the

play for much of the opening
period, getting several golden

scoring opportunities but frus-

trated by Bantam goal-keeper

Ed Simmons.
In an instant, however, the

flow of the game changed, as

Trinity striker Jerry Wein-
berger took advantage of a mis-

play by a Williams defender to

uncork a slow roller from about
20 yards out . As Eph goalkeeper

Ted Murphy '85 bent down to

scoop up the ball, another

defender, trying to clear it,

. . . the Ephmen
mounted an

unbelievable

offensive . . .

three goals in six

minutes.

accidentally tapped it past him
and into the net with 19: 29 left in

the half.

The score remained at 1-0 at

the intermission, but the goal

had given Trinity life, and at

56: 17, after a hand ball in the

penalty area. Bantam Barney
Carnig booted home the ensuing

penalty kick to give Trinity a

seemingly insurmountable 2-0

lead.

Not over yet

The Ephmen, however, were
far from dead, and after a few
moments of panicky play, they

regained control of themselves
and the match. Then, with the

momentum completely shifted

to the home side, the Ephmen
mounted an unbelievable offen-

sive that resulted in three goals

within the space of about six

minutes. The first came off the

foot of Eric Stein '84 at 69: 34;

the second was scored by Doug

Field Hockey:

McKonney *85 at 72: 15, and the

third by Jeff Sutton '83 at 75: 48.

All three goals were scored in

the same manner, with the Wil-

liams front line beating the

Trinity defense and forcing

Simmons out of the goal, then

knocking the ball past the bc>lea-

guered keeper and into the net.

The Ephmen almost had a

fourth goal, but Simmons
covered the ball inches in front

of the goal line and a millise-

cond ahead of a Williams
striker.

Still not over

This save turned the tide once

again, and another mistake by
the Williams defense gave Trin-

ity the equalizer at 83: 24. This

time it was Murphy who was
forced out of the net, as he ran to

get a ball passed back to him by
an Eph fullback. The ball was
intercepted by Trinity's Peter

Miller, who took a shot that

deflected off Murphy and
trickled into the net.

The overtime periods saw
Williams regain the upper hand,

but the Ephmen were unable to

score. One final opportunity

came with atK)ut 20 seconds left

in the second overtime, as a shot

by Marty White '83 was not held

by Simmons. However, the

follow-up shot somehow man-
aged to hit the keeper square in

the chest, and Williams had to

settle for the draw.

Defense adjusts

Coach Mike Russo said of the

game: "This was the best Trin-

ity team we've faced in several

years, and they played well. I'm
rather pleased at the way in

which we were able to come
back from adversity.

"Our defense had some prob-
lems adjusting to their style of

play, which featured a quick-

strike, long-ball, over-the-top

offense. We had faced more
patient teams in the past sev-

eral games, and it threw us off.

Our defense has played well up
until this point, however, and I

think they'll put on a strong
show against Clark on
Monday."
The tie placed Williams'

record at 3-1-1.

Eph win in overtime
by Andrew Garfield

Bea and Allison Fuller and
Jane Rech scored consecutively

on overtime penalty strokes to

clinch the field hockey team's
two to one victory over Trinity

Saturday.

The game ended with the

score tied at 1-1 and remained
deadlocked after two seven-
and-a-half minute overtime
periods.

The decision then went to

penalty strokes. Each coach
selected five players to hit

penalty strokes at the opposing
goaltender. After goalie Jean
Hakmlller '86 had easily saved
the first Trinity shot, Bea Fuller
'83 scored, giving the Ephwo-
men an advantage.

Trinity evened it up with a

shot off the post which Hak-
mlller could not reach. Allison

Fuller then put Williams ahead
to stay with a stroke which went
through the Trinity goalie's

legs.

On the next Trinity scoring

attempt, Hakmlller made a

spectacular hand save. Then

Rech wrlsted the ball into the

upper left corner, extending the

penalty stroke lead to three to

one. Hakmlller stopped the

fourth Trinity shot, eliminating

the visitors from the contest.

Fuller hurt

Williams started the scoring

In the first half. On a corner

stroke, Cary Cento '86 set up Sue
Harrington '84, who slapped it

into the net.

Bea Fuller was hit with a stick

In the second half and temporar-
ily forced out of action. Trinity's

Laura Gill took advantage of

Fuller's absence to score the

tying goal 16 minutes into the

half.

Bea Fuller returned shortly

afterwards and from then until

the end of regulation time, Willi-

ams applied constant pressure.

The best scoring opportunity

occurred when the Trinity goal-

tender fell on the ball. However,
Bea Fuller missed the ensuing

penalty stroke.

Tied Middlebury
In a tough defensive battle on

Wednesday, Williams played

Middlebury to a scoreless tie.

the Ephwomen's record now
stands at 3-1-3.

Goal line stands were the rule of the day at Saturday s game against Trinity. Trinity's were succesful; Williams'

were not. (Scheibe)

Bad breaks lead to gridder loss
by Mike Gillis & John Clayton

Trinity built up a 13-0 lead in

the first half and then coasted to

a 21-13 victory over the football

team Saturday.

Bad breaks characterized the

Williams offense, as twice they

moved inside the two-yard line

but failed to score.

Sophomore fullback Ted Tho-

mas was a bright spot for the

offense, gaining 112 yards on 20

carries. But juniors Sean Crotty

and Jeff Congdon were held to

nine and twelve yards,
respectively.

Quarterback B. J. Connolly

'84, who replaced Scott Garabe-

dlan '83 late In the first quarter,

went 13 for 25 with two touch-

downs and two interceptions.

Garabedian was three for five

with one interception.

Turnovers hurt

Unfortunately, those inter-

ceptions were costly. The play

after the Garabedian intercep-

tion. Trinity quarterback Joe

Shield threw a 50-yard pass to

Mile Ella for the first

touchdown.

Trinity added another score

on an 80-yard drive late in the

second quarter. Ned Ide
plunged one yard for the touch-

down. They missed the extra

point.

Bad breaks continued for the

Ephmen in the second half,

when they attempted to punt

from their own goal line. The
snap to punter John DeLorenzo
'84 sailed over DeLorenzo's head

and over the end line for a

safety, making the score 1.5-0.

Goal line chances
Thomas ran 34 yards on a

draw play to set up Williams'

first goal-line chance, but a

penalty negated Thomas' touch-

down plunge, and Connolly was
intercepted on the next play.

The Ephmen had another

chance early in the fourth quar-

ter, but failed on a fourth and

goal on the two yard line,

Williams, outplaying Trinity

in the fourth quarter, finally

scored on a nine yard pass from

Connolly to tight end Paul Cole-

man '85 after a 42 yard drive.

The attempt for a two-point con-

version failed.

No time left

Trinity, however, came right

back to squelch Williams' come-

back hopes as Elia sprinted

around right end for 70 yards,

although the extra-point kick

was again no good. Ella's run

marred an otherwise excellent

defensive half for Williams.

Williams scored its last touch-

down with no time remaining on

the clock, as Connolly threw a

five-yard pass to Marc Hum-
mon '84, and Dave O'Keefe '86

added the extra point.

The Williams offense failed to

mesh in the first half, as they

had only 67 total yards com-

pared to 212 for Trinity.

The rushing game had trouble

all day, as 51 rushes netted only

100 yards. They had 266 yards

total offense on the day, com-
pared to the Bantams 329.

Punter DeLorenzo was a

bright spot, with a 43.6 yard

average on seven punts.

The gridders take their 1-2

record to Bowdoin on Saturday.

Rugby stomps on Rheinbeck
by Bert Salisbury

In a day of high scoring and

superb play both sides of the

rugby club were victorious over

Rheinbeck: Aside 56-12 and B-

side 28-0.

The Aside game was domi-

nated by effective scrum run-

ning and a line that played to its

scoring potential. Dan Maynard
'83 and Hugh Huizenga '84 put

over 6 trys between them while

Jim Bell '84, Bill Donovan '83,

Jim Steggall '83 and Vince Dur-

nan '83 also had their turn at

putting the ball down for a

score.

Eric Russell '84 added much
to the WRFC point spread. Mike
Chambon '83 ran both around
and over the Rheinbeck defense

having a great birthday in the

scrum. It was a fine day of

rugby as the whole team played

well together in a satisfying

victory.

B-side shutout

B-side fared as well in a 28-9

shutout. Bill Best *83 had his

share of points with a try, a con-

version and a field goal. Colin

Moseley '83 was a key element
in the fine line play as he put

over one try and assisted sev-

eral others. Chris Foley '85 and
Dave Skinner '86 also touched
down a try each, while Jeff May
'85 added a field goal.

The intensity of play in the
scrum was overwhelming as
Rich Weber '83 and Pete Sauln-

ler '83 both had great games.
The day was summed up with a
long solo run by John May '84

that brought forth chants and
cheers from the mass of

spectators.

This weekend the WRFC
looks forward to the Berkshire
Tournament In Plttsfleld.
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* Kenyatta clarifies

Harvard Law •IIycott

Muhammcd Kenyatta '81 said Harvard Law School needs an open-arms policy with regard to

black professors. (Scheibe)

Candidate blasts Kennedy
by Ned Ladd

Conventional conservatism nnarked
U.S. Senate hopeful Raymond Shamie's
address to a sparse gathering of Willi-

ams students and faculty on Wednesday,
October 13. The Garfield Republican
Club, in conjunction with the Massachu-
setts College Republican Union, brought

Shamie to Williams in a continuation of

its protest of the liberal policies of Sena-

tor Edward Kennedy.

Shamie, president of his own corpora-

tion and an innovator in the medical
industry, spoke of the merits of the pri-

vate enterprise system. He called for

lower federal spending and tax cuts to

spur business. He explained that tax cuts

may actually bring in more money for
the government in the long run by creat-

ing growth.

Spending cuts would come from many
areas of the budget. "As much as $10

billion" can be taken out of the defense

budget without any loss in military capa-

bility, according to Shamie. He went on

to say, "It costs the Army $3.00 to buy a

9C part . . . We can cut out that waste."

Welfare waste

Welfare, as well, could be restructured

to save money. ' 'Of every dollar spent on

welfare, only 25C reaches the poor,"

Shamie stated. He feels that direct cash

assistance, rather than Food Stamps or

other bureaucratic programs, will pro-

vide the most effective aid.

Tax cuts, according to Shamie, will

bring American business out of the pres-

ent recession. When questioned why the

Reagan tax cuts have not done this, he

replied, "We didn't have a tax cut last

October. With the payroll tax increase,

the average American family paid $150

more in taxes than the year before. The
first real tax cut occurred in July. We're
only two months into Reagan's policies."

He also pointed to the rise in the stock

market following the cuts as evidence

Continued on Page 4

by Brett McDonnell

"Affirmative action is not an exercise

in charity, but an effort to correct a

wrong that has been committed, a wrong
that continues," said Muhammed
Kenyatta '81 in a speech in Brooks-

Rogers Wednesday, October 13.

Kenyatta, a civil rights activist in the

60's, second year student at Harvard
Law, and husband of Dean Many
Kenyatta, has recently been in the mid-

dle of a national storm over the hiring

practices of Harvara Law School. The
Harvard Black Law Students Associa-

tion, headed by Kenyatta persuaded 500

students (out of 1600) to sign a petition

asking the Law School to reinstate a

course on constitutional law and minor-

ity issues.

"This was seen by the students as a

strategem to persuade the school to hire

at least another black professor," said

Kenyatta. Currently, only two of the

sixty-five law school faculty members
are black, and only one of those is

tenured.

Class boycotted

The school did reinstitute the course,

but it is to be taught by a visiting profes-

sor, Julius Chambers. Chambers, in

turn, asked Jack Greenberg, the execu-

tive director of the NAACP Legal

Defense Fund, to help teach the course.

Because no new blacks had been hired,

Kenyatta and his organization decided to

boycott the course. Since Greenberg is

white, people misunderstood the stu-

dents' motives, said Kenyatta, and a

furor developed which was widely

reported by the national press. "We
found," remarked Kenyatta, "that here

at the law school, the citadel of lil)eral-

Ism, allegations of reverse racism had
taken hold."

This led Kenyatta to the subject of

blacks and white liberalism. "At this

point," he commented, "we (blacks)

find ourselves In a very dangerous posi-

tion. There Is a danger of being Isolated

by and within the liberal establish-

ment." He pointed to major differences

between blacks and white liberals.

Williams not perfect

One such difference Is busing. "Survey

after survey," explained Kenyatta,

"indicates that most black parents are

not enthusiastic about school busing

simply as a way to achieve racial

balance."
Another example Is the comments

Kenyatta received about allowing him-

self to be interviewed by the Williams

Republican: "The assumption seemed to

Continued on Page 8

A New York DAILY NEWS cartoonist penned this impression

of Williams without "maids " to accompany a story on the

phase-out of matron service at the College.

Nation chuckles over matron loss

Some "well-heeled" Williams

students are "ever so grossed

out about having to clean their

own dormitory rooms," accord-

ing to a report In the New York
Daily News. In the weeks fol-

lowing the Record's publication

of a story on the end of College

matron service, newspapers
and radio stations across the

country spread the word about

the "maid service" at Williams
College.

The Daily News ran a story on

October 13 which Included the

above Imaginative cartoon and

the title, "Swept Away: College

Maid Service Bites the Dust."

While the Daily News used uni-

quely sarcastic phrasing, It was
not alone in devoting space to

the College's loss of "maids."

The story was picked up by
both the Associated Press and
United Press International wire

services and distributed coast

to coast. Among many other

papers, the story ran In The New
York Times and The Wall Street

Journal. Across the country It

was picked up by the Fresno,
California Bee.

In New England, the story ran

on page one of the Worcester
Telegram & Gazette. The
Gazette used the Associated

Press version which contained

some Information new to the

Williams administration:
"Wendy Hopkins, director of

student housing, said the Col-

lege apparently was the last

one, private or public, with
maids, but Southern Methodist
University In Dallas said it had
maid service and has no plans to

discontinue It."

The AP version, however, did

Imply that Williams' "maid ser-

vice" Included bed-making by
beginning the story "students at

exclusive Williams College
must make their own beds and
clean their own rooms because
cost-cutting has prompted
school officials to dump maid
service."

On the airwaves the maid
story was broadcast by Boston

radio stations WBZ and WEEI
and Worcester's WAAF.

College Council submits

'just' trauisfer policy
The College Council voted

overwhelmingly Thursday to

submit Its housing transfer plan

to the CUL at the next CUL
meeting.

The "Prioritized Lottery Sys-

tem Proposal," sponsored by
Perry House Representative
Paul Pomllla '84, includes a

point system for housing
transfer candidates and a lot-

tery for house choice. The plan

will give juniors four points and
sophomores one point, with

from zero to eight further points

given Inversely according to

preference as stated on fresh-

man Inclusion applications.

A sophomore living in his first

choice housing category, for

example, will only have one

point, while a junior living In his

fifth choice win have 12 points.

The lottery will Involve stu-

dents, in order of points, choos-

ing a house from among those

with rooms available for

transfers, as determined by the

Housing Office.

Justice emphasized
The plan identifies justice,

rather than diversity or free-

dom, as the first priority for a

transfer system. It Is designed

to correct the perceived Inea-

uity of a present system that

does not discriminate between
students trying to leave their

first or their fifth choice hous-

ing, or between sophomores and
juniors.

To counter objections that the

plan will squeeze out freshmen
or will fall to redress class

Imbalances In housing units, it

includes authorization for class

quotas within houses. Hardship

cases may also be considered
outside the system.

Finally, Council hopes the

new plan will encourage fresh-

men to make housing choices on
the basis of their real preferen-

ces rather than applying their

first choice merely to the cate-

gory they think they can get

into.

"Given the disparity of qual-

ity In physical plant on cam-
pus," said Joe Beach '84, "It's

impossible to make everybody
happy. There are going to be

drawbacks to every proposal."

But Beach saw the Pomllla
proposal as "a basis for further

action on the house transfer

dilemma. It Is Important for us

to submit something to the

CUL; we're acting In the Inter-

ests of students," he said. Coun-
cil President Stuart Robinson
'83 emphasized that the CUL Is

not bound by any College Coun-
cil mandate on transfer policy.

Racism seminar

In other business, Robinson
suggested a greater educational

role for the Council. In particu-

lar, he proposed a campus-wide
seminar to be sponsored by the

Council in January, probably
January 13-15, on the topic of

racism. "We're always ready
with a statement on behalf of the

student body when something
(like the crossburning)
happens—why can't we take a

more educational role before?"

asked Robinson.

While agreeing with the gen-

eral Idea of a seminar, several

members felt that more student

input should be sought on its

topic.
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Extension overdue
The current closing times of Sawyer Library make inefficient use of

its resources. Only a handful of students use the library during daylight
hours. Instead, most study well beyond midnight—but'Sawver closes at
eleven. Students must leave their theses and term papers behind at the
carrels with their research materials; everyone is forced into the noisy
and crowded basement or to loud dormitories.

The upstairs contains nearly all of Sawyer's books and comfortable
work areas. Shutting them down before many students even start study-
ing causes mcalculable loss to academic pursuit.

The College went through tremendous pains to design a library that
would suit the students' study habits. It was built to be a study center, not
merely a book repository. To close this center just when students most
use It IS inimical to its purpose.

We urge that Sawyer Library's hours be extended until 12: 00 or 1: 00
a.m. in the upstairs levels and returned to a 2:00 a.m. closing down-
stairs. Relatively minor staffing problems could be overcome: if neces-
sary, students could oversee the late night hours. Even now. Sawyer is
run by only students during many hours of the week. The library should
suit the needs of the students rather than the library staff.

We are privileged to have the unique resource of Sawyer Library; it
IS a shame that it goes to considerable waste.

LETTERS
Egregious error

To the editor:

I vehemently protest your publishing
an advertisement for a term paper ser-
vice. I consider it so serious a breach of
academic integrity in our college com-
munity that, were it in my power to do so.
I wouJd withdraw all College funding for
the Record for the remainder of the aca-
demic year. Vou tai<e College Council
monies, allocated from the mandatory
Student Activities Tax of $66 per student,
and use them to support a newspaper
that is often an embarrassment, but now
has become an outrage. Do not blame the
ad manager. You are collectively
responsible for an egregious error, and I,

for one, can think of no way for you to
redeem yourselves.

Kathleen V. McNally
Asst. Prof, of Econ.

Williams' most enduring legacy is its

total dedication to the maintenance of

the highest academic standards. The
recent toughening of standards for Phi
Beta Kappa is but one example.
Finally, the possibility of disciplinary

action being brought against students
purchasing these "canned" term papers
is obvious. I hope the editors and staff
wiJJ roconsidor thoir docision to add to

the temptation by offering space in the

Record to these companies.
Harry Kangis '72

Sensationalism

Anti-semitism?

Standards

To the editor:

I wanted to share my concerns with
you over the advertisement for term
papers I found on page 8 of the October 5,

1982, Williams Record. During my
four years as business manager of the
Record, the editors and I were also faced
with the considerable temptation of
extra advertising revenues from these
so-called "research'" services. While I

suppose the individuals placing this ad
deserve some consideration for their
candor, I was further distressed by the
blatantness of their sales pitch—"we
ship in plain brown envelopes."

To the editor:

Regarding the "anti-semitism" which
Professor Katz perceives in current car-
toons exaggerating the facial features of
Prime Minister Begin:

Not only are such ' 'classical Nazi devi-
ces" not limited to the portrayal of such
Jews as have attracted a caricaturist's
reprobation, they are far less likely to be
directed against Jews than Arabs. For
the past eight years, cartoon representa-
tions of Arab sheiks, greedy for OPEC
gains, have been editorial-page staples,
displaying exactly those hooked noses!
beady eyes, and avaricious grins cited
by Mr. Katz—and with a viciousness
which makes caricatures of Begin
appear mild. I recognized these ethnic
stereotypes, but I did not protest them
Did Mr. Katz?

There are Semites who are not Jews,
and more uses than one to be made of old
cartoons from Der Stuermer.

Clara Park

To the editor:

Your front page headline "Reckless
drinking on the rise" is sensationalistic
and misleading; not one fact offered in
the article indicates an increase in alco-
hol abuse. Such claims as su>4gested by
(he headline and Dean O'Connor's asser-
tion that "perhaps people are drinking
for different reasons now— 'not just to
have fun but to blot our reality' " are
simply unsubstantiated by the informa-
tion provided in the article. Although
concerns voiced by reporters Stanton
and Mayher warrant attention, they do
not indicate an increase of reckless
drinking, but instead indicate a trend
where alcohol related problems are
becoming more apparent; in other
words, there may be an increase in the
awareness of alcohol abuce. "Reckless
drinking on the rise" diu, however, point
out that a greater effort must be made to
educate students about what constitutes
alcohol abuse and what to do if it is
indeed a problem. To this end the article
raises an important issue, but it is unfor-
tunate that the Record had to raise this
issue by irresponsibly reporting that
alcohol abuse is escalating at Williams.

Eric Rosenbaum, '86

through the grass, soil, and tree roots of
Stetson Hall's side lawn for the purposes
of a gravel walkway.

The inembers of Seeley House

Inconsistent

Impact
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Tangents

To the editor:

Maybe the Center for Environmental
Studies should do a study on the overall
environmental impact and general wis-
dom of digging a lOO-foot long trench

To the editor:

The Committee on Undergraduate
Life's recommendation to limit the
house transfer policy is based on ques-
tionable assumptions and contains sev-

eral obvious inconsistencies.

First of all, is a sense of house com-
munity really necessary? Obviously it is

needed at a large city school, but Willi-

ams is already such a small community.
Need we further limit ourselves by
separating into even smaller, stricter

units? It is very enlightening that the

vast majority of those who favor a

change in p)olicy either already live in a
superior physical plant or have just been
unlucky with the current housing sys-

tem. This is because community isn't

even the issue; why should it be when we
have a unified community already?

Admittedly, I do not have much hope of

affecting the final outcome of this mat-
ter, since it seems that Big Brother has
already decided what is best for us. All

right, what if interhouse transfers are

severely limited? One inherent inconsis-

tency immediately presents itself: How
can you ask a freshman to spend his next

three years in a house he has been shoved
into by an essentially random, untrust-

worthy placement system? It's like ask-

ing him to pledge to a fraternity without
knowing either the brothers or the build-

ing. You can't expect a student to be

Continued on Page 4
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"I get by with a little help from my friends'^

by Charlie Mitchell
"/ criiul hi'rausr I had nn shtws
Till I invl a man uhn had lut fvvt."

an Irish Prnvvrh

"Li'l's do S4)mt' living.

After wr'll die"

Mick Jaf(ffv

Life is nice. One rarely hears this
claim being made, especially in such a
pseudo-intellectual environment as the
college campus, where the emphasis

are not run down by a drunk driver, shot

to death on a subway by a crazed stock

broker, blown up by some terrorist group
claiming to seek a better world, or poi-

soned by Lavoris laced with acid, you
win the privilege of going to sleep and,

perhaps, waking up to face it all again.

Look at it this way: have you received a

written guarantee from anyone that you
will be around tomorrow, or next week,
or next year? My instincts tell me no. But
wait . . .

A common theme in Enlightenment

"Granted, it may well be said that life sucks .

»

seems to be on finding something wrong
with anything, whatever the cost. I could
complain until I was a deep shade of
violet in the face, and such would be
expected, accepted, and categorically
overlooked by most. But virtues are
never extolled; no one writes of the good
that exists, for indeed, it might as well
"lay interred with their bones."

Granted, it may well be said that life

sucks, but that is a very objective state-

ment. Looking around you, taking a

serious look around you, the desire to

continue must wane. If you are lucky
enough to wake up in the morning, the

maze has only begun. Assuming that you

literature was that of carpe diem, or,

seize the day. This means, quite simply,
to live for the day, an all the more
appropriate maxim for the present.

Which brings me to my point. I am cer-

tainly culpable for waiting so long to

introduce it, but I was hoping that it

would make itself evident: live while you
can, do what you can while you have the

chance to do it. Too many people consist-

ently and continually delay immediate
gratification for the sake of some lUu-

slonary, though hotly pursued long term
goal. Take those little (and big) chances
while you can, do now what you may
never have the opportunity to do again.

Approach each day, each opportunity, as

Voice from a non-ivory tower
October 15, 1982

Editor
Williams Record
Williams College

Wllllamstown, Massachusetts

Dear Editor:

I am a convict In Ohio's prison sys-

tem and presently "doing time" at the

Chilllcothe Correctional Institution In

Chllllcothe, Ohio.

I am a Black male who got caught up
in the fast, sometimes exciting, some-
times violent "Life of the Streets."

Over the years, things had gotten to the

point where I was only Interested In

doing: what I wanted to do, when I

wanted to do It, and at whomever's
expense it happened to occur. My
thought centered around the pleasures

of the present—not being that con-

cerned with whether or not I infringed

upon the rights of others nor did I con-

sider the long term consequences of my
actions!

by giving the offender a long sentence.

Neither the public, nor the courts are
concerning themselves with whether
we get "help"—just get us away from
decent people. Now, I'm not saying that

the criminal element of this society

should not be locked up, but I do feel

that we deserve a chance to make the

necessary changes if we are locked up.

You can't keep an offender from
going back to the "Con Games," the

"Pimp Game," the "Drug Scene." or

the "Burglary Game" unless he first

realizes that he needs to make a

change, then he must want to change
and then he must do something to make
the change. A lot of offenders can't see
any reason for changing—that's why
they keep coming back to prison.

Over the past few years, my family
and friends seem to have taken the

stand: "Out of sight, out of mind." I've

tried to keep up correspondence with
them but they seem to have gotten so

"Over the past few years,

my family and friends

seem to have taken the

stand: 'Out of sight, out of

mind/ "

Locking a man up, putting him In an
overcrowded, violent and de-

humanizing environment with little or

no treatment rehabilitation and then

expect him to come out with a healthy

outlook towards society just Isn't real-

istic. The only changes that occur In a

man are those he Initiates himself and
follows through on. Ohio's prisons are

not geared toward reforming the

prisoner—rather, they act as a ware-

house to confine him for as long as pos-

sible and upon release, they "hope"
that he has learned his lesson!

One of the problems that the offender

faces Is that the public wants him off

the streets and the courts usually

reflect the basic attitudes of the public

caught up In their own little world that

they just can't find the time to write or

visit.

If possible, I would like for you to

print this letter In your paper and If

there is anyone that would like to cor-

respond with me (offering advice,

friendship, or just a few words of

encouragement), I would appreciate It

very much.
Sincerely,

Rudy
Mr. Rudy Walker #166951

Chllllcothe Correctional Institution

Chllllcothe, Ohio 45601

Hd's. nolo: I'hr HhA.OHD rvvvivvd this

nnsulicitvd, handu rittvn letter and is

printing it unvhanged.

though It may be your last. But don't

think of this as morbid, for It Is at most
realistic. We have always been exhorted
to make the best of things, and we should
certainly continue. But let's start right

here and now. Life is nice. We may have
frlghtenlngly little control over how long

it will be, but we can and must do our best

to make It worthwhile, both for ourselves

and for everyone else. For, hasn't our
education always stressed quality over
quantity?

The last time you were in a bad mood,
what was It that brought you out of It?

Getting drunk and passing out In your
hallway? Locking yourself in your room
In the soothing company of PASCAL or
FORTRAN? Breaking bottles In the
stairways? Or rather was it somebody,
either a casual conversation that
snapped you out of the doldrums, or a
long talk which, as it were, brought you
to your senses? People are wonderful.
There are p)eople around here who make
life so much more bearable, so much
more livable, so much more fun, just by
being around. They don't do anything In

particular, but they talk, and listen, and
are generally just there. Yet people
never make It to the list of resources
That Is reserved for libraries, museums
"facilities," and the like. Unfortunately
wherever we go, be It small college cam
pus or large city, there is abhorrently lit

tie emphasis on Interaction, cooperation

socialization, or just plain hanging out

Women's Forum

".
. . people never make it

to the list of resources.

That is reserved for

libraries . . . and the

like."

Such are considered Indulgent luxuries.

Picking up a book Is great, but It does no

good for anyone but yourself. It Is selfish,

but It Is the way we are told to go.

What does It all come to? My naive

opinion. I see too many people walking

around here, heads bowed straight to the

ground, grunting reluctant greetings to

anyone they might pass, and generally

trying to Ignore the presence of other

human beings. This annoys me. Worse
yet, It Isn't nice. Want a cliche? For bet-

ter or worse, we are all In this together.

Let's make It for better. Smile today,

talk to somebody today. Those around
you now need you more than you will

ever need yourself. Take a little time out

from what you are doing, stand back,

and see If this Is not so,

"Ml VOL touch and all YOi see isall your

life tcill ever be."

Roger U aters.

Dark Side of the Mo<}n

Radical poet fights for change

by Cindy Stone

Audrey Lorde's poetry reading was
not light or witty or nice or pretty. It was
basically serious, Its message political.

Its content gruesome. But it was also

inspiring, for she writes not simply to

dwell on problems but also to change
them.

".
. . they are disturbing

and unnerving for those

of us who are male, or

white, or who like to

gloss over the differences

and relate to others on a

purely abstract, individual

level."

Audrey Lorde, as a Black lesbian femi-
nist poet. Is not exactly what one would
call entertaining. The title of one of her
esays is, precisely, "Poetry Is not a lux-

ury." Rather, she sees poetry as "the
skeleton architecture of our lives." Poe-
try, by making our feelings accessible to

language and thought and thereby com-
municable to others, Is a necessary pre-
lude to action.

Audrey Lorde's writings are a political

critique. In them she is radically aware
both of her allegiances and of her sepa-
rateness. They are an attack on those
who have traditionally oppressed her as
a woman, as a Black woman, as a les-

bian. As such. I think they are disturbing
and unnerving for those of us who are
male, or white, or who like to gloss over
the differences and relate to others on a
purely abstract. Individual level. But the
purpose of her critique Is not simply to
attack, but also. I think, to foster com-
munication, to highlight and stay true to

differences In order to make It possible to
bridge them.
Although Audrey Lorde's hope seems

to be to transcend differences, she does

not thereby seek to ignore or obscure
them. On the contrary, she uses her writ-

ing and her poetry as a means of attack,

not only on white male-dominated patri-

archy but also on those who pretend to

speak for her without fully recognizing
how she is different.

In "An Open Letter to Mary Daly,"
radical feminist and author of Gyn/Ecol-
ogy, Audrey Lorde accused her of draw-
ing only on the heritage of Western
European women in her attempt to build

a creative source of mythic power for all

women, of "Dealing with non-European
women . . . only as victims and preyers-
upon each other." She continued, 'This

dismissal stands as a real block to com-
munication between us . . . Assimilation

within a solely Western-European his-

tory Is not acceptable."

I do not think that Audrey Lorde's poe-

try speaks exclusively to women, or
Black women, or lesbians, but it Is writ-

ten especially for them in some ways.
Significantly, the last poem she read
"Need: A Choral of Black Women's
Voices"—focused specifically on Black
women. It Is an especially violent poem,
describing in gory detail actual murders
of Black women, going on to accuse the

entire city and Its Inhabitants of needing
their blood.

'^ . . it is through poetry

that we can tap that

deepest darkest source of

power . .
."

According to Audrey Lorde. it is

through poetry that we can tap that deep-

est darkest source of power within our-

selves: "Beautiful and tough as
chestnuts stanchions against our night-

mare or weakness." There were
moments during the poetry reading In

which her voice took on a deep, vibrat-

ing, signing quality, as If at these

moments the poem quivered as it

touched that dark chestnut core within

herself, that core which holds her own
Black ancient history and tradition.

I I I I
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SPECIAL THIS WEEK
ROSES

$8.00 a dozen

Eph's Alley, Williamstown

458-5030

Open 1 - 5:30. closed Wednesdays

Saggg-BBT—BPiaaBT—lil^-.T—T^.^.T.T.=I-I.—I«

GREYSTOxNE I

GARDENS I
Fifif ytntagf Clothing

4 -^
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COSTUMES FOR RENT
Telephone (113) 442-9291

at 436 North Street

Fittsfield, Massachusetts n

Kennedy supporter Steve Epstein '83 could still enjoy a smile with Republi-

can Ray Shamie at the Senate candidate's Wednesday address.

Faculty probes alcohol issue
by Lucy Lytle

Dean of the College Daniel O'Connor noted at last Wednesday's
faculty meeting that alcohol use at Williams "is less severe than at

comparable colleges." The meeting also touched on the annual
budget and the need for more space for the computer center.

In discussing the College's new alcohol awareness program,
O'Connor stressed that it is "not a response to a new overwhelming
crisis" but that the College wants "to find responsible and approp-
riate ways to use alcohol."

College Treasurer William Reed relayed the findings of the

"space study" aimed at uncovering ways of "using existing build-

ing space more intensely." The study recognized the need for addi-

tional space for the computer center, more seminar rooms, and
more lab space for organic chemistry and psychology courses.

The study recommended that the computer center be centrally

located in Jesup Hall and that the offices there move to the Weston
Language Center. The language laboratory will move from Weston
to Stetson and utilize the space currently occupied by the art

department. Weston will lose three classrooms in the process but

the Bronfman Science Center is expected to handle the overflow.

Longer registration period

O'Connor recommended that the course registration period be
extended from four to eight days to "encourage students to take
preregistration seriously." Currently, less than half of Williams'
students remain in their prc-rcgistered courses, according to

O'Connor.
O'Connor also announced that the ad-hoc student-faculty com-

mittee organized to monitor the Williams Bookstore situation "is

satisfied that the textbook area of the store will be operated on a

break-even basis" with owner Joseph Dewey hoping to "make a

profit on the trade area of his operation."

Reed also noted that endowments are down 5.9' r from last year
although Williams still has the thirteenth largest endowment per

student in the country.

JOSEPH E DEWEY

9:00 - 5:00

Mon.-Sat.

<^
%

'" ^ K \\Q n WILLIAMS!WILLIAMSTOWN, MASS.

01267

458-5717

<J^

DRAFT BEER
Halloween Special

Dragone Lambrusco/Bianco
6 1.5 liter bottles $19.75/case
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aMn'Btlie Babble 101
Continued from Page 5

Wellesley College

Tea parties have some Wellesley students up in arms. The mem-
bership policies of Tau Zeta Epsilon and Zeta Alpha are more like

those of sororities than the literary societies they claim to be,

accused a group protesting the teas at which members for the two
societies are selected.

The demonstrators complained that the societies sponsor very
few literary activities and don't open their events to the public.

Society representatives responded that all events were open and
most are "publicized by invitation and word-of-mouth."
More disturbing is the perceived discrimination in membership

policy. "I feel the discrimination is implicit. They tend to vote for

the people who are most like them, i.e., fairly well off," argued
Norine Leemans '83. "They perpetuate a stereotype of the well-

groomed Wellesley debutante with her Harvard beau."
"That's completely wrong," countered Donna Farrell '83 of Zeta

Alpha. "There is a lot of ethnic and geographic diversity. We actu-

ally have very few WASPS."
On what do the societies base membership? "Of course it helps if

there's a grandmother or a mother from ZA," explained ZA presi-

dent Barbara Dallas, "but each club member is looking for some-
thing different."

Continued on Page 8

Could you recommend some outside readings In

this area?
What do other experts in the field say about this

development?

4. Bluff.

I agree with (name of someone who did the

reading). I don't think I can add anything to

his her fine explanation at the moment.
I don't think a question like that can be ans-

wered. I'd prefer to continue on to something
more concrete.

5. Digress.

Do you think this has any relevance to modern
conditions?

How does this relate to (name of another person
you were supposed to read at some point ) 's stance
on the subject?

6. Admit you haven't done the reading. (To be
used only when absolutely necessary).

I'm sorry, but I haven't done the reading for

today. I'vebeenin the infirmary with ennui (beri-

beri, mono, typhoid fever, potato famine, warts.

mumps, etc.).

I'm not prepared today because I found out last

night that (my grandmother died, my grand-

mother's pet moose Leroy died, I won the Massa-

chusetts State lottery).

7. Combine two or more of the above.

As (name of person in class) implied, we have

to understand the essential dichotomy between

the radical manifestation of this theory on one

hand, and its parallel yet opposing reaction on the

other. Don't you agree?

A few general hints:

Always talk like you know what you're saying.

Speak slowly so people will get bored and pay no

attention to what you say. Use lots of hand ges-

tures (pretend you're an English major). Above
all, get in the habit of saying nothing in as many
words as possible early in the year. Most instruc-

tors and students will tolerate just about anything

if it is said confidently and authoritatively, and
indeed they'll come to expect it of you. So when
you really have nothing to say, you can go ahead
and say it, secure in the knowledge that no one is

listening closely.

SHOP NORTH ADAMS

ANNIE
SAT-SUN
12 NOON

THE HERITAGE
NORTH ADAMS INN

THEATER

An Officer and a Gentleman
2 pm - SAT & SUN
7 pm, 9 pm DAILY
All 7 pm shows S2.00

You are invited to

The Heritage-North Adams Inn
to celebrate the most hallowed eve

on Saturday. October 30th from 4-7 p.m.

The Haunting Heritage Happy Hour
featuring Tricks and Treats and Devllisious Eats

Then see the Heritage Horror Show
In our Cinema from 7-9 p.m.

The Heritage Inn Annual Halloween Party

Swing to the sounds of HOT PEPPER
contests, prizes, fortune telling,

food and spirits. 8;30-2 a.m.

$1.00 at the door, proceeds to go to UNICEF.

^^̂
S^

<^

.0^
f^^̂
^̂

c^

Screen PrIalIng

lor

CLUBS ' TEAMS
ORGANIZATIONS

FUND RAISERS

.#
,^'C^

*

RESTAURANT
303 Ashland St.

Special

9:00 P.M.—Till closing

Large Plain Pizza with

Pitcher of Beer

$6.50

Take Out Pizzas

Dial 664-9423

Button

Signs

Bumper Stickers

glassware

107 Main St. Dowlin Square
North Adams, MA 664-9569

For all your Eyeglass
needs—

(1) New prescriptions filled

(2) Lenses duplicated

(3) Prescription sunglasses

(4) Plain sunglasses

(5) Frames repaired

Visit

The Spectacle Shop
115 Main Street

North Adams, Mass. 01247

• Hardcover & paperback books
• Monarch notes
• Greeting cards & posters
• Special orders

107 Main Street Dowlin Square

North Adams, Mass. 01247

(413) 663 7540

Clip this ad and receive a
10% Discount (offer expires Nov. 30)
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CUL counters Council resolution
Public relations problems

arising from College Council
Resolution R-1 occupied the
Committee on Undergraduate
Life (CUL) two weeks ago. In

response to the widespread
campus perception that the
CUL will institute a tighter

transfer policy, Committee
chairman Cris Roosenraad
noted that neither the CUL
report nor the Gifford Report

mention "limited interhouse
transfers."

The CUL report does call for

the establishment of class bal-

ances within houses. "What we
have yet to make Is a decision

(on how to achieve this),"

asserted Roosenraad. "We've
got a lot more work to do . . . We
are not trying to move ahead
without consultation or further

Input."

Panel says capitalism out
by David Kleit

"The American economy and
world capitalistic economy are
in crisis," agreed three econo-
mists on October 18, In a panel
discussion called ' 'The Political

Economy of Economic De-
cline." The panel Included
Michael Plore of MIT, Frances
Fox Plven of the City University

of New York, and David Gordon
of the New York School for

Social Research.
Piore opened with a general

review of the points of agree-

ment among the panelists. He
said the group views political

and economic Institutions as

structures which eventually

outgrow themselves, causing a

crisis out of which a new struc-

ture Is formed. The crisis period

of transition is thus viewed as

producing a new long term
structure.

Piven concentrated her
remarks on the current crisis

and what groups will enter the

conflict over the composition of

a new structure. She advanced
the view that the current corpo-

rate and conservative Republi-

can program is based on the

idea of solving the problem of

declining profits by lowering
the living standards of workers.

In Plven's view, while the cor-

porate plan has been the first on
the scene, other groups will soon
join the conflict. She cited a
new, clearer link between
issues as a cause of unity among
opposition groups. She noted the

Reagan administration policy

of social spending cuts com-
bined with Increased military

spending is a particularly unify-

ing force for the political

opposition.

$6.50 minimum wage
In his remarks, Gordon set

out to promote an alternative to

the mainstream viewpoint. He
outlined a program including

emphasis on needs—responsive
development, the elimination of

economic waste, and an
improvement of the Interna-

tional situation through what he

termed democratic trade
agreements. In particular, he
called for full employment and
the entry of workers into the
corporate decision-making pro-

cess. Gordon repeatedly
asserted that his program Is

based on traditional American
and progressive democratic
values.

In response to a question, Gor-
don stated that the minimum
wage should be raised to "about
$6.50." He advocated a perman-
ent price control authority to

control Inflation, but noted that

steps would have to be taken to

limit the negative side effects

usually associated with price
controls,

Plore, In detailing some of his

own views, put forth the concept
that technological advances
have caused production to out-

grow national markets. Stating

"We have reached a crisis,"

Piore added that while a new
structure is being formed, its

shape Is still unclear.

The Committee also con-

cluded that their creation of a

Housing Subcommittee under
CUL jurisdiction was a "non-

issue." Roosenraad pointed out

that the Dean's Office had origi-

nally organized a Student Hous-

ing Committee, which the

College Council entered into

their constitution four years

ago.

Housing Committee co-

chairman John Carlson '83

reported that the Housing Com-
mittee thought the voting proce-

dure change, which gives every
committee member a vote, was
the most Important part of the

realignment. The switch to CUL
jurisdiction was of little conse-

quence, Carlson held, "We have
no authority either way"—
under the Council or under the

CUL. He characterized the

Council's response to the
change, as "Oh my God, we've
got an Issue. Let's do something
with It."

The CUL Invited faculty asso-

ciates to the meeting to discuss

establishing a house associate

for each class and the role of a

house associate In general. The
associates unanimously agreed
that more associates are not

necessary. "There's a tough
enough visibility problem,"
noted Steven Fix, Hopkins
house faculty associate. "It will

also institutionalize (class div-

isions within the house)." Art
professor Ed Epplng added,
"We'll be back here a year from
now saying, 'We have two duds
and one active associate."

MljRPITF

2/V Wed.-*-
30AM
Sat,

DrinksandalateN^MenuM /-» ^ SSOSooERa
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The Purple Pub
Bank Street

>

'Ji

>

Monday
Draft Beer Night

Pabst Beer 64 oz.

pitchers $1.50

7 pm - 12 midnight

Tuesday
Prime Time
(reduced prices)

Wednesday/

Watch RECORD
for specials.

Thursday
Vodka Night
Any Vodka drink
$1.00

Friday

Lunch special

Beer and Deli

Sandwich with I.D.

$2.25

Sunday

Open at 1:00

Pitchers of Bloody
Marys for $5.00

I

J

I5

NOTE: Lunch served Monday-Salurday 11:30-2:00 p.m. ;J

Best Deli in town! >t

Just received . . . Publishers overstock

(Ideal for Christmas gifts)

1/3 to 1/2 oll...downstairs at Renzi's
enzi's

COLLEGE BOOK STORE, INC

WILLIAMSTOWN. MASS 01267

YOUR CHANCE TO COME TO LONDON
Junior y«or programt, Pottgraduote diplomat. On* y»ar Mait*r'f

dsgreet and Research opportunities in the social sciences are offered

at the London School of Economics and Political Science.

fhe wide ronye o( sub|ecls includes

Atcoofiling S Fiiiafue A( tuaiiol St leiite Aniiuopolfjqy Business Studies.

[coiiorriici Econonieliics tconoinu Hisliji/ tuiopeon Studios Geotjiophy

GovernmenI Induslfiol Relolions Inlerriationol Histocy Inieroolionol

Relations low Monogeinent Scie»ite Operalionol Research Philosophy,

Plonnmg Studies Populotior\ Stufjies Politics Sea Use Policy S<Kial

Adrninislrolion Sociol Woric Sociology SckioI Psychology Slatisticol und

Motheniolicol Sciences Systems Analysis

Apptiialiuo btunkk tiuii.

A4mlMlonil«(lttrar. L.S.I,, Howfhlon Str««t lon4on mCl.ln^t^nd
Plaat* tiat* Mk««t<ar |unlof yvsr or podgfaatuata

LSE LofxJon School of Econon»ics aixJ PolitH:Hl Science

UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO
GRADUATE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS

M.B.A.

Students of All Majors and Fields Invited

Come to our meetings to hear about our M.B.A. and

Ph.D. Programs and to ask any questions about the

curriculum, admission, financial aid, and career op-

portunities available in the following fields of manage-

ment:

Finance Health Administration

Economics Public and NonProfit

Marketing Human Resources

Accounting Management Science

General Management Policy

Tuesday, Novennber 2, 1982

Contact Career Counseling for sign-ups

I I I I
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WEST PACKAGE STORE
Thanks for help with

the kids' college fund.

During November 10% of

all profits earmarked (for

Bob's canoe repair and
purchase fund).

All business gratefully accepted.
Route 2

Between N.A. and Williamstown
8 am-10 pm M-W 663-6081 8 am-11 pm Th-Sat
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EASTER SUNDAY GLASSWARE BY Libbey

ULJ
JUICt MPtH HI6H lALL PIISNIR PARFAIT <fMIN! *IN( CM4MPA6NC fOOTEO COCKTAIL

ESTABLISHED 1888

W i^ k\

Student and Home Furniture

61 Spring Street Tel.458-9001 Williamstown

Jloui^e of ^als;!)
egtablistbtb 1891

Put a Purple Cow
in your life

Specially designed embroidered
purple cow belts for men
and women

. . . quality and service

luring i^rctt

ttiUiatnBtouin. liasBacl|UfiettB 01267

413-458-5010

SACK IX !

!

At The Mountain Goat

.^'^^

iht Mounfain Goat
130 Water Street, Williamstown, Mass. 01267

Boycott

clarified-
Continued from Page 1

be that there are only certain

forums that black people can
legitimately take," said
Kenyatta. He rejected this

view.

Kenyatta noted that Williams

is not blemish-free on the ques-

tion of minority hiring. "Here,

like at the law school, there has

not been institutional resolve

for affirmative action in faculty

hiring." He did, however,
praise Williams for its admis-
sions policy and said it was far

ahead of Harvard Law School.

Intense education

On the law school front,

Kenyatta said the boycott is still

planned (the three-week course

is supposed to begin in Janu-
ary). It is likely that a group of

students will file a complaint
against the law school charging
race and sex discrimination.

The students are in the process
of developing an alternative,

semester-long course.

A poll of law school students
found that 71 percent disagreed
with the boycott, but 91 percent
support the notion that the

school should be taking extraor-

dinary steps to hire blacks.

"This is classic," snapped
Kenyatta. "We agree with your
goals, we disagree with your
tactics."

"One of the things that this

business at the law school has
done," Kenyatta concluded, "is

that it's put the students
involved through a more intense

education than anything the
school could have done. What I

hope for is that this tempest in a
tea pot will help to train the peo-
ple in law school and lead to

lives of political activism."

Other Ivory Towers
Protesters also assert that dues of $85 per semester for Zeta

Alpha and $B5 for new TZE members are prohibitively high for

most people. "The one thing they cannot argue is that they dress as
high society, act like high society, and are in fact members of a
higher social class," charged one protester. "Their dues and image
keep it that way."

Wellesley also has a toxic chemical dump on campus, reported

the News. The spot is the site of an old paint factory on the shores of

Lake Waban. In the past years, area residents have noted that

one-third of an acre is marked by patches of vivid blue, green, and
yellow soil and that no plants grow there. Outside studies indicate

high levels of lead and chromium in the area. The college claims
that there has been no evidence of a problem in fifty years.

University of Michigan

Arson is becoming the most popular crime on college campuses,
according to the Campus Press Service.

A suspect in a University of Michigan case told officials he set a
fire because he was "mad at the economy, mad at the university
and mad at (university president Harold) Shapiro." The fire des-
troyed a $3 million dollar economics building last Christmas eve.
Arson expert Dr. Herman Weisman suggested other motives.

"Two students living together in a dorm might get mad at one
another, and one sets fire to the other's closet. Or as student flunk-
ing out might set fire to the department or instructor's office he
feels is responsible."

Pranks are another major cause of fires. At Michigan State, a
student started a $50,000 blaze by shoving a few firecrackers under
a friend's door.

Most of the nation's 430 major campus fires go unsolved, Weis-
man added. Overall, in 1980, campus arson damage totaled $2.5
billion.

Castleton State

V'^ermont prison inmates have more living area in their cells than
Castleton State College students have in their rooms, the Spartan
reported.

Many students at the Vermont college housed in triples complain
they have no room for desks. When informed of student's com-
plaints. Dean of Students Joe Mark responded, "The quality of life

is not a function of square footage."

CLASSIFIEDS
Congrats Steve on UMass Med.

-BFD
NBC Sports congratulates ED P.

for cleaning his room. What a
performance!

JOE—Since when is an archbi-
shop allowed to do this? Wait 'till

his eminence finds out!

—the Heretic

p^ WEST END DEL|s™f
Rte.2 West Main St., North Adams 1
664-9121 664-9121

FRESH FRIED CHICKEN
QUALITY SUBS & GRINDERS

Open Daily 11 AM - 8 PM

500 OFF ANY GRINDER
with this coupon

MICHEL'S OF WILLIAMSTOWN
Catering with a special touch for

soecial occasions.

• Private Parties • Platters • Mors d'oeuvres

Deadline for arranging for graduation parties

is r^ay 10th.

Contact Mary for more information.

458-5441

Marian—has he given you "the
stone" yet? If not, you still have
time! Come back to us, the sheep
miss you—the outback just won't
be the same. We keep a case of

Fosters by your pillow each night,

and we've got the padre praying
for your return

Love and Xeroxes.
Philo. Dept.. U of Wallamoolloo

Golf finishes

undefeated
The golf team won their final

match of the year on October 12
to retain their undefeated stand-
ing and finish the season at 7-0.

In the final match, held at Wil-
liams' home course, the
Taconic Golf Club, the Ephmen
beat Babson and Springfield.
Totals for the teams were Willi-

ams 396, Babson 426, and
Springfield 481.

Sophomore Mike Hennigan
was the low man for Williams
with a score of 74. He was fol-

lowed by senior co-captains
Bruce Goff and Phil Seefried
with scores of 77 and 78,
respectively.

Seefried had a hole-in-one on
the fifth hole, of length 185
yards, using a six-iron, this was
the second hole-in-one for Willi-
ams this year, and the 15th on
the Taconic course for the year.

Ski Pullover

Perfect for Alpine or XC skiing, or as a stylish,
comfortable pullover for everyday wear Poly
ester/cotton popl-n fabric breathes yet resists
wind and moisture. Extendable kmt collar. Large
Velcroclosed front pocket over Velcroclosed
handwarmer. 100% nylon knit at waist, collar
and cuffs to keep cold out and body heat in. Six
exciting two tone combinations—

Netwomen victorious

The women's tennis team
completed their season this

weekend with a successful
showing at the Division III New
England Championships held at

Amherst Saturday and Sunday.
Renee George "83 sailed

through her first three matches
to qualify for the semi-finals,

where she lost in a tie-breaker
7-6, 6-3 to Tufts' Mary Johnson.

Liz Peay '86 was eliminated
from the play in the second
round when she faced number
one seed Claire Slaughter of

Trinity, who went on to clinch
the championship title.

In doubles action, Margo
Stone '83 and Susan Brown '86

advanced the farthest for Willi-

ams. In their first match they
forced the number two seed
team from Trinity out of the

running. They then trounced a
Middlebury team to qualify for

the quarter-finals where they
lost to Wellesley.

Coach Curt Tong commented
that he was quite pleased with
Williams' overall performance
and that he saw a lot of improve-
ment over last year. The team
finished at 6-4.

Rugby remains

undefeated
by Anne Melvin

The women's rugby team
defeated Tufts on Saturday to

raise their record to 3-0.

The confident Jumbos were
no match for Williams' strong

scrum. Although Tufts fielded

an excellent line, the Eph line

and scrum concentrated on pre-

venting the breakaway runs
that had allowed Tufts to beat
Williams two weeks ago at

Dartmouth.
Williams dominated the first

half of the game playing frus-

tratingly close to the Tufts try

line, although never quite get-

ting the ball in. Close to half-

time, a tired but determined
scrum took advantage of a

penalty kick. Scrum half Louise

Hurd '85 rushed the Jumbos
with Williams supporting her

close behind. The Ephwomen
pushed her over the try line for

the first and only points of the

game.

The Ephwomen nearly scored

Sports Shorts

COKE (2 Litre)

DIET COKE

(2 Litre)

$1.30

Tricks & Treats

to shoppers

on Halloween

a second time when the scrum
pushed Captain Jane Parker
'83 into the try zone, but the try

was not awarded due to

technicalities.

After the game, the dishear-
tened and defeated Tufts aban-
doned the women ruggers who
were expecting the traditional

post-game festivities. Appar-
ently the lures of the homecom-
ing football game, and Ruth, the

live pachyderm in the stadium,
were too strong to resist.

Next Saturday the Ephwo-
men challenge Mt. Holyoke at

11: 00a.m. on Cole Field. Specta-
tors are welcome to watch the

game and participate in the

post-game hospitality.

Field Hockey routs

North Adams
by Andrew Garfield

In probably their last game of

the season, the field hockey
team trounced North Adams 3-

0. The team will find out Mon-
day if they will be entering any
tournaments.
Co-captain Mary Pynchon '83

called it "one of our best games
of the season. We controlled the

game from the time we got

there." Diane Lewis '85, in her

first varsity game, opened the

scoring in the first half.

Mace Foehl '85 and Allison

Fuller '85 slapped into the net

together a centering pass from
Pynchon for the second goal.

Pynchon closed out the scoring

in the second half. She cited

"good passing and stickwork"

as the reasons behind the deci-

sive victory.

The team's final record
stands at 4-3-4. Many of the ties

could have been victories.

Pynchon said that the

improvement of the team was

evident over the course of the

season. She said Coach Chris

Larson Mason was responsible

for this. "At the beginning of the

year our stickwork was really

bad. Now it is close to the best in

Division III. Chris has really

helped us."

Women run well
Women's cross-country

coach Bud Fisher was very

pleased with the team's fourth-

place finish at the Fitchburg

Invitational on Saturday, as the

Ephwomen finished ahead of all

other Division III teams at the

meet.

Sue Flynn *85 was the top Wil-

liams runner, finishing seventh

with a time of 19:03. Mary
Keller '86 was 17th with 19:51,

Chinyere Uwah '85 was 27th at

20: 17, Teresa Casey '86 was 33rd

at 20:34, and Katherine Boozer
'85 finished 44th with a time of

21:23.

Flynn was also the top Eph
runner at the NESCAC Individ-

uals finishing ninth with a time

of 19:01.

The Ephwomen's big Little

Three meet against both
Amherst and Wesleyan will be

this Saturday at Amherst.

Harriers place second
by Mark Averitt

The cross-country team fin-

ished second in Saturday's
match against M.I.T., Tufts,

and UMass-Boston.
Williams was led by John Nel-

son, finishing third with a time

of 25:56, Dan Riley, fourth at

26:06, and Brian Angle, eighth

at 26:41.

Other Eph finishers were co-

captain Lyman Casey '83 and
Bennett Yort '84, who came
tied for eleventh at 27:01.

The runners take on the Little

Three at Amherst on Saturday.

Dr. Irving J. Tanzman, F.A.A.O.

OPTOMETRIST
Specializing in contact lenses and

students' visual problems.

85 MAIN STREET
NORTH ADAMS, MA. 01247

662-2020 — 663-5845

Babysitting Jobs

Any student who is interested in babysitting for the Children of

faculty and staff should stop by the Assistant to the President's

office, 3rd floor of Hopkins Hall, as soon as possible.

There's no trick

to this treat!

Halloween parties are fun, and Hallmark paper

partyware makes them easy, too! Our ' GhoolY

Ghost" design is frightfully festive and makes
clean-up a snap'

t 1962 Hallmark Cardv inc

McCLELLAND'S
STATIONERY & OFFICE SUPPLIES
36 Spring St., Williamstown 458-4920

ON THE TOWN

Lana B. works a

little magic. The new

dynamite little bubble

dress. Sexy, Sophisticated.

A way to approach

the P.M. hours.

Penny's Place

M-F 9:30-5:30

Thurs till 8:30

Layaway accepted

STUDIOUSLY ANNOUNCES:
The Williams College Miller Lite

GEEK OF THE WEEK
Awarded weekly to the Williams student who
forsakes all else* in search of the scholarly ideal

ROB BOWMAN '83 is this week s

recipient Rob is working on a Polit-

ical Science Honors Thesis entitled

Morality in Foreign Policy Deci-

sions " His advisor is Professor Stig-

licz For dedication to his studies.

Lite Beer honors Rob Bowman

'Except a frosty cold Lite after the Sawyer
Library closes

GREAT TASTE . . .

LESS FILLING
Everything you always wanted
in a Beer . . . and Less

I I 1
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Previously undefeated

Eph gridders upset Jumbo homecoming, 13-11
by Robert A. Tercek

With three seconds left on the clock. Tufts' Mark
Harasimowicz's 35-yard field goal attempt was wide
\eU, and the football team was able to hold onto a 13-11

upset victory over the Jumbos.
The ecstatic Ephmen led the whole game, holding

Tufts scoreless until the second half. "There's an
intangible in the game that you can't measure," said

Head Coach Bob Odell of the unexpected win, "that's

the enthusiasm of the upset, the thrill of the win."

Williams' first score came on a 95-yard drive, using

the combined attack of sophomore fullback Ted Tho-

mas' rushing and junior quarterback B. J. Connolly's

passing.

Throw on first down
"When we make up our mind to throw the ball, we'll

throw it on first down," said Odell of the potent attack.

"We threw on first down eight times in the first half."

The Eph's second touchdown came on a Connolly

sweep with 1:36 left in the third quarter. But a failed

extra-point attempt haunted the Ephmen in the final

quarter.

"Our ability to move the ball shocked them some-

what," said Odell, noting Tufts' traditionally stubborn

defense. "Just shifting in our backfield caused their

defense to move, and our strong slot formation put them

off balance."

Missed field goals

The game wasn't over for the Jumbos, however. With

1:30 left, quarterback David Piermarini hit halfback

Lenny Barber in the endzone. A two-point conversion

pass made it 13-11, and the Jumbos rallied before their

giant homecoming crowd of 10,500. But their field goal

attempt failed. It was the third such failure in the game
for Tufts.

The Williams defensive secondary, which was tested

by 44 Tufts passes, gave up 26 completions. Defenders

Tim Curran '83 and Steve Monroe '83 each intercepted a

pass and fleet-footed Tomas Alejandro '83 twice pre-

vented breakaway touchdown runs by running down

Tufts receiver Bob (ialvin from behind. "The defensive

secondary did a good job under a lot of pressure," said

Odell.

The defensive line often flushed Piermarini from the

pocket. Defensive end (iary Pfaff '83 and tackles John
Kowalik 'Hii, Gary Stocz '83, and Reggie Bollinger '85

were in the thick of the pass rush, each involv€»d in two
backfield tackles.

Thomas leading rusher
Ted Thomas led the rushing with 100 yards on 22

carries. "Ted is very steady," Odell observed. "Again,
he was the main man in the running attack and picked
up critical yardage when we needed it." Halfbacks Con-
gdon and Crotty gained 56 and 44 yards, and Connolly
rushed for 23 yards to give the Ephmen a total of 223
yards on the ground.

Connolly and his aerial circus were the key to a huge
momentum change for the Ephmen. Connolly con-
nected on 13 of his 24 throws, gaining 34 yards in the
air. His primary receiver is Marc Hummon '84, whose
six catches resulted in 76 yards.

Lady hooters lose in OT
The women's soccer team, involved in some close low-scoring

games, lost 1-0 to Tufts on Saturday and 2-1 to Keene State on
Tuesday.
The team played well on Saturday, and held Tufts scoreless in

both halves. Tufts scored in overtime, and the Ephwomen were not

able to even it up, resulting in the disappointing 1-0 defeat.

Keene State is a very strong team, and with a home-field advan-
tage they proved to be too much for the Ephwomen. Senior Becky
Baugh scored early in the first half for Williams, but they were
unable to hold on and Keene State scored two in a row for the

victory.

Enthusiastic team
Coach Ed Grees said that Williams was hurt by a small travelling

team and therefore did not have the depth to facilitate many substi-

tutions. He praised the team for strong defensive play and
undaunted enthusiasm, both in the Keene State game and through-

out the season.

Perhaps more important than the losses was the Ephwomen's 1-0

victory over Amherst last Saturday.
Williams lost to Smith last Tuesday—again a 1-0 loss despite

an excellent team performance.

Last game today
The team's record is now 4-6-1. Coach Grees hoped to end the

season on a happy note and somewhat even up that record as the
Ephwomen played today at Westfield State.

Volleyball takes third in tourney

by Denise Ross

While Williams didn't place

first or second in the Northeast

Invitational Volleyball Tourna-
ment this past weekend at Willi-

ams, they did manage to come
up with an overall record of 4-2,

good for third place.

Spikers take two

Williams started out on Satur-

day with two easy wins against

W.P.I. 15-10 and 15-9 in their

first match against Wellesley
proved to be more difficult as
Williams fell 15-8 and 1.5-9. Willi-

ams came back in their final

match of the day against Bryn
Mawr to easily take the first two
games 15-8 and 15-9.

Defeat Union

Sunday proved to be a bit

more competitive for Williams
as they faced Union in their first

match. The Ephs took the first

game 15-8, but lost the next
game 15-4. But they bounced
back to take the final game and
the match 15-6.

it^i»

Division III women's swimming

coach of th« year Cart Samuelson .

Coach of the Year
Swimming coach Carl Samuelson, has been named Division III

Coach of the Year by the .National Collegiate Women's Swimming
Coaches Association.

The award caps a year for Samuelson in which his women's swim
team won the NCAA Division III national championship and his
men's team was runnerup to national Division III champion
Kenyon. "I just absolutely could not be happier," says Samuelson.
"It's a wonderful honor for me personally and it's one I share with
every one of our swimmers."

The 1982-82 season was the first in which the NCAA sponsored
national championships for women. The competition, was domi-
nated by Williams women who won 14 of the 24 events. Their total of
402 points gave a comfortable margin over runnerup Kenyon with
303. In late February, the women also won their third straight New
England championship.

Junior Jean Loew beats a Tufts defender to the ball on Saturday. The team, however, lost in overtime. 1-0.

Soccer takes two
by Dave Woodworth

Freshman Jeff McEvoy scored one goal and assisted on the

other as the men's varsity soccer squad defeated Tufts by a 2-0

score on Saturday.

Good defense on the part of the Jumbos and a sluggish Eph
offense kept the match scoreless at the half. However, at 59: 50,

Marty White '83 broke the ice when he took a cross from McEvoy
on the left side of the goal and knocked it past diving Jumbo
goalkeeper Alex Glickman.

With the score 1-0 in their favor, the Williams midfielders

began to assert themselves and took complete control of the

match. The continual pressure resulted in the second goal, as

McEvoy eased home a centering pass by John Campbell '84. The

play was made by a fine individual effort on Campbell's part, as

he ran down a ball that the Tufts defenders apparently thought

was going over the end line.

The Jumbos made several strong bids to tighten the match in

the closing minutes, but Kenny Rhodes '85 turned in an impres-

sive performance in goal as he recorded his first shutout of the

season. Rhodes ndtched 15 saves on the way to the win, while

Glickman made 9 in a losing effort . The Ephs outshot the Jumbos
by a 2119 margin.

New alignment

The victory was the third in the last four games for Williams.

The strong play of the Ephs during the past fortnight can be

attributed in large part to their new set, which shows four backs,

four midfielders, and two forwards, rather than the traditional

4-3-3 which had been used previously.

Another factor is the superior conditioning and depth of the

Williams side: they have been a second-half team throughout

the season. This was particularly evident on Saturday.

Two more wins

The other wins came over Bates and Clark. In the 4-Odefeat of

Bates last Tuesday, Dave Nasser '83 scored two goals while

Doug McKenney '85 and Eric Stein '84 added one each. Goal-

keeper Ted Murphy '85 was tested only six times in racking up

his third shutout of the year.

The victory over Clark on October 11 was a thriller, as the

Ephs rallied from a 1-0 deficit at the half to win 2-1. Rob Kusel'SS

got one tally while Jeff Sutton 'Hii got the game winner with three

minutes left . the loss came at the feet of Bowdoin, 2-0, on October
16.

The wins raised Williams' seasonal record to 6-2-1 as they go
into a tough match against ranked Babson today at home.

Battle for second
The women displayed their

true colors in the next match
against U.V'.M.; a match that

would decide the second place

standing in the tournament.
While Williams lost both games
to U.V.M. 15-11 and 15-11. the

scores didn't display just how
well Williams played against an
equally as intense and competi-
tive team.

Gilmore and Pepe displayed
the reasons why they were
chosen to the All-Star Team as
each supplied the team with
excellent spikes and played
superbly on the net.
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Unemployment
kills, says prof

by Jim Peak

The Williams College faculty has a new celeb-

rity in economics professor Morton O. Shapiro,

who has received national publicity for a recent
study correlating high unemployment rates with
a rise in male suicides. His research shows that

"a one percentage point Increase In the annual
unemployment rate leads to 320 additional sui-

cides for men per year."

In the past two weeks, Shapiro's findings have
been featured In dozens of newspapers around the

country (Including the front page of the Wall
Street Journal) and on the evening news broad-
casts of the three major television networks.
Although the press has tended to concentrate on

the most sensational aspect of the study, namely
the Increase In suicides, Shapiro and co-author
Dennis A. Ahlburg, an assistant professor and
member of the Center for Industrial Relations at

the University of Minnesota, discovered a variety

of other negative social effects of high unemploy-
ment rates. These Included "Increases In homi-
cides, admissions to mental Institutions,

alcoholism, and cardiovascular disease." Sha-

piro further noted that "while suicide Is certainly

the most extreme reaction to Job loss. It Is only

one of many Indicators of the unmeasured psy-

chological devastation experienced by many who
are either unemployed or face the threat of unem-
ployment. Each additional suicide precipitated

by Job loss represents a fraction of the people who
are adversely affected by unemployment."

Publicity snowballs

The authors also theorize that when men who
grew up during the post-World War II economic
boom lose their Jobs, their trauma Is Increased

because they had expected to continue their

fathers' economic progress.

Shapiro first showed his findings to Sidney

Weinbraub, editor of the journal Post-Keynesian

Economics, last spring when Weintraub was a

visiting professor of economics at WlUlams.Weln-
traub felt that the results were important, and
offered to print the study In his Journal to make It

Botswana honors Lewis

'No clean hands'

PLO doctor lays blame

Economics profossor Morton Shapiro's rssoarch corre-

latos unemployment with suicide, alcohoiism, and car-

diovascular disease. (Scheibe)

available to a wider audience.

Williams' News Director Ray Boyer heard

about the study and began publicizing It. The
story was first picked up by the Berkshire Eagle,

and was carried on UPI's national news wire a

week later. The story "just began to snowball

after UPI carried it," said Shapiro.

Shapiro Is pleased, although surprised, at all

the attention he has received. "I never expected

this kind of reaction, but I feel very strongly that

ignoring the social costs of unemployment is a big

mistake, and I am glad that this report has
received some publicity."

Shapiro will discuss his theory on Channel 10

News Wednesday night at 6: 00.

by Ned Ladd

Tempers flared as pro-

Palestinian and pro-Israeli fac-

tions squared off during and
after Dr. Chris Giannou's lec-

ture "What I saw In Lebanon"
last Thursday night. The lecture

served to heighten the emotion
of the issue and the fervor of the

audience, causing one political

science professor to protest the

anti-Semitic atmosphere he
perceives at Williams.

Giannou, a Canadian sur-

geon, spoke of his experiences
as doctor in residence at Naba-
tlya Hospital in southern
Lebanon. Anticipating the emo-
tional reaction of his audience,

he prefaced his talk by saying
that "nobody's hands are
clean."

He began by outlining the

events leading up to Israel's

June 6 invasion of southern
Lebanon. He emphasized that

Lebanon before the invasion
was really a group of "states
within a state," and that the

PLO was fully one of these
states.

Giannou said that to the Leba-
nese, "the Palestinian cause
was a sacred one, and Israel

was the enemy." The PLO pos-

sessed not only an army, but a
government with a parliament
and ministries of health, wel-

fare, and education, according
to Giannou. "Technically, I am
a member of the PLO because I

worked In Red Crescent (the

PLO equivalent of the Red
Cross) hospitals in Nabatiya
and Sidon," he said.

However, Giannou said that

when Israeli tanks moved into

southern Lebanon, the Leba-
nese greeted their "liberators"

in the streets. He explained this

apparent contradiction by
equating the Lebanese with the

French in 1940. He said that

greeting an occupying army is a
common survival instinct and
that "once you have survived a
terrible war, you must continue

to survive." He offered evi-

dence to prove his contention

that the Lebanese were pro-

Palestlnlan by saying that he
watched Lebanese villagers in

Nabatiya celebrate when an
Israeli jet was shot down.

Refugee camp destroyed

Giannou then spoke of his per-

sonal experience with the Leba-
nese and Israelis. While in

Nabatiya, the government hos-

pital in which he worked was
bombed "five or six times," He
spoke of the destruction of a
nearby refugee camp by "clus-

ter bombs and phosphorus
bombs" which left "blackened
craters, tons of masonry,
twisted iron bars, and cadav-
ers." According to Giannou,
"The true number of casualties

will never be known" since

bodies are deeply buried under
rubble.

The Israelis claimed to have
dropped leaflets telling civili-

ans to flee, and to have used
loudspeakers warning civilians

of the danger, but Giannou said,

"Bombs fell with the leaflets,

and we never heard the
Continued on Page 8

Stephen R. Lewis Jr., Profes-

sor of Economics at Williams
and an adviser to top govern-
mental officials in the southern

African nation of Botswana, has
been named a recipient of that

nation's Presidential Order of

Meritorious Service.

Lewis Is the first American,
and only the fifth non-cltlzen to

be given the honor since Bots-

wana became Independent from
Great Britain In 1966. A spokes-

man for Quett Maslre, Presi-

dent of Botswana, says the

Pr'ofossor Stephen Lewis has
become the first American in his-

tory to win Botswana's Presidential

Order of Meritorious Service.

award was given to Lewis for

"outstanding contributions to

the development of Botswana."
A specialist In the economic

problems facing developing
nations, Lewis has spent three

of the last five years In Bots-

wana serving as economic con-

sultant In the Ministry of

Finance and Development
Planning. He was also a

member of the Presidential

Commission on Economic
Opportunity In Botswana. The
Commission, which completed
Its work last May, explored

ways the mining-based develop-

ment of Botswana can produce

growth In opportunities for Its

citizens.

The announcement that

Lewis was to be honored came
during Botswana's Independ-

ence Day ceremonies on Sep-

tember 30. The award will be

presented during the same
ceremonies next September 30.

Botswana has attracted Inter-

national attention for Its politi-

cal stability In a turbulent

region. The semi-arid, land-

locked nation is surrounded by

South Africa, Zimbabwe, Zam-
bia and Angola. The govern-

ment, a democracy, Is led by

President Maslre, who was
awarded an honorary degree by

Williams in 1980 when he was

Continued on Page 10

Street Stompin' Fun
The Spring Street Stompers kept the Freshman Parents jumping in

Chapin Hall last weekend. Members of the band are, from left to right,

Walt Lehman, Bob Ritter '57, Phil Wilson, Ken Redmond '54, (hidden

behind drums), Bill Fischer '56, Tom Yankus, and Don Coates '57.

(Farley)
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Special Thursdays
.Sunday we were pleasantly surprised by candles and orange

tablecloths—Halloween Night. The Tuesday before we were surprised

with candles and blue and white tablecloths—German Night. While we
enjoy surprises, we also recognize the significant unused potential of

Food Services' Theme Nights. Now they are a mere diversion. With

planning they could become a revitalized form of guest meals.

Guest Meals were a wonderful excuse to dress up, spend an evening
with a date or faculty member, and eat an unhurried meal. They not only

improved neglected student-faculty relations, but were a big boost to

male-female relations on the campus.
The elements that made guest meals work: regularity and a special

environment. Students knew that Thursday was unique. They would
plan for it, asking faculty and friends to join them. Tablecloths, candles
and waiters made it a genteel break from the everyday grind.

We propose a rejuvenation of guest meals based upon the Theme
Dinners. Have them every Thursday so students can plan ahead. And
compromise on the waiters; put food on the tables beforehand for sit-

down family-style dinners. The same people who now serve on the line

can set things up instead. Students can go back themselves for seconds,
so we won't need waiters., But whole houses can sit to eat at the same
time, guest-meal style.

By adapting Theme Dinners, it would take no special effort to make
Thursdays very special.
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LETTERS
Term ad bad

To the editor:

Since it wasn't an April 1st edition, I

was surprised and disgusted to read the

term paper ad in your recent Williams
Record. Last I knew, such a service was
immoral, dishonest, and in violation of

the honor system. If the extra edge to win
in the '80's is cheating, the '90's promise
to have some pathetic leaders. Even for

the desperate pragma tist who wants to

get ahead at any cost, don't you think an
*'A-^/A/A—" paper would be recognized
as fraudulent by a Williams professor
who knew the student?

Concerned but mostly disgusted.

Bob Lux '68

. • . nOy worse
To the editor:

I had the opportunity last evening to

catch up on some of my reading, includ-
ing the Williams Record issue of

October 5th. I found the issue generally
informative, especially to hear about the
departure of Barbara-Jan Wilson. Upon
returning to the next page. Page 8, my
eye was caught by an ad in the lower
left-hand corner, which at first I took as a
spoof.

In checking this morning, I was sad-
dened to find that it was not a spoof, but
indeed a "bonafide" paid for commer-
cial advertisement. I have had an associ-

ation with Williams College since the
early 60's, which more recently culmi-
nated in the graduation of our daughter
in the class of 1981. Over these years, I

have felt there is one thing that the col-

lege exceeded in, if nothing else—the
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development and practice of a realistic

and workable honor system.

It disturbs me, as a former parent and
friend of the College to realize that there

are apparently those in the college who
would put monetary gain ahead of any
honor code or respect for their fellow stu-

dents. I cannot understand how anyone
of your presumed accomplishments,
intelligence or responsibility could in

any way even consider running such an
ad, let alone printing it.

I hope you understand while there are
many times that I have not agreed with
the Record's editorial position (and
that can be said for many papers ) , I have
nonetheless felt enlightened by having
the opportunity to learn of other view-
points. I certainly do not believe in cen-

sorship in any form, including even
guidelines that would supposedly direct

the policies of a college publication. I

must say, however, your lack of respon-
sibility in this matter makes me cer-

tainly wonder how this sort of happening
can be prevented in the future.

Maybe for starters, you should both
consider terminating your relationship
to the RECORD, for the record!

Spencer M. Hurtt, Jr.

himself "through personal growth
obtained from academic work" before
he graduates.

Ruth Piatt
(Quotes from Mr. Brainard's article.)

P-ed?
To the editor:

This letter "is intended to provoke
thought hot moralize." Is there anyone
at Williams who views one of the words in

Jeffrey H. Brainard's opening sentence
in his article in the October 12 Record as
"legitimate" writing? I hope he can
"master" his own "potential" to express

No monopoly
To the editor:

Professor McNaWy's strident letter to

the editor advocating a severe punitive
defunding of the Record implicitly raises
crucial questions about the character of

William.s. She is outraged, it seems, at

the Record's publishing an advertise-
ment offering the services of a paper-
writing firm. Undoubtedly Professor
McNally believes that if students avail
themselves of such a "service," they
would be actively undermining the very
purpose of a liberal arts college.

That purpose, I would think, rests fun-
damentally upon teaching students to
think critically about the world. If this is

true, Professor McNally must believe
that she and her colleagues are profound
failures, because she obviously fears
that Williams students are incapable of
evaluating the dubious philosophy of the
Trident Company. If it is so clearly true
that by purchasing compositions stu-

dents destroy their own educations, why
does Professor McNally expect that any
conscientious student would employ the
terrible Trident Co. to subvert his own
pursuit of knowledge? Is the worthy pro-
fessor suggesting that Williams students
do not genuinely desire to be educated?

In the Honor Code Williams calls itself

"an institution fundamentally con-
cerned with the free exchange of ideas."

Tangents J(

In terms of this statement Professor
McNally's fervent desire to shut down
the school paper represents a curious
sort of "concern."
The Trident ad promulgates a specific

set of ideas about education at Williams.
These ideas, though perhaps inaccurate,
certainly deserve a "free exchange."
The advertisement suggests that educa-
tion is nothing intrinsically sacred;
rather, it is an economic means to an
economic end. In short, an Investment.

The Trident people apparently believe

that no one would invest the huge sum of

$40,000 unless he expected some finan-

cial return on his investment. A "good
job with high salary," perhaps. It is tell-

ing that this Trident Co. feels it worth the

monetary risk to purchase an ad offering

Williams students to betray their educa-

tions in order to "get ahead in the "SO's."

Clearly, the Trident Co. has little faith in

Williams' commitment to the pursuit of

knowledge for its own sake.

Suppose, somehow, that Trident is cor-

rect in its wager. Williams only masque-
rades as a place where people value

education for its intrinsic worth, goes the

reasoning; Williams actually serves as

an investment house dealing in "human
capital." Hence certain professors' out-

rage would be quite understandable.

When Williams students "get ahead In

the '80's," Williams wants the credit.

The Williams Company would strongly

resist any competition for this credit

from the likes of the Trident Company.
So strongly, in fact, that some personnel
of the Williams Investment Co., under
the guise of industry standards or "aca-
demic integrity," would call for thecen-

Continued on Page 4
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Class

of 70
responds

to protest
The recent RECORD article commemo-

ratinff the Cambodia Strike at Williams in

May 1970 brought back recollections.

Among other things it reminded me that in

releasing my Seniors that year I asked each

one of them to allow some time for reflec'

tionand then write me a letter describing as

beat they could their thoughts and emotions

related to those events. All of them

responded. From May through August their

letters came. I hereby offer afew excerpts in

an attempt to present as many diverse reac-

tions as possible. There was more, of course,

much much more— but space limitations

are draconian. So here are a few fragments

of voices from the past . . .

Nicholas Fersen

(Eds. note: !\icholas Fersen is a Russian

pntfessor.)

Ls a draft counsellor during my
last three years at Williams, I have

experienced extreme exasperation over

the draft, its inequities, the involvement
in S.E. Asia and the racial problems in

the U.S. Most of those whom I counseled

have discovered that it is difficult for

individuals lacking power to contribute

much towards constructive change . . .

The Strike appears to be an encouraging
development. At last the Nation is seeing

a body of student opinion too wide and
serious to be dismissed as coming just

from a few radicals . . . Most analyses of

the present situation on college cam-
puses have overlooked the part played
by the elimination of occupational defer-

ments. Suddenly, many students who
planned careers in teaching. Govern-
ment, the Foreign Service, the Peace
Corps, etc., had the rug pulled out from
under them. They were left with the

specter of the Vietnam war staring them
in the face ... I would venture to say that

a great number of the recent demonstra-
tions at such traditionally conservative

schools as the U. of Maryland, Kent State

U., U. of Ohio, U. of Virginia, etc., were
the result of events coming so close

together. Many of my moderate friends

were radicalized overnight—most of

them had counted on occupational defer-

For Williams College to

terminate its classes . . .

seemed like an outrageous

joke—at first . . .

ments for the next few years . . . Now
they have taken control of the "move-
ments" previously controlled by more
radical and irrational students . . .

• • •

Without a doubt the first Strike

meeting in Chapin Hall was one of

the emotional experiences of my four

years at Williams. My rationality, as

well as that of other students and faculty

members, may have been slightly dis-

torted, but in retrospect it seems not to

have hurt the national Strike effort ... I

voted not as I was thinking, but as I was

feeling—and I was excited . . . The strike

issue was particularly exciting, as it pro-

moted the establishment of a national

student body, one which would by

numbers alone force the very same poli-

ticians for whom it worked to respond to

some of their most concerned constitu-

ents ... We had our own group of super-

bureaucrats here ... All of a sudden

there was a new criteria for campus sta-

tus, or worth, or whatever. It was essen-

tial that everyone appear at all times to

be as busy, as overwhelmed and over-

worked as possible ... I had two room-

mates who worked on draft resistance . .

.

One spent two whole days trying to com-

pose a hundred-word resistance letter on

a yellow pad of paper—finally a "super-

ior" composed the letter himself In fif-

teen minutes and thus ended the drama

of literary creation. The other roommate

spent those same two days writing RES-

IST THE DRAFT In red on 3,000 pieces of

mimeographed information-his reason

being that "it gave it some color." ... I

was sensitive to their emotional appre-

hensions primarily because they both

enjoyed trying to make me feel more

guilty than they might have (sic.) ... In

terms of an evaluation, I feel that the

national Strike and subsequent events

were valuable and educational from both

a personal and a national perspective . .

.

My greatest fear is now of what might

happen if the system does not respond

more directly or legitimately to students

who consent to work within that system

In order to effect some significant

change.
• • •

1 felt, as I do now, that the real

significance of a Strike here would

be to create a new consciousness among
Williams students that would carry

beyond this Strike and beyond the issue

of Cambodia, informing the future

behavior of the College and the people In

It. This consciousness existed from Sun-

day night until Wednesday night ... at

which time it died. And to me, the revo-

lution and the real importance of the

Strike died that night also . . . Williams is

too safe ... by Wednesday the old Willi-

ams returned. Orders were given to

move out of the aisles and not to smoke-
perfectly legitimate decisions, but deci-

sions which showed that the students

were now passive once again, waiting for,

expecting and willing to be led. And led

they were. Who better than Mr. Bevis—

one of the youngest and most popular

faculty members— to sugarcoat the

faculty decision and to set the students

up to acquiesce, to relinquish their

power? And who can forget Mr. Waite's

immortal "chicken-shit"? If there had

been any doubts In the students' minds,

they were relieved. For what Mr. Waite

said was, "See? The faculty is right with

you, we Identify with your cause. We are

ready to stop being academicians and

take action." But action was no longer

possible for students. The faculty was
now running the show . . . The movement
could have Included faculty as well as

students, but the real chance for change,

the real significance of the Strike and
why I felt it was worth fighting for,

depended upon the students seizing and
holding on to power. Because without It,

the students lost responsibility and lost

the existential element of the action ... I

realized how Isolated my feelings and
beliefs are in this country. I see the war
go on and the country continue to slide

deeper and deeper into Insanity, pervert-

ing and inverting every human value In

the name of some object and personal

power game. I may leave this country

only because I do not want to engage In

violent revolution. And I am afraid that

It was cool to smoke grass,

considered by some to be a

political act . . .

violent revolution will soon be forced on
those who think like I do, who wear their
hair long and who dare to question the
insane life that America has created and
calls the best in the world.

J.n an environment marked by incred-

ible, increasing violence, by destruction
and self-destruction, and by duplicity

and hypocrisy on the part of social and
government leaders, the Williams Col-

lege community who in many respects,

as potential soldiers or as repressed

intellectuals, are the victims of these

social forces has, by striking, finally

said: "There is some shit I will not eat."

This statement is the most significant

occurrence during the Strike and proba-

bly the only occurrence that has any real

effect on every striker's future. This

statement reclaimed a certain amount of

dignity for every individual involved

even if it did not produce any power for

the individual ... So whether I am receiv-

ing gratitude from students at ( other col-

leges) for assisting in the organization of

a student Strike there or being asked:

"Where do you want your body sent?" by

a construction worker on Wall Street, I

know I am really living . . .

(This person also includes a copy of e.e.

cummings' poem "1 sing of Olaf glad and

big"q.v.)

W»_ _'hat did I learn In May? A frus-

tration so immense, so overwhelming

obligations. I thought the National

Guard would allow me to avoid the con-

flicts of conscience that would result if I

was forced to fight in Vietnam. The
Strike, however, changed these beliefs,

especially during the memorial service .

. .for the Kent State students. I suddenly
saw that the National Guard might put

me in a position that would threaten my
beliefs ... I have now applied for a Con-

scientious Objector classification. The
problem with this action is that I have a

selective conscientious objection . . .

Because I refuse to go outside the sys-

tem, I will still join the National Guard if

my CO. application is refused . . .

A* • •

strike at Williams. This was a
very curious idea. . . For Williams

College to terminate its classes, to

engage In political activities, seemed
like an outrageous joke—at first ... I had
been here four years and I had usually

felt quite alone in my political and social

views . . . "What are you, an idealist, one
of those damn liberals?" I had gone to a

Quaker school and had been weaned on

pacifism and a doctrine of social concern
... I campaigned for McCarthy and
peace candidates, I marched and I

argued . . . Approaching graduation I

noticed ... it was now uncool to support

the war; the draft loomed in the distance

for us all. It was cool to smoke grass,

considered by some to be a political act,

and most of my freshmen acquaintances
now had longish hair, a symbol which if

only in your parents' minds serves as a

sign of rebellion . . . The Wednesday
night meeting brought on a complete
change in my faith. The students proved
themselves totally insecure to act with-

out faculty consent, and most were wil-

ling to compromise to any degree to

"keep this thing going.
'

' In doing so they

also kept their bodies nestled comforta-

bly in the seats of power which they had
created . . . The corralling and adamant
holding of power by certain people made
others who were walking the streets jeal-

ous and resentful. Bustling around See-

ley House with duties of national

importance became the modus operandi

for the pseudo-bureaucrats who
squabbled among themselves for the

privilege of leaning back in the soft

chairs behind the desks ... the faculty

resolution was not adequate in my eyes,

but it was so sugar-coated and polished

by those who read and defended it that

the students were seduced. They
accepted it, applauding it wildly, even

ferociously. I wanted to explain to my
fellow-students that "you are men who
can stand up without your fathers and

you should." No, they would not listen . .

.

In clamorous, gestapo-like gestures they

overran me . . . All my friends who had

previously been in agreement seemed
deathly silent, many of them had llter-

... the insane life that America has created and calls

the best in the world.

at times that It Is hard to get up and go

fight again. A generation, weighted,

firm, unthinking—Middle America. The
Government, its people. Its places are

too large and most difficult to move. And
what do we do when we come back,

where Is our hope? Not In Mr. Nixon's

hands. Our Country is deteriorating-the

stockmarket, war, poverty, violence,

and there seems to be no end. And where

are our leaders? Maybe among us. Those

who have the strength to continue, dally.

Wllllamstown, I've learned. Is a verita-

ble sanctuary, not the real world. It's

bitter out there, but I've learned that

someone must act, must try, must con-

tinue to survive, or we will not continue

as people, a nation or a world. If I must, I

will hope for the sake of hope. Hopefully

the faith I have In myself and those

around me, especially at Williams, can

find the strength and vitality to keep

working on our worlds around us.

• • •

he greatest change In my person-

ality has been my l)ellef on my military

obligations . . . Before the Strike I felt

that the National Guard was the most

realistic means of fulfilling my military

ally disappeared under stress ... All my
activities were antl-cllmactic in light of

Wednesday night's festivities. The cam-

pus had not been radicalized or even poli-

ticized ... I joined my fellow students In

the continuation of my [academic]

work— I had a thesis to finish ... I was

wrong to think that things could be

changed by leaving the classroom ... It

Is hard for me to close my eyes and ears

to the world, but it seems that if I am to

find the few things in life that I want, then

I must chisel my own world out of this

morass and build my defenses against

the evil outside.

[And FINALLY 1

... At this point I would like to announce

that I have decided to stop typing this

t)ecause: 1) Idon'tUke totypel)ecauseit

always reminds me of filling out applica-

tion forms ... 2) Because I don't type

very well. 3) Because this is almost a

letter and I don't think letters should be

typed. 4) I have stayed up all night to

watch the sun come up with a girl whom I

met while walking down the middle of

Route 2 at two In the morning and whom I

would like to talk to before she leaves for

home In Pittsburgh . . .

I
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soring of the competition's
advertising. A call for the com-
plete shutdown of the news-

paper bearing that advertise-

ment, however, would seem a

bit harsh, even by investment
company standards . . .

Instead of closing down the

newspaper, Instead of censor-

ing the Trident Co., perhaps we
would do better by critically

examining the cynical ideas the

Trident Co. has about education

at Williams. What if they are

correct?

-Michael McShane '85

Admiration
To the editor:

In light of the recent barrage
of criticism of virtually every
aspect of the Williams Record. I

feel compelled to come to its

defense and give credit where it

is warranted:
In the past issue, all of the

pages were correctly num-
bered.

With great admiration.

Mark Dursztman 'H3

Cocktail talk

To the editor:

I strongly take offense to

Charlie Mitchell's contention

that the college campus is a

pseudo-intellectual environ-
ment, the inference clearly

being that Williams is that col-

lege campus. The difference

between an intellectual and a

pseudo-intellectual is that one
has mental concerns that are
actively pursued and the other

mentions academic topics only

for their name value. It is grav-

ity and emotion versus clever

cocktail conversation. This is

perhaps the most serious com-
plaint that can be leveled at an
academic institution. It is better

to be considered less-adept than
to be thought as frivolous. By
implying that Williams exists

only as grist for tea parties, Mr.
Mitchell impugns the serious-

ness of intent of every student,

professor, and administrator
here.

It is painful to know that when
this charge was made it was
under this appolation. The
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phrase 'pseudo-intellectuar'

has become a quite fashionable

smear within the past few

years. After all. it carries just

the right tone before you ask for

the sherry to be passed or after

you mention Michelangelo.

Stephen A. Shapiro '86

Psychobabble

To the editor:

Having read the article, that

is to say, imbibed, ingested, and

ingurgitated thp quintessential

and universal asservations, jac-

titations, implied in "The Art of

Elegant Babble" we feel we can

all see the general implications

implicitly Implied in this crucial

(yet trivial), profound (yet

trite) literary manifestation of

the author's mental pabulum,
that is to say, mental pabulum,
as it were (which is not to say
that we do not appreciate the

essential dichotomy and yet

unity of that which has been,

and is, and always will be, as it

were, both dichotomized, and
unified, in its manifestations,

notably, of unity, and dichot-

omy, neither one t>eing more,
nor less, nor equally what is,

was, will be, etc.). Regardless.
Sincerely, utterly, with

all due respect and con-

tempt and stuff like that

there, yours,

Lydia Maniatis '86

Mia Vander Els 86

(a unified dichotomy
of the manifestations

of two souls doomed
summarily to the pur-

suit of whatever)
P.S. As it were.

Broader view

To the editor:

By coincidence I was reading

the interview with Professor

Joan Robinson in your October

5th OUTLOOK section when a

news interview with Dr. George
Stigler of the University of Chi-

cago app)eared on the television

evening news. The interview

was in connection with Dr.

Stigler having been awarded

the Nobel Prize for Economics.

My reaction. I'm distressed to

report, is that I'm saddened to

think that Williams students are

being exposed to Mrs. Robinson
rather than Dr. Stigler. Her
brand of economics, divorced

from reality, obviously created
the need for the policies of Mrs.
Thatcher and Mr. Reagan
which she bemoans. I hope
you're getting a broader view of

things than I think you are; but,

if Mrs. Robinson is representa-

tive of faculty quality in the

area of economics, I'm upset.

Thomas S. Blair '43

Truth

To the editor:

This past Tuesday night Tyler
House held its first "Tyler
Talk"— the inauguration of

what we hope will be a year long

series of informal discussions

involving students, faculty and
the often elusive ideal of learn-

ing outside of the classroom.
Professor Mort Shapiro, aided
by the clear insights of Joan
Robinson, enlightened us all on
the trade-off between inflation

and unemployment in economic
planning, and the history of that

choice in the United States. He
went on to examine the Reagan
administration's radical stra-

tegy in this regard, and make
suggestions as to alternatives

and less harmful programs.
Most gratifying however, was

the response of the forty-odd

students who attended; asking
hard questions in response to

Prof. Shapiro's challenging
remarks, these students proved
that they had the wits to initiate

very relevant discussion—
outside of the world of class-

rooms and assigned readings.

I want to take the opportunity

to a) publicize forthcoming
"Tyler talks" which will be a

poetry reading (Larry Raab—
November 18 at 7: 15) and a dis-

cussion of the Malvinas/Falk-

lands controversy with Carlos

Egan, a first year Political

Science professor who is an
Argentine (unscheduled) andb)
draw attention to this kind of

thing, which is greatly lacking

in the Williams community.

JOSEPH E. DEVEY
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Though this Tuesday night we
only had two members of the
faculty attending, it is oyr hope
that faculty, not just students,
will come to present their view-
points. As the year progresses
we hope to delve into topics
ranging from student activism
to the conflict for women
between producing children and
pursuing a high-power career—
and the tough choice that
entails. Suggestions for other
topics are welcome. We encour-
age other houses to start up
their own discussion groups and
pursue what may be the truest
education.

Nico Howson '83

Viva musica

To the editor:

As a senior music major, I

take my hat off to students who
take music courses without any
previous experience. Music 101
is no gut and for some people,
studying music is frustrating

and time-consuming. Classical
music is a slow friend.

People here have plenty of

opportunities to hear live per-
formances: Berkshire Sym-
phony, Music in the Round,
Choral Society, plus Depart-
ment-sponsored recitals and
lectures. You wouldn't take
chemistry and skip the labs,

would you? Attending a live per-
formance is the real culmina-
tion of studying music-
recordings suffice only as
preparation. All Music Depart-
ment functions are free to I.D.

cardholders, so the price is

right.

One more thing: The Record
could do a l>etter job of announc-
ing cultural events. The last

issue made little or no mention
of the three Department-
sponsored events for Parents'

Weekend (and it did receive

press releases )

.

Greg Capaldini '83

Eds. note: Considering space
limitations in the newspaper,
the Record generally relies on
the Williams Weekly Calendar
to publicize events in advance.

CLASSIFIEDS

A man beneath his hat is worth his

head.

—Bloodpipe Wilson

For sale to highest bidder-
upholstered green armchair, fair

condition. Can be viewed at 05

Carter. x6662

Wine Is fine but whiskey's quicker.
Suicide IS slow with liquor . .

—Ozzy Osbourne on the evils of

alcohol (brought to you by the
WCTU)

Steve and Spamity, I bet you
thought we forgot all about you.
Well, guess what? We did! (Only
kidding, I think)

Clash fans— If anyone out there
knows what to make of the
muffled words at the beginning of

Working for the Clampdown.
might you share your wisdom?
Dave or Mike x6801

Still missing: my watch (I tried the
bottom of the pool ) Contact Rich
Henderson, SU 1736.

To whoever found the watch on
Poker Flats please identify your-
self, I lost your phone #

Snaz—
How's life as a Southern belle?

—WOW
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Band marches to other drummer
by Derede Arthur

Last Saturday it happened again.
More than W) normaUy mild-mannered
Williams students donned strange
outfits and bizarre hats, paraded

down Spring Street, and, before a crowd of

hundreds, engaged in antics ranging from bawdy
cheers to outrageous formations.

The group which sanctions and practices these
activities—variously described by observers as
"crazy," "tremendous," "obscene" and
"appropriately preposterous"—is, of course,
none other than the Williams College ' 'sometimes
Marching" Band.

Inspired lunacy

Participating in its nineteenth year of "Inspired
lunacy" and creative chaos under the direction of

Francis Cardillo of the Music Department and
student leaders Andy Crain '84 and Steve Spears
•83, the Band performs during half-time at all

home and two away football games. Each half-

time performance focuses on a different theme;
at Saturday's game against Union, for example,
each formation-and-song combination depicted a
different academic department.
During half-time Saturday, the band paid "trib-

ute" to the Math Department, which, the crowd
was informed, sends out more freshman warn-
ings than any other department. The formation—
an "F"—was entitled the "Quickest Way to

North Adams State College" formation and was
accompanied by the Williams Math Department
Anthem: "Shaft. " The band went on to "honor"
other departments by playing such selections as
"Music to Watch the Acropolis Crumble By" (for

the classics department), "Give My Regards to

Wall Street," (for the economics department),
and "The Mountains" (for geology).

The Band's unique presentation of organized
chaos ("We all tune up to the base drum, "asserts
Crain) is usually well-received by students,
alumni, and even the press. The Hartford Cour-
ant, notes Crain, "spends as much column space

Kill! Kill! Hate! Hate!

Murder! Murder! Mutilate!

Band Cheer

Andy Crain '84 leads the Marching Band In spirited support of the football

team. (Farley)

Experienced brace for winter
by Jenny Bicks

Someone has told her that it is going to

snow a ton this winter. She is petri-

fied. They have told her this on the

basis of such scientific processes as

the study of the bushiness of the tails of William-

stown squirrels. All she knows about William-

stown squirrels is that they resemble small dogs.

She is a native New Yorker and never knew real

snow until her Freshman year in the Berkshires.

On the first day of frost she thought someone
had spray painted the grass. She is short, and has
learned to walk only on the shovelled paths.

Where other [)eople sunk into the snow up to their

knees, she went up to her waist. And now, they

say, the snow is coming again. She is not pleased.

Homecoming tradition

The winter does bring out many Williams tradi-

tions. Foremost in everyone's mind, of course, is

Homecoming. Last year, she noted, even though
they lacked a Homecoming Queen and lost for the

first time in God knows how long, Williams still

celebrated. She is convinced that Williams would
party over anything, given the chance. The only

real difference between the Homecoming parties

and a Rec room party is that at Homecoming
everyone is wearing the one piece of dress-up
clothing they own (usually t)orrowed from Mom
or Dad), and everyone makes a more concerted
effort to get drunk.

Williams Heat Paradox
Another tradition that invariably comes with

the snow is the Williams Heat Paradox. Simply
stated, there is always too much heat when you
don't want it, and never enough when you are
freezing. Don't try to understand it, it is no one's

fault, it just Is. At this time you will find everyone
in the library, not t)ecause they want to study, but
because it is the only warm place on campus.
One Williams tradition she will not see this year

is her friendly matron. According to the New
Yorii Times, her matron made her bed. The New
Yorlt Times didn't interview her. She believes her
matrons were the exceptions. Her matrons got

vicarious pleasure in coming at 7: 30 in the morn-
ing and vacviuming under her bed. She had known
them to boycott certain rooms for fear of ants,

cooties and inhabitants. She is thinking of hiring

herself out as a matron for a little extra cash this

year.

Winter also brings the famed Williams Cold.

Typified by stuffiness, coughing, aches, pains,

and an inability to distinguish any kind of dining

hall food from another, this malady most often

hits right before your most important exam, and
sticks with you until the first buds of Spring.

Obsessive Knitting

Most importantly, winter brings Winter Study,

that very special time when the Williams student

leaves his her room approximately three times a

week to learn such skills as fixing the carburetor,

and blowing up glass. She would like to see a

Winter Study course Initiated that would set out to

study the peculiar Williams phenomenon of snow
in April. Continued on Page 8

describing the Band as . . . describing the game."
Students have difficulty describing the group

("Long pause trailing off into silence," offered

Dean Grodzins '83).

Seduce them . . .

Several individuals noted that although they

enjoyed the band, they were mildly offended by

Continued on Page 7
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Plot merely adequate

Orchestra starts season
by A. G. Simas

The Berkshire Symphony opened its 1982-83 season last

Friday night with a generally good but uneven per-

formance of three diverse and exciting works by com-
posers Peter Mennin, Felix Mendelssohn and Nikolay
Rimsky-Korsakov.

A perfect beginning for the evening, Mennin's "Moby Dick" had
all the power, fury and wonder of its namesake. The orchestra,

under the direction of Julius Hegyi, skillfully pulled the audience

into the intensity of this energetic orchestral composition. Because
the piece was written only thirty years ago, many in the audience

were pleasantly surprised by its vigor.

Sloppy "Reformation"
Unfortunately, this enthusiasm could not be sustained through

Mendelssohn's Symphony No. 5. The delivery of "The Reforma-

tion" was weak and disappointing. The orchestra sounded ragged

and sloppy, and Hegyi appeared to have a hard time keeping things

running smoothly. In all, this was the low point of the concert.

However, any dissatisfaction with the evening was quickly dis-

pelled by the wonderful rendition of Rimsky-Korsakov's "Scheher-

azade". At once majestic and mystical, his composition is the

musical embodiment of the charms of the legendary Scheherazade

herself. Highlighted in this piece were the impressive talents of

Janet Rowe. concert mistress and solo violinist, whose interpreta-

tion of the Scheherazade motif running throughout the work was

lyrical and inspiring. But Hegyi and the entire orchestra deserve

much credit for the overall fine quality and captivating perfor-

mance. It was with this fine finale that the symphony concluded a

satisfying concert.

by Ric Johnson

The 1982-83 Freshman Revue
was a pleasant, if fairly stand-

ard, musical experience. Given
on the Friday and Saturday
evenings of Parents' Weekend,
and again on that Sunday after-

noon, it presented typical revue
fare.

The book, by Howard March
and Cliff Leaf, tells of applica-

tion to, initiation In, and comple-
tion of both a revue and a

freshman year. Narration of a

sort Is provided by a senior,

whose title indicates her ele-

vated status both as director of

the revue within the revue, and

as older college student. The
musical accompaniment was
written and directed by Dave
Sprouse and Cliff Leaf.

Mildly laudatory

The best adjectives to des-

cribe this production are mildly

laudatory. Pleasant, amusing,

sincere are all possibilities.

This offering made no great

mistakes. None of the necessary
ingredients for success was
missing. The players were
engaging, the music melodious,

the plot adequate. There were

problems with character devel-

opment, the set was somewhat
uninspiring, and the choreo-
graphy was annoying and dis-

tracting. However, the overall

effect was still fairly good. The
real problem Is that, with one
major exception, the combined
effect was flat.

This exception deserves men-
tion and investigation. In Act 1,

as the various players are
bemoaning their fates shouJd

they be rejected by the coWege
revue of their choice, one of

them, Timberly, injects a note

of sanity into their panic. She

says that if she is not accepted.

It Is not the end of the world. She

will move on and Investigate

other possibilities—such as

working in a European cafe.

Brassy style

The resulting musical
number, done in a brassy,

cabaret style, effectively
breaks out of the humdrum rou-

tine of the majority of the show.

Genuinely entertaining and
fast-paced. It Is unexpected at

this point. Prior to this, one is

treated only to the anxieties and
Continued on Page 6
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A conehead, a pirate, and a gypty were among the merry "Musical Big Brother»/Blg Slater" player* at Sunday*

Halloween Party. When the music stops, the little kids dive for the big kids' laps. v'^^'^'^y'

vor/'lovv'i

Concert
pr«par«« by TOONERVILLE TROLLEY RECORDS

TUES. NOV 2 BeaMemania, N Adams State College, N Adams. Mass
Men at Work. Agora Ballroom. W Hartford. Conn

WED . NOV 3 Pure Prairie League Woody s. Washington. Mass
John Val;by. Hulabaloo. Rensselaer NY
Livingston Taylor. Paradise Boston

THUR . NOV 4 White Noise Beacon Street. N Adams. Mass
Pelar Tork, Passims
David Grisman Quartet. Berklee Performance Ctr . Boston

Sunny. Brewery. Pittsfield, Mass

FRI . NOV 5 Barry Manilow. Civic Ctr ,
Providence, R I

Persuasions. Hangar one, Hadley, Mass
Jefferson Starship & 38 Special. Centrum, Worcester, Mast.

NOV 5 & 6 White f^oise, British Maid. Wiiliamstown. Mass
Dads, Beacon St ,

North Adams. Mass

SAT . NOV 6 Barry Manilow. Centrum SOLD OUT
Tom Paxton. Spencertown Academy. Spencertown. NY
Fat. Rusty Nail. Sunderland, Mass

SUN.
NOV
" 11

" 11

" 12
" 12
" 13
" 13
•• 14
" 14

" 15
•• 16
" 19

" 19
" 21

" 22
" 27

30

NOV 7 Crosby, Stills & Nash, Centrum. Worcester, Mass

10 Kenny Loggins, Orpheum, Boston

Devo. Orpheum. Boston

Aerosmith & Pat Travers. Centrum SOLD OUT
Peter Gabriel. Orpheum. Boston

Pat IMetheny, John M Greene Hall, Northampton, Mass

Judy Collins, Symphony Hall, Boston

Adam Ant, Agora Ballroom, W Hartford

Pat Travers, Hullabaloo, Rensselaer, NY
Cheap Trick, Orpheum, Boston

REO Speedwagon & Survivor. Centrum, Worcester

Aerosmith & Pat Travers, Centrum, Worcester

English Beat, Opera House, Boston

REO Speedwagon & Survivor, Civic Ctr , Providence. R I

Beach Boys, Gary US Bonds. Boston Garden

George Thorogood. Palace. Albany

Missing Persons. Palace

Motels. Palace

J

$65.00

Available In

Dark Brown

This Saturday, THE LOG
will be open BEFORE
and AFTER the game.

Come on down and

celebrate the EPH'S

HOMECOMING
VICTORY!

The CBS Sports department, in its quest for something to till up

time on Sunday afternoons, has run up against a wall of Little Three

presidents united in defense of educational ideals.

When CBS offered to send Pat Summerall and John Madden

(along with $30,000) to Maine three weeks ago if the Amherst-

Bowdoin game could be moved to Sunday, Bowdoin refused on

practical grounds.

"The events of Saturday are part of the (Parents' Weekend)

program," explained Bowdoin President A. LeRoy Greason to the

Orient. "It just didn't make sense to move the game."
Greason also worried about how the school would appear on

television. "There are all sorts of possibilities over which we have

no control."

Vetoed by the Polar Bears, CBS offered Wesleyan the same deal.

But Bowdoin got there first. Greason had spoken with Bates, Mld-

dlebury and Wesleyan, figuring that CBS would be interested in

their football games. They decided that televising the games would

violate the New England Small College Athletic Conference (NES-

CAC) emphasis on academics.

Boston Globe columnist Leigh Montvllle congratulated the Little

Three presidents for realizing that no one wanted to see them play

on TV anyway.
Amherst and Tufts, however, were willing to accommodate CBS.

While supporting NESCAC's goals, Amherst athletic director

Peter Gooding told the Wesleyan Argus that NESCAC schools "are
so Isolated In our beliefs In running our athletic programs In har-

mony with our educational goals that sometimes we tend to over-

react to outside Influences."

"It would have l)een a good test of our hlgh-mlndedness, though,"
Gooding added, "If $120,000 had been offered Instead."

He called the $30,000 a "token amount. The networks clearly
sense what telecasts of (this) kind are worth."
Tufts sports Information director Peter Carren noted resignedly,

"It's a Wesleyan home game. . .we went along with their decision."

CBS Is Interested In these games because the professional play-

ers' strike leaves them little choice. Under agreements with other
networks, CBS may broadcast only Division III games on Sundays.
"Our analyst told us that the most profitable way to fill (the time
left open by the players' strike) Is with football; any kind of foot-

ball," explained Mark Carlson of CBS Sports.

So Instead of Amherst-Bowdoln or Tufts-Wesleyan, viewers were
treated to Baldwin-Wallace at Wlttenburg and Wlsconsln-Oshkosh
at Wlsconsln-Stout.

L, Revue
mediocre-

Continued from Page 5

self-centered worries of the

players about selection for the

revue/college. Here (and only

here) the traditional approach
to revue themes Is discarded In

favor of something more quirky

and vigorous. The numl)er was
also helped by the noteworthy

singing of Llbby Miles, whose
vocal skill and animated deliv-

ery were the hlghpolnt of the

show.
The rest of the production ret-

rod the paths of other revues

and thereby gained little dis-

tinction. Issues such as those of

sexual mores and the natures of

certain types of friendship were
treated superficially. The final

denouement was unconvincing.

In sum, one could object to very

little In the revue. However,
except for the European cafe

number. It proved remarkably
conventional. Had the produc-

tion explored the same themes,

but in a more creative manner,
everyone Involved would have
benefitted.

mmt(»(&

CONCERNED WITH FASHION
FIT AND QUALITY
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Man on the Quad
What campus issue do you

care least about?

Different drummer

Spanikopita. That's on the

menu every week.

—Brendan Kiernan '83

Continued from Page 5

some of the cheers (a not untypi-

cal one runs "Seduce them,
seduce them, lay them all over

the field").

another chapce to twang my
nose In public." With a tone of

reverence and pride which
matched Mazzone's, Farley
explained that last year he
received the "Most Unusual

The latest offerings in the

L L Bean catalogue.

—Greg Taylor '85

Repulse them, repulse them!
Make them relinquish the ball!

All the signs that say

*'Women dominate men:

Discussion at Hardy
House." Those bother me.

They're illogical ques-

tions.

—Floyd Short '85

The term paper (ad in the

Record) is the most ridic-

ulous thing ever. I don't

see why people are upset

about that.

—Jeanette Hazelton '85

It's a tosa-up between
Steve Epstein and the Gay
People's Union.

—Kerry Traylor '84

/ usually

ihem.

ignore all of

—Una O'Malley '83

Peggy Southard '84 com-
mented that although "It's
great that they can be so crazy
and enthusiastic," she pre-
ferred a band which would ' 'pro-

mote spirit . . . but not In such a

derogatory manner."
What, precisely, is the (Ir)

rationale behind the Band's
antics, and what do the
members think of the Band?
"Our Irreverence exemplifies
our concern for the moral and
social fabric of the Williams
community," responded Ned
Ladd '86. Peter Pollack '85

explained, "We're everything
Williams Is not," while David
Jaeger '86 characterized the

group as "Inane, profane.
Insane—that &bo\ii sums It up."

The enthusiasm of the band
members runs high. Stephen

Page '86, an alto sax player,

commented that "It's the most
fun I've ever had playing in a

marching band, because It's so

chaotic and you can really do
anything you want. The whole
idea Is to have fun but still put on

a good show."

Sado-masochism
Marc "Chlno" Mazzone '84,

trombone player and three-year

veteran of the marching band,

insisted that "We're really In

the running for being one of the

prime musicial organizations

on campus." Why has he joined

the band every fall? "Beer,"

Mazzone replied without hesita-

tion. In tones of deep affectation

he added, "I think It gives us a

chance to express ourselves

musically and to really use this

gift God has given us . . . sado-

masochism's a part of it too."

Steve Farley '85, who plays

the nose, was equally enthusias-

tic. Like many of his fellow band

members, Farley played In his

high school marching band

("the Star Spangled Banner

solo In a couple of games") but

finds the Williams Band much
superior: "I don't get much of

Instrument" Award—a piece of

American cheese engraved In

ball point pen: "It doesn't smell
very nice, but I still have It."

Co-leader Crain estimated the

numt)er of "real" Instrumental-
ists to be forty or fifty—a much

greater percentage of players
than In previous years. The
remainder, he explained, are
"Ixxlles" who contribute to the

general havoc of the field

formations.

Despite the general success of

the band's performances, there

are those who would dispute the

assertion that the Band Is the

center of attraction during the

half-time shows. Ten members
of "The Juggler's Vein," a fifty

to sixty member student Jug-

gling group, perform with the

band during the half-time
shows. Co-leader Tim Sedlock
'84 modestly noted that the band
was "fortunate . . . [to J have
The Juggler's Vein to carry
them while they're on the field."

Check our downstairs Bargain Basement
which includes posters besides another

shipment of sales books.
cnzi's

COLLEGE BOOK STORE, INC.

WILLIAMSTOWN. MASS 01267

!*^W*^i*^«^*^*^»«^^^^««^^i««»^*^^^V^^ (III' \M) SW \.
.V<>^^V^^VV=«?^^<^V!?>*»^«^«*«5^^

The Purple Pub
Bank Street

Monday
Draft Beer Night

Pabst Beer 64 oz.

pitchers $1.50

7 pm - 12 midnight

Tuesday
Prime Time
(reduced prices)

Wednesday, Nov. 10
Moosehead Night

Reduced Prices

Assorted Prizes

Thursday
Vodka Night
Any Vodka drink

$1.00

Friday

Lunch special

Beer and Deli

Sandwich with I.D.

$2.25

Sunday
Open at 1:00

Pitchers of Bloody
Marys for $5.00

I

I

I

NOTE; Lunch served Monday-Salurday 11:30-2:00 p.m.

Best Deli in town!
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Dr. Glannou recalled his experience* as a physician practicing In the midst

of the war in Lebanon. (Farley)

PLO doctor
Continued from Page 1

loudspeakers."

On June 13, Glannou was
detained by Israeli authorities.

According to Glannou, he was
singled out of a line of people by
"a man with a black mask on his

head" and was taken to a con-

vent school which had been con-

verted into a prison. During this

time, he experienced, "the
greatest fear I have ever felt."

He stated that his hands were
tied behind his back and he was
forced to sit in 100-degree sun-

shine for three days.

However, the Israelis treated

him more leniently because he
was a Canadian citizen. Palesti-

nians and Lebanese who were
detained with him were beaten
by Israeli soldiers and refused
water "until they admitted they
were members of Al-Fatah" (a

PLO group), he said.

Some Israelis

condemned torture

He also stated that many
Israeli soldiers tried to alleviate

the suffering of the prisoners.

According to Glannou, many
arguments and even a few
fights broke out over their treat-

ment. However, he said that

beatings took place in front of

officers and "if the beatings were
not condoned, at least they were
tolerated."

Glannon concluded by saying,

"The country (Lebanon) needs
help. There is a very real pK)ssi-

bility of a new outbreak of civil

war." He reiterated that

"nobody's hands are clean,"

and explained that the place-

ment of blame is irrelevant. He
stated that the only chance for

peace lay in direct communica-
tion between the PLO and

Israel, and he characterized

this chance as "slim."

Stiglicz charges anti-Semitism

In the subsequent question

and answer session, Professor

Robert Stiglicz attacked Gian-

nou's stand and asserted that

the PLO was not the legitimate

representative of the Palesti-

nian people. Glannou responded

that the majority of the Palesti-

nians he came in contact with

called the PLO their represen-

tative body. Another member of

the audience, Samla Nakhoun,
then said, "I am a Palestinian

from West Beirut and Yassir

Arafat Is our leader.
'

' After this,

a bitter exchange of accusations

between members of the

audience ensued, and Stiglicz

stormed out of Brooks-Rogers
Hall saying, "Can't you see how
deep the anti-Semitism is in this

place?"
Stiglicz followed up his com-

ments the following day in a

posted exposition. In it, he

called Dr. Glannou a "dema-
gogue" and "poet" who used

"mass psychology" and "a

mountain of anecdotes" to mes-
merize his audience.

THE RECORD STORE
"DISCOUNT RECORDINGS

"

SONY WALKMAN
SALE $90.00

'^'^If^

WM 2 witti supplied accessories MDR-4L IS headphones, carrying

case and strap. EBP 500 external battery caw

EPN'S ALLEY

OFF SPRING ST.

458-5418
AUTHORIZED

RADIO SHACK DEALER

AMERICAN EXPRESS
MASTER CARD

VISA

Panelists discuss gay lifestyles

by Christian K. Howlett

Members of the Williams

community packed Weston

Lounge last Tuesday to discuss

the roles gays play in a straight

society and on a straight cam-

pus. The talk, entitled. "Life

Styles: Straight Assumptions

/Gay Realities," featured a

panel of three students and one

faculty member, speaking from

their experiences. The Informal

discussion was sponsored by the

Williams Gay Peoples' Union.

One major concern of the

panelists was that homosexuals

are a largely invisible minority.

Since there is no skin color or

identifying feature by which to

recognize them, many homo-

sexuals may feel more isolated

from each other than they actu-

ally are.

This invisibility is aggravated

by "attitudes which permeate

our society that assume that

everyone is heterosexual, wants

to be, is going to be," one

speaker said. There is simply

nothing analogous to "schlock

gay culture." Especially on TV,
"everything that is related to

you is heterosexual roles."

"No gays at Williams"
Simularly, another panelist

related how a faculty member
blithely told her in conversation

that there simply weren't any
homosexuals at Williams. The
panelist added, "You are living

in a society that keeps telling

you you don't exist. ... I want it

to be very clear, physically and
concretely, that there are lesbi-

ans at Williams, that there are

gay men at Williams."
This speaker went on to say

that she had been reticent about
speaking at the discussion

because she felt her sexuality

was no one's business. "It's not

the first thing I want someone to

know about me." However, she

remembered that in high school

and college other lesbians had
been invisible to her. "I'm
speaking because I would like to

have heard me speak then."

Other concerns discussed by
panelists were problems they

had personally faced in every-

day life; problems straight peo-

ple may never have thought of,

such as the tensions arising

when well-meaning straight

CALIFORNIA
WINE SALE

30% OFF SELECTED
TOP QUALITY WINES

Stop in before, during

or after the game for all

your refreshment needs!

(fVlany beer specials)

friends tried to fix them up.

"There is pressure to conform

and conceal what you feel. It's

everywhere, all the time."

One recurrent problem with

gay people is how to tell others

about their homosexuality.

Even in everyday conversa-

tions about relationships and

love, problems exist. A homo-

sexual has the choice of keeping

quiet, deceiving people or mak-
ing a public declaration of his or

her sexuality. This last is often

the most difficult because of

uncertain reactions.

"Gay people don't want to

hide or repress, and they

shouldn't have to. But it's a hard
thing for straight people to deal

with," one speaker said.

still characterize society's view
of homosexuals. In many posi-

tions of authority, particularly

political ones, to be known as a

homosexual still means ruin.

Hence the need for this sort of

discussion. As one panelist

stated, "the gay community (at

Williams) is so subverted . . . It's

not obvious at all. There has to

be some sort of vocallsm that I

didn't find here."

For the most part, said one
speaker, homosexuals don't
want to accept the fact that a
whole straight society exists out

there that won't accept or sup-

port them, that they must rely

upon themselves. "A big prob-

lem among gays," one speaker
concluded, "is that they don't

There is pressure to conform and
conceal what you feel/'

Public affection disallowed

In their most simple relation-

ships gay people often find

themselves restricted In ways
straight people are not. A dou-

ble standard exists abut public

affection between homosexu-

als; society may say they have

the right to love, but not in pub-

lic. As one speaker said, "It's

O.K. If you're homosexual, but

don't remind us of It." This atti-

tude can be very damaging to

someone trying to come to

terms with his or her homosexu-
ality, the panelists said.

"Heterosexual relationships

have the advantage that society

enthusiastically encourages
them, but If you have homosex-
ual tendencies you have to go
against everything society

endorses," another speaker
stressed. This point is driven

home daily because so much of

literature and culture centers

around straight love. "There's

very little we study here that

has to do with gays. There
should be some sort of alternate

voice."

Stereotypes stiU prevail

The panelists noted that the

feminist movement hd done

much to counteract the lack of

female role models, but ignor-

ance and prevalent stereotypes

affirm themselves. It's the

responsibility of every person
within themselves to go out and
say: 'This is who I am.' "

Author's note: Most of the pane-
lists at Tuesday's discussion
wished to remain anonymous.
This was not out of shame or fear

but because many believe that

their parents receive the
Record, and they have not yet
resolved their homosexuality
with their families.

Winter-
Continued from Page 5

The Williams trait of Obses-
sive Knitting begins to take
effect at this time. It Is not unus-

ual to hear a table of ten men
and women animatedly talking

over dinner not about Reaga-
nomics or Lebanon, but about
binding off, gauging, and drop-

ping the dreaded stitch.

And so, it is going to snow, and
there is nothing she can do about
it. She intends to stay in her 6-

sided room until she is forced to

venture outside. She is sure that

when she does go outside that

the drifts will be seven feet high

and the ice two inches thick.

And none of the squirrels will

have bushy tails.

WEST END DELI
Rte.2 West Main St.. North Adams

664-9121 664-9121

FRESH FRIED CHICKEN
QUALITY SUBS & GRINDERS

Open Daily 11 AM -8 PM

500 OFF ANY GRINDER
with this coupon

Good Thru Mor^mftTt. 1982 OTOTSHHWKWWMl

McClelland's Stationery and Office Products

Hallmark Cards

Crane and Eaton Stationery

School Supplies

Art Supplies

36 Spring Street - - Wiilianistown

Telephone 458-4920

THE WILLIAMS RECORD

PHOTO CONTEST
The Record announces a contest for photos in

the category of News and Sports. Photos must
be taken in Williamstown. They must be black

and white and printed eight by ten. Photos will

be accepted until December 3, 1982 and
winners will be printed in the following issue.

We encourage photographers to submit

pictures before the deadline; some will be
printed in weeks preceding it. First prize:

newly published Master Guide to Photography.

There is a student darkroom in Mears House. If

you have any questions please contact Steve

Farley or Michael Govan.

(Farley)

Joel disc holds few surprises
by .Mark Averitt

Billy .Joel and his music are somehow
inseparable. Conversation about
Joel's art always seems to break
down to an analysis of the man him-

self and what he has decided to publicly stand for.
Some people like the tough-talking, egotistical,
adolescent shadow that Joel throws on the popu-
lar music scene, and others don't.
Joel Is extraordinary in that he has become,

whether by choice or not, a performer whose self-
consciousness Infuses his music so completely
that It forces the listener to become as obsessed
with Joel's "Image" as he Is himself. Billy Joel
has never been able to climb outside of himself In
his music and evoke a picture or a feeling which Is

not dominated by his distinctive personality.
Joel's latest album, The Nylon Curtain, Is

another example of start-to-flnlsh Billy Joel, with
a slight twist. If you are generally sympathetic to

Joel, the record will delight you. If not, you should
probably stay away from It.

Temporary defeat
Rolling Stone's October 28 Issue fetured an arti-

cle on a reformed, adult Billy Joel who, after a
painful divorce and a life-threatening motorcycle
accident, had picked himself up off the ground
and decided, "Everyone has to deal w«th tempor-
ary defeat." Indeed. The Nylon Curtain is an
attempt to change Joel's image. This time his
photo is not even on the cover design; a shot of
Joel holding a cup of coffee and reading about his

favorite baseball team losing a game graces the

flip-side of the record jacket.

Has Joel mellowed, and If so, will The Nylon
Curtain appeal to the audience which condemned
him for being a maudlin, narcissistic teen-age

idol? Yes, the theme of his new album is sur-

render to fate, but Joel's Intentions of "growing
up" are so evident in his lyrics and carefully

manipulated melange of early, Piano Man senti-

mentality with his later, uncompromising Glass

Houiies rock-and-roll realism that a courageous
change-of-pace becomes another self-indulgent

attempt to appeal to all audiences.

Rock and digression

Billy Joel is unquestionably a good musician,

and this Is reflected In a couple of songs (Allen-

town, "A Room of Our Own") with such a com-
pelling rock beat that they would be appropriate

for any occasion from a dancing party to a roman-
tic evening. "Goodnight Saigon" and "Scandina-
vian Skies" are blues digressions atx)ut war.

Neither song has the lasting impact of "The
Stranger" although the former is a much more
sophisticated treatment of Vietnam than "Still in

Saigon" by the Charlie Daniels Band. "Laura,"
"Pressure," "She's Right on Time," "Sur-

prises," and "Where's the Orchestra" would fit in

on any Joel album.
None of the tunes on The Nylon Curtain could be

classified as "fillers." The album Is Joel in his

element: and. In the words of "Surprises," "It

shouldn't surprise you at all."

Bollinger blasts government aid
by David Kleit

While evoking an image of an
America where citizens helped

each other and did not rely upon
government "handouts," a top

Reagan official explained and
defended his Administration's

recent budget cuts In a lecture

entitled "New Federalism and
Urban Policy" October 25. Ste-

phen J. Bollinger, Assistant

Secretary of the Department of

Housing and Urban Develop-

ment, said that government
social programs have "encour-

aged the deterioration of the

work ethic" over the past 40

years.

Bollinger, who is Assistant

Secretary for Community Plan-

ning and Development, strongly

attacked the policies of past

administrations and noted that

the number of federal programs
has Increased more than ten-

fold in twenty years. "We have

attempted to solve our prob-

lems through federal interven-

tion," Bollinger said, adding

that not all of these programs
have t)een successful.

Bollinger asserted that

although the government has

been trying to buy its way out of

problems for 40 years, the coun-

try is no better off than when

Sawyer cuts hours, displays
by Carol Davenport

Late-night patrons of the Sawyer Library
reserve room have been forced to cut short their
studies this year. The reserve room now closes
one hour earlier, disappointing some eager stu-

dents. In addition, the Sawyer display cases are
now displaying library materials Instead of stu-

dent exhibits.

The reserve room now closes at 1:00 a.m.

instead of 2:00 a.m., although the Van Alstyne
Lounge still remains open all night.

Reject student monitors
Head Librarian Phyllis Cutler claimed that the

reserve room is primarily used for social pur-

poses during the late hours. "It Is not a place for

serious study," she said. There have also been

incidents of vandalism In the reserve room late at

night. For Instance, last Monday night every

piece of audiovisual equipment was tampered

with, according to Cutler. She was referring to an

incident where the power was turned on overnight

for each of the reserve room turntables and

tapedecks.

Library staff cannot be spared to watch over

the reserve room late at night, said Cutler. She

rejected the use of student monitors, saying that

in the past their use did not reduce the "social

atmosphere."

Students object

Some late-night studiers objected to the

change. "I think a lot of people are here to study,

not to socialize," said Brent Butler '84. "I pay

$11,000 a year to go here, and I should be able to

study when I choose."

Bob Rolader '84 concurred. "You need the

library to be open later because some students

are involved in so many activities during the day

that their studies take them into the early hours of

the morning.

Displays go to Baxter

The discontinuance of student displays in the

Sawyer lobby was at Butler's request, according to

Dean Daniel O'Connor. "It just seemed like a

reasonable thing to do," said O'Connor.

New arrangements are being made for student

displays. James Hodgklns, Director of Food Ser-

vice, has ordered a display case, which will be

installed in Baxter Hall where the "for sale"

board Is located now. Students wishing to exhibit

there will be able to sign up in the Food Service

office.

many of the relief programs
started. He suggested a coali-

tion of church, private sector

and government efforts to

replace the major social pro-

grams. "The only real solution

is not in the federal budget," he
said.

According to Bollinger. Rea-
gan's tax cut was based on the

assumption that states would
raise their taxes in response to a

decrease in federal funding.

This would ideally place more
money and control in the hands
of state and local government.

Private sector aid

Bollinger used his lecture to

promote the Reagan Adminis-

tration's proposal to experi-

ment with turning over projects

to the private sector. He touted

the advantages of enterprise

zones, in which the government
would remove itself from desig-

nated areas and then provide
incentives for business to take

over what had been the govern-

ment role. The incentives would
take the form of tax and regula-

tory relief.

The enterprise zone proposal
will come before Congress
either late this year or early

next year. Bollinger explained.

The initial proposal includes

adding 25 cities per year to the

program for the next three

years.

In addition to the enterprise

zone proposal, all current fed-

eral programs are being criti-

cally evaluated. Bollinger said.

/^f^\ Williamstown
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Non-issue?

Activists square off over draft
News Briefs:

sports 11

by Brett McDonnell

"The Garfield Republican Club thinks of the

draft as the second biggest non-issue since sexual
harassment," says Danny Blatt '85, chairman of

the GRC.
Not everyone on campus agrees with this

assessment. "It's naive to say the draft is a non-

iSSue," responds Dave Yaskulka '84. a leader of

the Williams Coalition Against Militarism
(WCAM) and an organizer of the new Berkshire
Draft Counseling Center. "It has already begun
with registration. There's a definite likelihood
that there will be a draft."

Nice students

The draft has once again become an issue on

some college campuses across the country. Still,

it is not exactly the burning question of the day
here at Williams, say students involved with the

issue. Yaskulka, who has been to three freshman
entries and two upperclass houses talking about

the new Center, commented upon the reaction he

has received.

"I get mostly congeniality," Yaskulka reflects.

"Niceness—that typifies the political attitude of

most Williams students."

No need

The Chaplain's Office and WCAM co-sponsored
the Center at the beginning of this year in hopes of

better informing the campus about the draft.

Although turnout for the Center has not been

exceedingly high, Yaskulka expects that the

numbers will grow when WCAM starts their Out-

reach program, which will involve, among other

things, talks at local high schools and information
cards in student mailboxes.

Will (Gillespie '85, author of a pro-draft article in

the Williams Republican, agrees on students'

attitudes. "I don't think the draft is that big an

issue on campus this year," he states.

There is little organized support of the draft. "I

don't think we see it as quite as serious an issue

since there is no draft right now,'* explains

Gillespie.

Blatt agrees, saying "Draft registration is just

a necessary first step in case there's a strong need

for the draft. I don't think there will be a need for a

long time."

Spreading the word
Gillespie questions the need for the Draft Cen-

ter. "I kind of wonder what they're doing since
there isn't any draft." Still, he says "its existence
doesn't bother me at all."

Blatt is not so restrained. "The Center is

absurd," he maintains. "There's no prospect of a

draft. They're making a mountain out of a

molehill."

Yaskulka defends the Center. "We're just try-

ing to tell people that they ought to be thinking

about things." He pointed out that the Selective

Service supports such centers as a way to distrib-

ute information.

Yaskulka says that despite student non-interest

he will keep on spreading the word. "I'm always
hopeful," he states. "I'm spending my time going

around and talking to p)eople. What else can you
do?"

MICHEL'S OF WILLIAMSTOWN
Catering with a special touch for

soecial occasions.
• Private Parties • Platters • Hors d'oeuvres

Deadline for arranging for graduation parties

is May 10th.

Contact Mary lor more information.

458-5441

• Run lavish all-college parties!

• Organize cabarets at Driscoll and The Log!
• Put together the Poker Flats Spring Weekend, the year's biggest party!

• Advance the arts at Williams!

• AND ALL WITH OTHER PEOPLE'S MONEY!
That's right, the Student Activities Board
still needs a chairperson for the

SOCIAL-CULTURAL BOARD
Anyone who is interested should submit a list of

qualifications AS SOON AS POSSIBLE to SAB
Chairman Bill Wright, at SU 1523 or telephone 597-6100.

THE SAB NEEDS YOU!

flfT^fMrninto^ Goat
Op«n Every Day 10-6, Sunday 12-4

Botswana—
Continued from Page 1

Vice President.

In 1981, largely through the

efforts of Lewis, formal lies

were established between Willi-

ams and Botswana in which the

College recruits specialists
from throughout the world to

serve as consultants to govern-
ment ministries. Government
officials from Botswana
gathered at Williams in Sep-

tember, 1981 for a ceremony
that sealed the relationship.

Lewis is coordinator of the

program.

High growth

In the past, the economy of

Botswana has been closely tied

to that of South Africa. A large

part of Lewis' work has been to

help Botswana lessen that

dep)endence. The nation enjoys
substantial deposits of copper,

nickel, coal and diamonds, all

discovered since its independ-

ence from Great Britain. The
result has been annual eco-

nomic growth of ten percent or

more.

According to Coalition
members, the purpose of the
fair was "to give Williams stu-

dents and parents the opportun-
ity to educate themselves"
about the apartheid conditions
in South Africa, but, as Roger
Doughty dryly observed, many
people "show an amazing
capacity to turn a blind eye to
anything but the Purple
Calendar."

College Council

by Jack Mayher

At the College Council meet-

ing last Tuesday night discus-

sion focused on several student

proposals that dealt with

changes in the curriculum.

One proposal suggested the

implementation of a pass-fail

option at Williams. The Council

reacted positively to the idea,

but concluded that it needed
input from house members
before taking a stand. Council

tabled another proposal until

the next meeting in order to

gather more information. The
Council will meet twice next

week on Tuesday and Thursday
in order to get through both the

budget and their housing
proposal.

Apartheid
by Lucy Lytle

Civil rights activist Arthur
Serota was the featured speaker
at the Anti-Apartheid Coali-

tion's Informational Fair on
Saturday.

During a brief interview
beforehand, Serota, a defense
attorney specializing in civil

rights who lived and worked in

Nigeria and Zimbabwe for a

year, stressed the role played shrines and temples and the cul-

Watson Fellows

Williams has nominated four

seniors for the Watson Fellow-
ship, which provides a year of

independent study and travel

abroad. The nominees were
chosen by a faculty selection

committee on the basis of their

proposed project, capacity for

leadership, and potential for

creative achievement and
excellence within a chosen field.

The Williams nominees will

compete with candidates from
50 other institutions; 70 recip-

ients will be chosen.

Susan Bragdon intends to

pursue a long-standing interest

in predator-prey relationships

by observing canids in the wild

in Africa, Canada, and Ger-

many. Bryan Cannon hopes to

travel to India to study religious

by United States corporations
providing oil and computer
technology to South Africa in

maintaining the current apar-
theid situation. He charged that

General Motors has a plan to

"convert their South African
plants Into military machines

ture surrounding their use.

Mara Dale would like to Investi-

gate the role of women In Mex-
ico as evidenced In the Mexican
oral tradition of village com-
munities. Cecilia Danks' pro-

ject would take her to Latin
America to explore her Interest

and their workers Into military in tropical ecology and the prob-
police" in the event of a major lems of agriculture and rain for-

black uprising there. est preservation.

Burns predicts

Elections on ''war an^ peace''

by Ned Ladd

Professor James McGregor
Burns spoke to a packed Dodd
House living room last night on
the political importance of

today's election. He stated that

"there will be profoundly
important choices on the Mas-
sachusetts ballot."

Springboard to '84

He was referring in particular
to the U.S. Senate campaign.
Although he conceded that

AUTOMATIC FLIGHT
INSURANCE

$25,000
4

With every air ticket purchased
at THE TRAVEL STORE

EZ STOI^B
105 Spring Street

WfMJAMSTOWN. MASS.012«7*(4l3)ir»8-r>7H<;

incumbent Senator Edward
Kennedy has little to worry
about from the Republican can-
didate Raymond Shamle, he
emphasized that Kennedy must
measure up to "expectations."
He said that Kennedy must use
"1982 as a springboard to 1984."

If Kennedy falls below the per-

centage expected of him, Burns
stated that there could be prob-
lems with Kennedy's expected
presidential campaign In 1984.

Burns, an ardent Kennedy
supporter, said, "1984 may be
one of the decisive elections of
the twentieth century." He went
on to say that "Kennedy's 1982
campaign is closely linked to
1984."

War and peace
According to Burns, "The

stakes of 1984 may be the stakes
of war and peace," because
there will be a "dramatic con-
trast" between the platforms of
the Republican and Democratic
parties. He believes that the
Democratic party will shift to
the left and absorb many leftist
special Interest groups such as
anti-nuclear and environmental
factions. This "convergence
between peace and liberal labor
forces" will. Burns believes,
strengthen and rejuvenate the
Democratic party.
The result will be "wide-open

politics" and "party conflict" in
the 1984 elections. "I'm very
much against centrist politics,"
says Burns. "1984 will present
us with two meaningful
choices."

Head of the Charles

Crew goes to Regatta
by Lee Farbman

and Molly Tennis *

The Williams crew travelled

to Cambridge on October 24 to

participate in the 18th annual

Head of the Charles Regatta.

The Women's Crew entered

four boats; the men had only

two, because of Increased

competition for the 40 spots In

each event.

The men's varsity eight

clocked a 16:09.6 over the

three mile upstream course to

finish 15th out of 40. This finish

guarantees the men a spot in

next year's race.

Women hold off Boston

In the Women's Champion-

ship Eight event, the varsity

eight was able to hold off the

Boston Rowing Club eight

(consisting of most of the

women's national team) for

several minutes.

However, as Boston Rowing

Club passed Williams, Smith

moved left and blocked the

Williams course. As a result,

Boston charged on, and Willi-

ams lost 15-20 seconds by hav-

ing to take a longer route

coming around a turn.

The women's varsity four

had a strong race from start to

finish; they passed the boat
directly In front of them In the

first half mile and rowed past

Wellesley with two miles to go.

The novice men finished

23rd In the 27-boat Youth Eight

event.

The first novice women
raced a very solid race—they
finished eleventh out of thir-

teen with a time of 19: 35 over

three miles. The rating was
low, but the only boat that

passed the eight was Smith.

Bump into shore

The second novice lx)at had

some minor difficulties—they

ran Into the starboard shore.

The accident, and it was an

accident, was a failure in the

boat's P.A. system.

The boat was approaching

the wide starboard turn when
the "cox-box" quit, the coxs-

wain tried to steer the crew

with her voice but was misun-

derstood. The boat sailed into

the bank and coxswain Robin

Flag jumped out to push the

boat back into the race. The

novices finished last, but they

finished.

Harriers take Little Three
by Lyman Casey

It had to happen. Bo Parker
could not go through an entire

season as co-captaln of the

men's cross-country team with-

out running a single meet. The
team had to bounce back from
the Injuries It had had heaped
upon It early this season, side-

lining Parker (foot Injury), co-

captaln Lyman Casey '83

(muscle pull) , and Bennett Yort
'84 (foot Injury) . Most of all, the

team had to win Its 13th consec-
utive Little Three Champion-
ship.

Wesleyan put a much
Improved squad on the line Sat-

urday at Amherst, and figured

to t>e in the thick of things at this

year's Championships. Early in

the race, however, the Eph har-

riers took the Initiative. Juniors
John Nelson and Brian Angle,

Senior Dan Riley, and freshman

Ian Brzezlnski broke to the front

of the pack and never looked

back.

Individual finishers

Soundly beating its confer-

ence rivals, the team took five of

the top seven places, and put

seven men ahead of Wesleyan's

fourth runner and ahead of

Amherst's third man. Nelson,

Riley, and Angle ran brilliant

races for Williams, finishing

second, third and fourth,
respectively, packed in behind
the individual champion, Wes-
leyan's Seb Junger.

Yort looked strong In grab-
bing sixth place, and helped jun-

ior Parker return to racing In

amazing form, pacing him to

seventh place In a very quick

25:05 time. Brzezlnski and
Lyman Casey rounded out the

top seven, taking the 10th and
12th spots.

Keep the title

No one at the meet was willing

to venture a guess as to how long

the Ephmen will be able to keep
their string of titles going, but it

seems likely that it may con-

tinue for quite some time if

future squads show the resil-

ience and determination to

overcome adversity that this

team did in compiling a 6-5

record for the season.

The varsity went to Boston

today for the IC4A's, and the

squad competes in New Eng-
lands on Saturday.

Netwomen place third in tourney

Undefeated Ruggers

beat Western Mass.
by Bert Salisbury

Looking like ^ a brand new
team, the rugby club travelled
to Springfield last Saturday to

face Western Mass. and
returned from the day with an
Aside win 16-0 and a close B-

side loss 10-12.

Long game

Though the Aside had a tough
time handling the Western
Mass. "football" style of play in

the beginnings of the match, the

team rallied to win the shutout.

The game started late and was
prolonged by the numerous
calls for "two minutes sir" (for

an Injury) by the Western Mass.
players.

Russell converts

Dave Lipscomb '83 had an

outstanding game at wing as he

scored one try and set up the

other by Dixon Pike '83. Eric
Russell '84 was able to convert
one try and added 6 points in

field goals to account for the

rest of the WRFC points. Mike
Brownrlgg '83 had a fine game
before he had to leave with an
injury.

'. B-side loss

The B-siders played a good
match but lost in a close game
by two points. Larry Hebb '83,

starting the game at fullback,

put over the first try on a nice

pop kick that he caught to touch

down. John May '84 put over the

other WRFC try and Bill Best

'83 was able to convert it with a

nice kick. Chris Foley '85, Mark
Evans '85 and John Dagnello '85

all showed good efforts.

As the club won three games
on their way to becoming Berk-

shire Tournament Champions

two weekends ago over Fall

Break, they are still undefeated

with a record of 7-0-1. This Sat-

urday R.P.I, comes to Cole

Field for an 11:00 match; and
the traditional WRFC Fall Pro-

gram comes out this weekend
for Homecoming.

by H. Denise Ross

The women's volleyball team
finished their season with a win-

ning record of 17-12, as they

placed third In the Northeast
Intercollegiate Athletic Confer-

ence Volleyball Tournament
held on Saturday at Connecticut

College.

Williams, seeded fifth out of

eight teams, opened up well

against fourth seeded Wellesley

College, beating them 15-7

and 15-12. This win was emotion-

ally motivating for Williams,

because Wellesley was one of

the teams who beat them In the

tournament held last weekend
at Williams.

Ephwomen in finals

. Next came second-seeded

Smith College, which Williams

also defeated over a period of

WUFO sails to good year
by Ward Katsanis

This past weekend the Willi-

ams Ultimate Frisbee Organi-
zation ended its season,
competing in the Intersection-

als at UMass. Despite a some
what discouraging finish, the

fall schedule as a whole was suc-

cessful and exciting.

During the Intersectionals,

Williams sallied forth display-

ing bright day-glo face paints

and high psych. Unfortunately
they lost their three matches
against Tufts, Dartmouth and
tournament host UMass.
The weekend prior to Inter-

sectionals, Williams partici-

pated in the Northeast
Sectionals at the University of

Connecticut. In spite of losses to

both UConn. and a club team

called "The Mob", W.U.F.O.

still ranked in the top eight out

of the sixteen teams In their

section.

Season high points

W.U.F.O. member Tom Gall-

lard '84 said that the high points

of the season were the Purple

Valley Classic on October 9-10

and the Ultimate Affair on

October 2 at UMass. W.U.F.O.

piayed excellently in both

events, taking first out of eight

teams In the Classic and compil-

ing a 5-1 record In their flight at

the Ultimate Affair—their only

loss coming at the hands of the

number one seed for the entire

tourney.

Even though the fall schedule

has concluded, W.U.F.O. con-

tinues practice in preparation

for their spring season.
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three games. Williams won the

first game 16-14, Smith won the

second 15-3, and Williams came
back to win the final game 15-6.

This win put the Ephs Into the

finals against Mt. Holyoke for

first place. Unfortunately, Wil-

liams could not defeat Mt.

Holyoke as they lost 15-7 and 15-

12; Mt. Holyoke won the

tournament.

Lose consolation

Since M.I.T. lost to Mt.

Holyoke earlier In the tourna-

ment, they faced the Ephs In the

consolation bracket for second
and third place. Williams lost

the match to M.I.T. 15-4 and 15-

4, thus finishing third.

There were no superstars for

the Williams team because they

displayed a strong and consist-

ent sense of unity throughout

the tournament, said Coach Sue
Hudson-Hambiln. She was very
pleased with the team's perfor-

mance, and felt that everyone
contributed something. She con-

sidered this tournament to he
the peak of Williams' ability,

l)ecause they were able to upset

top-seeded teams. Hudson-
Hambiln said that all the games
were extremely Intense and
Williams played their hearts

out.

While Williams will lose two of

their best players to graduation

—Lisa Pepe and Kathleen
Gllmore — Coach Hudson-
Hambiln Is very optimistic

about next year's team because
she will still have a strong

nucleus.

' BEAT WESLEYAN
Best Beer Buy

Carling & Schmidts
16 01. Ret.

7.99 & 1.50 Deposit

Franzia Champagne
35.00 case of 12

Reserve Early

Super Wine Selection

"It takes more than

a license to sell

fine wine!"

50C OFF
any case of beer

with this ad

Proper ID required

WEST PACKAGE STORE
Route 2

Between N.A. and Wlliiamstown

8 am-10 pm M-W 663-6081 8 am-11 pm Th-Sat

Budweiser.
KING. OF BEKRS.

ATHLETE OF THE WS(

I his week's recipient i$ senior Jeff Sutttni, who
is leaiiinff the men's soecer team in scorinff with

four ff(Hils and six assists. Sutton svoreii the /one

f(oal in the Hphnien's 2-1 loss to Hahson last

I'uesday. Jeff, this Bud's for you.
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Soccer splits

Junicr Sean Crotty follow* tophomor* Mat Glaunlngar around the right end In the griddert' dlMpointing loss

to Union. (Plonsker)

First loss to Union since '69

Turnovers lead to gridder loss
by Robert Tercek

Two touchdowns and 140

yards in the air in the first five

minutes gave Union a corn-

nnanding lead they wielded to

hammer the Williams gridders

to a 34-0 defeat. The victory was
Union's first over the Ephmen
In 13 years.

Six of Williams' eight second-

half drives were stalled by tur-

novers. The Ephmen gave up
four fumbles and five intercep-

tions, giving up possession three
times inside Union's ten yard
line.

"We're not making any
excuses," said Head Coach Bob
Odell. "Union played a very
good football game and
deserved to win. They came out
and scored 14 points in two ser-

ies, while we'd only run four
plays."

Thomas injured

Sophomore Ted Thomas,
leading rusher for the Ephmen,
did not play against Union due
to a separated shoulder. Tho-
mas, who averages nearly five

yards per carry with 494 yards
in five games, was injured in

Friday's practice.

"Ted's not being available to

play kind of shook us up," said
Odell. "All our offense is built

around him, and without him we
fell flat on our face. We lost a
wheel off our wagon," Odell con-

tinued. "Both offensively and
defensively, individual break-

downs cost us a lot. We held

them pretty well until the big

play was made. Unfortunately,

this year everybody seems to be

making the big play on us."

Union jumps out

Union started off the game
with a bang. On the opening play

after the kickoff, they did not

start with a huddle. QB Dan Ste-

wart completed a 24-yard scor-

ing pass to John Johnson in that

first series. A 49-yard pass and a

19-yarder set up the Dutch-
men's second touchdown with
9: 50 on the clock.

"We were snakebit," said

Odell. "Everything we tried to

do went sour on us. B. J. Con-
nolly had one of his less than ster-

ling performances." Junior
Connolly, who completed only
three of eleven passing
attempts and had two inter-

cepted, was replaced at the half

by senior Scott Garabedian.

No momentum cliange
Linebacker Dan Wilen inter-

cepted a Union pass in the end-
zor.e midway through the half,

preventing Union from going up
21-0 and briefly changing the
momentum. However, a fumble
on first down set up a Union field

goal to put the game even
further out of reach.

Little Three Champs

Women race past rivals
The women's cross-country team ran all over traditional rivals

Wesleyan and Amherst in the annual Little Three meet at Amherst
Saturday.

Capturing the first five places gave the Ephwomen a perfect
score of 15 points, with second-place Wesleyan far behind with 58
points and Amherst in third with 65 points.

Top finishers

Senior co-captain Sue Bragdon and sophomore Sue Flynn
shared first place with a time of 18: 14 on the 5000 meter (3.1 mile)
Amherst course. Chinyere Uwah '85 and Liz Moore '85 also tied,
capturing third place with a time of 18: 56.

Coach Bud Fisher said that freshman Mary Keller "zinged
Amherst's Bonnie McLeod in the last 50 yards" to beat her by one
second for fifth place, securing the shutout.

Team running
Fisher said that the key to the victory was that the Ephwomen

ran together as a team, as the two ties indicated.
The Ephwomen end their season at the NCAA Division III

qualifying meet on November 13.

Dutchman Len Huttner
picked off a desperation pass by
Connolly at the Union 36-yard

line and carried the ball back 64

yards for the third touchdown to

make in 24-0, just seven seconds
before the half.

Force the ball

"We were trying to force the

ball," said Odell of the turnov-

ers. "The turnovers and fum-
bles cost us a lot, but in spite of

them we played a lot of good
football."

Williams gained 311 offensive

yards, giving up 349 to Union.
The field position advantage
and turnovers were the factors

that allowed Union to convert
their yardage into points.

"It's very difficult to main-
tain an emotional peak," said

Odell, referring to the previous
weekend's upset victory over
Tufts.

"But we'll be emotionally
high as we enter the Little

Three. It's our second season.

The rest is all over, but we can
still win the Little Three compe-
tition." The 3-3 Ephmen will

host traditional rival Wesleyan
for Homecoming at 1:30 this

Saturday.

by Dave Woodworth

The men's soccer team
strengthened their bid for a

post-season tourney berth with

a 1-0 win at Springfield on

Saturday.

Freshman Mark Schroeder

tallied the lone goal of the match
at 49: 59 of the game off a corner

kick by John Campbell '84.

Williams' defense, led by
captain stopper Aytac Apaydin
'83, sweeper Mike Sullivan '84,

and fullback Kris Strohbehn '83,

which has allowed only 10 goals

in 11 games thus far this season,

made it stand.

Springfield outshot Williams
by a 21-16 margin, but as Coach
Mike Russo noted, "Their shot

selection was not that good, and
few were threatening." Those
that were on target were turned
away by goalkeeper Ted
Murphy '85, who made 13 saves
for his fourth shutout of the sea-

son. His Springfield counter-

part, John Bennett, had 8 saves.

Loss to Babson
Earlier in the week, the Ephs

dropped a tough 2-1 decision to

Babson, one of the top-ranked
teams in the northeast. In that

match, Babson got the early
lead when Jay Nusblatt
knocked home a pass from
Rudy Von Berg on a perfectly

executed play about 26 minutes
into the first half.

Williams came right back to

tie four minutes later, as Jeff

Sutton '83 was able to head a 40-

yard indirect kick by Rob Kuzel
'83 past Babson goalie Bob Muz-
caro, who was out of position.

Babson, however, regained
the lead within two minutes as
John Ingalls booted in a rebound
off a corner kick for a 2-1 Babson
advantage. The Ephs pressured
the opponents' goal throughout
the second half, but the Babson
defense was up to the challenge.

Chance for tourney
The split gives Williams a 7-3-

1 record on the year, and Coach
Russo was optimistic about his

team's chances for an ECAC
tourney bid, which went out yes-
terday. "We're right up there
with Amherst, Colby, and
Salem State. I'm sure that our
win on Saturday legitimized our
claim. A lot depends on who gets
the NCAA bids, but I think our
schedule Is tougher than the

competition's.

"We set three goals for our-

selves this year: to get the most
wins by a Williams soccer team
(the current record is 8) ; to win
an ECAC tourney berth; and to

win the Little Three. Those are
pretty high standards, but we're
within reach. We have defi-

nitely turned this program
around."
The Ephs are guaranteed no

worse than a .500 season as they
go into today's match at Siena,

with Little Three action against

Wesleyan and Amherst in the
next two weeks.

Women ruggers romp
by Mary Flanagan

In a smashing victory this

Saturday, the women's rugby
team cracked Mt. Holyoke's
tough defense to win 14-0. The
Mt. Holyoke team, scrambled
and scorched by their A-side

victory loss, went on to defeat

the Williams B-side 6-0.

Dory Dewar, sophomore
super-rugger, led the Aside vic-

tory by scoring two tries. The
third try was scored by Robin
Rutishauser '86, while team
captain Cindy "Boot" Lytton

kicked in the conversion goal for

the total 14 points.

Human sacrifice

This week's human sacrifice

was Suni Edelstein, who proved
her rugged dedication by tear-

ing ligaments in her ankle and
pulling a hamstring.

The B-side game was less

excruciating although no less

exciting. Egged on by specta-
tors, Williams women tena-
ciously held their ground. In the
last ten seconds, however, one
determined Holyoke rugger
separated from the pack and
battered her way to the try zone,
scoring the winning try. "They
may have beaten us this year,"
grumbled one B-side lineswo-
man, "but we'll fry them next
season."

The women's rugt>y tsam smMtwd their way to a 14-0 viclory over Mt Holyoke on Saturday.

(Farley)
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This unidentified fellow has a blast (of sand) at the new theater addition,
whl'^h «Hould be ready in September. (Farley)

Languages lose Weston
The language departments

may bv the losers In a massive
game of musical offices to be
played next year, say some
taculty.

The moves will begin in Janu-
ary and continue through next
summer. The computer center
will be moved from Bronfman
Science Center and the base-
ment of Weston Language Cen-
ter to a renovated Jesup Hall,

giving Bronfman added lab and
classroom space. Jesup offices,

including the Alumni and News
offices, will relocate to Weston.
The Language Center will move
to the Roper Center on the lower
floors of Stetson Hall,

Although the College could have
constructed an entirely new
computer center, College
Treasurer William Reed said

the architect in charge of the

switch "has estimated that we
will save $750,000 - $1,000,000 in

construction costs alone (by
renovating); and that doesn't

include savings in heating,

cleaning, and other new build-

ing costs."

"Computers can expand

The Board of Trustees
approved the Administration's

moving plans. The Board
wantf^d "to make better use of

space, rather than adding new
space." said Reed.

"First on the priority list was
the computer center," said

Reed. "They had to have 17,(KK)

square feet of space." Jesup's

"convenient location" in the

Science Quad made it a prime

choice tor a center that is "a

resource, like a library," said

Reed.

Mathematics professor (i. L.

Spencer felt the move would
benefit the computer center.

Having the computers together
will make it "easier for stu-

dents, especially if they need
assistance, since there will be
other people there to help." The
center will also have room to

expand.

Profs unhappy
Some language professors

were less pleased about the

decision, noting that space in

Stetson is limited and that many
classrooms designated for lan-

guage use, such as several in

Griffin Hall, are inappropriate

for their use.

"They are giving us the low-

est quality," said Professor of

French George Pistorius. "The

classrooms in the basement of

Griffin are huge, ugly and in dis-

proportion to our needs. We
need many classrooms for 10-15

students each.

"I don't think that the situa-

tion is reversible at this stage,"

added Pistorius. "On the other

hand. I don't accept that I

should be happy about it or that

the new center would be better .

. . We will survive, but we will

not have one elegant building,

and that's it."

German professor Edson
Chick concurred. "I'm not sure

what the effect will be. but sym-
bolically, losing our oen build-

ing looks bad." he said. "This
was an administrative, not a

curricular, decision that's flaw-

less in terms of use of space, but

Continued on Page 11

Man nabbed after assault
Students fight off

area resident

by Lucy Lytle and Ned Ladd

Two female students are shaken but unharmed
and Williamstown police have taken a local man
into custody following an attack made early

Thursday morning near Cole Field.

The suspect, described as a "white male, 6'4",

early twenties, prominent nose, dark hair, wear-
ing blue jeans and a green turtleneck sweater" in

a notice sent out by the Deans' Office, was questi-

oned by Williams police Thursday afternoon whe-
reupon he confessed to attacking one of the girls.

Williamstown Police Chief Joseph Zoito said that

formal charges cannot be filed nor more informa-
tion released until a complaint against the sus-

pect has been processed, although he did indicate

that the suspect currently is charged with misde-
meanor, not aggravated, assault and battery.

The suspect has ten days to respond to the com-
plaint.

The attack occurred at 12: 35 a.m. Thursday as
the two students were walking near Cole P'ield.

They realized that a man had begun to follow

them, and tried to run away when they saw that he
had pulled the collar of his turtleneck up over his

nose and mouth, partially concealing his face. He
caught up to one of the girls and locked his arm
around her neck. Hearing her cries, the second
student returned and they began to struggle with

the man. As they fought, two more students

emerged from some nearby trees and yelled at

the man, whoquickly ran off in thedirection of the

Cole Field House.

No joke

In an interview Thursday afternoon, the stu-

dents recalled that their attacker "was really

drunk—you could smell the liquor through his tur-

tleneck." They also remembered that he said

"THis is something I have to do."

They explained that there was something
almost unreal about the attack. One girl remem-
bered. "The whole time it was happening I just

kept saying to myself that it had to be a joke, he
must have been only kidding around. Things like

that aren't supposed to happen at Williams."
Immediately following the attack, the girls

reported the incident to campus security, which
in turn notified the Williamstown Police Depart-
ment. Two pieces of evidence that the girls got

hold of during the struggle were turned over to the

authorities and were of major importance in

revealing the identity of the attacker. However,
Chief Zoito has requested that no further informa-

tion on the subject be given out pending the

hearing.

Dean of the College Daniel O'Connor and Dean
of Freshmen Cris Roosenraad praised the quick

action of local police, as did the victims. One of

the students involved said "I was impressed by
the way the Williamstown police handled the

situation. They could have put it on a back burner
but they didn't . . . they really care about the

safety of the students at the College."

Potential for trouble

In the wake of the attack, the Deans' Office is

reemphasizing the availability of the college

escort service and urging students to exercise

caution when walking about the campus at night.

Dean Roosenraad reminded students that "it is

unwise for any of us. male or female, to be out late

at night alone" because "there is always the

potential for trouble, even in Williamstown."
He added that the College security system will

not be beefed up as a result of the attack, but that

two security cruisers will continue to patrol the

campus at night. He also predicted a reduced risk

of such types of attacks as winter sets in and
students spejid more time indoors.

Roosenraad praised the two students for imme-
diately reporting the attack and described the

reaction of the Deans' Office as "appropriately

cautious" emphasizing the need to avoid "hyste-

ria and paranoia."
Although the victims requested that their

names not appear in print, they said they hope
that their experience illustrates that such attacks

are "a potential security problem" and that oth-

ers will be more careful in the future as a result.

Feminist Alliance representative Elena Bertozzi

'Ki agreed, saying, "the best policy is one of

awareness."

Chambers decries racism
by E. A. Stanton

"America is still a racist

country." said Julius Chambers
last Wednesday. Chambers,
president of the NAACP Legal
Defense F'und, described "Civil

Rights Enforcement Under
Reagan" as an "abandoned
ship" in his Jesup Hall lecture.

Chambers emphasized that

what he called the blatant and
consistent failure of the Justice

Department to enforce civil

rights statutes, a recent con-

troversy over the absence of

minority faculty and students at

Harvard Law School, and div-

ision in the ranks of civil rights

activists exemplified by a

recent lawsuit between the

NAACP Legal Defense Fund
and the NAACP have made
Americans realize "the need for

renewed intensity and renewed
approaches to free all citizens of

racial discrimination.'"

During the BO' s and 70' s. dem-
onstrations and protests made it

"popular for political leaders to

advocate civil rights . . . the pro-

gress of the 60' s and 70' s. how-
ever, affected only 10 percent of

Black Americans," said
Chambers. F'or example, a 1982

Urban League Report shows an
increase in the earnings gap
between white and black

workers rather than a decrease,

according to Chambers.

Separate' but equal

At the same time that minori-

ties were making little real pro-

gress in the fight against

discrimination, some black
leaders questioned busing and
school integration as the right

solution to discrimination prob-

lems. Chambers noted, "This

division in the ranks of the

blacks gave solace to those who
opposed desegregation and
equal opportunity. Reagan felt

that he had a mandate to turn

the clock back."

The Justice Department has

refused to use the legal tools of

previous administrations to

fight discrimination in fair

housing, education and employ-
ment litigation, said Chaml)ers.

Continued on Page 4

President of the NAACP Legal Oefenee Fund Julius Chambers attacked the

"racist" policies of the Reagan Administration in his lecture last Wednee-

day. (Scheibe)
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Billsville by L. Rock^vood

The Williams Record

Adieu, Weston
The planned shift of College departments among several buildings

will apparently encourage maximum use of existing space. We regret
however, that the language departments will lose Weston, their elegant
and distinctive headquarters.

Potential student interest in foreign languages is strong, as proven
by overwhelming interest in taking Italian during Winter Study. Record
numbers of students are planning to study abroad. This interest stands
in the face of perhaps unfair reputations of some language departments
as the weakest departments at Williams. Whatever the final form of the
new language center, placing it in the depths of Stetson can only reduce
the foreign language presence on campus.

The decision is made, but steps whould be taken to alleviate its
negative impact. The College should develop stronger, more diverse
foreign language courses.

First steps would be the addition of new, non-literature courses in
the present departments, and of another language department, perhaps
Chinese or Japanese. Although nearly every college of Williams' caliber
offers one or both of these languages, here they can only be studied
independently as part of the Critical Languages program.

The College has weakened its foreign language departments by
taking Weston away from them. Offering an Asian language will undo
some of the damage by expanding our foreign language horizons beyond
Europe. And making extraordinary and creative effort to provide the
small classrooms, comfortable clubrooms, and advanced listening
rooms essential to a strong language program is the least we owe to
these displaced departments.
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LETTERS
Rare opportunity

To the editor:

I write to assure Thomas Blair "43 and
an>'one else who would be upset if Mrs.
Robinson were representative of the eco-
nomics faculty at Williams. With due
respect to the fine Williams economics
department. I think her visit is a rare
opportunity for undergraduates to learn
from a leader in the field for half a
century.

In the class Mrs. Robinson teaches and
in her mealtime conversations with stu-

dents she shares experiences rich with
the history and controversy of econom-
ics. She addresses topics that economics
traditionally ignores—issues of distribu-

tion and the inevitable inadequacy of

national governments' solutions to glo-

bal problems to name just two.

Mr. Blair, however, seems to object
not to her competence, but rather to her
ideolog>'. In fact, Mrs. Robinson extols

no "brand of economics, divorced from
reality" so much as she encourages stu-

dents to look beyond the easy answers
and logical inadequacies of graphs and
theories we've been taught. She likes to

point out, "I'm not giving you any
answers, but I hope you'll be able to think
these things out for yourselves now."
Surely questioning our own economics
teaching can only strengthen our
understanding.

Personally, I wish required courses
and the evening news gave "a broader
view of things," and if I thought narrow-

minded rejection was "representative of
(alumnii quality" I would be
disappointed.

Alison M. Tucher 'H4

P. S. The economics department recently
held an informative panel on Dr.
Stigler's N'obel prize winning work as
well.

tisement was a great idea. Now that the
maid service has been cancelled. I'm too
busy cleaning my room to write papers.

Sincerely,
Robert .\. Tercek '85

Facetious

Uplifting

Here's to the men of the soccer team,
who really gave me a lift.

In my haste to get off the pavement in

order to shoot that perfect photo while
travelling west on route 2 last Saturday, I

misjudged the junction of shoulder and
ditch and ended up with two wheels in

each. Equitable, no doubt, but not

preferable.

I had just about decided to accept a

ride to a town to arrange for a tow when
several men arrived on white horses—

I

mean in a station wagon—and lifted

those two wheels, and all associated with
them, out of the ditch.

I sincerely hope no studying soccer
relaxing muscles were strained, and

again offer my thanks to these gallant
Williams gentlemen.

Susan Forbes Hansen

To the editors:

We found Robert A. Tercek's facetious
letter (elsewhere in this issue) appal-
ling. It is hard to believe that anyone
could find it funny to joke about the ven-
erable Williams tradition of the maid
service.

Best Regardsl
Robert B. Kirkpatrick 83

David MJB. Shedd '85

Seriousness

No time

To the €»ditors:

I think the term paper service adver-

To thp editor:

I wish to thank you for printing so
many of the reactions to the term paper
advertisement in the October 5 edition of
the Record. They were nearly as enter-
taining as the ad itself. I too saw the
advertisement. Very good, very amus-
ing, I thought. Ha ha.

Then October 12 came and I read that
"I was outraged," and that "I was truly
appalled," in response to the advertise-
ment. I smiled again, my pleasure
increasing. Such letters continued the
following week and I considered writing
a response as I could not see how such a
slight ad could garner such serious
response.

However, it is November now and the
letters continue, all of them coming out
against the printing of the advertisement
as they persist in expressing their pro-
found concern and disappointment. So I

write; as I was amused by the initial ad,
so was I delighted with the reactions it

prompted. But what bothers me is the
furrowed brow-ness of the letters and the
utter, unrelenting seriousness with
which the writers take both the adver-
tisement and themselves. On a college
campus, such pretensions of maturity
and higher enlightenment are pompous,
obnoxious, and tiresome. Such serious-
ness is a deep overreaction to such a
harmless, entertaining ad. "Don't take
yourself too seriously," he said.

Still Terribly Amused,
Chuck Mahoney '86

Unidentified

To the editor:

The alumni-ae of Choate Rosemary
Hall will recognizeTom Yankus, the bas-

sist in the Spring Street Stompers pic-

tured on the first page of last week's
issue, as a respected teacher and coach
at the school.

What they may not know, and your
caption did not indicate, is that he is a
member of the Williams Class of 1956 and
a former president of that class both as

an undergraduate and an alumnus.
Russell F. Carpenter
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Op-ed 3

Israel vs. PLO: some hands are cleaner than others
by James Better

In seeing Lebanon through the eyes of
Dr. Chris Giannou the Williams audience
was treated to a distortion of Middle East
history. It is important to realize that Dr.
Giannou worked for the Palestinian Red
Crescent, an organization headed by
Yassir Arafat's brother.
Beyond being a medical organization

it is also inherently a political one. The
Red Crescent was responsible for the
wildly inflated casualty figures which
were uncritically accepted during the
early days of the war. Even these figures
put civilian casualties at less than ten
percent of the loss of civilian life which
resulted from the preceding years of
PLO, Syrian and Christian terror. Yet
Dr. Giannou complained that Israel
upset the "balance" that existed
between the PLO. Syrians, and Chris-
tians in Lebanon prior to June 6. This

balanced situation result" i in the deaths
of over 1()(),(KX) people. Had Israel not

altered the situation many more civili-

ans would have fallen victim—probably
without provoking muclj notice in the

West. The civilian casualty issue has
become a tool in the campaign to vilify

When the PLO murders
babies in their nursery at

the Misgav Am kibbutz,

the PLO celebrates its

"victory."

Israel rather than a genuine human
rights issue.

Dr. Giannou brushed aside the past

thirty-five years of Middle East history

Anti-semitism reigns on
Williams CoUese camou

by Stuart Weinstein

The comment that Williams is a deeply
anti-Semitic place raises a serious ques-
tion that cannot be dismissed. The issue

of anti-Semitism is one that is not plea-

sant to discuss, nor is it an easily under-
standable phenomenon to comprehend.
While we would like to think problems of

this sort don't exist at Williams, we
would be only fooling ourselves if we did

not come to terms with the serious frus-

trations that face the Williams Jewish
community and devote some thought on
how to resolve these dilemmas. In writ-

ing on anti-Semitism and Williams, my
goal is simply to educate and inform the

Williams community and it is within this

light that I make my observations on the
subject.

The issue of personal bigotry against
Jews has become acutely aware to me
from listening to some of my fellow stu-

dents speak openly on the influence of the

"Jewish media" or "Jewish money" in

the context of discussion of the Lebanese
crisis. This sort of anti-Semitic comment
detracts from the quality of campus dis-

cussion on the Lebanese crisis. They
serve only to show how clear bigotry

against the Jews can exist even in such
an enlightened community as ours. They
constitute the manifestation of bigotry in

act as much as a cross-burning or a

painting of a swastika does. Anti-

Semitism is a pernicious problem that is

not easily overcome when it exists in the

personal psychology of an individuaL

However, when present conditions in

the structure of an institution such as

Williams College give rise to anti-Semit-

ism they must be addressed by the entire

community. It is not my point to say that

any individuals in the College have
devised a system that is overtly anti-

Semitic, but rather that the present con-

ditions for Jews at Williams constitute

an anti-Semitic environment. This sys-

temic anti-Semitism is something that

the school must work to eliminate if it

wants to consider itself a comfortable

environment for Jewish students.

The fact that a decreasing number of

Jewish applicants who are admitted to

Williams decide to accept the College's

offer of admissions is a problem. Nor-

mally, the College figures that approxi-

mately half of all those who are admitted

to Williams will decide to accept the Col-

lege's offer of admission. In the appli-

cant pool of readily identifiable Jewish

students accepted at Williams, only one

in five decides to attend Williams. That

four out of five accepted Jewish students

reject the College's offer of admission

would indicate that Jews seem particu-

larly uncomfortable about coming to

Williams.

The presently inadequate level of fund-

ing that the Jewish Association receives

from the College is indicative of an anti-

Semitic institutional condition. If the

school is unwilling to provide for the reli-

gious, social, and cultural needs of a sig

nificant minority on campus, it shows
that the College does not particularly

want to commit itself to the idea of an
active presence of that group on campus.
Consequently, when Jews must choose
between basic expenses such as provid-

ing for a professional to conduct our most
solemn religious service or for meeting
the basic religious dietary needs, this

constitutes an environment in which
Jewish students cannot be comfortable.

The College's lack of a serious financial

commitment to the presence of Jewish
students on campus indicates an unwil-

lingness to provide for the basic commu-
nal needs of the Jewish community at

Williams.

The lack of a legitimate and perman-
ent presence of Judaic studies on cam-
pus gives evidence to a systemic
anti-Semitism that makes Jews question

the basic commitment of the College to

the presence of Jewish religious and cul-

tural ideas on campus. In the long his-

tory of the College, the school has yet to

make a permanent appointment of a

Judaic scholar to its faculty. For Jews,

this is a distressing fact and evidences a

lack of willingness to allow for Jewish

culture and religious thought to be inte-

grated in the Williams education. Furth-

ermore, the present situation where
Judaic studies are not taught by anyone
professionally trained in any aspect of

Judaism is inadequate. Judaica is a field

of study that should rightly be repres-

ented on campus in order to provide for a

more holistic and diverse examination of

Western culture as well as an apprecia-

tion for the contributions that a minority

... a lack of willingness to

allow for Jewish culture

and religious thought to be

integrated in the Williams

education.

culture has made in the fabric of civiliza-

tion. Judaic studies is something the

school should offer as a part of its educa-

tional curriculum and its lack, thereof,

does not show the College's commitment
to the idea of an active Jewish presence

on campus.
It is in the interest of all that we work to

eliminate these frustrating conditions

that give rise to an anti-Semitic atmos-

phere. I don't charge that the Adminis-

tration is personally anti-Jewish in any
way; however, I urge the College to

change the conditions that exist which

are definitely anti-Jewish. It is time we
come to the realization of the existence

of an active Jewish presence at Williams

and it is time for the school to take the

right steps to eliminate present injusti-

ces that exist here.

Stuart U rinstvm in l*rv%itlvnt nf tht- W i7/i-

nms i.tiUi'fiv Jruinh 1 jij««m iolion.

by saying that, in thisconflict, "nobody's
hands are clean . . . everyone is to

blame." This truth obscures a greater
one: some hands are bloodier than oth-

ers, some people deserve a greater share
of the blame. When atrocities like the
refugee camp massacres occur, Israelis

turn out in massive displays of anguish.
When the PLO murders babies in their

nursery at the Misgav Am kibbutz, the

PLO celebrates its "victory." The wilJ

celebrations following Anwar Sadat's

assassination is the most recent example
of this characteristic. These are the peo-

ple Dr. Giannou says represent the

Palestinian people. I think more highly

of the Palestinians.

It is this kind of leadership that has
resulted in the current misery of the

Palestinians. Dr. Giannou said he
believed in history, yet he casually

ignores it. In 1947 the U.N. offered the

Palestinians a state. The Arab nations,

on behalf of the Palestinians, rejected

this proposal and promised to kill the

Jews. The PLO was formed in 1964—

a

time when the Arabs controlled the West
Bank. Gaza, the Golan Heights, and East
Jerusalem. The Arab commitment to a

map without Israel resulted in the loss of

these territories.

Now, an agreement exists which calls

on Jordan and the Palestinians to nego-

tiate the final status of the West Bank
and Gaza. Israel has offered to talk with

any Palestinians including members of

the PLO if they dissociate themselves
from that organization. This is a reaso-

nable condition since there is little to talk

about with people who are officially com-
mitted to your liquidation. Israel has
been searching for partners for peace for

thirty-four years. Except for Egypt,
none have stepped forward. Despite Beg-
in's intransigence, he could not with-

stand public pressure for a territorial

compromise if the Palestinians made a

sincere offer of peace.

Dr. Giannou further revealed his dis-

regard for historical reality when he

Women^s Forum:

compared Israel's bombing of West Bei-

rut to the slaughter of six million Jews
during World War II. In West Beirut 7000

gunmen hijacked the capital of another
country. The Israelis actively encour-

aged the civilian population to evacuate.
In World Var II six million innocent peo-

ple were targeted for death by the Nazis.

Dr. Giannou's obscene analogy was vis-

ciously perverse.

Lastly, Dr. Giannou scoffed at the

notion that "war is peace." Is it neces-

sary to remind him that the road to the

Egypt-Israel Peace Treaty began with

the Yom Kippur War? The war in

Lebanon has created unprecedented
opportunities for peace both in Lebanon

. . . Dr. Giamnou scoffed at

the notion that 'Var is

peace."

and in the Arab-Israeli conflict. In

Lebanon there is the p>ossibility that a

strong central government will emerge
and regain Lebanon's sovereignity. For
the first time in twelve years there is a

chance that Lebanon will be rid of for-

eign troops.

Israel has destroyed the PLO's mil-

itary option and significantly weakened
the rejectionist camp. Freed from fear of

PLO terror, moderate Palestinians may
now be able to step forward. Those of us
who are interested in peace and in the

rights of the Palestinians must recognize
who the true obstacles to a settlement
are. If King Hussein and the Palestinian

leaders do not declare a readiness to

negotiate peace, then the Palestinians

are likely to be incorporated into a
Greater Israel through Begin' s annexa-
tionist policies. As David Pryce-Jones
says in New Republic ,

' 'Then the Palesti-

nian people will have paid in full for the

faults of their leaders."

Sharing papers for free ideas
by Aileen Lachs

The Williams College Honor Code
states very simply: "A student . . .

agrees to respect and acknowledge the
research and ideas of others in his or her
work ..." Whether or not we can recite

this declaration from memory, it is cer-

tain that we have all signed our appro-
val. What then prevents us, as students,

from sharing the ideas we present on
paper every week to four different

professors?

Rosemary Tong. professor at Wil-

liams, reads on the average some one-

hundred twenty papers each week, every
year. And. like most professors, she

repeats courses from year to year. Con-

sidering the number of professors and
courses taught at Williams, by this time

a wealth of opinion has surely accumu-
lated ... on the desks of our professors.

A student takes a total of twenty-four

courses in the four years she he is at

Williams—we never repeat. No one has
the time, and most people lack the funds,

to remain at Williams long enough to

lake every course offered.

Taking courses is not the issue. Willi-

ams College already provides this

facility— this method is already institu-

tionalized. I am talking about paper-

sharing— students hearing what
students have to say. We lack such an
institution.

We spend maybe a total of fifteen

hours inside classrooms each week
(where discussions are rarely the

emphasis); the time outside of class is

our own. We value this, and perhaps are
overly protective of its private nature.

Such self-preservation keeps us,

again closed within four walls. We bury
ourselves in papers breathing only

through thin spaces between the lines.

This time is ours alone.

"Respecting . . . the research and ideas

of others" is not like respecting some-
one's privacy. If published literature is

available to a diverse, general public,

why are so few papers circulated within

a small and familiar community of

students?

With the encouragement and assist-

ance of members of the Feminist

Alliance, students last year taking

Rosemar>' Tong's course. Foundations of

Feminist Thought, ( a core course for the

Women's Study Program) agreed to

make available thirty of their papers for

the benefit of other students.

Students . . . agreed to

make available thirty of

their papers for the benefit

of other students.

Nada V'elimirovic, a senior and
member of the Williams Feminist
Alliance, expressed her appreciation for

this facility . . . "Just realizing that

another student had come to similar con-

clusions, encouraged me to expand upon

my own thoughts. Familiarizing myself

with opinions of other students helped

put the direction of my own thoughts into

perspective on the subject. And I real-

ized that there's no need to reinvent the

wheel."

If you are involved in your own studies,

another students' research and ideas

may provide an excellent source of inspi-

ration. If you feel trapped within a nar-

row major, other students' work may
provide a creative outlet. If you stayed

up writing a paper until four this morn-

ing, you probably feel exhausted. But,

tell me, what did you write about?

I I I I I
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A look at Soviet future
by David Kleit

With Soviet leader Leonid
Brezhnev again reported to be
in failing health, speculation
over the identity of his succes-
sor or successors has
increas(Hi in recent weeks.
Jerry Hough. Professor of Pol-

itical Science at Duke Univer-
sity, gave his view of the most
probable outcome in his
November 1 lecture, "Leader-
ship in the Soviet Union: Suc-
cession to Brezhnev."
After prefacing his remarks

by deemphasizing the impor-
tance of the personalities

involved in the transition,

Hough stated that Yuri
Andropov, former head of the

KGB, and Konstantin Cher-
nenko, Brezhnev's protege,

are the two most likely future

Soviet leaders. "There will be

collective leadership for the

first years," he said, adding
that it has always been that

way in the past.

Reforin school emerges
Predicting that reforms will

follow the change in leaders.

Hough noted that the current

leadership has been in power
for a long time, and has found
it hard to change policies. He
described both AndroF>ov and
Chernenko as reformers.
Concerning the Soviet mil-

itary. Hough gave particular
attention to the probable eas-

ing of tensions between China
and the USSR, which he views
as an opportunity for cuts in

Soviet military spending and
troop levels. He theorized that

the Soviet military buildup
was a response to border dis-

putes with China.
Hough argued that con-

trary to the conventional view-

point a USSR-China reconcili-

ation is in the best interests of

the United States because it

could lead to a reduction in

Soviet military spending.

After discussing the sizable

role of the military in the

Soviet economy. Hough consi-

dered that economy's prob

lems. He thinks the basic

problem is the government's

policy to subsidize the produc-

tion of items considered to be

necessities.

Subsidies mean scarcity

According to Hough, the

subsidies, which lower the

price to the consumer, have

resulted in scarcity, since

supply cannot meet artifi-

cially inflated demand. He
asserted that the current

Soviet approach to the prob-

lem, which has been to

increase production rather

than raise prices, will never

solve the problem while subsi-

dies are in effect.

Arguing that "the situation

is just not going to get any bet-

ter" Hough suggested the use

of price rises and higher wage
inequality as two possible but

unpopular solutions. Hough
said that although reform of

this kind would cause infla-

tion, unemployment and
inequality, without reform the

Soviet economy would con-

tinue to decline.

Cut defense

Hough said Brezhnev simul-

taneously emphasized spend-

ing on defense, social
programs, the agriculture sec-

tor and industry, adding that

something had to give as a

result, and so far it has been
growth. He feels that, instead,

"the obvious place to make a

cut is the defense realm."
He also predicted that the

Soviets will leave Afghanistan

once Poland has quieted down.

CUL on life's essentials

Meeting deals with food and housing
by Brett McDonnell

The Committee on Undergraduate Life had rel-

atively little to say last week to the College Coun-

cil Ad-Hoc Committee on Student Housing

Transfers concerning the Council's "lottery sys-

tem" proposal, and referred it to the Housing
Committee.

Bill Sawyer '85, chairman of the Ad-Hoc Com-
mittee, explained that the proposal, formulated

in response to the CUL resolution of May 11,

addressed two issues. First, "our priorities are
based on justice and equity," he stated. Second,

the proposal "recognizes the importance of fresh-

man inclusion."

The lottery proposal essentially gives students
who received their fourth or fifth choices in fresh-

man inclusion top priority in the transfer process.
Several CUL members asked for ways to get

Racism rampant

more information to freshmen about inclusion,

one of the Council representatives' prime con-

cerns, but few suggestions were forthcoming.

Dean Cris Roosenraad, chairman of the CUL,
immediately referred the proposal to the Housing
Committee, noting, "It seems to me that it should
be discussed by those who would have to imple-
ment the proposal as house presidents." Roosen-
raad also said that at future meetings the CUL
will discuss broader aspects of transfer policy.

The CUL also discussed Food Service billing

policy. Geoff Mamlet '83 suggested billing stu-

dents on the basis of meals that they actually ate,

rather than the current meal plans. Roosenraad
and Jill Nasslvera of the Theatre Department
replied that this would raise costs as Food Service
would not know how much food to prepare for

each meal.

Continued from Page 1

The number of cases filed by the
department in housing has
dropped from the '69- '78 annual
average of 32 cases to the pres-
ent two cases since Reagan took
office.

In education, the government
has "sanctioned or condoned
blatant discrimination" by
reactivating the principle of

separate but equal, said
Chambers. He cited several
cases in which states have
ignored guidelines for higher
education and a prohibition of

state laws outlawing busing
which had been established in

the 70's. Not one case has been
filed concerning school
desegregation.

Racism still with us
Chambers also noted that the

Justice Department has
recently ignored formerly
enforced statutes concerning
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illegal discriminatory employ-
ment practices. He said that

some university affirmative
action policies may now only
require minorities in their

employment applicant pools
rather than require that these
minorities be hired.

"The Reagan administration
has caused minorities to realize

that racism is still with us. It has
helped us appreciate that we
differ about the programs and
remedies we support," he said.

Chambers has accepted an
offer to teach a civil rights
course at Harvard Law School,
which he feels has "failed mis-
erably in hiring minority
faculty members and in accept-
ing minority students."
Chambers emphasized two
related problems at the law
school: the fact that black stu-

dents are less interested in pub-
lic interest or civil rights
litigation because it provides a

lower salary than corporate

law; and the difficulty of choos-
ing which minority faculty can-
didate (black, Hispanic or
Asian, for example) should
receive hiring priority.

Finally, Chambers emphas-
ized that the black community's
"healthy diversity" has grown
into a more pronounced div-

ision. "I had hoped that organi-

zations appreciating the need
for working together would be
able to put their differences

behind them." The recent
NAACP-NAACP Legal Defense
Fund dispute suggests that

black leaders have been unable
to reconcile their differences.

Chambers concluded with an
appeal to minority group solid-

arity: "We all are searching for

a remedy. We will learn to

appreciate that there is diver-

sity even among those of the
same color and same views, and
wo will learn to accommodate
that diversity to make a better

America."
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College, town:

a ^beautiful'

relationship

The sign at the intersec-
tion of Route 2 and
Spring Street boasts
"Williamstown: The
Village Beautiful-

Post Office, Free Parking." Is this

what Thoreau meant when he said
about Williams "it would be no
small advantage if every college
were thus located at the base of a
mountain?"
College handbooks and catalogues

across the country exhalt Williams-
town's idyllic rural paradise of rolling

farmland beneath our familiar purple
mountains. Beauty abounds; the whole
place emanates a certain quaintness.

Continued on Page 8
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'Williamstown: more
than meets the eye

"If we could pick up the Col-

lege and take it away tomor
row, Williamstown could not

survive €H?ononnically." says
town Manager Howard Red-

fern. Although the College may
not run the town, it is its bread-

and-butter.

The College, with 700

employees, is the largest

employer in town. Its annual

payroll is $12.5 million.

According to a College News
Office estimate, $7.7 million

more is earned by some 1200

other townspeople who don't

work directly for the College

but make their living because

of it.

Also, the roughly 500 Willi-

ams employees who live in

Williamstown pay some
$650,000 in property taxes to

the town annually. By law, no
property taxes can be levied

on any of the land Williams
uses for educational purposes
(which includes administra-

tion and dormitory build-

ings) , but the College does
pay $120,000 a year in property

taxes on the property it owns
on the eastern side of Spring

Street (which includes all of

the buildings from Route 2

down to the Log, except the

Post Office.

)

Ransom Jenks, director of

security at Williams and a

town Selectman, said some
townspeople think the College

ought to be taxed on all its

property. "But for what it

loses in property taxes," he

summarized, "I think the stu-

dents and faculty bring in a

Itreater amount of revenue
and employment."

"Microcosm of society"

The College may be the

town's biggest economic
force, but it is not the only one.

Chemistry professor Bill Moo-
maw points out that in Willi-

amstown there are also three

factories, seven dairy farms,
four other commercial farms,

a large tourist industry and
80(X) non-student citizens.

"Most students come from
the suburbs; Williamstown is

not a suburb," Moomaw said.

"It's a fairly complex com-
munity. It has its own
integrity— it's authentic." He
suggests that students should

learn more about the town.

"There's a lot they're missing

in their life education by not

looking at this community . .

.

Williamstown is a microcosm
of the larger society."

Although Williamstown has
more than meets the eye, it

remains an affluent town.

"We're seeing an influx of

well-to-do people buying big

Continued on Page 8
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will periodically appear in the RECORD
offering an in-deoth look at some aspect

of life at William!: . We welcome your
comments and Sijggestions.

The editors of ths section are Michael J.

Govan and Jeffrey H^Brainard.

Faculty expertise brought to town
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The Williamstown

municipal building,

located on North

Street across from
the Greylock quad,
was once a

fraternity house.

Below: Director of

Security, Ransom
Jenks, is on
Williamstown's

Board of

Selectmen.

by Michael Govan
"There Is a long tradition of Williams

faculty being Involved In town affairs,"
says Chemistry professor Bill Moomaw. A
number of faculty and administration
members, Including Moomaw, bring their
enthusiasm and experience to the William-
stown community.
Some such as Mac Brown (Political

Science), George Goethals (Psychology),
and William Reed (Treasurer) have been
directly Involved In local education Issues
as members of school boards and parents
committees. Norman Petersen of the Reli-
gion Department is the current chairman of

the Mount Greylock Regional School Dis-
trict Board, which Includes both William-
stown and Lanesboro.
Petersen became Involved because, like

many other professors, he has children In

local schools. He said that "most faculty
Involvement In the community Is on school
committees," as faculty generally are
"sensitive to educational Issues." Three of

four recent chairmen of the school board
have been from the Williams faculty.

Petersen attributes this to their expe-
rience; as faculty "we live by the commit-
tee system," he said.

Particular expertise

The Williams Faculty "definitely bring an

expertise and an interest to the town," said

William Reed, College Treasurer. Although
he has been in Williamstown only 15

months. Reed and his wife are currently

co-presidents of the Mount Greylock School

Community Association, a kind of William-

stown PTA. They have two children in

school in the town. "Faculty get involved

because it's their community," said Reed.
Besides education, faculty are also

involved in an advisory capacity in Issues of

acuity get

involved because it's

their community.
»»

"
t is

fortunate that

they are

willing to

contribute."

environment and development. Among
them are Jack MacFaydenfGeology), and
Bin Moomaw. Moomaw has been an "Infor-

mal advisor" to the town and been involved

in dozens of Issues since he came here in the

mld-slxtles.

In one case, he advised the town when It

was working to comply with Federal Clean
Water laws. Currently he is Involved In

plans to clean up Cole Spring Road. "People
with a particular expertise are called upon
by the town," said Moomaw.

'Town meeting' government in Williamstown
Power seated

in old

fraternity house
by Jeffrey H. Brainard

Although few Williams students come in con-

tact with it, Williamstown's local government,

headed by the Board of Selectmen, keeps munici-

pal services running smoothly and attracts active

participation from volunteer townspeople.

New England towns have a long tradition of

"town meeting" government, under which the

entire town meets annually to decide democrati-

cally Its budget and priorities for the coming
year. The job of administration which is usually

performed by a mayor in other parts of the coun-

try is done by the Board of Selectmen here in

Williamstown. There are four Selectmen, who are

elected to three-year, non-salaried terms. Ran-
som Jenks, director of security at Williams, is one

of the Selectmen.

As towns in New England have grown, so have
the complexities of administration. Some towns,

including Williamstown, have hired a full-time,

paid town manager to execute the town's day-to-

day administration. Williamstown's town man-
ager since July 1981 has been Howard Redfern,

formerly mayor of Chicopee, a town in southern

Massachusetts. Redfern was appointed by the

Selectmen, not elected, and reports directly to

them.

"Honorary post"

Other elected officials include the two separate

school boards, one for the elementary schools and
one for the regional high school; and the town
moderator, which Williamstown Advocate editor

Lauren Stevens called "a somewhat honorary
post." The moderator runs the annual town meet-
ing and appoints the members of the Finance
Committee.
The Finance Committee, which consists of nine

volunteer members, does the nuts-and-bolts stu-

dies on costs and funding and suggests how much
should be budgeted to the various town
departments.
The rest of the posts on the various town com-

mittees and departments are appointed by the

Selectmen, In the case of the Planning and Zoning
Boards, or by the town manager, for the jobs of

police chief, assessor and tax collector, among
others.

Municipal building bar
The town government is housed in the Munici-

pal Building, which is located on North Street,

across the street from the Greylock quad. The
building used to be a Williams fraternity; when
fraternities were abolished in 1964 its owners

refused to allow the building to be sold to the

College, since it would have been used as a dorm.

So it was sold to the town instead.

Redfern noted that alumni still bring their fam-

ilies back to visit the building, even though the

interior of their former stomping grounds has

been greatly changed. But some vestiges of the

old days remain: "We're probably the only

municipal building in Massachusetts with a bar in

the basement," he noted.

And perhaps they need it in contending with

today's major municipal headache in Massachu-

setts, Proposition 21/2. By approving this mea-

sure, which was part of the national tax-rebellion

of a few years ago, Massachusetts voters limited

property taxes to 21/2 percent of the assessed

value of the real estate, statewide. Towns over

that limit had to cut back on the rate of taxation at

a fairly drastic rate: at least 15 percent a year

over 3 years. Towns under the limit may increase

their tax rate up to 21/2, but the rate at which they

may do so is also restricted.

Proposition 2^2 hurts

Redfern explained that this hurts cities and
towns which were far over or under the limit, or

which have declining property values. It has also

hurt school districts, expecially in urban areas,

whose governments tend to put basic services like

police and firemen ahead of educational
programs.
Williamstown is doing better than most towns

in the Berkshlres, Redfern said, because prop-

erty values are not declining, population is slowly

increasing and it has "a sizeable amount of free

cash." Also, the town's tax rate was below, but

close to, 21/2 percent before the measure was
passed.

Stevens says the town Is adequately meeting Its

municipal needs, including recent repairs on sew-
age and water pipes, and on roads. The town is

also making progress on its landfill problem—
where to put processed sewage waste. Landfills

usually become unusable soft ground; the town
has been experimenting with composting, which
Involves mixing wood chips and garbage Into the

waste to shrink Its volume.

With roughly three-fifths of Williamstown's $5

million annual budget going to the public schools,

education is a major concern of townspeople.
There are two separate school districts because
Williamstown has its own elementary schools but
shares Mount Greylock Regional High School
with the town of Lanesboro, to the south.

Too many districts

Over-staffing results, Stevens said, but it is a

very political question whether those extra jobs
should be eliminated through a unification of the
school districts. On the other hand, Williamstown

tepX robably the only

municipal building

in Massachusetts
with a bar

in the basement."

has too few students to have its own high school;

as compared to Greylock, a smaller high school

"would reduce the variety and quality of educa-
tion," Stevens added.
Another of Proposition 2y2's measures was to

take away fiscal autonomy from local school

boards. Formerly, town governments were
legally bound to accept school budgets as submit-
ted; now budgets can be challenged and changed.
At Mount Greylock this has resulted In some

cuts in materials, maintenance and field trips.

But Redfern maintaiiVB that the community "is

very pro-education" and that cuts here have not

been as drastic as elsewhere.
Another problem the school boards face Is dec-

lining enrollment. The town is increasing in popu-
lation, but mostly in the elderly age bracket.

Student numbers are falling; Mount Greylock
now has less than 1000 students from both towns.

And according to Stevens, "It's hard to whip up

enthusiasm to plan for declining enrollment."

"Greylock Country Day"
But, he added, the overall quality of education

in town Is good. Mount Greylock, which Is

referred to by some as "Greylock Country Day,"

he said, sends 72 percent of Its graduates on to

college. Including some of the nation's best. On
the other hand, some go to Amherst.
Greylock's quality is a plus for Williams, Stev-

ens noted, since prospective faculty members are

concerned with the quality of education in town.

Greylock has gained some notoriety from the

attendance there of the younger brother of Reza
Pahlavi, son of the late Shah of Iran, currently

Shah-in-exile, and a former Williams student.

Their sister goes to Bennington College; the two
live in an estate off South Street. Stevens said

there was "some commotion" when Reza first

came; some townspeople feared he might be a

target for terrorists. But apparently his siblings

don't draw that kind of attention. "They've kept a
low profile," Stevens said. "You don't hear much
about them."

Town meeting battles

More mundane issues, such as the approval of

the town budget, are discussed at the annual town

meeting, usually held in the spring. The proposed

budget must be approved by a majority of the

town residents in attendance. The town may con-

sider zoning questions at that time too.

Special town meetings may also be called dur-

ing the year to consider specific issues; one was
recently held to determine the development
rights of a plot of land located north of the Colonial

Shopping Mall.

Redfern estimates that the average town meet-

ing draws about 600 residents; there are 4,194

voters out of a population of 8,727 (excluding the

Williams student body.) Special meetings may
draw less than 300. Opponents of specific prop)os-

als sometimes prevent their passage, as in the

Colonial land case, Redfern noted, by showing up
in sufficient numbers at the special meeting.

Asked if Williamstown citizens live up to the

New England Ideal of enlightened democratic
participation, Redfern responded "I don't think

enough people study the issues before going to the

town meeting . . . it's easier just to vote the way
someone else you respect does."

On the other hand, Redfern said he has seen

diversity In Williamstown voting, with family

members splitting on certain issues. "Maybe it

has something to do with the mixture of town and
college people," he suggested.

Stevens rates the overall government of the

town highly. "The town is managed very well,"

he said. "Redfern Is very professional, he knows
his stuff. The town is fortunate In having good
people serve In volunteer posts."

Xhe
College

has
always
kept its

doors
open/'

Norman Petersen,

Religion

Asked If "expert advice' ' was always well

taken, Moomaw admitted that his "views
are not always appreciated . . . sometimes
faculty can be troublesome meddlers"
Town Manager Howard Redfern said that

the town has had "nothing but good rela-

tions" with Williams faculty. "It Is fortu-

nate," he said, "that they are willing to

contribute . . . they're ready and willing."

More contemplative

Moomaw became so involved In town
affairs because he realized "issues that

affect me more on a day to day basis are

local ones—not what goes on in Washington.

The individual has more of an opportunity

to affect these Issues on the local level . . .

there's a satisfaction in being involved In

these decisions," he said.

He explained that there isn't mnrr faculty

Involvement because "a lot of faculty are

not activists; they're more contempla-

tive. In an 'academic' community there

is a tendency to focus on national

and international issues." Petersen attrib-

uted lower faculty involvement to the fact

that "they don't want to play a dispropor-

tionate role" in the community. "Most
faculty don't want to get involved t)ecause

they don't want to disturb."

Concerning his relations with townspeo-

ple on various committees, Moomaw said

he did not have any problems: 'people

didn't think of me as someone from the Col-

lege." Petersen, however, did note that on

occasion townspeople do exercise some
caution towards faculty involved in town
affairs. "Other board members are more
aware than I am of my affiliation with Willi-

ams," he said. He attributed this to a "tran-

siency" of a faculty position, an almost
"dangerous independence."

JLhere's

a lot they're

missing In

their 'life

education' by
not looking

at this

community."
Bill Moomaw,

Chemistry

I I I I
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Service Council: 'understanding people'
by Christian K. Hewlett

For nearly one out of every ten students, life at Willi-

ams includes volunteer work with one of the programs
In the Lehman Service Council. Comprised of 200 stu-

dents, the council is the largest campus organization.
Volunteers work with members of the community,
from preschool children to elderly shut-ins, in a variety
of ways.
The main focus of all Lehman Service Council pro-

grams is developing individual relationships with very
different people, helping them and learning in the pro-

cess. All of the leaders of the council stressed the out-

side perspective working with these people gives them
in contrast to the somewhat closed world of college

where work may seem all-important.

The council includes ten different service programs.
The amount of time volunteers put in. "really varies

according to your schedule and how much time you
have personally," said Council chairman Debbie
Joselow '84. The council prescribes a minimum of three

hours a week, which most students do in one afternoon

or evening.

Almost half of the students involved in the Lehman
Service Council work in the Big Brother Big Sister pro-

gram, the most popular and well-known of the council's

activities.

Movies, football, sliating

Students are matched with elementary or junior high

school kids who have been recommended by their par-

ents or teachers. Often the children have working par-

ents, emotional or discipline problems, or for any other
reason just need someone to talk to and spend time
with.

The program is unstructured in that, after the initial

"Most of us will never

have to suffer the

way these people do."

matching, the students are basically on their own. They
visit their little brothers or sisters as often as possible

and do various things with them, such as going to

movies, football games, ice skating, etc. Students often

bring their kids to dinner at the college. Periodically,

the entire group will meet for parties, such as the Hallo-

ween party held last week.

Another group in the council works with young people

at the Berkshire Farm for Boys, a residential treat-

ment center for teen-aged boys who have been labelled

juvenile delinquents or are simply in need of

supervision.

At the other end of the spectrum, several students

travel weekly to the nearby Sweetbrook Nursing Home
to visit lonely senior citizens. The students sp)end after-

noons talking with residents and wheeling them
around; one student is helping several learn to paint. In

addition, the students help organize and run parties for

about 40 residents. "They love the attention," Sweet-

brook activities coordinator Abbie Hatton said. "They
love to see young people, they always say."

Another program which deals with senior citizens has

been nicknamed "adopt-a-grandparent." Students

visit elderly shut-ins and help them with everyday
things such as shopping and yard work. Students often

develop a very close, one-to-one rapport with the senior

citizens they visit.

Other activities Lehman Service Council volunteers

participate in include hydrotherapy at the North

Adams YMCA in which students work in the swimming

pool with children who have birth defects; the William-

stown Youth Center, formerly the Boys' Club, where

students act as coaches, supervisors and buddies; and

the Williamstown Day Care Center at the Congrega-

tional Church.

A better chance
Students who are especially career-oriented often

work as volunteers in the emergency room at the North
Adams Regional Hospital, at the Berkshire Farm For
Boys or at the ABC (A Better Chance) house on Hoxsey
Street. ABC is a national organization which takes

promising inner-city children and gives them a chance
in better environments and schools. A number of kids

attending Mount Greylock Regional High School live at

the ABC house and Williams students work there as

tutors.

One program within the council which requires an
extensive training program is the Help Line, a 24-hour

crisis counseling hotline. Students who have completed
the several week training program find themselves
dealing with everything from intended suicides to drug
abuse, aging, loneliness, etc.

Joselow expressed her experience in volunteer work
this way: "Most of us in our lives will never have to

suffer the way these people do. It sounds kind of corny to

say, but I really believe most of the world's evils come
from people not understanding each other. If you
develop that understanding now, maybe you'll take it

with you when you leave this place and infuse it into

everything you do."

College, town: a 'beautiful' relationship
Continued from Page 5

So, is this rural college king-

dom really paradise? Well, per-

haps not literally, but as small

college atmospheres go, it's

pretty close. One might point to

incidents of vandalism or occa-

sional complaints about noise,

but beyond that even the

resourceful reporter is hard-

pressed to dig up friction, scan-

dal and the like. Town-College
relations seem rarely, if ever,

under duress. Town Manager,
Howard Redfern, said plainly,

"I can't think of any real

problems."
"Of course, there are certain

people who are against every-

thing," said Billy Paradise,

owner of the Williams News-
room on Spring Street, "but I

don't think you could find a bet-

ter college town."

No snobbery
Paradise grew up in William-

stown. He went to high school

here in town. "I grew up with

the students," he said. "I

molded my life after them. I

dress like they do, or like they

used to. I really enjoy it. It's

never been a snobbish place.

"I went away for awhile, but I

came back. I brought my kids

here. It's a good place." Para-

dise was offered the chance to

attend Williams, but he opted

not to go to college.

No one denies that Williams

overwhelms the town. The Col-

lege is Williamstown's liveli-

hood. But very few of the

common "town gown" tensions

are present here. Williams peo-

ple and townspeople offer sev-

eral reasons for this.

Howard Redfern explained,

"if we do have problems, the

College handles it very profes-

sionally. We work together.

There Is not a single issue we
haven't resolved."

"Company town"

Norman Petersen, professor

of religion and chairman of the

Mount Greylock Regional

School Board, pointed to "a

mutual sensitivity between

town and College to the danger

of Williamstown being a 'com-

pany town.' " Arguments in

town, he said, "don't take place

over Town-College lines.

"While the College does have
a vested interest in 'the Village

Beautiful' in order to attract

new faculty to Williamstown,"
Petersen said, "the College has
never, to my knowledge, tried to

control what the town does.

"The College has always kept
its doors open," he added, refer-

ring to the Faculty Club,

athletic facilities, Hopkins
Forest, and the golf course.

Townspeople also benefit from
the College's many entertain-

ment, sporting and cultural

events, noted Lauren Stevens,

editor of the Williamstown
Advocate and formerly a dean
at Williams.

Many cited the physical inte-

gration of the College and the

town as a reason for good rela-

tions. "It's hard to tell where the

College's campus stops and the

town begins," Stevens said.

"The College and town mingle.
There could be battle lines

drawn otherwise."

Noise control

Another reason for the good
relations is the understanding
the college and town have
attained on discipline and noise

control problems.

"We've never had an unreaso-

nable complaint," said Dean of

the College Daniel O'Connor.
The town government has never
formally complained to him
about noise. According to Redf-

ern, it hasn't had to; the prob-

lem always seems to be
resolved within the College by
Security, he said.

"There's a definite under-

standing between the College

and town administrations,"

Redfern explained. Town Police

will respond if Security asks it

to, but usually Security doesn't

have to go back a second time."

Most of the credit for the Col-

lege's cooperation goes to the

students, Redfern stated. "10 or

15 Security personnel can't

police 2000 students," he
observed. "They're generally

very responsible."

Knowing the law
The town also notifies the Col-

lege whenever a student is

arrested. Stevens noted that

The familiar sign at the intert«ction of Route 2 and Spring Street, boasting

Williamstown's major attractions: "Post Office, Free Parking.
"

incidents like the Kings liquor

store break-in are very rare.

Redfern, asked whether it's

true that Williamstown police

selectively enforce the law,

favoring Williams students,

responded "I wouldn't say that;

we just try to be reasonable. The
town doesn't try to harass Willi-

ams students. But we don't have

a choice in responding to

complaints."

Redfern speculated that

many Williams students are

unfamiliar with Massachusetts

law because they are from out-

of-state, and need to be aware of

the penalties for certain

offenses. For example, there

are mandatory jail sentences

for the first offense of driving

while intoxicated and for pos-

session of a handgun without a

permit.

"Well-heeled college kids"

According to Redfern there Is

a higher level of college partici-

pation In town affairs In Willi-

amstown than In other college

towns. "I don't know how many
townspeople know of student

involvement in the community .

. . they might say they're not

Involved at all," he said.

Stevens doesn't think towns-

people resent students for not

being more Involved In the town
affairs. He says townspeople

are proud of Williamstown and
are eager to meet students and
get them Involved In the com-
munity. But he admltt€>d there's

also some resentment of "well-

heeled college kids." h

'More
than meets
the eye'

—

Continued from Page 6

properties," said William-
stown Advocate editor Lauren
Stevens. Taxes and property

values here are low compared
to big city areas, and com-
bined with good municipal ser-

vice and the College, there's a

lot offered to prospective buy-

ers, he said.

Other tracts of property

have maintained their size

through being sold to private

schools, such as the Hlghcroft

and Pine Cobble Schools. Stev-

ens said that schools are a type

of "clean industry" well-

suited to Williamstown
because they do not change its

"essential nature."

Farm preservation

The town Is trying to main-
tain its physical appearance
and traditional vistas by pre-

venting large developers from
buying up farmland. The
Stone Hill property was saved
from such a fate last year
when it was sold to a Williams
alumnus who has agreed to

keep it as Is.

And the Langor property,

the land sprawling on either

sides of and In between Routes
7 and 43 down by Steele's

Corner, which Stevens des-

cribed as "the gateway to Wll-

llamstown," has been
established permanently as

farmland under the Massa-
chusetts Farm Preservation

Act. The state pays a farmer the

difference between his land's

value as farmland and what It

would sell to a developer. The
land's deed is then established

as for farming only; the land

can be sold, but at reduced,

farmland-rates, and only to

another farmer.

Jenks called the measure,
which marks the first time this

law has been applied In Berk-
shire County, "one of the big-

gest town successes of the last

three or four years."

Ephs vs. Jeffs: a wild rivalry
All Williams gradu-

ates leave the Pur-
ple Valley with two
things: a diploma
and an undying hat-

red of Amherst. It was loathe at
first sight because of the pecul-

iar nature of Amherst's begin-

nings, and the rivalry has taken
on epic characteristics that dis-

tinguish it from other lesser

animosities.

Williams first met the Defec-
tors of 1821 on the playing field

In 1859 In the first Intercolle-

giate baseball game ever
played. After 4 hours and 26
Innings, Amherst walked away
with a 73-32 victory amid allega-

tions that the Amherst pitcher

was a blacksmith who had been
hired for the game.

The Ephmen tried football in

1884 and topped Amherst 15 to 2.

The next year they whipped
Amherst 57-0. Ever since, foot-

ball has been the prime point of

contention between the two
schools.

License for damage
Not content to leave the

rivalry on the football field, Wil-

liams and Amherst students

soon took the annual match-up

as a license to inflict as much
damage as possible on one

another.

Williams men focused on

Sabrina, the "Lady of Bronze."
The governor of Massachusetts
donated this statue of a river
goddess to Amherst in 1857, and
Amherst men were imme
dlately attracted to her.

"She sits, half-turning on a
bronze pedestal, one limb
tucked under the other, resting
on one arm, the other extending
amiably, her face beautiful . .

,"

raved official Sabrina bio-
grapher Max Shoop. In short,
she was one of the few women
who wouldn't run from Amherst
men.

Tossed into a well
She received many coats of

paint from Williams students,
and occasionally made her way
to the Purple Valley. After the
Amherst Class of 1883 tossed her
Into a well to celebrate a victory
over Williams in baseball, she
was condemned by the presi-

dent of Amherst. Saved by val-

iant Annherst students, she
spent the next few decades in

seclusion. Her most notable pub-

lic appearance occurred In the

summer of 1888, which she spent
In the Connecticut River.

In the 1920's or so she returned
to her rightful position on the

Amherst campus. So powerful

was her allure that the Amherst
teams were called the Sabrinas

(at least by Williams).

Are and Be electrifies

Concert Listings
prepared by TOONERVILLE TROLLEY RECORDS

WED NOV 10 - Kenny Loggins. Orpheum. Boston. Mass

THUR NOV 1 1 - Devo. Orpheum. Boston - Aerosmith & Pat Travers, Centrum. Worcester —
Thompson Twms. Paradise. Boston — John Coster & the Medicine Band. Separate Entrance,

So Deerfield. Mass — REG Speedwagon & Survivor. Civic Center Hartford Conn
— Stompers, Rusty Natl. Sunderland, Mass

FRI
. NOV 12 - Peter Gabriel, Orpheum, Boston

SAT , NOV 13 - Judy Collins. Symphony Hall. Boston - Jerry Garcia. Bushnell Auditorium.

Hartford. Conn — Pat Metheny Group. Orpheum, Boston — Fat. Woody s, Washington. MA
Adam Ant. Agora Ballroom. W Hartford. Conn — Blushing Brides. Rusty Nail, Sunderland,

Mass
SUN , NOV 14 - Larry Coryell, Iron Horse, Northampton, Mass - Pat Travers, Hullabaloo,

Rensselaer, NY - Cheap Trick, Orpheum, Boston - Gary Burton. Oregon, at Sanders
Theater, Harvard U , Cambridge. — Stompers & Rochats. Channel. Boston.

MON . NOV 15 - REG Speedwagon & Survivor. Centrum, Worcester. Mass
NOV 16 - Missing Persons. Agora Ballroom. W Hartford — Aerosmith & Pat Travers. Centrum
— English Beat. Campus Ctr, Auditorium, U Mass Amherst. Mass.

NOV 17 - Billy Joel. Centrum
NOV 18 - Miles Davis, Woolsey Hall, Yale, New Haven. Conn
NOV 19 - English Beat, Opera House, Boston
NOV 20 - Linda Ronstadt & The Bus Boys, Centrum
NOV 21 - Beach Boys & Gary US Bonds, Centrum
NOV 21 - Linda Ronstadt & Bus Boys, Civic Ctr ,

Hartford

NOV 22 - Beach Boys. Civic Ctr . Hartford
NOV 22 - George Thorogood. Palace. Albany
NOV 23 - George Thorogood. Bradford Ballroom. Boston
NOV 24 - Georqe Thorogood. Bushnell Auditorium. Hartford

DEC 8 & 9 - Joe Jackson, Orpheum. Boston
DEC 10 - Charlie Daniels. Centrum
DEC 10 - Stray Cats. SUNY Albany
DEC 15 - Rush. Centrum

Great Riot of 1946

Pre-game pranks came to an
abrupt end after the Great Riot

of 1946. On the night before the

game at Amherst, 25 carloads of

Ephmen set off to desecrate
Pratt Field. They were met by
about 200 Amherst students who
pelted the cars with rocks, pipes

and potatoes at stoplights and
barricades. If the car ran
through a red light, Amherst
police officers would stop the

car, wait until Amherst stu-

dents arrived and then order the

Lord Jeffs to smash Its win-

dows. As a final touch, the

Amherst men flooded the main
street, producing a thin sheet of

Ice that overturned at least one
Williams car.

Despite the hazards, two
Intrepid groups made It to Pratt
Field. The next morning
revealed a large W painted on
the press box and purple and
gold throughout the stadium.

In the aftermath of the riot,

Williams and Amherst officials

decided to act. They Ignored the

precedent set by Union and
Rensselaer Polytechnic Insti-

tute, in which each school sent

the other a list of buildings that

could do with a little paint,

choosing Instead to ban all raids

connected with athletic
contests.

The truce lasted for nine
years, until 195.5, when a small
group of Eph commandoes kid-

napped two Amherst men to

speak at a pep rally before the

game. The group originally

intended to kidnap only one stu-

dent, but it was so easy to do that

they went back for another. An
embarrassed Williams dean
was obliged to write a letter of

apology to the two.

Since then, things have
quieted down between the two
schools. Sabrina was retired

about a decade ago. and the

Amherst teams became Lord
Jeffs. Pranks still occur occa-

sionally, but the bloodlust has

gone out of them. Or perhaps it's

just that no one hears about the

exploits of Williams vigilantes

(except the Amherst mainte-

nance men).

CLASSIFIEDS
Sales Reps Wanted. Need extra

cash? Self-motivated? Want to set

your own hours? Be your own
boss. Become a sales representa-

tive for ARK Student Bedding, Inc.

Income potential is up to you.

Must have own phone. For further

information write:

ARK Student Bedding, Inc.

P.O. Box 534

Wenham, Mass. 01984

Part-time Help Wanted—TRAVEL
dynamic new entrant in the local

market seeks a college student

With a proven capacity to handle

light office duties, flexible four to

eight hours per week during the

school year. Travel experience

helpful but not required Reply in

confidence to: S.U. Box 1081 . Wil-

liams College.

"It was great
"

O.C, OGLEVEY, 1982

Last weekend did you get drunk,

pass out, vomit all over your rug

and wake up with a headache? We
didnt,

—the Williams College

Temperance Union

3 alums (78) looking to rent off-

campus housing w/cooking facils

for one week, after finals Offering

$150 Call Mike Krikorian collect

after five p.m, at (203) 749-8417

THE HERITAGE
NORTH ADAMS INN

THEATER

HALLOWEEN III

7 p.m., 9 p m. Daily
Rated R

McClelland's Stationery and Office Products

Hallmark Cards

Crane and Eaton Stationery

School Supplies

Art Supplies

36 Spring Slri'el - - Williamstown

Telrphont* 458-4920

by Nura Dualeh and
•Jim Stockton

"\X V AHH hvn- in thv hard times

ami wt' will HE htre when they're

Uttne.
"

Where were you 8 pm Satur-

day night? The electrifying

ARE & BE Ensemble was at

Brooks-Rogers Recital Hall

mesmerizing a startled
audience. Sponsored by the

Williams Black Student
Union, four women and six

men performed what was
truly a "dramatic synthesis of

poetry, live music, drama and
dance."
They opened with a blast of

motion, both visual and audi-

ble, both dance and music. The
powerful tempo of the jazzy,

Afi'ican rhythm and the
expressive dance piqued the

audience and culminated in

their first number "Whatcha
Gonna do with the Funk? " The
challenge of this performance
established the tone for the

evening.

Controversy and insight

Covering a range of topics,

each new song highlighted the

controversies of today and
brought human insight to

these problems. They per-
formed a tribute to Assata
Shakur, the Amerikan female
Black Freedom Fighter
forced to go underground by
the FBI, protested misuse of

the environment and peoples
by the Industrial and nuclear
society, and resoundingly
called for all oppressed people
to struggle for their freedom.
Excerpts from a Frederick
Douglass speech and original

poems delivered In life-

pulsing rhythms, ARE & BE
roused the crowd to a gyrating
outpouring of emotion quite

foreign to Brooks-Rogers.
Following the precedent of

punk rock, the band distrib-

utes and promotes its own
recordings In order to main-
tain full creative control; In

their own words, they are
"self-propelled."

Their message was potent

and universal, apparent in their

performance but not achieved
on their album. This may be a

sacrifice to their radio
audience, but, as anyone at

Brooks-Rogers will attest, "If

there Is no struggle, there can
be no progress."

Octet times four
by Jay Brodie

The eighth annual Octet Alumni reunion concert Satur-

day night produced some of the best music that group
has sung in recent memory. From the opening "Come
Fill Your Glasses Up" right through "The Mountains,"

32 members of various Octets from 1941 to 1982 entertained a

packed half-house in Chapin with old standbys, newly arranged
material and Williams classics.

The problems involved in doing small-group music with a large

group surfaced in "Louisiana Hayride." The acoustics of Chapin
muffled diction, producing something like the grand roar-atorios so

beloved of the Williams Choral Society.

Octet alumni were showcased In "East of the Sun," and "PegO'
My Heart." The current Octet then performed "Mountain Dew"
with hillbilly accents that would make Loretta Lynn faint, followed

by "Chattanooga Shoe Shine Boy" and an offbeat version of "Take
Me Out to the Ballgame.

'

The 1980 Octet did an exceptional group of songs, most notably a

terrific "Ride the Chariot" with Ben Cart and Chuck Hirsch steal-

ing the spiritual with their solos.

After a short Intermission, the pre-1975 Octet stars treated the

audience to a Williams version of "By the Light of the Moon." They
then embarked on some Gershwin and Porter songs.

Warren Flunke, the alumni leader whose piano playing under-

scored much of the evening, Introduced an Irving Berlin song, new

in 1939, that was first publicly conducted at Chapin by Berlin him-

self. That song was "God Bless America." They followed this up

with a medley of sentimental Berlin show tunes.

Dr. Irving J. Tanzman, F.A.A.O

OPTOIVIETRIST
Specializing in contact lenses and

students' visual problems.

85 MAIN STREET
NORTH ADAMS, MA. 01247

662-2020 — 663-5845

BEAT AMHERST
Best Beer Buy

Carling & Schmidts
16 oz. Ret.

7.99 & 1.50 Deposit

4 liter Cribari Wine

(bag-in-a-box)

$6"/each

VIn Rot*, Rhine, Chablls, Burgundy

Lowenbrau
Light & Dark

$11.49/case

50C OFF
any case of beer

with this ad

Proper ID required

WEST PACKAGE STORE
Route 2

Between N.A. and Williamstown

8 am-10 pm M-W 663-6081 8 am-11 pm Th-Sat

I I
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IVIICHEL'S OP WILLIAMSTOWN
Catering with a special touch for

sc^ecial occasions.
• Private Parties • Platters • Mors d'oeuvres

Deadline for arranging for graduation parties

is t\Aay 10th.

Contact Mary for more information.

458-5441

SPECIAL SALE ALBUMS
Talking Heads 'Remain in Lighf $3.99

Talking Heads "Fear of Music" 3.99

Janis Joplin "Cheap Thrills" 3.99

James Taylor * Flag" 3.99

Santana "Abraxas" 3.99

XTC "Go 2" 3.99

Grateful Dead "Terrapin Station" 2.99

Stray Cats "Gonna Ball" (imports) 4.99

Betty Carter "Social Call" 2.99

— TOO l\/IANy TO LIST—
TOONERVILLE TROLLEY RECORDS

open 10:00-6:00 458-5229131 Water St.

Awarded weekly to

the Williams student

who forsakes all

else' in search of

the scholarly ideal

DEREDE ARTHUR '83 is this

weeks recipient Derede wins the

award solely because she was
working in the library during the

thrilling Williams-Wesleyan
homecoming football game this

past weekend. Said Derede.

"Wesley-who'^" For her dedica-

tion to her studies, Lite honors
Derede Arthur.

'Except a frosty cold Lite after the Sawyer
Library closes

GREAT TASTE . . .

LESS FILLING
Everything you always wanted
in a Beer . . . and Less

MARC HUlVIIViON '84

will perform

Wednesday Night

at 9:30

Q^3iS 2I(I^(&
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Ska beaten in experiment
by Brett McDonnell

England seems to produce a
new musical trend every six or
seven weeks. A few years ago,
ska was the in thing. Probably
the best album to come out of

this revival of Jamaican pre-

reggae music was "I Just Can't
Stop It" by the English Beat.
The Beat have recently

released their third album.
•Special Beat Service." This
disc, though, wanders far from
the ska sound. Can you imagine
a reggae song with banjo? How
about the combination of ska
and accordion? Viola?
Mandolin?

One brilliant moment
They're all here on "Special

Beat Service." This album has
one brilliant moment—"Save It

For Later." Tugging melody, a

jangly guitar, corny violins, a

sneaky viola line and an inter-

mittent punching sax combine
to make this a moving and
memorable number.
There are many pleasant

moments on "Special Beat Ser-

vice." Pleasant, indeed, des-

cribes the whole album, which
is why Williams students ought
to like it so much. "I Confess"
has some good vocal work.
"Ackee 1 2 3" is fun, but the lyr-

ics! "Someone just smiled for

no special reason It looks like

the smile's come back into sea-

son it's so easy"??! 1 Give me a
break.

Passable political statement
These guys used to write intel-

ligent songs—they were even
political. "Sugar and Stress"

has to pass for the grand politi-

cal statement on this album—
"This world is upside down, the

rights and wrong don't get much
wronger Mistakes found in the

past turn into rules protecting

power. " That's OK as far as it

goes, but The Clash It ain't.

I appreciate The Beat's deci-

sion to experiment, but I think It

may have backfired on them.
Not only are the lyrics weak, but
much of the music is laid-back
and not particularly danceable.
For a party band, that spells

disaster.

Good, slick, catchy pop
Don't get me wrong. I like this

album. Even the most cynical
among us can be caught by
good, slick, catchy pop, which is

what "Special Beat Service"
boils down to. Still. I advise the
ska neophyte to start with "I
Just Can't Stop It." Even better,

if you want the t)est of late-stage

ska, get the "Ghost Town" EP
by The Specials—a haunting

and compelling title song.

The Beat are still a good band,

and they 're excellent in concert,

but they haven't lived up to their

original promise. By all odds,

they are now ready to make it

big on FM radio and the Willi-

ams College campus.

Players lack balance
by Greg Capaldini

The Chester String Quartet
appeared last Tuesday at

Brooks-Rogers Recital Hall,

marking the first concert in the

Young Artists Series. The
Quartet is part of the resident

faculty at the University of Indi-

ana at South Bend, and its

members are quite young.

The major offering on the pro-

gram was an ambitious choice.

Ravels Quartet in F (1903).

This work is a test of musician-
ship for even the best of ensem-
bles. Though Ravel uses
Classical Era form and tex-

tures, his music sounds some-
what free, pretending to make
itself up as it proceeds. As in

Mozart, intense but graceful
stylization is the controlling

device.
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Last-second pass brings Homecoming victory

by Steven H. Epstein

Providing what Coach Bob Odell des-

cribed as "a pure miracle," the Williams

football team rose from the dead Satur-

day to defeat the Wesleyan Cardinals 27-

24.

A four-play drive in the final 23 seconds

of the game culminated in a B.J. Con-

nolly to Marc Hummon 33-yard touch-

down pass to snatch victory from the

beaks of the stunned Cardinals. Said

Odell, "I've never won a game like that

in 35 years of coaching. To say I was
thrilled would be an understatement."

The victory, before a large Homecom-
ing crowd, sets up a showdown next week
at Amherst for the Little Three title.

The Ephs seemed destined to lose,

after leading by two touchdowns
throughout much of the game. A second

half rally saw Wesleyan go to the air-

waves, as junior quarterback Dan Ross

led the Cards to 17 unanswered second

half points to place the Cardinals in the

lead on the strength of a field goal which

followed an interception with just under

4: 00 to go.

Do tlie impossible

Trailing for the first time in the contest

24-21, the Ephs had just 23 seconds left to

do the impossible. After an incomplete

pass from his own 18 yard line, quarter-

back B. J. Connolly (7-12-201, 2 TDs) rec-

overed his own fumble and was speared

by a Wesleyan defender. The ensuing

penalty gave the Ephs a first down on

their own 33. They had 67 yards to go and

only 0: 12 in which to do it.

Showing far more confidence than the

throngs who were filing out of Weston
Field, Connolly led the team toward pay-

dirt on two plays, picking up his Christ-

mas present a bit early. With good
protection from his line the poised junior

i' Lord Jeffs

next week

QB found "all-everything" Marc Hum-
mon (5 receptions, 150 yards, 2 IDs, threw

one pass, and played some defense as

well) for a 34-yard completion. Hummon
split the seams between five Cardinal

defenders and gave the Ephs a final shot

from the Wesleyan 33 with just four ticks

left on the clock.

The miracle play

The final play was nothing short of

incredible. Connolly faded to pass and

was rushed heavily by a Wesleyan line-

man. Inches from a game-ending sack,

Connolly, off-balance, evaded his oppo-

nent with help from lineman Bernie

Krause, whoeither picked Connolly up to

his feet or set an NBA-style pick which

allowed Connolly to get free and throw.

An instant later, Hummon was open at

the 7-yard line. He tucked the ball home
and won the race into the end zone by

inches, leaving a stunned Cardinal con-

tingent wondering if the most powerful

force of all might be a Williams alum.

Hummon commented after the game
that it was his biggest thrill as an athlete.

"It was a great way to end it," he said

after being removed from the pile of

humanity (players and fans) who
covered him after the victory. Asked if

he was confident that the Ephs could pull

it out he said, "I really thought we had a

shot, even with so little time left. I said

the Lord's Prayer as we broke the huddle
and then I just tried to get open."

For his spectacular play, Hummon
received the "(iolden Helmet Award"
from the New England Sportswriters

Association at a Boston luncheon today.

Chandler's reaction

Coach Renzi Lamb called the victory,

"The kind of moment in sports that

Cardinal defenders grab hold of Junior Sean Crotty. Wesleyan, however, could not hold on to

the game, as the Ephs stormed back, 27-24.

comes along every lOor 15 years." Presi-

dent John Chandler was as ecstatic as

any Ephs football fan after the game
ended. "It was very pleasing not only to

see the players win the game," said

Chandler, "but to see the outpouring of

affection from both students and alumni
after the game ended."

The Ephs got on the board twice early

in the first period, manhandling Wes-
leyan offensively and defensively. The
Ephs scored on their second and third

possessions of the game, thanks largely

to the rushing skills of Ted Thomas (115

yards, 18 carries, all in the first half) and
the offensive line, who created holes big

enough for even this reporter to run
through.

The first score came on an out pass

from Connolly to Hummon, which the

by John Clayton and
Chris Harned

Coming into the homestretch
of the fall season, the football,

soccer, and rugby teams have
chances to win Little Three
Titles, while the cross-country

teams travel to Boston for the

New England Division III

Championships.
The gridders, coming off their

emotional last-second victory

over Wesleyan, are in search of

their eleventh Little Three
Championship in the last twelve
years.

But getting that champion-
ship won't be easy. The Lord
Jeffs are 6-1 this year, their only
loss a 16-14 defeat by
Middlebury.
The Lord Jeffs are led by

quarterback Brian Curran and
fullback Mark Vendetti. Cur-
ran's status is questionable—he
received a hyperextended
elbow last weekend in their 14-0

victory over Trinity.

The Ephs will look to fullback
Ted Thomas to establish a
ground game and complement
that with Connolly's aerial

show. "I look for a great game,"
said Coach Bob Odell. "We'll

make the fur fly."

The soccer team will be in a

grudge match as Amherst
defeated them for the ECAC
title. They are finally resting

after a busy weekend of games.
Men's cross-country coach

Peter Farwell said he is looking

for "the best meet of the season.

We should have all seven of our

top runners healthy."

The women's team also hopes

to put the icing on the Little

Three championship cake with

a good showing at the
Championships.

Junior John Campbell eludes three Wesleyan players in Ephmen's 1-0 victory Saturday. Sandwiched around
this game were ECAC overtime thrillers. (Plonsker)

Soccer wins two^ not Amherst
by Dave Woodworth and

Dan Keating

Flirting with glory but finish-

ing with grief, the men's soccer
team completed a flurry of

games Sunday with a 2-1

sudden-death overtime loss to

Amherst in the championship
game of the East Coast Athletic

Conference (ECAC) tourna-
ment. The game was the third in

three days for the Ephmen. Wil-

liams dispatched Southeastern
Massachusetts University 2-1

in Friday's opening round of the

ECAC tourney and overcame
Wesleyan 1-0 Saturday in the

first leg of the Little Three.

Williams (10-4-1) will get

another chance at Amherst (10-

1-1 this Saturday when the

p]phmen complete their regular

season at Amherst in a game
that will decide the Little Three
title. The two-game two-

championship series provides

Williams with an opportunity to

avenge Sunday's loss.

The Lord Jeffs went ahead 1-0

only 2: 56 into the game when
constant offensive pressure

resulted in a goal by Rob Ost-

burg. Amherst continued to con-

trol the game through the first

ten minutes, but failed to regis-

ter any further score.

Sophomore goalie Ken
Rhodes was commended by
Coach Mike Russo for keeping
the Ephmen in the contest.

Rhodes' performance came on
the heels of a bout with pneumo-
nia which kept him out of all

action for a week and a half.

Kphs tie it up
Williams evened the score

late in the second half with a

goal from Uoug McKenney '85.

the goal came off a free kick by

Rob Ku.sel '83 which McKenney
headed into the near-post

corner. The score came at 7:41.

Williams controlled the tempo
through most of the second half,

but stingy defense prevailed,

leaving the score 1-1 at the end
of regulation time.

Amherst gained the momen-
tum early in the overtime
period and ended the game in

less than four minutes. The win-
ning goal came on a ball that

Williams failed to clear from
the penalty area despite oppor-
tunities to do so. John Steele
scored the goal unassisted.
Russo felt that both teams
played particularly well and
that either team could have
won.

The Wesleyan match was bit-

ter and hard-fought throughout,

with several Wesleyan men
receiving yellow cards for dan-
gerous play or misconduct, and
a number of players on both

sides being injured as a result of

overaggressive play.

The only goal of the match
came at 76; 20 when Dan Ara-
mini "84 drilkxl a direct kick

Continued on 'Page 11

(Farley)

day's hero broke for a 44-yard gain and
his first TD of the day. On their next pos-

session it took five plays for the Ephs to

march 63 yards, all on the ground. Sean
Crotty scored on a 17-yard run to make it

14-0 at halftime.

The first miracle pass
After a Wesleyan score made it 14-7,

Connolly completed the first of two mira-
cle TD passes on the day. In the grasp of

a Wesleyan lineman, Connolly found

tight end Mark Pine for a 60-yard comple-
tion which brought the margin back to

two touchdowns. The Ephs' lead seemed
insurmountable with just over 22 min-
utes to play.

Wesleyan, however, opened up its

passing attack and gained back an
advantage over the Ephs with less than a

minute to go, setting up the final heroics,

RPI rugby

eaten alive
by Bert Salisbury

On a gusty and cold Cole Field

the rugby club faced R.P.I, last

Saturday and was victorious in

both matches; A-side 16-7 and
B-side 15-0.

In the first match, the A-side

scrum dominated and provided

a lot of ball for the line to run

with. Joe Carey '84 put the first

try over from a maul set up by
Jim Steggall '83 and Bill Dono-
van '83. Eric Russell '84 then

shone through and scored two
more.
Captain Dave Park '83 had a

great game at fullback both
kicking and running with the

line. Dixon Pike '83 punished the

R.P.I, defense all game and set

up the second Joe Carey try with
a long run. During the second
Joe Carey try with a long run.

During the second half, Willi-

ams was put more on the defen-
sive, which allowed -4^. P. I. to

score 7 points.

B-side wins too

B-side fared as well with a 15-0

shutout. With the Williams
defense never letting up, the
line proceeded to score. Larry
Hebb '83 put down the first try

from a nice Jim Bell '84 pop
kick. Bill Best '83 ws then able to

connect for a field goal and
three more points.

John Dagnello '85 had an
intense game and never gave
the R.P.I, scrum-half a chance.
Mark Evans '85 showed his run-

ning ability in a great game and
a try of his aim. The scrum also

had a great day. John May '84

scored a try on a 20 meter romp
disregarding theclinging R.P.I,

ruggers, and Rich WebtM' '83

also play€»d well with runs that

were unprecedented.
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Transfer inclusion must wait

Frosh get first pick
Freshman inclusion will take

priority over inter-house
transfers following unanimous
Committee on Undergraduate
Life approval of its transfer pol-

icy last Tuesday.
"Freshmen should have

number one priority in anything
if we are aiming to have them in

(one house) for three years,"
asserted Heidi Coggeshall '84,

Student Housing Committee Co-
Chairman.
Under the new policy, inter-

house transfer applicants will

be pulled from their current
houses, leaving those rooms
open for freshman inclusion.

After all freshmen are included,

inter-house transfers will be
reincluded in the remaining
rooms. Oean Cris Roosenraad
said he hopes to have the new
plan in effect for this spring's

inclusion.

Assistant Dean Mary
Kenyatta noted that the new
system is not a major departure
from last year's inclusion pro-

cess. For the 1982 inclusion,

transfers were included before

freshmen but a number of

rooms were reserved for fresh-

men before any inclusion
began.

Roosenraad allayed the con-

cern of some CUL members
that certain houses would face
"a crush of freshmen," as CUL

/ member Jonathan Light '83 des-

cribed it. Since 35 percent of

each house's presidents must
come from the freshman class,

these minimum limits would
prevent an "enormous swarm"
to a specific house, Roosenraad
explained.

"In reality I suspect that

there's not going to be much of a

difference," said Roosenraad
regarding the new inclusion

plan," because people usually

don't transfer out of popular
houses—there won't be that

many spaces."

Both Kenyatta and Roosen-
raad emphasized that the 35

percent house minimum for

freshman inclusion is only "a
target figure" that will not be
rigidly adhered to. "The quotas
varied depending on the house,"
observed Kenyatta. "Strict quo-
tas cannot be set."

Just prior to the CUL vote,

several committee members
asked if the CUL was acting

hastily, to which Professor
Henry Art replied, "I don't

think we're rushing. We've been
at (the transfer issue) for a year
and a half."

Roosenraad reported that

attendance and revenue at the

Log are down from last year's

totals. For the first two months
of the academic year, attend-

ance is off by 19 percent, from

16.000 last year to only 13,000

this year. Log revenues per cus-

tomer are down nine percent,

from $1.20 per person per night

to $1.09. Roosenraad said that

the Log Committee regarded

the revenue figure an indication

that people do not attend the Log
with the intent to become
intoxicated.

The Log Committee also

unanimously opposed installing

a breath alcohol analyzer in the

Log. The committee was
pleased that students do not

drink heavily at the campus
pub, but they feared that the

analyzer "might be taken as a
challenge," explained Roosen-
raad.

In other action last Tuesday,
the CUL unanimously passed a

Student Housing Committee
report which defined the

responsibilities of house offic-

ers. Under the new guidelines,

the house vice-president will

serve as house social chairman.
Housing Committee Co-
Chairman John Carlson '83

explained that each house will

still be free to determine the

structure of its social commit-
tee. He described the rest of the

guidelines as "largely a

clarification."

An •Ivctrlcal fir* struck th* recently openedMOUN-
TAIN GOAT outdoor equipment store on Water

Street early Sunday morning. The blaze began In

the upstairs apartment and resulted In water dam-
age to the store. (Farley)

Hollywood glitter hits Dodd
There won't be a hot tub, and

there won't be Bo Derek. But

three years after A Change of

Seasons came to town, Williams

will again be a movie set.

Public television station

WGBH in Boston and the British

Broadcasting Corporation will

film several scenes in and
around Dodd House next week-
end for their adaptation of

Philip Roth's novel The Ghost
Writer.

Williams will become a
women's college in 1949, with
Dodd as a dorm and Goodrich
House as the college post office.

The film crew will shoot scenes
in the Dodd dining hall and in a
double room now occupied by
Phil Walsh '85 and Michael
Greely '85. There will also be a
scene outside Goodrich.

General Foreman of Build-

ings and Grounds Ralph
lacuessa described the impact
of the filming as "low-key." "It

will have very little effect,"

agreed Ellen Berek of the News
Office, who is handling arrange-
ments. The only College adjust-

ments will be the clearing of a
parking lot next to Goodrich for

one day, and a temporary hook-

up of filming equipment into

the College power supply.

Greely and Walsh gave per-

mission for their room to be
used. They will stay in friends'

rooms while all their belongings
are removed and replaced with
period furnishings. The room
will be restored to its 1982 condi-

tion after filming is completed.

Twelve female students will

appear in the movie as "non-

speaking artists." They were
selected by Chairman of the
Theatre Department Jean-
Bernard Bucky and by Berek on
the strength of hair styles

appropriate for the film.

Libby Home '86 works at the

News Office, which led to her
selection by Berek. "This is a
first for me," she said, "and it's

also some extra money." Home
will be paid $150 for one morning
and one afternoon of filming.

Roth himself suggested Willi-

amstown as a possible set, said
Berek. He is familiar with the
Berkshires, and the main char-
acter of the novel lives in Stock-
bridge.

"Dodd immediately came to

mind," said Berek. "I took (the

WGBH people) around to see if

we had a small, cozy, fairly old-

Continued on Page 10

Faculty split over space shuffle
Ekiltor's note: Last week the

Record discussed changes in

the physical plant which will

subsUntially affect the Lan-

guage and Art E>epartments,

the News Office, the Alumni and
Development Offices, and
computer-related personnel.

This week the Record
further examined faculty and

staff reactions to those changes.

by Katya Hokanson

Administrative decisions
approved by the Trustees in

oictober will cause some parts

of the campus to be arranged
quite differently as of next year,

and many students have disco-

vered that things some took for

granted, such as the use of Wes-
ton as a language center, were
never guaranteed.
Among the upcoming

changes, the relocation of the

departments of French, Span-
ish, German and Russian to the

former Roper Center in the
lower portion of Stetson has
caused the most unhappiness.
General language faculty

feeling, in the words of Susan
Dunn, chairman of the French
department, is that "the new
space will not meet all of our
needs; however we have no cho-
ice but to make the best of a
situation with which we are not
particularly happy."
Less classroom space will be

reserved for language teaching
after the change, according to

College Treasurer William
Reed, who is orchestrating the

move. Present intent for the

space in Roper, according to

Dorothea Hanson, Weston Lan-
guage Center coordinator, is to

remodel it into a language lab; a

large all-purpose space for

"relaxing, clubbing, meet-
ings—maybe even afternoon

tea; " an office for herself and
one for Secretary Judith Mad-
den; and two classrooms, one of

which is to be seminar-sized.

Fancy equipment
The existing kitchen is to have

a stove added to it, which will

make it "about comparable" to

the one in Weston, according to

Hanson. None of these plans is

final, Hanson stressed, since the

architect remodeling Roper,

Jesup and Weston, John Jordan
of Jaffrey, New Hampshire, is

still in the process of holding

meetings with the language
faculty to finalize plans.

"There are almost 20 faculty

members," said Hanson, "so
it's hard to get a consensus."
Since the language lal)oratory

Continued on Page 10

Most in four years

Frosh warnings rise
Freshmen received the

highest number of academic
warnings in four years,
according to figures released

by the Registrar.

A total of 127 of 498 freshmen
were warned, or 25.5 percent

of the Class of '86. This is a

higher percentage of students

warned than any class now on
campus received as freshmen.
The Class of "85, with nine

more students, received 13

fewer warnings than this

year's freshmen. The junior

class had the best perfor-

mance, with only 22.3 percent
of its students warned.
Most students (102) only

received one warning, but 21

received two and four fresh-

men were warned of p)oor p)er-

formance in three of their

classes.

Of these 156 warnings, a
whopping 105 came from Div-

ision III departments, as
opposed to 36 in Division II and
only 15 in Division I. Mathe-
matics was again the leader

with 49 out of 289 freshman
registrants receiving warn-
ings. But Chemistry, with 22

out of 91 warned, had the high-

est percentage of any
department.

The largest of eight depart-

ments issuing no warnings
was German with 38 regis-

trants. The largest depart-

ment, English with 358
freshmen enrolled, warned six

students.
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We're tired of writing editorials about this. No one except the

CUL and Housing Committee wants to change our current house
transfer policy. So why are they changing it? Let's hold a plebi-

scite.
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Quotation of the Week
A breath analyzer at the Log ''might be

taken as a challenge,**

—Dean Cris Roosenraad
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Not institutional

To the editor •.

In response to Stuart Weinstein's arti-

cle entitled "Anti-Semitism reigns on
Williams College campus":
While I agree that there are many

problems confronting Jews at Williams,
I strongly oppose the assertion that these
problems are made manifest by certain
structural conditions which result In a
"systematic" anti-Semitism on ourcam-
pus, the shortage of funding for the Jew-
ish Association and the lack of an official

Jewish Studies program do not reflect,

as Mr. Weinstein claims, a questionable
administrative commitment to Jewish
life at Williams, but rather a limited
supply of financial resources which must
be allocated among the many groups
that compete for college funds. As a fel-

low Jew, I too feel that there should be an
active Jewish presence at Williams facil-

itated by a strong Jewish Association
and a Jewish Studies program, but the
college's present inability to provide for
such improvements should not be mis-
construed as indicative of an institu-

tional anti-Semitism.

However, the facts remain that a sig-

nificantly higher percentage of prospec-
tive Jewish students reject Williams
than do their Gentile peers, and that Jew-
ish students often feel uncomfortable in

the Williams environment. Most Jewish
students come from homes and com-
munities that maintain a high level of

Jewish cultural Identity. The over-
whelmingly Gentile environment at Wil-
liams generates an atmosphere which in

many ways is very different from that in

which we grew up. Hopefully the admin-
istration will be able to provide for a
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more viable Jewish community in the
near future, but a continued responsibil-
ity rests with all of us to foster an
increased awareness and undertanding
of the particular situation faced by Jews
at Williams.

Elizabeth Cole '83

Eds. Note: Weinstein did not select the
title for his article; the Record bears
responsibility for headlines.

Insiduous

To the editor:

No, anti-Semitism does not reign on
the Williams College campus. It is much
too insiduous for that. Nevertheless,
some of us see it here.

Swastikas on signs and walls—that's
anti-Semitism. Admissions policies
which seek to limit rather than encour-
age Jews—that's anti-Semitism. Non-
Jewish students asking Jewish students
if they personally feel guilty about Beg-
in's actions (that puts a quick end to any
rational discussion, folks)—and that's

anti-Semitism. Individuals admitting
they are concerned about racism and
misogyny but never really thought
seriously about anti-Semitism—yes,
that's anti-Semitism. Jewish students
not wanting to admit they are Jewish and
not Joining in Jewish activities for fear of

what non-Jewish friends will say—that's

anti-Semitism, too.

Jews may look happily assimilated,
but our culture and self-identity is dying
because we are afraid to be caught in

stereotypes and a history of oppression
and murder. Admittedly, Jewishness is

ignored here: the issue appears uninter-
esting. However, if one is uninterested in

a people's being actively oppressed, one

is both inhumane and foolish. The matter
is too large to be addressed fully here,
but there will be more discussion tocome
on Judaism, Jewishness, and anti-

Semitism.
If any of the above-made points were

not obvious to you, that means you prob-
ably have more to learn about the mat-
ter. If you do not think there Is any
problem of antl-SemltIsm here, then you
are Ignorant and should become aware
of the following. Some Jewish students
are beginning to activate themselves:
meeting (over forty students) with Phil
Smith to discuss admissions policy on
Jews; attending a Feminist Alliance
meeting on "Self-Rejection: Antl-
Semltlsm and Jewish Feminism; " show-
ing support for each other In our search
for our own Identities as individuals with
a Jewishness.

I, a Jewish Feminist (truly not a nice
thing to admit around here), am ready
for a comfortable and conducive atmos-
phere in which to explore my total indi-

viduality. Indeed, the struggle
continues.

Beth Byron '85

ful aspects of Western civilization. As
such it should be used very carefully.

Instead, Mr. Weinstein exploits the
Impact of the term and exploits the
moral capital built up by Jews over the
centuries of the Diaspora to justify pres-
ent Israeli expansionism when he men-
tions it in connection with the debate
over Lebanon. He employs a technique
used by Professor Nathan Katz In the
recent Lebanon panel discussion:
merely utter the work "anti-Semitism"
and opponents of the Begin foreign policy

win Immediately halt their arguments
and fall all over each other exclaiming
support for the rights of the Jewish peo-
ple. Any serious debate about Israeli

Imperialism can thereby be turned Into a
discussion of anti-Semitism, thus skirt-

ing the Issue at hand.
That tactic has worked In the past but

It did not work for Professor Katz and it

certainly does not work for Mr. Wein-
stein. One can only hope that this signals
the approach of a day when Israel will be
viewed by the same standards as are all

other nations.

John C. Springer '84

Surprised Appalled

To the editor:

I was not so much angered as sur-
prised to read Stuart Weinstein's editor-
ial ("Anti-Semitism reigns on Williams
College campus") in the Nov. 9 issue.
The article was concerned entirely with
the issue of anti-Semitism, yet at no point
does Mr. Weinstein give a clear picture
of what he means by "anti-Semitism."
"Anti-Semitism" is a loaded term; it

evokes images of one of the most shame-

To the editor:

I was appalled and dismayed to read in

the article "Activists Square Off Over
Draft" that "The Garfield Republican
Club thinks of the draft as the second
biggest non-Issue since sexual harass-
ment." I am amazed by the insensitlvity
and blindness of Danny Blatt '85, chair-
man of the GRC in considering the
harassment of over one-half of the popu-

Continued on Page 4
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Oppression begins
at home
Seeking change in

College investment
policy "radical
and subversive"

This week the Williama Anti-Apartheid

Coalitiitn i» conducting a door-to-door peti-

tion drive to garner support for divestment.

by Laura Hoptman

For the past three years I have
been a member of the Wil-

liams Anti-Apartheid Coali-

tion. The situation in South
Africa presents to me perhaps the only
clear cut, ecumenical, bi-partisan issue

that one can read about in the pages of

The New York Times. The minority
regime In South Africa, Its present poli-

cies and past history of Infringement of

basic human rights smacks at Its best of

the Ideologies present in pre-civll rights

America; at Its worst, It Is reminiscent of

Nazi Germany. To oppose the College's

financial involvement in this country
seems to me to be quite an arguable
position.

The Antl-Apartheld Coalition Itself is

an organization with more of an empha-
sis on moral as opposed to political

issues, an organization well-grounded in

fact in addition to opinion. Moreover, the

Anti-Apartheid Coalition follows a policy

of working with the administration,

meeting regularly with the President

and the Trustees of Williams to discuss

the feasibility of a program of divesti-

ture of the College's holdings in corpora-

tions that do business in South Africa.

Education of the College community and
rational discussion of the Issues have, in

my experience, been the main activities

of WAAC.
After three years of working with

WAAC, I have come to the realization

that this selfsame organization Is

thought radical and subversive by many
of my peers, the administration of the

College and the Trustees.

At every demonstration, at every
impassioned meeting with the President

and the Trustees I have found myself

repeating one phrase over and over: I do

not hate Williams College. I do not hate

Williams, I hate the system of Apartheid.

It is wrong. It is morally abhorrent. This

Antoine Watteau drawing

Louvre, Paris

position is universally accepted and
inarguable, except to a certain few. I

also hate the fact that this institution, the

Institution that has educated me about
politics, economics and morals, has the

power to voice its strong disapproval of

the situation In South Africa but has
never used it. This is purely my opinion

one which did not dissuade me from com-
ing to Williams as a freshman, but one
that prompted me to join W.A. A.C. It has
been the goal of the Antl-Apartheld Coa-
lition since Its Inception to persuade the

students, faculty, administration and
Trustees to use that voice. It Is not a sub-

versive organization; on the contrary, it

is an organization that means to promote
the College as a moral institution

through the act of divestiture of the Col-

lege's holdings in South Africa.

I have seen the look of distaste and
disapproval, of outright anger or fear in

the faces of those students accosted by a

petition or pamphlet-waving anti-

apartheid member. I have also seen the

carefully prepared information sheets

piled high in trashblns, and movies with

attendance rates In single digits, and I

have wondered if this community Is

simply afraid. The plea of "I don't have
enough Information to judge" Is valid but

only to an extent. When abundant sour-

ces of Information are time and time
again ignored, it only makes it apparent

that activist involvement here at Willi-

ams Is somehow socially suspicious, aca-

. . . activist involvement liere

at Williams is somehow
socially suspicious, academ-
ically unwise.

demically unwise. Education about
Issues outside the academic course offer-

ings Is viewed as an unnecessary intru-

sion, especially if the issue is

controversial, unpleasant and seem-
ingly unrelated to our lives here atWUn-
arms. The issue of Apartheid is

particularly unpleasant, as it touches the

lives of every meml)er of this College

community not only through the pages of

the national newspapers and through
history classes, but through our stock
portfolio. Whether or not divestment is

an effective means of protest remains to

many a debatable point, but the fact that

the College owns stocks in corporations
that do business In South Africa Is not

debatable.

This piece is not a plea for understand-
ing, nor is it an apology or justification

for activism at Williams College. Rather
it Is a call to expand our ideas outside as

well as inside the classroom. All of us at

Williams have come here for the same
reasons. We have come here to have
Intellectual discourse, not to argue. We
have come here to expand our minds

through exposure to different issues and
opinions, not to remain closed to those

viewpoints that differ from our own.
Above all, we have come here to learn,

not to run away from learning. Apar-
theid, in particular, is an issue about
which there is a lot to learn. The Antl-

Apartheld Coalition, If we wish to use it,

Is an Important resource for this

Information.

Finally, WAAC members are also

members of and investors In this intel-

lectual community. We do not seek to

destabilize, but nor do we seek to remain

passive acceptors of our education, or

the institution that stands behind our

education. Rather, our goal Is to contrib-

ute our knowledge and opinions in an

effort to continually improve the system
which we criticize.

For all the time that I have spent try-

ing to change the College's policy of

investment in South Africa, I have never
for one moment felt like an enemy of

Williams. To have felt so would have
been absurd. I would have been fighting

myself.

After six years, victories remain bittersweet
by Mark White

When the Williams Anti-Apar-

theid Coalition points out

that Williams College owns
$20 million worth of stock in

firms profiting from Apartheid, $2 mil-

lion of which is invested in IBM, a firm

which directly contributes to the repres-

sive police action against non-whites in

South Africa, we are accused of con-

demning the College for participating In

racist Ideology and murder.

We are ignored when we point out the

impotence of the Trustees' arguments
that the Sullivan Principles are an
important step toward black equality In

South Africa. No one listens to us when
we bring to light the fact that less than

one percent of the black working force is

affected by the Sullivan Principles.

Although the Trustees adhere to the

Sullivan Principles as a criterion for

judging firms which do business In South

Africa, the College still owns $1.2 million

worth of stock In firms which have yet to

sign the Principles, and another 11 com-
panies the College Invests In do not follow

the guidelines set forth by Reverend Sul-

livan. When we suggest that there may
be some contradictions within the Col-

lege investment policies, we are labeled

as knee-jerk, antl-capltallst reaction-

aries.

Finally, when we 'ask' the College to

divest of all stocks in firms doing busi-

ness in South Africa, we are accused of

practicing "cheap-grace"; that is, we
want to "feel good" morally at the

expense of all those students who will

supposedly be forced to pay another $500

In tuition. To counter such an accusation

we have brought to the College's atten-

tion studies which conclude that portfo-

lios can benefit from such divestment.

Still, the College community Ignores us.

Only once since WAAC's Inception six

years ago has the community listened. In

a remarkable show of commitment and
perseverance in 1980, WAAC, through

candlelight vigils, protests and a hunger

strike, mobilized a quarter of the student

population for a short time to support Its

position that the College should divest Its

stock In newmont Mining because of

Newmont's unfair labor practices, stop

making short-term deposits In banks
extending loans to South Africa, and
send a student to an IBM shareholder's

meeting asking that firm to stop Its busi-

ness with South Africa.

Nine months after Its Initial promise to

divest of Newmont stock the College fol-

lowed through on Its promise, and WAAC
claimed victory as It should have, for

without Its commitment nothing would

have been accomplished.

Yet, as one WAAC member termed It

two years ago, the victory was "bitters-

weet," since the College did not sell the

stock In Newmont Mining because of

to human degradation under apartheid,

but rather t)ecause of that company's
"Intransigence and disregard for the

rights of Its shareholder." Further, the

activism of the student population was
short-lived; of the 500 who signed the

petition, only a handful continued to

question the College's role In South
Africa, and WAAC was once again left

alone to shoulder that burden. As a

result, not only are our policies regard-

ing banks unchanged, today we are
further away from divestment than ever
before.

Why did the Williams Community
decide to continue Its criticism of the Col-

lege's Investment policies? After six

years of leaflettlng and letter writing,

questioning and demanding, antl-

apartheld fairs and movies, South Afri-

can poets and political activists, why
does WAAC only have one "bittersweet

victory" under its belt?

I was recently criticized for l)elng a

member of WAAC on the grounds that

the organization is largely Ineffectual,

thus Implying that the answers to the

above questions can be found within the

ranks of WAAC. The reason for the

group's Ineffectiveness, though, does not

lie within WAAC, but rather within the

Williams College community Itself.

College investments continue to help

uphold Apartheid not l)ecause of the

lncomp>etence or Insincerity of WAAC's
membership, but because those who
question the authority of Williams Col-

lege are perceived by others as being

Inappreciatlve of the education Williams

has bestowed upon them. It is not "nice"

to question authority, and Williams stu-

dents are by definition "nice."

In addition, members ofWAAC are cri-

ticizes for making the College the

enemy, the foe that must be defeated.

Nobody wants to make the College the

enemy, and in the end WAAC has the

majority of the College community as an

obstacle In Its path to divestment.

It Is unfortunate that WAAC Is critic-

ized for being "antl-WlUiams," "reac-

tionary." and the like, for such criticism

falls to realize the essential characteris-

tics of WAAC's * * rebellion" : the determi-

nation of WAAC members to question the

authority of the College's Investment

policies Is because our studies, not usu-

ally our role models, have taught us that

the only way to hold on to our beliefs and
ethics Is not to merely understand and
accept them, but more Importantly to

reinforce them through everyday prac-

tice. To do less would be to admit the

Inadequacy of our Williams education.

I I I
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Judaic Studies only partial solution Let^s hear it

for Apathyby Maryam Elahi

I would like to contest Mr. Weinsteln's

article "Anti-Semitism Reigns on Willi-

ams College Campus" in the November 9

issue of the Record. There are many
points of his piece with which I disagree,

however I am sure these points were
seen by others and rebutted elsewhere.

Therefore, I would like to focus on the

educational aspect of the problem and
suggest the establishment of a Middle
Eastern area studies major (covering

Judaic Studies) as a solution to the lack

of knowledge of the culture, politics and
history of this crucial area.

diverse areas that it presents (as the

combination is a mere escape of the addi-

tion of other necessary courses).

Presently three well-qualified scho-

lars. Professors Berk, Darrow and Katz,

are teaching courses concerning Judaic

history and religion. However, with the

exception of a few courses in political

science and religion (and one art

course), there are no other substantial

courses relating to the Middle East. I

was appalled and dismayed not to find a

single Middle-Eastern history course

(with the exception of History 223, "His-

tory of the Jewish People in the Modern

After all, is that region not

rightfully titled "the cradle of

civilization"?!

Clearly, in any community, it is the

role of the minority to adapt to a system
placed for and by the majority. The Col-

lege could not possibly serve only Kosher
food to satisfy Jews and Muslims. How-
ever, I must admit that there is a general

lack of knowledge (better put as ignor-

ance) about other cultures (and reli-

gions) especially of the African
continent and the Middle East. I judge

this to be due not to hostility and preju-

dice, but rather to the self-centeredness

prevailing in this country as is further

illustrated by the lack of interest in for-

eign languages and cultures.

Primarily, consider the fact that

Initiating Judaic Studies as a major
might be taken as discriminatory by
other minorities who would equally like

to concentrate on Muslim, Buddhist, or

Baha'l studies. In addition. Judaic cul-

ture and tradition cannot be studied out-

side of its historical and political context.

Therefore, I strongly believe that by pro-

viding Judaic Studies under the

umbrella of Mid-Eastern Area Studies

would not only succeed in providing

further study to students presently inter-

ested In Judaism, but would also attract

students fascinated by the enigma of the

Middle East and furnish them with

necessary background knowledge of the

area. This would primarily entail separ-

ating the present "Africa and the Middle
East" area study justly Into the two

Era") among the 67 history courses

offered. After all. Is that region not rlght-

fully termed "the cradle of

civilization"?!

There should definitely be additional

courses exploring the history, art and

culture, religions, politics and economic

growths and problems of the region. As

many seem to reckon, the Middle East

does not begin and end with Egypt and

Israel, and It is about time that more
attention was focused on the region as a

whole. Its obvious resources and the his-

torical and geo-political reasons for the

permanence of violence. I suspect that

the administration and faculty might not

perceive the real need for such an

optional major and this Is the reason that

student Initiative Is Imperative to dem-
onstrate to the faculty the student Inter-

est and the need to expand this specific

area study.

One should emphasize that this will not

only serve to fulfill the Interests of stu-

dents presently at Williams and hopefully

destroy any feelings of alienation and
prejudice, but will also create an essen-

tial awareness of an area In our world

that is crucial to our mere existence as It

Is rather dangerously explosive.

In addition, this will draw many stu-

dents with diverse backgrounds who
have an interest in the area, and there-

fore should Increase the number of quali-

fied foreign and Jewish applicants who

perceive the option of furthering their

education of Middle-Eastern cultures as

a positive factor at Williams.

According to the statistics from the

Admissions Office, last year 52 foreign

students were accepted, of whom 25

enrolled. Only 18 of these were non-U.S.

citizens and only two out of these 18 were

from the Middle East (out of 497

freshmen)!

It Is obvious that this Is not due to any

sort of prejudice, but rather to lack of

recruitment devices overseas. If Willi-

ams Is concerned with the Intellectual

and background diversity of Its student

body. It Is Imperative to promote recruit-

ment measures In countries other than

the United States, and again, the pres-

ence of the Mid-East major would serve

as an element for encouraging foreign-

ers to apply.

In conclusion, I am not In any way try-

ing to extenuate the problem, but I think

the crux of this difficulty is the mere
existence of any elements of anti-

Semitism and not conditions such as lack

of funding to the Jewish Association or

the lack of Judaic Studies at Williams. In

fact, I think If these two elements were

solved as Mr. Weinsteln suggested. It

might isolate Jewish students as they

would find a commodious community to

take shelter and Ignore any possible antl-

Semltlsm,

... it 18 about time that

more attention was

focused on the region as a

whole.

This problem has to be dealt with

openly and hollstlcally. It should be

approached In a manner Inhostlle to all

and Intellectually attractive to the

majority of students. I strongly urge the

Initiation of a separate Middle Eastern
Area Studies with Judaic Studies as a

subgroup to provide and encourage the

awareness of the culture, history, polit-

ics and religion of that particular area of

the world. This will be equally favorable

to non-Jewish students and I believe will

succeed In uprooting any surface antl-

Semltlsm that presently exists.

LETTERS
Continued from Page 2

latlon as not only a "non-issue," but the

biggest "non-issue." The incidents of

harassment on this campus serve to

highlight the fact that even our sheltered

environment Is subject to the pervasive

problems of society.

How can the Republicans, as repres-

ented by Mr. Blatt, overlook the prob-

lems and hardships of women in this

country and still profess to be a viable

political party answering its constituen-

cy's needs? It is no wonder that women
disapprove of Reagan more than men do.

I sincerely hope that this trend continues

to show the displeasure women feel In

being treated by the party In power as

second-class citizens with nonexistent

problems.
Sharon Cohen '83

Be cautious

To the editor:

I write not to attack Stuart Weinsteln's

op-ed piece entitled "Anti-Semitism

reignson Williams College campus, "but
to give my own personal opinion as a

Jewish student who has closely observed

relations l>etween Jews and non-Jews on

this campus over the past four years.

As president of the Jewish Association,

Stuart surely has access to the opinions

of many more campus Jews than myself,

and possibly he has been made aware of

cases of subtle anti-Semitism that go on
regularly here. However, to say antl-

Semltlsm "reigns" (as the Record head-

line does, and possibly Stuart does not ) is

a volatile charge which should not be
made lightly.

In four years as a somewhat visible

member of the Williams College com-
munity, I have never felt myself sub-

jected to any typ)e of anti-Semitism
whatsoever.

Even In the wake of antl-Israell senti-

ment following the massacres in Beirut,

I feel the Williams students who have
risen in objection have carefully and
intelligently differentiated between
their anti-Israeli and any possible anti-

Semitic attitudes.

Stuart Is right In asserting that Jewish
students don't come to Williams In great

numbers. However, I would argue that

this Is not Williams's fault, nor its obliga-

tion to correct so long as the Jewish popu-

lation of Williams does not fall below
national population standards. The Jew-
ish population of the U.S. is estimated at

three i)ercent. Williams, even by conser-

vative estimates, does better than this.

Jewish students who feel that this does
not p)ermit them enough interaction with

Jews can certainly find other compara-

ble academic institutions In which Jews
make up 30 percent or more of the stu-

dent body.

Jewish students at Williams have cer-

tainly not found themselves disadvan-

taged through lack of esteem from their

classmates. Last year's College Council

president was Jewish, as is the General
Manager of WCFM. Both of these posi-

tions are elected by large numbers of the

student body, presumably most of whom
are not Jewish. It would be hard to

Imagine that a truly antl-Semltlc cam-
pus atmosphere would allow for such
successes by Jewish students.

It Is true that Jews are a small minor-
ity at Williams. However, Williams Is

largely reflective of the country that we
as Jewish Americans will live In during
the rest of our lives. We must push to

continue our Individuality and to gain

respect from the non-Jews with which we
co-exist.

I ask all my fellow Jews on this campus
to be aware of subtle antl-Semltlc practi-

ces If they occur and to alert the powers
that be. Both the Dean's Office and Food
Services have been extremely respon-

sive to me when even the slightest objec-

tions to potentially antl-Semltlc policies

have been raised. The administration

does care, and we owe It to them not to

accuse them unfairly. A claim of anti-

Semitism is a serious one. Let's not use it

unless we've got a heck of a strong case.

Steve Epstein '83

by Mark Dursztman

Those who take particular satisfaction

in diagnosing the infirmities of our ailing

culture have lately had a field day with

America's youth, and In particular,

today's college student. "This Is," they

readily offer, "the age of student

apathy." While I agree with this obser-

vation, I object to the spirit In which It Is

commonly viewed. We have bemoaned
student apathy long enough. It is time

that we recognized that student apathy Is

a virtue, and can be good clean fun.

The benefits of apathy are manifold. I

like to think that apathy has the potential

to unite all mankind, and perhaps cer-

tain parts of New Jersey as well. From
Islam to Christianity, from Brooks

Brothers to Brooklyn, one day we may
all learn to shrug our shoulders meekly

In the face of even the most topical ques-

tions. In addition, there are many Incid-

ental rewards for the faithfully

apathetic. If silence Is golden, then a

carefully cultivated Indifference should

be worth at least a new BMW. Finally,

you often hear people say, "It's too easy

and convenient to be apathetic." This is

quite true; in fact, convenience is one of

the most attractive things about apathy.

Let us, however, examine the other side

of the Issue. How Inconvenient It is to be

involved in an activist group! Meetings

are often long and boring and always

seem to be scheduled at the worst possi-

ble times, Intra-group conflicts are a

dally frustration. Whining and nagging

alone have been known to delay certain

social reforms for years.

Like many virtues, in today's society,

apathy has fallen on hard times. What Is

to blame for this? Confronted with rising

inflation, Interest rates and unempJoy
ment, a volatile Middle East and escalat-

ing hostilities toward the Soviet Union,

many have actually begun to voice their

dissent, in some cases, erasing a lifetime

of studied Indifference. Admittedly, this

Is a rather disturbing turn of events, but

pouting about this accomplishes very lit-

tle. Instead, I direct your attentions and
efforts toward remedying the situation.

Apathy is ultimately based In the Indi-

vidual; therefore. Its revival must begin

on a personal level. I realize that many
have difficulty recapturing the insou-

ciance of the past, so I offer the following

exercise to start you on your way. Prac-

tice the rejoinders to the following topi-

cal questions. Soon, you'll be handling

even the most dangerous queries like a

pro:

1) Q: "How about that Mideast

situation?"

A: "Hey, bummer, huh?"

2) Q: "Can you believe this economy of

ours?"
A: "Yeah. Get psyched."

3) Q: "What do you think about
abortion?"

A: "Hey, go for It."

(NOTE: You have Inadvertently
stated an opinion on abortion here. Try to

avoid this by choosing your words more
judiciously.)

If apathy Is to become a seminal force

In our society again, personal commit-
ments of time and energy are essential.

Thus, I plan to market a set of provoca-
tive, pro-apathetic bumper stickers.

Possibilities Include:

1) "America: So What?"

2) "Support Tax Reform—Unless of

Course You Don't Feel Like It"

3) "Guns Don't Kill ... Do They?"
In addition to this, I have been trying to

organize a group dedicated to the
advancement of apathy. However, cur-
iously enough, to this point. Interest has
been lagging. (That is a start, I guess.)

In choosing to be apathetic, you rid

yourself of all moral dilemmas. Only
then can you cease to care about politics,

economics, world hunger, your grades . .

.

well, maybe not your grades. We all

must draw the line somewhere, I

suppose.

Trash fuels profits
by Nancy Gleason &

Geoffrey Baker

Someday your room may be heated by
empty Mlchelob bottles and Dorlto bags
If Williams follows the technological

lead of its neighbor 20 miles to the South.

Two weeks ago, members of the Stu-

dent Energy Conservation Committee
toured an "alternative energies" facility

in Pittsfleld that converts refuse Into

steam energy. According to Vlcon
Resource Recovery spokeswoman Beth
Voll, Vlcon burns city garbage to alle-

viate a Pittsfleld landfill shortage prob-

lem and to generate steam for a local

paper company.
Ms. Voll explained that the Impetus for

the construction of Vlcon began In 1974

when Pittsfleld officials realized that

community trash would soon outstrip the

city landfill. After exploring several

proposals, the city decided to float a $6.2

million revenue bond to provide capital

for an unproven and venture-risky pro-

ject, the project was to burn, at 1700° F,

240 tons of residential and business gar-

bage a day, extending the life of the land-

fill from two to twenty years.

In addition, the project was to sell

steam to Crane Paper Company, a

steady customer that manufactures U.S.

treasury paper. Exhaust emlslons from

the project would pass through an elec-

trostatic scrubber smokestack, emerg-

ing into the environment well within

government air pollution guidelines.

After two years of operation, the plant

has been an enormous success. Operat-

Don't miss

Misanthrope
by Scott Corngold

Only the most stodgy traditionalist

would fall to be pleased with the Wllli-

amstheatre production of Moliere's The

Misanthrope. Director Jean-Bernard

Bucky rightly believes that overly rever-

ential "museum-piece" renditions of

classic plays have a tendency to be as

lifeless as the playwright.

While remaining faithful to Richard

Wilbur's fine translation of the 17th cen-

tury French comedy, Bucky and com-

pany create a lively and thoroughly

modern theatrical piece which has some

pointed comments to make about con-

temporary society.

Moliere's masterpiece

Considered by many to be Moliere's

masterpiece. The Misanthrope Is a study

of the malcontent Alceste, a man dis-

gusted by the philandering, hypocrisy

and game-playing he sees around him

and fed-up with humanity In general.

"Mankind has grown so base," he says,

"I mean to break with the whole human

race."

Yet, Alceste refuses to recognize in

himself those faults for which he so read-

ily condemns others, and his humorless

sincerity Is not a very attractive alterna-

tive to the unctuousness of everyone else.

Bucky sees this play as treating more

than simply the artifice and excess

among the aristocracy In the age of Louis

XIV. The production Is removed from

the 17th century, and we are thankfully

spared theatrical French accents.

Modern connotations

The terrific set design, by Williams

alumna Polly Wood-Holland '75, moves

the setting of the play ahead a few cen-

turies, evoking exactly those modern

connotations that Bucky tries to convey.

Looking very much like a trendy New
York City loft, the white and red set also

visualizes the running themes of love and

love-making. There Is a lipstick lamp

and donut-like couch, both with obvious

Freudian connotations. The background

Is filled with an assortment of white geo-

metrical shapes, and a large Warho-

lesque painting of huge, parted red lips

seems suspended In air.

The costumes, designed by Bruce

Goodrich, complement the set perfectly.

Continued on Page 8

Ing revenues come from two sources,

namely. Crane Paper Company steam
fees and garbage tipping fees, and
amount to $200,000 annually. Crane Com-
pany Is also benefitting by saving

roughly $300,000 In heating oil costs

through Vlcon "garbage" steam.

Everybody seems to benefit from this

project; town residents save on their

garbage fees, town officials are relieved

from the odious task of finding a new
landfill site. Crane Paper saves money
on Its oil bill, Vlcon provides jobs for the

community, and this country reduces

energy consumption, handing over

fewer bucks to the petroshieks.

Within the next 10 years, total energy

systems may be developed and imple-

mented on a sufficiently wide basis to

become an important part of the U.S.

energy system. Total energy systems,

like Vlcon, hold significant promise for

an Increase In total system efficiency by

being located near the ultimate consu-

mer, which lowers distribution costs and

attendant energy losses.

How about at Williams? Can the Col-

lege convert the heating plant Into a

cogeneratlon system, passing this sav-

ings onto the students by reducing their

board and room fees? Energy for

thought.

"It's certainly possible at any time,"

commented Physical Plant Director

Peter Welanetz. "The question Is

whether It's feasible from an economic
standpoint."

Choral Society Conductor Kenneth Roberts. (Lane)

A Night at the Opera
On Saturday night, according to the

advertisements, some famous people

win be exalted, murdered, married,

attacked, amused and oppressed, all at

the hands (or voices) of the 100-member
Williams Choral Society.

"Opera Night" features excerpts from

19th century works by von Weber, Verdi,

Puccini and Wagner. Conductor Kenneth

Roberts explained that "these texts deal

with the condition of man.
'

' The chorus of

homeless Scottish refugees in Verdi's

Macbeth, for example, may apply to all

people out of favor In their homeland
even though Verdi wrote It with the Ital-

ian political situation In mind.

The Choral Society, composed mainly

of students with a sprinkling of towns-

people, rehearsed at least two nights a

Continued on Page 11

Visiting set designer Polly Wood-Holland.

Alumna has designs
by Ronald Issen

The scenery of both The Misanthrope

and Under Milk Wood comprise a wel-

come change for a woman who makes

her living designing such things as

mechanical wolves. Polly Wood-Holland

'75, a scenic artist with Eoln Sprott Stu-

dios In New York, was Invited by theater

professor Bernard Bucky to design the

two sets over the summer.

For the past three years, Wood-

Holland has constructed special props

for a numl)er of movies and stage shows,

but she Is no newcomer to the art of stage

design. After graduating from Williams,

she went to work for noted Broadway set

designer Tony Walton. She was Involved

with the sets for 1600 Pennsylvania

Avenue, I Love My Wife and Annie dur-

ing this time.

At present she designs and manufac-

tures mechanical devices and dummies
used on most movies. The movie Wolfen

features her most extensive work.

Including one beast that snarled,

drooled, moved its eyes and bit with 500

pounds of pressure.

Using real wolves was out of the ques-

tion, according to Wood-Holland.

"Wolves never perform a 'trick' more

than twice before they tire of It—they're

simply too smart," she explained.

Other work of Wood-Holland's Include

Dudley Moore's train set In the movie

Arthur and all of the contraptions In

Woody Allen's latest movie, A Mid-

summer Night's Sex Comedy. Her first

major piece of work was In The Wlz,

where she designed the Tin Man's suit

and a lifelike stand-in dummy for

Richard Pryor.

While at Williams, Wood-Holland

majored in art history because the

theater major did not exist at the time.

"It was for the best that I majored In art

history, which prepared me far better

than an acting type of major could have

for the work that I'm currently Involved

In," she says.

Her return to Wllliamstown gives her a

chance "to do some set designing with-

out the pressures of New York, or the

poor pay that most set designers get."

Milk Wood done

magnificently
by Marc Mazzone

Dylan Thomas called Under Milk

Wood a "play for voices," and such an

assessment does justice to the rich,

earthy texture of his language. It Is a

deep, lyrical language, meshed under

the picturesque tableau of a day in the

life of a small Welsh coastal town. I say

life because, even in the recurring allu-

sions to death, Thomas seems always

full of the joy of living. Life oozes from

the play, thick, palpable, sometimes

melancholy, but always refreshing.

It is just this vibrant, full-bodied sound

that the mainstage production Is so suc-

cessful In bringing out, not only of the

words but also of the wordless noise of

life Itself. The play opens to the hushed

whisper of the sea breeze and the distant

waves breaking on the shore. Soon the

townfolk awake to the sonorous voice of

the townhall bell, balanced by the light

tinkling of the bell that summons the

children to school

Sound of tobacco juice

The Reverend Ell Jenkins, gazing

down from Llaregub Hill at his beloved

town heaves a deep, contented sigh of

thanks to the Lord. The sound of sailors

spitting tobacco juice, of Organ Morgan
practicing Bach in the chapel, of a

breath, a kiss, surrounds the audience

with a real, tangible air. Like Captain

Cat, "the retired, blind sea captain," we
can experience Milk Wood through our

ears.

Sixty-three characters

Yet at the same time, the production Is

a tremendous visual spectacle as well.

With a cast of twelve, on stage continu-

ally, portraying a total of sixty-three

characters, the difficulties in coordinat-

ing movement are evident. Director Jill

Nasslvera circumvents these difficulties

with stunning felicity. While in one or two

places too much movement tends to obs-

cure dialogue, the blocking is, all In all,

elegant. Wherever the attention of the

audience is directed for the moment,
there is always something else going on;

and this background motion, which can

so easily detract from the main action,

serves rather to complement It.

This visual spectacle comes to a head

in the scene where Lord Cut-Glass,

played by Gordon Compton '85, contem-

Contmued on Page 7

I I I
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The Misanthrope
Continued from Page 5

continuing the red and white

motif, with bits of black and
beige as well. Only Alceste is

dressed in monochrome black,

emphasizing his alienation
from the rest of the characters.

Punked-out guests

The design and direction work
together well throughout the
play, and come together best in a

terrifically staged party scene
which looks very much like a

Draft sparks debate
Expert direction

This one scene is only a slight

flaw in an otherwise superb pro-

duction. The play's conclusion

is made especially provocative

with an expert directorial

touch. Alceste delivers a

preachy world-renouncing
speech ("Meanwhile, betrayed

and wronged in everyting, I'll

flee this bitter world where vice

is king . .
.") center stage to the

The cast makes the most

out of the .... hypocrites,

leeches and sops.

Greenwich Village get-
together, complete with jazzy

music, punked-out guests, white

wine and throw pillows.

As the scene progresses, we
sense how much the empty,

aristocratic prattle of the

French 17th century sounds like

contemporary cocktail-party

chit-chat. Here especially,

Bucky cleverly shows that

Moliere's comedy and social

commentary fits just as approp-

riately in the 1980's.

Bucky's cleverness runs out

in only one scene, a poorly con-

ceived bit of broad, physical

comedy concerning a valet, a

missing message, a lisp, a

rubber chicken, and so forth. It

is hard to understand why there

is such a lack of good directorial

judgement here. Perhaps
Bucky is alluding to the French
people's misguided love for the

comedy of Jerry Lewis. Wha-
tever the reason, this slapstick

scene falls flat on its iisnf(e.

audience. As he turns to make
his dramatic exit he trips and
falls, death-like, as the lights

suddenly go out. This intrigu-

ingly ambigious and abrupt fin-

ish may suggest the nihilism

inherent in Alceste's misan-
thropic philosophy.

Peter Massey is quite good in

the title role, nicely balancing
the righteous disdain and the

sanctimoniousness of his char-
acter. The rest of the cast make
the most out of the play's assort-

ment of hypocrites, leeches and
fops, so that Alceste's negative
view of mankind seems in many
ways well-justified.

Leading the pack is Sheila
Walsh, absolutely convincing as
Alceste's Insincere, promiscu-
ous lover Cellmene. From the
moment she appears onstage,
we kow that his attempts "to
cleanse her spirit In my love's
pure flame" will fall completely.

Shallow suitors
David DeNlcolo, Dean Grod-

zins, and Mitchell Anderson are
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a terrific trio of decadent, shal-

low suitors. It is hard to decide

which of the three is the most
insufferable.

Perdita Finn, playing Celi-

mene's catty, sex-starved,
barb-tossing friend, performs
the part very well—though she

must be looking forward to

being given a chance to try

some other types of roles.

This is a great group of unlike-

able types, distasteful enough
for any century. Present to

redeem mankind a little are
Nicholas Fluehr and Mary
Schwarzer, fine in their roles as
the play's two virtuous
characters.

Marvelous translation

Finally, mention must be
made of the marvelous Richard
Wilbur translation which adds
so much to the production. Wil-

bur captures the essence of Mol-
iere's poetic drama through
endlessly clever and vigorously

contemporary rhyming cou-
plets. When we hear such gems
as Alceste (Dean Grodzins)

speaking of his unrequited love:

"She hates me thoroughly, and
I'm so vexed T mean to hang
myself on Tuesday next," we
realize how much would be lost

In a prose translation.

In this production of The Mis-

anthrope, text, acting, direc-

tion, and design work together

to create a memorable theatri-

cal experience, up to the stand-

ards of the very best
Wllllamstheatre presentations.

It is being presented again this

Thrusday and Saturday, and
should not be missed.

by Ned Ladd

Reverend Barry Lynn, presi-

dent of Draft Action, accused
the current Administration of

"selective prosecution" and
said draft enforcement has
become a farce, during a panel
discussion on the draft Friday
night. Professor David Booth
presided over a discussion
between Lynn and Richard
Hertzog '60, a Washington
lawyer.

Lynn, whose organization
counsels draft reslsters, called

draft registration "a bogus con-

tribution In any real sense to the

national security" of the United
States. He stated that the Selec-

tive Service system In Its pres-

ent form Is Inefficient and that it

should be abandoned for a more
effective system. He continued
to lambast the Selective Service
by saying that It establishes "a
military mindset which permits
war as a solution to world
problems."
Hertzog countered Lynn's

allegations by stating that the

military can be used in many
ways, some of which don't

Involve war. He spoke of the use
of military force as a "deter-
rent" and as an instrument in

foreign policy. In our society,

"violence is necessary," said
Hertzog, referring to the basic
protective service which, for

example, police provide.

Draft lists are inaccurate
Hertzog explored the issue of

draft registration from a philo-

sophical viewpoint while Lynn
concentrated on the practical
and political aspects. Lynn
stated that rather than six to

eight weeks proponents claim,
draft registration would save
"at most, two weeks" In the

*"the heritage
north adams inn
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Solidarity head
fears future

by Jim Peak

Solidarity still exists despite being driven
underground in Poland, said Martina Sza-
lanska in Driscoll Thursday afternoon.

Szalanska, a former head of Student Solidar-

ity at the University of Warsaw, credited the

1980 worlcers' uprising with initiating a new
attitude in Poland. She observed that until

Solidarity had formed, the Polish people pos-

sessed ' 'the spirit of slaves.
'

' Occasionally, the

workers would briefly revolt against high food

prices and the like, but their actions were ran-

dom and half-hearted, and easily crushed by
the authorities. Intellectuals also continually

grumbled over the unfairness of the system,
but they too were unable to effect change, said

Szalanska.

Solidarity changed all that, noted Szalanska,

pointing to the union of the workers with the

intellectuals as the major difference.

The combination worked so well that within

weeks the Polish government was forced to

make concessions to the union resulting in

what Szalanska termed "a completely new
atmosphere ... a feeling of freedom and truth

In the air."

Szalanska said that this permissive stage

was Incapable of lasting since "a totalitarian

system cannot tolerate a free and independent

faction In the system." The result was the

imposition of martial law in Poland last

December. Solidarity leader Lech Walesa was
imprisoned along with thousands of other dis-

sidents, and the organization went under-

ground. Szalanska admitted the present

difficulties for Solidarity; "It is as if the entire

Democratic Party had to go underground in

the U.S.," yet the Poles are still resisting, and
have set up a resistance movement similar In

many ways to the one which opposed the Nazis

in World War II, she said.

No political doctrine

Covert printing presses are currently In use,

said Szalanska, printing hundreds of leaflets

monthly, more to assure Poles of Solidarity's

continued existence than to spread any politi-

cal doctrine. She told a story about a Solidarity

worker handing out sheets of paper In a War-
saw square; "A soldier, seeing that something

Poland panel splits

Solidarity activist Martina Szalanslta discussed the

future of Poiand in both a lecture and a panel dis-

cussion Thursday. (Farley)

was being handed out, quickly set off to Investi-

gate (merely being in possession of a leaflet Is

subject to a three-year prison term) , but upon
picking up one of the sheets, he was amazed to

see that it was blank. Finally he asked an old

lady why nothing was printed on the leaflets.

She answered, "They don't have to print any-

thing on It. We know what should be there. "

Szalanska's own situation Is precarious. She
came to the U.S. during the period when Solid-

arity was obtaining concessions from the

government, and visas, which had long been
almost non-existent for most people, were sud-

denly widely available. But while she was still

in America, martial law was imposed back
home. As a known Solidarity leader, she fears

being thrown In jail if she goes back. Instead

she works for Solidarity's American office in

New York City, hoping for a chance to return

safely to Poland.

Szalanska said that the situation in her

homeland Is getting worse. "Fear is becoming
all encompassing. People are afraid to go on
strike for fear of losing their jobs . . . and our

eastern neighbors are always in the back-

ground," she said. The apparent release of

Walesa is good news to Szalanska but she fears

that he will never regain his former power, and
will only become "the most watched man in

the world."
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Stark disagreement dominated
the panel discussion "Poland:

What Can and Should We Do? '

' The
panelists sharply differed over the

roles of the United States, the

Catholic Church and Solidarity In

Poland.

The Thursday evening panel

Included Martina Szalanska, a

former local chairperson of Stu-

dent Solidarity; William Wagner
of the history department; Politi-

cal Scientists MacAllster Brown
and Robert Stiglicz; and Danny
Blatt '85 of the Garfield Republi-

can Club. Each panelist delivered

opening remarks, and a question

period followed.

Economic sanctions were at the

center of the dispute over the role

of the United States. Szalanska, a

native of Poland who came to the

United States about a year ago,

made a plea for economic sanc-

tions against the entire Communist
bloc and not just Poland. She
asserted that Poles are In favor of

the sanctions, adding "We may
suffer, but we will survive If we
know that sanctions will hurt the

government."
Wagner took a different view of

possible United States action, say-

ing "Short of war with the USSR. I

do not think that anything will sig-

nificantly affect the situation."

Blatt took the position that while

technological sanctions would be

an appropriate measure, agricul-

tural sanctions would hurt the peo-

ple of the U.S. and Poland more
than the Polish government. Sti-

glicz argued that the United States

has no role in the situation, saying
that on the stage of Poland,

"America is not a legitimate

actor."

While all of the panelists
appeared to sympathize with Solid-

arity, its role for the future was
seen from a number of very differ-

ent viewpoints. "Solidarity is

doing more harm than good,"

asserted Stiglicz. On the other

hand, Szalanska characterized

Solidarity as a democratic move-
ment in need of U.S. help.

Wagner advanced the view that

even If Solidarity should win its

battle, internal divisions would
destroy its effectiveness. He noted

the traditional split between the

workers, the intelligentsia and the

peasants.

Stiglicz outlined his view that the

Catholic Church and the Commu-
nist Party will work together to

restore the social order in Poland.

He asserted that the rise of Solidar-

ity and the increased political

importance of the Church have
been attempts to fill a social

vacuum caused by what he per-

ceived as the illegitimacy of the

Polish government. Stiglicz fore-

saw a "marriage of convenience
between the Church and the

Party." However, he added that

this view is more a hope than a pre-

diction.

Szalanska differed with Stiglicz

over the role of the Church, saying
that the only possible political role

for the Church is as a mediator.
Wagner also objected to Stiglicz's

view, in part because he saw a
danger that the Church would lose

its legitimacy by working with the

government.
Blatt supported United States

action to aid the Polish people and
repeatedly asserted that "Ameri-
can capitalism has kept the Soviet

regime in power." He drew a
parallel between the situation in

Poland and the American Revolu-
tion, citing the Polish government
as illegitimate.

Brown commented, "The United
States should define its interests

and it is clear that Poland is not a
vital interest." He added that the

United States should have attaina-

ble goals and must accept the fact

that Poland is dominated by the

USSR.
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Black women progress

by Lucy Lytle

"For all intents and pur-
poses, even the most outstand-
ing black women are invisible

not only to the average student
but to the average teacher of

histor>-," charged Dr. Bettye
Collier-Thomas in her lecture

"Black Women and Their Role
in American History" Tues-
day night in DriscoU Lounge.

Collier-Thomas, a represen-

tative of the National Archives
for Black Women's History

and the Marv McLeod

American

history books

have

consistently

dismissed

women
Bethune Memorial Museum in

Washington, D.C.. explained
that "Until very recently, the

subject of women in American
history received little or no
notice. American history
books, famous for their exclu-

sion of blacks, Indians, Jews,
and other ethnics that have
contributed significantly to

the growth and success of

America, have consistently

dismissed women as partici-

pants in the making of

history."

"Black women have made
outstanding contributions
through group efforts and
through individual achieve-
ments. The list is long and dis-

tinguished. They have
excelled in every area of

human endeavor . . . [yet]

there are so many of them that
have achieved at a national
and international level that we
don't even know of," said

Collier-Thomas.

Collier-Thomas spoke of the

hardships endured by female

slaves, noting that despite the

oppression and uncertainty of

their lives, these women main
tained a strong sense of reli-

gion and the importance of

family life. She went on to

trace the development of the

role of black women from the

antebellum period through the

twentieth century.

"Antebellum free blacks,

like whites, had very definite

ideas about the place and role

of women in society," main
tained Collier Thomas, adding
that "Free black women were
more likely to be employed
than white women. They
worked throughout the North
and South at menial, servile

occupations . . . as cooks, laun-

dresses, housekeep)ers, and
peddlers."

Women thought inferior

and weak
Despite their entrance into

the workforce, "it was thought

that women were inferior and
weak, unable to make deci-

sions, and most useful in fun-

draising activities . . . [thus]

by the 1890's they represented

the backbone of community
charity," explained Collier-

Thomas.

She discussed the rising

sense of sorority which accom-
panied the advent of the black
women's club movement at

the turn of the century.
"Through the club movement,
black women were mobilized
to protest racial segregation
and discrimination and the

brutalization of black people,"
said Collier-Thomas.

At the same time, black
women were pursuing oppor-
tunities for higher education in

ever-increasing numbers.
Despite protests from blacks

and whites alike, "black women
continued to attend colleges.

And by the 1890's, black
women were taking degrees
from some of the most highly
respected colleges in the Uni-
ted States-Oberlin, Wellesley,
Vassar, Cornell, and (the Uni-
versity of Michigan)," declared
Collier-Thomas.
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Split over shuffle
Continued from Page 1

will be the largest item, its size

will determine what can be done

with the remaining space in the

former Roper Center. Hanson
said. The size of lab needed

remains a major point of discus-

sion, she noted.

Hanson feels that the exist-

ence of classrooms in the new
language area will be necessary

to get a flow of "academic traf-

fic." without which she said

there cannot be any sense of a

real "language center." The
College also plans to use an art

classroom in Stetson for lan-

guage teaching, and a basement

room in CJriffin. The (iriffin

room and one of the newly remo-

deled classrooms would be fit-

ted out for slide projectors and
stereo and cassette players to

aid in language teaching. "The-

re'll be some fancy audio-visual

equipment," Reed said.

••It's been fun"

Members of the art depart

ment, who have been using

Roper for an academic year and
a half until their move to the

new art building either in Janu-
ary or in May, felt positive

about their location, in spiteof a

sign on the entrance door read-

ing: "Welcome— You've Found
the Art Department."
Art Department Secretary

Sybil-Ann Sherman said that

the workability of the ob.scure

location "is up to the people who
move in." She said that the loca-

tion in Stetson was an advan-
tage, and that many professors
who never went to the art

department when it was in Law-
rence have stopped by since it

moved to Stetson.

"It's been fun." Sherman said.

Adjustment to the location
was tempered by the fact that

art department members knew
their situation was not perman-
ent, Sherman remarked. Also,
the slideroom is a major point of
attraction for both students and
faculty that the language lab
can never be. Many language
courses are literature courses
and never involve the labora-
tory. Noted Hanson, "Some
members of the administration
think the lab is the heart of lan-

guages, that a beautiful lab will

make a beautiful language cen-

ter, but actually I think of a lab

as a necessary evil, and not the

center of the language area."

Coaches to Rice

Said Dunn, "It is an unfortu-

nate moment for this change,

because interest in foreign lan-

guages is at last increasing at

Williams. Enrollments in all

classes are good, esp>eclally in

some of the beginning language
courses. There is great interest

in Italian: 17.'^ people signed up
for Italian during Winter Study,

and there is room for only 20.

There will be a French House on
campus next year, and more
and more students are spending

their junior year in Europe.
Under these circumstances,
language and humanities in

general should be receiving

more and not less support."

Other participants in the

space shuffle are much happier
with their lot. Alumni, Develop-
ment and News Office workers
felt that the Weston location

would solve space problems,
although two Alumni workers
said they would miss Jesup
Hall.

College Treasurer William
Reed said that offices of the

football coaches would move
from Jesup to Rice House, pres-

ently a co-op. The 1914 Library
will probably remain where it

is, he said, while the student

publications will move to the

ground floor of Hardy House.
Computer Center Director

Lawrence Wright's only com-
plaint about the computers'
move from Bronfman to Jesup
is that it will not occur for at

least another year and a half—
the length of time it will take to

renovate Jesup.

Computers in your living room?
"It should have happened last

year," he said. Wright added
that the stairs and lobby in

Jesup will be first to go, since

they take up "a third of the
building." The auditorium will

also be used in some way or per-

haps wholly taken out. Space
will be made for the 13 fulltime

computer center employees, for

work space for students, and for

new terminals.

There will be a great debate
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as to what equipment will be
bought, although clearly
another computer will have to

be added in order to increase the
number of terminals, Wright
said. Eventually, he noted, the
administrative and academic
computers and the microcom-
puters now in Weston will be
housed in Jesup.
Wright said that computers

will not require any other large
spaces in the future besides
Jesup, since further expansion
will mean distribution.
Beginners need help, he said,
which requires assistants and a
computer center, but eventu-
ally extra rooms can be set up
around campus as satellite cen-
ters. The ultimate goal, Wright
said, is to have jacks for compu-
ters in every living room.
Cap and Bells Technical

Director Julie Schmutz '84 said
that the loss of the Jesup Hall
auditorium "may not have that
much of an effect" on Cap and
Bells' productions, although she
said that the group "won't have
that space to rely on." She also
mentioned that some of the
group's equipment is designed
for Jesup. As guidelines for the
new studio theatre have not
been laid out yet, Schmutz said,

"Hopefully, although it's not
official, we'll get to use it for
some of our shows."

Hollywood

—

Continued from Page 1

fashioned room." Dodd fit the
bill, and had the additional

advantage of being well-suited

for exterior shots with minimal
moving of equipment.
The College will not be paid

for the use of its buildings. "We
try to cooperate with educa-

tional television," said Berek.

Williams will receive a credit

line for its help.

Paulette Smit, in the role of

"Amy," will appear in the Willi-

ams scenes. Claire Bloom, Sam
Wanamaker, and Mark Linn

Baker will also be featured in

the screenplay by Roth and
British director Tristram
Powell.

The movie will be shown in

Britain in May of 1983, and on

PBS in this country in October.
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Hummon praised
by John Clayton

with Robert Tercek

Junior split end Marc Hum-
mon got more recognition for

his play against Wesleyan last

week than just "Bud Athlete of

the Week".
Stories were written about

Hummon in the New York
Times and Boston Globe; the

Eastern College Athletic Con-
ference selected his game-
winning catch as the ECAC play

of the Week, and the New Eng-
land Presswriters Association

gave him their "Golden Helmet
Award."
TheTimes story, appearing in

last Thursday's "Scouting' ' sec-

tion and titled "The Biggest

Man On Campus at 5-8" spoke of

"Mark Humman, a political

science major, piano player,

and split end from Maryland."

"Unlikely looking hero"
The Globe fared better with

Hummon's name, although they

had trouble with halfback Sean
Crotty. The Globe story
appeared in Ernie Roberts'

column last Wednesday, lead-

ing off: "The most dramatic
football finish of 1982 occurred

last Saturday and involved its

most unlikely looking football

hero."

Roberts says that Hummon
"resembles more a piano
player-songwriter (which he is)

than an elusive, opportunistic

split end (which he also is)."

Real heavy stuff

The Times also accented
Hummon's music. "He's gifted

in music," the Times quotes

Head Coach Bob Odell as say-

ing. "He plays real heavy stuff

on the piano."

All these accolades, of course,

are for Hummon's role in the

gridders' spectacular come-
back over Wesleyan last Satur-

day. With the ball on the 33 yard
line and only 11 seconds left, QB
B. J. Connolly, '84, completed
two passes to Hummon for a

total of 67 yards, with Hummon
diving into the endzone for the

winning score with no time left.

"Shaun fainted"

The Globe's Roberts asked
Hummon how he felt about the

play: " 'Kind of scary for a

moment,' he (Hummon) admit-

ted. 'I couldn't get off the

ground because my whole team
piled on me and then the crowd
rushed out of the stands on top of

them. In fact, halfback Shaun
(sic) Crotty was right next to

me under the pile and he

fainted.'
"
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FUMBLE—and Amherst recovers. This typified the day for the Williams

Amherst Saturday.

gridders in their 52-26 defeat by

(Farley)

Harriers finish sixth Field

Night at the Opera
Continued from Page 5

week since September. In addi-

tion to learning the music, the

singers must also learn the lan-

guage of the piece. The operas

will be sung in Italian, French
and German. Roberts noted,

"We try to do things in the origi-

nal language. (Translating into

English) is like replacing good
oils with watercolors."

No more "boola-boola"
The Choral Society began

about 15 years ago when
Roberts merged the College
Glee Club and the Chapel Choir.
Weekly chapel services had

been discontinued and small-

er groups took over the

"boola-boola stuff of the Glee
Club. Roberts tries to schedule a

variety of experiences for the

choir, keeping a list of what is

done each year. The society

presents one major concert a
semester, a Christmas program
and a Parents' Weekend
presentation.

As conductor, Roberts must
also work with soloists and an

orchestra if necessary. For
Opera Night, a 72-member
orchestra from the Albany and
Berkshire Symphonies, soprano

Mary Beth Peil and baritone

Terrence Dwyer will share the

stage. In addition. Dance
Society members will perform

during two of the numbers.

Since many musicians and
soloists must travel substantial

distances, one of Rot)erts' main
concerns is that they arrive

safely for rehearsals and con-

certs. "I fear snow more than

anything else," he explained.

"Power failures would be

another major problem."

Avoiding catastrophe

He added that the Society has

been lucky in avoiding such

catastrophe-like situations.

Last year a snowstorm
occurred the night l)efore a

major concert, but "people got

here anyway. It was a little

scary," Roberts recalled.

Roberts estimates that 14(X)

students have sung with the

Society since it began. The

group has brought many
"Gibraltars of music" to Willi-

amstown, including Handel's

Messiah, Mendelssohn's Elijah,

and two of Bach's Passions.

"Williams is very lucky to have
a choral society," says Roberts
enthusiastically. "The whole
point of the musical act Is to

bring it alive. Art is needed in

everyday life."

To Roberts the Choral
Society means more than a con-

cert or a tour. "It's the sparkle

in the eyes— the look of under-
standing. The singers' enjoy-

ment is the best payoff."

by Mark Averitt

The men's cross-country team, although they were completely

healthy for the first time all year, could do not better than sixth In the

Division III New Englands In Boston Saturday.

Bright spots for the Ephmen were John Nelson 26th at 25: 53 and

Bo Parker (who has been bothered by leg Injuries all season) recov-

ering to take 28th at 25: 54.

The race was also the Qualifier for the NCAA's, but no Williams

runner qualified for further competition.

Coach Peter Farwell had expected that his team might surpass

Its previous high finish of fifth In this meet, but pointed to the

weather as a factor:

"It was a rainy day; a bad day to run," Farwell said. "Some guys
run well In the mud, but for some reason our guys don't. The
competition was awfully tough— it had to be when Nelson runs so

well and comes In 26th."

Brandels, as expected, won the meet, with Colby In second and
Bates In third.

"You've got to remember," said Farwell, "we just missed com-
ing In fourth. MIT and Southeastern Mass. just edged us out by a

few points. There was a tight pack In the 25 through 40 spots, and If

(Dan) Riley or Ian (Brzezlnskl) could have outklcked a couple of

people ..."

Williams' major accomplishment of the season was their suc-

cessful defense of the Little Three Championship. This Is the thir-

teenth consecutive year that Williams has outrun Wesleyan and
Amherst to win It.

With five of their top six runners coming back next year (Riley Is

the exception) Farwell expects an even stronger club In the future.

hockey

standouts

honored
Junior Dorothy Brlggs,

sophomore Emily Sneath, and
freshman Carrie Cento have
been selected to be on the Nor-
theastern Intercollegiate
Athletic Conference (NIAC)
All-Star field hockey team.

The three Williams players
competed in an open tryout
from the twenty colleges that

are members of NIAC; eleven
players were sele<i;ted.

This is Brlggs' third year on
the NIAC team. Although nor-

mally a defensive player, she Is

playing attack for the All-Stars.

Sneath was also an All-Star last

year.

JOSEPH E. DEWEY

9:00 - 5:00

Mon.-Sat.
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, WILLIAMSTOWN, MASS.

O >^ 458-5717

Village Wine & Cheese

173 Water Street

458-8439

BEERS WINES CHEESE

Term Papers. Theses
and Dissertations

Renee Brunell

8 Grandview Terrace

Adams, Massachusetts 01220
743 0379

After 6 00pm
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New York City has opera 174 nights per year

Berlin, West or East, has opera 251 nights per year

as does Vienna, Hamburg, and Munich

Chicago has 43 nights, San Francisco 66 nights

Tanglewood had 2 nights in 1982

Williamstown has one, November 20th at 8:30 p.m.

when Verdi, Wagner, Puccini, von Weber come to

Chapin Hall with the Williams Choral Society,

soloists and orchestra

SAVE THE DATE

FREE WITH
WILLIAMS I.D.

TICKETS NOW AVAILABLE:

MUSIC DEPARTMENT
or HART'S DRUGS

Budweiser
KING OF BEKRS.

ATHLETE OF THE WfflC

7/ii.« week's recipient is senior Susan Brandon,
who led the women's cross-country team to a

second-place finish in the l)ivisit>n III \ew Kri^-

land meet Saturday. Bragdon, the team cap-

tain, finished I3th in a field of 125. Susan, this

^^ Bud's for you.
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Turnovers, 52-26

Junior John McCarthy leapt to catch pass trom QB B.J. Connolly. McCarthy scored two touchdowns, but there

were few other bright spots in the gridders' 52-26 loss to Amherst. (Farley)

Women second in New England
by Liz Streitz

Amidst pouring rain, cold, wind, and deep pud-

dles, the women's cross-country team emerged
as second place finishers in the Division Three

New England meet held at Franklin Park in Bos-

ton this past weekend.

Losing only to Southeastern Massachusetts,

Williams defeated the remaining 24 teams in

attendance including third-place Bates and
fourth-place Mlddlebury. Both these teams had
defeated Williams in the first meet of the season

held at Middlebury.

Individual finishers

The Williams runners finished strong amidst a

field of 125 competitors. Co-captain Susan Brag-
don '83 was the first Williams finisher, placing

13th with a time of 18:55. Bragdon was just 42

seconds behind first-place finisher Eloise Evans
of Salve Regina.

Sue Flynn '85 followed closely behind, taking

.14th place with a time of 19:07. Mary Keller '86

time of 19: 48 took 29th place—an impressive fin-

ish in light of injuries that plagued her the first

half of the season.

Liz Moore '85 placed 23rd with a time of 20: 00.

Chinyere Uwah '85 and Lynn Vendinello '84 fin-

ished 41st and 44th with times of 20: 16 and 20: 22,

respectively. Williams' seventh runner, Teresa

Casey '86, finished in 79th place with a time of

21:22.

Positive feelings

Although none of the Williams women will be

advancing to the Division Three Nationals (the

stringent qualifying rules allow only the top eight

finishers to attend), both Coach Bud Fisher and
Co-captain Bragdon expressed positive feelings

about the team's performance.
Bragdon felt that all of the Williams runners

had run strong races, especially in view of the

weather. The runners were able to combat the

elements somewhat by wearing purple tights to

keep warm during the three mile race.

Fisher felt the second-place victory was espe-

cially satisfying considering the fact that sick-

ness and injury had plagued many of the runners
throughout the season.

Strong potential

While two of Willlam»' stronger runners, co-

captaln Kerry Malone '84 and Margaret Lynch
*84, were not able to run In the meet this weekend
because of injuries, they will be back next season.

With eight of the top nine runners returning next

year, Fisher feels the team has the potential for

another strong season.

by Chris Harned

The football team lost to two
traditional rivals Saturday:
Amherst and turnovers.

Williams fumbled on the first

play of the game, and the Lord

Jeffs scored five plays later to

take a quick 7-0 edge. Two addi-

tional first period turnovers led

to Amherst scores, and the Ephs

were down 24-0 at the end of the

period.

"Everything that could go

against us, did," lamented
Head Coach Bob Odell. "We
were snake-bit."

The second quarter showed
much of the same. Amherst
drove 63 yards to take a 31-0

edge early In the period. Willi-

ams then gave Amherst the ball

twice Inside the Williams 20 and
saw those turnovers become
quick Amherst scores.

Can't get started

In the first half the Ephs were
unable to establish any type of

offensive movement. "Perhaps
the thing that hurt us the most
was not taking the wind to start

the game," explained Odell,

"We were unable to set up;

going into the wind and on soggy
turf." Eph kick-off returners

Sean Crotty and Jeff Congdon
could only watch as wind car-

ried Amherst kicks into the

endzone.

Trailing 45-0, Williams came
out throwing after the half. Jun-

ior Quarterback B. J. Connolly
engineered a quick 80-yard

drive to open the half and regis-

ter the first Eph points. Con-
nolly hit split end Marc
Hummon with a 31 yard pass
and then fired to halfback Sean
Crotty for 49 yards and the

score.

Connolly, who completed 17 of

34 passes on the day for 356

yards and 4 touchdowns, opened
the fourth period with an 80-yard

pass to Hummon and then con-

nected with tight end Paul Cole-
man on a 5-yard scoring strike.

Solid second half

Williams registered two more
final period scores on Connolly
passes of 16 and 10 yards to split

end John McCarthy. McCarthy,
plagued by Injuries for much of

the season, caught 4 passes on
the day for 41 yards.

"We played a solid second
half," said Odell. "During half-

time, I told them to go out and
play ball; to make the score
respectable. They sure didn't

quit," reflected Odell.

Connolly had one of his big-

gest passing games of the year,
but It wasn't enough. The tur-

nover had once again taken Its

toll.

Marc Hummon led the Willi-

ams pass-catching contingent
with 8 grabs for 231 yards, his

high for the year.

For the second year In a row,
the Little Three title will reside

in Amherst, but, with virtually

the entire offensive unit return-

ing, the Ephs will stand to alter

that trend next year.

Season like a yo-yo

"The season was like a yo-yo,

the highs and lows seemed to

come on top of each other," re-

flected Odell. "We've showed
the signs of an excellent offen-

sive team; Ted (Thomas) and
Sean (Crotty), and the ends

(Hummon, Pine, McCarthy,

Coleman) were impressive—
we were at times outstanding,

but had a tendency to self-

destruct. As I've said many
times, the opponents didn't stop

us, we stopped ourselves."

The Ephs finished at 4-4. "It

was a funny season, we rose to

new heights, but . .
." said Odell,

"sometimes, you've just got to

tip your hat and look toward

next season."

Amherst nips hooters again
by Dave Woodworth

The men's varsity soccer team closed

out its season with a 2-1 loss to Amherst
on Saturday.

The loss was the second of the week to

the Lord Jeffs, who had beaten Williams

in the ECAC finals last Sunday, and left

the Little Three title in Amherst for the

fourth consecutive year.

The match was played under misera-

ble conditions, as an all-night rain had
left the Amherst field a virtual mudslide.

Footing was treacherous for both sides,

and an especially sinister puddle near
midfield brought rolling balls to a dead
stop on several occasions, to the amuse-
ment of players and fans alike.

The first goal of the match came at

8: 39, as Stephens of Amherst put a ball

off the crossbar and Into the net. The
Jeffs went up 2-0 at the 18: 13 mark as

Steele booted home a ball that was loose

in front of the goal.

Mark Koenlg '83 brought the Ephs
close when he hit a rocket just beneath
the crossbar at 30: 31. The play was made
possible by Jeff McEvoy '86 and John
Campbell '84, who set Koenlg up for his

shot with two well-executed passes.

Second-half chances

The Ephs pressured the Jeff goal hard

at the end of the half, as Dave Nasser '83

hit the post with one shot and Jeff Sutton

'83 just missed on a direct kick. The pres-

sure continued at the outset of the second
half, but Williams was able to put few of

its shots on the net due to the abysmal
footing, and thus could not get the

equalizer.

Amherst survived the attack, and even
managed to mount a few counter-

offensives. However, these were faced
with the even tougher task of scoring on
the Williams defense, led by goalkeeper
Ken Rhodes '85 and sweeper Mike Sulli-

van '84. This, combined with the mud,
kept the score at 2-1 until the final.

Second in Little Three
The loss left the Ephs seasonal record

at 10-5-1, a considerable turnaround
from the 3-8-1 and 3-8-3 marks of the
preceding two seasons. With a 1-1 record
in Little Three competition, Williams fin-

ished second to Amherst, which had pre-

viously tied with Wesleyan.

The team will lose nine players to gra-

duation. Captain Aytac Apaydln and
Kris Strohbehn were starting backs;

Rob Kusel, Marty White, Mark Koenlg

and Eric Smith were midfielders; and
leading scorer Jeff Sutton, Dave Nasser
and the Injured Willy Stern were
forwards.

"We're losing a lot of people, but we'll

have a good nucleus next year," Coach

Mike Russo said. "Our goalkeeplng,

especially, should be excellent." Rhodes

and Ted Murphy, who had five shutouts

this year, are both sophomores.

Rugby finishes undefeated
by Bert Salisbury

The rugby club travelled to Amherst
Saturday and on a cold and rainy day of

rugby ended up with a 3-3 Aside tie, a
9-6 B-side loss and a 19-3 C-side win.
Though the short, wide pitch was

merely rain sodden when the first

match started, during the game it

turned into a field of mud, which tended
to make play more even between the
two sides. The Aside scrum was able to

outplay and win the ball from their
opposing scrum, but the conditions
created difficulties for the line.

Vlnce Durnan '83 was Instrumental
In the llne-outs, doing a great job of
outjumplng his much taller opponent.

The first score of the game came
from an Eric Russell '84 penalty kick,
which put the Williams side ahead. But
then In the waning moments of the
game the Amherst side scored on a
drop kick, and the final whistle blew to
signify the tie.

B side Just misses
B-side encountered the same trou-

bles on the short, muddy field and
although Bill Best '83 was able to con-
vert 2 penalty kicks, the side lost 9-6.

Duffy Graham '83 and Mike Hellmann
'83 did very well on the line, both break-
ing runs and stopping their opponents.
Larry Hebb '83 was kept busy at full-

back but did a good job handling the
many Amherst kicks.

The scrum showed Intense play near

the goal line but could not score a try.

Jeff Calkins '85 did a good job in the

scrum before leaving the game with an

injury.

C-side came out for revenge, and

their Intensity proved fruitful. Playing

with a foreign freshman recruit, the

Williams ruggers ran over their

Amherst opponents. John Skavlem '84

put over a try set up from a run by Mark
Evans '85. Jeff Sher '86 also had a try,

displaying his winger abilities on a

long run through the stunned Amherst
defense. Ken Deveaux '85 and Dean
Morris '84 added much p)ower to the line

both on offense and defense.

The sidelines were crowded with Wil-

liams spectators to cheer on the side

while the Amherst support was
obviously lacking.

Amherst wimps out

After the game, though the Amherst
ruggers were hard to track down, they

once again showed their inbred hospi-

tality by offering no party. As usual, the

day at Amherst did nothing to alleviate

the traditional "rivalry".

The WRFC Fall season Is now over,

and It has proved to be one of the best

seasons In the history of the club. Most
notable a^ong this season's accomp-
lishments was the winning of the Berk-

shire Tournament. The WRFC finished

the season with an undefeated record
8-0-2.

\
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Frosh constitution causes uproar
by Jeffrey H. Bralnard

A proposal to formally define

in a constitution the rules for

electing Freshman Council
officers as well as their duties

and responsibilities has raised

controversy within the Fresh-

man Council and procedural
opposition within the College

Council.

The Freshman Council con-

sists of representatives from
each freshman entry and plans

Freshman Council Pr«sidtnt Mam-
men Mammen claims that only

Council members have sufficient

knowledge about their peers to

elect Frosh leaders. (Scheibe)

social events for freshmen
throughout the year, Denys
Slater '86, a council meml)er
and author of the proposal, said

he felt the lack of formal guide-

lines for its officers—president,

treasurer and secretary—has
created "too flippant an atmos-
phere" within the council.

"A constitution would be
something they could come
back to every year, "he said. "It

would set some reference for

the officers. Admittedly, there's

a certain amount of bull in the

proposal, but I wouldn't have
written it if I didn't think it

would be useful."

Dean of Freshmen Cris Roo-
senraad and College Council

president Stuart Robinson t)oth

said that In the past freshmen
officers have l)een adequately
appraised of their duties with-

out the help of a constitution.

The proposal would also open
up council elections to the entire

freshman class. Traditionally

the council has elected tempor-
ary officers from its own ranks
at its first meeting in Sep-

tember. They serve until

November, when permanent
officers, also council members,
are elected by the council for the

rest of the year. This supposedly
gives council members time to

meet their peers and deter-

mine who is best qualified

Year-long project

ventures to Egypt
by Sara R. Gross

Williams-in-Cairo, a new
study abroad program, hurls

students from the relative

peace of the Purple Valley into

the excitement of a noisy,

crowded, dirty Third World
capital.

Raymond Baker, who has

spent five out of the past 15

years in Cairo, and goes to

Egypt regularly, is acting

director of the program. He
outlined the advantages of

going to "an overgrown Third

World city" like Cairo for a

year at the program's intro-

ductory meeting.

Baker's initial comment
was that he can't think of any
place in the world that is more
different from WiUiamstown
than Cairo. "Coming from
Williams," believes Baker,
"one is looking for contrast."

Baker cautioned interested

students that "if you're going

to do this, you have to go with

the willingness to adjust in all

ways."
Baker described Cairo as a

"welcome society." Yet the

student who goes to Egypt will

feel the sharp cultural differ-

ences of an older society.

"You'll know that you're In a

different culture," added
Baker. He emphasized to the

students that "by definition,

you are clearly a foreigner."

There are not many foreigners

in Cairo, and Baker sees this

as part of the Cairo

experience.

Baker noted that the Cairo

program is unique because it

will be based at the American
University, a resource not

found in other Third World
countries. "This allows the

experience to take place while

not Interrupting studies," he

pointed out. The program
offers university courses and
an Independent but supervised

project to be done by students

remaining In Cairo for the

recommended full year.

Commitment to

Gaudino learning

At the center of the program
Is a commitment to Gaudino
experiential learning. Baker
explained that "students par-

ticipate In regular AUC
classes and extra-curricular

activities with Egyptian stu-

dents, and they have the

opportunity to live In dormito-

ries with Middle Eastern and
other foreign students."

Baker stresses that "pro-

gram participants must there-

fore have a strong Interest In

an Intercultural learning
experience." He advocates
that the student be prepared to

deal with "the Egyptian as the

expert" of his culture and his

environment.
The Williams students inter-

ested In the program all

Implied that they expected to

learn about themselves and
their background. Elizabeth

Continued on Page 5

to be the permanent president.

Speech proposed
"I think it's absurd that the

freshman class doesn't elect its

officers . . . I've talked to a lot of

people who didn't even realize

this," Slater said. "The presi-

dent doesn't have legislative

power, but he does affect the

social life of the freshmen for

the whole year."

But according to Mammen
Mammen, the president elected

by the council last September,
he Is not a class president, only

the elected president of a cam-
pus organization, which
happens to be the Freshman
Council.

Also, Mammen feels "It is too

early in their Williams careers

for the whole class to be able to

make a judgment on who should

be the president ... the people
who have been going to the

meetings are in the l)est position

to know which candidate
expresses his views and is most
cooperative."

Slater doesn't agree, saying
"I don't think by sitting in a meet-

ing you know more about some-
one than if that candidate made
a five-minute speech to the

whole freshman class," which
is one of the proposals in Slat-

er's constitution.

Continued on Page 5

College Council

Goodrich Co-op turned from co-ed to ail mail last week when it became a

Post Office during the filming of "The Ghostwriter." (Farley)

Money slashed from budgets
Caught between a Student Activities Tax that

has not changed in three years, a flood of new
organizations, and inflation, the College Council

was unable to meet all the student organizations'

budget requests. The gap between requests and
available funds was approximately $25,000. After

providing for a sustaining fund of $6045 and a

College Council allowance of $2500, total recom-
mendations totalled $125,192.

Most Finance Committee recommendations
were approved with little or no discussion (for

exact allocations, see accompanying table). The
Council voted to send the following recommenda-
tions back to the Finance Committee; these will

be decided next week. Council reconvened

on Thursday to consider the remaining al-

locations, but less than a dozen people attended

the meeting, thus precluding any voting.

In publications, EdItors-ln-Chlef Steve Spears

and Rich Henderson asked for an Increase In the

Record's funding to cover a $770 printing debt

from last year. They asked for an additional $210

to bring the 1982-83 allocation equal to the 1981-82

Record budget. They cited the historical Inade-

quacy of the Record's allocations.

Speaking as BlockW coordinator. Council Pres-

ident Stuart Robinson '83 argued that "BlockW Is

more than just records and pictures" and that

Finance "didn't give the thing a fair chance."

Both recommendations were returned to the

Finance Committee.
At the activist and awareness organizations,

only the Williams Anti-Apartheid Coalition's

recommendation was returned. Geoff Mamlet
'83, speaking as WAAC's Treasurer, said the

group needed more money in order to purchase a

videotape of poet Dennis Brutus's presentation

last year.

Following an appeal from Jon Tlgar '84, Stu-

dent Activities Board Business Manager, the

Council turned back the Finance recommenda-
tion for the SAB Coffeehouse. Tigar hoped for an
Increase in the Coffeehouse allocation. The
recommendations for the Mission Art Gallery

and Recycling were also returned.

Organization Tally
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More $ $ $ $ $
The last time the Student Activities Tax was increased, Williams'

tuition was $6,900 a year. In the three years since, tuition has risen to

$10,731, inflation has stayed in double-digit figures, and many worth-
while campus organizations have sprung up to compete for scarce SAT
funds. While the Administration socked us with huge tuition hilces, it

"bravely" held the line on the SAT.

Our SAT bears a tremendous burden. With few diversions in William-

stown, and few sources of off-campus funding, the money collected by
the SAT becomes all-important to Williams extra-curricular life. The
College Council should not have to make drastic budget cuts in scores of

sports, clubs, and service organizations. Without sufficient funding for

our activities, we have nowhere to turn.

The trustees and Administration should approve an increase in the
SAT of at least $10 for next year. If students are going to have to pay
more for Williams, a few of those extra dollars should go directly to

student activities.
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LETTERS
Double Standard

To the editor:

I Join John Springer, in his letter to the

editor In the Nov. 16 issue, in hoping for

the "day when Israel will be viewed by
the same standards as are all other

nations." Indeed, there is a double stand-

ard by which Israel Is Judged.
A curious and pernicious exercise in

selective consciousness ensures that

Israel will be singled out and condemned
by the world community. With a lack of

sense of history, balance, and equity,

Israel is subjected to almost constant

criticism In the world press and among
world governments. It Is time that we
consider why It Is that the world applied

one standard to Israel and another stand-

ard to all other nations. Tragically, since

the moral conscience of the world Is

silent, Israel will remain a pariah as long

as It Is denied the rights and privileges of

all nations, particularly the most essen-

tial right, the right to survive.

The hypocrisy and inconsistency of the

world Is evident by Its embrace of the

Palestinian Liberation Organization and
its leader Yaslr Arafat, and Its refusal to

acknowledge and condemn the brutal

acts of other nations. First, the world
must acknowledge the PLO's destruc-
tive, terrorist character. Unrestrained
PLO activities Ignited the Jordanian
Civil War In 1970. PLO disruption within
sajithern Lebanon was a primary cause
of the Lebanese Civil War. The PLO has
committed numerous terrorist acts
against civilians. Including: the 1970

bombing of a Swissair Jet, resulting In 47

dead; the 1972 massacre of Lod Airport
In which 26 died; the murder of 11 Israeli

Olympians In Munich In 1973; the

murder of 24 children gunned down at

Ma'alot, Israel in 1974: the massacre of

36 persons in a bus attack near Tel Aviv
in March, 1978; the murder of 2 children

and 2 adults in Naharlya In April, 1979.

Second, the world must confront the ter-

ror and brutality of other nations. Where
was the public outrage and world con-

demnation for those responsible for the

100,000 civilians killed In Lebanon's Civil

War, for the 30,000-50,000 civilians killed

or maimed by Syrian troops since 1976

including the deaths of 10,000 In Hama in

march, 1982? Why did the world remain
silent when 3,000 Kurds were killed in

Sanandaj and 600 in Baneh, Iran In 1980?

Why doesn't the world protest and con-

demn those responsible for the killing of

civilians in El Salvador and the persecu-

tion and murder of members of the

Baha'I Faith in Iran?

When the world is willing to confront

the reality of PLO terrorism and its

unbending commitment to the destruc-

tion of Israel, and when the world ceases
to be deaf and blind to the atrocities of

other nations, then perhaps that will sig-

nify progress toward the equal and fair

judgment of all nations of the world.

Lee Berinstein '85

Integrated Jews

To the editor:

As a Jew I was irritated by the unne-

cessarily provocative tone and language
of Stuart Welnsteln's recent article.

However, I do agree with his point that

this College needs more Jewish studies

courses. In respect to this I would like to

respond to Maryam Elahi's article of

November 16.

Continued on Page 7

Women's forum

Oyed

Paying for pornography

by Elena Bertozzi

On October 27th and 28th members of the Feminist Alliance handed out leaflets to

moviegoers as they entered Images Theater. The movie being shown was The Story
of O, the classic story of male sadism and female masochism. The leaflets asked
people to consider that by purchasing a ticket they are supporting an industry that

glorifies and propagating violence against women, and what the existence and popu-
larity of these films indicates about our culture's perception of human sexuality.

The Feminist Alliance Is not advocating prudery or censorship; as the leaflet

read: "We have no objection to films that portray sexual acts In which both partners
are willing participants and neither are demeaned nor Insulted by the act." WFA
wishes to educate the public about the social Implications of pornography and Its

potentially damaging effects outside of the theater.

The questitm of whether or not the vietving of violent pornography (particularly filmt
that depict women as detiring or enjoying »uch violence) increases men's tendency to rape
and batter women is a debatable one. However, the WFA strongly believes that it can be a
causal factor in actual violence against women and that it creates a generally more permis-
sive attitude for the acceptance of such violence, (from the leaflet)

Images Theater continues to show films depleting violent pornography because
Williams students, faculty and staff (In addition to townspeople) attend them. This
month they have Increased the number of X rated films to three, at least two of which
are violently pornographic. If, as Individuals and as a community, we refuse to
support the film Industry and the theaters that portray sexual violence as pleasura-
ble, it Is a statement of rejection of the values and attitudes that they represent.
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Library tools

Machines usurp books
by David Desmond

"I don't think we'll want to be reading Yeats
from a dot-matrix computer," asserts Phyllis

Cutler, the new College Librarian. "I don't see
the demise of the book. " One day, however, the

library's Internal records will be paperless.

Cutler sees this development already in

practice. "More and more, government and
scientific materials are being printed only in

machine-readable form," she explains. The
library Is currently undergoing a program to

automate Its functions. In less than 10 years,

circulation, acquisition and cataloging will be
automated In one system.

Automation over print

Cutler finds advantages In the machine-
readable bibliographic index over the printed

form. One can discover where two subjects

Intersect—for example, the effect of a disease

on a particular animal or the Impact of art on

social behavior. Sources that one couldn't find

on one's own will be retrievable, she predicts.

The moment an article Is published it is

Indexed, eliminating the lag encountered In

the Reader's Guide and other indexes. The
card catalogue will be obsolete. Terminals will

be found everywhere on campus because even-

tually every building will be connected to the

main frame In the library. Cutler expects that

"You won't have to come to the library to find

out about a certain book."

Camera eyes poor
by Laura Seligsohn

The streets of Manhattan pro-

vide the background for senior

John Small's photographic

exhibit at the Mission Park Art

Gallery. The display consists of

Bizarre

Small's subject is one with

which he has grown up and to

which he has been sensitive

since well before his father

asked him to figure out a

Minolta camera in 1975. He
about thirty compassionate, explained, "1 grew up very

New Librarian Phylll* Cutler on the job. (Lane)

Closer library links

Once the library's records are automated.

Cutler foresees closer ties with the five-college

area. Librarians can locate a needed book at

any library with automated records imme-

diately and order it through inter-library loan.

Currently, the loan system relies to some
degree on guesswork. Cutler adds that scho-

lars from all over the country will someday use

Williams resources.

Phyllis Cutler Is well-equipped to direct the

automation process. Before coming to Willi-

ams she was assistant university librarian at

Continued on Page 5

Books have binding interest

revealing and serious photo-

graphs of some of New York's

"street people."

Small explained that the

exhibit Is "meant to be educa-

tional. Like any educational

experience, it's open to evalua-

tion and interpretation. Basi-

cally, I'm trying to bring to

Williams a perspective that we
don't often see here."

He noted the contrast between

the display's audience and the

subjects of the photographs.

"I'm hoping that Williams stu-

dents come away with a sense of

familiarity and— I don't know if

I should say responsibility—at

least some knowledge of this

kind of social situation," he

remarked, observing that a

number of students will some-

day be in a position to help.

Small hopes that his exhibition

will help to make them sensitive

to the "street people" when they

reach those positions.

close to this—a lot of these peo-

ple (lived) in my neighbor-

hood. In the richest country on

earth, we have street people.

It's bizarre."

Small stresses the impor-

tance of candid shots. ' 'The pho-

tographic quality is enhanced

by the spontaneity, the fact that

the photos aren't so staged." He
is careful not to caricature the

people he photographs. He
sometimes sacrifices promis-

ing photos of people whose

"peace has been violated too

much already . . . you have to

have some conscience."

People have to think

Reaction to the exhibit, Small

reports. Is "all positive on the

photographies." He added,

however, that "I haven't gotten

so much reaction on the sub-

ject." He reasoned that "people

have to think about it— it's very

complicated to think about. I

want the viewers to interpret,

not me to Interpret."

If your concept of the Middle

Ages stops at knights, pesti-

lence and bloody Holy Wars, the

current display of late medieval

books at Chapln Library in Stet-

son will give you a broader view

of Western culture at that time.

The exhibit Includes 35 books

and manuscripts produced dur-

ing the 14th and 15th centuries In

Northern Europe. The books

range In subject from law to

world and national chronicles to

devotion and learning. Many
represent the first fruits of the

invention of the printing press,

most notably Johannes Balbus'

Cathollcon, an encyclopaedia

probably printed by Gutenburg
himself in 1460.

Classic comics

A hand-colored blockbook

Illustrating St. John's Apoca-

lypse Is described as one of the

first "classic comics." Also on

display are first editions of Tho-

mas Aquinas' Summa Theolog-

ica and Thomas a *Kempls'

Imitations of Christ, as well as

several bibles.

Five illuminated Books of

Hours are grouped together so

that similarities and differen-

ces in decoration and style may
be compared. The first account

of travel to the Middle East con-

tains the first use of fold-out

maps.
Librarian Robert Volz says,

"The show demonstrates why

—

F

the Chapin Library is consi-

dered one of New England's

chief centers for the preserva-

tion and appreciation of docu-

ments of our Western culture."

Most of the books are in Latin

so you can't read them very

well, but the illustrations are

comprehensible. Handwritten

notes In the margins of several

volumes add a touch appre-

ciated by students.

Also at Chapin is a smaller

display of poster designs by C.

B. Falls, most from his work for

the Division of Pictorial Public-

ity during World War I. Both

exhibits win run through the end

of December.

Concert Listings

prtpar*d by TOONERVILLE TROLLEY RECORDS

NOV 23 & 24 Pnscilla Herdman. Passim s, Boston

WED NOV 24 NRBQ, Woody s Washington. Mass
George Thorogood. Bushnell Auditorium. Hartford

Stel Breeze. Channel, Boston

THURS NOV 25 Sleepy LaBeef. Jonathan Swift s. Boston

FRI NOV 26 NRBQ, Agora Ballroom. W Hartford, Conn
Billy Squier & Nazareth. Civic Ctr ,

Providence. Rl

Laquidera. Rusty Nail. Sunderland. Mass .
Nina Hagen. Channel. Boston.

NOV 26 & 27 David Mallett. Passim s. Boston

NOV 26 & 27 Liza Minelli. Boston Garden
NOV 26 & 27 Blotto. Castillion, Clifton Park, NY
SAT NOV 27 Robin Lane. Rusty Nail. Sunderland. Mass

Jerry Jeff Walker & Jonathan Edwards. Bradford Ballroom. Boston

MON NOV 29 Dan Fogelberg, Centrum. Worcester Mass

DEC 1 Mahogany Rush. Hullabaloo. Rensselaer NY
DEC 3 Dave BrubecK. Symphony Hall. Boston

DEC 6 Rush Boston Garden
DEC 7 Pat Benatar. Centrum. Worcester

DEC. 7 Chick Corea. Music Hall. Troy, NY
DEC 8 4 9 Joe Jackson. Orpheum. Boston
DEC 9 Motels. Palace. Albany
DEC 10 Charlie Daniels. Centrum. Worcester

DEC 10 Stray Cats. SUNY (sold out)

DEC. 11 Motels. Agora Ballroom. W Hartford

DEC. 15 Rush. Centrum. Worcester

DEC 31 Motels. Orpheum. Boston

(413) 664-4561

Wed., Thurs., Fri. night

Introducing

Bob Ouellette

9-1

Easy Vocal and Guitar Listening

Village Wine & Cheese

173 Water Street

458-8439

BEERS WINES CHEESE

The RECORD wiU not

publish next week

—

Happy Thanksgiving
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Homesick? ?

We would like you to feel at home so join us at

The Heritage North Adams Inn

for our

Annual Thanksgiving Feast

(reservations suggested)

Roast Tom Turkey. Oyster Walnut Stuffing, Acorn

Squash, Giblet Corn, Heritage Salad Garni, Pump-
kin Pie or Indian Pudding, Complimentary Glass of

Wine.

$6.00

Baked Heritage Ham, Brandy Raisin Sauce, Can-

died Yams, Broccoli or Cauliflower, Heritage Salad

Garni, Apple Cobbler or Indian Pudding, Compli-

mentary Glass of Wine.

$5.50

Also featuring our daily gourmet menu
Thanksgiving Day Hours

Breakfast 7:00-10:30

Dinner 2:30-7:00

CLASSIFIEDS
Sales Reps Wanted. Need extra

cash'? Self-motivated'' Want to set

your own hours'' Be your own
boss Become a sales representa-

tive for ARK Student Bedding, Inc

Income potential is up to you.

Must have own phone. For further

information write

ARK Student Bedding, Inc.

P O Box 534

Wenham, Mass 01984

Earn Summer in Europe or Cash
Natl travel co seeks reps to sell

travel on campus. Reply to Cam-
pus Travel, PO Box 11387 St.

Louis. Mo. 63105.

"It was pretty sick, but still great
"

O C. Oglevey

Boycott the Mexican Fiesta dinner

in December! Sangria is sinful!

Food Service should encourage
healthy habits rather than pro-

mote the use of beverages that will

soon lead to the corruption, deci-

mation and utter damnation of

many people.

—Williams College

Temperance Union

The WCTU hopes you all noticed

that we asked theCollege Council

for absolutely no (read zero) fund-

ing to support our program for

moral regeneration Boy. do we
feel self-righteous'

1 I I I
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Dance stretches ahead
by Kimerer LaMothe

Dance at Williams is in

motion. To complement regular

dance classes in ballet, modern,

jazz, tap and dancersize, the

Dance Society will sponsor stu-

dent performances, schedule

master classes, offer a Winter

Study dance course and begin a

search for a new dance director.

After twelve years as origina-

tor and director of the college

dance program, Joy Dewey
resigned at the end of last year.

She nurtured the program from

6 to 25 classes per week and

from 60 to 300 participants a

quarter. Dewey was also instru-

mental in starting the dance

concert series, encouraging
master classes and supporting

large, student-choreographed
works.

The society is looking for a

permanent replacement for

her. Meanwhile, Judi Drodz is

the Acting Director for the

remainder of the year.

Performers travel

The Performing Dance
Troupe opened the dance year

at the Sweet Brook Nursing

Home last month. Led by Mari-

anne O'Connor '83, the eleven

students involved choreo-

graphed and performed origi-

nal numbers. They are planning

other trips to nursing homes,

elementary schools, prisons

and hospitals.

Dance Society members also

joined with the Choral Society

last week to accompany sec-

tions of the opera "William

Tell." Future performances
will include a Winter Study pro-

ject coordinated and choreo-

graphed by O'Connor and the

annual Spring Dance concert.

Continued on Page 5

Buzz Miller of the American Dance Machine leads a master class in jazz dancing. The Dance Society plans to

bring several professional dancers to campus for student workshops this year. (Farley)
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Amherst College

Amherst's Homecoming vic-

tory over Williams so surprised

Lord Jeff alumni that they got

roaring drunk and destroyed

their alma mater, according to

a Student editorial titled

"Alumni: Grow Up or Stay

Home," which was featured in

the style section of the Washing-

ton Post last week.

"Recalling the worst of their

college days, many alumni

were back to romp in what they

seemed to think was their pri-

vate playground," the Student

claimed. "Drinking irresponsi-

bly, all too many did damage to

college dorms and fraternities

with puerile delight."

The Student also reported

incidents of sexual harassment;

in particular, an all-female

singing group scheduled to per-

form at an alumni function was

heckled off the stage by alumni

singing "lewd" songs.

"It was wild," said Student

editorial board chief Brad

Campbell. "I woke up Sunday

and had to leave my dorm
through a broken glass door."

He speculated that the alumni

were not used to women and

that many resented coeduca-

tion, which took place in 1976.

Understandably, the Amherst
administration was not too

happy to hear complaints about

the alumni who recently

donated $24.3 million in a five-

year fund drive. President

Julian Gibbs accepted no phone

calls, although a man answered
his phone and responded,
"Write what you want . . . Go
ahead and write just what the

students say," according to the

Post.

vor/To>\^h^

MIddlebury College

A group of Jamaician apple-
pickers found their schoolbus
parked on the lawn of a Middleb-
ury fraternity, reports the
Campus.
The Jamaician migrant

workers, employed by a nearby
apple orchard, drove into MId-
dlebury for their night off. When
they returned to their bus, it was
missing.

An orchard foreman finally

found it on the lawn of Chi Psi
fraternity. Suspecting the resi-

dents were involved, foreman
Rodney Brinkman went inside

hoping to find the keys to the
vehicle.

One resident recalled, "The
apple-picker foremen were giv-

ing kids a hard time and making
idle threats as to what was going

to happen if the keys didn't show
up."

Brinkman never found the

keys, so he had to hotwire the

bus to get the workers home.

* * * jf

Haverford College

What does a college council

charged with assembling two-

thirds of an apathetic student

body do to insure a good turn-

out? "We're going to do a few

things this year, like get the peo-

ple to come in sweats and sneak-

ers . . . and have a
paper-airplane throwing con-

test to kick off (the assembly),"
explained Haverford's council

president Roy Wasserman.
Although no one entered the air-

plane contest, 544 people
showed up to produce a quorum.

3f * J^

THE CUP SHOP

%-t

It's time to put yourself together

in a BRAND NEW WAY. AN EASY WAY-
Williamstown. MA

4589167
Pittsfield. IVIA

4134439816
4134479576

Bennington. VT

802 442 9823

CALL for an appointment or just WALK IN

GIFT CERTIFICATES

Uniformity considered in house elections
by Jack Mayher

The Committee on Undergraduate Life dis-

cussed further means of tightening their new
transfer policy at last Tuesday's meeting.
CUL proposals included limiting transfer

groups to single students or pairs, and grant-

ing only one transfer per student per career.

Not allowing transfers to list their own house
as a possible choice was also proposed, in

order to eliminate a perceived "safety valve."

The proposals are designed to further dis-

courage transfers solely for improved physi-

cal surroundings. They will be discussed at

greater length at the next meeting.

In other business, the CUL discussed a Hous-
ing Committee report on house officers that

proposed standardizing election procedures
and terms of office. Proposals include: one-

semester terms for presidents, spring semes-
ter elections to be held before the first day of

fall reading period, presidential elections for

the fall term before spring reading period, and
elections of other house officers the first week
of the fall semester.

"Under this system, there is one officer In

charge right away in the fall, but juniors who
are away can still run and vote for the other

officers," read the Housing Committee
prop)osal.

The Housing Committee also proposed lib-

eral rules on voting. Outgoing seniors can vote

because of their knowledge of the house and its

members. Incoming sophomores and
transfers will also have a say in who will lead

them the next year. The CUL will vote on the

report next week.

Adventure
Continued from Page 1

Dear '85 pointed out that

"sometime in life, I will go to

France or England, but Cairo

is not a place that you just hop
off to on a holiday vacation."

Like the other students. Dear
sees Cairo as a challenge:

"Everything is so accessible

to Americans. It's so easy for

me now that everything has

been fed to me." She hopes to

learn about the American cul-

ture and "you can't help but

learn about yourself as an
American in another situa-

tion."

Culture shock

Peter Anthony '85. after vis-

iting Cairo this past summer,
with his family, explained that

through the program the stu-

dent will be integrated into

Egyptian culture. He des-

cribed the culture shock for an

American as enormous: the

experience is "kind of like

going to Mars."

Steve Farley '85 said he is

going to Cairo because he finds

something special in being

confronted by a completely
different situation. He views
the Gaudino program as

"throwing yourself into a dif-

ferent environment to see how
it relates to your own." While
in Cairo, Farley wants to be in

the midst of the city, and to

feel as an Egyptian feels. He

stresses that "I won't be in the

library; I'll be working close

with the people."

For Baker, the program has

several aims. The Gaudino
experiential dimension makes
the program's independent
project important. Partici-

pants will have the opportun-

ity to get out of the university

and do a supervised research

project. Baker said that stu-

dents can ' 'work in a village or

with the urban poor, and go

where foreigners don't usually

get to go." Baker's second aim
is broader; the program pro-

vides students with the oppor-

tunity to go to a non-Western
environment.

Baker said that the program
is for students who really want
the experience of dealing with

and being in another culture.

It is not just for those inter-

ested in Egyptian studies.

Thank the people

who kept you here

all year long by

bringing home a

bottle of wine.

Happy
Holiday!

Dance
stretches

—

Continued fronn Page 4

Last week also featured the

first master class of the year

when Buzz Miller of the "Ameri-

can Dance Machine" led two

jazz and tap classes. Master

classes are taught by visiting

professional dancers and are

open to all students.

Resident ballet

Charles Moulton will intro-

duce his style of modern dance

and creative games in Febru-

ary. During Winter Study the

Berkshire Ballet will tenta-

tively be in residence for four or

five days to teach a choreo-

graphed piece for the Spring

Dance Concert.

A special Winter Study course

in African dance, music, history

and anthropology will be taught

by Sandy Burton and Jalal Sher-

riff. The two will also offer

dance classes open to everyone
in African dance technique.

JOSEPH E. DEWEY

9:00 - 5:00

Men. -Sat.

^̂
t>

WILLIAMSTOWN. MASS.

01267

458-5717

<J^

ierm Papers, rheses

and DisstTtations

Renee Batnell

8 Grandview Terrcice

Adams, Massachusetts 01220
743 0379

After 6 00pm

GEEK

OF

THE

WEEK

Awarded weekly to

the Williams student

who forsakes all

else' in search of

the scholarly ideal

BERNIE KRAUSE 84 is this week s

recipient Bernie was last seen in the

libes on Saturday night under a stack

of paper He claimed to be preparing a

treatise for PoliSci 101 When asked to

say something humorous, Bernie
retorted, "There's nothing funny about
being in the library at 10:30 on Satur-

day night " For his dedication to his

studies. Lite honors Bernie Krause

'Except a frosty cold Lite after the Sawyer

Library closes

GREAT TASTE . . .

LESS FILLING
Everything you always wanted

in a Beer . . . and Less

Frosh constitution
Continued from Page 1

The Comnnittee on Under-

graduate Life decided that to

malce these proposals binding

on future freshman classes, the

entire student body, not just the

College or Freshman Councils,

would have to approve them in a

referendum, which would prob-

ably not occur until next P>bru
ary's general College Council

elections. But Slater wanted the

election rules changes for this

month's Freshmen Council pre-

sidential election.

Annoyed, insulted

Some memt)ers of the Fresh-

man Council were "annoyed"
that Slater took his proposal to

the College Council before

showing it to them, Mammen
said, and thought that the

Freshman Council as a whole
should have been able to make
suggestions before the proposal

was submitted.

"They were Insulted that

their names weren't on it,"

men had cancelled meetings

where he would have presented

his proposal. Mammen denied

this, claiming that Slater's

proposal was submitted to the

College College before the

November 11 Freshman Coun-

cil meeting, the first opportun-

ity it would have had after

Homecoming to discuss the

proposal.

Because the proposed consti-

tution will not affect this year's

F'reshman Council Presidential

elections, and because of the

uproar he has precipitated.

Slater has withdrawn the prop-

osal, although he may offer it

again later.

He denied that the decision to

withdraw the proposal Implied

that he had only submitted it in

the first place as a means to get-

ting elected himself. He said he

does not want to be president,

and that his Interest In the pro-

posal "was for the principle of

Slater responded. He said Mam- It."

Books mechanized
Continued from Page 3

Brandels In charge of the

science library. At Brandels she

was involved in the same type of

automation program (conver-

sion to machine-readable
records) during the past five

years.

The new librarian heralds

automation with one significant

qualification: "I never want the

library to become so automated

that person-to-person contact is

lost."

Theft detection?

She also worries about losing

books. Although Cutler says

there are no plans for an elec-

tronic theft detection system In

Sawyer, she thinks the idea is

"worth considering." She has

no up-to-date lx)ok loss figures,

but believes the loss does not

have to be statistically high to

be considered a problem.
Besides the monetary loss,

books and periodicals aren't

easy to replace. Their absence

from the shelves affects both

faculty and student research.

The scattered science librar-

ies are a major source of losses.

Cutler describes the current

libraries as "uncontrolled read-

ing rooms with no reference ser-

vice."

(413) 664-4561

Every Sunday

Spectacular Champagne Brunch

11 -2:30

$7.95 - All you can eat

Dr. Irving J. Tanzman, F.A.A.O

OPTOMETRIST
Specializing in contact lenses and

students' visual problems.

85 MAIN STREET
NORTH ADAMS, MA. 01247

662-2020 - 663-5845

Happy Thanksgiving
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TOUCHE ROSS & CO

Presents

"CAREER OPPORTUNITIES

IN

PUBLIC ACCOUNTING"

Monday, November 29, 1982

The Log
7:00 p.m.

Touche Ross & Co. is an international public accounting firm

with offices in most cities throughout the United States and the

Free World. Our general practice includes services in accounting

and auditing, management consulting, and taxation.

On Monday, November 29, 1982, we will be hosting an evening

presentation on campus at The Log beginning at 7:00 p.m. This

presentation will offer an introduction to both Touche Ross & Co.

and the New York University Master of Science in Accounting

Program. All liberal arts students who are interested in a career in

business and in the possibility of joining Touche Ross & Co. in

conjunction with the New York University Master of Science in

Accounting Program are cordially invited to attend.

Alan Kramer, Director of Recruiting for the New York Office of

Touche Ross & Co., will be conducting the presentation, and will

be joined by Larma Langlois, '82.

We look forward to meeting you on November 29th.

#

Toudie Ross & Co.

An equal opportunity employer, M/F
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LETTERS
Continued from Page 2

She states that "In any com-
munity, It Is the role of the

minority to adapt to a system
placed for and by the majority."
This Is false. It Is not the duty or
"role" of the minority to adapt
to the "system" to any extent

greater than that necessary to

Insure the continuation of that

system. Rather, It Is the proper
function of this system of ours to

protect the minorities' freedom
of Individuality. I suggest that

Ms. Elahl's worry that the Issue

of Jewish studies be handled "In

a manner InhostUe to all" at the

very least reflects a grave mis-

understanding of our American
system.
At the campus level. It is not

at all special privileges for

a minority that I advocate. If

sufficient Interest Is shown for

any particular field of study

then the administration should

consider the addition of courses

in that field. Offending another

minority is thus not an issue

because all have the right of

petition.

If Ms. Elahl finds the prospect

of expanded Jewish studies an
act of hostility then I question her

Intellectual openmindedness
and absence of cultural self-

centeredness. If she's not inter-

ested in Jewish studies then she

doesn't have to enroll in them.

I'm not arguing for or against

Jewish studies as a separate

department or sub-department.

But surely, expanding Jewish
studies, in whatever form, is not

hostile or offensive to any
liberal-minded person. At the

same time other needs, equally

valid, must be met. One interest

Is not exclusive of another; we
agree on that.

I find particularly offensive

her statement that a Jewish stu-

dies major "might Isolate Jew-
ish students as they would find a
commodious community to take

shelter and ignore any possible

anti-Semitism." She condemns
a commodious (comfortable,

serviceable) Jewish commun-
ity? Really? If anti-Semitism is

around, and it is, then the best

thing for Jews is the tangible

support of our fellow Jews.
Surely we Jews at Williams
(and for the most part America
at large) are not an overly intro-

verted community. To the con-

trary, we are a very well

integrated community, l)etter

assimilated than many. Some-

times our assimilation is too
successful (in more ways than
one) for the liking of a few. A
damned-lf-you-do, damned-lf-
you-don't mentality is common
in the minds of Jews and non-
Jews alike. Jews are often
forced to choose in many subtle
ways between their Jewish her-

itage and American assimila-
tion. It is a choice that, for the
most part, we should not have to

make; for the modern Jew they
can coexist, generally without
conflict.

America's melting pot should
not produce a bland homoge-
neity; contrarlly, diversity Is

our common strength. I support
all minorities' (and we are all

minorities) explorations into

their cultures and history. Ms.
Elahl would say she concurs.
But Ms. Elahl speaks from a
misunderstanding of the signifi-

cance of plurality and I suspect
from a cultural bias that she
condemns In others.

Let's get our priorities
straight.

David Levy '85

P.S. Please, let's not make
this the campus issue of 1982-83!

Appalled
To the editor:

I would like to comment on

Maryam Elahl's article "Jud-

aic Studies only partial solu-

tion" in the November 16th

issue of the Record.

I do not believe that a Middle
Eastern area studies concen-

tration is the proper place for

Judaic studies. While Judaism
was born in the Middle East and
developed much of its laws and
traditions in that area, and has

now experienced a return to the

land, there has been an
immense wealth of Jewish cul-

ture that was a product of the

Diaspora. To place all Judaic

Studies under the umbrella of

the Middle East would neces-

sarily disavow the significance

of European and Asian Jewry,

as well as the later contribu-

tions to Judaism from the West.

When Judaism is a culture as

well as a religion (an opinion

that most modern Jews hold),

then providing a Judaic Studies

major can be no more discrimi-

natory than—Forgive me— an

Afro-American Studies major.

And yes, in this perspective,

Judaic studies "cannot be stu-

died outside of Its historical . .

.

context," but surely, one does

not need the Justification of

Arab-Israeli conflict to study

Judaism, as Ms. Elahl implies!

I am appalled that the Reli-

gion Department has not seen

fit to offer Jewish studies taught

by someone trained In the field.

With all due respect, Prof.

Petersen is a New-Testament
scholar (he teaches The Jewish

Bible/Old Testament; and
Moses, Jesus, and Muham-
mad—two courses cross-

Our latest count is 1 35 calendars—
there ought to be one to catch

your fancy 1
en2i$
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referenced for students
interested In Jewish studies)

and Prof. Katz Is an Eastern

Religions scholar (he has been

asked to "fill in" with some
"Jewish" courses—Contem-
porary Jewish Thought; and
Anti-Semitism, Misogyny, and
Racism— also both cross-

referenced for Jewish Studies).

But why are there no single

courses about the Jewish reli-

gion that require a semester's

time of study? Most other major

and not-so-major religions are

taught this way. And may I here

clarify that Prof. Berk, whom
Ms. Elahl mentioned twice in

her article, is not a Williams

professor; in fact, he will not

even be on the Williams Campus
until next fall, and then only for

a semester, teaching a course

that, I feel, should have been

Instituted as a part of the His-

tory Department curriculum

years ago.

Several times I have heard

the sentiment "Why offer Jew-

ish courses if the Jews don't

take them?" This query angers

me. Should Russian Cultural

History be offered only if stu-

dents of Russian descent are

willing to enroll in the course?

Or the Female Body of Imagina-

tion (Eng. 377) be open only to

female students? What kind of

education would we then be

offering? I propose that a

serious, in-depth Judaic Studies

program is deserving of Willi-

ams—and anv other educational

institution with which we like to

compare ourselves— in and of

itself. Ignorance breeds misun-

derstanding or dislike of the

unknown, and that perpetuates

bigotry. Without a serious Jud-

aic Studies program, there can

be no real solution to Anti-

Semitism as it is felt by the Jew-

ish population at Williams.

I would like to conclude that,

although I disagree that Judaic

Studies should be included

within a Middle Eastern area

studies major, I do agree with

Ms. Elahl that "more attention

(should be) focused on the

region as a whole" and that a

Middle Eastern major has

potential for success here. But

please don't push Judaism in

with it.

Susan Rosenzweig '85

Forgive me, Father,

for I have sinned.
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Water polo drowns competition
by Ken Irvine

The men's water-polo team has completed its

most successful season ever, culminating in a

second-place finish at the Division II Eastern

championships.
The Ephmen, led by senior tri-captains Bren-

dan Kiernan, Jeff Mook and Mark Weeks, also

won the Division II New England championships

for the first time. Williams entered their first

Eastern Championships seeded fourth out of the

eight teams invited. At the Easterns, Williams

faced its stiffest competition of the year, but rose

to the challenge in three tough games.

Early victories

In the first game, Williams prevailed over St.

Francis College of Brooklyn, the host team, by a

score of 12-10. The Ephmen then faced the defend-

ing champions, top-seeded Kenyon. In a close

game, Williams upset rival Kenyon 10-7.

This victory put Williams in the final against

Army. Army is actually a Division I school, but

they were allowed to compete because of their

poor season in Division I.

Last-second loss

The game was a close one that could have gone
either way—with two minutes left the score was
tied at ten. However, Army quickly scored three

times to defeat the Ephs 13-10.

A key factor in Williams' loss was their numer-
ous personal fouls—they had 15 to the Cadets'

three. Mook and Rob Bowman '83 each had six

goals in the tournament; other top scorers were
Will Andrew '88 with five goals and Jeff Mills "84

and Weeks with four apiece. Mook, Bowman,
Andrew and Kiernan were all selected to the All-

Eastern second team.

New England Champs
In the New Englands, which were held at M.I.T.,

Williams overpowered opponents Trinity. Boston

University, and lona; faltering only in the second

game when they allowed B.U. to come within one

goal, defeating them 11-10. In the final game, how-
ever, Williams played good solid water-polo,

trouncing top-seeded lona 20-13.

Mook was named the Most Valuable Player of

the tournament. Mook, Weeks and Kiernan also

made the All-New England team; Mills and An-
drew made the second team.

Win next year

A tough, tight defense, backed up by goalie

Kiernan, has been a key factor in the Ephs' victo-

ries throughout the season.

The team will be graduating four starters-
Bowman, Kiernan, Mook, and Weeks—and while

they will be missed (at least in the water), the

Ephmen's depth should enable them to put

together another excellent team next year, when
they plan to win the Easterns.

Coach Curt Tong might be giving the basketball team Spanish iessons in

Lasell Gym in preparation for the team's trip to Cuba over Winter Study.

Hoopsters go to Cuba

Hobbled skaters ice alums
by Dave Woodwortti

The men's varsity hockey
team closed out its preseason
with an overwhelming 15-3

romp over the alumni squad at

Lansing-Chapman rink on
Saturday.

The contest was not quite as

lopsided as the score would indi-

cate, since the varsity got most
of Its goals in bunches near the

end of the periods, when the not-

as-well-conditioned grads were
worn down.

In action earlier this week,
the Ephs split a scrimmage with
Dartmouth, winning the first

half by a 7-5 margin and drop-

ping the second, 6-0. Dartmouth
combined its varsity and JV

teams for the scrimmage. Brian

Rutledge '85 had three goals and
frosh Joe Sciacca added two in

pacing Williams to the first-half

triumph. Goalie Dan Finn '84

made 38 saves in an impressive

performance.
The scrimmage took its toll,

however, as the Eph skaters

ended up looking like a

M'A'S'H* unit. Greg Pachus
'84 and Peter Dombrowski '85

were sidelined by severe char-

leyhorses and sophomore Mike
Uretsky suffered a badly
strained shoulder.

Injuries lead to loss

Coach Bill McCormick felt

that these injuries contributed

to the second-half loss. "I don't

The Purple Pub
Bank Street
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—Checking ID's and some stoclting

For more information

ask at The Pub after 11 a.m.
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77ii.« ucck's recipient is senior Jeff Mook, uho
led the unler poltt team to wronW place in the
Eastern championships and was the Ml I' of the
\ew England championships, which the Eph-
men won. Jeff, this Hud's f<>r \<nt.

like to make excuses," said

McCormick, "but the injuries

certainly didn't help us."

He hoped to have a com-
pletely healthy group for the

season opener against R.I.T. in

the Williams Invitational next

weekend, but these hopes were
dashed when Sciacca dislocated

his shoulder in practice this

week.

The Ephs will still be deep, as
14 lettermen return from last

year's team, led by senior co-

captains Bob Brownell and Sam
Flood. There will be some new
faces as well, as six freshmen
will see varsity action.

New uniforms
Williams will also have a new

look in terms of uniforms, going
to the "sweatpants" style popu-

larized by the Philadelphia Fly-

ers instead of the more
traditional knee-length shorts.

Reaction to the new uniforms
on the part of the players was
varied. "I really like them,"
said Jeff Potter "85. "The pads
don't slip around so much, so

there's less chance of getting

injured." However, other play-

ers voiced disapproval, saying
they looked funny.

McCormicli optimistic
McCormick was optimistic

about his team's prospects for

the season. "The first part will

be tough, as non-NESCAC
schools like R.I.T. have a two-
week head start on us in terms
of both practice and games. It

will place a burden on us, but

we're aware of it and hopefully

can work hard enough to over-

come it. Once we get a few
games under our belts, we
should be all right."

by John Clayton

Varsity basketball players
are looking forward to more
than the opening of the season
next week—the team will be tra-

velling to Cuba to play three
games over the New Year.
The trip will be part of a spe-

cial group "99" for the players,

led by Political Science Profes-

sor Carlos Egan.
The team, optimistic coming

off a 12-10 season last year, will

probably be without star center
Steve O'Day for the entire sea-

son, due to a busted ankle.

Burden of leadership

Without O'Day, the burden of
leadership will fall heavily on
fellow captain Scott Oleson.
"With Steve gone," said Coach
Curt Tong, "we'll have to rely a
lot more on Scooter (Oleson).
He will have to score more,
rebound more, and we will rely
on him defensively."

O'Day, however, is not the
only hobbled hoopster. Junior
Art Pidoriano, the team's big-

scoring guard, has had only two
full practices all fall due to knee
problems.
"Artie has had problems all

fall," said Tong, "and we just

have to give him time to get over
the injury. He should be ready
for Hamilton (the Ephmen's
first game, away on December
first), although he will not be
fully effective."

Cuba trip

The team will leave for Cuba
on December 27, returning Jan-
uary 7 for a game the next day.
They will play three exhibition
games against Cuban teams
while there.

No scrimmages

The team will know little

about game situations until the

Hamilton game because they

Booters break records

ikAtiA^tfoui

Despite losing their last two
games to Amherst, the soccer

team had a remarkable record-

breaking season.

With a record of 10-5-1, the

team broke the all-time Willi-

ams record for wins in a season.

Senior Jeff Sutton, the team's
leading scorer with eight goals

and six assists, tied the record
for points in a season with 14.

(ioalie Ted Murphy, who
started eleven of the team's six-

teen games before a severe
Charley horse forced him out of

the Amherst contests, just

missed the record for shutouts.

Murphy had five; the record is

six.

have no scrimmages this year.
The New England Small College
Athletic Conference (NESCAC)
only allows 24 games per sea-

son. With 21 regular season
games and three in Cuba, the
Ephs have no room left for

scrimmages.

Tong is returning from a one-
year sabbatical in Japan, tak-

ing over the team coached by
Athletic Director Bob Peck last

year. This year. Peck will be an
assistant coach along with Erv
Chambliss, who will coach the

junior varsity team.

Williams went 12-10 last year,
tying with Wesleyan for second
in the Little Three. However,
their season included some big

games, including back-to-back
victories over Clark and Tufts
when those teams were ranked
tops in New England.

The team lost two starters-

captains Al Lewis and Jeff

Fasulo—from that team, as Ole-

son, O'Day and Pidoriano are

the returning starters.

Who'll play where?

With O'Day gone, Tong will

probably switch Oleson to cen-

ter (at 6'4'
'

, Oleson played some
center his sophomore year).

That leaves two forward spots

to be filled. Leading candidates

for these positions are seniors

Andy Goodwin and John Orms-
bee, juniors John McNicholas
and Dave Krupski, and sopho-

more Tim Rives.

With Pidoriano at shooting

guard, junior Ed Schmidt and
sophomore Pete Griffith should

battle for the starting point

guard position. Both are
extremely quick and talented;

Schmidt has more experience
while Griffith has explosive nat-

ural talent.

Two freshmen are playing

varsity this year—forward
Mike Meadowes and guard Tim
Walsh. "We know they're tal-

ented enough to be practicing
with us," said Tong. "We don't
know how they'll do in game
situations, and won't until the
season starts."
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Figures indicate average numbers of bacterial colonies discovered in

tests of at least four utensils. State law requires counts of less than 100
colonies per utensil. Where two figures are given, the first is for the Oct.
9 test, the second for the Oct. 16 test. The two Greylock lines were tested
separately only on Oct. 16.

Four get tenure, three denied
Last week's tenure decisions

by tlie Committee on Appoint-

ments and Promotions resulted

in four positive and three nega-

tive recommendations. The
CAP will officially announce its

decisions in January, when the

the Art department and Rober-
ton Williams of the Economics
department. There were no
women among this year's
candidates.

Tenure status was apporti-

oned primarily to faculty in

trustees cast the deciding vote, those departments with fewer

"No hazard"

The trustees usually approve

CAP recommendations auto-

matically.

Recommended for tenure

were Kim Bruce of the Mathe-

matics department, Edward

tenured members. The art

department has five tenured

faculty, but only one of these

teaches studio art, as does
Epping. Stewart teaches art his-

tory. Other newly tenured facul-

Epping of the Art department, ty's departments all had four or

Dining halls fail

Four out of five campus din-

ing halls failed sanitary tests on
October 9 and 16, according to

Williamstown Health Depart-
ment reports. Tests for contam-
ination revealed that some
utensils contained 600 times the

maximum number of bacterial

colonies allowed by state law.

Greatest contamination was
found at Driscoll and Greylock
dining halls, while Mission Park
passed and Dodd House had sev-

eral minor infractions, accord-

ing to the October 9 report. Both

the north and south lines of Bax-

ter, tested October 16. failed as

well.

According to Health Depart-

ment Commissioner Michael

Muzyka, samples were taken
from each kitchen and analyzed
in the Health Department's lab.

Results indicate an average
bacterial count from at least

four samples for each utensil.

In response to these reports,

Food Service Director James
Hodgkins stated, "I don't think

people should be alarmed. This
is in no way a health hazard."
He went on to say that the bacte-
ria were "not harmful."

Muzyka agreed, saying that

although the results indicated

disease could be transferred

easily, "we haven't had any epi-

demics and the situation is now
under control."

The primary cause of the con-

tamination, according to Muz-
yka, was that dishwasher
temperatures were not
"exceedingly high." He
explained that a "sanitizing

temperature" of at least 180

degrees fahrenheit is necessary

to insure cleanliness. The Col-

lege Food Service, he noted, had
just changed to a new heating

system and conversion may
have caused temporary
difficulties.

Hodgkins explained that all

problems with sanitary control

have been corrected. He pointed

to a faulty gauge as the cause of

problems at Driscoll, and stated

that at all dining halls, "The
margin of safety is great." He
went on to say, "Inspections are

a help to us" because they help

"maintain safety."

A new inspection has just

recently taken place, according
to Muzyka, and results have not

yet been tabulated.

assistant Sociology professor G.

Robert Jackall and Markes
Johnson of the Geology
department.
Not tenured were assistant

Political Science professor

David Colby, Patrick Stewart of

fewer tenured professors;
departments witli a greater

number added no new
members.

No connment
Most of the candidates had no

comment. Williams, however,
bluntly said of the decision con-

cerning his own career, "I don't

like it." Williams said the Col-

lege's emphasis on three
criteria—teaching, research
and community activities—was
"wrong," noting that he had
"spent more time on teaching
than research, which is approp-
riate to a place like Williams."
The economist said his research
in housing, welfare, and health

was "not up to their (the Col-

lege's] standards."

Williams also said that the

school places emphasis on all

three criteria— "it's not enough
to be extraordinary in one." As
a result, he felt, "you get some
professors who are not extraor-

dinary anywhere."

New OCC head to broaden options
by Lucy Lytle

A two month nation-wide

search for a new director for the

Office of Career Counseling

ended this week when Fatma
Kassamali was appointed to the

position. Kassamali, whose aim
is "to meet the needs of a wider

range and variety of students"

by promoting non-traditional

programs as well as those which
recruit for business, was

departure last October, at

which point she was named act-

ing director until a permanent
director could be found.

Kassamali hopes to use her

new position "to promote the

philosophy of a liberal arts edu-

cation. Students should enjoy a

liberal arts college to the fullest

without feeling any anxiety

about their future careers."

Accordingly, career counseling

selected by a student-faculty ^^^^ concentrate primarily on

Men's world

found boring
by Christian K. Hewlett

Radical feminist/theologian Mary Daly

called upon women to break free from what

she called the male-dominated "sado-society"

and to find the courage to "name theenemy"—
men—through a sense of collective moral out-

rage at the atrocities which she said have been

committed against women.
Daly, an associate professor at Boston Col-

lege and author of Gyn/Ecology, addressed a

standing-room-only crowd in Thompson
Chapel Thursday night. Although her words

were aimed specifically at women, especially

those familiar with her writings, the crowd

was a fairly even mix of men and women.
Daly, however, refused to answer any ques-

tions from men, as is her custom.

We are living in ' 'a period of extreme danger

for women," Daly warned. "Women are Impri-

soned in the 'touchable' caste," and are

touched by rape, battering, gynecology, sex-

ual abuse, seductive romance, religion, and

"all the 'ologies' of patriarchies."

Continued on Page 8

committee appointed by Presi-

dent of the College John
Chandler.
Judith Allen, Assistant to the

President for Affirmative
Action and Government Rela-

tions, chaired the committee,

which considered over two
hundred applications before

making its final decision. Allen

described Kassamali as "uni-

quely qualified for the position

in terms of knowing Williams

College and the college com-
munity as well as the Office of

Career Counseling and its oper-

ations." Kassamali was the

assistant director of the OCC
prior to Barbara-Jan Wilson's

juniors and seniors while fresh-

men and sophomores will

receive advice on internships

and summer job opportunities.

In an effort to increase the

number of opportunities availa-

ble to students, Kassamali
intends to invite to Williams
various representatives of pro-

grams that "are not 'tradi-

tional' careers for Williams

students—such as organic
farming, graphic artistry,

movie editing, and adver-
tising."

OCC ready for anything

The importance of a career
counseling service, particularly

at a liberal arts college like Wil-

liams, was stressed both by
Kassamali and search commit-
tee members. Allen spoke of the

"enormous contribution" of the

OCC, adding that it takes on a
greater significance "as stu-

dents become more concerned
about their futures in these diffi-

cult economic times and they
feel pressure from their parents
to think about what they will be
doing after college."

Kassamali stressed that the

major function of the OCC "is to

counsel students and prepare
them to pursue endeavors of

interest. The job placement
part is only one of the compo-
nents of the OCC. " She cited the

Extern Shadow Program,
"counselors who are well-

equipped to counsel at any
level," a "resource library that

has anything and everything
that we can think of for career
orientation," and strong alumni
support and participation as
particular strengths of the
career counseling program at

Williams.

Continued on Page 9

Editors resign in disgrace

Feminist theologian Mary Daly stunned a packed
Thompson Chapel with her eeparatltt viewt Thursday
night. (Farley)

Record editors Steve Spears
and Rich Henderson resigned
their positions last Sunday in a
desperate attempt to redeem
the Record's honor over the fall

"term paper ad" scandal. Man-
aging editor Bob Buckner fol-

lowed their example, claiming
that "There is no way we can
redeem ourselves, but perhaps
we can save the newspaper."

Just kidding.

Since this was the annual
transition week anyway, the

three editors were prepared to

announce the promotions of jun-

iors Dan Keating and Jon Tigar
to Co-Editors-in-chief. Junior
Sara Ferris and sophomore
Michael Govan will become
managing editors when the pro-

motions take effect in January.
Keating started at the Record

during his freshman year,
working as a sports writer and
layout assistant. He became
Assistant Sports Editor the fol-

lowing semester. Most recently

Keating served as Op-Ed editor.

Tigar began his freshman
year writing for the Record
news department. In his second
semester he became assistant

news editor. Tigar worked for

one semester as Outlook editor

before assuming the job of co-

news editor at the beginning of

this year.

"Dan has a wide range of tal-

ents and wonderful rapport with

the staff," said Henderson.
"And he's bigger than us,"

added Spears'.

"Jon is a fine journalist with a
good sense for community rela-

tions," said Spears. "But basi-

cally we hope that he'll have the

staff dancing to weird noise and
wearing feather earrings by the

spring." explained Henderson.
Managing editor P'erris also

began with the Record in her
freshman year, working her

Continued on Page 9
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BillsviUe by L. Rockivood

The Williams Record

A New Look for

Baxter Hall

The inefficient, mostly underutilized but partially over-

crowded maze we know as Baxter Hall has been the subject

of Gargoyle scrutiny this fall. On Thursday the group will

present several recommendations for minor and long-term

renovations that can make Baxter a true student union and
center for freshman activities. The Record endorses these

suggestions; we present some of the best ideas:

• freeing the crowded mailroom spaces by tearing

down the walls on either side of the main doorway. Further
space can be gained now by moving the Outing Club rooms
to Hardy House, or in the future by installing the W.O.C. in

the expanded gym.

• turning the ugly, underused basement into a large
lounge for freshmen. A redecorated Rathskellar/Poolroom
space would be ideal for parties. Right in the middle of

campus and would not disturb anyone. The Baxter piano,

annoying upstairs, could be an asset downstairs; some of

the pool tables could be moved to upperclass dorms.

• the huge Pottery Studio would serve the campus
much better as desperately needed additional food storage
space. Jim Hodgkins reports that Food Service could turn
more storage space into significant savings on bulk orders.

• There is a small room between the North doors and
the lounge. A xerox machine or two should be installed

there.
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LETTERS
Thanks Grow up

To the editor:

I am a prisoner in Ohio's penal system.

Some time ago, I wrote to you asking that

my letter be printed in your newspaper
and that if there was anyone who would
like to correspond with me (offering

advice, friendship, or just a few words of

encouragement), I would appreciate It

very much!
This brief letter is just to thank you for

printing my letter and to give a sp>ecial

thanks to those who took the time to write

to me!
Rudy Walker #166951

Chillocothe Correctional Institution

ChiUocothe, Ohio

Apology
To the editor:

In November 16's Record, Sharon
Cohen '83 pointed out that I had referred

to sexual harassment as a non-issue. My
statement was a misstatement. Neither I

nor the Garfield Republican Club nor the

Republican Party believes that sexual

harassment is a non issue. Rather, all

three believe that real sexual harass-

ment constitutes a threat to both women
and men and should be dealt with accord-
ingly. I agree with Miss Cohen that my
statement seemed insensitive. I apolog-

ize for that statement as I realize that it

does not represent my own views or

those of my club or those of my party.

Further, I have reread the article in

which I was quoted on The Draft Coun-
selling Center, and change my reaction
to the Center to "No Comment."

B. Daniel Blatt

To the editor:

I was interested to read about the Stu-
dent editorial, "Our Note to Alumni:
Grow Up or Stay Home," as carried on
the AP newswire.
As a Williams graduate, I noticed

another Interesting episode at The Game
on November 13.

A contingent of Amherst students was
sitting on the Williams side of the field at

the game. At half-time the Williams
band, as part of its program, moved in

front of those Amherst students, to play.

The band was greeted with a varied

assortment of cans, bottles and other

items.

The Amherst alumni must have been
watching.

Norman S. Wood '50

Eds. \ote: This is a copy <>/ a Ivtler sent to

the Amherst Student.
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The
missionary

mentality
by Craig Venable '84

Williams college students suffer the
grand illusion that this campus is an
asylum or a safe enclave within a

larger confused and decomposing
society offering temporary shelter

against the pressures of life in a harsh
world hence on this campus the
problems of this deteriorating society

are casually dismissed as
inconsequential or not pertinent to the
task at hand which ironically is the

preparation of oneself to enter into and
subsist within this confused and self-

destructive civilization students here
express sheer apathy toward any
number of issues that reveal the
perverse and self-destructive nature of

this society racism: the destructive

potential of ethnocentrism has been
and is being realized in the deaths of

blacks whites native americans
hispanics jews arabs Indians in the

americas europe africa Japan china . .

.

(the lists only increase) militarism:

warfare is without honor and void of

any purpose beyond continued

economic suppression yet many
continue to claim that "wars of

principle" are justifiable nuclear

holocaust: the u.s. has enough nuclear

tonnage to destroy the world

repeatedly—as if once were not

enough—yet few people seriously

question the programs of leaders who
show enthusiasm over "first-strike

capability" sexism: more than half the
world's population by virtue of l)eing

without penis is cross-culturally

summarily subjugated and at best we
claim that this is not the case with our
mothers and sisters—they are

obviously happy in their "roles"

maybe many students here are simply
unaware of these problems and
perceive wlUiams as an extension of a
well ordered society this type of

ignorance is i hope not pervasive this

college is neither a product of a well-

organized society nor some freak oasis

in a desert yet how genuinely shocked
we are when "reality invades

Williams" we rush to repair the

barriers there are no barriers the

problems that inflict the world are the

very problems from which this

community suffers

cultural intolerance is a central

weakness of this institution and
western culture cultural imperialism is

the unique mark of european
civilization like most institutions which
disseminate western values Williams

exhibits intolerance of non-traditional

cultural patterns (odd that i should

even use the term "non-traditional"

since tradition as a cultural legal or

philosophical legitimizer applies to

practices that have the tenure of time

it is true that most of the world's

oppressed cultures predate the birth

and expansion of european cultures) in

this country for example the native

amerlcan culture is perceived as a

"non-traditional" amerlcan culture

this is absurd the sioux the Iroquois the

ojibwa the arapaho and other

indigenous peoples predate any
european people's settlement of the

"new world" yet today to most

"americans" the indigenous citizen is

a non-entity or at best a symbol of

"how the west was won" (briefly a

word about native amerlcan peoples

and south afrlcan apartheid: when 1

learned that the original peoples of this

land were not "granted" citizenship

until 1924 June 5th i was no longer

bewildered by this nation's hesitance

in condemning the republic of south

africa for its inhumane treatment of

that land's original peoples but after

all is it not the privilege—the duty—of
the conquering invader to erase the

culture of the indigenous population

and to exclude them from the best of

their lands and to civilize them in the

ways of the divine father and
whenever possible to use them as one
uses oxen or machinery is it not after

all the will of god:

when you draw near a city to fight

against it offer terms of peace to

it and if its answer to you is peace
and it opens to you then all the

people who are found in it shall do
forced labor for you and shall serve

you —deuteronomy the fifth book
of moses and his god

)

the unique reward of the victor—
beyond the pleasure of destruction—is

the right to record and represent the

conquest (and all else past and
present) to the world and posterity the
telling of his/story is the privilege of

the successful invader by establishing

his version of what occurs he defines

what is and determines what is

properly "real" or really proper any
account of history then is never
subjective but is rather an argument
aimed at substantiating and
legitimizing the values and
Weltanschauung of the author-culture

in this sense standard forms of

communication can become tools of

oppression or weapons aimed at the

continued subjugation of the

"underclasses" those who own a

nation's press and camera exercise

their ability to define good and evil or

determine what is/is not the thing to

be at this time millions are poor and
unemployed across the u.s. alone while

the nation's media insists that "real"

americans spend huge sums of money
on health clubs exotic vacations and
expensive attire "real" americans
have good teeth good looks and a

toyota and are happily employed by
corporate big brother if not then they

are at least in the process of acquiring

this proper identity the vehicles of

communication convey nothing or little

more than cliche misrepresentations of

the woman the poor the handicapped
the elderly the hispanic the black—

a

non-white non-male non-middle-

incomed oppressed many in the u.s.

alone a majority the world over

such a narrow definition he may seek
definition in what he is not and never
can be white or male or rich or young
or ambulatory such a victim of

cultural imperialism—with the eager
assistance of an intolerant and
xenophobic society—constructs an
Image/inary prison unfortunately this

imaginary prison is real In its

frustration and its prisoner suffers as a
person behind real bars suffers

excluded from what she has accepted
as the true means of self-affirmation

the cultural imperialism of western
society then maintains the hegemony
of a narrowly defined standard
vulnerable from all sides those whom
this standard is unable to incorporate

are regarded as non-entities or when
this is not possible the imperialist

culture misrepresents those it cannot
ignore by portraying them as inferior

deviants from the image that is

established as the norm she who
stands beyond the imperialist model
may adopt this perversion of herself

and Incorporate this projection of

herself as Inferior Into her self-

perception not realizing that the divine

norm of the imperialist overlord is an
illusion instead of rejecting the lunacy
of this illusion and its author the

person beyond the narrow cultural

standard may reject those qualities

that place him t>eyond the reach of

europe has raped the rest of the

world and has made many peoples
prisoners of this false consciousness

the european stormed onto every part
of the globe on a mission from god
purifying the world for the heavenly
father and rewarding himself with the

wealth of other cultures as payment
for his divine service the rest of the

world has paid much to receive one
culture's definition of existence those

who travel beyond european states

discover that the european media
Industry has polluted the world with

false Images of how americans or

people in other european cultures live

one is amazed to find people who
purchase coke rather than clothing or
cigarettes Instead of food for their

children but then coke Is it or so the ad
goes and if you want to be real like

americans are real and "normal" you
must do the real thing and drink coke
european advertising Is a real weapon
of oppression and murder as long as

nestle continues to advertise In so

called third world nations that real

european mothers no longer breast
feed their newborn as nature Intended
but suck their Infants on expensive
artificial substitute for mother's milk
this ad campaign leads to the murder
of Infants whose mothers are not

Informed that In the "real" world—
where most mothers breast feed
Infants anyway—the bottles are
carefully sterilized to prevent death
and disease Image Inary prisons cause
real deprivation and death these

mothers are led to believe that their

children will not be healthy unless they

reject practices that their cultures

have employed and validated for the

alleged practices of "normal" proper
that Is european people although the

cost of feeding one baby In this manner
exceeds the families' yearly Income
enough mothers are prisoners of this

false consciousness that nestle Is still

able to profit from their frustration

Williams is not beyond cultural

imperialism there are afro-amerlcan
women's Jewish and area studies but

these represent a very limited

commitment to venturing beyond
western standards although knowledge
of other cultures Is available and
although other cultures are beginning
to assert themselves globally wlUlams
and most other Institutions In the west
maintain the illusion that european
cultures are of supreme pertinence to

students while encouraging students to

take risks and adventure into a variety

of fields Williams offers only token
opportunities for students to venture
into a variety of cultures this

institution as a tool of cultural

Imperialism refuses to disturb the

hegemony of an Illusory european
"norm" like wise the curriculum does
not concern itself with issues of

homosexuality or poverty or aging in a
modern society nor does the

curriculum address the concerns of the

handicapped citizen I'm afraid that a

few ramps and elevators will not

suffice the poor the elderly the

handicapped are non-entities It

appears or at best they exist only

substandardly and therefore they are

non-essential.

Williams then is no safety zone into

which "reality" refuses to intrude

Williams Is merely an extension of an
intolerant community students here
are not allowed to withdraw briefly

from the pressures of this society

rather we are subjected to an Intensive

crash course on the supremacy of

"traditional" european standards the

curriculum perpetuates cultural

standards that Insist that all important
art Is of european origin that all

Important writers use european forms
and symbols that all viable economic
structures are encompassed within
european theories and that the correct

political philosophers were european
men students here are showered with

these Illusions which for most students
simply strengthen an Illusory self-

worth unfortunately for those of us who
stand beyond such a narrow definition

of worth this shower of Illusions Is a
perpetuation of prejudice that Is either

a continual source of frustration or
worse an affirmation of the false

consciousness prison we have
constructed for ourselves we are
oriented to believe that we must
always he Inferior distortions.

I
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Looking for trouble— the wrong place
by Daniel F. Tritter 54

Recently a classmate of mine, whose
son recently graduated from Williams,
and not incidentally is Jewish, as am I,

passed along a copy of Stuart VVein

steins disturbing "J'accuse" on anti-

semitism at Williams. Because I have
been both Jewish and a member of the

Williams community, past and present,

a few seasons longer than Mr. Weinstein,

I thought my views might offer him and
your readers a measure of perspective.

ITEM: 1 am reminded of the bland White
House incumbent of my era at Williams,

one D.D. Eisenhower, whose pious hope
was that prejudice would only be cured
in the hearts and minds of . . . you name
'em. I submit to Mr. Weinstein that anti-

semitism has been pandemic for more
years than he and I have been on this

globe, and that no cosmetic appointment
from above of a spiritual advisor will

alter the face of bigotry within individu-

als who are its practitioners.

ITEM: Jews have distinguished them-
selves at Williams and beyond through-

out this century and before, and the

earliest name that comes to mind with-

out research is that of the revered Her-
bert Lehman (Williams '99) who
ornamented American public life both as

Governor of and Senator from New
York. I can immediately think of three

major Williams facilities donated by and
named for Jews. At no time did they or

their friends suggest that their love for

the College was weakened by some
imagined or real antisemitism present
there.

ITEM: The organization which Mr.

Weinstein heads did not exist during my
four years at Williams, though well over
fifty of my classmates were identifiably

Jews. The hated fraternity system,
which did not include any Jewish houses,

managed to include Jewish students at

nearly all its units, which does no partic-

ular honor to the system, but rather to

the general Williams community. Per-

haps speaking most pointedly to the

sense of belonging that began at Willi-

ams and has continued over the years is

the fact that among the classes I have
known best (1950-1957) Jews have con-

sistently held class offices in dispropor-

tionate numbers to their population as

Williams graduates, or even non-

graduates, not excluding membership
on the Board of Trustees and. in particu

lar. indulging one of the most popular

Alumni Fund Chairmen in Williams his-

tory. Most of the people of whom I speak

did not have the benefit of a Williams

College Jewish Association, a kosher kit-

chen, a resident chaplain or a major in

Judaic Studies, nor did it enter their

minds that such addenda to the educa-

tional foundation of one of America's
great institutions was a sine qua non to

the catalogue do not lessen the impact of

Williams on American education; th(\v

merely say that Williams is a particular

kind of quality institution, limited in

resources and goals. I recently spent

three years in one of four New York uni

versities that offer Judaic Studies. Is it

the duty of Williams to duplicate their

catalogues? And at what cost?

ITEM: I am at a loss to understand the

contention of Mr. Weinstein that Willi-

ams cannot be considered to be commit-
ted to the communal needs of its Jewish

We are informed that any failure to comply
with the Weinstein laundry list of remedies . .

will subject Williams to the dustbin of history.

their existence as Williams students or
as Jews.

ITEM: I have not consulted with Phil

Smith on the admissions issue that Mr.
Weinstein raises. I am happy that he
does not allege any sort of quota system,
since I have been trying to dissipate that

fiction among ignorant friends and non-

friends for years. If a Jewish secondary
student applies to Williams, is admitted,
but chooses to go elsewhere, is this an
indictment of Williams, or a symptom of

his (or her) malaise in not having known
what he (or she) wanted in the first

place? That one out of five figure, incid-

entally, is one that I, frankly, do not

accept, unless Mr. Weinstein has access
to figures that are not normally availa-

ble to the public.

ITEM: The admissions imbroglio raises

another question that is much more ger-

mane to the Weinstein thesis. What kind
of school did he envision when he app-
lied? The catalogue and other literature

are available to anyone who makes
inquiry. Williams has been and remains
a small liberal arts college, not an educa-
tional supermarket with courses availa-

ble to suit every taste in disciplines.

Engineering and business administra-
tion majors are not available. A host of

other subjects are not available, such as

Arabic, physical education administra-
tion and communications. These gaps in

?
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students unless or until it has specifically

budgeted for sundry items that he con-

siders essential. I venture to guess that

not every Jewish student is experiencing
a diaspora within a diaspora by the

absence of a rabbi from the College pay-
roll, from the lack of a Judaic Studies
department, or from the failure to meet
specific dietary needs. The latter, by the

way. is a condition Mr. Weinstein may
find duplicated in about 99' < of the col-

leges and universities of the world; what
led him to expect Williams to be in the

vanguard in fulfilling this need of a

minority?

ITEM: I discern a refreshing change
from the agenda of Mr. Weinstein from
some previous ideas brought to the Col-

lege. These, at least, do not come in the

form of non-negotiable demands. What
seems to me dismaying is a failure to

appreciate that in an imperfect world,

where even idealism has a pricetag, Wil-

liams performs a mission that is badly

needed and splendidly fulfilled. To con-

demn the College in rhetoric that sheds

all heat and no light for what it has not

attempted and could not hope to fulfill

may serve inflammatory journalistic

ends, but it creates an issue that is merit-

less in fact.

The President of Williams, whose theo-

logical background is more complete
than that of his opposite numbers else-

where, must be relieved to learn that Mr.
Weinstein doesn't place the blame
entirely at his doorstep. He is merely
informed that any failure to comply with
the Weinstein laundry list of remedies to

what he perceives as antisemitism will

subject Williams to the dustbin of his-

tory. As Torquemada put it: we don't
demand that you renounce Judaism and
abandon your way of life, merely that
failure to convert to Christianity will

condemn you to the pyre. I wonder if Mr.
Weinstein has, in his philosophy courses
or elsewhere, encountered what the late

(jeorge Santayana had to say about
history.

Williams, it may surprise Mr. Wein-
stein to learn, made full disclosure to me
of its merits and defects, and I chose to

attend. I have rejoiced in that choice for
many years. It was not forced upon me,
nor was it, I take it, upon Mr. Weinstein,
whose discomfort appears to me to be of
his own making.

Nazi images in feminism
by Brett McDonnell

The recent speech by the ultra

-

feminist Mary Daly should disturb all

lovers of the open society. In her speech,
and in the reaction of many people to her
speech, I see frightening similarities to

Nazism. The analogy is not perfect, cer-

tainly, but it is there.

This is a serious charge. It should not

be made idly. The slur "fascist" is used
much too often today. Comparisons to

the Holocaust are also made too often, as

seen on both sides in the Lebanon con-

troversy. This has the effect of trivializ-

ing one of the two greatest horrors in

history. The reader should thus exercise

great care in judging my thesis and note

the reservations I make.

That said, the similarities remain. The
fanaticism of Daly resembles Hitler. To
one who is not a believer already, she

even seems funny. "Phallocracy,"
"penocracy." and "God the Stud " are

phrases suited for a Monty Python
sketch on feminism, not serious political

analysis. Hitler too seems absurd to the

outsider.

Daly is trying to develop a unifying

spirit among women, a spirit which uni-

tes them in praising womanhood to high

heaven (sorry, forgot about God the

Stud) and condemning men as heinous

villains. Dare I call this spirit a

Volkgeist?

Daly's hatred of men seemed so

extreme, so neurotic, that I must com-
pare it to Nazi hatred of the Jews. At one
point Daly discussed her criteria for

whether men deserved to live. It seemed
clear to me that she thought most men
did not meet those criteria. Saying a

group does not deserve to live does not

yet mean saying they should be killed,

but it is a necessary first step. I hope I

have misinterpreted Ms. Daly, but I fear
that I have not. I should point out that the

dislike of men is at least somewhat bet-

ter grounded in reality than the "Protoc-
ols of Zion," but it would be infinitely

better to attack thesysteinof maledomi-
nation, rather than condemning virtu-

ally all men as inhuman.

One element of the Nazi movement
emphasized by Hannah Arendt in The
Origins of Totalitarianism is the cun-

centric circles of believers gathered
around Hitler. There was an inner core of

party higher ups, several levels of belief

within the party, and then fellow traveler

groups outside the party which served to

draw in large segments of the society

which would never have accepted the

naked fanaticism of Hitler's views. This

system both broadened the base of sup-

port for the Nazis and isolated the true

believers from the real world.

Doesn't this resemble the modern fem-

inist movement? This is what frightens

me about the reaction to Daly. I have
talked to and heard of many people who
thought that Daly was too extreme, but

the basic thrust of her argument was
sound. Don't these people serve the same
function of softening up a vile doctrine

for mass consumption? Luckily, I doubt

the feminists are anywhere near as well

or closely organized as the Nazis and
their fellow travelers.

I doubt Daly or her ilk will ever seize

power (thank that Stud! ). She is attack-

ing a larger and more powerful group
than Hitler and economic circumstances
are not nearly as bad in this country as in

Weimar, Germany. Furthermore, Daly
as a sp)eaker does not even begin to

approach the demagogic power of Hitler.

Still, remember that the Nazis seemed
small, silly, and unimportant in 1925.

As I have pointed out, the comparison
between Daly's feminism and Nazism is

not exact, Daly's lack of widespread
organization and a calculated plan for

seizing power being the most significant

difference. Still, both promulgate a doc-

trine of hate which singles out one seg-

ment of humanity as inhuman. In the

past I have supported feminism, but if

feminists do stand up and say "We reject

this woman's hate" then I must recon-
sider my position. Smart feminists have
always known that the present system
hurts men as well as women, and that

women's liberation is really human lib-

eration. I hope Mary Daly, with her hate-

mongering and polarization, does not
make us lose sight of that.
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Outing Club director Jim Briggs '60 has big plans for the popular student organization this year.

Most popular club still growing
by Martin Hildebrand

The Williams Outing Club is the biggest student
organization on campus, but few students know
the full range of its activities. Recently, the
Record interviewed Outing Club director Jim
Briggs '60 and president Blake Martin '84 to get
an idea of what exactly the club is doing this year.

We want to ask you a few questions about how
the Outing Club has changed from last year to this

year.

Briggs: One real change is that I've taken over
from Ralph Townsend, who was here since 1950

and has got to be one of the world's greatest,

people, funniest guys, and is a wonderful, wonder-
ful person. We all miss him.
This year, I have planned some new things that

reflect my interests and the interests I think the

students have. In particular, with the Sunday
hikes and simple, Friday afternoon hikes, and
with beginning Physical Education classes is to

involve students who are not necessarily hikers or

canoeists or campers before they came to

Williams.

What are the winter activities of the Outing
Ciub?

Briggs: In the winter, particularly during Win-
ter Study, we are extremely active. We run P.E.
courses in downhill and cross-country skiing.

Downhill skiing is our biggest taker. Last year,
we probably had 400 skiers in downhill skiing. The
thing that's unusual about this program Is that we
Instruct students who become Instructors of the

other students. We also do the downhill and cross-

country skiing In the third quarter.

Continued on Page 7

save up to

•TURTLENECKS
•SWEATERS
•DRESSES
•SKIRTS

(AND LOTS MORE!)

at the

Windsor Mill
Clothing Outlet
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Dutchman excels at task
by Rie Johnson

The production of Dutchman put on by Cap & Bells last Wednes-
day, Friday, and Saturday was a good and uncomfortable expe-

rience. This was a dellt)erate and successful approach to the play.

Dutchman takes place on a subway train and revolves around the

conversations and posturings about racism and classlsm occurring
between a conservatively dressed young black man and a myste-
rious and ultimately threatening white woman.

Greylock subway
The setting for the work as a whole was clever and effective. The

basement of Greylock, which was converted into a subway station,

was an excellent spot for the production. Appropriately stark and
dreary, the addition of a newsstand, trash, advertisements, graf-

fiti, and a street musician encouraged the belief that one was part of

an 'environment', not merely In a theater.

Margie Duffleld's excellent direction gave this performance both
versatility and subtlety. The production opened with a film, by
Nancy Simon, of a New York subway station. In this medium the

two protagonists are first Introduced.

She kills him
After the film Introduction, Clay (the black man) and Lula (the

white woman ) have their encounter. They meet, spar verbally, and
grapple on the train. In the course of their Interaction , she Indicates

that she knows him before he tells her of himself. He Is a type, she
says. His blistering reply is that she knows nothing of him, nothing

of blackness. Finally, after bursts of violence and preaching, she
kills him.

The play talks al)out racism and indicates that whites have no
right to presume to understand how black people cope with this fact

in their lives. This was brought out very well by the confrontations

between Clay and his predominately white audience. In this way,
the audience, which was clearly part of the set (as the crowd in a
subway train ) , was also Implicated as part of the racist community
which had produced both Clay and Lula. Karln Miller gave a con-
vincing performance as the racist but alluring woman who goads
Justin Johnson, as Clay, into his verbal explosion.

Weak creative base
The only real source of the minor problems lies In Baraka's play

Itself. It Is clearly a vehicle for his Ideas about racism. While this

gives the work a solid Intellectual and political base. It weakens It

as a creative effort. Most of the few flaws In this unusually good
production derive from weaknesses Inherent In the play material.
The acting was good, but the parts did not include great range.

However, Karin Miller and Justin Johnson explored their roles well
and gave energetic Interpretations of them. What made this pro-
duction particularly good was the direction.

Margie Duffield showed both sensitivity to the material and crea-
tivity In Its presentation. The set was Interesting, and the films
were a clever accent to the play. The acting was successfully con-
frontational (with the audience), and the pacing was good. It wasa
well-conceived and interestingly presented show.

121 Union St. No. Adams 664-6318
toooooooo*

Great Gift Ideas

100% Cotton Turtlenecks

ONLY $6.99

Ragg Wool Mittens, Gloves,

Sweaters for Ladies and

Gentlemen—Reasonably Priced

We will gladly gift wrap your selection

Most of All-Best Wishes for Holidays

filled with Peace and Happiness

CONCERNED WITH FASHION,

FIT AND QUALITY

I

$15 OFF
AM/FM radio

with headphones

24"Regular

$39.99

BHttPfiespxtf.i

20 OFF
Your
Choice 29 each

A. Cassette recorder** Regular S39.99

B. Portable stereo** Regular S39.99

C. AM/FM digital clock radio Regular $49.99
• • Batteries extra Sale ends 12/11 /82

FREE: Your choice of any Maxell, TDK, or Memorex 90
minute blank cassette when you flll out a SearsCharge application*

Name __ School

Student Faculty Other

•SearsCharge application and FREE blank tape are available at Customer Convenience Center
Coupon must be presented for FREE Item. Coupon expires 12/11/82

You can count on Sears
Sali§/arlion Ouarantmi or >»iir W<inr> Hnt k

A1.«AMV M V

AUIORN. N V

FAMMOUNT FAM. NY
FAyFTTEVILLI, N T

CLEMS FAU.S. N T

NCWMMCH. N r

N SYKACUSf N t

POUGHKCCmC N Y

EASTFIfLO MALL MA
HOLrOKE. MA

PfTTJFICLD, MA
MnocEPCMrr ct
HAMOCN. CT
MANCHESTER. CT
MOCXFTOWM. CT

NEW LONDON. CT.

OffANCE CT

W NAWTFOdO. CT.

iMLMCrON. VT.
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Do Something Worthwhile'

This Winter Study I

The first Emergency Medical Technician Course to be given on the

Williams campus will begin January 3r(j and will run to March 1 1th

with most meetings during Winter Study The instructors are two

E M.T paramedics from Northampton. The course syllabus

exceeds state and national training requirements and will be sup-

plemented by numerous doctors' lectures, emergency room obser-

vation. CPR, back boarding in a pool, and autoextrication

techniques.

For details and an application contact Richard Levitan,

Box 1231 before Christmas break

THE RECORD STORE
GIVE THE GIFT OF MUSIC
Video Game ^

Cartridges

Atari

Intellvision

Coleco

Audio & Video Tape
Maxwell

TDK
Realistic

K-Tel

Albums
and

Cassettes

SONY WALKMAN SPECIALS $74.99

Classical

Cassettes

Over 100 Titles

In Stock

When In Doubt
A

Record Store

I Gift Certificate

]
is Always Welcome

Christmas

Music

Album
& Cassette

EPHS ALLEY
OFF SPRING ST.

458-5418

Authorized

Radio Shack
Dealer

MASTER CARD
AMERICAN EXPRESS

VISA

'•
' ,

*''^ '^ '=-.-•'

CHRISTIMAS AT

GREYSTONE
GARDENS

;»*..*«;. •*

Fine antl({iic <-l<ithlnK, jeui'lry and arccitfMirieH

for ladlcH uiui gentle men A full line of N'lctf^iian

whites, vintafic sllk*« and ctittdnM, ((abcrdinc JacketH,

pleated pantH. vcHth, animated wiMtl Hweaters, Kllk

tK.'ar\'eH and kimonos, laces, velvets, furs. hats,

llnfferle as well uh antique wicker. FaiihlonB may
change but beautifully made cluthcb are aever uut
ofd.tr TKLKFHONK (413)442-9291

436 NORTH .STREET
PITTSFIELD. MASSACHISE ITS

Jazz bands blast Berkshires
by Mark Averitt

How do you descrlb-^ a good evening of top-

notch jazz? The concert given on Saturday even-

ing by the Williams Jazz Ensemble and the

Berkshire Big Band was brassy and sassy, Jump-
ing and pumping, full-blast, fast, and unabashed,

topsy-turvy, saucy, nervy, bossy, swinging, ring-

ing, quivering and quavering, spicy, feisty, jiving

and be-bopping.

The crowd of about 150 people which milled in

and out of Chapin throughout the concert snapped
their fingers, danced in their seats and smiled. I

heard one person say to another, "Long live

jazz!"

Loud and proud
The audience clapped for the soloists, clapped

for the Duke and Count Basie and Dizzy Gillespie

and Buddy Rich, and mostly clapped for two
groups which had brought that Big Band sound
back to Williamstown. The Williams Jazz Ensem-
ble, an eighteen-member group directed by Dan
Gutwein, opened the evening of music with a

bang. They played groovy, happy tunes as well as
slower, lugubrious music, alternating the loud
and proud with the soft and sappy.

Phil Tucher '86 blew a mean horn during the

trumpet solos, and Martha Piatt *83 rocked the

rafters with her versatile saxophone. The duet
that these two blared together was perhaps the

peak moment of a show that featured one rhyth-
mic thrill after another.

Marc Mazzone '84 ran the gamut of trombone
tones, and Peter Anthony '85 was a magician on

the keyboard. Anthony is the student leader of the

group which practices twice a week in order to

perform one concert and one party appearance
per semester. Not every member of the group is a
Williams student—one trombonist halls from
Plttsfield, where he also works.

Versatile Band
The Berkshire Big Band is a local professional

group directed by Steve Murray. Gutwein, a bril-

liant musician, displayed his handiness in a band
by blowing a soprano sax, a tenor sax, and a flute

for the Berkshire group and playing every
number with verve and feeling.

Like the Jazz Ensemble, the Berkshire Big
Band treated its listeners to an encore and left the

stage with wild applause ringing in their ears.

Their melodies waxed brazenly and waned into

the soothing sounds of the drum and the bass gui-

tar. This group featured an outstanding female
vocalist who thrilled the audience with an arran-
gement of "The More I See You," done by John
Talarico. probably the outstanding musician in

the Berkshire area.

If you missed the concert, you missed, as Gut-
wein pointed out, "a rare treat for the Berkshire
valley—two hours of jazz." However, you can
catch the Jazz Ensemble in action this Wednes-
day at a party In Tyler house. They'll have you
shaking and baking all over the dance floor. Long
live jazz!

Trivia strikes again
The computer age has come

to Trivia. On Tuesday night,

those of you who stay up to

flaunt your knowledge (or just

to have a good time) will hear
the current scores within one or

two songs after the turn of the

hour.

Local 12 has over 150 ques-

tions, excluding the bonuses, to

accompany the computer scor-

ing, according to Jeff Mcintosh
'84. "We have some really

inspired questions," explained
Mcintosh, "And those that

aren't really inspired have fun

answers."

Questions are taken from the

realms of movies, television,

sports, comics, advertising,

Williamsiana and miscellane-

ous. Points are given both for

answering questions correctly

and identifying the song played
after each question. In addition,

hourly bonuses offer high-

scoring opportunities.

Big ones fight

Mcintosh predicts the music
will mostly be taken from the

1960's, with some '70s and
"maybe a 1950's tune or two."
He anticipates that three or four

big teams will fight it out in the

late hours for the title.

The second and third place
teams from last year, Spanish
Inquisition and Paul Lynde to

Block, have merged into a yet-

unnamed team. Rob Kent '84 is

confident about his team's
chances. "We're going for it,"

he remarked. "Our chances are
good, because we don't have
any perceptible weaknesses."

Everyone at the Clip Shop
Wishes you happiness

for the

Holiday Season
and throughout the year.

!

I

The Purple Pub
Bank Street

Monoay
Draft Beer Night

Pabst Beer 64 oz.

pitchers $1.50

7 pm - 12 midnight

Tuesday
Prime Time
(reduced prices)

V^e6r\es6ay

Watch RECORD
for specials.

Thursday
Vodka Night
Any Vodka drink
$1.00

Friday

Lunch special

Beer and Dell

Sandwich with I.D.

$2.25

Sunday
Open at 1:00

Pitchers of Bloody
Marys for $5.00

9

NOTE: Lunch served Monday-Saluraay 11:30-2:00 p.m.

Best Dell in town!
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Popular club goes on
Continued on Page 5

This winter we are also going
to have some cross-country ski

trips, which will be camping
trips. We will have the Outing
Club cabin open on Saturdays,
heated with our wood-burning
stove as best we can, for those

who want to cross-country ski in

the Hopkins Forest and on our
new Shepherd's Well Trail

which the trail crews cut this

fall. It's a brand new trail, cut

by the Outing Club, with one of

the most gorgeous views I've

ever seen.

How do you feel about being
situated right next to the mobs
In Baxter at lunch-time?

Brlggs: That's a good ques-

tion. The Outing Club has space
In various spots all over the col-

lege for storage and all kinds of

things.

On one hand, I don't like that.

I like to be more centrally

located to get all our stuff

together. We can't do that here

(In Baxter). On the other hand,

we are very accessible here to

all students, and t)ecause it is

the biggest club on campus, stu-

dents need to have it available.

For an inside student's view
of the Club, the Record then

talked to Blake Martin.

I hear the Outing Club this

year Is a very popular group.

About how many people have
Joined It?

Martin: So far this year, we
have over 250 members and usu-

ally end somewhere around 500.

We usually pick up a lot of peo-

ple over the winter for the ski

program.
Have you noticed an Increase

In Interest for the Outing Club?
Martin: Yes, especially this

year. It seems like we're off to a
l)etter start—A lot more public-

ity this year for some of the
things we are doing and a lot

more things for people who have
not had much experience In the
outdoors.

About how many people do
you think will get Involved dur-
ing Winter Study?
Martin: I'd say about a third

of the campus will do something
for the Outing Club, either rent-

ing equipment, taking the ski

busses, or doing something for

Winter Carnival.

What's being planned?
Martin: I guess I got put In

charge of that. This Is really

neat. We're really excited about
It.

There are 8 home dates for the

sports teams, the ski races we
hold out at Brodie Mountain,
and the cross-country ski races.

Teams from all over New Eng-
land come. We sponsor that, run
the gate-keepers, do all the tim-

ing, award the prizes, show the

teams their lodging, and organ-
ize the whole thing.

The most fun is that this year
we are going to have a citizen's

race in cross-country skiing on
Cole Field. It's probably going
to be a five kilometer race,

which is 3.2 miles. Faculty, stu-

dents, and townpeople, if they

want to, are going to enter, and
we're going to award prizes for

first finishes.

We're also going to try to

organize a round-robin broom-
ball tournament. Broom-ball is

played down on the rink indoors

with brooms and balls. It Is just

like hockey, but you don't wear
skates and just do it In your
shoes. It's a lot of fun sliding

around all over the place. We
try to do that with the houses.

Then we're going to have the

winner of the house tournament
play the faculty. Before I was

here, that used to be done, but it

has not been done in a while.

We hope to get the Student

Activities Board plan an all-

college dance. We hope also to

have a big concert. At Poker
Flats, they have tray-races,

tug-of-war, banana-eating con-

tests. It's a crazy time and a lot

of fun.

Of course, we have the snow
sculpture contest. We're trying

to get Ideas for that now. Every
house participates In the snow
sculpture contest, and there's a

prize awarded.
We hope to attract a lot of peo-

ple from other schools. We are

going to mall out mailings and
invite people to spend the

weekend.
Do you have any other

thoughts?

Martin: I think the Outing
Club Is on the way up. It's really

expanded this year, and I think

that this freshman class and the

sophomore class are really big.

The WOOLF trips have been
really big. People going on the

WOOLF trips in the fall have
added a spark of enthusiasm.
Coach Brlggs Is fantastic. He's

such a go-getter. He's always
excited alx)ut things for us.

Concert Listings
prepared by TOONERVILLE TROLLEY RECORDS

Tues . Dec 7 Chick Corea, Music Hall, Troy, NY -Joan Baez & Paul Simon. Orpheum Bos-
ton—Buddy Rich Band. Maiden High School, Maiden, Mass -Average White Band, Para-
dise, Boston

Wed
.
Dec 8 Fat Benetar, Centrum. Worcester, Mass —Joe Jackson. Orpheum. Boston—Roy

Buchanan, Jonathan Swift s, Boston
Thurs

,
Dec 9 Joe Jackson, Orpheum Boston— Dregs. Agora Ballroom. W Hartford. Conn —

Motels, Palace, Albany, NY -Preston Reed, Spearate Entrance, So Deerlield, Mass
Dec 10 Charlie Daniels, Centrum, Worcester—Stray Cats. SUNY, Albany (sold out)—
Elizabeth Gotten & Mike Seeger, Buckley Hall. Amherst College, Amherst, MA—Roches,
Berklee Performance Ctr . Boston

,
Dec 11 Motels, Agora Ballroom. W Hartford, Conn —Bobby Darling Show. Separate En-
trance. So Deerfield, Mass -NRBQ Rusty Nail, Sunderland. Mass -Who Centrum (sold
out)

Dec 12 Charlie Daniels & Outlaws. Civic Ctr., Qlenns Falls. NY -Spyrogyra, Toad's

Fri

Sat

Sun
Place. New Haven, Conn
15

15

19

Dec
Dec
Dec
Dec 20-

Dec 29

Dec 31

Dec. 31

Rush. Centrum, Worcester. Mass
Frank Marino & Mahogany Rush. Hullabaloo, Rensselaer. NY
Stan Rogers. Iron Horse (sold out)

-Stan Rogers & Lui Collins, Iron Horse, Northampton. Mass
Tom Rush, Emmylou Harris & David Bromberg, Symphony Hall, Boston
Motels, Orpheum Boston
& Nov 1 J. Geils Band, Centrum, Worcester, Mass

Village Wine & Cheese

173 Water Street

458-8439

BEERS WINES CHEESE

Spend your spring semester
in the wilderness.

Attend the National Outdtvir Leadership
School, You'll learn the most comprehensive
rant^e of wilderness skills while you earn colle){e

credit.

Your classrcx^m will he WyominK's ru|»ged

Wind River Mountain Range and the red-

washed canyons of Utah. You'll spend 3V^

months in the wilderness learning caving,

leadership, navigation, rcxk climbing, cross-

country skiing, minimum impact camping and
mort.

Add a challenging dimension tti your
college education. Send in the coupon for

details. But hurry, sjMce is limited.

Semester courses start on January 31.
February 18, and March 8, 1983.

Challenge me.
Name

Ad<JrcM

Uty State Z.p

The National Outdoor
Leadership School

POBoxAADept, Ell
Lander, Wyoming 82520
307/332^973 ^

R

R enzi s

COLLEGE BOOK STORE, INC.

WILLIAMSTOWN, MASS 01267

We have a large selection

of stocking stuffers for

that Yuletlde party!

For an Old-Fashioned Christmas

Come to

OUJO di

aouncr
loujers

y Wooden Toys & Ornaments

Christmas Plants

World-Wide Delivery

Eph's Alley, Williamstown

458-5030

Open 10-5:30

L

TONITE
BUD LIGHT NIGHT

AT THE LOG

Discounts,

Prizes

& Giveaways

traiEHOKS r
(^

SEE more
ENJOY more
. . . SAVE gas
and money . .

.

TRAVEL
IN FULL
COMFOR

Englander
mMrt\A*'%A Mice 1—COACH LMCSk Inc

TROY
ALBANY

WILLIAMSTOWN
DEPARTURES:

1:45pm 7:45pm
Fridays, Sundays
and Holidays Only

IT'S A
PLEASURE
TO SERVE
YOU . . .

PACKAGE
EXPRESS.
TOO

CHARTER
SERVICE
AVAILABLE

T

GREENFIELD
FITCHBUR6 JCT
WEST CONCORD
BOSTON

- WILLIAMSTOWN DEPARTURES
6:15am 8:15am 12:15pm

2:15pm e5:15pm
e » Fridays. Sundays & Holidays Only

STOP IN OR TELEPHONE
For Schedules And Tickats To All Points

THE WILLIAMS INN
Main Street - Phone 458-9371
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Do Something Worthwhile

'

This Winter Study

!

The first Emergency Medical Technician Course to be given on the

Williams campus will begin January 3rd and will run to March 1 1th

with most meetings during Winter Study The instructors are two
E M.T paramedics from Northampton The course syllabus

exceeds state and national training requirements and will be sup-

plemented by numerous doctors' lectures, emergency room obser-

vation, CPR, back boarding in a pool, and autoextrication

techniques.

For details and an application contact Richard Levitan,

Box 1231 before Christmas break

THE RECORD STORE
GIVE THE GIFT OF MUSIC
Video Game
Cartridges

Atari

Intellvision

Coleco

Audio & Video Tape
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Do Something Worthwhile'

This Winter Study

!

The first Emergency Medical Technician Course to be given on the

Williams campus will begin January 3rd and will run to March 1 1th

with most meetings during Winter Study The instructors are two
EMT paramedics from Northampton The course syllabus

exceeds state and national training requirements and will be sup-

plemented by numerous doctors' lectures, emergency room obser-

vation, CPR, back boarding in a pool, and autoextrication

techniques.

For details and an application contact Richard Levitan,

Box 1231 before Christmas break
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GIVE THE GIFT OF MUSIC
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Intellvision
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Transfers and inclusions refined Boring men
by Jack Mayher

The Committee on Undergraduate Life placed

several new constraints on students wishing to

transfer to a different house, at their meeting last

Tuesday.

The CUL voted to limit the size of transfer

groups to either singles or pairs. They also

allowed only two transfer chances to every stu-

dent during his Williams career, a compromise
over the previously proposed one chance.

To limit the "safety factor" in the transfer sys-

tem they decided that, on the transfer form, stu-

dents could put their own house only on the bottom

half of the choice list. According to one CUL
member, this would "eliminate transfers exclu-

sively for physical plant," which stem from the

philosophy that "the grass is always greener on

the other side." The CUL had considered disal-

lowing inclusion of a student's original house on

the transfer form, but realized that a student may
be dissatisfied with his living situation, and still

think that others would be worse.

In action concerning freshman inclusion, the

Committee decided to lift the special status that

Mission Park once had, which allowed inclusion

groups of seven. Groups will now be limited to

four people for any of the five housing groups. The

CUL also voted down a proposal to let larger

groups apply to all the housing units.

The CUL also passed the Housing Committee's

plan for making house elections more uniform.

The new procedures will take effect this spring.

Record gets dough
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CLEANERS
AND LAUNDERERS

Williamstown Store

^ ^ LJ'kV

>:5
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MLiul

TRtET

^PP.'flG- S 7*
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GRAND OPENING SPECIALS Dec. 8th thru Dec. 18th

MEN'S
AND LADIES'

SLACKS
3 PAIR

CLEANED FOR
THE PRICE

OF 2

^Williamstown store only

10%
f\CC Regular
V^l r Price

ALL DRYCLEANING
ORDERS WITH
STUDENT

ID

TREET CLEANERS SERVICES INCLUDE...
• QUALITY DRY CLEANING
• SHIRT AND LAUNDRY SERVICE

COMPARE PRICES
AND SAVE

• LEATHER AND SUEDE PROCESSING
• ALTERATIONS & REPAIRS

COMPARE QUALITY
and be SATISFIED

tlUUnuI MONDAY thru FRIDAY 8:00 am to 5:00 pm SATURDAY 8:30 am to 1:00 pm
117 Latham Street Bottom of Spring Street, Williamstown MA— - — -— .^.^.^_^

• FUR & APPAREL STORAGE
• FREE OFF STREET PARKING

COMPARE SERVICE
and SMILE

inflQINMS

EXHIBITION
AND SALE of

FINE ART REPRODUCTIONS

I

GREAT CHRISTMAS PRESENTS !

Do all your shopping before Final Exams

DATE: Dec. 8 & 9

TIME: 95
PLACE: Baxter Lounge

PRICES
MOST LARGE PRINTS
$3.00 ea or 3 for $8.00
MOST SMALL PRINTS

$2.00 ea or 3 for $5.00

FEATURING: Old Masters,
Impressionists, The Group of

Seven, Woodland Indian and
Oriental Art, O'Keeffe,

British Museum and
Exhibition Posters, Eschers,
Curtis, Rockwell, and others.

OVER

700

DIFFERENT

IMAGES
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University of Florida

A fried guinea pig has sent a

University of Florida math
major to jail for 6() days, accord-

ing to the Weelily World News.
(ieorge Schiro tossed little

Albert into a hot frying pan
when Albert refused to play.

Neighbors heard a pig scream-
ing and called the police. Schiro

also made Albert take showers
with him. Albert was sent to a
foster home where he is "happy
and doing just fine."

University of Georgia

A sperm bank that recently

opened near the University had
so many first-day donors that it

had to stop taking applicants for

two weeks. Donors are paid $20

and can donate every two days.

The bank opened near the Uni-

versity because of the demand
for semen among educated

people. "Would you want the

sperm of a college graduate or

someone with an IQ of 60?"

asked bank manager Donald

Zeh.

Cornell University

At 11 p.m. every night,

hundreds of Cornell students

open their windows and scream
for 10 minutes.

Administrators put up with

the noise because students

claim it relieves tension,

although neighbors and stu-

dents often complain about the

nightly ritual. Dorm director

Mike Botticelli suggested that it

is what the students yell, not the

yelling itself, that upsets
people.

A Security official also com-
plained that the screams may
drown out legitimate calls for

help. 'Someone could be in the

bushes getting robbed or raped,

and the patrol officer could

think it was that doggone
scream," he commented.

Bowdoin College

Fraternity Beta Theta Pi's

initiation rite resulted in $20,000

worth of damage to their house,

a letter of condemnation from
the Bowdoin faculty and the loss

of their national fraternity char-

ter, according to the Orient.

The fun began at midnight one
Wednesday, when pledges were
informed that they were
accepted into Beta. The pipes in

the house sprinkler system
burst because members had
been swinging on them. To
avoid getting wet, the party

moved to the front porch while

the college plumber was called

in to repair the pipes. The Hre
Department arrived when the

fire alarm was activated by the

sprinklers.

A Security officer and several

firemen were physically
harassed by frat members, and
a Security car received $668

damage in the form of a

mangled door and scratched

windshield. The plumber's
truck was also taken for a ride.

A group of initiates then went

to the Theta Delta Chi house
where they engaged in a fight.

Uninjured Betas proceeded to

the center of the Bowdoin cam-
pus, where they reportedly

"broke windows, smashed col-

lege phone extensions and
created numerous disturban-

ces." By 4 that morning Secur-

ity finished rounding up the

delinquents. Nine treshmen

identified as leaders of the

initiates were sent off campus

CLASSIFIED
ous and

-O C Oglevey

"Utterly Monstrous and Mind-
Roasting"

Pucksters fall to North Adams
for the weekend. Subsequently,

two were suspended and five

were given campus labor

assignments and placed on
social probation.

Beta president Robert Sciolla

downplayed the seriousness of

the initiation and the sanctions.

"(Security) didn't really under-

stand the atmosphere, didn't

handle it professionally," he

claimed.

Springstreeters

by Dave Wuodworth

The men's varsity hockey

team dropped a tough 4-2 deci-

sion to North Adams on Satur-

day, capping off an unsuccess-

ful week of ice action.

The game was a rough,

brawling affair as the
Mohawks, playing on their

home ice, tried to take advan-

tage of the small rink. The tone

was set in the first minute as

Williams and NASC took turns

rubbing each other's noses into

by Anna G. Simas
The Wellesley Widows teamed up with the Springstreeters last

weekend to delight an enthusiastic crowd in the Brooks-Rogers
Recital Hall.

The antics of the Williams men kept the audience smiling, while

the vocal talents of both groups were impressive.

The Widows managed to overcome occasionally weak moments.
Highlighting their work was soloist Joan Marshall, second-alto,

whose gutsy renditions of "Smack Water Jack" and "The Boy from
New York City" were well-received.

Though the greater part of their repertoire was devoted to tradi-

tional light-hearted tunes, the Springstreeters did a fine job with

more serious numbers such as "Somewhere" and the gospel song

"Poor Wayfaring Shanger."
The Springstreeters did not remain serious for long, featuring a

cream pie duel between Blake Martin and Richard Dodds during

"Why Must I be a Teen-ager in Love?"
Wrapping up the evening, the groups combined to perform

Christmas carols, which delighted the audience and set a few of its

members to singing along. On the whole, the evening was a success

for the Widows and the Springstreeters.

This coupon good for $1.00 off any

1 .75 litre bottle of liquor, or 50C off any
4 litre bottleof wine,or SOCoff any case

of beer.

No limit. Good till December 15.

WEST PACKAGE STORE
Route 2

Between N.A. and Williamstown

8 am-10 pm M-W 663-6081 8 am-11 pm Th-Sat
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When a Gift

Means More

Fine Jewelry vilv^
Clothing

Mugs
Glassware

Christmas Ornaments

WATER STREET
WILLIAMSTOWN OPEN 7 DAYS

the boards.

NASC got their first goal at

4:48 of the first period, with

Barry Hayes drilling home a

rebound on a power play. Hayes
also got the second goal at the

12:08 mark, making it 2-0.

NASC, at the end of the opening

stanza.

Can't capitalize

The Ephs, who appeared a bit

tight in the first period, opened
the second with a strong surge,

and played the Mohawks evenly

for most of the period. Unfortu-

nately, Williams was unable to

capitalize on several good scor-

ing opportunities.

The Mohawks, on the other

hand, were able to take advan-
tage of a power-play situation to

up their lead to 3-0. Paul Cooney
tallied the goal with 5: .30 left in

the frame, and thirty seconds
later, John Pellerin scored to

put .NASC up 4-0 at the conclu-

sion of the second period.

Two late goals

The Ephs made a valiant

attempt to get back into the

game in the third period, but it

was simply a case of too little

too late. Jeff Potter '8.5 got Willi-

ams on the board with a goal at

5: 55 of the third, Mark Wysocki
'83 and co-captain Bob Brownell

'83 getting the assists.

Senior co-captain Sam P'lood

registert^d the second Eph goal,

cranking up a slap shot from

just inside the blue line that

found the upper lefthand corner

of the net. The score came on a

Williams power play, Brownell

getting the assist, with 6: 55 left

in the game.
The Ephs had a final chance

as they were a man up with

about four minutes left, but

were unable to get any closer.

Dan Finn '84 had 34 saves in the

loss, while John Pasquale had 29

for the Mohawks.

Lose in tourney

The loss lowered Williams'

record to 1-3. as they were

defeated in both games of the

Williams Invitational Tourna-

ment over Thanksgiving break.

The Ephs fell to RIT in the

opener by a 5-3 margin, and

dropped a 6-5 overtime decision

to NASC in the consolation

game.
The bright spot of the week

was a 6-3 win over American
International College at Spring-

field on Wednesday. Ed Finn "8.3

scored two goals and Charlie

Thompson '83, Brownell, Pot-

ter, and Brian Rutledge '85

scored one apiece.

JOSEPfl E DEWEY

9:00 - 5:00

Mon.-Sat.

<
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<>
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IVIICHEL'S OF WILLIAMSTOWN
Catering with a special touch for

soeclal occasions.
• Private Parties • Platters • Hors d'oeuvres

Deadline for arranging for graduation parties

is May 10th.

Contact Mary for more information.

458-5441
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Swimmers win big

Sports December 7, 1982

Both men and women
swimmers started their seasons
with two victories. Saturday,
the men creamed Amherst 75-v38

while the women trounced the

Lady Jeffs 86-53. Last Wednes-
day, both teams also beat
UConn—the men 75-38 and the

women 86-63.

The men took 10 of a possible

14 first place finishes over
Amherst, getting off to a roar-

ing start in the medley relay,

where Will Andrew '86, Dave
Johnson "83, Bill Couch '86, and
Rob Sommer '84 splashed to a

quick 3:42.36 in the 400 yard
event.

Sommer broke a two year old

pool record, set by teammate
Couch when he was a junior at

The Hotchkiss School. The
record came in the 200 yard
backstroke where Sommer's
time of 2: 01.26 eclipsed Couch's
2:01.7 standard. Sommer also

picked up a victory in the 200

Individual medley, (2:02.03).

Best start ever
Williams Head Coach Carl

Samuelson said, "The men are

off to their best start ever.

We're well ahead of where we
were last year at this point in the

season". Last year, the Ephs
finished second in the nation to

Division III powerhouse
Kenyon.
Samuelson had praise for the

whole squad. "We've been
training well, and the team
looks stronger than ever. Our
real strong point is the team's
versatility; we have 3 or 4 guys
in every event who can win.

"

"I was very happy with swims
by Johnson, (200 breaststroke,

2:16.44); Bob Kirkpatrick, (200

breast, 2:19.55); and Mark
Weeks in the spring events, (50

free. 22.41; 100 free, 50.30),"

said Samuelson

Women cruise to win
The women were led by

sophomore Kim Eckrich, senior
co-captain Liz Jex, and fresh-

man Kathy Kirmayer. Eckrich
exceeded National Qualifying
Standards while winning the 100
individual medley, (1:05.18),

the 100 Fly, (1:02.28) and the 200
breaststroke, (2:32.55). Jex
picked up victories (in National
Qualifying times) in the 100
breaststroke (1:11.6), 100 free

(54.8) and the 200 individual

medley, (2:19.3). Kirmayer
gained honors in the 100 and 200
backstroke events (1:03.09 and
2:21.61).

Other winners for the Ephs
were Dina Esposito, in the

optional diving event, and
Katie Hudner in the 50 free

(25.51). The free relay of Eck-

rich, Kirmayer, Rachel
Stauffer, and Hudner closed the

meet out on a winning note, cov-

ering the 200 yards in 1:46.06.

Crush UConn
On Wednesday, the men were

led by Andrew, who won three

events: the 100 freestyle (50:1

seconds), the 200 free (149:2)

and was a member of the win-

ning free relay along with Mills,

Mark Weeks and co-captain

Frank Fritz (3:19).

Andrews was not the only

freshman to show well for the

Ephs—Couch registered a first

in the 200 Individual medley
(2:04), in addition to a fine

showing in the 400 medley relay,

where he teamed up with John-

son, Dom Kulik, and Mills to

defeat a powerful U.Conn. quar-

tet (3:42).

Samuelson also lauded the

performance of Jeff Mills, who
was "key in the winning of both

relays and swam an excellent 50

Free," placing second in that

event by only .08 of a second
(22:54).

Sommer, an All-American
last year, was a dual winner in

the distance events, splashing
his way to victory in the 1000

freestyle and the 500 free.

Other winners for the Ephs
were Johnson in the 200 breast-

stroke (2: 17) and Aronson in the

200 butterfly (2:03.6).

Important win for women
"Both teams rose to the occa-

sion, but for the women, it was
more then the first meet, it pro-

vided an opportunity to quality

for Nationals," said Samuelson.
The women did qualify for

national bids: Jex in the 100 fly,

100 individual medley, and the

medley relay. Hudner splashed

to National times in the 100 indi-

vidual medley and medley
relay, while Esposito clinched a

berth in the required diving

event.

Eckrich, a national champion
in five events last year, swam to

wins in the 100 and 200 Breast-

stroke events as well as in the

200 I.M. and the Medley relay.

A pleasant surprise for the

Ephs was the performance of

Frosh Kathy Kirmayer, a back-

stroker, who qualified for

Nationals in all three back-

stroke events; the 50, 100, and
200.

Rob Kirkpatrick '85 takes off on breaststroke leg of the 400 medley relay at Amherst Saturday as John Peloso '85

finishes the backstroke leg. Williams won, 75-38. (Scheibe)

Hoopsters lose N.A. Tourney
by John Clayton

Williams finished third in the

Berkshire Classic this weekend
at North Adams; losing to tour-

nament winner Southeastern
Massachusetts University, 74-

67, but beating Hellenic College
68-63 in the consolation. The
Ephmen lost to Hamilton 78-61

last Wednesday.

Williams beat out Hellenic Col-

lege for third place in North
Adams State's Berkshire Clas-

sic basketball tournament Sun-

day. The Ephmen lost to

Southeastern Massachusetts
University, the tournament
winner, on Saturday.

"Defensively, we were better

than they were," said Williams
Coach Curt Tong of Sunday's
victory. ' 'We tried to keep them
outside by clogging up the mid-

dle, and for the most part we
succeeded.
"We also tried to cut our turn-

overs in half from the night

before," Tong said, "and we did

a pretty good job at that too."

The night before, turnovers
and foul shots were keys to

S.M.U.'s victory. "They lived at

the line." said Tong. S.M.U. had
24 free throws to the Ephs' 13.

"The problem wasn't with the

officiating," Tong continued.

"We earned every foul. Their

quickness won the game for

them by causing us to commit so

many fouls. Indeed, they were
much quicker than we
expected."

Guard Art Pidoriano had 18

points against Hellenic and 17

against SMU. Center Scott

Olesen had 15 Sunday and 17

Saturday. Freshman point

guard Tim Walsh, in two excel-

lent efforts off the bench, had 16

and 10 points respectively.

Saturday's game saw S.M.U.
jump out to an early eleven

point lead. Williams came back
to get their only lead of the game
at 24-23. It was short-lived, how-

ever, as S.M.U. went on a seven
point streak to take a 31-24 lead.

From then on, Williams could

get no closer than three,

although S.M.U. could never

bury the Ephmen.
S.M.U. went on to beat North

Adams State for the champion-

ship Sunday 80-77, holding off a

last-minute surge when the

Mohawks cut the lead by 17

points in 4:05.

The team stayed even for

three quarters against Hamil-
ton, but a late rally gave the

Continentals the win.

With 12:41 left in the game,
Olesen scored to put the Eph-

men ahead 47-45. But that was
the last lead Williams would
see, as the Continentals went on
a 33-14 tear in that last 12:41.

Olesen led all scorers with 20

points. Pidoriano had 18, and
Walsh chipped in 12.

Wiliams' first home game will

be Wednesday night at 6:00

against Norwich.

Ephs squash tourney

*• ...i.k.,''''

Greg Zaff '84 railed his way to 7-1 record in the Williams Invitational Squash Tournament this weekend. The
Ephmen won the tourney with a 10-0 record.

by Chris Clarey

The Williams varsity squash
team outclassed ten opponents
in a round-robin tournament
held this past weekend at the

Williams squash complex. The
Ephmen finished 10-0 with a

combined match record of 84-6

for a three-day event.

"I felt the team collectively

played really well," said first-

year coach Steve Heath, filling

in for Sean Sloane, who is away
on sabbatical. "None of the

other teams could match the

strength of our top six," he
added in reference to number
one player Greg Zaff '84,

number two Tom Harrity '84,

number three Jeff Sultar '84,

number four Billy Nau '84,

number five, co-captain Jamie
King and number six Doug
Robie '86. Williams won every
match easily, as no opponent
got more than two wins and six

were shut out.

Zaff played particularly well,

dropping only one game in eight
matches, maintaining the level

of play which earned him the

championship of the A Division
in the Boodles Ciin Tournament
held two weeks ago in New
York.

Heath says he "is very optim-
istic about the season. "and that

"the team should be very com-
petitive in its matches with the
top squads in the country: i.e.

Harvard, Princeton, Trinity,

Yale and Dartmouth."

I
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Office of Career Counseling
will move from Its spacious
quarters in Mears House (at top)

to tills sterile space In Stetson.

But OCC director Kassamali
says, "Since they are willing to

Invest time and money into

remodeling, I don't have many
reservations."

(Plonsker and Scheibe)

Languages to Mears

Space shuffle relaunched
by E. A. Stanton

In response to strong protests by language pro-

fessors and students, the college administration
has changed a previous decision to move the lan-

guage center from Weston to the Roper Center on
Stetson's lower level in favor of a plan to relocate

the languages in Mears House.

The Office of Career Counseling, currently

located In Mears House, will occupy the Roper
Center Instead. The Black Students' Union will

retain two rooms In Mears, and the Student Photo
Club will still have Its basement darkroom. In an
unrelated decision, the Laboratory for Prehis-

toric Archaeology, also currently housed In

Mears, will be relocating to another town.

Language professors are very enthusiastic

about the new plan. "We are as happy about this

as we were unhappy about the other (decision),"

said French Professor George Plstorlus. He
noted that Mears will house classrooms, club

rooms, a language lab, and nine faculty offices.

Many faculty members and students felt that

the original plan to move the language depart-

ment to Stetson represented a lack of commit-
ment to Improve the Image of languages at

Williams. They argued that a separate building

provides a special identity for the department
and that the Roper Center could not meet their

space needs as well as Weston. ^

Continued on Page 6

Purple Valley cut off from Big Apple
by Sara Gross

The 7: 45 AM express bus run
from Williamstown to New
York City will be offered only on
Friday and Sunday mornings
instead of the previous seven
days a week, according to bus
company officials. Likewise,

the 5: 15 PM bus back up from
New York will only be offered on
those days.

Low rldershlp on the 7: 45 bus
was the reason for the schedul-

ing change, which took effect

January 3, they said.

There will still be one bus to

New York a day, leaving at

11: 55 AM, but It takes six hours

to get there. The express bus

took four.

"On an average day there

were only two to three William-

stown people on the early morn-
ing bus," according to Judy
Benoit, desk clerk at the Willi-

ams Inn

.

Ray Oche, a Plttsfleld ticket

agent, commented that there

"has been a slow drop In the bus
service to New York over
time,

'

' but the schedule with two
daily buses had remained the

same for the last 10 to 15 years.

No price change

Vermont Transit, which is

owned by Greyhound Corpora-
tion, operates the runs from Wil-

liamstown to New York. Its

traffic manager, Bob Steele,

said he believes the price of a

ticket to New York will not be
affected by the scheduling
change. The price Is currently

$30.35 one-way and $57.70 round-

trip. He Is not aware of any
future schedule changes, he

added, but he referred to the

New York run as a "situation

which requires further
watching."
The buses from Williamstown

to Boston are operated by Eng-

lander Coach Lines. Their sche-

dule remains relatively
untouched. Benoit said that

there are more people going to

Boston, "at least seven a day on
the morning runs." There are
four daily buses to Boston.

Boston bus profitable

It remains profitable to keep
the morning buses to Boston
running because the afternoon
runs make up for the morning
losses, according to William
Gay, executive vice president-

general manager of Englander.
"As long as Greyhound only had
one morning run and was losing

money. It was not profitable to

keep It because Its loss was not

absorbed by the other afternoon
runs . . . Englander can absorb
one losing run and Englander's
loss is marginal," he said.

Continued on Page 5

Two arrested in

Spring St. incidents
by Dan Keating

Two Williams students were
arrested by Williamstown
police last week and a third was
Involved in a fight which the

police broke up. The rash of inci-

dents has caused Williamstown
Police Chief Joseph Zoito to

express concern about student

behavior and the Log.

There have now been three
arrests Involving students leav-

ing the Log, including an earlier

incident involving a student who
destroyed the display window of

King's Package Store after

drinking at the Log.

All three arrests involved stu-

dents under the Massachusetts
legal drinking age of 20 who had
been at the Log, the College

pub.

"Strong concern"
"I have strong concern about

the situation which had come up
In the last few weeks," said

Zolto. "We have no trouble with

students drinking in their rooms
or college parties, because they

just go home. It is when they

have been drinking and then

wind up on Spring Street that

trouble occurs."
The first incident last week

happened after midnight Sun-

day night. Paul F. Toland '85

has been charged with wanton
Injury to real property and pos-

session of stolen property for

allegedly taking a town-owned
street sign. He was arraigned
Wednesday In Northern Berk-
shire Trial Court and pleaded
not guilty. He will appear in

court again this Wednesday.
In the only incident not con-

cerning the Log, the police

broke up a fight between a Willi-

ams student and a local resident

outside The Purple Pub on Bank
Street Thursday night. No
arrests were made.

The third incident of the week
occurred early Friday morning.
John A. P>tterolf "86 was
charged with wanton Injury of

private property for allegedly

breaking the storm door on a
private home. He was released
on personal recognizance and
will be arraigned Wednesday.

Baxter Log?
Dean of Freshman Cris Roo-

senraad said that these matters
are now legal and thus out of the

College's hands. Both he and
Zoito affirmed that the College

and town police still cooperate
closely to avoid unnecessary
problems. Zoito commented
that in light of this cooperation,

a problem may be arising when
this many matters have to

become legal concerns.
Moving the Log to a more cen-

tral location on campus, specifi-

cally Baxter Hall, is one
suggestion to stop student prob-

lems on Spring Street.

Dean Roosenraad maintained
that the second arrest did not

involve the Log. "A team party
was held In the building that

later l)ecomes the Log," said
Roosenraad. "It was a party
situation that was mishandled,
but it had nothing to do with the

operation of the Log."
Roosenraad also denied that

the Log could be moved to the

basement of Baxter Hall, known
as the Rathskeller. "The new
fire codes allow the current

usage as a pool room and televi-

sion area. The modification

needed to make it usable as a

large student pub (meeting fire

codes) is economically not

feasible."

ID'S tigtitened

Manager of the Log Rich
Olson '82 reiterated that the

second arrest had nothing to do

Continued on Page 5

TAKE A GOOD LOOK: you'll b« seeing this tight less often, now that new
schedules to New York are in effect.

(Scheibe)
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LETTERS

The Williams Record
Sado-society

We Support Apartheid

By failure to divest of its stock in companies which do business in

South Africa, the College implicitly supports apartheid. That the College

has not divested before now is an atrocity. Editor Emeritus Rich
Henderson's opinion piece in this issue provides a compelling argument
for immediate action.

We agree. Judge for yourself.

Log Some Responsibility

Incidents like the ones which occurred this week with the William-
stown Police cast a shadow over one of the College's most popular
features: the Log. Although these cases involved only a few, they
threaten to close the Log to many. This would be distressing; we are
fortunate to have a college pub which is more than the corner of some
newfab complex.

But what's good for us is not always good for the town. Some Willi-

amstown residents who feel that students leaving the Log threaten the

tranquility of Spring Street have suggested moving the Log to Baxter

Hall or another central campus location. This proposition would be both

expensive and unappealing to students and the Administration alike.

If something Is worth having, it is worth keeping. To keep the Log on
Spring Street requires only that we encourage more self-restraint

among those few students who lack sufficient self-control. It would take
very little to save the Log, but equally little to lose it.

Quotation of the Week

''Well, I started chewing gum three days ago.

And I wore my sock higher on one leg than the

other, for better balance/^

—Andrew B. Goodwin, explaining

liis stellar basketball

performance against New England.

Letters Policy
The Record accepts letters on any Issue of Interest to the Williams

College community. Letters should be typed, double-spaced, in 57-

character lines, and addressed to The Editor, The Williams Record,
Baxter Hall. Although we try to print all letters In their entirety, we
encourage brevity whenever possible.

EDITORS! N.
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Open letter to Trustees: Divest now
by Richard Henderson

For years, the Trustees have been

pressed by students to divest the Col-

lege's holdings in South Africa. For as

many years the Trustees have main-

tained an alternative position which they

feel better addresses the issues of opposi-

tion to apartheid and Williams' responsi-

bilities as an investor. The debate has not

centered upon the merits of segregation

policy; both students and Trustees unite

in condemnation of the brutal South
African system. Williams College is not a

willing supporter of apartheid; it is try-

ing to oppose it.

Yet Williams College supports and is

supported by the apartheid system. Des-

pite its ideological position, its de facto

stance can do little to ameliorate or

combat.
On paper, the College's efforts to fight

apartheid appear impressive. The Trus-

tees use proxy votes and "communica-
tions with management" to urge
adherence to the Sullivan Principles,

support unionization efforts for blacks,

and "encourage fuller reports by com-
panies on their South African activities.

'

'

Williams set up a committee to help

"judge companies on a case-by-case

basis and decide how most effectively to

encourage them" towards achieving the

desired goals.

The theory behind this policy is sim-

ple: a stockholder can much more effec-

tively guide the policies of a corporation

than someone who has sold his shares.

"It's better to exercise proxies than to

walk away", explained an administra-

tion official. He related the story of a

trustee who was hounded by share-

holders about his company's South Afri-

can operations. The trustee said he

wished the disgruntled stockholders

would simply sell their shares; sup-

posedly this is exactly what Williams
would be doing by divesting.

Not walking away
But "walking away" is not what div-

estment would be, while "hounding" is

far from what Williams has done. Willi-

ams has actually done very little to

"urge" or "encourage" through its

investments. According to Provost J.

tent but blind. Companies who sign

escape the surveillance of Williams,

which ostensibly works towards "case-

by-case" judgement and "fuller

reports" of activities. Williams' only

contact with signatories is through a

yearly report issued by Arthur D. Little,

Inc. The report gives broad statistics on

the signatories' combined operations,

using information provided voluntarily

by the companies. Some signatories

decline to answer certain questions,

though we do not know which companies

and what questions. Other corporations

decline to respond at all. The best infor-

mation Williams gets on a particular

company they may own stock in is that it

is "making good progress" towards

adherence to the Principles, or merely

"making progress," or "needs to be

more active". This is insufficient infor-

mation for Williams to pass judgment on

its companies' South African
operations.

Simple business sense dictates that

any investor must know what his com-

pany is doing. South Africa's Business

Protection Act of 1978 makes the infor-

mation a subsidiary provides to its par-

ent company or its shareholders
unreliable and subject to cessation. The
law makes it illegal for anyone in South

Africa to supply information to any per-

son outside the country on any aspect of

business without government permis-

sion. Another law empowers the govern-

ment to order any company operating in

South Africa to deliver goods to the state

that are determined to be essential to

national security. Thus a company Willi-

ams owns shares in could be forced to

supply oil, or computers, or jeeps to help

the apartheid regime against black res-

istance, and the College might never

hear about it.

Sullivan limited

Even if the College were to receive

good information on corporate activities

in South Africa, and were able and wil-

ling to make substantial efforts to influ-

ence the policies of companies it owns,

Williams still would not help change
apartheid laws. Indeed, the Trustees

admit they would not. The Statement of

^^Voting a shareholder resolution is easy

for us but is totally symbolic • . . and
virtually impotent."

Hodge Markgraf, the College's socially

responsible investment policy centers on
two continuing actions:

• Supporting shareholder's initiatives

proposed by others—the proxy votes.

Williams does not initiate proxies itself.

• Writing a letter every year to com-
panies in which we have invested who
have not signed the Sullivan Principles.

Williams requests that they explain their

reasons for not doing so; if a company's
response is insufficient, we write more
letters.

That's it.

Well, we sold Newmont Mining, but the

College admits it did this not because of

Newmont's actions in South Africa but

its refusal to correspond with us.

College officials also admit that the

policy is quite limited in its effective-

ness. Williams buys and sells stock in

these companies quite frequently, so it is

very difficult to write over time or vote.

Very often when a shareholder resolu-

tion finally comes to a vote, Williams has
already sold its holdings in that com-
pany. If we do get to vote, sometimes we
do not support a resolution we agree with

in principle because it is poorly formed
or places unnecessary burdens upon the

corporation. Finally, says one official,

"voting a shareholder resolution is easy
for us but is totally symbolic . . . and
virtually impotent."

Insufficient

Basing the active initiatives of Willi-

ams' investment policy upon signing of

the Sullivan Principles is not only impo-

Investment Responsibilities takes care

to say that the College's policy aims not

at changing apartheid but at ameliorat-

ing its consequences.

Specifically, this means helping the

approximately 40,000 black employees of

U.S. multinationals achieve economic
advancement and equal treatment in the

workplace. Helping 40,000 of a total of 20

million blacks is worse than insignifi-

cant, especially when corporate policies

can do nothing to change the cruel politi-

cal and social consequences of apar-
theid. A black working for Ford's
subsidiary may make more money than
one working for a South African-owned
company, but this benefit is relatively

unimportant when his family is forced to

live hundreds of miles away in an impov-
erished "homeland", his employment is

limited by law to a two-year term, and he
has no political rights. Urging adherence
to the Sullivan Principles thus makes
hardly a dent in the steel curtain of

apartheid.

Instead the Principles merely serve as

a cover, a fine-sounding, easy alterna-

tive to the hard policy that must be fol-

lowed by institutions like Williams if

they truly wish to fight apartheid.

Pull out

The hard policy which Williams must
follow is the only powerful action the Col-

lege can take: work to end American
investments in South Africa.

American corporations must leave

South Africa for two reasons. According

to the Investor Responsibility Research

Center (which Williams uses to assess its

investment policy), the withdrawal of

even one firm "would represent a set-

back for the South African government,

which meets world criticism of its poli-

cies by heralding each new economic,

political and even sporting relationship

it develops with the West as a sign of

international acceptance. " The interna

tional sports ban has pushed South

Africa towards easing apartheid; some-
thing so important as withdrawal or

threat of withdrawal by American com-
panies would certainly force substantial

change.

The second reason the multinationals

must be pressured to leave is that they

cally and with media attentiotito pull out

of the apartheid-dominated economic
system. Neither way, I suspect, is at all

palatable to the Trustees, but one of

them must be taken. The latter is smar-
ter: economic^ally, morally, and
politically.

We have already seen how difficult and

ineffective it is to vote proxies and carry

on the extensive communication needed

for stockholder pressure. Additionally,

owning the stock until the time a corpo-

ration pulls out, which one must do with

this method, is economically unwise;

undoubtedly the corporation and thus

Williams will be taking a financial loss.

Divestment is morally the best route.

We will no longer support apartheid,

apartheid will no longer support us. Pol-

Helping 40,000 of a total of 20 million

blaclcs is worse than insignificant . . .

directly support the South African
government in important industries:

automotive, computing, and oil. Ameri-
can technology and access to oil resour-

ces is vital to South Africa's health and is

used by the government to enforce apar-

theid. Without computers supplied by
American companies, the pass system
which controls the movements of all

blacks (and only blacks) could not be
effective. Worse, in the event of black

unrest, these "key" industries must
cooperate with the Defense Forces,

forming military commando units

among their white workers to follow

government commands under p)enalty of

imprisonment.
No matter how well these corporations

treat the few blacks who work for them,
on balance they become supporters of

apartheid. By owning these companies,
Williams becomes a supporter of apar-
theid.

An institution like Williams, commit-
ted to upholding the basic morals and
ideals of Western culture, can not at the

same time uphold an economic and polit-

ical system that exists to brutalize five-

sixths of a country's population. Instead
Williams must get its investments out of

that country. This can be done in two
ways. One is to follow the current policy

to a further, effective extent: as a stock-

holder pressure companies to withdraw
from South Africa. The other is to refuse

to invest in companies with South Afri-

can operations, pressing them economi-

itically, in the context of alumni rela-

tions, divestment can be depicted as

concession to the damn kids where con-

stant meddling cannot.

Finally, contrary to normal belief, div-

estment is economically smart. Other

colleges have had good success with

"clean" portfolios; as more institutions

divest, brokers are becoming adept at

managing such investment policies.

More importantly, Williams is a con-

servative investor. We should not be

gambling in the high-risk, high-yield

South African economic situation. When
black riots erupted in 1960 and 1976, capi-

tal fled from South Africa. The current

political situation is becoming more and
more volatile today: extremists on both

left and right are gaining power, strikes

and disturbances are escalating. A
major flare-up, which observers agree
will come at some time soon, will be fol-

lowed by economic panic. Williams can-

not afford to guess when this will

happen; it is better to get out now, when
South-African affiliated stocks number a

very low 20 out of about 200 companies in

our portfolio, and stay out.

With this we can join the many major
progressive universities, and the

recently-divested, very wealthy Com-
monwealth of Massachusetts, In the pow-

erful political and economic campaign
that truly opposes apartheid. We cannot

continue to say we oppose apartheid but

do nothing except support it. H
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Newsbriefs.
Chapin to swing

The Student Activities

Board has announced that

Count Basic will play Chapin
Hall on January 22. Basic, 78,

achieved stardom in the 1930s

with a series of national radio

broadcasts and dance hall

stints, and has remained popu-

lar ever since. Basle will be
accompanied by his 15-piece

band.

SAB Jazz Director Matt Sha-

piro '83 eagerly anticipates

this concert. "Getting Basic is

a real treat for this college. We
sold out Dizzie [Gillespie] in a

number of days. We should

easily do as well with Basic."

these countries. Although the

State Department found that

Brutus has a "well-founded

fear of persecution in South

Africa," it was "not able to

confirm that Mr. Brutus's life

or liberty would be at risk in

Zimbabwe."

Asylum in UK?
It also noted that since Bru-

tus has lived in Britain before,

he has the right of return to the

United Kingdom if he applies

for re-entry permission as a

returning resident. "Brutus
has not asserted a well-

founded fear of persecution in

the UK. .
.," the State Depart-

ment said.

Program Director. Dan laco-

vella '85 will become Person-

nel Director. Bill Wright '84

will be WCFM's new Music
Director, and Diane Edwards
'84 will handle the News
Department.
Farbman stressed that

WCFM will continue their

wide range of programming In

the coming year. As for any
changes In programming
Farbman and Ward said they

are considering plans for a

more consistent day-to-day

program schedule.

"When people turn on the

radio now, they don't know
what to expect at any certain

time of day, "said Ward. Plans
^^\ t*^v*r\rs w^t^M^M ^^

dwindling ranks of potential

applicants (from nearby
regions) are already among
the most active In seeking stu-

dents from new areas.

"Williams College In Wllll-

amstown, Mass., for example,
started recruiting outside the

Northeast In the 1950s to diver-

sify Its student body. Students

from the Pacific Northwest
have a very distinct regional

characteristic, notes Philip F.

Smith, director of admissions.

'They have an outdoor quality

that's different even from
northern New England.'

"

Math money
The London Times' Hlah^r

TO THii WILLIAMS COLLi:GL COKhUNITY: f
\iO^

Yesterday's edition of The Record included an article relatin^i

IS students for misconduct on bpring Street

for its subject matter as for
the arrests of two William!

This piece is important not so much

the new "policy" it represents: that of publisning tne names of indi-

viduals involved in these (and future) incidents.

We feel that this "policy" is unnecessarily damaging and unfair

for the following reasons:

1) It reflects a complete laclc of consideration for the indi-

viduals' standing in this exceptionally small college community,

both during the period immediately following the incidents and

during their future Williams careers.

2) Although The Record management traditionally turns over each

semester, the academic year is nevertheless continuous. Policy

precedents established in the fall, therefore, shoula be main-

tained throughout the year; otherwise, some people are affected

now while others deserving similar "attention" last semester are

omitted,

3) tven if a legitimate case could be presented in favor of

such a policy change, its already inconsistent implementation

is disturbing, in yesterday's article, for example, four inci-

dents were mentioned but only two names were listed, thus unjustly

focusing attention on only half of the group of students involved.

The Williams community must realize that any negative repercussions

are a result of the accumulation of all four incidents and not any one.

This fact is misconstrued by the decision to implement a new approach

to college journalism during Winter otudy rather than on September 8th.

Above all. our primary disagreement with the policy centers around the

impersonal manner in which those incidents and future incidents will

be handled.

We believe that this situation is intolerable and should be

reversed. Dianne R. Valle * B4

John H. Skavlem 'b4

Arrests
Continued from Page 1

with the Log as such and was

purely the product of a before-

hours private party. "I don't see

this as a rising problem. These

were isolated incidents and

probably won't be repeated,"

said Olson. "They've been talk-

ing about moving the Log to the

Rathskeller since I came to Wil-

liams five years ago, but It's

just not practical," he said.

The Log will be tightening the

requirement that all students

have their college identification

to get into the Log because of

this week's incidents, said

Olson. In response to student

complaints that it should not be

necessary, Olson commented:
"They have to have their ID to

get into sporting events and the

'ining halls, so this is no

ifferent.
"

4o bus
Continued from Page 1

Students say they will be

iconvenienced by the elimlna-

ion of the routes. Chlnyere Oko-

onkwo '83 was relying on the

:45 bus to get her to her inter-

lews in New York. Now she will

ave to leave a whole day car-

er to be at her interviews on

me, and possibly miss school.

Karen Anderson '84 last year

lartered a vacation bus for

udents traveling to New York
ith Emily Young '84. Anderson

lid that "the school should get

mething going."

Whenever you teel like

okin a cigareite, instead of

ikin up d match, stril^e up
band- the Larr\- Haijman
'cial Stop Smokin' Wrist

jppin Red Rubber Band.
one tree Irom your
erican Cancer Societv."

%

AAAERICAN
<^> CANCER
TSOCIETY^

ace contributed as a putXic service

:_j

lADUATE STUDIES IN

3MEDICAL RESEARCH

Medical Science Department

ctive Research Programs

•king Qualified Applicants

Tuition and Stipend

Support Available

'urther Information Contact;

Graduate Committee

•partment of Physiology

Ubany Medical College

Albany. NY. 12208

, (5184455651)
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Open letter to Trustees: Divest now
by Richard Henderson

For years, the Trustees have been
pressed by students to divest the Col-

lege's holdings in South Africa. For as

many years the Trustees have main-
tained an alternative position which they

feel better addresses the issues of opposi-

tion to apartheid and Williams' responsi-

bilities as an investor. The debate has not

centered upon the merits of segregation

policy; both students and Trustees unite

in condemnation of the brutal South
African system. Williams College is not a

willing supporter of apartheid; it is try-

ing to oppose it.

Yet Williams College supports and is

supported by the apartheid system. Des-

pite its ideological position, its de facto

stance can do little to ameliorate or

combat.
On paper, the College's efforts to fight

apartheid appear impressive. The Trus-

tees use proxy votes and "communica-
tions with management" to urge
adherence to the Sullivan Principles,

support unionization efforts for blacks,

and "encourage fuller rep)orts by com-
panies on their South African activities."

Williams set up a committee to help

"judge companies on a case-by-case

basis and decide how most effectively to

encourage them" towards achieving the

desired goals.

The theory behind this policy is sim-

ple: a stockholder can much more effec-

tively guide the policies of a corporation

than someone who has sold his shares.

"It's better to exercise proxies than to

walk away", explained an administra-

tion official. He related the story of a

trustee who was hounded by share-

holders about his company's South Afri-

can operations. The trustee said he
wished the disgruntled stockholders

would simply sell their shares; sup-

posedly this is exactly what Williams
would be doing by divesting.

Not walking away
But "walking away" is not what div-

estment would be, while "hounding" is

far from what Williams has done. Willi-

ams has actually done very little to

"urge" or "encourage" through its

investments. According to Provost J.

tent but blind. Companies who sign

escape the surveillance of Williams,

which ostensibly works towards "case-

by-case" judgement and "fuller

reports" of activities. Williams' only

contact with signatories is through a

yearly report issued by Arthur D. Little,

Inc. The report gives broad statistics on

the signatories' combined op)erations,

using information provided voluntarily

by the companies. Some signatories

decline to answer certain questions,

though we do not know which companies
and what questions. Other corporations

decline to respond at all. The best infor-

mation Williams gets on a particular

company they may own stock in is that it

is "making good progress" towards

adherence to the Principles, or merely
"making progress," or "needs to be
more active". This is insufficient infor-

mation for Williams to pass judgment on

its companies' South African
operations.

Simple business sense dictates that

any investor must know what his com-
pany is doing. South Africa's Business

Protection Act of 1978 makes the infor-

mation a subsidiary provides to its par-

ent company or its shareholders
unreliable and subject to cessation. The
law makes it illegal for anyone in South

Africa to supply information to any per-

son outside the country on any aspect of

business without government permis-

sion. Another law empowers the govern-

ment to order any company operating in

South Africa to deliver goods to the state

that are determined to be essential to

national security. Thus a company Willi-

ams owns shares in could be forced to

supply oil, or computers, or jeeps to help

the apartheid regime against black res-

istance, and the College might never

hear about it.

Sullivan limited

Even if the College were to receive

good information on corporate activities

in South Africa, and were able and wil-

ling to make substantial efforts to influ-

ence the policies of companies it owns,
Williams still would not help change
apartheid laws. Indeed, the Trustees
admit they would not. The Statement of

^^Voting a shareholder resolution is easy
for us but is totally symbolic . . . and
virtually impotent/^

Hodge Markgraf, the College's socially

responsible investment policy centers on
two continuing actions:

* Supporting shareholder's initiatives

proposed by others— the proxy votes.

Williams does not initiate proxies itself.

* Writing a letter every year to com-
panies in which we have invested who
have not signed the Sullivan Principles.

Williams requests that they explain their

reasons for not doing so; if a company's
response is insufficient, we write more
letters.

That's it.

Well, we sold Newmont Mining, but the

College admits it did this not because of

Newmont's actions in South Africa but

its refusal to correspond with us.

College officials also admit that the

policy is quite limited in its effective-

ness. Williams buys and sells stock in

these companies quite frequently, so it is

very difficult to write over time or vote.

Very often when a shareholder resolu-

tion finally comes to a vote, Williams has
already sold its holdings in that com-
pany. If we do get to vote, sometimes we
do not support a resolution we agree with
in principle because it is poorly formed
or places unnecessary burdens upon the

corporation. Finally, says one official,

"voting a shareholder resolution is easy
for us but is totally symbolic . . . and
virtually impotent."

Insufficient

Basing the active initiatives of Willi-

ams' investment policy upon signing of

the Sullivan Principles is not only impo-

Investment Responsibilities takes care

to say that the College's policy aims not

at changing apartheid but at ameliorat-

ing its consequences.

Specifically, this means helping the

approximately 40,000 black employees of

U.S. multinationals achieve economic
advancement and equal treatment in the

workplace. Helping 40,000 of a total of 20

million blacks is worse than insignifi-

cant, especially when corporate policies

can do nothing to change the cruel politi-

cal and social consequences of apar-
theid. A black working for Ford's
subsidiary may make more money than
one working for a South African-owned
company, but this benefit is relatively

unimportant when his family is forced to

live hundreds of miles away in an impov-
erished "homeland", his employment is

limited by law to a two-year term, and he
has no political rights. Urging adherence
to the Sullivan Principles thus makes
hardly a dent in the steel curtain of

apartheid.

Instead the Principles merely serve as

a cover, a fine-sounding, easy alterna-

tive to the hard p)olicy that must be fol-

lowed by institutions like Williams if

they truly wish to fight apartheid.

Pull out

The hard policy which Williams must
follow is the only powerful action the Col-

lege can take: work to end American
investments in South Africa.

American corporations must leave

South Africa for two reasons. According

to the Investor Responsibility Research

Center ( which Williams uses to assess Its

Investment policy), the withdrawal of

even one firm "would represent a set-

back for the South African government,

which meets world criticism of Its poli-

cies by heralding each new economic,

political and even sporting relationship

It develops with the West as a sign of

International acceptance." The Interna-

tional sports ban has pushed South

Africa towards easing apartheid; some-
thing so Important as withdrawal or

threat of withdrawal by American com-
panies would certainly force substantial

change.

The second reason the multinationals

must be pressured to leave Is that they

cally and with media attentlonto pull out

of the apartheid-dominated economic
system. Neither way, I suspect. Is at all

palatable to the Trustees, but one of

them must be taken. The latter Is smar-
ter: economlc^ally, morally, and
politically.

We have already seen how difficult and

Ineffective It Is to vote proxies and carry

on the extensive communication needed

for stockholder pressure. Additionally,

owning the stock until the time a corpo-

ration pulls out, which one must do with

this method. Is economically unwise;

undoubtedly the corporation and thus

Williams win be taking a financial loss.

Divestment is morally the best route.

We will no longer support apartheid,

apartheid will no longer support us. Pol-

Helping 40,000 of a total of 20 million

blacks is worse than insignificant . • .

directly support the South African
government In Important industries:

automotive, computing, and oil. Ameri-
can technology and access to oil resour-

ces Is vital to South Africa's health and Is

used by the government to enforce apar-

theid. Without computers supplied by
American companies, the pass system
which controls the movements of all

blacks (and only blacks) could not be
effective. Worse, in the event of black
unrest, these "key" industries must
cooperate with the Defense Forces,

forming military commando units

among their white workers to follow

government commands under penalty of

imprisonment.
No matter how well these corporations

treat the few blacks who work for them,
on balance they become supporters of

apartheid. By owning these companies,
Williams becomes a supporter of apar-
theid.

An institution like Williams, commit-
ted to upholding the basic morals and
ideals of Western culture, can not at the

same time uphold an economic and polit-

ical system that exists to brutalize five-

sixths of a country's population. Instead
Williams must get Its Investments out of

that country. This can be done In two
ways. One is to follow the current policy

to a further, effective extent: as a stock-

holder pressure companies to withdraw
from South Africa. The other Is to refuse

to Invest in companies with South Afri-

can operations, pressing them economl-

itically. In the context of alumni rela-

tions, divestment can be depicted as

concession to the damn kids where con-

stant meddling cannot.

Finally, contrary to normal belief, div-

estment is economically smart. Other
colleges have had good success with

"clean" portfolios; as more institutions

divest, brokers are becoming adept at

managing such Investment policies.

More Importantly, Williams Is a con-

servative Investor. We should not be

gambling In the high-risk, high-yield

South African economic situation. When
black riots erupted In 1960 and 1976, capi-

tal fled from South Africa. The current

political situation Is becoming more and
more volatile today: extremists on both

left and right are gaining power, strikes

and disturbances are escalating. A
major flare-up, which observers agree
will come at some time soon, will be fol-

lowed by economic panic. Williams can-
not afford to guess when this will

happen; It Is better to get out now, when
South-African affiliated stocks number a

very low 20 out of about 200 companies In

our portfolio, and stay out.

With this we can join the many major
progressive universities, and the

recently-divested, very wealthy Com-
monwealth of Massachusetts, In the pow-

erful political and economic campaign
that truly opposes apartheid. We cannot

continue to say we oppose apartheid but

do nothing except support It. H
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Newsbriefs.
Chapin to swing

The Student Activities
Board has announced that

Count Basle will play Chapin
Hall on January 22. Basle, 78,

achieved stardom In the 1930s

with a series of national radio

broadcasts and dance hall

stints, and has remained popu-

lar ever since. Basle will be
accompanied by his 15-piece

band.

SAB Jazz Director Matt Sha-

piro '83 eagerly anticipates

this concert. "Getting Basle Is

a real treat for this college. We
sold out Dizzie ( Gillespie 1 in a

number of days. We should

easily do as well with Basle."

Brutus appeals

asylum denial

Dennis Brutus, the interna-

tionally acclaimed South Afri-

can exile, antl-apartheld
advocate, poet and scholar

who spoke here last spring,

yesterday appealed a State

Department recommendation
to the Immigration and Natu-

ralization Service that he not

be given asylum In the United

States.

Brutus, who was exiled from

South Africa for attempting to

integrate its Olympic Team,
holds double nationality in

South Africa and Zimbabwe.

In order to be entitled to

refugee status, US law says

that Brutus must establish a

fear of persecution in both

these countries. Although the

State Department found that

Brutus has a "well-founded

fear of persecution In South

Africa," It was "not able to

confirm that Mr. Brutus's life

or liberty would be at risk in

Zimbabwe."

Asylum In UK?
It also noted that since Bru-

tus has lived in Britain before,

he has the right of return to the

United Kingdom if he applies

for re-entry permission as a

returning resident. "Brutus
has not asserted a well-

founded fear of persecution in

the UK . .
.," the State Depart-

ment said.

The Dennis Brutus Defense
Committee, however, believes

that his life "will be placed in

danger at the hands of the

South African Secret Police if

he is not granted political asy-

lum In the United States."

Brutus Is scheduled to lec-

ture at Williams next Sunday
night, January 16, in Brooks-
Rogers Recital Hall, at 8 PM.

WCFM posts

new staff

Lee Farbman '84 was
elected as WCFM's new Gen-
eral Manager in an all-station

meeting held shortly before
winter break. Farbman repla-

ces senior Glenn Kessler.

Former Personnel Director

Jay Ward '84 was elected as

Program Director. Dan laco-

vella '85 will become Person-

nel Director. Bill Wright '84

will be WCFM's new Music
Director, and Diane Edwards
'84 will handle the News
Department.

Farbman stressed that

WCFM will continue their

wide range of programming in

the coming year. As for any
changes in programming
Farbman and Ward said they

are considering plans for a

more consistent day-to-day

program schedule.

"When p)eople turn on the

radio now, they don't know
what to expect at any certain

timeofday," said Ward. Plans

to streamline programming
. . . might reserve specific

times of day for a certain type
or program . . . such as news,

talk, straight rock 'n' roll, etc.,

Ward said.

However, he added that any
plans would depend on listener

preferences and availability

of DJ's.

Williams hits

big time

media
Williams has recently had

Its name mentioned in a

number of prestigious
publications:

In an article on the recruit-

ing problems colleges face due
to the declining college-age

population. The Wall Street

Journal noted that "highly

selective colleges that proba-

bly will be affected the least by

dwindling ranks of potential

applicants (from nearby
regions) are already among
the most active In seeking stu-

dents from new areas.

"Williams College In Wllll-

amstown, Mass., for example,
started recruiting outside the

Northeast in the 1950s to diver-

sify its student body. Students

from the Pacific Northwest
have a very distinct regional

characteristic, notes Philip F.

Smith, director of admissions.

'They have an outdoor quality

that's different even from
northern New England.'

"

Math money
The London Times' Higher

Education Supplement
reported that Williams is

among a select group of 10

American colleges receiving

$250,000 each from the Alfred
P. Sloan Foundation to

improve those colleges' teach-

ing in applied mathematics,
quantitative reasoning and
technology.

Amherst and Dartmouth
were among a different group
of colleges receiving "smaller
grants."

Time magazine mentioned
Williams in a report on the

problem of copyright infringe-

ment by colleges which pho-

tocopy course materials
regularly and on a massive
scale. But Yale and Williams

came off looking well as Time
reported that both colleges

post copyright warnings on the

sides of campus copying
machines.
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Salvatore's
Semi-Annual Clearance

Sale

NOW IN PROGRESS!
Save 20% — 50%

On Fine Quality Footwear

and Clothing

CONCERNED WITH FASHION.

FIT AND QUALITY

CASH, CHECK. CREDIT CARD ONLY

Arrests
Continued fronn Page 1

with the Log as suchandwas
purely the product of a before-

hours private party. "I don't see

this as a rising problem. These
were isolated incidents and
probably won't be repeated,"

said Olson. "They've been talk-

ing about moving the Log to the

Rathskeller since I came to Wil-

liams five years ago, but it's

just not practical," he said.

The Log will be tightening the

requirement that all students

have their college identification

to get into the Log because of

this week's incidents, said

Olson. In response to student

complaints that it should not be

necessary, Olson commented:
"They have to have their ID to

get into sporting events and the

dining halls, so this is no

different."

No bus
Continued fronn Page 1

Students say they will be

inconvenienced by the elimina-

tion of the routes. Chinyere Oko-
ronkwo *83 was relying on the

7: 45 bus to get her to her inter-

views in New York. Now she will

have to leave a whole day ear-

lier to be at her interviews on

time, and possibly miss school.

Karen Anderson '84 last year
chartered a vacation bus for

students traveling to New York
with Emily Young '84. Anderson
said that "the school should get

something going."

Whenever you leel like

smokin aciiiareite. msieadof
strikin up a match, stril^e up
thf band- the Larr\- HaiJman
Special Stop Sinokln Wrist

Snappin Red Rubber Band.
Get one tree Irom your
American Cancer Societv.

"

AMERICAN
CANCER

? SOCIETY^V

Th(s space contributed as a puWic service

GRADUATE STUDIES IN

BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH

Basic Medical Science Department

Active Research Programs

Seeking Qualified Applicants

Tuition and Stipend

Support Available

For Further Information Contact:

Graduate Committee

Department of Physiology

Albany Medical College

Albany. NY. 12208

<S18 445 5651)
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Free Delivery on Campus
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National
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Space shuffle

—

Continued from Page 1

"It was the clear desire of the language pt^ople

for us to reconsider our decision." said Markgraf.

"It was reopent^d at their request, and we looked

at a couple of other options, including (ioodrich

House. But Mears seemed to fill those needs best,

so we were happy to respond in that way. I'm

pleased, and I think the languages are. I salute

Fatma ( Kassamali. director of OCC) . for her wil-

lingness to try the new arrangement."

Mears has less floor space than does Weston,

according to College Provost J. Hodge Markgraf.

But. he said, the languages will actually gain

classroom space when the rooms currently occur-

pied by the computer center in Bronfman are

converted into classrooms. The computer center

is moving to Jesup Hall, and the offices in Jesup

are moving to Weston.

The question of faculty offices has been a

source of tension between language faculty and

the administration during the past several weeks.

Most professors have traditionally preferred to

have their offices in Stetson rather than in Wes-

ton, and thiswasoneof theadministration'sargu-

ments for the current underutillzation of space in

Weston.

Part of the arrangement for Mears is that at

least one senior and one junior member of each

language department must have offices in Mears

to ensure that the space there is used as effec-

tively as possible.

OCC needs met

Staff at OCC, the only potential losers in the

move, have a positive outlook.

"We feel that nobody would like to be moved out

of what is as comfortable and convenient as this

is, but Stetson will meet our needs," said Kassa-

mali. "Since they are willing to invest time and

money into remodeling. I don't have many

reservations."

Putting the final piece into the space shuffle

jigsaw, the administration will locate the athletic

coaches' offices in Rice House, currently a co-op.

The coaches are moving from their Jesup offices

to make way for the new computers.

The same architect, John Jordan, will be han-

dling the renovation of Weston, Mears and Stet-

son. The entire space shuffle should be completed

by the beginning of the next school year.

Trade embargo blasted
Continued from Page 2

The United States uses the stick

as well as the carrot. One of the

big sticl(s is the International

Monetary Fund (IMF). For

example, three years ago in

Jamaica, Michael Manley ran

for re-election and the IMF said,

either you move away from

socialism, or we will withhold

all money and your economy
will fall into ruin. And that's

exactly what happened, and he

was unseated in the next

election.

Well, the IMF, even now with

the new administration in

Jamaica, has not been able to

provide what the Jamaicans

need for their own development.

At the same time you have seen

how the international financial

situation is deteriorating, and

this is something that has to be

solved. What's going to be done

about it. I don't think anyone

has the slightest idea.

It's not a question of simply

imposing policies like the IMF.

That's not solving anything

now. and it hasn't ever solved

anything. Since its inception,

the IMF has been pursuing the

same policies, and they haven't

solved anything. Quite to the

contrary, the situation Is one of

chaos, and the international

monetary system has to be res-

tructured. The question of the

new principle of the interna-

tional credits for development

has to be upheld. There has to be

international assistance for

development, especially for

Third World nations. That has to

be upheld. But how are we going

to get there?

What do you think the future is

of Cuban-American relations?

With so many people out of

work, the American political cli-

mate may change. Is the em-
bargo going to be lifted

anywhere in the foreseeable fu-

ture?

Well, I think sometime in the

future the embargo has to be

lifted. I don't know when. I'm

not going to make predictions; I

wouldn't like to get into that

game. What I do believe is that

since 1960, as we said in the

beginning, there has been one

and only one policy in the U.S.

towards Cuba, as embodied in

the embargo; isolation of Cuba,

and so forth. But that was 23

years ago. Since that time, Cuba
has undergone dramatic
changes: politically, economi-

cally, socially. Probably 60 per-

MARKETING AND SALES
CAREER OPPORTUNITIES

WESTPOINT PEPPERELL*

A major Fortune 500 Corporation

will hold interviews for full time positions (for Class of

1983) on:

Monday, February 21 from 9:00 to 5:00

To make an appointment and learn more about Westpoint

Pepperell. contact the Office of Career Counseling.

^Manufacturers of Martex, Lady Pepperell and other national brand

products. Marketing Headquarters—New York.

cent of Cuba's population has

been born in those 20-odd years.

So it means that Cuba, in 1960,

was completely different from

what it is today. You are dealing

with a completely different indi-

vidual. The U.S. had a policy to

deal with Cuba when they were 6

months old; now they have the

same policy, when Cuba is

approaching the 24th year of

revolutionary changes. The
U.S. attitude is the same as try-

ing to treat a 24 year old man the

same way you would a 6 month-

old baby. That has to change,

because you cannot keep poli-

cies static in that dogmatic way.

I think we need to understand

this situation and define ways in

which to establish normal rela-

tionships. That's what I see in

the future: finally we will get to

a situation where we restore a

normal relationship between

Cuba and the United States.

They are not going to be what

they are now, they are not going

to be what they were 25 years

ago. or 50 years ago. They will

be different. They will have to

be different.

Wanted:

Customers who are not

afraid of a new idea.

January 17th marks the

start of the new

bottle bill.

Stop by. let us answer

your questions so

the new bill works

effectively for

everyone.
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Hoopsters downed by Harvard
by Ward Katsanis

The women's basketball squad split their

games last week, losing to Harvard 84-50 Satur-

day but beating Skidmore 48-43 on Thursday.
Harvard opened with a full court press and

played an aggressive man-to-man defense for the

majority of the game. The Crimson secured the

lead early and never relinquished It. Despite a
short period during the first half when Williams
applied a full court press of their own (the score
was 12-10 with 11:00 remaining). Harvard had a
very comfortable lead.

The halftlme score was 34-17, but then Harvard
dominated the first two minutes of the second
half, outscorlng the Ephs 11-0. The final score of

the contest was 84-50, with Harvard's Sue Clapp
leading all scorers with 18 points.

Eph scorers
Williams had three players In double figures:

Kay Lackey '85, T.K. Meehan '83 and Tracy Bur-
rows '84 had 15, 14 and 12 points respectively.

Women
squashed
Opening the season In a well-

played but disappointing match
Saturday, the women's squash
team was trounced by Harvard,
7-0.

Coach Renzle Lamb com-
mented, "Overall, I was very
proud of the team. Generally
speaking, the loss was due to a

difference in match experience.

Harvard is one of the top teams
In the country, whereas several

members of our team had never
even played varsity squash
until today." Lamb cited Cap-
tain Barb Rlefler "83 and Amina
Mahmood '84 for their excellent

performances.

Pucksters edged—
Continued from Page 8

For a moment. It appeared
that the Ephs had again tied the

game with 59 seconds left, but
the referee ruled that the puck
had not crossed the goal line.

The Crusaders were able to kill

the remaining time, despite the

fact that Williams pulled Its

goalie.

The Crusaders outshot Willi-

ams by a 39-24 margin In run-

ning their record to 10-3-2. Dan
Finn had 35 saves for the Ephs,
while Ussegllo had 21 for Holy
Cross. The Ephs' record
dropped to 2-5.

Of the loss, Coach Bill McCor-
mlck said, "I think we did a

pretty good job against a very

good team. The loss of Brownell

and Rich Gallun, just when we
seemed to be injury-free, has

forced us to work with a patch-

work lineup. If we can get these

nagging Injuries cleared up, I'm

pretty optimistic about our

future. Although we have a

tough schedule, our play in the

third period was Inspiring."

Wipe out Hamilton

Earlier in the week, Williams

rode four third-period goals to

victory as they defeated Hamil-

ton by an 8-4 count. Seven differ-

ent players got Into the scoring

column for Williams, including

Brownell (2), Ed Finn,
Rutledge, Wysocki, Flood, and

Charles Thompson '83. The vic-

tory proved to be a costly one,

however, as Brownell will be out

for at least a month.

Williams coach Sue Hudson-Hamblln emphas-
ized that Harvard, a strong Division I school, had
already played seven games compared to only

one for Williams. Hudson-Hamblln felt, though,

that Williams "did well on defense" and that this

game provided "good practice."

Beat Skidmore
Earlier In the week, Williams travelled to Skid-

more where they were victorious 48-32. Three Wil-

liams players again scored In double figures:

Lynne Jaycobs '85 had 12 points, Meehan had 11

and Lackey netted 10. Co-captain Meehan also led

In the rebound department with 13 and in steals

with seven.

Coach Hudson-Hamblln commented that at

Skidmore, Williams took the lead right away and

never lost It. With a record of 1-1 now, the women
hoopsters look forward to their upcoming home
games In the Molly Stark Classic, to be held this

Saturday and Sunday in Lasell gymnasium.

CLASSIFIEDS
REAGANOMICS, the lack of

snow and saltless Saltines are all

direct results of excessive con-

sumption of alcoholic beverages'

Jack Daniels is killing our child-

ren' Stop drinking before your

eyelids fall off!

—Williams College

Temperance Union

Rob Kusel

All American
by Dave Woodworth

Several members of last

fall's highly successful men's
soccer team have earned indi-

vidual postseason honors.

Senior Rob Kusel was
named to the Division III All-

America team, as well as the

All-New England squad. He is

the first All-American that

Williams soccer has produced
since Greg Hartman in 1978. In

addition, Kusel and goal-

keeper Ted Murphy '85 were
selected to play in the ECAC
Division III AU-Star game.
Williams' Fox Award for

leadership and dedication
went to senior captain Aytac
Apaydln, while Jeff Sutton '83,

the team's leading scorer, was
named Most Valuable Player.

Kris Strohbehn '83 was voted

Most Improved.

Becky Baugh

All

New England
Senior Becky Baugh, a four-

year starter on the Eph soccer

team, has been rewarded for

her prowess as the squad's

outstanding forward by being

named to the second team Div-

ision IMII All-New England
Women's Soccer Team.

Baugh served as a striker

and a trailer for the 4-6-1 Ephs.

and although she did not lead

the team In scoring as she did

her sophomore year, she had
what Coach Ed Grees charac-

terizes as a "fine season."

Becky "carried the team with

her strength and determina-

tion," according to her coach.

"She's a great athlete and It

will be a shame to lose her to

graduation."

When the Snow Flies . . .
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COLLEGE BOOK STORE. INC
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Books 1/3 - 1/2 off
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WEST PACKAGE STORE
Beat January 17th

Mass. Bottle Bill Price Increases.

Stock up now with your

favorite beer!
Route 2

Between N.A. and Williamstown
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PENNY'S PLACE
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This week's recipient is junior Dan Finn,

who saved 35 shots for the hockey team in

its last-minute 4-3 loss to Holy Cross. Finn
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over Hamilton. Dan, this Bud's for you.
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Basketballers invade Cuba
by John Clayton

The men's basketball team had an unusual

Christmas vacation—a two week trip to Cuba.

The team returned Friday night from a cultural

and athletic trip in which they played (and lost)

three games, one of them on national television.

They also visited a factory, national museum,
hospital, and beach.

Everyone on the trip—the team, head Coach
Curt Tong, Assistant Coaches Bob Peck and Erv
Chambliss, and Political Science Professor Car-
los Egan—came back impressed with the friend-

liness of the Cuban people.

"The most interesting part of the trip was going

out and talking to people," said Junior Art Pidori-

ano. "We met with students, workers, people in

government, and the head of a friendship organi-

zation, and Just asked them questions."

Junior Greg Lockhart and senior captain Scott

Olesen knew some Spanish and thus were able to

talk with many people on the street. "The friendli-

ness of the strangers we met was amazing," said

Lockhart. "There were many young people
around, who were very outgoing and ready to

converse."

Talented Cubans
The Ephmen played three games against very

talented Cuban teams. ' 'We lost all three games,
*

'

said Coach Curt Tong, "but it was no disgrace.

Their shortest player was 6-4, and they went right

up to 6-10.

"And they could play," continued Tong. "Many
people think only Americans can shoot well. Not
true. These players could shoot. We learned what
quality basketball is in these games. If we can
stay with them, and we only lost by five points in

the third game, then the tough teams on our sche-

dule don't look so bad."

Tong was also pleased with the spiritual results

for his team. "Every team needs things like

that—opportunities to live together and get to

know each other. In an alien society, you tend to

group together and pull for each other. So our
players now appreciate each other more. We

grew a lot, both as people and as a team. That will

also show up in our play.

"In terms of basketball, we also defined our

roles much better," Tong said. We have different

players with different talents—unfortunately no

five with all of them. Now we have a better under-

standing of who can do what."

Celebrities

Team members were treated like real celebri-

ties, playing in the national coliseum (with a

12,000 capacity, although it was never filled,

according to Tong), while the second game was
on national television.

They were also celebrities as they walked down
the street, and team members played the role of

ambassadors well, said Tong. "That kind of expo-
sure is good for the college," Tong said.

The Ephmen, in turn, were impressed with the

Cubans. "Many of them really want to be friends

with the U.S.," said Pidoriano, "and this block-

ade is really hurting them."

All the players were enthusiastic about the trip.

"We had a great time," said Junior Ed Schmidt.
"We went to a lot of cultural activities—

a

cabaret, a baseball game, the museum, a couple

days at the beach."

Beat New England

After they got back, the team beat New Eng-
land College 67-61 Saturday night.

Pidoriano had 25 points to lead all scorers, and
senior forward Andy Goodwin had 18 points.

The Ephmen took advantage of sloppy play to

Jump out to a 22-15 lead early In the first half, but
the Pilgrims battled back to lead 37-34 at

halftlme.

"We were very, very tired," said Tong, "But we
were emotional and had a lot of desire, and so
were able to hold on."

Williams Jumped out to leads as great as nine In

the second half, and although New England nar-

rowed it to two with 4: 17 left, the Ephmen got

clutch baskets from Pidoriano and Junior Ed
Schmidt to secure the win.

Leaping into a forest of angry Pilgrims, junior Ed Schmidt contributes to

Williams' 67-61 victory over New Engiand College as Oave Krupslti (right)

and Mike Meadows (back) look on. Hoopsters returned from a Bay of

Purple Cows invasion to beat the Pilgrims Saturday. (Plonsker)

First victory in 3 years

Skaters ice Skidmore
The women's Ice hockey team chalked up their first victory In

three years by defeating Skidmore Thursday night 2-1 at home.

Williams' Meredith Bibber '85, assisted by Captain Bea Fuller
'83, opened the scoring action with a goal four minutes Into the
game. However, Skidmore evened up the score soon after with a
breakaway goal. The score remained tied through the second
period.

Williams finally clinched a win with three minutes left In the
game when Jeanette Hazelton '85, assisted by Beth Ebel '86 and
Meredith McGlll '83, slipped the puck into the net.

Williams coach Bernie Nuener was pleased with his team's
win, but said he hopes to see better passing and skating in the
future.

The Williams pucksters are looking forward next to hosting
the Molly Stark Tournament January 15-16 when they hope to

continue their winning record.

Pucksters edged by Holy Cross

Ephmen make tracks

by Dave Woodworth

Playing without the services

of senior co-captaln Bob Brow-
nell, who injured his collar-bone

In last Wednesday's game
against Hamilton, the men's
hockey team lost a tough 4-3

decision to Holy Cross at Chap-
man Rink on Saturday. .

The Ephs came roaring back
from a 3-0 deficit In the second
period to knot the contest at 3-all

with two power-play goals in the

final frame, but ran out of

momentum as the Crusaders
got the game-winner with less

than two minutes remaining.
Holy Cross took an early 1-0

lead on a power-play goal by Pat
Kennedy at 6:29 of the first

period. With Brian Winters '85

out for interference, Kennedy
took a pass from Chris Brown
and wristed a shot past goal-
keeper Dan Finn '84. Finn's ster-

ling performance in several

other penalty-killing situations

kept Williams from falling any
further behind, however, and
the score remained 1-0 at the

Junior tri-captain Bo Parker
turned in an impressive perfor-

mance Saturday as he led the

Eph trackmen to a 73-63 victory

over defending Division HI
champions, M.I.T. Parker won
the 1500 with a strong 3: 59 fin-

ish, broke the school record with

his 2:37 time in the 1000, and

turned in a personal best of 1: 54

in his leg of the Eph's mile

relay.

"Parker's performance was
outstanding," commented
coach Dick Farley. "Not only

did he win his two regular

events, but he came from 35

yards back to win the final relay

which gave us the points we

needed to edge by M.I.T."

Make up deficit

Williams was behind by 20

end of the first period.

Crusaders jump ahead
The Crusaders got two more

quick goals In the second period,

as Mike Coan, assisted by
Kennedy and Jerry Deleo,
knocked In a rebound at the 4: 05
mark.
Moments later, Mike Robben

upped the lead to 3-0 with a
short-handed goal. With Holy
Cross playing a man down,
Brown Intercepted an errant
Williams pass and broke free
down the left side. His 35-foot

slap shot hit the near post, but
Robben beat Finn with the
follow-up with 5: 16 gone In the
period.

The Ephs got on the board at
17: 08 of the second stanza, when
Brian Rutledge '85 scored off

assists by mark Wysockl '83 and
Mike Uretsky '85. The goal
came with both teams playing a
man down, as Jeff Potter '85 and
Richard Shea of the Crusaders
were In the box for roughing.

Ephmen tie it up
Williams finally got its power

play off the shelf In the third

period. With Joe Lunny of the

Crusaders off, Potter and
Wysockl dug the puck out of the

left corner and centered It to Ed
Finn '83, who drilled the shot by
Frank Ussegllo at 2:25 of the

period.

Then, with Owen Dugan out

for high-sticking, the Ephmen
tied the game at the 4: 43 mark
as co-captaln Sam Flood '83

cranked a shot from the point.

Although his attempt went wide
of the net, Wysockl took the

puck as It came off the boards

and beat the goalkeeper to the

near side.

By now the momentum rested

completely with the home team,

and when Dan Finn made sev-

eral spectacular saves to turn

aside a Holy Cross power play

with about five minutes left, the

Ephs seemed well on their way
to salvaging a tie, if not gaining

a win. However, Lunny dashed
these hopes with a goal at 18: 29

of the period.

Continued on Page 7

points after the field events and
was only able to make up the

deficit by winning all of the last

seven running events.

Other first place performan-
ces for Williams Included tri-

captaln Tomas Alejandro's 6.5

In the 55-meter dash, Greg Lao's
Jump of 12' In the pole vault, Ted
Leon's 51.5 In the 400-meter run,

Tom Plngree's 2 minutes flat In

the 800-meter run, John Nel-

son's 9: 07 In the 3000-meter run,

and Paul Toland's 6'4" in the

High Jump.
The Williams squad, now 1-0

on the season, looks to Its Janu-
ary 16 trl-meet against Union
and Hamilton for its next vic-

tory. The meet will take place In

the Towne Field House begin-

ning at 1:00.

Swimmers drown Hamilton
by Chris Harned

The men's and women's swim teams handily
defeated Hamilton, sweeping first-place finishes
In every event except one. The men upped their
record to 3-0 by a score of 87-26, while the women
followed suit with their 99-41 victory.

The win was never In doubt, with first place
finishes spread evenly throughout the team.
Diver Jim Stockton led a balanced attack with his
two wins, In the required and optional diving
events.

Other winners for Williams were: Rob Bowman
In the 1000 freestyle (10: 15.7), Will Andrew in the
200 free (1:50.9); Jeff Mills in the 100 freestyle
(:49.4); and Mark Weeks In the 50 freestyle
(:22.5). In other events. Bill Couch won the 200
Individual Medley (2:0.9); sophomore All-
Amerlcan Pete Orphanos In the 200 fly (2:02.5);

John Peloso In the 200 backstroke (2: 12.9.9) John
McClelland In the 500 freestyle (5:17.5); and
breaststroker Dave Johnson ended Williams win-
ning ways, streaking to a 2: 20.2 victory in the 200
breast.

The women's meet was highlighted by dual vic-

tories by Rachel Stauffer In the 100 and 200 free
(57: 0.7 and 2: 04.9) , Kathy Klrmayer In the 100 fly

(1:03.6) and the 100 backstroke (1:09.2), Katie
Hudner in the 50 backstroke (31.0) and the 50
freestyle (28.0), Dlna Esposlto In both diving
events, and Kim Eckrlch In the 200 IM (2: 16.5)

and the 50 breaststroke (33.3). Senior Co-Captain
Liz Jex won the 100 Individual Medley (1:05.0).
The Medley Relay team of Klrmayer, Jex,
Hudner, and Ann Tuttle was also victorious
(1:58.9).

Both teams will travel to Southern Connecticut
this Saturday.
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Brutus on campus

Reagan, Williams charged
by Katya Hokanson

"This institution is Involved in

what is undoubtedly the most
racist society in the world,"

declared exiled black South

African poet Dennis Brutus to a
capacity crowd at Brooks-
Rogers Hall on Sunday.

Money is never invested in

South Africa for charity or
reform, said Brutus, but always
for profit. Brutus, who was
exiled from South Africa twelve
years ago and now faces deport-

ment from the US, devoted his

Sunday speech to outlining the

Reagan Administration's
"unprecedented expansion" of

relations with the all-white

government of South Africa.

The poet attacked the Reagan
Administration's policy of "con-

structive engagement" in

Investments—a policy the
administration says is to exert

positive influence on the oppres-

sion of a black majority by a
white minority in South Africa

through pressure by investors—

as
'

'totally false and dishonest
. '

'

Williams College also officially

endorses this policy.

A black South African resist-

ance leader's parting words to

Brutus as he left Robl)en Island,

a South African prison where
Brutus broke rocks in return for

having pressured the South

African Olympic Committee to

include qualified black athletes

on Its all-white team, were "get

the corporations off our backs,"
the poet reported.

Black South Africans, who
make up 83 percent of the popu-
lation of South Africa, are
excluded by law from taking
part in the political process,

Including voting. The all-white

Pretoria government rules the

country. Exclusion and oppres-
sion of blacks Is called
apartheid.

Reidonal policeman
Although "other administra-

tions are not Innocent," Brutus
said, the Reagan Administra-
tion has greatly stepped up US
contact with the Pretoria
government and has provided
aid to its military. Brutus feels

that the US has settled upon
South Africa as a regional

policeman of the southern por-

tion of Africa.

The head of the South African

secret police has met with the

Pentagon, Brutus said, as well

as with Jeane Klrkpatrlck, US
Ambassador to the UN. At the

same time as the head of the South

African armed forces was meet-
ing with US officials at the Pen-
tagon, he said, the South
African army went on search
and destroy missions In Ango-
lan villages and refugee camps.
The US also arranged for over

a billion dollars to be loaned to

South Africa by the Interna-

tional Monetary Fund, said Bru-

tus, an amount he feels

corresponds to the rise of the

Pretoria government's military

budget.
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Bottle bill boosts beer prices
by Jim Pealc

It used to be that once a
group of friends had polished

off a six-pack, everyone would
use the empty containers to

practice their basketball
skills, eventually filling the

nearest wastebasket with an
assortment of bottles and
cans. But now, because of the

Massachusetts bottle bill

which took effect yesterday, It

pays to save those empty
containers.
Consumers are now re-

quired to pay a deposit on
every non-biodegradable con-

tainer of soda, mineral water
and beer purchased. The dep-
osit will be five cents for con-

tainers holding 32 ounces or

less, and at least ten cents for

larger containers.

The empty bottles can then

be returned to any dealer, who
will refund the deposit even If

the lx)ttles were purchased at

another store. The bill does not

cover alcoholic beverages
other than beer.

Passed in referendum
The bottle bill was originally

passed In the Massachusetts
legislature last year after a
long and bitter political fight.

Opponents of the bill then suc-

cessfully petitioned to have

the law placed on last

November's ballot. Although
an earlier version of the legis-

lation had been defeated at the

polls, this time It passed by a
comfortable majority.

Proponents hope that the

new law will greatly decrease
the number of bottles and cans
discarded on the state's parks
and highways. The law also

bans all continers which are
joined by plastic rings or any
other device which cannot be
easily decomposed.
Jerry Smith, owner of

King's Liquor Store on Spring
Street, thinks that the "bottle

bill Is a very good Idea In prin-

ciple," but admits that he Is

not exactly sure what the bill's

eventual effect will be. "We
won't know what the problems
win be for another six

months," he said.

King's, which has a sign in

its window Inviting customers
to ask questions at>out the leg-

islation, has had quite a few
Inquiries from puzzled consu-

mers. "The state did not

Inform people well," said

Smith. He also did not notice

any increase In business from
people buying before the law
took effect.

Bottle-biU labels

Bob West, manager of West
Package Store, Is less than

happy about the new law's pro-

visions. Since all cans and bot-

tles must be labeled. West has
been forced to pull products

from his shelves which lack

the proper five-cent stamps
from his distributors.

Continued on Page 7

These containers are almost as valuable as the contents now that the

bottle bill is in effect. (Schell)
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CC founds

panels finds

$11,000
by Dave Kleit

The College Council passed a

proposal for a town meeting
concerning the residential hous-

ing system, discussed recent

student arrests relating to the

Log and Record coverage of

those arrests, and announced
that $11,000 in Council funds had
been newly discovered, at a

lengthy meeting last Wednes-
day.

The town meeting, proposed
by Council vice-president Jay
Ward '84, will combine a panel

discussion and a referendum on
the housing issue, both of which
will be held in February.
"The CUL has in the past and

Is now discounting the consen-

sus of the Student Body to such a

degree as to be alarming,"
Ward said in his proposal.

Panel discussion

The proposed panel, designed

to give voice to student opinion,

will include members of College

Council, Housing Committee
and the Committee on Under-
graduate Life (CUL). The
Record was also invited in the

proposal, but has declined.
' 'The CUL has boldly and con-

temptuously taken the Housing
Committee from our jurisdic-

tion," said Ward of College

Council's involvement in the

panel. "They have made funda-

mental changes in the house
Continued on Page 8

College questions

African investments
by Ned Ladd

Williams has invested in four companies which have made no
progress toward worker equality in their operations In South
Africa, according to the College's Advisory Committee on Share-

holder Responsibility (ACSR).
At last week's ACSR meeting. College Treasurer William Reed

cited a report by Arthur D. Little, Co., an International consulting

firm, which labeled International Telephone and Telegraph, Ell

Lilly Industries, American International Group and Norton Indus-

tries as "unsatisfactory or not making progress" In their South
African operations.

Provost Hodge Markgraf Indicated that letters of Inquiry will be
sent to these companies. When the responses are received, the

committee will decide on further action.

Sullivan Principles explained

The Arthur D. Little Co. rates corporations In South Africa In

terms of wages, promotions and living conditions for blacks as

compared to whites. This system was devised by the Reverend
Leon Sullivan, a black Philadelphia clergyman. The Sullivan Prin-

ciples mandate the following conditions:

1. Nonsegregatlon of the races In all eating, comfort, locker

rooms, and work facilities.

2. Equal and fair employment practices for all employees.

3. Equal pay for all employees doing equal or comparable work
for the same period of time.

4. Initiation and development of training programs that will pre-

pare Blacks, Coloreds and Asians in substantial numbers for super-

visory, administrative, clerical, and technical jobs.

5. Increasing the number of Blacks, Coloreds and Asians in man-
agement and supervisory positions.

6. Improving the quality of employees' lives outside the work
environment in such areas as housing, transportation, schooling,

recreation and health facilities.

(Scheibe)

Continued on Page 8
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A show of force
Thanks to the College Council, students will finally have both an

opportunity to voice an opinion on the house transfer system and a
chance to affect directly the way that system works. Last week the
Council passed Proposition 2, which provides for extensive discussion at

a Town Meeting and direct action in the form of a referendum. We hope
the campus will make full use of both forums.

A strong showing would go far to remedy a sorry situation; the

Committee on Undergraduate Life has steadfastly tried to establish an
"ethos" at the expense of student needs and concerns, while the campus
has been unable or unwilling to focus its views in any meaningful way.
As a result, we have come perilously close to a situation in which housing
choices are etched in stone and abstract concepts like house unity are
enforced rather than nurtured.

Tentative planning schedules the town meeting for Wednesday,
February 2, and the voting on the following two days. While this leaves
only a precious two weeks, that is more than enough time for students to

discuss and unite. Unfortunately, neither the discussion nor the referen-

dum are binding. We can only hope that a show of force will establish the

need to heed student opinion.

We stand together-let's move
One issue before the Trustees this weekend is final approval of and

appropriations for the new gymnasium. Patience and grave necessity

have generated agreement between Students, Administration, Faculty
and Trustees. We must have the gym.

The patience is now wearing thin. Now that the decision phase is

over, we must act immediately.
The opportunity is here to take a big step. The consensus should

move the Trustees to strong action.

LETTERS

Irresponsible

To the editor:

The editorial policy of your paper
never ceases to amaze me. On page two
of the January 11 issue, the Record pub-
lished an editorial condemning the

investment policy of the college for its

support of apartheid. The editorial also

urged readers to appraise the Op-ed arti-

cle on page four. Yet couched between
these two pieces, the Record includes an
interview advocating the lifting of the

trade embargo against Cuba.
It is completely irresponsible for the

editors of the Record to express concern
for the rights of 20 million blacks in South
Africa on one page, and then, on the very
next page, support the repressive and
totalitarian regime of Fidel Castro.

Amnesty International and Of Human
Righto have consistently listed Cuba as

the worst violator of human rights in all

of Latin America—worse than El Salva-
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dor, Guatemala, or Argentina. Further-
more, these abuses are very well

documented. One need only turn to the

poetry of recently released political pri-

soner Armando Valladares to read of the

torture and human experimentation in

Cuban prisons.

Editor Jon Tigar neglects to mention
these abuses, and while this omission is

misleading and irresponsible in and of

itself, the irresponsibility is heightened
by the Record's stance on divestiture. If

the College should not invest in South
Africa where blacks are denied their

basic rights, then why should the U.S.

trade with a nation which represses an
entire population? The two editorial

opinions are completely contradictory.

Human rights violations are unforgiv-

able, without exception—unless of

course, the perpetrators have caught the

favor of the editors of the Record.

Alberto Luzarraga '83

Editor's note: The Outlook and Op-Ed
section* serve as a forum for the opinions

of their authors and in no way necessarily

reflect the opinions of the editorial board
unless explicitly so stated, as with the

apartheid editorial to which Mr. Luzar-

raga refers.

Eph can do it all
by Kip Cinnamon

Kip (Unnamttn is a i'.harlevtnx, Colo-

rado native and a l*iH2 gradualf <>/ W i7/i-

ams College.

When I returned to Charlevoix, people

asked many questions. "What did you
learn in college?" friends said. I didn't

know what to say. Sure, I learned plenty,

but I can't sum it up. I told a close friend

about this. He said, ' Well, how about one

thing you learned?" I can do that now. It

goes like this:

It happened at Stigs. Stigs was the

deadest bar in the West and the homliest.

There were two semis in the lot next to a

signboard with a yellow light inside,

'STIGS WESTERN RANCH' it

announced. In the window a blue neon
blinked 'COLD' and a red one 'BEER'. It

was so dead, the screen door banged
behind me and I heard an echo. Three
farmers and the two truckers sat at the

bar. Behind the bar sat Stig. Otherwise
the cinder block ballroom contained

empty tables with clean ashtrays. A
Coors calendar hung over the cigarette

machine. It was a week late. Stigs was
the only bar in Salina.

Salina is halfway into Utah on 50. Sal-

ina has Stigs, the Corral Motel and Cafe,

a Texaco, and some houses and stores. It

is an outpost. Truckers and travellers

eat and drink there and sometimes stay
the night. Ranchers in Sevier County find

something else to do there. It is not an
attractive town. Then, it was dark and
there was nowhere else for miles.

I stopped at noon in mid-Nevada. Big
scattered drops pinged off my helmet.
The greasy blue clad attendant smiled,

flashed a golden incisor and told me
something. He said "One thang bout
Nevady, if you don't like the weather,

Jus' wait fi' minutes." He smiled his

smile. "Cuz it's bound to change! " This
was utterly untrue.

I rode in the rain for hours. It was often

violent. Gusts bucked the bike from side

to side. Beyond every low brown moun-
tain I hoped to see blue over the empty
plain. But five minutes stretched to five

hours. On ridge after ridge, in valley
after valley, I was blown and splashed by
another rolling grey squall line. Finally
it stopped. I rode until I found Stigs.

I sat at the bar between the farmers
and the truckers.

"What'll it be thar stranger?" said

Stig. "Yu'd better take two, cuz I'll be
across the street fer a bite." He served
me two Olys and left. His bar was as dead
as a disconnection. So I sipped and lis-

tened to the neons buzz. Often in these
places a stranger carrying a helmet is a
curiosity. People ask "Where you
from?" or "Where you headed?" or
"Don't you get wet when it rains?" They
may feel friendly about this and treat to

one or two. There seemed little chance of
this at Stigs.

By and by my beers dried. Still there
was no threat of dialogue. I decided to
start something. I bought some smokes.
It was startling how loudly the change
Jangled In the machine. The others did
not seem to notice. They remained
hunched over their beers.

I breathed deeply, twice, and asked
one trucker for a match. I regretted this

Instinctively. Time In Michigan taught

me to ask for 'a light'. Otherwise It's

"Sure, your face and my behind. Haw,
haw, haw." I bit my lip. He turned to me,
blinked deliberately and siad

"Cert'n'ly." The man unsnapped his

shirt pocket. I exhaled, relieved. This

guy hadn't been to Michigan.

"Cert'n'ly, yer breath and a buf

flo."

The deadest bar In the West burst

alive. I laughed too. My face felt very,

very warm.
We all got to talking. The farmers were

ranchers. "Ranchers is ranchers not

farmers" one said. I said I was a student

riding east to finish. The truckers hauled

plywood to Flagstaff. They were from
Idaho. The only things I knew about

Idaho were the license plates said

"FAMOUS FOR POTATOES" plus what
a myopic friend recently told me in San
Francisco. She had traversed Idaho and
mistook dust devils for tornadoes. "The
weather in Idaho was most frightening,"

she said.

"I hear the weather In Idaho is most
frightening," I said to one trucker.

He shook his head. "We hain't had a

hellstorm all year."

I was agog. I've seen blizzards blast

across the big lake. I've seen a tornado
tear through Kalamazoo. I've never seen
anything that I could even hyperbolize

Into a hellstorm.

"Wow! " I said. "A hellstorm? What's
a hellstorm?"

The man wrinkled his brow and looked

at me. "It's when little pieces a ice come
down and bounce all around."

"Ohh, a hailstorm," I said. "I thought
you said a hellstorm."

The man wrinkled his brow and
squinted at me. "That's what I sayld, a

hellstorm."

Then he told me that Idaho was God's
country. All mountains and volcanic

ranges and dense forests and not too

many jjeople to junk it all up. Most of

what remains wild in the West is up in the

manhandle he said. He told me of a road

up in Boundary County that cuts down
the side of Mt. Kanisku, the only trail to

the northernmost logging camps.

"Fifty-six switchbacks In twenty-one

miles," he said. "Finely closed It down
when somebuddy figured more was
reckin' than was gettln' to the bottom!

"

I told him I would surely like to see all

that.

He said, ' 'All you got to do Is head north

fer a day!"
Stigs walked In. He tongued a tooth-

pick around to the side. "Idaho? God's

country. North fer a day."

Everyone nodded at this. I did too.

That's pretty much what I learned. I

can go to Idaho If I choose. More than

that. From those unusual Instructors In

that unlikely classroom, I discovered

some freedom. Whether It Is "heading

north fer a day" or choosing something

else off a prescribed path, I can do It.

There may be plenty of utter untruths,

hellstorms and switchbacks along the

way, but I can do It. This Is very impor-

tant. Maybe the most Important one
thing I learned In college.

Tangents by Grcxizins
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Dennis Brutus: The poet in

search of a listening ear
^i'm supposedly one of the most

dangerous opponents of the apartheid

regime >>

Dennis Brutus, exiled South Ijrunn

poet, is currently undergoing deporta-

tion proceedings in the U.S. He recently

spoke lo the If^illiams Community about

his struggles within the apartheid system.

I he following interview was conducted
tm the afternoon of January l^th by
Samuel Schuchat, recent graduate of W il-

liams College and long-standing member
of the Williams A nti-Apartheid

Coalition.

P rof. Brutus—what is your

legal status now, and why
can't you go back to South

Africa?

There are two Issues there. Right now,

I'm In limbo. In the United States, I've

been facing a deportation proceeding for

some time and I went Into court again In

Chicago this week on Monday where
there was a rather surprising new devel-

opment. My attorney was Informed that

some of the grounds for moving against

me were classified under an Executive
Order, that I was not allowed to know
what these grounds were, nor was my
attorney allowed to know. So we're now
going to dispute that particular Issue

before we can get back to the deportation

proceedings. We Intend to challenge the

court and Insist that I be allowed to know
what the grounds are for action so that I

can rebut them. The Immigration Ser-

vice Itself admits that this is the first

time that they've ever used this particu-

lar statute In a deportation proceeding.

So the short answer is that I really don't

know, but I still am facing the possibility

of deportation.

As for the second part of your question,

the short answer Is I signed an agree-

ment when I left South Africa stating

that if I returned I would go to prison, so

that's part of the answer. Also, since then

I've been pretty active In anti-apartheid

activities In Britain and the United

States and elsewhere, so that I'd proba-

bly be in a lot of trouble If I went back
there.

How would you characterize Reagan's
policy of "constructive engagement."

Under Carter, there was an embargo on
the sale of military equipment to South

Africa, which, under the Reagan admin-
istration, has been changed so that there

Is a far more liberal Interpretation, and
goods which In the past could not have
t)een sold to South Africa are now being

sold. I think particularly of one which Is

mentioned In your student paper, the

sale of 2,500 cattle prods for 'crime con-

trol'; the other one that comes to mind is

the sale of highly sophisticated compu-
ters for use by the South African military

and by the nuclear industry in South

Africa, so that these are significant

changes from what the Carter position

was. All of them are In the direction of

making South Africa more powerful,

both In terms of the economy and In

terms of Its military might. This In turn

means that it's pretty clear that the Rea-

gan Administration sees Pretoria as a

regional policeman, as the force which
can dominate the southern part of the

continent on behalf of the United States's

interests, not only in South Africa itself

but also In Namibia and In relation to

neighboring countries like Mozambique,
Zimbabwe, Angola, and others.

I'm not saying that the Carter adminis-

tration had a policy that satisfied South

Africans, but under Reagan, it's become
considerably worse. The commitment of

the Reagan Administration to a racist

white minority government In South

Africa is much more naked, much more
abrasive.

What's been the effect to date of South

African destabillzation efforts in the

front-line states? Can you tell us some-
thing about what the past year has been

like?

Well, I'd like to keep it as brief as I can,

but I must say it's been extremely dam-
aging. In the case of Mozambique, It's

taken two forms: penetration to the capi-

tal, Maputo; an attack on an ANC office

In Maputo, the killing of several people,

the kidnapping of others who were taken

back to South Africa, and interrogated

under torture.

All that clearly has a dangerously desta-

bilizing effect in the region. But bad as

that Is, in terms of the economies and
politics of those places, I think even
worse is the deliberate creation of a

monster which can terrify and subdue
the region. The South Africans are con-

sciously setting out to create an image of

themselves as the dominant power capa-
ble of striking into any of the neighboring

countries and confident that they will not

be meaningfully condemned by the Uni-

ted States or the Western powers. There
might be a slap on the wrist, there might

be a resolution at the UN expressing

alarm, but in fact. South Africa is becom-
ing the giant of the region and there is no

serious attempt to condemn them.

What's been the response in some of the

states that have been threatened this

way?
Well, I can see one very clear develop-

ment and perhaps this is even desired by

Washington, but as they feel themselves

more vulnerable to attacks by South

Africa, they're going to seek arms else-

where and if they can't get them from the

West, they're going to get them from the

East. But it may even be that given the

kind of trigger-happy attitude you have

in Washington now, the kind of confron-

tation politics, that they would welcome
the development where African coun-

tries turn to the Soviet Union for arms
and supplies because that would justify

their pouring in even more arms in sup-

port of South Africa.

"There seems to

be no occasion

where the

trustees listened

to sweet

reasonableness/'

What's been the response of the ANC to

the raids and incursions of South Africa

into the front-line states?

The ANC has responded with counter-

attacks within South Africa, of which by
far the most spectacular recent one was
the series of carefully timed explosions

in the nuclear reactor outside CapeTown
at a place called Koeberg. And the ANC
has said that as the South African police

and the Army t)ecome more vicious in

their attacks, the ANC will be compelled
to respond by counter-attacking inside

South Africa. What you will see Is an
escalation of the conflict with only one
possible end. For just as Mozambique
and Angola and Zimbabwe have come to

independence after a long period of

struggle, so we will achieve the Inde-

pendence of South Africa In due course-

sooner or later; if the United States steps
up its supply of arms and money to South
Africa, it will take longer. But the final

outcome, whether it's sooner or later, is

not in doubt.

I'd like to move now from South Africa to

some things that have been happening in

the U.S. Just this past week, Massachu-
setts divested $100 million in pension
funds from South Africa. I think recently
Connecticut did the same—$13.8 million
dollars were divested from involvement
in South Africa. First of all, what are the
effects of this kind of action on South
Africa iteelf?

I think the answer is both monetary and
symbolic. And it may well be that the

symbolic is more important than the

monetary. The South African economy—
in spite of the fact that South Africa is the

worlds #1 producer of coal, #1 in the pro-

duction of diamonds, possible #2 in the

production of platinum, and very high up

in the list of uranium producers—has
always been rather fragile, dependent on

the world's gold prices (which in their

case have been very much in their

favor) . But also, they have so over-spent

in the region of building up their defense

industry and army . . . that the economy
has always been delicately balanced.

In addition, the South Africans have
always seen as more important than the

actual investment, the question of what
is represented in terms of Western sup-

port for the apartheid system and the

apartheid economy. And therefore any
withdrawal represented also a withdra-

wal of support. And for them that means
that the symbolic movement was at least

as important if not more important.

I should go on, however, and point out

that in terms of economic Importance,

this, I think, has l)een diminished In the

very recent past ... by the loan of $1.1

billion from the IMF. Now when South

Africa can get that kind of loan from the

IMF, It represents a vote of confidence

which transcends any kind of vote of no-

confidence coming from a particular

state or a particular university.

. . . And what scares me is, anytime you
lend a country a billion dollars, it's on the

assumption that they're going to have a

stable government and a stable economy
in order to repay that loan. And so, the

West has an interest in shoring up the

apartheid economy, if only to insure

repayment of their loan.

Can you tell us something of what you've
done and why? Why do you think college
divestment is particularly important.

My short answer Is that I have not found
any other issue as good as this one for
educating people— students, faculty,

general public— to get them to under-

stand that the economic participation of

the U.S. in apartheid is greatly valuable

to the maintenance of the apartheid sys-

tem. It's also an issue on which people

can locally act, that they can rally

around.

. . I'm pleased about my own role, but I

don't magnify it. I see myself as part of a
team. I should add, however, that
according to the files of the South African
Secret Police force, I'm supposedly one of

the 20 most dangerous opponents of the
apartheid regime. And 1 should imagine
that my role in working with people on
the divestment issue, as my role in work-
ing with people on the sp)orts/ racism
issue— these are the things that are trou-

blesome (to the apartheid regime).

In how many colleges has the divestment
campaign met with success?

Well, we counted up to 22—private and
state institutions. But invariably, I have
to say, there seems to be no occasion
where the trustees listened to sweet rea-

sonableness. There is one instance—one
small university in Indianapolis, Indi-

ana, called Central Indiana University. I

spoke at a convocation there (and I don't

know whether that was the reason). But
shortly after that, the trustees voted,

without student pressure, to sell every
stock they had in any corporation active

in South Africa. And that's the only occa-
sion that lU saw a decision being made
without considerable student pressure.
In all the other instances It's been dem-
onstrations, sit-ins, protests, visits to the

homes of the trustees and the president,

campaigns on campus. But it has to be a
sustained campaign of pressure and
always, I think, to succeed, you need the
involvement both of students and
faculty. And it should surely be possible

to get a few faculty with sufficient guts
and sufficient moral concern to be wil-

ling to t)ecome Involved. So one has to

keep at It.

I think that brings us to my last question
for you. Looking at different colleges and
universities, how Important are the
actual corporate connections of trus-

tees? At Williams, several of our most
important trustees are chalrmans of the
board and presidents of major corpora-
tions that do business in South .Africa.

Right: for Instance, Union Carbide,
which is in the top 10 in terms of invest-

ment in South Africa. In many instances
the relationship Is what I think you ought
to call Incestuous, for there are funda-
mental immoral and unnatural relation-

ships where the same person who might
be the president of a bank making a loan

to South Africa Is asked to sit on the
board of a university and decide whether
or not that university should put Its

money in his bank. And clearly he cannot
be Impartial in the matter.

I
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New washing techniques reduce the bacteria count but increase the risk of

dishpan hands. (Lane)

Trustees coming
by Ned Ladd

The Board of Trustees will

begin a semi-annual series of

meetings with various mem-
bers of the College community
starting this Thursday, January

20. Of prime concern to the

Trustees is next year's tuition

rate, which the Budget and

Financial Planning Committee
will discuss on January 21.

Board secretary and College

treasurer William Reed feels

this will be the most important

issue the Board will discuss dur-

ing their meetings because of its

effect on the College budget.

Other meetings include a

cocktail reception at the Log for

the Trustees and members of

the College Council on Thursday

night. Council President Stuart

Robinson '83 hopes to discuss

the funding of club sports with

the Trustees. He cited the need

for more money, either in the

Athletic IDepartment or Student

Activities budget, to back these

sports in intercollegiate
competition.

Later Thursday night, the

Trustees will meet with the

Committee on Undergraduate

Life to discuss the controversial

house transfer policy.

Proposed gym
Friday's Building and

Grounds Committee meeting

will focus on the proposed gym
as well as review the Lawrence
Hall and Adams Memorial
Theatre renovations, according

to Reed.
The Trustees will discuss

Honorary Degree recipients at

the Degrees Committee meet-

ing on Friday afternoon.

The Finance Committee
meeting on Friday afternoon,

:)

Would you like

to spend the

FALL/SPRING
SEMESTER
IN JERUSALEM?

The Jacob Htatt Institute In Israel
OFFERS YOU
e fall term focus on Israel: its politics, history, social develop-

ment, art and architecture

• spring term focus on Jerusalem: its unique ethnic, religious,

artistic and political diversity

e study trips throughout Israel in the fall, including an extended

stay on a kibbutz and in a development town

• courses conducted in English

e a strong program in Hebrew

e a small learning community, with students from all over the

United States

e a superb location, in the center of Jerusalem, within walking

distance of the Old City

e Brandeis credit • financial aid available

APPLICATION DEADLINES: MARCH 15 (fall)

NOVEMBER 1 (spring)

For further information, see your Study Abroad advisor or write:

INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS, SACHAR CENTER
Brandeis University

Waltham, Massachusetts 02254 (617) 647-2422

^ BRANDEIS UNIVERSITY
It IS the polK V of Brandeis University not to diwriminate against any applicant on the basis of rate.

(olof religion, sex. age. national origin, or the presence of any handicap

will be held as a forum for the

Antl-Apartheld Coalition and

the Advisory Committee on

Shareholder Responsibility to

discuss College policy regard-

ing corporations that do busi-

ness in South Africa. The
Anti-Apartheid Coalition will

call for a restructuring of the

ACSR so that It will be more vis-

ible in the College community,
and will call for complete div-

estment of all stocks In corpora-

tlons with South African
operations.

A Saturday morning meeting

will Involve a discussion on all

the committees' reports. The
Trustees will give guidance to

the College administrators at

this meeting, according to

Reed.

Dining lialls safe

Campus dining halls now pose

no health hazard to the Williams

community, claim Food Service

Director Jim Hodgklns and Wll-

liamstown Health Commis-
sioner Michael Muzyka.
A third health report was filed

In November following two

reports which found high levels

of bacteria on campus silver-

ware, cups and plates. Accord-

ing to Muzyka, the third report

found Williams' kitchens "in

general compliance" with the

state sanitary code. He added

that the results showed
"marked Improvement" over

the two previous tests, taken

October 9 and 16.

Hodgklns explained that the

Food Service responded to the

"sign of trouble" by changing

dishwashing procedures. Sil-

verware Is now washed three

times over and Food Service

employees j)erlodlcally check

for unsterllized utensils.

Hodgklns added that the rela-

tionship between Food Service

and the Health Department has

always been good and sp)oke of

Muzyka as an "educator" who
warns the Food Service when
trouble arises.

"We don't have the equip-

ment to test our facilities,"

Hodgklns stated, "so we have to

depend on Commissioner Muz-
yka to Inform us when trouble

arises."

Muzyka said that periodic

health Inspections were "rou-

tine." Another test will be taken

later this month, he said.

Endowment up

by $23 million

by Jack Mayher

A market surge In the last half

of 1982 boosted the college's

endowment to a market value of

$141 million, a $23 million

Increase since June 30.

The jump In the value of the

endowment will have no dra-

matic effect on planned raises

In tuition. As Treasurer William
S. Reed noted, the economic pol-

icy of the college Is a fairly con-

servative one.

Since the market Is so vola-

tile, the college prefers to save

the profits of good times to

offset possible future slumps.

Only after a period of sustained

growth would the trustees con-

sider a change In policy, said

Reed.
Williams' endowment, the

33rd largest In the country, con-

tributes 40 percent to the cost of

the college's operation. Forty to

eighty percent of the endow-

ment Is Invested In common
stock, with the remaining por-

tion devoted to short-term cash

equivalents.

Alumni gifts

According to Reed, the goal

for the endowment Is to beat

Inflation plus five percent, thus

ensuring that the endowment
would grow by five percent per

year In the long run.

Crime on campus

violent crime, although rare,

has plagued several Williams

students this fall. On November
26 a senior was attacked by two

men In Prospect House and on

November 4 two freshman
women were assaulted on Cole

Field.

A senior came back to his

room to find two men trying to

steal his stereo system. Accord-

ing to the police report he

attempted to stop them but was
overpowered and cut on the face

and arm as the robbers
escaped, empty-handed.

In his complaint, he described

the men as definitely not of col-

lege age. One was a white male,

six feet In height with black hair

and long sideburns. The other

was shorter and had brown hair.

The Wllllamstown Police are

now investigating the incident.

Anyone with Information per-

taining to this crime Is encour-

aged to report It to the police.

Assault and battery charged
Wllllamstown Police have

already acted on the November
4 assault. A local man was
apprehended and charged with

assault and battery the morning

after the attack, and was
arraigned on December 22. The
police declined to release the

suspect's name until his next

court appearance, which Is

scheduled for January 19.

Theft was a problem at Willi-

ams last summer. A local juve-

nile stole $300 In cash and a Sony
Walkman, according to Dean of

Freshman Crls Roosenraad.
The thief was apprehended on

August 5.
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Roosenraad

lectures frosh on

Log, transfers

by Dave Klelt

"We are going to get the Log
back open soon," assured Deani
of Freshman Cris Roosenraad
at a Freshman Council meeting
last Sunday, adding, "but I do
not know how we are going to do
It." Roosenraad also spoke to

the Council about the housing

system.

Roosenraad expressed optim-
ism about getting the Log reo-

pened to those under 20,

although he noted that new safe-

guards against underage drink-

ing are probable. However, he
went on to say that If there Is

another serious problem Involv-

ing the Log, It will probably be
closed for the rest of the year.

"We need some kind of sys-

tem where we all take responsi

blllty for each other," he said.

"We don't want the Log losing

Its license."

Defending all those In author-

ity Involved In the situation,

Roosenraad stated, "There

really Isn't a heavy except state

law $. . and the desire for beer."

Maximize first choices

Roosenraad went on to

explain the housing system and
transfer policy along with the

proposed modifications being

discussed. He stated that the

"goal Is to maximize first

choices."

Referring to College Council

discontent with the Committee
on Undergraduate Life (CUL),

as manifested In a recent town

meeting proposal Initiated by

College Council vice-president

Jay Ward '84, Roosenraad com-
mented, "the CUL Is not out to

Impose some kind of faculty

whim." Roosenraad professed

to not fully understand the Ward
proposal, but added, "I look for-

ward to the chance to talk to Jay
and the other Council
members."

Juggle-a-thon

flies

On Saturday January 15 the

Juggler's Vein sponsored the

first annual Juggle-A-Thon. The
event took place for 16 hours In

Baxter Hall, with 26 students

juggling for half-hour stretches.

Tim Sedlock and Tom Paper,
both class of '84, organized the

event.

Each juggler solicited spon-

sors for the slots In which they

juggled. Over $600 was raised;

the money will be donated to the

Wllllamstown Community
Chest and to Underprivileged
Housing in Sri Lanka.

The sanctity of Bette's Coffee Shop will soon be shattered by sounds of brrreeeeppp, kowplew and Mr. and
Mrs. Pac Man's wedding march. (Lane)

Bette's Coffee Slioppe

Donkey Kong added to menu
by Susan Keifer

Good Morning Jay."
"Good Morning Bobby."
The men exchange regu-

lar helloes as I slump in my
chair trying to pry my eyes open. I

grunt out that I would like some coffee

please while my breakfast partner

tries to ascertain whether or not It is too

early in the morning to get a ham-
burger. The waitress assures him that

It is, indeed, too early for burgers. Her
name is Nellie; she waits patiently

while we roust ourselves out of our pre-

caffelne Indecision and order some
eggs.

We are sitting at one of seven tables

in a comfortable narrow hovel on

Spring Street—Bette's Coffee Shop.

Soon—as of February 1st—the sanctity

of Bette's will be shattered by sounds of

breeeeppp, kowplew and Mr. and Ms.

Pac Man's wedding march. Bette's

Coffee Shop Is becoming Bette's Video

Arcade.

Bette's Video Arcade
The plans to expand Bette's first

developed when, as one of the owners
explains, he was "trying to think of

something to get you kids in here." The
result will be an addition to Bette's. The
coffee shop half will remain the same;

a door will connect the restaurant with

what used to be Renzi's Book Store stor-

age space—the storefront to the left of

Bette's.

Bette Lauzon opened her place ten

years ago. Ronald Lauzon, Bette's son,

and Rachel Lauzon now own and run

Bette's Coffee Shop. Rachel and Ron
took over last year when Bette pur-

chased Pine Hollow Campground in

Pownal, Vermont. Both Ron and
Rachel are friendly and open to college

students. Both explain that most of

their customers are regulars—and
unfortunately not a lot of them are Wil-

liams students. They hope to attract

more students with their new addition.

Homey Bette's

Bette's Coffee Shop's hours have
been 7 A.M. to 3 P.M. since It first

opened. One gets the feeling In fact that

not much has changed inside homey
Bette's in years.

The menu at Bette's for the past ten

years has been basic—eggs, coffee,

pancakes and toast in the mornings and
hamburger-type fare in the afternoons.

After three o'clock, Bette's will now
also be serving what the Lauzons call

"crazy sandwiches"—Donkey Kong
Burgers and Pac Man Sandwiches, for

example. The Lauzons did not apply for

a liquor license. Rachel explains that

"sometimes it's enough of a hassle over

coffee, much less drinks." The coffee

kJiTHourrtf<-

As this sign from Papa Charlie's explains,

there is a town ordinance regulating who
may play video games. (Scheibe)

shop will still be run by Rachel and will

open at 7 A.M. as before. The video

arcade—run by Ron—will open at 3 in

the afternoon, and both will remain
open until 11 P.M.

Deleterious side-effects

Bette's Video Arcade will house
twelve machines at first— the town will

allow the Lauzons to run up to 20

games. Rachel explains that they had
to go before the Zoning Board, the

Board of Appeals and the Williamstown
Selectmen to receive permission to

open their arcade. Ron explains that, at

first, his proposition "turned the town
over a bit for sure.

'

' Citizens who origi-

nally expressed concern about possible

deleterious side-effects of Bette's

Video Arcade have been placated by
the regulations. Ron says, "I'm still

surprised I got it." The conditions

under which the Lauzons will be
allowed to operate are restricted.

The arcade will open on a trial basis

and must go up for review every three

months. New town ordinances legislate

that no person under 16 may play the

games without a parent or guardian
present; those between 16 and 18 must
have written permission at all times,

and must be accompanied by a parent

or guardian after 8 P.M.
Williamstown Police Chief Zoito

believes the restrictions will enable
him to "stay on top of the situation."

Ron Lauzon says that enforcing the

rule "is going to be a pain in the neck
probably." but that trouble is going to

have to be prevented somehow. "I can't

walk everybody home," he says. There
Continued on Page 6
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Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute

reported that "a student senate candi-

date at the University of New Mexico has

learned that baring your soul to your con-

stituents isn't necessarily the best way to

get elected. Kevin Bersell, a 24-year-old

nutrition major hoping to 'grab some-
body's eye,' hung campaign posters

around campus showing him in the nude.

Bersell says the photo, which shows him
from behind and in which he wears only

wrap-around sunglasses, was taken last

summer by his brother. But the student

election commission was unimpressed,

and ordered Bersell to place 'censored'

stickers over his photographed derriere

or risk t)eing booted off the ballot.

Although the poster did attract attention

and publicity, it didn't help. Bersell

came in 19th among the 22 candidates

vying for 12 Senate seats."

Amherst College
Amherst is violating its non-

discrimination policy by renting college
property to the local all-male Rotary and
Kowanis clubs, claim several faculty

members. In addition, several highly
placed administration members, includ-

ing Affirmative Action Officer Robert
Grose, are memt)ers in good standing of

the Rotary Club, reports the Student.
President Julian Gibbs maintains that

although Amherst owns 75 percent of the
stock in the Lord Jeffrey Inn, it is not
considered college property. College
attorney Richard Howland disagrees,

"By any reasonable interpretation of the

word own-, Amherst owns the Lord
Jeff."

As for the administrators in the
Rotary, Gibbs said they have been active
in the driv^ to admit women. Besides,
"there is nothing illegal about belonging
to an organization that discriminates on
the basis of sex," he added.
English department secretary Made-

line Casey wasn't satisfied with the Affir-

mative Action Officer's reason for

belonging to the Rotary: "You either
accept women or you withdraw. One
need not be a wimp."

Middlebury
New Vermont legislation prohibits the

serving of alcoholic beverages at open
parties without a liquor license. Students
at Middlebury College report that, as a

result, things are a bit quiet around cam-
pus at the moment. Fraternities, dormi-
tories and other campus groups may not

throw parties at which alcoholic bever-
ages are offered until Middlebury organ-
izes a college catering service. The
service will, with liquor license in hand,
be hired for all open parties which aspire
to serve alcoholic beverages.

Duran brings

energy to RIO

by Declan McManus
It's a bad time to be reviewing

albums, as I cannot find any
recent releases worthy of

praise. So I'll turn to an album
that might as well be new, con-

sidering its limited airplay.

Rio, by Duran Duran, was
definitely one of the slickest

records released in 1982. The
glossy Nagel print on the cover

conceals nine exquisitely

crafted techno-pop tunes. If that

term puts you off, don't put

aside your paper. This album is

successful where many of its

kind fail, because instead of just

going through the motions of

making music, the group has

endowed their creation with a

large quantity of energy.

Disposable lyrics

The band has not changed
their characteristic sound very
much for this album. Instead of

repeating the work on Duran
Duran, their debut album, they

have perfected their original

product. The music Is

extremely catchy. If their lyrics

are a bit disposable, they at

least combine smoothly with an
often haunting background
sound to produce a mysterious,
sometimes elusive package of

songs.

The haunting sound is most
evident on "Lonely in Your
Nightmare". A synthesizer
winds like a snake deep within

the mix, carrying the listener

away to a hazy world of light

and music. The recording here

is slick, but not offensively over-

produced. The listener only

feels that he cannot grasp the

song. There seem to be no sharp

edges to hold on to. The song

Instead presents Itself as a

smooth surface.

The group gets a little rougher
on the album's two most access-

ible tracks. The title track opens
the album. Although at first

hearing it sounds unimpressive,
the chorus Is decidedly catchy,

and calls out to be replayed.

The hit on this album is

"Hungry Like the Wolf," which
has received some airplay, due

mostly to Its success as a video.

Again, there Is a strong chorus,

but the main body of the song is

more substantial than that of

•Rio." "Hungry Like the Wolf"
is an excellent song, and bears
up to repeated listening.

More haunting
The second side of the album

is a little slower and more
haunting. It opens with the

throbbing bass lines of "New
Religion." which despite its

danceablllty Is layered thickly

with keyboards that wrap
around the bass. Drum bursts
come and go sporadically.
Overlapping vocals fill out the

track, and the result Is a very
pleasant, llstenable sound.

I I
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Discourtesy disturbs

Serenade, Schumann

by Greg Capaldini

One element In Fri-

day night's Music
in the Round reci-

tal in Brooks-Rog-

ers Hall was appalling. It

wasn't the performances,
which were worth hearing,

though not perfect. It was the

audience. At least thirty peo-

ple arrived late, and some
entered the hall during move-
ments instead of between
them. One young man dis-

tracted listeners and per-

formers alike by taking
pictures. Isn't it common
knowledge that flash pictures

can distract or momentarily

Julius Hegyi
glides through

Kodaly's SERE-
NADE at

last Friday's

Music-in-the-

Round Con-
cert.

(Shapiro)

blind a performer?
What follows may not be,

under the circumstances, a

fair appraisal of the playing by

MITR director Julius Hegyi

and the ensemble. Offered in

the more successful first half

of the program were Kodaly's

Serenade for two violins and

viola and Schumann's Piano

Quartet.

Vigorous and soulful

The Kodaly is a colorful and
dramatic blend of nationalis-

tic and contemporary ele-

ments. Despite the high
scoring, the sound is neither

screechy nor top heavy. This

rendition could have done with

a little more buoyancy and a

little less swooping up to high

notes, but it was generally on

the mark in both vigorous and

soulful passages.

Almost as good was I the

Schumann. The best thing

about the work, besides the

gorgeous theme of the slow

movement, is the clever con-

struction. Individual move-

ments quote each other and

sometimes forecast the theme
of the one to follow. Such devi-

ces were well-highlighted by

the players, who also provided

rich string tone and a careful

balance with the piano. Unfor-

tunately, two movements had

sloppy starts, and the slow

movement was too much so.

Dragged out

Ponderous tempi similarly

dragged out Beethoven's Trio

in E-flat for violin, viola, and
cello to excessive length in the

second half of the program. A
piece with only three mono-
phonic instruments shouldn't

demand more than 25 minutes
of undivided attention, and
this one lasted 38. Despite an
expressive reading by the

artists, this listener was
inclined to agree with a com-
panion's suggestion that Bee-
thoven may not have intended
this early work as a recital

piece. And the music itself did

not seem like one of the com-
poser's more inspired
offerings.

Betters

Continued from Page 5

are those—the town kids and a few

adults—who oppose the restrictions.

And Bette's regulars? "Everybody's
wished me luck with it," says Ron.
"They want to play too." Of his own
feelings, Ron says, "If this works, fine.

If it doesn't, well, we'll try somethin'
else. " Besides, he explains, "I've

dropped a few quarters in those games
myself." Rachel confesses that she,

too, likes to play on occasion. She does
however have one concern: "I don't

want it to be a dive."

"We're going to do our best," says
Rachel. "I just want it to be a nice place
where kids can come down and have a
good time." Then she looks past my
shoulder toward the other end of her

shop; a friend is holding up a baby for

Rachel to see. She waves, shrugs her

shoulders and says, "Hopefully it won't

end up being too different than it was
before."

THE RECORD always

needs writers.

If you're interested,

please contact Dan

Keating, Jon Tigar, or

any department editor.

Creative decision-making.
It's the rule, not the exception, at Chubb.

OUR ANNUAL
30 to 60% OFF

STOREWIDE CLEARANCE SALE

Levi's DENIMS STRAIGHT LEG (Red Label)

AND BOOT JEANS

SALE $13.65 (Reg. $19.95)

Levi's
k-rwi (TitAust^ CO

CORDUROY STRAIGHT LEG

AND BOOT JEANS

SALE $13.65 (Reg. $19.95)

WOMEN'S CLOTHES ALL 40% OFF
Blouses, sweathers, shirts, pants,

nightgowns, etc. Levi's, J.G., Hooks,
Flowers, Macintosh, Braemer, Cambridge,
Maidenform, Lady Thonnpson.

DANSKIN ALL 40% OFF
Swimsuits, leotards, tights, skirts

MANY OTHER UNADVERTISED SALE ITEMS
NO RETURNS OR EXCHANGES — ALL SALES FINAL

CASH • MASTERCARD • VISA ONLY

WILLIAMS CO-OP
I

21 SPRING STREET, WILLIAMSTOWN

The property/casually insurance business de-

mands.an ability to make carefully calculated, crea-

tive decisions.

Because it's the element of risk that makes insur-

ance necessary— and exciting. Property and casualty

insurance involves the highest sort of risk, and is the

least predictable form of insurance.

Why? It has been said that people die more or less

"on schedule." But who can predict when — or if—
a bridge will collapse, an ocean liner will sink, a

trusted employee will embezzle, or a home will be
burglarized?

Creative thinkers make successful property/
casualty insurance professionals. And we should know.
It's been our business for 100 years.

Chubb's National Recruiting Coordinator William
Harwood, Contract Surety underwriter Bruce Wilson
('79) and Personal Lines underwriter Lucy Shen ('82)

will be on hand Tuesday, January 18 at 1:00 pm for

career counseling, and at the Log at 7:00 pm for an
information session. We cordially invite you to stop
by and learn more about Chubb, and our innovative
way of doing business. If you're a creative thinker,

you will be interested to hear what we have to say.

c
Group of Insurance Companies

51 John F. Kennedy Parkway, Short Hills, NJ 07078

An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F

Hot Jazz to Hit Chapin Hall Brutus
* Continued from P

by IVlarc Mazzone

CountBasie is a verit-

able jazz legend.
This pianist has
played in most

major clubs around the world.

But in spite of his fame, his

rigorous tour schedule and his

failing health, he always seems
to find time to play small

engagements such as the one
planned for Chapin Hall on Jan-

uary 22.

William Basie was born on
August 21, 1904 in Red Bank,
New Jersey. In his early years
he studied piano with his

mother; later, Fats Waller
became his greatest influence.

As a young man, he played in

Harlem night clubs, but in his

early twenties he joined a black

vaudeville group and went on
tour with them.

Hottest ticket

When the group disbanded in

Kansas City, Basie was left

stranded and without a job. His

luck soon changed, however,

when he was invited to join the

Bennie Moten Orchestra.

After Moten's untimely death

in 1935, Basie assumed leader-

ship of the band. Shortly the-

reafter, he was discovered by
John Hammond, who intro-

duced him to audiences in Chi-

cago and New York. Almost
overnight, the Count Basie

Orchestra became one of the

hottest tickets of the time.

Since then, it has been all wine
and roses. Count Basie has
received and continued to

receive critical acclaim. He has

toured the world over from Lat-

in America to Japan. In 1961 he

played at the inaugural ball of

John F. Kennedy. Today, he
remains much as he was back in

1935: steadfast, yet mobile,

inveterate enough to be an

Concert Listings

pr«par«fl by
TOONOIVILLE TROLLEY RECORDS

Thur., Jan. 20 Robert Ellis Orrall, Jonathan
Swift's, Boston

Fri., Jan 21 Count Basie. Berklee Perfor-

mance Ctr.. Eloston

Jan. 21 & 22 Fear of Strangers, Chateau,
Albany, NY
Jan. 21-23 Nick Plakias. Cafe Lena, Saratoga
Springs, NY
Sat. Jan. 22 Ramsey Lewis, Music Hall. Troy.

NY
Kingston Trio A Tom Paxton, Proctors

Theater. Schenectady, NY
Spinners, Berklee Performance Ctr.

Boston
Judy Collins, Synf>phony Hall, Springfield,

Mass
Jean Redpath, Sanders Theater, Harvard

U., Gamt>ridge, Mass.

Sun. Jan. 23 OCA, Iron Horse. Northampton,
Maaa.
Psyoh«delic Furs. The CItance. Schenec-
tady. NY

Mon.. J«n 24 Betsy Rose & Cathy Winter. Iron

Horse, Northampton

Jan 25 Missing Persons, Agora Ballroom. W.
Hartford, Conn.

Ftfb. 1 Missmg Persons. Palace, Albany, NY
Feb 6 Adam Ant. Orpheum, Boston

Feb. 10 Bow Wow Wow, Proctors Theater.

Schenectady, NY
Feb. 10 Marshall Tucker Band. Centrum.

Worcester, Mass.

Feb. 10 Philip Glass, Fine Arts Ctr., U. Mass .

Amherst. Mass.

Feb. 11 Aerosmith. Civic Ctr., Springfield.

Mass
Feb 13 Neil Young. Centrum, Worcester,

Mass
Feb. 14 Neil Young, Coliseum, New Haven.

Conn.

CLASSIFIEDS
READ THIS OR DIE!

Enter the First Annual WCTU
Favorite Ways to Destroy Large

Amounts of Alcohol Very Short

Essay Contest! It's easy! Just send

a very short (under four words)

essay to S.U 1386 describing in

graphic detail how you would rid

the universe of the vile liquid that

enslaves men, kills children and
horribly mutilates squirrels!

"Drinking it" is not a valid

response! Enter by February 1 to

maybe win some wonderful little

cheap prize!

"THE ACADEMIC LIFE is a cover

for a lot of perverted activities
"

O C Oglevey

anchor in a swiftly changing
world, yet dynamic enough not

to remain tethered to any par-

ticular age.

Timeless tradition

One might wonder at this con-

sistent popularity spanning
nearly half a century. Part of

the answer certainly lies in the

timelessness of Basic's music.

Every time the Basie Orches-

tra plays, it is a fresh expe-

rience; they are as modern as

they are traditional. And Basie

has t)een able to achieve this

modern feel in his band without

sacrificing his jazz roots. In his

years as a bandleader he has
remained faithful to the blues

form as the primary source for

his music.

Of course none of this would
be possible without the extraor-

dinary Basie sidemen. He has

managed to consistently recruit

top notch musicians, musicians

with verve and fire, among
them names like Freddie
Green, Thad Jones, Clark

Terry, Lester Young, Coleman
Hawkins, and Jay Jay Johnson.

Charismatic leader

But the greater part of the

Basie Orchestra's success must

be attributed to the personality

of its charismatic leader.

Basle's easy, often humorous
style behind the piano has

helped to establish a unique

character that in many ways
has been the wellspring of the

band's immense popularity for

five decades.

That wellspring has shown lit-

tle sign of drying up. If any-

thing, Count Basle Is more
active today than he ever was. It

seems particularly fitting that

the man who In 1935 was one of

foundations of modern jazz

should in this year of 1983 be one

of its foremost proponents.

enzis

COLLEGE BOOK STORE, INC

WILLIAMSTOWN, MASS 01267

Just received a new shipment of

Remaindered Books
which have been added to our

Bargain Basement

WEST PACKAGE STORE
Winter Study

Cash 'n Carry Special

V2 kegs - Millers - $36.00 plus deposits

V2 kegs - Carlings - $25.00 plus deposits

Proper Identification Required

Route 2

Between N.A. and Wllllamstown

8am-10pmM-W 663-6081 8 am-11 pm Th-Sat

Salvatore's
Semi-Annual Clearance

Sale

NOW IN PROGRESS!
Save 20% — 50%

On Fine Quality Footwear

and Clothing

CONCERNED WITH FASHION.

FIT AND QUALITY

CASH. CHECK. CREDIT CARD ONLY

Continued from Page 1

Furthermore, Brutus said,

the Reagan Administration
overturned two Carter deci-

sions, one which had prevented

the sale of a military computer
to South Africa, and one which

had severely limited sales of

goods to the South African army
and police.

In contrast to Williams, which
still owns $20 million In firms

which do business in South

Africa, Brutus cited a long list of

American colleges which have
completely divested, including

Amherst, Harvard, Brandeis,

Yale. Tufts, Mount Holyoke,

Smith, Rutgers, U. of Mass..

and Ohio State.

Deportation political

Asked about the Immigration
Department's notice to deport

him, Brutus noted that his attor-

ney was served with a paper

Informing her that the reasons

for his deportation notice are

executive order—meaning that

neither she nor Brutus is

allowed to know what the rea-

sons are. A judge has ruled that

a pretrial hearing to discuss the

evidence for Brutus deportation

notice is in order.

Brutus feels the reasons are
political and that that is why
they have been classified. Pre-

toria, he said, may have influ-

enced Washington officials.

Brutus, whom the Immigration
Department Intends to deport to

either South Africa, Zimbabwe
or England, intends to demon-
strate that South African agents

can kill him no matter which of

the three countries he ends up
in.

Following his speech, Brutus
led a candlelight vigil at the

president's house. The partici-

pants In the vigil, perhaps 200

students and faculty, shouted
"Divest now!" until President
John Chandler came out.

Chandler gave a short talk,

thanking the participants for

their concern and reiterating

his conviction that divestment
is a "complex issue," as well as
assuring everyone that the Col-

lege "deplores apartheid."

Bill
Continued from Page 1

"I have no complaints about

the law, only the haphazard
implementation of it," he said.

Like King, he Is unsure

about the law's effects: "It's

just going to be a period of

learning, for the consumer
and for us ... I Imagine there'll

be an Initial price shock and

the conventional six-pack will

be quite expensive."

Nancy Jenks-Jay, head of

the recycling program on

campus. Is also anticipating a

trial period of the bill's effects.

Recycling won't cease

While she feels there proba-

bly won't be an Immediate
effect on campus recycling

this year, "the problem next

year will be that the person

who picks up our recycling

material will not be able to

compete with the big distribu-

tors" who will be recycling

now too.

There will still be things to

be recycled here, of course,

such as food jars from the co-

ops and wine bottles. Jenks-

Jay hopes to keep recycling

alive on campus by "working

out something where we could

collaborate with the commun-
ity." which also has an exten-

sive recycling program.

I I I I
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Prof. Blasts Nukes
by Peter Muz and Ned Ladd

The United States has
reached a critical point in the

arms race, claimed biology

professor Barton Slatko at a

Tyler House Talk last Tuesday
night.

Because nuclear weapons
are becoming standard battle-

field equipment "the com-
mand to use these weapons
will be diverted to a lower
level, making it p)ossible for a

conflict comparable to the

Falklands to escalate into an
all-out nuclear war," he said,

pointing to West Germany and
the Middle East as potential

hot spots.

Slatko explained that the

concept of a "limited and
winable nuclear war" has

made the horrors of nuclear

war more palatable to some
diplomats. He feared that this

false confidence could make
nuclear war a terrifying real-

ity in our lifetime.

Psychic numbness
He also spoke of a "psychic

numbness" which prevents

people from honestly facing

the concept of nuclear war.

This detachment, said Slatko,

allows people to overlook the

fact that both the United

States and Soviet Union now
possess more than enough
weapons to blow up the entire

world several times over.

In spite of this, people

clamor for more powerful and
destructive weapons. "The
problem," he continued, "is

with the political system
which is geared to keep the

arms race going."

Technology, too, has
advanced so much that

S. African Investments

Professor Barton Slatko
denounced new nuclear weap-
onry and endorsed a nuclear

freeze at Tyler House last Tues-

day. (Plonsker)

today's weapons are far more
destructive than before.

Slatko cited the development

of first strike and counterforce

weapons such as the MX and

Pershing II missiles as factors

which could bring us closer to

a nuclear holocaust.

"We are still at the point that

if someone fires a first strike,

the counterblow will do
serious damage. But with the

advent of these new weapons,

if the Soviets think we have

first strike capability, their

best defense may be to fire on

us before we fire on them," he

said.

Freeze necessary

In light of these develop-

ments, Slatko sees the grow-

ing nuclear freeze movement
as a necessary declaration of

intent by the U.S. to start end-

ing the weapons race, and
even as a catalyst "toward
fruitful U.S. -Soviet arms
negotiations."

Continued from Page 1

Possible divestiture

If these four delinquent corpo-

rations do not resp)ond or show
evidence of progress against

apartheid, the committee could

recommend divestiture. This

has occurred only once in the

history of the committee,
according to Markgraf.

During the 1980-81 school year

Newmont Industries failed to

respond to committee inquiries

about wage policy in South

Africa. "We became frustrated

with the management," said

Markgraf, "and recommended
divestiture to the Trustees'

Finance Committee." The
Finance Committee accepted

this recommendation and, with

the trustees approval, sold all

stock in Newmont Industries in

January 1981.

Concerns about nuclear pro-

liferation also arose during the

ACSR meeting. Reed felt that

nuclear weapons and nuclear

energy would be the most com-
mon referendum topic on corpo-

ration proxies. These proxies

are scheduled to come out with

corporation annual reports

sometime this month. They will

allow shareholders to vote on

social issues that directly relate

to corporation activities.

Nuclear options

Committee Chairman Dick

Lamb '71 explained that the var-

ious stockholder proposals
rangenl from complete abandon-
ment of all nuclear technology

to the banning of production of

"offensive nuclear weapons."
The committee agreed that

each proxy should be consi-

dered separately and that no
general decision on nuclear pol-

icy should be made.
Political Science Professor

Vincent Barnett spoke of the
need for communication
between Williams and other col-

leges on these and other proxy
Issues. Committee member
John Agostlnl '76 was appointed
to gather Information regarding
proxy coordination among
small New England colleges.

College Council
Continued from Page 1

transfer system without con-

sulting College Council, despite

assurances that they would do
so.

After an amendment was
added altering the debate for-

mat originally proposed to a

panel discussion, the proposal
passed 20-0 with two absten-

tions. The panel will tentatively

be held February 2 and the ref-

erendum over two days, Febru-
ary 3 and 4.

Though concern was voiced

that an open forum would con-

fuse the issue. Ward expressed
the prevailing sentiment in say-

ing that the Council's views
should be tested by student
opinion.

$11,000 found
The meeting opened with the

surprise announcement that

$11,000 of Council funds had

been discovered in a previously

unknown account. The Business

Office had diverted the money
to the wrong account. The
"new" money raises the Coun-
cil sustaining fund to $16,000.

"It was rough funding groups
this year," said John Small,

Council treasurer. He pointed

out that "people do feel that

they were short-changed, and
now they'll be coming back for

more.
'

' The Finance Committee
will meet and distribute the

newly-found money as groups
come forward to ask for It.

The recent closing of the Log
to students under the drinking

age (20) was also discussed at

the meeting. "We have to watch
out for ourselves," said Council

president Stuart Robinson '83,

and emphasized that being
admitted to the Log is a privi-

lege. Underclassmen voiced

strong dissatisfaction with the
situation.

Record criticized

Criticism was directed at the
Record for publishing the
names of students arrested In

the Incidents that led up to the
placement of restrictions on the
Log.

Several people present,
Including one person whose
name had been published, felt

that the Record should be held
directly accountable to the Col-
lege Council, since It receives
funds from the Council, and said
that the Record editors should
be called before the Council to

explain Its policy.

Robinson and Ward opposed
this suggestion, referring to It

as censorship. Robinson, noting
his control of the agenda,
refused to allow a vote on the
matter.

\

CLEANERS
AND LAUNDERERS

Williamstown Store

DID YOU MISS OUR
GRAND OPENING SPECIALS?

MEN'S
AND LADIES'

SLACKS
3 PAIR

CLEANED FOR
THE PRICE

OF 2
*

^Williamstown store only
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Now Thru the End of January

10%
OFF Regular

Price

ALL DRYCLEANING
ORDERS WITH
STUDENT

ID

FREE
1 SWEATER

CLEANED AND
FINISHED

with each
order

TREET CLEANERS SERVICES INCLUDE...
• QUALITY DRY CLEANING • LEATHER AND SUEDE PROCESSING
• SHIRT AND LAUNDRY SERVICE • ALTERATIONS & REPAIRS

COMPARE PRICES COMPARE QUALITY
AND SAVE and be SATISFIED

nUUno! MONDAY thru FRIDAY 8:00 am to 5:00 pm SATURDAY 8:30 am to 1:00 pm
1 1 7 Latham Street Bottom of Spring Street, Williamstown MA

• FUR & APPAREL STORAGE
• FREE OFF STREET PARKING

COMPARE SERVICE
and SMILE
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Track races ahead Sportshorts
by Lyman Casey

Victories in the field events

put Williams out in front early,

and several strong performan-

ces in running events stretched

the lead as the Eph track team's

77 points bested Union (62

points), Hamilton (24 points)

and Hartwick (10 points) in

Schenectady Saturday.

Paul Toland '85 jumped an

outstanding 6'5" to win the high

jump, and Tomas Alejandro '83

and Hugh Huizenga '84 also

came up with victories in the

long jump and triple jump.

Bo Parker '84 and Alejandro,

both established stars in New
England Division HI track and,

along with John Kowalik '83,

tri-captains of the team, are

usually counted upon to come
through with wins in several

events. Saturday was no excep-

tion to the rule for these two.

Alejandro added a win in the

50 meter dash, and Parker won
both the 1000 and 1500 meter
runs. Ian Brzezinski '86 then ran

away with the 3000 meter run.

Union §trong

The victory over a surpris-

ingly strong Union squad was
sealed by the 1500 meter relay

squad of Ted Leon '84, Bill Love
'86, Kevin Jenkins '85 and Ale-

jandro, which came from
behind to win.

The women's track team,

shorthanded this weekend, ran

well against an overpowering

Dartmouth Squad and tough

Union, Hamilton, and Hartwick

entries, but managed just nine

points.

The men and women each

face tough meets at home on

Friday at 6:00 against Spring-

field, Westfield, and Albany.

The meet will be the Ephs' first

home appearance of the season.

Swimmers undefeated
Continued from Page 10

(12:00.3). The Medley Relay

team won with a combined time

of 2:00.2.

Looking ahead
Both undefeated Williams

teams are looking forward to

the nationals later this season.

Coach Carl Samuelson hopes

that If the athletes stay healthy,

the Ephs will have a chance at

winning the titles.

Williams has two home meets
on Saturday. The men face

UMass while the women will

battle Smith. Samuelson
expects Smith to be an espe-

cially tough challenge for the

Ephwomen. Depth seems to be

the only problem for the tal-

ented squad. Should the women
defeat Smith it would be a prom-

ising sign for the nationals.

Pucksters lose

The women's hockey team

lost the Molly Stark tournament

this weekend, losing Saturday

night to a strong Colby team 21-

0, and losing the consolation

game to Mlddlebury 6-3 on

Sunday.
Team members say they

prefer to think about losing Sat-

urday by three—touchdowns.

They were disappointed, as they

thought they played well, but

Colby was too powerful.

Beth Ebel, Pam Brlggs, and

Bea Fuller scored the three

goals Sunday In a game
marked by Improved defense.

Mlddlebury scored the two Insu-

rance goals In the last two

minutes.

Squashmen trounced

The varsity squash team had

a rough week, losing to both

Princeton and Yale and drop-

ping to 10-2 on the season.

Princeton, the nation's top-

ranked team last year, had little

trouble with the Ephs, winning

every match 3-0 en route to an

overwhelming 9-0 victory.

Yale, number three last year

behind Princeton and Harvard,

was a much different story as

three Williams players won and

three others came within strik-

ing distance. The team's top

three, juniors Greg Zaff, Tom
Harrlty and Jeff Sultar all went

down to defeat, but number four

man Billy Nau and co-captains

Jamie King and Matt Lynch

came through with solid wins—
Nau, 3-1, King, 3-0 and Lynch,

3-1, to make the match score

close at 6-3.

The team's next match is at

home Friday against Rochester

at 3 pm.

Squash successes

The women's squash team
won two matches this week—7-0

over Mlddlebury on Saturday

and 4-3 over Dartmouth on

Tuesday.
"Everyone played very

well," said Coach Renzle Lamb.
"Only two matches went to five

games, and those were because

of a lack of concentration on our

part. All of our players were bet-

ter than theirs."

Tuesday's 4-3 win was the

Ephwomen's first ever over

Dartmouth. The win Is signifi-

cant as it means that the Willi-

ams team could move up to

compete in Division L
Number three player Cassle

Fisher '84 clinched the match in

a close 3-2 playoff victory.

Number two Hilary Thomas '85,

number six Liz Cole '83 and
number seven Amlna Mahmood
'84 all crushed their opponents

3-0.

Lamb said, "We proved in

this match that we can come up

against the big teams and win."

Skiers warm up

The ski teams had a scrim-

mage with some of their top

rivals last weekend.
Coach Bud Fisher said he was

pleased with the women's
results, as captain Ellen
Chandler '83 finished tenth,

Sara Bates '85 was 13th, and
Karla Miller '85 was 15th.

Fisher was less pleased with

the men's X-C results, but was
confident that they would
improve for the St. Lawrence
Carnival next weekend.
The alpine teams did not

return until Monday.

AFLOWER IS WORTH
ATHOUSAND WORDS.

Tnlhams^oivn "^^ -y^S-Soss

JOSEPH E DEWEY

9:00 - 5:00

Mon.-Sat.

V^KMS
WILLIAMSTOWN. MASS.

01267

^̂
^ >,O

458-5717

<̂<^

GRADUATE STUDIES IN

BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH

Basic Medical Science Department

Active Research Programs

Seeking Qualified Applicants

Tuition and Stipend

Support Available

For Further Information Contact:

Graduate Committee

Department of Physiology

Albany Medical College

Albany, N.Y. 12208

(518-445-5651)

• GATSBYS •

BOOT SALE
P • Frye • Timberland CJ

n • Acme • Zodiac D
H • Dingo • Danelle Q

1 UP TO 50% OFF 1
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Undefeated

II

Swimmers kick ahead
Hoopsters net second in tourney

by Andrew Garfield

After braving a snow storm

which dumped over a foot on

New Haven, the men's and

women's swim teams raced to

decisive victories over Southern

Connecticut State College.

Led by Rob Bowman '83 and

Rob Sommer '84, the men
increased their record to 4-0

with the 70-43 triumph. Bowman
won the 500 freestyle (4:54.1)

and the 1000 freestyle (10:03.3).

Sommer won the 200 backstroke

(2:02.1) and the 200 Individual

medley (2:02.5). Bill Couch '86

finished second in the 500 free

with an impressive time of

4: 56.8. Ben Aronson '83 was the

runner-up in the 1000 free.

The other winners included

Dave Johnson '83 in the 200

breast (2: 18.5), Peter Orphanos
•85inthe200fly(2:01.9)andWill

Andrew '86 in the 200 free

(1:48.5). Jeff Mills '84 turned in

a solid performance by finish-

ing second in the 50 free (22.5)

and the 100 free (48.9).

The team of Couch, Johnson,

Orphanos and Frank Fritz '83

won the Medley Relay with a

time of 3:46.5. Jim Stockton '83

won the 3 meter dive competi-

tion and came in second in the

one meter dives.

Women win big

The women sunk Southern

Connecticut 107-36, losing only

two events. Freshman Kathy
Kirmayer led the charge, win-

ning the 100 backstroke (1:04.1)

and qualifying for the nationals

with a 2: 18.7 victory time in the

200 back.

Senior Co-Captains Katie

Hudner and Liz Jex each won
two events while Kim Eckrich
'85 won three. Hudner won the

100 IM (1:06.3) and the 50 free

(26.3). Jex was triumphant in

the 200 free (2: 01.7) and the 500

free (5: 29.8) . Eckrich prevailed

inthelOObrease (1: 14.1), the 200

breast (2:39.3) and the 400 IM
(4:58.2).

Dina Esposito '83 won both the

one meter and 3 meter diving

events. Other winners included

Rachel Stauffer '85 in the 100

free (57.3), Cecelia Ciepiela '84

in the 200 fly (2: 24.2) and Jonna

Kurucz '85 in the 1000 free

Continued on Page 9

Tracy Burrows '84 goes up for a

shot in the Ephwomen's 51-46

victory over Middlebury Satur-

day in the first round of the

Molly Stark tourney. Williams

lost the championship to Colby

Sunday. (Shapiro)

Icemen skate into second place
by Dave Woodworth

The men's varsity hockey squad placed

second in the Lake Forest Invitational tourney

played in Chicago this weekend. Williams won
its opening game against host Lake Forest, 4-3,

but lost to Bowdoin In the finals by a 5-2 count.

In the championship game, Bowdoin regis-

tered the first four goals of the contest. Williams
finally got on the l)oard at 2: 55 of the third period

when Brian Rutledge *85 tallied unassisted, cut-

ting the lead to 4-1.

The Polar Bears' John Theberge (with two
goals and an assist on the night), stretched the

margin to 5-1 shortly thereafter, however,
essentially putting the game away. The Ephs'
Rich Jackson '85 rounded out the scoring with a

goal at the buzzer, assisted by Mike Uretsky '85

and Rutledge.

Once again Dan Finn *84 faced a barrage of

shots, 52 in all, and turned aside 47 of them.

Williams, on the other hand, managed only a

comparatively paltry 32 shots.

Hat trick

Williams got into the finals by virtue of a 4-3

win over Lake Forest on Friday night. Jeff Pot-

ter '85 was the hero of that game, as he notched
Williams' first hat trick of the season. Dan Finn
turned in another brilliant performance, mak-
ing 41 saves. With a midweek loss at Middleb-
ury, Williams' record drops to 3-7 on the year.

The team travels to Salem State tonight, then

to Union on Saturday.

Chiefs scalp Ephs in massacre
by John Clayton

In two tough road games, the

basketball team lost 80-64 to

Springfield Saturday and 72-70

to Dartmouth last Tuesday.

AU-American guard Buddy
Clarke scored 26 points and
Gary Grumoll added 24 to pace
the Chiefs. Springfield led

throughout the game; the Ephs
cut the lead to two at 48-46 with

12 minutes left, but could not

keep up with the powerful
Chiefs.

Pidoriano leads

Art Pidoriano '84 once again
led Williams with 20 points. Co-

captaln Scott Olesen netted 12

and junior Dave Krupskl added
11 for the Ephmen.

The Chiefs jumped out to an
early lead, with Czerapowlcz
defenslng Pidoriano well,

although Krupskl scored all of

his 11 points in that half.

The halftime score was 39-31,

Springfield. But Williams ran

off six in a row at the beginning

of the second half to cut the lead

to 39-37.

The game then remained
close until the eight-minute

mark, as Clarke and Grumoll

paced the Chief's to the win.

The game was a physical one,

as Krupskl, Olesen, Pidoriano,

and Springfield's Dan Czerapo-

wlcz fouled out. Williams com-
mitted 25 fouls In the game, 18 In

the second half, as the Eph front

line had trouble containing 6-7

center. Pedro De La Cruz (11

points).

Springfield (7-1) Is second in

the Division II New England
standings.

Near upset
The hoopsters faced more

upper-division competition last

Tuesday, when they just missed
upsetting Division I Dartmouth.

With the score tied at 70 and
1: 33 remaining, Williams called

a time-out to set up a stall for the

last shot. However, with 30

seconds left, the Ephs fumbled
the ball out of bounds.

After another time-out and a

Big Green stall. Matt Stewart
got free for a baseline shot.

Although the shot missed, Pido-

riano was called for a contro-

versial foul on the play, and
Stewart hit the two free throw
with three seconds remaining.

Even so, the Ephmen just

missed sending the game into

overtime, as senior Andy Good-
win's desperation shot hit the

rum at the buzzer.

McNIcholas off bench
Pidoriano led all scorers with

26 points. Junior forward John
McNIcholas came off the bench
to score 21 points, as he got hot

from outside.

Dartmouth (5-7) dominated
the first half, with their lead

peaking at 13. However, the

Ephmen came back in the

second half, with Pidoriano and
McNIcholas leading the way,
with their lead peaking at 63-59.

The last five minutes were a
back-and-forth defensive bat-

tle, with McNIcholas and Olesen

doing an Impressive job on the

bigger Dartmouth forwards.

Difficult schedule

In the middle of the difficult

part of their schedule, Williams
travels to Trinity tonight for

their third road game In a row.

Trinity Is ranked In the top ten In

Division III in New England.
The team then returns to face
Connecticut College at home
Saturday night at 8:00.

by Ward Katsanis

The women's basketball team took second place in the Molly

Stark Classic over the weekend by beating Middlebury 51-46 on

Saturday, but falling to Colby in the championship game, .56-31 on

Sunday.
Poor shooting (9 of 38) in the first half put the Ephs behind 24-18 on

Sunday. In the second half, Colby came out running and moved the

ball inside to pull away from Williams. The final score ended 56-31

to give Colby the championship.

T. K. Meehan '83 led Williams with 14 points in leading the squad

to second place in the tourney. Therese Langlois scored 18 points for

Colby.

Williams Coach Sue Hudson-Hamblin cited her team's small

bench and inability to match Colby's pace as the difference in the

game.

Against Middlebury In the first round, Williams jumped to a 27-17

halftime lead. The Panthers whittled down the lead throughout the
second half. The game was a see-saw battle through the last ten

minutes until Meehan sank two free throws with 1: 45 remaining to

put Williams ahead for good.

Senior Kathy Evans iced the game with a jumper and two free
throws in the last 40 seconds.

Evans led all scorers with 15 points, and Meehan chipped in with
12. Hudson-Hamblin commented that Williams' press and defense
were very effective. She was also pleased that the team never lost

its cool.

In the consolation game Sunday, Hamilton College soundly
defeated the Panthers by a 67-26 margin.
The Molly Stark tournament is traditionally hosted by Middleb-

ury, but this year was moved to Williams.

Earlier in the week Williams faced a powerful Dartmouth squad
and lost 74-28. Tracy Burrows '84 netted 12 points and collected 11

retK)unds for Williams.

The team plays Hamilton tomorrow at Hamilton and Union this

Saturday at home at 6:00.

Grapplers go down

Fall to WPI, Albany State
by Chris Clarey

The wrestling team lost both

Its games this week—30-9 to

highly regarded WPI and 35-7 to

Albany State.

Saturday's match against

WPI, originally scheduled as a

tri-meet with including RPI,
featured close matches and low

scoring.

The lower weights were once

again a handicap to Williams'

cause, as the team was forced to

forfeit at 118 lbs. and lost at 126,

134 and 142 lbs. consecutively.

Narrow the gap
Tri-captain John Leahy '84,

wrestling for the first time this

year after his recovery from
knee problems, finally
stemmed the tide at 150 lbs. with

a 6-2 win over Nick Trlantafell.

Leahy controlled the match
from the beginning, scoring the

first four points and allowing

Trlantafell points only on
escapes.

Sophomore Jeff May took a

minor decision 7-1 at 158 lbs.

over Paul Wyman, raising his

individual record to 4-1 and nar-

rowing the match gap to ten

points.

However, WPI bounced right

back, sweeping the next three

weight classes and putting the

match far out of Williams'

reach at 30-6.

Positive note

One final p)ositive note for the

Ephmen was heavyweight Gary
Stosz's 9-8 victory over George
Duane in the meet's fin;»l

match. Stosz used his 240 lbs. to

good advantage, controlling

Duane throughout most of the

match and gaining the decision

on the basis of "riding time."

Despite the loss. Coach Joe

Dailey was "still pleased with

the team's performance" stat-

ing "we expected WPI would be

tough, but their skill coupled

with our nagging injuries was
too much to overcome."

Loss to Albany
Only juniors Dave Bicknell at

177 lbs. and tri-captain Chris

Woodworth at 190 lbs. emerged
with wins as Albany State

pinned four Williams wrestlers

and decisioned three others In

Wednesday's match.
Albany put the match out of

reach early, sweeping the first

six matches and amassing a 30-0

lead.

Bicknell 's 17-8 victory over

Doug Slater showcased Bick-

nell's technical skill and quick

escape ability. Rough, brawling
action was prevalent in Wood-
worth's 5-4 win over John Dehn.

Tri-captain John Leahy '84 has the upper hand over Nick Trlantafell In

Saturday's iwretlllng match against WPI. Ephs lost, 30-9. (Plonsker)
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WAAC begins

hunger strike
Written by !\ed Ladd; reported

by Jeff Brainard, Katya Hokan-

ion, Dan Keating and Ned Ladd.

The Williams Anti-Apartheid

Coalition (WAAC) declared a

hunger strike to protest Willi-

ams's investments in South Africa

after meeting with the Trustees'

Finance Committee last week.

Three of its members began
fasting Friday evening.

Trustees on the Committee
expressed anger at the "prear-

ranged hunger strike" and felt

that it would have "no effect" on
their deliberations concerning
divestment of College funds

from South Africa.

WAAC had agreed to send ten

representatives to the Finance
Committee meeting, but all of

the estimated 150 participants

in a rally held before the meet-

ing crowded into the Hopkins
Hall conference room.
WAAC spokesman Steve

Sowle '83 presented itsdemands
that the College divest in 15

companies which have been
cited by WAAC for non-
compliance with the Sullivan

Principles, withdraw all short-

term deposits from banks which
loan money to South Africa, and
restructure the Advisory Com-
mittee on Shareholder Respon-
sibility (ACSR) to include
student-elected members.

No cha-nse In policy
Finance. ConuxUttee Chair-

man Charles Mott said these

demands required further study

and declined to respond. Sowle
then immediately announced
the commencement of the

hunger strike.

The three hunger strikers are
seniors E>erede Arthur and Eric

Fernald and junior Mark White.

They have moved into Hopkins

room 12 where they have
announced plans to remain until

their demands are met.

College President John
Chandler stated that there will

be no immediate change in the

Trustee's investment policy as

a result of the strike. He said he

was personally "distressed" by
the strike and feared for the

health of the strikers.

Chandler also explained that

although the implications of the

hunger strike were serious, the

WAAC petition advocating div-

estment, which was signed by
1200 students, carried more
weight. "The Trustees will take

seriously this outpouring of sen-

timent," he said.

"Pressure tactics"

Chandler expressed dismay
at what he called the "pressure
tactics" used by WAAC in Fri-

day's meeting, saying, "the

Trustees were frustrated,
annoyed, and even angry in the

hot, uncomfortable room
Jammed full of people." He
blamed WAAC for making the

meeting "a mockery" and said

that the Trustees had little time
to respond to the issues brought
up by WAAC.
Dean of the College Daniel

O'Connor charged that the
members of WAAC never
Intended to hear out the Trus-
tees in the first place.
WAAC spokeman Sowle

admitted that WAAC had been
"considering extreme action

for a while" but cited frustration

with what he termed continued
Trustee inaction as the primary
motivation behind the hunger
strike.

Continued on Page 5

Junior Mark White

(above) addresses

a crowd of 150 Wil-

liams Anti-Apar-
theid Coalition
supporters at a
rally in front of

Hopkins Hall before

Friday's Finance
Committee meet-
ing. Later, after tfie

Trustees refused to

respond imme-
diately to WAAC's
demands, White
iolned senior De-
rede Arthur (right)

and Eric Fernald in

a hunger strike to

force the College
to divest.

(Scheibe)

Women's studies may be offered Trustees discuss

Admissions, Logby Lucy Lytle

A proposal to offer a concentration in women's
studies was unanimously passed by the Commit-
tee on Educational Policy (CEP) in their meeting
last week. The Committee is also considering a

proposal to make Introductory Italian a year-long

course. If approved by the faculty at their Feb-
ruary 9 meeting, the women's studies program
would go into effect next fall. The program
requires students to take Women's Studies 101

(Introduction to Feminist Thought) and Women's
Studies 401 (a senior seminar) as well as an addi-

tional three Women's Studies electives from at

least two departments.

Calling it "a strong, well-conceived, valuable

program," CEP chairman Lawrence Graver is

optimistic that the proposal will be approved by
the faculty. Women's Studies Advisory Commit-
tee member Rosemarie Tong agreed, admitting

that "the committee anticipates that the proposal

will do very well on the faculty floor."

Tong noted, however, that despite "strong

faculty commitment to teaching women's stu-

dies" and demonstrated student interest, there

are "gaps" in the number of the program's elec-

tive courses in anthropology, biology and
psychology.

Tong expects this situation to improve because
the anthropology department recently made "a
definite commitment to hire someone to teach a
women's studies course, such as 'Anthropology of

Sex Roles' " while the biology and psychology
departments "are exploring the possibility" of

developing more Women's Studies programs.

The CEP will consider the Italian proposal next

month as part of a package for the Romanic lan-

guages. Citing "a growing student interest in lan-

guages," increased participation in the Junior

Year Abroad program, and a "big turnout" for

the beginning Italian course offered during Win-

ter Study, Dean of the Faculty Francis Oakley
stated "I don't see any problems in getting the

proposal approved."

If passed by the CEP, the proposal, which pro-

vides for a regular two-semester course with a

sustaining program during Winter Study, will go
before the faculty for approval at a meeting tenta-

tively scheduled for March 16.

Pending approval of the proposal, a former Wil-

liams professor currently teaching at North
Adams State College has been contacted and,
according to Oakley, is "very enthusiastic" about
the possibility of teaching Italian at Wiliams. His
appointment also depends on approval by the

Board of Trustees.

by Tim Johnson and Jack Mayher

A proposal to enlarge the freshman class to alx)ut 510 students in

the near future was introduced to the Trustees at their meeting last

Thursday night with the Committee on Undergraduate Life (CUL)

.

The new house transfer policy, effective this spring, and problems
involving the Log were also discussed extensively.

"We recognize that the greater part of this school's talent and
diversity is found in the prospective freshman applicant pool, not in

our transfer and exchange programs," explained Dean of Fresh-
men Cris Roosenraad.
The admission committee has aimed for an incoming class of 490

students in part years. Raising that number to 510 would give

Williams a student body of 1910.

The inflexibility of campus housing constitutes the main barrier

to the proposal, however. The six current freshman dorms will not

be abi^ to accommodate the new increase, Roosenraad said.

Scattered freshmen
One proposal, termed "scattering" by Roosenraad, would dis-

tribute about 20 students, deemed "exceptionally mature" by the

admissions committee, among upperclass houses. Dean Daniel

O'Connor added that such students would be older members of the

freshman class who had deferred their admission for a year or

more. There are four freshmen currently living in upperclass

dorms.

Continued on Page 7
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The Next Step
As the dining halls become filled with chatter of

*

'South

Africa." "Apartheid." and * •divestment," It seems that the

hunger strike being staged In Hopkins Hall has had some positive

effects. It has captured student attention.

Like the strike three years ago It is designed to shake up the

College administration by threatening the school's reputation,

and to stir up student support for a cause. It acts as a spark In an
environment as stagnant as created by the trustees. Williams
College is extremely vulnerable to this tactic. This happens year
after year.

The Trustees can be convinced only by discourse on their

level. Informed, Intellectual debate might move the Trustees.

There is a danger that they will view the emotional pleas and
petitions as a step towards the typical Williams "Issue of the

Year" movement. The Trustees know they can wait out these

surges and proceed unscathed.

If serious—and this Issue deserves serious commitment— the

Williams community is capable of confronting the Trustees and
winning. The College's experts, both students and faculty, on
Africa, economics, investment and other related issues can per-

suade rather than pressure the Trustees. Convincing them that

divestment does not mean financial disaster—their main
concern—may sway them.

WAAC justifies the strike saying that the Trustees ignore

action within the institutional framework. Unfortunately, WAAC
has not presented suiticient evidence that this framework has
been exhausted. Has WAAC followed theACSR's action involving

companies cited for noncompliance with the Sullivan Principles

over the last few years? If these companies refused ACSR over-

tures, then, according to the Trustees' policy, the College should
have divested. But WAAC spokesmen have presented no specific

evidence to prove that the College Is not following these guide-

lines. If the Trustees see this ongoing supervision, they will play
by the rules. WAAC must prove negligence by the Trustees for

radical action to be justified.

WAAC Is right In Its goal and Its demand for action. The strike
has moved divestiture up on the Trustees' agenda, but it will not
end their procrastination. For the next round of the battle we must
show that our Interest Is not fleeting. The Trustees claim that we
are not well informed on the issue, but research on Investment
alternatives and specific cases of failure to divest will compel the
Trustees to take our demands seriously.

Quotation of the Week
''However disgusted I am with the Parks

Department and Gordon Davis, I am forced to

admit that Gordon Davis did graduate from the

same college I did, Williams, and I would never

call him a nincompoop because he copied all his

answers off my papers."

—George Steinbrenner '52

EDITORS! N.
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Stock Exchange. Were shareholding in such

companies to be foreclosed to the College its list of

potential investments would t>e severely constricted.

Indeed, some categories of attractive investment
opportunity would be almost totally eliminated.

Moreover, many companies that do business in South

Africa also extend generous support to institutions of

higher education, including Williams. In case of a

deicison to divest, the College must in consistency

decide whether it can projjerly continue to accept
contributions from companies whose stock it refuses

to own. Again, it has to determine whether it can
accept contributions from the matching gift

programs of many of those same companies.
Williams receives hundreds of such gifts yearly that

match (sometimes In a 2-for-l or 3-for-l formula) the

contributions of those Williams alumni and parents
who work for those companies. A generalized policj

of divestment, if consistently pursued, would suggest

that the College refuse to accept those matching
contributions, and that decision would almost
certainly disrupt relations with many alumni.

Important as these practical considerations are,

there are more basic issues that also need to be
addressed.

AH agree that apartheid is clearly inimical to the

moral and social ideals of American society. All

agree, too, that that fact calls for careful monitoring

There is virtually no

evidence to suggest that

selling a company's stock is

an effective way to

influence that company's

behavior.

by the College insofar as it hold shares in companies
with South African operations. Neither of these

points is at issue. What is at issue is the nature of the

action to be taken and the objective for which it is

taken. For some, both action and objective are clear,

simple, and straighare clear, simple and straight

forward. The action: divestment of stocks in all

companies with operations in South Africa. The
objective: forcing the withdrawal of American
companies from that troubled land in the hope of

promoting its economic isolation. For others, no less

concerned about the moral issues involved, the

matter remains a good deal more problematic. They
believe that the question of whether to subject South

Africa to a policy of economic isolation is a

legitimate and important issue for the American
government to decide but are troubled by the

suggestion that colleges should adopt an official

position on the question. Passing beyond that

fundamental issue, they remain unconvinced that the

objective of forcing the withdrawal of American
companies from South Africa is necessarily a

desirable one for the South African people

themselves. They are even less convinced—even if it

were desirable—that the divestment of stock by

colleges and universities would do much to promote

that end. Instead, they advocate as a more
appropriate and effective measure the use of the

College's position as a stockholder to influence the

American companies in which it holds shares to

conduct their foreign operations in accord with broad
principles of conduct generally accepted by U.S.

companies.

It is with the latter viewpoint, shared by the

overwhelming majority of American colleges and
universities, that the Trustees chose to align

themselves in 1978 and with which they continue to

align themselves today. There Is virtually no
evidence to suggest that selling a company s stock is

an effective way to Influence that company's
behavior. On the other hand, there Is growing
evidence that companies are responsive when even a
small percentage of shares are voted against

management. Accordingly, the Trustees continue to

believe that the most effective and responsible way
for the College to influence the behavior of

companies is through careful use of its proxy powers
as a shareholder, In combination with other forms of

communication with management.
With regard to business operations in South Africa

the principles formulated (and updated) by the

Reverend Leon Sullivan will in most instances

constitute a practical statement of the standards
accepted by American companies in their operations
within the United States, and the Trustees hereby
reaffirm their stated commitment to the effort to

persuade American companies operating in South
Africa to adopt and abide by those principles. If

conversations, letters, and shareholder resolutions

fail over a reasonable period of time to persuade the

managers of a company that the Sullivan principles

or their equivalent should be adopted and followed,

then there would be good grounds for questioning the

willingness or capacity of the company's
management to run the business in a fashion

deserving of the support of the College. This
judgment could, in an extreme instance, lead to the

decision to sell the stock, recognizing that such a
decision to sell would also terminate any possibility

of influencing company policies through the
prerogatives of a shareholder.

While the Trustees are responsible for overall

investment policy in both its financial and social

dimensions, they rely on the Advisory Committee on
Shareholder Responsibilities to recommend specific

actions with respect to ethical and social questions
pertaining to the companies in which the College
holds shares. In the past they have in fact adopted
most of the committee's recommendations, including
a recommendation last year to sell the College's

stock in a particular company. They commend its

painstaking and thoughtful work and urge members
of the Williams community to convey to the Advisory
Committee those views and concerns that relate to

questions properly falling within its purview.
As the Trustees continue to deal with questions

relating to the College's responsibilities as a
shareholder their principal concern will be to

preserve the College's capacity to discharge its

central intellectual and educational mission not only
now but into the indefinite future. As they come to

grips with the enormous complexities of these issues
and discharge the full range of their obligations they
will continue to need the patience, support and
understanding of the Williams community as a
whole.

Back to Basie
by Marc Mazzone

It
was more than respect for the Count Basle legend

that brought the Saturday night audience to its feet

before a single note had been played, more even than
admiration for the determination with which the 79-

year-old pianist appeared onstage in a motorized wheel-chair
from which he worked his way onto the piano bench.

It was something in the humor and warmth he seemed to

exude effortlessly, something in his demeanor that suggested
happiness and a deep affirmation of life. The Count Is Indeed an
awesome stage presence. His humor, his relaxed style, and the
tremendous enjoyment he derives from what he does fills the

hearts of his audience.

Still swinging
Just what the sold-out crowd in Chapin Hall expected is uncer-

tain, but the initial standing ovation was earned many times
over in the two hours that the band played. The present person-
nel are some of the finest Basie has had in years. They play
commitment and energy. The ensemble work is tight and pre-

cise; the entire band can play In the same nonchalant vein as its

leader, yet still swing.

But in addition to the felicity of its ensemble passages, the

Count Basie Orchestra has always been a terrific band for solo-

ists, and Saturday night was no exception. They opened with the

up-tempo "Wind Machine", in which tenor saxophonist Eric
Schneider blew a dazzling technical display for sixty-four bars.

Basie once admitted that he was "queer for tenor men", and the

enormous list of great tenor players in his band emphasizes the

point. Newcomer Schneider and veteran Eric Dixon both exhi-

bited the proficiency that Basie has always expected of the men
in these seats.

Trombonist Dennis Wilson soloed on his own arrangement
of Jay Jay Johnson's "Lament". Wilson's incredible technique

combined with a range that spanned fully five octaves on the

horn to make this one of the highlights of the first set.

In contrast to Wilson's elegant ballad style was the impecca-
ble plunger technique of Bootie Wood's bold trombone. The
plunger solo has always been an integral part of the Basie band,

and Bootie Wood is one of the foremost in a school of Impressive
troml)onists who have perfected that technique. His assertive,

brassy style brought him cheers in a monumental six-chorus

blues solo, prodded by a series of typically humorous and easy
statements from Basle's inimitable piano.

Fast flugelhom
Among the trumpets, it was Bob Summers who brought down

the house. In a furious arrangement of "There Will Never Be
Another You", Summers raced through an astrounding flugel-

horn solo that was bright, fast, and executed with brilliant preci-
sion. The first set closed with Ernie Willcins' "Basle" and a fiery
tenor solo by Schneider.

Continued on Page 9

Hunger Strike
Continued from Page 1

The meeting featured a
WAAC presentation outlining

its reasons for demanding div-

estment. Andrew Levin '83

stated that "Americans have
supported a race war" in South
Africa by Investing in corpora-

tions which do business in South
Africa.

Costs, benefits

WAAC also addressed the

structure of the ACSR. Sue
Rellly '85 said the system of

Appointment of ACSR meml)ers
was unacceptable. "If we are to

take the ACSR seriously," she

Gmcert Listings
prapsrcd by

TOONERVtLLC TROLLIY RECOMOS
TuM.. Jan 2& Missing Parsons. Agora

Ballroom. W Hartford. Conn

Jan 25 ft 26 Carmen McRae. Jonathan Swilt's.

Boston, Mass

Jan 25 ft 26 Sha Na Na. Chateau de Ville.

Framingham. Mass

Thurs Jan 27 Rosalia Sorrels, Passim's.

Boston

Fn , Jan 28 Berlin Airlift, Channel Boston

Mission of Burma, Chateau. Albany NY
Jan 28 thru 30 Piano Red. Gate Lena.

Saratoga Springs. NY
Sat Jan 29 Chaka Khan. Berkiee

Performance Ctr . Boston
YoYo Ma & Friends. Symphony Hall.

Springfield Mass
NRBO. Rusty Nail. Sunderland. Maas
Dave Van Ronk ft Spider John Koerner.

Paine Hall. Harvard U ,
Cambridge. MA

Sun. Jan 30 Eric Anderson. Iron Horse.

Northampton Mass

Feb 1 Missing Persons Palace. Albany, NY
Feb 4 Missing Persons Flat Street.

Brattlet>oro, Vt

ftb 6 Adam Ant, Orpheum. Boston

Feb 8 Adam Ant. Palace. Albany

Feb to Bow Wow Wow. Proctors Theater.

Schenectady N Y

Feb 10 Philip Glass. Fine Arts Ctr..

U Mass. Amherst. Mass

Feb 10 Msrshal Tucker Band ft John Hall.

Certtrum. Worcester. Mass

Feb. 1 1 Aerosnuth. Civic Ctr.. Springfield. MA
Feb 13 Neil Young. Centrum. Worcester

Feb 14 Neil Young. Coliseum New Haven
Coon

Feb 18 Phil Collins. Orpheum Boston

19 Hall ft Oates. Centrum. Worcester

concluded, "we must have
elections."

Mott felt WAAC misunder-
stood many of the issues sur-

rounding divestment. He
claimed that "divestment is

ineffective" in terms of forcing

corporations to pull out of South
Africa. "There is no benefit and
there is some cost," Mott

concluded.

WAAC contested this, claim-

ing that the political situation in

South Africa is increasingly

unstable and thus that invest-

ments there are a financial risk.

It also cited other institutions

which have divested with "neg-
ligible, if any, losses."

Profs join striliers

On Sunday religion professor
Nathan Katz announced that

"the members of the Williams
College faculty have formed a
support committee to express
solidarity with the hunger strik-

ers and full support of the

demands presented by WAAC to

the College Trustees' Finance
Committee on January 21,

1983." The participating profes-

sors include:

Raymond Baker Meredith Hoppin

Continued on Page 8

Awarded weekly to

the Williams student

who forsakes all

else* in search of

the scholarly ideal

ALL OF THIS WEEK S
GEEKS were out partying, so
geek of the week is awarded
to the empty carrels in the

upstairs of Sawyer Library

After all, even geeks don't

work during Winter Study
when there's snow on the

ground and cool Miller on
tap Miller honors all you
closet geeks who spent those

study hours over a frosty

mug

'Except a frosty cold Lite after the Sawyer
Library dotes

GREAT TASTE . . .

LESS FILLING
Everything you always wanted
in a Beer . . . and Less
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Faculty develops talent

through research funds
by Chris Howlett

Faculty are being given the chance to

"develop, " as President Chandler
recently announced several new faculty

development programs as part of the

Williams in the Eighties plan and report.

Beginning next year, two annual
awards will relieve faculty members of

all teaching responsibilities "except for

a sp>ecial seminar focused on the area of

their current research," said Chandler.

These seminars will be open to other

faculty as well as students.

In addition, up to three similar awards
will be given each year to faculty inter-

ested in developing new courses, partic-

ularly in fields in which they did not do

their graduate work.

According to Dean of Faculty Francis

Oakley, the courses to date have focused

mainly on interdisciplinary areas. "I

think we've given more support to

courses related to Women's Studies than

anything else,
'

' he said, although History

of Ideas, Political Economy and Afro-

American Studies have also received

attention.

Business careers

A completely new program will begin

this summer for faculty members con-

templating career changes. President

Chandler has established two $2500 fel-

lowships to help faculty planning to

change to a business-related career
attend summer business school.

These three programs will be funded
by a $1 million endowment established

specifically for faculty development in

the eighties, and made up partly of

grants from the Mellon and Hewlett
Foundations and alumni gifts.

Chandler expects these funds to grow

.

"It vs anticipated that the presently bud-
geted ^100.000 (.per year> wU\ be
increased as additional resources
become available and specific needs and
opportunities are identified," he said.

"The recent announcement that the

Class of 1958 plans to designate its 25th

reunion gift as an endowment fund for

faculty enhancement indicates further

progress."

These funds will also be used to con-

tinue several existing faculty programs,
including paid semester leaves for

assistant professors.

Oakley is especially proud of these.

Whereas only about three a year were
possible before funding began five years
ago, ten or eleven are given annually
now.

Little 3 conferences
"That's a critical time in people's

career. I think it's a damn good pro-

gram," Oakley said. However, many
younger faculty members don't realize

what an unusual opportunity it is for

them to have a semester off at full pay.

"I don't think, in all honesty, that that's

appreciated," Oakley commented.
Another program which has been very

successful in past years is the annual Lit-

tle Three faculty conference, where pro-

fessors from the three schools meet to

discuss a particular topic and read pap-

ers which they have prepared. These
papers are later reprinted in the Berl(-

shire Review.

This year's conference met at

Amherst last week under the title

"Expertise and the Politics of Risk."

The participants were mainly members
of the political science, economics and
psychology departments, although any
interested faculty members could
attend. The topic shifts yearly and will be

more humanities-oriented next year,

Oakley explained.

Since each college usually sends about
25 members, the faculty have an excel-

lent chance to get to know their col-

leagues at the other schools. "It's like

having all our departments tripled,"

Oakley said. "The operations (at the col-

leges] are similar so you start with

something in common."

Computer literacy

In addition, several more technical

programs exist for "faculty
enrichment."
Lawrence Wright, director of the col-

lege computer center, is currently teach-

ing a course in general computer
literacy which includes faculty and staff

as well as students. This is the course's
first year open to students; it began two
years ago to serve college office staffs

and faculty in other departments.
According to Wright, the very popular

course is a compression of Computer
Science 131, covering terminology, gen-
eral programming and the BASIC lan-

guage. It runs from the beginning of

January until Spring Break.

Faculty take the course for a variety of

reasons. Associate professor of music
Douglas Moore took the course last year
"simply to start the effort to become
computer-literate, and as a way for me
to get to know what can be done with

computers in music."
Moore emphasized the relevance of

such learning to any faculty member's
field. "No matter what department
you're in, there's an office that's running
it" which will undoubtedly be using com-
puter and word processor equipment, he

said.

For this reason, math professor Neil

Grabois is currently preparing a one-

week summer seminar in micro-
computing for faculty who have little or

no previous experience. The course will

be taught by assistant professor William

Lenhart with a grant the college

received from the Sloane Foundation.

Scientists examine history
by Steve Magnus

Winter Study is a time for reflection,

not only for students, but also for aca-

demic departments, as science and

mathematics professors demonstrated

last Thursday in the IBM-sponsored

lecture "Aspects of the History of

Science at Williams College."

Biology professor Lee Drickamer

kicked off the program with a slide

presentation of buildings where
science or mathematics classes either

used to be or are currently held.

History of science professor Donald

Beaver emphasized that science has

played an increasingly smaller role in

liberal education. Since 1900, he said,

•there has been a dramatic reduction in

graduation and major requirements in

the sciences and in the size of these

departments' faculties relative to other

departments.
Professors then spoke on the history

of their departments, beginning with

the most modern science, computer
science, and ending with the most
ancient, mathematics.

Computer growth
Mathematics professor Lawrence

Wright said there has been "exponen-
tial growth" in enrollment in computer
science and in the College's overall use
of computers since 1%8, the year of Wil-
liams ' first computer science course.
The course was then offered non -credit,

since the administration "did not con-
sider programming of enough intellec-

tual content to constitute a full-fledged

course."

Williams first offered psychology
courses in 1891, according to psychol-
ogy professor Richard Rouse. At that
time psychology was part of the philo-

sophy department, and did not separ-
ate until 1945. Williams graduate G.
Stanley Hall, class of 1867, founded

developmental psychology.

Amos Eaton, class of 1799, became a

distinguished geology professor at Wil-

liams, according to geology professor

Markes Johnson. Eaton also published

the first geological fieldbook in the Uni-

ted States and founded RPI, in spite of

having been convicted of forgery and

imprisoned (originally for life) as a

young man.
Drickamer said Williams did not

teach Darwin's theory of evolution

until 1902, 30 years after its general

acceptance in the scientific commun-
ity. It then took another 20 years before

the biology department offered a full

course on evolution.

Phosphorescent cream
Chemistry professor Diana Sedney

told of Reverend Chester Dewey, Willi-

ams' first chemistry lecturer, as well

as an early geologist. He was known to

perform startling experiments on stu-

dents, she said; not only did he run

electric current through them, but he

smeared phosphorescent cream onto

their faces so they would glow in the

dark.

In the mid-1800's, "physics" was not

yet a word, according to physics profes-

sor William Woofers. Physics was then

taught under the realm of natural philo-

sophy. Early Williams physicists consi-

dered whether some parts of a tree

have stronger wood than others,

whether matter is infinitely divisible

and what the nature of light is.

Hopkins Observatory is the oldest

astronomical observatory in the coun-

try, said physics professor Karen Kwit-

ter. It is named after Albert Hopkins
(the brother of Mark, an early astron-

omer at Williams, who supervised its

construction.

"Astronomy, both in general and at

Williams, has come a long way," Kwit-
ter concluded.

Divestment, tenure motions passed
by David Kieit

The College Council passed a divest-

ment motion initiated by the Williams
Anti-Apartheid Coalition (WAAC) and
proposed a modification in the tenure
process at a meeting held January 19.

The WAAC motion, passed by a vote of

19-2 with two abstentions, called for the

divestment by the college of stock in fif-

teen companies accused of encouraging
apartheid. It asked the College to stop
holding short-term notes in banks mak-
ing loans to South Africa. The motion
also proposed changing the selection

process for the Advisory Committer on
Shareholder Responsibility (ACSR) so

that student members would be selected
by direct student election and faculty

members would be chosen by the

faculty.

A modification of the tenure system
was proposed in response to a series of

motions by sophomore Steve Magnus.

The Council approved a motion calling

for required use of student evaluation
forms by non-tenured faculty, including
sending the statistical data from these
forms to the Committee on Appoint-
ments and Promotions (CAP).
A publicity effort to increase student

awareness of the tenure process passed
unanimously. A motion to place a faculty
member selected by the College Council
on the CAP was defeated.

Th*^ Grosvenor Memorial Cup, pres-
ented annually by College Council to the
member of the junior class who best
exemplifies the traditions of Williams,
was awarded to Tom Paper '84.

Jon Tigar '84, editor-in-chief of the
Record, briefly explained the recent
change in Record policy which led to the
publication of two student's names fol-

lowing their arrests. He said that the new
policy was designed to "treat the people
involved and our readership as adults."
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Risking flat feet, over 60 people took part In a marathon dance to raise

Association for Retarded Citizens last Friday.

Dance-A-Thon
A dance marathon to benefit

retarded citizens was held last

weekend at Lasell gyni. The
proceeds fronn the marathon
will go to the Northern Berk-

shire Association for Retarded
Citizens located in North
Adams.
Dance organizer Dan laco-

vella said that the marathoners
raised approximately $1200 for

NOBARC, which has provided

residential, vocational and
counseling assistance to the

retarded since 1977.

66 students participated, 16 of

whom lasted for all 12 hours,

lacovella called the marathon a

success and is considering run-

ning another one next year.

Luce programs

renewed
Williams College has

received a three-year, $120,000
grant from the Henry Luce
Foundation to bring distin-

guishes black scholars and
speakers to campus. The grant
is similar to one awarded by the

Luce Foundation in December
1979.

David Smith, assistant pro-

fessor of English and chairman
of the committee which admin-
isters Luce funds, believes that

"the Luce grant has been enor-

mously succesful; the events It

has sponsored have had a major
impact on the intellectual and
cultural life of the college.

Teachers this semester
This year, the Luce grant is

sponsoring two full-time visit-

ing professors. Dalton Miller-

Jones is teaching in the
psychology department all year
and Clyde Criner '75 will offer

two courses in the music depart-

ment this spring. In addition.

Rowland Wiggins of Hampshire
College is teaching a Winter

Study course on African-
American music for the third

straight year.

Programs made possible by

the Luce Foundation earlier this

year included a symposium on

"Black Women's Agenda for the

Feminist Movement in the

1890's," and visits by feminist

poet Audre Lord, folk-singer

Elizabeth Cotton and the

improvizational jazz trio "Air."

Artistic alum

receives $172,000
Author, actor and film maker

John Sayles '72 was recently

awarded $172,000. to be paid in

installments over the next five

years, by the John D. and Cathe-

rine T. MacArthur Foundation.

The MacArthur awards are

given annually to scholars in a

variety of fields. Their purpose
is to free recipients from eco-

nomic constraints so that they

can devote themselves to

research and creative work.

Recipients are free to use the

money as they see fit without

obligation.

Individuals cannot apply for

the grants. Instead, the Founda-
tion relies on anonymous nomi-

nations from its team of talent

scouts.

Sayles first emerged in the

national spotlight in 1978 when
his first film, "Return of the

Secaucus Seven," was widely
considered one of the best

releases of the year.

His newest film, "Lianna,"
recently opened in New York
city to favorable reviews.

Renzi's star

Both films were written and
directed by Sayles and include

in their casts Sayles. Maggie
Renzi '73 and Jeffrey Nelson '70.

Renzi is the daughter of Ralph
Renzi, proprietor of the College

Book Store, who had a walk-on
part in "Lianna."

Historic window

restored
A century-old stained-glass

window in Thompson Memorial
Chapel which was in Danger of

crumbling has been restored by
Cummings Studio of North
Adams.
The window, located in the

chapel's west transept, was
dedicated to US President and
alumnus James Garfield In 1882

and installed in the former
chapel, now Goodrich Hall, soon

after.

In 1915 the window was moved
to Thompson and crammed into

a space slightly too small for it.

according to North Adams
artist Bill Cummings, which

explains its deterioration.

Cummings Studio recently

WEST PACKAGE STORE
Winter Study

Cash *n Carry Special
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V2 kegs - Carlings - $25.00 plus deposits

Proper Identification Required

Route 2

Between N.A. and Williamstown

8am-10pmM-W 663-6081 8 am-11 pm Th-Sat

funds for the Northern Berkshire

(Shapiro)

removed the window and res-

tored it in a process which
involved dismantling, cleaning

and reassembling 4.000 pieces

of glass.

The Garfield window was
created by noted 19th century
stained-glass artist John
LaFarge and is considered
extremely valuable since only

about 400 La Farge windows are
in existence.

Steinbrenner

swings at

'classmate'
George Steinbrenner *52 has

lots of problems on his hands
right now, more than just his

third rehiring of manager Billy

Martin.

The Yanlcee owner recently

tried to move his operation to

Denver for the first few home
games t)ecause of renovations

at Yankee Stadium, but was
blocked by the law courts and
New York Commissioner of

Parks and Recreation Gordon
Davis '63. Davis received an
honorary Doctor of Law degree
from the College at commence-
ment last spring.

As a result, Steinbrenner

accused Davis of acting like "a
nincompoop," and the two
exchanged some alma mater
commentary printed up in the

New York Times.
"However disgusted I am

with the Parks Department and
Gordon Davis, I am forced to

admit that Gordon Davis did

graduate from the same college

I did, Williams, and I would
never call him a nincompoop
because he copied all his

answers off my papers," Stein-

brenner said.

Later the same day David
replied: "I don't know if I would
have copied from Mr. Stein-

brenner, even if we had been at

Williams at the same time. But
he has Yteen great for New York
and great for baseball, and I am
looking forward to having a
great relationship with him
again."

Substitute speaker leads

King tribute discussion
To celebrate Martin Luther King's birthday, students and faculty

gathered in Thompson Memorial Chapel January 17 to hear a trib-

ute and discussion led by history professor Dennis Dickerson. He
replaced the scheduled speaker. Charles Evers of the Medgar
Evers Foundation, who cancelled his talk because of illness.

Dickerson emphasized that the Nobel Peace Prize-winning civil

rights activist shot down in 1968 was neither a "saint nor a liber-

tine." Rather, he was "a man of moral vision, a Christian vision

which obligated blacks to love whites and whites to love blacks." A
man of mass action. King drew upon the wellspring of the black
community and church.

The discussion focused on educated blacks and their relationship

to civil rights advocacy, the proposed Martin Luther King national
holiday and Judeo-Christian involvement in civil rights.

Dickerson noted that in King's time, educated blacks were for the
most part directly affiliated with civil rights advocacy. Talented
blacks have since expanded into many sectors of the economy, but
they have not yet been mobilized to advocate civil rights in an organ-

ized fashion, he said.

The question of a national holiday honoring King is now several
years old. Dickerson stressed that it would be "an acknowledge-
ment of his accomplishments and would represent the commitment
of the country to racial justice." He termed "specious" the argu-
ment that the country cannot afford to give federal employees one
more Monday off from work for this holiday.

"Judeo-Christian involvement in civil rights and the peace move-
ment is an aberration of the 20th century," added Dickerson. He
regretfully noted that "11 AM Sunday remains the most segregated
time of the week" and claimed that the church is "more an obstacle
to progressive change than facilitator of change."
Dickerson suggested that private beliefs about morality are not

transferred to the collective whole in America. "We regard moral-
ity as a private thing," he explained. "But when it comes to a
collective [problem] such as poverty, we have a difficult time
conceptualizing it as a moral problem."

Trustees.
Continued from Page 1

The CUL had already ruled out other options for creating more
space for the enlarged freshman class, including housing members
in Thompson Infirmary or on a separate floor of West College.

Roosenraad, CUL meml)ers and Trustees also discussed issues

raised by recent controversies over the Log. The CUL concluded
that, although "some changes had to be made." the Log Is an
esential part of the school's social welfare.

No Log pitchers

The CUL announced its support of a proposal that the Log sell

beer only by glasses instead of pitchers and that it alternate wet and
dry nights, so that underage students could still periodically use the

Log as a social gathering place. Final decisions on these proposals

will be made at the Log committee meeting on Thursday.

The CUL also explained the details of the new transfer policy,

which the Trustees did not question.

Under the new program, effective this spring, freshman inclu-

sion applications will have priority over upperclass transfer bids.

This represents a direct reversal of the priorities of past years.

The new policy will give more freshmen their first choice in the

inclusion process and. Roosenraad feels, will bring more "conti-

nuity" to the Housing system by discouraging halfhearted

transfers who are simply seeking a change.
"Our goal is not to discourage transfers, but rather to create a

system of stable, well-run houses in which students will not feel the

desire to transfer, and yet keep enough flexibility so that students

with more serious reasons to transfer can do so," Roosenraad said.

Both Roosenraad and Dean Mary Kenyatta conceded that com-
plaints about noise problems in Prospect House have t)een substan-

tiated. "We have referred the problem to several architects, but it

seems that there is no cost-efficient solution." bemoaned O'Connor.
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Hunger Strike-
Continued from Page 5

Lola Bogyo

Ralph Bradburd

Michael Brown

Lynda Bundtzen

James M. Burns

Edson Chick

David Colby

Timothy Cook

William Oarrow

Nancy Davidson

Craig Dennis

Carlos Egan

Edward Epping

Gerald Epstein

John Eusden

Gillian Feeley-Harnik

Robert Friedrichs

Fr. Augustine Graap

Rabbi Arthur Haselkorn

In an interview this Sunday
Chandler defended the Trus-

tees' concern over the College's

endowment, terming it "their

overriding responsibility to

serve the educational goals of

the College."

G. Robert Jackall

Fatma Kassamali

Nathan Katz

Louis Lindsay

Robert Peck

Rev. Carol Pepper

Morton Schapiro

Juliet Schor

Barton Slatko

David L. Smith

Anita Sokolsky

Patrick Stewart

Robert Stiglicz

Sara Suleri

Kurt Tauber

"The question is whether it is

belter to stay and fight apar
theid or to walk away, feeling

proud, which is just a form of

moral masturbation, an act

which doesn't require any sacri-

fice," Chandler said. "And per-

haps the cost of divestiture is an
unacceptable sacrifice."

Chandler outlined responses
to some of WAAC's demands.
The Trustees have been aware
of the 15 delinquent companies
for only two weeks, he said. The
Arthur D. Little report citing

these companies has just come
out and the administration is

responding to this news by send-

ing letters of inquiry to these

corporations. The ACSR is

responsible for investigating

these companies, according to

Chandler.

Chandler stated that he had
no objections to the restructur-

ing of the ACSR along WAAC's
guidelines. He explained that

this change would have to be

taken up by the College Council

and the faculty.

Chandler cited several rea-

sons for not divesting. He
explained that since over half of

the shares traded on the New
York Stock Exchange have

some connection with South

Africa, a policy of divestment

would seriously curtail any

investment policy. The result-

ing decrease in endowment
income could have negative

economic effects on Wiliams as

an educational institution,

according to Chandler.

And a policy of divestment

were pursued, grants and
alumni matching gifts from div-

ested companies would proba-

bly cease, he added.

Kenyatta speaks
Muhammad Kenyatta, a

noted advocate of divestment,

student leader at Harvard Law
School and teacher of a Winter

Study course here, discussed

the hunger strike before a group

of about 120 students and faculty

in Hopkins 12 Sunday.
Kenyatta said that in light of

the fact that such people as

Chandler and O'Connor "did In

quiet ways what they could" to

end American Institutionalized

racism some years ago, he Is

shocked that they do not seem to

view the South African Issue In

the same way.
Addressing the contention

that black South Africans
benefit from the presence of

"good" American companies in

South Africa, Kenyatta said

that the best black South Afri-

can leaders disavow that con-

tenttion, and that anyone who
believes that is practicing "will-

ful ignorance."
As part of its effort to inform

the college community about Its

continuing strike, WAAC held
an evening of music called

"Waterhouse" on Sunday night
In Hopkins, which was broad-
cast over WCFM.

South African query
WAAC has sent out a press

release to area media , but so far
press response to the hunger
strike has been limited. Repor-
ters came to campus from the
Berkshire Eagle; the North
Adams Transcript; WWLP,
channel 22, in Springfield; and
WFSB, channel 3, in Hartford.
Williams Director of Public

Information Ray Boyer
reported that he received an
Inquiry from the Springfield
bureau of the Associated Press,
on behalf of the South African
AP bureau, as to the racial com-
position of the protesters. Boyer
said he declined to answer the
question on the grounds that it

was "distasteful."

Chandler expressed concern
over what he termed a trend
over the last three years to

depict Williams to the press as
an "all-purpose scapegoat" for
political issues such as racism
and sexism.
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right?
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Sportshorts
Pucksters fall

to Union
The hockey team lost to Union

Friday night, 9-0. Earlier, they

lost to Salem State 5-2 last

Tuesday.
Playing without injured stars

Charley Thompson '83, Bob
Brownell "83, and Ed Finn '83,

the team lost its third game In a

row on Saturday.

There were 12 penalties on
Williams, and seven of Union's

goals came on power plays.

On Tuesday, Mark Wysockl
'83 and Brian Rutledge '85

scored the Williams goals.

The team plays at the Univer-

sity of Connecticut tonight.

Women Hoopsters

drop two games

The women's basketball team
(2-5) lost twice last week, 60-52

to Union on Saturday and 75-37

to Hamilton on Tuesday.
Sophomore Kay Lackey led

the Ephwomen Saturday with 17

points. Tracy Burrows '84

added 15 points while grabbing
14 rebounds, and T. K. Meehan

'83 had 12 points and 15

rebounds.

Union had control through
much of the game, leading 32-23

at the half. Williams got within

six late in the game, but had to

foul in the late minutes to try to

get back, thus allowing Union to

edge up the score.

The team plays at home
against North Adams State

Wednesday at 7: 30.

Icewomen
gain revenge
The women's hockey team (2-

3) beat R.P.I. 5-3 at home Satur-

day, avenging their season-
opening loss.

Junior Pam Briggs scored a
hat trick, while line-mates Bea
Fuller '83 and Meredith Bibber
'85 each scored once.

Defensemen Sue Frltts '83

and Alice Comlskey '84 turned
In outstanding performances,
while goalie Wendy Young had
18 saves.

"We smelled the win In the

second period," said Coach Ber-
nle Neuner, "and that moti-

vated us. The key to the game
was that we played outstanding
position hockey."

Basie
Continued from Page 5

The hero of the second set was
alto saxophonist Chris Woods.
The band played a slow blues

that served as a vehicle for

Woods' solo, a series of wailing

blues notes interspersed with

rhythmic chromatic runs and
arpeggios that brought the
audience to its feet in thunder-
ous applause for the fifth time
that evening.

Singer Dennis Roland was
featured in three successive
songs, and although his voice
betrayed signs of weariness,
especially In the upper register,

the rich, pulsating quality of his

lower notes and his enormously
appealing stage presence made

him one of the favorites of the

evening.

As Count Basle left the stage,

the audience remained standing

In prolonged and heartfelt

applause, and the Count paused

a moment to quietly thank them
for what he said was one of the

warmest receptions he had ever
received. And indeed, some-
thing amazing happened in

Chapin Hall Saturday night.

"We also got excellent defen-

sive play from the line of Peggy
Cardie '86, Paula Tuffin '85 and
Katie Meyers '85," Neuner said.

The team travels to Skidmore
tomorrow, and then to Mlddleb-
ury on Saturday.

Wrestlers

finish 2-1
The wrestling team went 2-1

In a quad meet on Saturday,

beating Norwich 39-11, l)eatlng

Keene State 24-19, but losing to

Massachusetts Institute of

Technology 28-18 in the final

meet.

Sophomore Jeff May won all

of his three matches, as did his

fellow trl-captaln, senior John
Donovan.
The third trl-captaln, junior

Chris Woodworth, was 2-1, as

was Dave Bicknell '84 and Gary
Stosz '83.

The team faces a grudge
match against M.I.T. next Sat-

urday at Cambridge.

Squash wins two
The men's squash team had a

very successful week, winning
matches both Friday and
Saturday.

Friday, they beat Rochester
7-2. Saturday, the Ephmen
nailed MIT 9-0.

The team plays at home Wed-
nesday against Dartmouth.

The Record needs
sportswriters. If

interested, contact

John Clayton,

SU 2699, X6003.
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Skiers finish fourth
by Chuck Mahoney

The men's downhill team, skiing at Lake Placid, placed fourth on
both Friday and Saturday in the St. Lawrence Winter Carnival.

Captain Crawford Lyons '84 placed second in Friday's slalom

competition and sixth on Saturday in the giant slalom to lead the

Ephmen.
Other point-scorers on Friday were Chris Eagan '84 and John

Pier '85, placing 14th and 18th respectively. Saturday, Pier raced

down to 16th and Tuck Collins '83 followed immediately in 17th,

closing the gap on third-place Dartmouth.

Coach Ed Grees said, "We finished better than I expected."

w X-C disappointing

The cross-country team, however, did not fare so well, finishing

in ninth place out of ten schools.

The Nordic highlight occurred Saturday when freshman Fred

Eaton catapulted the Williams relay team out of tenth into ninth

place overall due to his gargantuan efforts in passing Keene State

during the anchor leg.

On Friday, Spencer Jones '85 finished 34th, while Nordic Captain

Steve Johansen '84 captured 37th and Freshman Morten Moehs
escap>ed in 42nd.

There were no leaps for Joy or exclamations born out of rapturous

ecstasy over the finish. Head Coach Bud Fisher remarked, "I think

we're disappointed by our results, but we've got a super-young

team and are going to do better."

The Nordic race, held at Middlebury because of a lack of snow at

St. Lawrence, was captured by Vermont, which also won overall.

Next week's carnival is at UNH, where both teams look forward

to continued improvement.
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Budweiser
KING OF BKFRS

ATHLETC OF THE WffiC
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This week's recipient is junior Pam Briggs, who
scored a hat trick in the women's hockey team's

5-3 win over RPl Saturday. The line of Briggs,

Bea Fuller '83 and Xteredith Bibber '85 scored

all the If illiams goals in the game. Pam, this

Bud's for you!
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DODO HOUSE

Thursday January 27
9|).m.-1a.m.

Tropical Drinks

Open Bar
Dancing

f

Grand Prize

Tickets on sale NOWl

ALL EXPENSE PAID TRIP FOR TWO
TO SAN JUAN, PUERTO RICO!
THREE DAYS AND TWO NIGHTS AT A
A BEACH RESORT (plus spending $)

TRAVEL ARRANGEMENTS by Bennington Travel

Williams Agent: Jay Brodie

Tropical Plants provided by Mount Williams

I I I I
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Swimmers still cruising
by Andrew Garfield

The men's and women's swim teams
both Increased their records to 5-0 with

victories this weekend.

The men trounced UMass 98-21, taking

first place in every event. Jim Stockton
*83 and Rob Sommer '84 were dual winn-

ters: Stockton in the required and the

optional diving contests and Sommer in

the 200 freestyle (1:47.9) and the 200

backstroke (2:02.6).

Record breakers

Rob Bowman '83, amidst encouraging

cries from the crowd, streaked to an

amazing victory time of 9: 59.2 in the 1000

free. Freshman phenomenon Bill Couch

broke the pool record and the college

record, and qualified for the nationals by

seven seconds in the 400 Individual Med-
ley (4:18.4).

Other Williams winners included

Mark Weeks '83 in the 50 free (22.19) , Ben
Aronson "83 in the 200 IM (2:03.7), Peter

Orphanos '85 in the 200 fly (2:01.2), Jeff

Mills '84 in the 100 free (48.79), Will

Against Albany

Andrew '86 In the 500 free (4: 57.9) and
Dave Johnson '83 in the 200 breaststroke.

Women glide past Smith
Led by Co-Captain Liz Jex '83, the

women defeated Smith 84-65. Jex won the

500 free (5:27.3), the 50 free (25.21), and
the 100 IM (1:01.9). Her times in the 50

free and the 100 IM were good enough to

qualify her for the nationals in those

events.

Kim Eckrich and Kathy Kirmayer also

qualified for the national competition:

Eckrich '85 in the 100 breast (1: 09.9) , the

200 IM (2:15.3) and the 200 breast

(2:30.8); Kirmayer '86 in the 50 back

(28.98). The time of 1: 53.75 qualified the

Medley Relay team for the nationals.

Other winners were Co-Captain Katie

Hudner '83 in the 100 free (55.43) and the

200 free (2:01.6), Kirmayer in the 100

back (1:03.4) and Cecilia Ciepiela '84 in

the 1000 free (11:26.1).

Both teams have home matches this

Saturday versus Bowdoin—the women
at 11: 30 and the men at 2: 00.

Freshman Mosation Bill Couch broke the College and pool records and qualified for the
Nationals by seven seconds In the 400 Individual Medley Saturday against UIMass. (Schell)

Runners sprint to first
Trailing Albany State follow-

ing the field events, the track

team surged ahead in the run-

ning events to win a quad meet
held at Williams Friday night.

Williams finished with 71 points

to Albany's 50. Springfield came

in third with 32 and Westfield

State placed fourth with 15.

After taking first in only one
of the six field events, Williams
trailed Albany State 23-18 going
into the running. Sophomore
Paul Toland took the Eph's only

Junior Bo Parker leads the pack, with Brian Angle '84 in third place, in the
track team's victory on Saturday. (Scheibe)

first in the field in the high jump
with a 6'5" Jump.

Pull away
Williams then chalked up

firsts in eight of the ten running

events to pull away to a sure vic-

tory. Juniors Bo Parker and
Brian Angle teamed up for first

and second in the mile, then Ted
Leon '84 won the quarter mile.

Kevin Jenkins '85 won the 600

yard followed by senior speeds-

ter Tomas Alejandro coming off

a slow start to win the 60 yard
sprint.

Parker won his second race of

the night for Williams in the 880

and teammates junior Bennet

Yort and Ian Bczezinski '86

wrapped up the distance events

with victories in the 1000 yard

and two mile.

Albany won the one mile relay

but was mathematically elimi-

nated from catching Williams

with only one event remaining.

Williams went on to win the two

mile relay to end the evening

with 71 points.

The Ephmen will have next

weekend off and compete the

following Saturday at home.

Tong leaving for California
by John Clayton

Basketball coach Curt Tong
will leave Williams next year to

become the athletic director at

Pomona-Pitzer College in

California.

"I was really torn," said
Tong. "I love Williams, I love
the area, and my family loves it

too, but I feel that at this point in

my career it is time to move
on."

Tong, who also coaches
women's tennis at Williams,

will not l>e coaching at Pomona,
at least until after he settles

down in the job of Athletic

Director, where he will be

responsible for the entire range

of athletic programing.

Similar school

"Pomona is a lot like Willi-

ams," said Tong, "and I think

that's one of its attractions for

me. Although there are large

temperature differences, Clare-

mont (outside Los Angeles) is

similar to Williamstown, and
the size of the schools is the

same.

Pomona and Pitzer are separ-

ate scliools which Join together

only for athletics, because
Pitzer has no athletic
department.

Basi(etball and women's tennis

coach Curt Tong will leave for

Pomona-Pltzer next year.

"It's tough to leave your

home." said Tong, "but maybe
I'm young enough to be able to

move back here before I'm

through."

Tong's history

Tong has been at Williams

since 1973, when he came from

his alma mater, Otterbein Col-

lege. His record in 15 years of

basketball coaching is 229-142.

As women's tennis coach, Tong
is 58-11, with his 1976 team win-

ning the New England
Championship.
Tong has had some expe-

rience as Athletic Director-
two years ago when Williams

AD Bob Peck went on sabbati-

cal, Tong took over the position.

Greatest job

An extensive search will now
t)egin to find a replacement for

Tong as basketball coach. "I'm

sure there will be plenty of

applicants," said Tong,
'because this is the greatest

coaching job in the world."

Basketball splits
The basketball team broke a

three-game losing streak with

an 80-72 win over Connecticut

College Saturday night. Ear-
lier in the week, they fell to

Trinity 85-76.

Coach Curt Tong cited the

contributions of center John
McCarthy '84 and guard Tim
Walsh '86 off the bench as keys
to Saturday's victory.

"John had some rebounds,
some clutch foul shots, and
even scored a few baskets for

us," said Tong, "and Tim
sparked us with his steals and
assists."

Art Pidoriano once again led

the Ephmen with 20 points,

while co-captain Scott Olesen

added 11 and junior forward

Dave Krupski chipped in 10.

The Camels were led by 6-8

center Peter Dorfman with 23

points.

Stick with plan

"I was pleased with the

game," said Tong, "because

we were able to stick to our

game plan. We didn't fall

behind early—too often we've

done that and had to throw
away the game plan.

"We were also able to bottle

up their big man, Dorfman,"
Tong continued. "He's one of

the best centers in Division III

New England. He's also a fine

rejector, so we tried to pull up

in his face for the jump shot

instead of taking it straight to

the basket. Artie (Pidoriano)
was especially good at that."

Close game
"It was a close game all the

way," said Tong. "Our biggest

lead was 14, with three min-
utes left, but even that got cut

to five in the last minute."
Connecticut (6-2) had lost

only to Trinity before this

game.

Fall to Trinity

Tuesday at Trinity, the Eph-

men fell way back early in the

game, and were never able to

make up the difference.

Pidoriano was once again

the Ephs' scoring leader, with

21 points. Krupski had 13,

Olesen had 11, and sophomore
guard Pete Griffith responded

to increased playing time with

12 points.

Big lead

Trinity jumped ahead in the

first half, gaining a 46-28 half-

time lead. Williams' strong

second half, coupled with Trin-

ity's stars getting in foul trou-

ble, enabled the Ephs to cut

the lead to nine. •

Middlebury comes to Lasell

Gym tonight at 8:00. "The
Panthers are very strong,"

said Tong. "They're well-

balanced and rangy. It should

be a good game."

Skiers glide to fourth
by Kate Knopp

The Women's Ski Team, now under NCAA standings in Division I,

began their carnival season this week with an overall fourth-place

finish at St. Lawrence. The alpine team raced at Whiteface Mt. on
the Olympic hill while the nordic team travelled to Middlebury for

better snow.

The alpiners placed second only to UVM in the slalom. Scorers
included Heidi Knight '864n fourth place, Kate Knopp '85 in seventh
despite losing a pole in the start of the second run, and Marcy
Rubinger '85 in 22nd after a fall.

The giant slalom generated tremendous excitement when Knight
won by a large margin. Unfortunately she left her teammates, as
well as everyone else, way behind and the team placed fifth in that

event.

Nordic exceptional

The Nordic team skied exceptionally well in the individual race
on Friday. Captain Ellen Chandler '83 placed fourth followed by
Sarah Bates '85 in 16th and Karla Miller "85 in 20th.

The relay, held on Saturday, sent Bates on the first leg. Miller dn
the second and Chandler finishing up by passing St. Lawrence and
putting the team in fourth place. UVM won overall, followed by
Middlebury and Dartmouth. The team travels to UNH next week if

snow conditions permit.
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Policies clarified

Hunger strike ends

Day 6—Thursday—marked the end of the hunger strike

Tourists bring hope
to North Adams

Reprintvil cnurteay t»f the Assttciati'd l*rt'»s

Ignored by the Industrial Revolution until a tunnel was hacked
through the mountains to make it a booming railroad town,

North Adams now hopes a $7.9 million project will make it bustle

again—with tourists.

Taking a cue from Boston's successful revival of an old open-

air market in the late 1970s, city officials and a private developer

are sinking public and private money into creating a "Quincy
Market of the Berkshires" in an abandoned railroad yard.

The project, aimed at fighting an unemployment rate between
10 and 15 percent (about double the state average) , is scheduled

to be completed in 1984.

"It's a risk," said Joseph Kellogg, the North Adams commun-
ity development director. "There's no guarantee that the people

will want to see all this, but we have to start someplace."
Kellogg pointed out that the Hoosac Tunnel, which brought the

city's early prosperity, was a risk, too, in its time.

The four-and-a-half-mile railroad tube was the final victory of

19th-century industrialists over the mountains that blocked their

way to the Erie Canal and markets to the west.

Considered one of the nation's civil engineering landmarks,
the tunnel was supposed to take five years to build when drilling

began In 1851. Before it was finished 22 years later, it had taken

195 lives, bankrupted three companies and cost three times the

original estimate of $5 million.

Within two generations, the textile mills it had spawned
moved away and cars and trucks began to replace trains.

"The big textiles moved south . . . and there's a lot of tourists

who go through here to Tanglewood and elsewhere but don't

stop. This will designate us as a place to stop and visit, eat and

spend money and come back again," Kellogg said. He estimates

that the park could attract up to 300,000 tourists a year.

The tourist project, which will become one of seven "heritage

parks" In the state, entails turning seven dilapidated freight

buildings Into museums. The buildings are on the National Reg-

ister of Historic Places.

Boutiques, bars and restaurants will fill the rest of the build-

ings in the old railyards, Kellogg said. Lanterns and railroad and

textile memorabilia will dot the park.

"Our claim to fame was that tunnel. The park will depict the

heritage of North Adams as a textile and railroad town," he said.

Aside from the park project, the city has spent about $1 million

a year for the past ten years developing an industrial park on its

outskirts; restoring the city's first commercial district; build-

ing a downtown shopping plaza; repairing sidewalks and putting

up "period" street lights and rehabilitating housing.

The money has come from federal and state government
grants or loans to private developers.

Construction on the heritage park is scheduled to begin this

spring and will provide at least 160 jobs directly, according to

Kellogg.

The city, which lost 3,000 jobs from 1965 to 1980 and shrank in

population from 22,000 residents during World War II to 15,000 in

1980, also is looking to attract other employers, according to

Mayor Richard Lamb (Williams '71).

Continued on Page 4

(Scheibe)

by Dan Keating

Citing an apparent lack of Trustee wil-

lingness to act before the health of the

hunger strikers would be endangered,

the Williams Anti-Apartheid Coalition

(WAAC) announced in a press confer-

ence Thursday that the hunger strike,

begun six days earlier, would be

terminated.
Three new hunger strikers had joined

the original three on Wednesday, the day

before the strike ended.

The announcement came following the

release of a statement clarifying the Col-

lege's policies by Dean of the College

Daniel O'Connor earlier Thursday
morning.
Claiming that everyone in the college

community was worried about the strik-

ers except the Trustees, WAAC spokes-

man Craig Venable '84 said, "the

Trustees don't seem to give a damn." In

a later statement, hunger striker Mark
White '84 asserted that "we are not deal-

ing with rational human beings."

In a separate press conference later

that afternoon, Williams College Presi-

dent John Chandler said that it is crucial

"to the integrity of the Institution that It

did not capitulate to these tactics."

Health of the strikers

When questioned about the alleged
lack of concern for the welfare of the

hunger strikers on the part of the admin-
istration and Trustees, Chandler said

that the College had been deeply con-

cerned about the health of the strikers,

but that they were "also concerned about
the health of the institution. It would be a

loss if the college acceeded to tactics of

this kind," said Chandler.
Dean O'Connor's Thursday morning

release clarified the College's position on
the demands made by WAAC and the

hunger strikers. Although Chandler
commented that "the fundamental pol-

icy is exactly the same as it was before,"

WAAC spokesmen said the hunger
strike had "already achieved significant

results in terms of . . . the College's policy

statement of this morning."
Concerning the 15 companies from

which the hunger strikers demanded
immediate divestiture, the College has

agreed to try to accelerate the review
process. The six month deadline,

initially set in 1978, is still in effect for a

Continued on Page 4

College Council supports strike
by Jack Mayher

The College Council voted last Wednesday to

support the hunger strike by members of the Wil-

liams Anti-Apartheid Coalition (WAAC). The
vote was nine to five with four abstentions.

The Council also voted (16-0-2) to reaffirm their

support of the WAAC's four demands, including

all-college elections for representatives to the

Advisory Council for Shareholder Responsibility.

In the past, candidates have nominated them-
selves to College President John Chandler, who
then makes the final selection.

Council members voting against support for the

strike explained that although the members of

their houses supported WAAC's cause, they consi-

dered the hunger strike an Inappropriate action.

College Council's town meeting to discuss the

housing system and transfer policy will be held

Wednesday night at 8: 30PM In Jesup Hall, and at

last week's meeting, the Council agreed on three

proposals to be presented at that meeting.

"Justice" in housing

The first proposal would set up an "equitable"

transfer system with priority given on the basis of

class and housing choice received during fresh-

man inclusion.

The second would bring control of the Housing

Committee, which has reported to the Committee

on Undergraduate Life since this fall, back to the

College Council. The final proposal mandates

that class balance is of secondary importance to

"justice" in the housing system.

WAAC gets funds

The Council also allocated money to various

campus groups, including WAAC, which received

$465 in additional funding for costs incurred last

week. A new group, the Arts Students League, got

$545 for its work in supporting student artists and
raising awareness about the arts.

The Council gave $400 to support a concert of

The Fearless Four, a rap group that will perform

February 12. And the volleyball club received $35

to pay for additional officials at their games.

Scholar views Poland
by Peter Muz

"I want to break the stereo-

type with regard to Polish polit-

ics and make an appeal toward
better and more innovative US
foreign policy," said UC Berke-
ley scholar and prospective Wil-

llams professor Richard
Splelman In his talk "Poland
After Solidarity" last Monday.
According to Splelman, a ste-

reotypic interpretation of Pol-

ish politics limits American
national policy to a condemna-
tion of Polish society. "All eve-

ryone sees is working class

opposition to what is going on,

but there was a solid basis for

working class support of the

regime which later turned into

opposition. In fact," he added,
"Solidarity leader Lech Walesa
himself supported the regime
until 1971."

Splelman also claimed that,

contrary to the American ste-

reotype, Polish leader General
Jaruzelskl is not a Soviet puppet
but "a genuine reformer."
Splelman cited Jaruzelskl's ref-

usal to commit the Polish army
to a Soviet Invasion force as

Instrumental In preventing
U.S.S.R.'s Invasion of Poland In

1980.

Stern rule beneficial

Speaking from personal expe-

rience, Splelman said that

Poland is a society without

rules. Office workers se^m to

make up the rules as they go
along. "Whenever you enter an
office In Poland," he said, "the

first response is an automatic

'no'. You must say 'plea.se' a lot

until you get what you want."

In the context of a corrupt

society, Spielman sees Jaru-

zelskl's stern rule as beneficial

for Poland In the long run. He
claimed that the general is no

Hitler but would turn Poland
into a parliamentary demo-
cracy tomorrow were it not for

the Soviets. Spielman, however,

admitted that Jaruzelskl has lit-

tle popular support, and that his

present authority is chiefly

derived from the army.

Continued on Page 7
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Winter Study

More than a slope
Winter Study is one of Williams' many distinctive assets, and this

January was no exception. Countering the criticism by some faculty last

spring, students proved that they take it seriously.

This may be due in part to more substantial paper and reading

requirements by instructors, which is commendable. But students have

also responded to what remains a valuable chance to pursue unusual

and creative academic pursuits.

By allowing students to appreciate the interdisciplinary and

dynamic aspects of a liberal arts education, Winter Study helps students

to approach the regular semester more imaginatively and
energetically.

We hope that faculty feel the same way and will offer another

selection of intriguing courses when we register this spring for next

year's Winter Study.

Op-ed

WAAC wins victory
by Laura Hoptman

When the WAAC hunger strike ended
as it rounded into its sixth day, the reac-

tion was one of relief and surprise among
both its supporters and detractors.

Relief because six students would
finally break their fast, and because
maybe now, the dirty and "complex"
issue of divestment would go away. Sur-

prise was expressed because it was felt

that the student hunger strikers were not

committed enough to go all the way, to

fast until the Trustees agreed with

WAAC's four proposals, and because
what became a tremendous movement,
one of more than one hundred WAAC
members, faculty and Williamstown res-

idents, disappeared one morning as if

someone had waved a magic wand and
spirited it away.
The administration, in the name of the

Trustees, sent out the obligatory flag of

victory, with the obligatory paragraph of

castigatlon for the "unWilliams" activ-

ity of visable dissent—unruly trustee

meetings, hunger strikes, rallies and
whatnot. It is not In the spirit of "team
playing" to call the press on the alma
mater, to sleep in an administration

building, to refuse food In the name of

morality. It Is, however. In the spirit of

the college administration and trustees

to Ignore student opinion, to publicly rid-

icule dissenters and to call the press In a
quieter, more professional manner.
WAAC's tragic mistake. It seems, cen-

ters not around the tactics it chose to
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express its opinion, or the cause It

chooses to espouse, but rather In its pre-

mise on which all its efforts were based.

This premise Is that this Institution and
those who are Involved In Its care and
feeding are moral. That the school and
its Trustees are devoted to more than
self-perpetuation. How naive! The suc-

cess of the hunger strike, the Water-

house, the teach-ins, and the informal

discussions has been one of great educa-

tion for the student body as well as for

WAAC.
As a college, we have learned what

Apartheid means, what divestment
entails, and the extent of the college's

Involvement In the most racist regime In

the modern world, save Nazi Germany.
WAAC and its plethora of new members
and supporters have learned to be tough.

We have shed that Williams team spirit

In the pursuit of a less homogeneous edu-

cation, to judge a policy honestly, and to

remain uncowed by those in the com-
munity who are older and more powerful

than we are.

The Issue of divestment on campus, as

a result of this week, will not go away like

a campus fad. The struggle to make this

school a better place to learn In, will not

go away, despite charges of "moral mas-
turbation." WAAC Is not ashamed of

believing In morality, or In the pursuit of

a broader education.

As a WAAC member, I would like to

announce our own victory. We won. We
did. Not In the way of full divestment;

that will come In time. Not In the way of

full student and faculty appreciation that

too, win come. We succeeded In the spirit

of this Institution. We educated and we
learned.

Tangents

LETTERS
A victory

Bruun brings up once again the issue of

alcohol on campus. In spite of the largely

humorous approach chosen by Mr.

Bruun, his concern is evident and
appropriate. He is, however, not as uni-

que in his abstinence as he seems to

think. There are other non-drinkers on

campus, and some of them are hoping to

make the college environment more con-

To the editor:

It has been argued that unless the

Hunger Strikers achieve all their goals

their gesture will have been In vain, and

that their method insures the fact that

the Trustees will not bow to their pres-
. r ^ .,

sure. Therefore. It Is argued, the Hunger ducive to the practice of moderation.

Strike is a futile gesture doomed from The Williams College Temperance

the very outset ^"*°" agrees that non-drinking students

However, whether or not any of the are as legitimate as their boozing suite-

demands are met-the Hunger Strike Is
"lates. True Eph-people should not feel

a tremendous victory. When people take pressured Into accepting the grim future

time to educate themselves on a crucial of the Wall Street alcoholic. Next time

issue there is a victory! When people you head for the keg or the hip flask, ask

commit themselves to serious dialogue yourself whether or not you really feel

on an important issue there Is a victory! like facing the prospects. Don't let us run

When people sacrifice their time, effort your life, but at least give us a second

and physical well-being for a just cause thought

there is a victory!

If all the demands are not met today—
they win be met tomorrow. It Is the per-

sonal conviction of people like our

Hunger Strikers that insure ultimate

victory.

Marc Hummon '84

Tom Perry '84

for the WCTU

Ashamed

Litter

To the editor:

A letter from a 1982 Williams gradu-
ate, Scott Highleyman, who Is working
on an agricultural cooperative in Africa
arrived at the Center for Environmental
Studies on the same day that your "Bot-
tle Bill" articles appeared in the Record.
As a coincidence, he comments on this

same topic but as It occurs In the coun-
tries of Africa. After comparing eco-

nomic and political differences between
Zimbabwe and Botswana he states,

"Finally, the most obvious difference
between the two countries is the litter.

Zimbabwe has all returnable bottles and
no aluminum cans. Botswana has no re-

turnable anything and everything is in

aluminum cans. So when you take the

train over the border into Botswana, you
are immediately confronted with a field

of cans along both sides of the tracks.

The rest of the country Is littered much
the same. So don't let anyone ever tell

you that Bottle Bills aren't effective!
"

Nan Jenks-Jay
Center for Environmental Studies

Abstinence
To the editor:

Last week's Op/Ed piece by Peter

To the editor:

Divestment . . . Apartheid . . . the
standard of living in Africa . . . invest-

ment alternatives . . . strategy . . . the

hunger strike . . . will It affect conditions
in South Africa? . . . will it change how
American companies act there? etc. . .

.

The campus Is rife with discussion and
controversy, but we all continue to miss
the point and the Immediacy of our
moral Imperative. Williams College, our
institution, holds stock in companies that

do business with the hellish creation
called South Africa. Thus, we Implicitly
recognize that state and to some small
extent maintain It. If we are to live up to
the Ideals that this Institution professes
to stand for, and the basic rights that any
human being can identify with, then we
must shun all contact with the South Afri-

can regime and its crimes. Any other
action, or inaction, is only indicative of

our collective hypocrisy and very mlxed-
up priorities. (It is precisely because
America consistently places corporate
and profit priorities ahead of its stated
ideals that it has so little respect and
success in the world today. Why must
Williams mimic the failure of the nation
when It has the potential to be an enlight-

ened agent of constructive criticism and
change?) On these clear-cut grounds,
we, the student body, must support
WAAC and the hunger strikers. Any
other consideration Is only an evasion, a

Continued on Page 3

Quotation of the Week
^'We are not dealing with rational human

beings/'

—Mark White '84, a hunger
striker, referring to

the trustees

by Grodzins
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What have we gained? What can we do?

The aftermath of

and the future of

by Andrew Levin

The Williams Antl-Apar-
theld Coalition ended Its

hunger strike on Thurs-

day for several reasons.

First, It had become clear at that time

that the trustees would allow the hunger
strikers to fast to the point of doing per-

manent damage to their bodies without

making further concessions to the over-

whelming campus sentiment favoring

divestiture. Second, we had accomp-
lished a great deal In the educational and
organizational realms, and we felt it was
time to move on to other methods of

pressing for full and permanent divesti-

ture. Finally, campus and media atten-

tion was focusing increasingly on our

tactics rather than on the Issues

Involved. In this article we hope to clear

up any confusion about why the hunger

strike ended when It did and about where
WAAC go from here.

To begin with, let us make it clear that

the hunger strike was NOT ended as a

result of an agreement between WAAC
and the administration on a mutually

satisfactory compromise on the fulfil-

lment of WAAC's demands. We are

pleased that the trustees have agreed to

an open meeting in the spring and that

President Chandler has accepted a res-

tructuring of the ACSR providing for

direct election to the Committee of

faculty and student members by their

constituents, assuming both groups
prefer direct election to Presidential

appointment as a means of selecting
ACSR members. (The College Council,
for its part has already decided in favor

of the democratic route. We hope the

faculty follows suit when it meets later

this month.) Both of these changes are
direct results of the hunger strike, being
as they are clear departures from pre-

vious college policy.

However, with regard to our first two,

more substantive demands, the Col-

lege's position as outlined by Dean
O'Connor in his statement last Thursday
remains totally unacceptable. Rather
than committing Itself to divesting Itself

of any specific holdings or accepting any
reputable outside agency (such as the

Arthur D. Little Company) as a legiti-

mate source of Information with which to

judge corporate employment practices

in South Africa, the College merely
agreed to a six month time limit for

ACSR Investigations of corporations

which have been criticized for non-

compliance with the Sullivan Principles.

We fall to see why the College thinks

letters sent In reply to ACSR Inquiries by
the PR people of these corporations will

more likely produce an accurate picture

the hunger strike

a movement
of their real employment practices than
the carefully researched reports of the

Arthur D. Little Company, the Invest-

ment Research Resource Center, or

other monitoring agencies.

With regard to the second demand to

stop making deposits in banks which
loan money to South Africa, we are

pleased to have so distinguished an advo-

cate as Prof. Vince Barnett to attempt to

sway the trustees on this issue. But we
have seen no movement since 1981, when
the trustees backed out of their commit-
ment (made in the face of an April 1980

hunger strike by two WAAC members)
to avoid making short term deposits in

these banks.

In response to the contention that it

would be an administrative nightmare to

keep track of all banks extending loans to

South Africa, we have said we would set-

tle for withdrawal by the College from
the well-known handful of banks which
are the major lenders. Perhaps Mr. Bar-
nett can elicit a serious response to this

compromise.

national media coverage, was marked
by a high level of interest in our story by

the South African press and communica-
tions of support from the U.N., student,

community, and national anti-apartheid

and peace groups, and members of the

Mass. legislature and the U.S. Congress.

Here at Williams, the gains of the

hunger strike were both educational and

organizational. An average of 100 stu-

dents attended dally teach-ins led by

members of the faculty all week long;

about 200 students (including delega-

tions from Amherst, Hampshire, Har-

vard, and Wesleyan) heard speakers

from all over the Northeast at our infor-

mational conference on divestment on

Thursday; hundreds of students stopped

by our information tables located in the

dining halls almost every lunch and

dinner to read our fact sheets and to dis-

cuss the issues with WAAC representa-

tives; and of course the whole campus
followed the debate between the trustees

and WAAC, carried on through all-

the spontaneously organized faculty sup-

port committee and the successful

faculty petition drive (which continues)

indicate a greater level of faculty com-
mitment to getting the College's money
out of South Africa than we have seen

before; and WAAC, which last year con-

sisted of two core members, grew during

the hunger strike to become a political

organization with eight working commit-
tees and upwards of 40 committed
members, and with extensive contacts

with campus political and religious

groups and anti-apartheid groups in

communities and colleges throughout

the region. Many underclassfolk gained

hard political experience by taking on

major responsibility during the strike,

and the full group has already met several

times after the end of the strike to begin

mapping a strategy to push for full dives-

titure this spring.

Thus, the end of the hunger strike is

really the beginning of the next chapter.

When media people began calling to ask

what kinds of vitamins the hunger strikers

were taking, we knew it was time to call

the strike.

No, it wasn't an agreement with the

administration which ended the strike,

but, conversely, a realization that we
could expect no more serious dialogue
with College officials before the health of

our friends fell into serious danger. We
ended the hunger strike because it had
yielded tremendous fruit and because
with each passing day It drew more
attention to itself as a tactic, obscuring

• • • the open
meeting . . • will be
a milestone in

student input • • •

the fundamental issues of Williams'
investment in South Africa in particular
and U.S. corporate involvement in South
Africa In general. When media people
began calling us up to ask what kinds of

vitamins the hunger strikers were tak-

ing, we knew it was time to call the

strike.

In the meantime, we had succeeded In

putting divestiture back at the top of this

community's agenda and in giving the

national and International anti-
apartheid movements a boost. This lat-

ter, accomplished largely through

campus mailings, WCFM, and the col-
lege newspapers. All of this belies the
Record's characterization of the hunger
strike as an "emotional plea" which was
not conducive to "informed, intellectual
debate" which is discourse on the trus-
tees' "level."

Not only was the hunger strike a highly
rational and carefully considered politi-

cal act (which isn't to deny that we have
a strong emotional commitment to this

Issue), it also led to a level of serious
discussion about the College's relation-

ship to apartheid which wouldn't have
been possible on this campus if we hadn't
forced it into the limelight.

Williams students know more about
the complex range of factors Involved in

this issue now than they ever have
before, and we plan to continue learning
and teaching and listening in the hope
that the open meeting with the trustees in

April will be a milestone in informed stu-

dent input in the decision-making pro-

cess of Williams College.

In terms of organization, the hunger
strike has begun one of the major politi-

cal mobilizations seen at Williams in

recent years: about 20 campus and local

political and religious groups endorsed
WAAC's demands, and most of these also

endorsed the hunger strike— this
includes College Council and the BSU;

and it will be an intensified one, of the
ongoing struggle ( now In its seventh year
at Williams) to convince our trustees to
divest completely, once and for all, of Its

holdings In companies doing business in
South Africa. We do not call for divesti-

ture so Williams can feel good ("moral
masturbation").

Divestiture is an effective political

action which lets South Africa know that
one of America's most prestigious insti-

tutions will no longer participate in the
outside economic support without which
apartheid could not survive, and which
lets Washington know that we, as an ethi-

cal member of the community, cast the
only vote we have against continued U.S.
involvement in South Africa.

Our goal now is to convince those still

in doubt in the College community that

divestiture is the only step we can take
against apartheid, and that it is a step
which win not undermine the main
responsibility of the trustees: Insuring
the economic well-being of the college.

Towards this end, we will be very active
this winter and spring doing economic
research, forming an Alumni Anti-

Apartheid Committee, and stepping up
the campus dialogue on this issue. This
Winter Study has t)een an unusually edu-
cational one for WAAC. May we put our
lessons to good use.

LETTERS
Continued from Page 2

failure to face up to our responsibility

and an inability to understand our dark-

est selves. We should be ashamed.
Nice Howson '83

Mistaken

To the editor:

The letter from Anna Peterson, et al.,

published in the January 11 Record,
repeats the main mistaken assumption

which Mary Daly embraces In her philo-

sophy, and again points out the major
trouble with the radical feminist uvltan-

athnuitiif(. The truth Is, this Is not a male-

oriented society in any way; rather, it is

inherently destructive to the male
psyche. If the feminists are truly suppor-

ters of an environment of liberal thought

,

I would suggest they add Dr. Herb Gold-
berg's Jhe Hazards of Being Male on
their reading list.

The facts are plain. The male death
rate far outnumbers the female, so

much so that by the end of the century
there will be 145 women for every 100

men over the age of 65. The suicide rate Is

much higher for men, as is the number of

sudden deaths from stress-related ail-

ments such as heart attacks and
hypertension.

Why Is this so? Because the male Is

forced to live in a society which puts an
unbearable number of conflicting
demands on him without allowing him to

be in touch with himself. He is expected
to be aggressive, competitive, and ruth-

less at work, but when he comes home,
he is expected to be passive, loving, and

understanding. He cannot be too playful,

because he will be considered irresponsi-
ble; but neither can he be too serious, or
he will be considered cold and with
drawn. It is hard for him to make truly

close friendships because he has been
conditioned since a child that relation-

ships with other males are to be competi-
tive. And when he does find friends, he
can't spend too much time with them, or
his wife will suspect that he is "fooling
around."

All human beings are made up of both
a masculine and a feminine side. Society
facilitates and even encourages women
to recognize and express both sides of
their character. But men cannot freely
express either without being subjected to

public shame or private guilt. If a man
shows his feminine side, he mav be

accused of being a homosexual by both
females and other males. If he shows his

masculine side at the wrong time or

place, he is accused of being a "chauvi-
nist pig, " and may develop an unhealthy
sense of self-hate.

All of this adds up to a society which
gets men into serious psychological and
psychophysiological trouble. If the femi-

nists truly support the cause of human
liberation, as they claim they do. they

must stop demanding that men change
into something they are not. and must
Instead help men In our struggle to dis-

cover and be at one with the entirety of

our true selves.

A final question for the W.F.A.: Do you
see men other than in terms of their rela-

tionships to women? Think about It.

Stephen Farley '85

I
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Hunger strike
Continued from Page 1

decision to divest or continue holding

stocks in that particular company. Since
the inception of this review process in

1978, the College has divested from one
company. Newmont Mining Company,
in 1980.

Barnett to check loans

Political Science Professor and Advi-

sory Committee on Shareholder Respon-
sibility (ACSR) member Vince Barnett

will meet with the Trustee Finance Com-
mittee to clarify the College's policy on

making short-term deposits in banks
with loans to South Africa.

The College agreed to stop all deposits

in banks making loans to South Africa in

1980, but has since reversed the policy,

claiming that the interwoven system of

international banking made this policy

an administrative nightmare. Barnett

will consult with the Trustees on this

matter and report back to the college

community this spring.

The College has agreed to the demo-
cratization of the ACSR, leaving the

details to be worked out by the College

Council and the faculty. A move will be

brought up in the regular February 9

faculty meeting to have the two faculty

members to the ACSR elected by the

entire faculty.

The College Council has already voted

to have the two student representatives

elected by the student body. The repre-

sentatives are currently selected by
Chandler.

Matter not settled

The College has also agreed to an open
meeting this spring where Trustees will

present their views and hear campus
sentiment on the divestiture issue.

WAAC spokesmen maintained that the

matter has not been settled. White said

that "the issue will not die until apar-

theid does." V'enable said that since

WAAC has the support of the commun-
ity, the mobilization can be resumed and
that "we will use tactics to pressure the

Trustees in the future."

One reason cited by WAAC for the dis-

continuation of the hunger strike is that

attention was being diverted from the

issue of divestiture to the condition of the

hunger strikers. Saying that th(^ decision

to continue the hunger strike was made
on a day-to-day basis, dependent on the

administration's response, WAAC spo-

kesman Sam Schuchat '83 said he was
"shocked it has gone on so long."

White said that the vote to end the

hunger strike was not unanimous, but

that it was for the best.

Three more strikers

The hunger strike began Friday, Janu-
ary 21 when the Trustee P'inance Com-
mittee refused to act immediately on
WAAC's demands for partial divest-

ment. Seniors Derede Arthur and Eric

Fernald and junior Mark White began
their hunger strike in Hopkins Hall that

afternoon.

The following Wednesday, three addi-

tional hunger strikers, senior Elizabeth

Gavrilles, junior Sonya Grant and sopho-

more Nura Dualeh joined the original

three. The strike ended the next day.

On Thursday WAAC listed a number of

local groups which had endorsed the

strike, including the Black Students'

Union, College Council, a majority of the

fellows at the Center for Developmental
Economics and the Williamstown Meth-
odist Church.

WAAC also received a telegram from
the United Nations Special Committee to

Stop Apartheid which endorsed their

demands and actions.

"Appalling ignorance"

Chandler said that the strike pointed

out the "appalling ignorance" on cam-
pus concerning the College's investment

policies. In speculating on the future

action of the College, Chandler said that

"divestment is not the objective of the

Trustees."

"It (divestiture] is not an effective or

responsible policy. It is not the responsi-

bility of the college to have its own for-

eign policy," said Chandler.

Chandler went on to say that "the div-

estment game can go on and on. There

are the Russians in Afghanistan,

cigarettes, alcohol, nuclear weapons,

arms producers. The list could be

massive."

Have a beer, but only in a glass. (Scheibe)

Pitchers banned
The Log is now selling beer only in

glasses instead of pitchers as a result of a

recent administration decision, which

was formalized at last week's Log Com-
mittee meeting. The decision was based

on the advice of the Committee on Under-

graduate Life ( CUL ) , the Williams Alco-

hol Awareness Program and the

students on the Log Committee, a sub-

committee of the CUL.
But the administration has ruled out

the option of "dry nights" at the Log,

during which no alcohol would be served

so that underaged students could enter.

Dean Cris Roosenraad admitted that stu-

dent opinion does not favor such a policy,

which has been an economic failure

when it was tried in the past.

Roosenraad explained that the deci-

sion to ban pitchers is based on a belief

that serving beer in pitchers leads to "a
certain psychology" that promotes
excessive drinking.

Log open, law c*nfcreed

The Log is now open to all Williams

students, according to Roosenraad, who
cautioned that the College will uphold the

state drinking law. "The Log is no sane-
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tuary from the law, nor is the College,"

he said.

Roosenraad conceded that most stu-

dents use the Log responsibly as a social

gathering place, but added that recent

problems with the Log made it necessary

for the College to use the new policy to

encourage "responsible use of the Log."

Student response to the policy, which

has been in effect for less than two
weeks, is good, according to Log man-
ager Rich Olson. He agrees that the new
policy will make students drink more
responsibly. "It's a little more difficult

to come up and get six glasses than a

pitcher," he said.

Fewer students
Many colleges face a slight drop in

applicants for next fall, reported the

Wall Street Journal, although Williams
may be bucking that trend.

The number of high-school students

taking the College Board's aptitude tests

for college entrance is holding steady.

But, says a College Board spokesman,
"students who fear they won't be able to

get financial help won't bother to apply
for admission to college."

Phil Smith, director of admissions at

Williams, told the Journal that he pre-

dicts that while total applications may be
up, applicants from families with less

than $20,000 in annual income will proba-
bly be fewer.

The fears about financial aid may be
unjustified in many cases, colleges

insist. "We'll be able to help everyone
who needs it

,

" said Smith. * 'The money is

there."

Deportation delayed
A dispute over classified evidence has

delayed the deportation trial of South
African exile Dennis Brutus.

A U.S. Immigration judge in Chicago
granted Brutus a continuance January
10 after a dispute arose over whether
Brutus and his lawyers could view secret

evidence to be used against him.

Prosecutors maintain that the evi-

dence is "classified" and that its distri-

bution, even to Brutus's lawyers, could

threaten national security.

Meanwhile, Brutus's lawyers
are questioning the constitu-

tionality of using classified evi,-

dence at a deportation trial.

The Dennis Brutus Defense
Committee, operating from
Northwestern University where
Brutus teaches in the English
Department, has declared the
delay "a positive development
at this stage of the hearing."

North Adams
Continued from Page 1

But few industries are inter-

ested in developing the city to

replace the textiles, Kellogg

said, because interstate high-

ways bypassed North Adams in

the 1960's when they replaced

railroads as transport corridors.

A fight by the city and the rest

of Northern Berkshire County
for a four-lane highway by-pass

around Pittsfield to the Massa-
chusetts Turnpike has been

stalled since the 1960's.

Lamb and other city officials

also have been lobbying to keep

the city's largest employer,

Sprague Electric Co., which
opened in the 1930's. Sprague,

which employed up to 4,000 20

years ago, now employs 1,500.

Happy
Groundhog
Day!

REMINDER
Applications to the Twelve-

College Exchange Program or

the Williams-in-Mystic Pro-

gram for full year or any part

of next year are due FRIDAY,

FEBRUARY 4. See Dean
Mclntire in the Dean s Office

WILLIAMS PROFILES

Jean Bernar

Will) Failure, and C
by Susan Reifer

Jean Bvrnartl Rucky gnen by

Hcrnir Hitrky. He is ihr tiirec-

tt)r of iilnitis Memorial I'hca-

tre, and has hold that pttsition

since cmninn to llilliams in 1974. He
received a Bachelor of Science in mathemat-

ics from Queens CoHcfie and his master's

deffree in Mathematics from \. ) .( . in I960.

For ftmr years he tauffht and did research in

mathematics and was enlisted in the Air

Force. In 1966 he received his M.F.A. in

Theatre-Directing frfun Carnegie Institute

of rechnoh)gy. Rucky arrived at U illiams in

1974 from a teaching f}«tsition in the Theatre

Department at Berkeley.

He has directed opera with professional

opera companies; summer st<fck in Ohio,

l*ennsylvania and W illiamstown: college

theatre at Berkeley and If illiams. The list

g(tes on, including even one !i4-minute

"fan tasy-docum entary " en t i t led KFI*()H T.

Rernie Rucky is als<) a teacher, a smoker, a

Ciiffee-spiller tni occasion, and a man ani-

mated and enlhusiastic^ah{)ut students,

II illiams, his work . . .

You went from mathematics to theatre

rather abruptly. Why?
I've been dealing with that for twenty

years and I still don't have a very good
answer. I changed my mind. There are a

number of things. I changed my mind
because, well, one thing was I wasn't a

wonderful mathematician. The other

thing is more complicated and I think

has something to do with the solitary

nature of doing mathematical research.
I was doing pure mathematics. The frus-

tration at the infrequent productivity— if

you have two good hours a week you are
cooking, that is a lot. So I think, looking

back, that that was a negative; in the

theatre obviously it's a much more greg-

arious and communal enterprise. So I

suppose that is why, aside from my inter-

est in the theatre in general.

You were at Berkeley for a time. Do you
find differences between the kinds of

people at Williams and at Berkeley? Or
differences in other things?

I don't know if the kinds of people are

so different. When you imbed a theatre

department much bigger than this—but
even by Berkeley's standards very
small— in a big university, it becomes
much less visible. Added to that I was at

Berkeley in the second half of the 60's

and the early 70's when there was so

much extravagant theatre going on in

the streets that it was hard to compete in

the theatre— it was even hard to know
why one did anything in the theatre since

the theatre outside was so much more
compelling.

Here one is much more independent.

And the relationship to the community is

obviously much more intimate and
close. And added to that personally the

possibility for working with colleagues in

other disciplines is much easier here
than at a big university where everybody
guards their turf very closely and has
their prerogatives of jealousy.

Do you find that interaction among disci-

plines is important?

It is very important to me personally,

and we make a big effort to try to imbed
the theatre into the concerns of the com-
munity and the curriculum of the col-

lege. And there is so much more we can
do. Let me give you an example of that to

keep this away from all theory: At Ber-

keley there is an enormous English

department, probably a 90 person
faculty or something on that order. The
relationships between the theatre
department and the English department
are not at all close. At a school like Ber-

keley that situation is much more typical

than the one here. The relationship is

hostile, mutually threatening and some-
times really downright aggressive.
When my colleagues and I did a produc-

tion of Shakespeare, for example, the

English department would come en

masse and sit in the second, third, fourth

and fifth rows, and it was a typical expe-
rience that they would stay for twenty
minutes, rise as a man and depart. The
Theatre department's relationship with

the English department here is

different—one of mutual nourishment,
mutual respect, and I would claim
enriches both enterprises—particularly
theatre.

Do you find that there is interdiscipli-

nary interaction among the students
here?

I think that they can be persuaded.
Many of them are double majors. Many
of our majors are double majors. If we
couldn't do that our productions wouldn't
exist. We have between seven and ten
majors each year, and a big show uses 75

to 100 people. So obviously there are all

sorts of people who, for better or worse,
are identified as theatre people. Many of

those people who are recognized as such
do other things. They may be pre-med
students. That does enrich the theatre.

At a big university where all of the pro-

ductions are done in a kind of closed cir-

cle, the theatre becomes very
incestuous.

In a community art has a certain influ-

ence. Do you feel that—by your choice of

what you present each year—that there
is an influence, a planned influence?

That is a source of a great deal of

anguish. The way one chooses plays-
first it's the choice of the play then the
choice of the way in which you produce it.

There are a number of responsibili-

ties; least of the responsibilities I per-

sonally feel is the responsibility for

creating a kind of cultural embellish-
ment to the community. I mean that's

nice if it happens, but I don't really care
about that. What I care about is trying to

imbed the kinds of things we can do into

the general concerns of the college com-
munity. So that for example, over four

years, over one student generation, it

would be nice if we do as many different

kinds of plays from as many different

kinds of periods as possible. A student
shouldn't get out of here without seeing
one or two plays of Shakespeare that we
do. That's A. B, I think though this hasn't
been a deliberate policy, it works out that

we try to do finalized plays in as provoca-
tive a way as possible as far as provoking
discussions, even if people respond in the
whole spectrum from negative to p>osi-

tive about the shows.

The other thing that we try to do ... is

to try to have the productions act as a
kind of artifact that people can use in

their other courses. That is to say, I will

probably direct a Beckett play in the

fall; Larry Graver will be teaching in the

English department, cross-listed in the

Theatre department, a special course on
Samuel Beckett. So that this thing that

will happen on stage can be used as an
artifact. We've done that a lot. And that

works fairly well.

What about Williams students as

actors? How does that work?
I happen to believe that it is absolutely

essential— this is not a universal belief

though it may seem so—that it is abso-

lutely essential in order to be an actor, to

be reasonably literate. There are many
schools of thought. There is the kind of

school-marmish department in which
one does Julius Caesar, puts sheets on

and says all those words as best they

can; you do Julius Caesar for the same
reason every high school does it—
because there are no dirty words. And
everybody goes to the show and feels

unbelievably guilty at being bored to

tears because they know it's a great clas-

sic but it's just tedious and dull.

That's the most typical kind. The other

kind is one in which professionalism—so
called, in quotation marks— is asserted

as the highest goal. Which means that

you really don't have to know anything
about history or literature or you may
not even be able to read very well but you
work on things like technical aspects of

the production. What we try to do is

create the balance, somewhere, and at

that Williams students are particularly

apt.

If the actors here suffer from one thing

it's their wild articulateness. Though
that's a nice vice if it's directed. Actors
always have many kinds of defenses . . .

For Williams students usually it is their

ability to articulate in the most elegant

and extended ways. So very often in

rehearsal, talk, talking a lot, good talk,

intelligent talk is substituted for the

doing, and that's usually what has to be
cut through.

But I must confess that's much nicer

than trying to explain to a group what is

it that is going on, to individuals who
have no historical or aesthetic or literary

intuition—and that Williams students

have.

The other thing—generalizations are
awful of course—but it seems to me that

Williams students, for reasons that are
not even entirely clear, have a sense of

will that is very strong, and what
happens is almost magical. It happens
usually on opening night. Students trans-

cend themselves. Like nothing you've
ever seen in rehearsal; the things that

caused you despair, problems that will

never be solved, suddenly, through just

sheer tenacious will you see them solving

those problems. 1 see the students really

transcending themselves. And that is

really magical and wonderful. Usually
what you see in dress rehearsal is what
you've got. But often enough that is not

true. It makes opening night really

exciting.

You said in an interview in 1974 that you
"see college theatre as a sanctuary for

the entire cuminunity where an inter-

change of resources can take place."

It is a little on the pompous side, but I

still stand by that. The feeling of this

place, even the building, but also the kind

of spirit of the theatre as being a sanctu-

ary is true for the following reasons:

One of the things that Williams stu-

dents are allowed to do here and very few
other places is fail. Williams students,

our students, the theatre students are
encouraged to try to reach as far as they

can in terms of extravagance of expres-

sion . . . which means they often fail. But
that we encourage, I suppose, in all of our

courses and in productions, that risk,

that is the risk of failure. That Is some-
thing that Is rather a dirty word— in most
other places at Williams.

In that sense 1 hope this is a sanctuary.

. . . Finally I think the means of expres-
sion that one is accustomed to in the thea-

tre provide a kind of alternative for

students who are by and large operating

in a structure of rigid obligations, dutiful

obligations, you know, papers that are
due and exams and that kind of struc-

ture.

Here success of the product is not so
much emphasized as the value of the pro-

cess. I personally, for example, don't at

all care, in the shows that I direct, or
rather care less than I ought to, about
The Product. Once we have a dress
rehearsal and have gone through that

whole process, I'm fine. I would just as
soon quit. But the students would be up in

arms . . . My focus is really on the process
and not in doing a show , . .

There are good reasons for going pub-

lic, mostly because the actors want to do
it, and certainly deserve to. They have
paid their dues. But there Is a difference

between mounting a show In which the

eye is on the product—as smooth as

possible—there are ways of directing a

show to do that—or trying to emphasize
that the focus should be upon the process.

That doesn't mitigate the need for per-

formance. But It deemphasizes the pro-

duct in favor of the way one works
through it. For example ... in the rehear-

sal process I might go through a series of

kind of clumsy steps In which you don't

really know what you are going to get In

favor of directing in such a way that you
maximize the audience's response. And
that we do very often. There is a nice

justice in the world and that Is that the

product is usually also improved by that

mode of going through it.

The sense of the department's enter-
prises is truly that these things are colla-

borative, that the contribution of the
actor is far more important than the con-
tribution of the director. I really believe
that. So that when one says— I despite it

though it goes on—that "Well this is Ber-
nie Bucky's play, "

I hate that with a pas-

sion. Because \, it really intrudes, and
B. bi'cause the contribution of the actor
is negated. The point is that this is the

productof lots of .sensibilities, and intelli-

gences and responses. It is not the Direc-

tor's Plav.

I I I I
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Stray Cats

Revive

Rock-a-billy

by Ben Thompson
On the strength of the radio

and video hits "Rock This
Town" and "Stray Cat Strut,"

Built For Speed, the first Ameri-
can release by the Stray Cats, is

currently Number 4 on the Rol-

ling Stone charts. The success of

this album, a combination of

cuts from the group's first two
British albums, Stray Cats and
Gonna Ball, is no surprise to

fans who have followed the

group from its beginning. The
Stray Cats are a one-band rock-

a-billy revival.

Built For Speed is almost a

greatest-hits compilation from
two earlier British-made LP's.

This format seems to be the key
to the album's success. Cut
after cut has become popular,

with a new song garnering air-

play when an older one begins to

fade.

Fleshed-out sound
The group's sound can be

roughly classified as rock-a-

billy. Bass and drums predomi-

nate, with occasional guitar

licks cutting in. Originally, the

band started with just a stand-

up bass, a snare drum, and an
electric guitar as their instru-

ments. But subsequently they
have fleshed out their sound.
"Runaway Boys," "Rock

This Town" and "Stray Cat
Strut" are probably the best

cuts on this album. With their

steady beats, all three are
catchy and very danceable.

"Jeanie, Jeanie, Jeanie" and
"Built For Speed" are equally

solid.

It should be noted that four of

these five strongest cuts, all

from the first British album,
were produced by famous Brit-

ish guitarist-producer Dave
Edmunds. Edmund's seems
well able to convey the stripped-

down rollicking sound of the

Stray Cats.

Remade '50s tunes
The group's attempts at self-

production or collaboration
with Hein Hover on the second
British album tend to sound
more like remade versions of

'50s tunes than distinctive 1980's

originals.

The only fault of Built For
Speed lies in the weakness of

some of the tracks taken from
that second album. Gonna Ball.

Otherwise, the new album is a
convincing debut by a fine

group, energetic and freshly

underproduced throughout.

IjOSEmE DEWEY
^^{^^g

9:00 - 5:00

Men. -Sal.

\̂
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7 WILUAMSTOWN. MASS.
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'/.O
458-5717
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fHeCLIPSHOP
Hair Salon of the 80's

Williamstown. MA
4589167

Bennington, VT

802 442 9823

Pittslield. MA
4134439816
413447-9576

CALL for an appointment or just WALK

GIFT CERTIFICATES

Young violist displays technique
by Becky MacDougall

Listening to the recital given

by violist Paul Neubauer last

Tuesday evening in Brooks-

Rogers Reciti;! Hall, I e:pe-

rienced an uneasy feeling of

deja vu. I was remembering a

concert I attended a few years

ago where a young violinist

named Eugene Fodor dazzled

an audience with his astonish-

ing technique, said to be the

greatest since that of the nine-

teenth century violinist

Paganini.

But despite Fodor's incredi-

ble technique, the public tired of

him very fast: there was no

depth to his playing.

Sensitive technique

I think that Paul Neubauer is

developing a technique on the

viola that in its quiet way is per-

haps as outstanding as violinist

Fodor's. But unlike Fodor, he
combines that technical facility

with a sensitivity towards
music that leads me to believe

that his success should be much
longer-lived. By the end of his

challenging program Tuesday
night, Neubauer, ablv accom-
panied by Margo Garrett, had
fully captivated his audience.

Unfortunately, the program
got off to a slow start, and the

first half was almost disap-

pointing. Neubauer opened
with a pleasant short Baroque
piece, Martin Marais's "Varia-

tions on 'La Folia,' " following

this with a showy "Concert-

piece" by Enesco. Although

those two pieces are very differ-

ent in mood, both demonstrated

Neubauer's unforced tech-

nique, full, smooth bowing, and

rich sound. But Neubauer him-

self seemed stiff. Although his

playing was relaxed, one had

the feeling that the was holding

himself back.

True disappointment

Therefore the Brahms Sonata

in F minor that closed the first

half of the program was a true

disappointment. All Brahms is

a test of the performer's ability

to express himself, and Neu-

bauer seemed unwilling to let

himself go. Although his sound

was still beautiful and his tech-

nique still close to perfect, his

playing was uninspired, making
for a rather dull performance.

But after intermission, Neu-
bauer came back on stage

almost a different person. As he
began Hubay's flashy "Hejre
kati from the Csarda," it

became evident that he was
much more relaxed and com-
municative with his audience.

The same was true of his perfor-

mance of Fritz Kreisler 's arran-

gement of "Chanson Sans
Paroles" by Tchaikovsky.
Unlike the first half of the pro-

gram, Neubauer played these

two pieces from memory, and
this may have had something to

do with his more enthusiastic

approach.

Totally involved

But Neubauer again used his

music for the beautiful Men-
delssohn sonata that closed the
program. This was by far his

finest performance of the even-
ing. He seemed by now enough
at ease to allow himself to

become totally involved in the

music. His playing was
emotional—where was this dur-
ing the Brahms?— without
sacrificing anything in the way
of precision.

At the conclusion of the Men-
delssohn, he was given an
enthusiastic reception that
prompted two encores. The
audience left well-satisfied that

it had heard a performance by a
highly promising young violist.

Concert Listings
prvparMi by

TOONERVILLE TROLLEY RECORDS
Tues. Feb Missing Persons. Albany. NY
Wed

,
Feb 2 Jorma Kaukonen, Paradise. Bos-

ton, Mass
Townes Van Zandt, Passim s. Boston

Thur
.
Feb 3 Missing Persons, Metro

Asleep at the Wheel, Jonathan Swift's, Bos-
ton

Fri., Feb 4 Missing Persons, Flat Street, Brat-
tleboro, Vt

Poco, Rusty Nail, Sunderland, Mass
New England Jazz Quartet, Iron Horse.
Northampton, Mass
Lords of the New Church, Channel, Boston

Sat Feb 5 Pete Seeger, John M Greene Hall,

Smith College, Northampton, Mass
King Sunny Ade & the African Beats, Brad-

ford Ballroom. Boston
Fat, Rusty Nail, Sunderland, Mass

Sun , Feb 6 Piere Bensusan, Iron Horse, Nor-
Northampton
Adam Ant, Orpheum, Boston

Feb 8 Adam Ant, Palace. Albany. NY
Feb 9 Johnny Cash, Centrum, Worcester.

Mass
Feb 9 Joe Perry, Hullabaloo, Rensselaer, NY
Feb 10 Bow Wow Wow, Proctors Theater,

Schenectady, NY
Feb 11 Aerosmith. Civic Ctr , Springfield,

Mass

SKI SALE
Savings Of

10% to 50%
on our entire inventory

Alpine & Nordic Equipment
Parkas«Sweaters«And Much More

Ski and Skate Work

^<'lf(f^
^/>cfU, inc.

MON.-SAT 9-5:30

MASTERCARD VISA

Spring Street 458-3605 Williamstown

CLASSIFIEDS
LOST: Pearl Necklace (imitation).
Will the student who found this

necklace in the mail room please
contact Karen at x2746 or SU
1578! Thanks.

ORADUATE STUDIES IN

BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH

Basic Medical Science Department

Active Research Programs

Seeking Qualified Applicants

Tuition and Stipend

Support Available

For Further Information Contact:

Graduate Committee
Department of Physiology

Albany Medical College

Albany, N.Y. 12208

(518-445-5651)
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Shirts, Jackets, Gr««n Hantiag, Pants

ALL SKI AND WIND SHELLS Men's and Udies* 40% OFF

ALL CROSS COUNTR Y SKIS And Equipment 20% U40% AFF

ALL HATS AND GLOVES 50% •ff
-*

i^fe Mountahi Goat [/'..
IM WATER STREET WILLUNSTOWIM 45»4MS ij ^^
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Sportshorts Poland

Women's hoop
The women's basketball team

(2-7) lost to American Interna-

tional College 78-59 on Friday.

Coach Sue Hudson-Hamblin,
however, was pleased with the

team's second-half effort. "We
really jelled together in the

second half," Hudson-Hamblin
said. "We finally matured, and
were working well together out

on the floor."

Tracy Burrows led the team
with 21 points, 18 of them in the

second half. Thalia Meehan
added 17, while Cathy Evans
had 13 points.

Different club

"We were very cold in the

first half, shooting 25 percent,"

said Hudson-Hamblin. "At half-

time it was 35-20. But we were a

different club in the second half.

I'm really encouraged for

future games—we should get on

the winning track."

The Ephwomen also lost to

North Adams State 54-47 on

Wednesday. Kay Lackey '85 led

the club with 13 points.

Williams travels to Vassar on

Wednesday and then Wesleyan
Saturday.

Women's squash

Despite three losses, women's
squash Coach Renzie Lamb was
pleased with his team's perfor-

mances last week.

The team lost 6-1 to Pennsyl-

vania, 6-1 to Princeton, and 4-3

to their alumni over the week-

end. They also beat Tufts 7-0.

"I was pleased with our per-

formance," said Lamb. "Those
Ivy schools are among the best

and our girls really worked
hard."

Number three Hilary Thomas
'85 was the only winner against

Penn, while number four Lisa

Buckley '83 took the only win

over Princeton.

The team, now 4-4, travels to

Vassar on Wednesday.

Wrestling

The grapplers split in a tri-

match on Saturday, losing to

host MIT but beating UMass-
Boston.

Captain John Donovan '83

was the weekend star with two
pins. Other double winners for

Williams were captain Jeff May
'85, (two wins), heavyweight

Gary Stotz '83 (one pin, one for-

feit), and Captain Chris Wood-
worth '84 (one win, one forfeit).

"I was surprised at the

strength of UMass-Boston,"
said Coach Joe Dailey. "Since

they merged with Boston State,

they've got about 10,000 stu-

dents. That match was much
closer than we had hoped.

The 30-21 loss to MIT was Wil-

liams' second in two weeks.

The wrestlers face Trinity at

home at 1: 00 on Saturday.

Continued from Page 1

Spielman also said that the

American press exaggerates
the repression in Poland. "What
to me is most remarkable about
Polish society," he said, "is the

lack of repression and the low
level of violence."

He added that the Poles arc
dissatisfied with Soviet-backed

party rule, however, and see

Solidarity more as a revolution-

ary democratic force against

that rule than as a trade union.

Urban influx legitimates

Nationalism motivates the

Poles to vie for independence

through organizations like

Solidarity, Spielman added.
This strong nationalism is a

direct effect of World War II

which, according to Spielman,

homogenized Poland by killing

large numbers of Jews and city

dwellers while leaving the bulk

of the Catholic peasant popula-

tion intact.

After the war, a large influx of

peasants into the cities took

place. The peasants regarded

this move as a huge status jump
and it resulted in widespread
popular support for the Soviet-

backed regime which took

credit for it, Spielman said.

In recent years, however, this

support has eroded. According
to Spielman, Poland under
Jaruzelski is a very depressing

place and the last few years

have been the hardest ever. But

he predicted that the future will

bring growing stability for

Poland which he hoped that the

present regime will success-

fully achieve.

Plagued pucksters
Continued from Page 8

they had a two-man advantage
for a full minute. They were
unable to capitalize, and the

Polar Bears stepped up the

pressure. F'inally, Chris Simon
got the equalizer, assisted by
Theberge, with just 1: 12 left in

the contest. Deadlocked at 3-3,

the game went into overtime,

and Theberge completed his hat

trick with a goal at 3: 34 of the

extra period.

Another bitter defeat

The loss came on the heels of

another bitter defeat, as the

Ephs fell to Colby, 2-1, on Friday
night. The first Colby goal, at

2: 39 of the first period, came off

the skate of a Williams defense-

man, who skated through the

crease just as Greg Apostol

tried to center the puck from
behind the net.

Mark Wysocki '83 evened

things up with a power-play goal

at 2:18 of the second period,

assisted by co-captain Sam
Flood '83 and Rutledge. With
Dan Finn '84 holding the Mules
at bay, the score remained
unchanged until 14:02 of the

third period, when Dan Batten

scored from the right wing on a

3-on-l breakaway.

UConn as well

The third loss was to the Uni-

versity of Connecticut on Tues-

day by a 4-3 score. Brian

Rutledge again provided the

only bright spot of the evening

for Williams, as he turned a hat

trick.

The losses ran Williams' skid

to six straight, as the Ephs'

record on the season dropped to

3-12.

Army comes to the Lansing-

Chapman rink Wednesday at

7: 30.

%

Horrible
isiftit?

AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY

THIS Shtfl COrmiBUTHHY THE rUBU8H» A* A PUKJCSBWKl

^U^^:
Monday,

Feb 14

C m» HniiTwm Cwdi. inc

Cottage

McCLELLANDS

These
fashionable

shoes are

the

perfect,

cozy mate
to any

casual

outfit.

Give that

special girl

a pair in basic black, or in one of

our bright colors, for $6.99.

96 Water Street

Williamstown, MA
OPEN 7 DAYS
OPEN THUR TIL 9:00 pm

FREE GIFT
WRAPPING

&(£
.'Ijf) v: ''•';/

-i

m UiMH£f(^
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 2, 1983
REGULAR DINING HALL HOURS

1. ;

COME JOIN US IN ANY OF THE DINING HALLS AND ENJOY SOME
GREAT SEAFOOD!!!

OYSTER STEW
SARDINES & CRACKERS

BROILED SALMON
FRIED FRESH HADDOCK
BAKED POTATO BAR

BROCCOLI
PEACH MELBA
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Hoop's hot at home

Snorts February 1, 1983

by John Clayton

Folks, this team is good.

This team won three games in

a row this week. Three games
against tough opponents, three

games that were not flukes.

Folks, this team wiped out

Bowdoin Saturday 74-64, and
Bowdoin only has one other loss

in Division III. This team also

beat Bates on Friday 82-72 and
Middlebury last Tuesday 91-65.

Folks, this team has won four

games in a row.

This team is 5-1 in the super-

cozy confines of Lasell
Gymnasium.

New heroes

Folks, this team just finds a

way to come up with a new hero

for every game. Saturday, it

was guard Tim Walsh '86 and
forward John McNicholas '84

off the bench to score 19 and 15

points respectively.

Friday, it was captain Scott

Olesen '83 shooting 8 for 10 and
guard Ed Schmidt "84 shooting 7

for 9.

Tuesday, it was the inimitable

Artie Pidoriano scoring 28

points.

Folks, this group of players

went off to Cuba and came back a

team of players who know who
they are and what they 'redoing.

Folks, this team is good.

Streak shooter

Saturday, McNicholas scored

the first five points of the second
half to break a 26-26 tie and send
the Ephmen on their way.

Walsh sparked the team with

his steals and assists while
McNicholas kept pouring in the

buckets on jump shots. "John-
nie Mack is a streak shooter,"
said Coach Curt Tong. "and he
was hot."

Defensive predicament
Although the Polar Bears were

able to cut the Williams lead to

three (from a high of ten), at

61-58 at the 3: 46 mark, the Ephs
hit the clutch foul shots at the

end to clinch it.

"Bowdoin is a good team,"

said Tong, "because they have a

great balance of inside strength

and outside shooting ability.

They put you in a defensive

predicament—you can't col-

lapse, but you can't go out too

far. That's why I was just

tickled with our defense, espe-

cially Olesen, Walsh, and
McNicholas."

Lesser opponent
Folks, they did the same thing

to a lesser opponent on Friday.

Pidoriano was having a bad
night (that's right, for once
Pidoriano did not lead the team
in scoring), so Schmidt and
Olesen took over.

Olesen collected 17 points on
Friday, while Schmidt's
jumpers were good for 14. Pido-

riano, even on his off night,

added 15 and Dave Krupski had
12.

Anything they want
Folks, this team knocked off

Junior guard Art Pidoriano drives past a Bates defender Friday night.

Pidoriano scored 61 points as the hoopsters won three games iast weelt.

(Schelbe)

highly rated Middlebury as

well. They could do anything

they wanted to on offense.

Tuesday—Pidoriano jumper?
Two points. Andy Goodwin
drive? Two points. Dave
Krupksi offensive rebound?
Two points.

"We had a slow start this sea-

son," said Assistant Coach Bob
Peck, "but now things are fal-

ling in place, everyone knows
their roles now. We've found the

combinations that work, and
we're going to stick with them."

One broad statement
How good is this team? It's

hard to say. Lasell is an amaz-
ing equalizing factor. And the

Ephmen are 1-5 on the road. But
three of those losses came
before Christmas, before the

Cuba trip that pulled them
together. We can, however,
make this one broad statement:

Folks, this team is good.

Skiers slip at UNH carnival
by Chuck Mahoney

It was a disappointing week-

end for the men's ski teams, as

neither Nordic nor Alpine fin-

ished in the top five at the Uni-

versity of New Hampshire
Winter Carnival.

The cross-country team raced

at Middlebury for the second

consecutive week, because of a

lack of snow at UNH.
On Friday, the men finished a

frustrating two points behind

Bates to place them seventh in

the individual competition.

Coach Bud Fisher com-
mented, "We skied better this

week than last, but still not as

well as I think we can. It was
disappointing to finish behind

Bates by two."

Retaliate Saturday
The team retaliated force-

fully in Saturday's relay, how-
ever, leaving Bates in the tracks
to finish sixth.

Vermont took both events
with their lack of American ski-

ers; against such skiing demi-
gods as Norwegians Pal
Sjulstad and Frederick Thav-
low, it required a tour-de-force
by the Williams dynamos to

place well.

Nordic Captain Steve
Johansen *84 skied his bestrace
of the year to date, finishing in

29th, while Spencer Jones '85

and Ragnar Horn '86 both
showed improvement to place
31st and 34th respectively.

Alpine frustration

The Alpine team experienced

frustration in both Friday's

giant slalom and Saturday's sla-

lom competition, with a series

of mishaps and tantalizing

course conditions.

One highlight in Friday's race

was Alpine captain Crawford

Lyons' sixth-place finish, which
secured his place at the Nation-

als in that event.

The team tied for sixth overall

with St. Lawrence, as UVM
found itself able to win, with

Dartmouth in second.

Saturday unpleasant

Saturday was simply unplea-

sant as team members had
problems skiing out of the

course, missing goals gates,

and DNF (Did Not Finish) ing.

Next week will provide a

change in scenery for both

teams as they race at Stowe for

the JJVM Carnival, the third

stop in preparation for the Willi-

ams Winter Carnival February
18-19.

Women take fourth
Although the official results have not yet been tabulated,

Coach Bud Fisher estimates a fourth place finish for the

women's ski team this weekend.
The women, skiing at the University of New Hampshire Winter

Carnival, finished behind Vermont, Middlebury, and fairly close

to third-place Dartmouth.
Heidi Knight was once again the star of the weekend, as she

finished second in both the slalom and giant slalom for the down-
hill team. Kate Knopp finished tenth in the slalom.

Nordic third

For the Nordic team, captain Ellen Chandler finished third,

while Sarah Bates '85 came in twelfth. The team took fourth in

the cross-country relay, and places third in the overall Nordic

standings.

Because of a lack of snow, the cross-country races were held at

Middlebury. This caused the delay in discovering the overall

Carnival standings, because those results had to be sent back to

UNH before tabulation.

In a similar situation at St. Lawrence's Carnival last week, the

official results were not available until Wednesday.

The Ephwomen travel to the UVM Carnival next weekend.

Winning
Again
Swim teams 6-0

by Andrew Garfield

Cecilia Ciepiela '84, with
three wins, led the women's
swim team to a 90-56 victory
over Bowdoin on Saturday,
while the men beat the Polar
Bears, 101-31.

Ciepiela won the 200 Individ-

ual Medley (2:20.6), the 200
backstroke (2:22.4) and quali-

fied for the nationals with a time
of 2: 19.8 in the 200 fly. Rachel
Stauffer '85 also qualified for

the nationals in the 100 free

(56.10).

Kim Eckrich '85 and Dina
Esposito '83 had two victories

apiece to pace the rest of the

team. Eckrich won the 100 IM
(1:04.2) and the 200 breast

(2:37.2) while Esposito took
first place in the required and
optional diving events.

Other winners included
Stauffer in the 200 free (2: 02.4),

Katie Hudner '83 in the 50 back
(30.18), Peggy Thoman '85 in

the 50 breast ( 33.84 ) , Ann Tuttle
'83 in the 50 free (26.27) and the

Medley Relay team of Eckrich,
Tuttle, Hudner and Liz Jex '83

(1:58.7).

Men bomb Bowdoin
With four seniors winning two

events each, the men's swim
team bombed Bowdoin 101-31.

Dave Johnson won the 100

breast (1:03.9) and the 200

breast (2:17.5), Ben Aronson
won the 800 free (8: 08.7) and the

200 fly (1:59.5), Mark Weeks
won the 50 free (22.26) and the

100 free (49.44) and Jim Stock-

ton won both the diving events.

Rob Sommer '84 also had two

victories: the 100 back (56.08)

and the 500 free (4:51.9).

Record-breaking
Sommer, however, had his

pool record in the 200 IM broken

by teammate Bill Couch '86.

Couch, setting his second pool

record in as many meets,

streaked to a national qualify-

ing time of 1:59.49.

Other winners were John
Peloso '85 in the 200 back
(2:03.9), Rob Bowman '83 in the

200 free (1:48.8) and Peter
Orphanos '85 in the 100 fly

(54.66).

Both teams upped their

records to 6-0. They will face

Springfield next Saturday at

home, the men at 2: 00 and the

women at 4:00.

Hockey hurting, loses three
by Dave Woodworth

Looking more like a hospital

ward than a hockey team, the

men's varsity puck squad
dropped all three of theirgames
this past week.
Saturday's setback came at

the hands of the Bowdoin Polar

Bears, 4-3 in overtime, as eight

(count 'em, eight) Eph players

watched from the stands. Willi-

ams opened the scoring with a

goal by Scott Karmozyn '86,

assisted by Brian Rutledge '85

and Erik Mnutzen '86, at 5: 02 of

the first period.

Bowdoin came back to knot

the score at one-all with just 12

seconds gone in the second

period, as John Theberge, who
has proven to be the Ephs'

nemesis in their two meetings

this season, led a rush down the

right wing off the opening face-

off. Brian McGuinness and Jean
Roy assisted on the power-play

goal.

The Ephs, however, got two

goals of their own in the second

stanza to take a 3-1 lead into the

final frame. With McGuinness
out for tripping, Rutledge took

advantage of the power-play to

notch his second point of the

night, scoring at 13: 30 on assists

by Greg Pachus '84 and Dave
Fritz '86. Rich Jackson '85,

assisted by Rutledge, tallied

what proved to be the Ephs'

final goal at 19: 11 of the period.

Williams seemed to have all

of the momentum as McCiuin-

ness was again sent off with a

mere 11 seconds played in the

third period. However, The-

berge scored his second goal of

the game—this one shorthand-

ed—at the 1:12 mark, closing

the margin to 3-2.

The Ephs had a golden oppor-

tunity to widen the spread
around the 9 minute mark, as

Continued on Page 7

Here's four healthy Williams hockey players: Brad Ball '86 (19) chases the
puck as goalie Dan Finn '84 and captain Sam Flood '83 and Ed Finn '83

(both in back) watch. (Scheibe)
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Faculty distressed

over inquiries

Calls from

Dean's office
by Dan Keating

Claiming possible abridge-

ment of academic freedom and
intimidation by the Deans, a
number of faculty members
have complained about a series

of phone calls, made by the

deans during the hunger strike,

to signers of the petition calling

for divestment by the college.

The situation Is currently
being examined by the Faculty
Steering Committee, according
to Committee Chairman Profes-

sor Robert Kozelka. The matter
will probably be brought up at

tomorrow night's faculty
meeting.

According to Dean of the Col-

lege Daniel O'Connor, eleven

calls were made by himself and
Dean Cris Roosenraad on the

Sunday and Monday following

the beginning of the hunger
strike. All of the people called

had signed the petition circu-

lated before the hunger strike

calling for total divestment by
the college.

Degrees of pressure

Faculty descriptions of the

calls ranged from decent and
sensible to angry and threaten-

ing. About half the calls went to

untenured faculty and half to

tenured professors. In general,

It was the untenured professors

who felt a greater degree of

pressure.

Due to the feeling that Intimi-

dation has occurred and with

fear that It could continue, most
of the faculty who have
expressed concern over these

Incidents wish to remain

anonymous.
One faculty member said he

received an "angry" call and
that "the effect of the call was
Intimidating and an abridge-
ment of an Individual's aca-

demic freedom." He went on to

say that the Deans "seemed to

be trying to drive faculty away
from supporting the tactics"

being used by the Williams Antl-

Apartheld Coalition.

An untenured professor said

that he received a call whose
"nature was not explicitly

threatening, but Implicitly

threatening."

Other faculty were less dis-

turbed. One person who was
called said, "I was not Intimi-

dated and was glad for the

opportunity to share some ideas

with the Dean."
Professor Donald Beaver con-

sidered the call "perfectly sens-

ible" and said that he was not

Intimidated at all. "I think it Is

bothersome that there Is an
atmosphere that would make
some people feel Intimidated,"

said Beaver.
Another tenured professor

said he received a call which he
felt was "nothing more than
Informative."

Some faculty had mixed feel-

ings over the call. One professor
who was called said he "appre-
ciated the call" and that O'Con-
nor was "decent about It." But
this person also considered the

call unnecessary and an "over-
reaction on the part of the
Deans."

Unclear purpose

Another professor called him-
self "puzzled by the call" which
he received. "The purpose of

the call was not clear to me. and
Continued on Page 4

Rain?
Only last week the freshman quad was a swamp of rain and mud. (Shapiro)

CC, Housing Committee clash
by David Kleit

Sharp disagreement erupted

over the proper role of the Hous-

ing Committee Wednesday
night at a town meeting spon-

sored by the College Council to

discuss housing system
priorities.

Speakers debating proposed
chapges in the current system
included members of College

Council, Dean of Freshman Crls

Roosenraad and Assistant Dean
Mary Kenyatta.

The bulk of the College Coun-
cil presentation, given by vice-

president Jay Ward '84, and
members Bill Sawyers '84 and
Matthew Dodds '86, was a

rereading of material pre-

viously distributed in all-

campus mailings. It focused on
the Council's concern for 'jus-

tice' in inter-house transfers,

support for a prioritized lottery

system, and minimizing the

importance of class balance
within a house as a factor In

housing decisions.

Transfer groups limited

Roosenraad, chairman of the

Committee on Undergraduate
Life (CUD, responded to the

Council's accusation that the

CUL has been attempting to

limit transfers, saying, "We
don't think that any action we
have taken restricts the number
of inter-house transfers."

A member of the audience

objected, citing the limiting of

transfer groups to two people as
an action which will directly

result in fewer transfers.

In an interview last week Roo-

senraad explained the reason-

ing behind the limitation.

"If we're dealing with a group

larger than two that wants to

transfer, obviously these people

are satisfied with living

together," he said. "For them,

transferring is not an effort to

get out of an intolerable situa-

tion but is solely to change their

physical plant," which he
rejects as "fool-hardy."

House stability

Roosenraad said he sees the

Continued on Page 9

The British Maid, a bastion of New
new ownership.

England charm and blueberry pancakes, will become a country inn under
(Schell)

British Maid shaken up
by Jim Peak

The British Maid was sold recently for $375,000 plus a mortgage to

Chester Soling, a New York man who has extensive plans for turn-

ing the 118-year old Wllllamstown restaurant Into a hotel.

The major change will be the addition of a three-story wing
containing 48 rooms onto the back of the restaurant. The Orchards,
an estate built In 1789 which lies adjacent to the Maid property, will

also become part of the Inn, although It will not be connected to the

main complex. The bottom floor of what Is now the restaurant will

be transformed Into the hotel's lounge.

Food will continue to l)e served upstairs, where a new kitchen will

be built, and the current menu will remain unchanged, Including

the Maid's famous blueberry pancakes.
The original owner, Penelope Corbln, who will remain as man-

ager for two more years, envisions the creation of a real "country
Inn, with rustic architecture, and a little atmosphere." There will

be several types of lodging available. Including conventional hotel

rooms, a few larger rooms and several suites on the top floor.

Celebrity suites?

Corbln says that she has received a great deal of positive feed-

back from local people who feel that Wllllamstown will profit from
a place offering this kind of accommodation.
Although she expects Williams parents and alumni to stay at the

Maid frequently, Corbln says that the most immediate Interest has
come from actors working at Williams-theatre during the summer.
"Already Ken Howard and Dick Cavett have asked about the

suites," she said.

The architect for the addition Is Fred Klein of Washington. Con-
struction Is expected to begin this May, and will be completed
within a year.
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Bad Move
Too rarely do faculty members involve themselves in campus politi-

cal issues; too rarelv do students and faculty unite in a common voice.

Therefore, it is vitally important that faculty feel that they can speak

freely on any topic and that their words will not be misinterpreted or

intentionally misused. Recent events give them little cause for

confidence.

Prior to the hunger strike, 45 faculty members signed a petition

calling for divestment—which in no way referred to the hunger strike.

Yet there is some evidence that the Williams Anti-Apartheid Coalition

used that petition as an indication of faculty support for the hunger

strike That 36, not 45, faculty members signed the subsequent petition

in solidarity with the strikers makes it clear that WAAC misrepresented

the views of those 45 faculty members.

Fearing that some faculty views were being misstated, Deans O'Con-

nor and Roosenraad called some of the signatories to inform them of the

way their signatures had been used. The Deans maintain that they

meant these calls to inform, not intimidate, yet some faculty felt intimi-

dated anyway.

I^JC ^C lEAR/s/ED "THE EX<'en.£A/CE

Ai^h feCA^^TV OF EVfRV ACTIOM \S

REi-ATIVE SO^ey TO THE USE FO^
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rAJTcA>C>EC> THEaA .

CrACW, J *>v/Of AT ^AJb feREATUE HARD

WMFaJ X RWM. T ^AEA^J, TT DlSTuJ^S

Tf^E (iui£i<^tA;T MAfe/^AOMN np /^Av

SMALL M ICHt IM THE
COS^AOS
A4EA»s>1 HovaJ /vavK. H THtV

AT ^1 MASS .0

V

Disappointed

We sympathize with the faculty involved. While we agree with the ^^TZ!^7irlrw^!w^^WlkrT
Dean that the faculty members should have been informed of the conse- I I^T^T^ 1^ %fW
quences, the Deans committed a great error when they personally I < ^ * ^ l»J*Xk^
called the faculty, some of them untenured.

Regardless of what exactly was said, certain facts should have,

must have, been clear to the Deans. The Deans' Office exerts a signifi-

cant amount of influence on the lives of both students and faculty. The
first petition represented a position antithetical to that of the admini-

stration. Some of the signatories lacked tenure, and may therefore have
ielt unduly pressured by any call from the Deans' Office. Finally, and
most imporlanlly, whenever an administrator questions a political

move on the part of a professor, regardless of the intent, he endangers

the sanctity of faculty opinion and constrains academic freedom.

Sacrifices

The Deans had some interest in persuading as many iaculty as

possible to withdraw their signatures. Whether they advanced this inter-

est or the interest of information is irrelevant. A free exchange of ideas

is vital to the liberal arts environment in which we live. When one voice

is stifled, we all suffer.

L

Quotation of the Week
"/ think it is bothersome that there is an

atmosphere that would make some people feel

intimidated/^

—Professor Donald Beaver
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To the editor:

We are disappointed by your lack of

proper coverage of the men's squash
team. While week after week we train

hard and play numerous matches, we
receive only an occasional blurb describ-

ing our fortunes. Many of us have been
playing hard since returning to Williams

in the fall in order to prepare for a season

of competition against the country's top

teams. There are no collegiate divisions

by size in squash; we go head to head
with the Ivy schools, the cadets and mid-

dies and the rest of the New England
pack. Currently our record stands at 15-

2, our only losses coming to second-

ranked Princeton and third-ranked
Yale.

This past week we trounced Stony-

brook (9-0) and avenged two upsets last

year by rolling over Dartmouth (8-1) and
Tufts (9-0). Our goal this season is to

retain our ranking as fourth in the

nation. Our biggest challenge will come
tomorrow from a young Trinity squad, so
why not come down to the courts at 4: 00
p.m. and cheer us on? And Record, why
not send a writer down, too?

Respectfully,

The 1982-83 Williams Men's

Squash Team

To the editor:

About divestiture:

The trustees say they have to think

about the money that supplies the ongo-

ing needs of the ongoing Williams com-
munity. This seems reasonable. Many
students and faculty—probably by now
most—say that an institution dedicated

to the transmission of humane values

must put principle first. This seems
more than reasonable; it seems right.

The hunger strike has served its pur-

pose; it has shown that some of us are

ready to make, and many of us to sup.-

port, painful, if short-term, sacrifices to

confront a web of outrage and injustice

which all of us recognize but few of us

allow to make us uncomfortable. But we
are going to have to be made uncomfor-

table if anything is to be accomplished.

Sacrifices are necessary; we cannot

expect to make our contribution to jus-

tice in South Africa at no cost to our-

selves. Can we not, as a community of

teachers, administrators, and above all

students, propose ways to answer the

trustees' reasonable concerns, and to

spread the sacrifices over the entire Wil-

liams community?
As a first step, we can ask trustees and

administrators to estimate how much
various degrees of divestiture will cost

yearly, and for how long. We will then be
ready to consider realistically the

degree of discomfort we are ready to

accept.

Possibilities:

Continued on Page 10
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Curriculum Coherence? What^s That?
Williams Professor explains

philosophy of Liberal Arts

A glance at the history of

undergraduate offerings

indicates that cohesion was
always an elusive element

by Frederick Rudolph

Frederick Rudolph is Mark Hopkins Professor of History

Emeritus at l^ illiams College. The preceding article,

adopted from remarks delivered at the \f ingspread Confer-

ence on the Undergraduate Curriculum, appeared in the

ISew York Times on Jan. 9, 1983.

While pondering a possible strategy for

this paper, I experienced something that

had never happened to me before: my
three grandchildren burst upon me and

in a chorus asked, "Fritzel, tell us—what was it like

back in the good old days when there was coherence in

the undergraduate curriculum?" I long ago learned

how to answer a question with a question, and promptly

responded, "And Just what do you mean by coherence

in the undergraduate curriculum?"
My grandson, Payson, whose father went to Middle-

bury College and whose mother went to New England

College, is not yet a year old, but he told me recently

that based on what he was hearing from the kids in his

set he is applying for early admissions decision at

Brown and he wonders if he is going to find coherence

there. I told him what he would find in 1983: two systems

of grading, a student option to be graded pass/fail even

if the student's professor prefers letter grades, trans-

cripts that do not record failures, individual course

i

programs custom-designed by students with the assist-

ance of a staff of counselors and by students ignoring

that staff. We both wondered: Does coherence Inhere in

the Brown curriculum?

My granddaughter Jessica, a fourth-grader, whose

father is an actor and whose mother is a weaver, both of

them products of a liberal-arts college that was ambi-

valent about theater but confidently negative about

weaving, asked whether a coherent undergraduate cur-

riculum, whatever that is, represents a fixed moment in

the definition of truth or can it, she asked, be receptive

to changing needs, knowledge and interets?

I answered, at first, by being a historian. I surprised

her by taking her upon my knee and telling her about

birth, about how a liberal art is born. The history of the

liberal-arts curriculum. I told her, is a record of accre-

tion and adjustment, of the accommodation of new

knowledge and new values to continuing purpose. Col-

lege professors, her grandfather among them, have

had no apparent trouble with the fact that they have

succeeded in defining liberal arts In such a way that

they today only remotely resemble the medieval quad-

rivum (arithmetic, geometry, astronomy, music) and

trivlum (logic, grammar and rhetoric).

Each subject that now seems so firmly lodged in our

understanding of what constitutes the liberal arts, I

assured Jessica, has had its own career. In his inaugu-

ral address at Williams in 1836. Mark Hopkins, for

instance, regretted how little the college had done to

encourage aesthetic sense and judgment; it was still

doing little in 1870 when a student asked, "When is

Williams College to have a professorship of the fine

arts?" The answer came 33 years later with the

appointment of Richard Austin Rice to a professorship

of the art and history of civilization.

And then I assured her that whatever the coherent

curriculum of the future happens to be, it will be recep-

tive to much that is already old, much that she is

already taking for granted—engineering, computing,

applied mathematics—much that we cannot now

Imagine, and just possibly theater and weaving.

I went further. Not yet having defined a coherent

curriculum, I suggested that It is necessarily an index

to change. Otherwise, the curriculum would only be a

sort of repository of exhausted ideas and practices, not

the living, questioning organism that is necessary to

nurture the development of an educated person.

Women's studies. I proposed, may even succeed In

revolutionizing what now passes as currlcular truth.

Another granddaughter. Alexa, not yet 3, much to my
chagrin had fallen asleep during my commentary. But
as she rubbed her eyes and stretched herself back to

consciousness, she asked: "Well, do we know what a

coherent curriculum Is yet? What was It like when every-

one knew that that's why they had? How does it taste?

How much of It Is not good for you? Is there enough to go
around?"

It was time for a definition.

A coherent baccaluareate curriculum is one of which
it can be said that Its parts have an orderly and logical

relationship to one another, and of which it can also be

said that the sum of its parts—the curriculum as it is

My grandson is not yet a
year old, but he told me he
is applying for early decision

at Brown.

WAAC's admirable nonviolence
by Jeff Sultar '84

The recent hunger strike by members of the Williams

Anti-Apartheid Coalition raises questions concerning

the legitimacy of such techniques. As someone who Is

dedicated to nonviolence, I am concerned In particular

with whether the hunger strike was violent or not.

Two clarifications of terms must be made. First, vio-

lence is not limited to physical actions, but includes

psychological effects as well. Second, contrary to the

general conception, nonviolence is not inherently pas-

sive. At its most vital and effective, nonviolence Is

active, forceful, and aggressive. What distinguishes It

from violence is the unwillingness to injure another

person in another way.
Fasting as a form of nonviolent action can be practi-

ces in two ways. One is the literal meaning of the term

'hunger strike', which is a fast for the purpose of bring-

ing about change in the way something is done. In this

sense a hunger strike is solely a political tactic. The
other type of fast is more in line with what was prac-

ticed by Gandhi. His fasts were attempts to raise peo-

ple's consciousnesses, to change their minds and

morals.

To determine if WAAC's hunger strike was nonvio-

lent or not, several levels must be considered: first,

that of the hunger strikers themselves. Because of the

possibility of physical harm coming to the strikers,

their actions may seem violent. Yet practicing active

nonviolence does not preclude its practitioners from the

possibility of getting hurt. Rather, the practice of nonvi-

olence will often make injury to the participants inevit-

able. What makes an action nonviolent Is the

unwillingness to inflict injury to anyone else. Self-

suffering, or the preparation for It. at least. Is essential

to nonviolent action. The willingness of the hunger

strikers to accept Injury to themselves does not make
their action violent.

The next level is that of the Williams community. The

hunger strike, without making any demands on the stu-

dents and faculty (although both students and faculty

often felt obligations to act on one side of the issue of

divestment or the other) served to raise the conscious-

ness of, and to educate, many people. Numerous people

were converted from a state of apathy or noncommlt-

ment to support of WAAC's demands and Ideals, if not

for the tactics themselves. Even those who disagree

with the demands have been forced to defend them-

selves, to think about the issue, and to take a stand.

There was an underlying tension within the commun-
ity, whether It was aware of It or not. concerning the

issue of divestment. Before the hunger strike this ten-

sion had only been Implicit. Following the strike, this

tension was brought out Into the open, a far healthier

situation than before. The hunger strike, then, on the

level of the Williams community, was nonviolent In the

best Gandhlan sense.

On the level of the Trustees the hunger strike cer-

tainly was coercive In nature. The need for such coer-

cion Is justified by John Swomley In Liberation Ethics,

"The intention of the coercion is not to break the oppo-
nent's will as violence does but to alter It by destroying

his (sic) confidence and enthusiasm In the system he
(sic) is defending. The fact of nonviolence permits
negotiation and persuasion to continue during the con-

flict. The intention here is to persuade the opponent and
at the same time permit him to demonstrate the right-

ness of his (sic) position if he (sic) can. The suffering Is

At its most vital and
effective, nonviolence is

active, forceful and
aggressive.

intended to win the sympathy and support of those who
are sensitive to human suffering or who are similarly
situated." An important aspect of nonviolent action Is

suggested In Swomley's passage, that of protesting
against a system rather than the people within It. In this

sense the hunger strike was not directed at the Trus-
tees, but rather at the evil of apartheid which Is acting
through them.
The Idea of not directing an action at particular peo-

ple, but rather towards the forces acting through them,
is important. If there was any lapse in the nonviolent
nature of the hunger strike, it was when the Trustees
began to be dehumanized In the eyes of those Involved In

the strike. Anger was directed towards the Trustees
themselves, rather than keeping such anger pointed
towards apartheid and the systems which support It.

Given that the hunger strike was practiced and sup-
ported by human beings, such lapses from perfection
are certainly allowable, and do not detract from the
overall nonviolent nature of the hunger strike.

Given the frustration and feelings of helplessness,
joined with a need to do something about apartheid, the

members of WAAC feel, It Is commendable that they
devised an effective nonviolent campaign. The reward
Is a far greater base of support within the Williams
community, and Important signals to others Involved In

the anti-apartheid struggle, and even to the white
government of South Africa Itself.

experienced—is society's definition of an educated
person.

Thinking It was time for some historical elaboration.

I pointed out to my grandchildren that even when the

classical course was In place, when coherence in currlc-

ular substance and style was most apparent, critics

faulted that curriculum for being Impractical and intel-

lectually feeble. "Which would have advanced the most
at the end of a month." Henry David Thoreau asked In

"Walden. ' "the boy who had made his own jackknlfe

from the ore which he had dug and smelted, reading as

much as would be necessary for this, or the boy who had
attended the lecture on metallurgy . . . and had received

a penknife from his father? Which would be most likely

to cut his fingers?"

In recent years as accelerating assault on the old

curriculum has led to widespread loss of coherence.

The breakdown of an elitist governing class of profes-

sionals, for whom the classical course was t)oth a useful

education and a certification of status, has coincided

with the demands of an insistent egalitarlanlsm and a

dynamic industrial economy, both friendlier to techni-

cal and vocational training than to liberal learning.

Since World War II higher education has developed Into

a vast safety valve for keeping the young out of the

labor market and in a mood of sweet reasonableness: it

has taken a great deal more than liberal education to do

the job.

The impact of student consumerism and the profes-

slonalization of the academic disciplines on curricular

coherence has been anything but saluatary. and surely

the degree to which TV has displaced the public school

as the primary educator in American society has Intro-

duced a disquieting and immeasurable influence. The
consequence of these and otehr developments is a con-

fused, debased, and often Incoherent curriculum.

Why, we wondered together, are there now so many
people driven by the desire to put coherence back Into

the curriculum. p>ersuaded as they are that Indeed there

were good old days when the curriculum was a model of

order and cohesion. Surely one reason is the sense that

society Is not getting from the college-educated what It

needs and rightfully expects: minds that jump, voices

that speak with clarity and understand the purposes of

language, people who move imaginatively and
knowledgeably in a shrunken world.

That education would emphasize communicative
skills—English, computer, foreign languages, their use
and understanding. It would achieve a balance among
general education (the core), concentration (the

major), and electives (the rest), and It would do so not

so much by dictating what everyone must know but by
defining and delineating the Intellectual esthetic, and
moral style appropriate to an educated person who is

equipped to live and act effectively in the 21st century.
Such an education would also acknowledge the relation-

ship between liberal learning and the qualities and
Interests that advance careers.

Of course by now I had lost my young audience. I

thought. But . . . Payson wanted to know how the curric-

ulum at Brown and St. John's College could lx)th be
coherent. Jessica wondered if the liberal arts curricu-

lum of the future would recognize artistic creativity as
an aspect of being human. Alexa. on awakening once
more, asked If I really thought that In this day and age.

In this country, a widely shared coherent curriculum Is

possible. I sent them out to play.
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Professors deplore strike

Dean of the College Daniel O'Connor, focut of recent faculty controversy.

Intimidated
Continued from Page 1

the caller seemed uneasy," he

added.

O'Connor said that he finds it

hard to understand that people

were intimidated, and that he

regrets their feeling that way.

He said that he did not get the

impression while on the phone
that anyone felt intimidated.

"Everyone I talked to said, 'I'm

glad you called', ' O'Connor
commented.

Both O'Connor and Roosen-

raad said that the calls were to

inform signers of the divest-

ment petition that their support

was being used to back the

hunger strike as a tactic. "It

was simply to provide informa-

tion, " said Roosenraad.

The situation has been
brought to the attention of the

Faculty Steering Committee,

whose duties include looking

into matters of faculty morale.

Kozelka would not specify the

number of complaints or the

action which the committee is

likely to take.

O'Connor described himself

as "incredulous" that the mat-

ter was brought to the Steering

Committee. O'Connor noted

that he is as accountable as

anyone else, so "if people feel a

real grievance, they should use

the grievance procedure."

Some faculty members were
distressed that many of the calls

were directed at untenured pro-

fessors who feel particular

apprehension when questioned

by a Dean. "It is sadly ironic

that tenure, instituted to protect

academic freedom, has the net

effect of precluding academic
freedom," said one professor.

by Jeff Brainard

A group of 22 faculty

members have signed a petition

deploring as a "coercive tactic"

the hunger strike for divest-

ment from South Africa led by

three student members of the

Williams Anti-Apartheid Coali-

tion this January.

The following is the text of the

faculty statement:

"We the undersigned faculty

wish to indicate our support for

the principle of rational dis-

course as a means of conducting

the business of the College. We,

therefore, deplore the use of

coercive techniques, such as

hunger strikes, as totally incon-

sistent with the morality of pro-

cess to which an academic
community must consistently

remain committed."
The faculty who signed the

petition are:

Dudley Bahlman

David A. Booth

Russell H. Bostert

Mac Brown

Arthur J. Carr

Paul Clark

Willard DIckerson

Charles Fuqua

Neil Grabois

Fred Greene

John M. Hyde

Gary J. Jacobsohn

Charles Karelis

Joseph Lowman

George E. Marcus

Anson C. Piper

George Pistorius

John K. Savacool

Robert C.L. Scott

Irwin Shainman

Guilford Spencer

Fred H. Stocking

The petition was circulated by
political science professor Gary
Jacobsohn. He stressed that it

should not be inferred that the

individual signers hold any par-

ticular view on the question of

divestment from companies
doing business in South Africa,

although he added that the

group as a whole holds "a diver-

sity of views on the subject."

"Everyone who signed the

petition abhors the system of

apartheid," he assured.

Inappropriate setting

Jacobsohn added that the

group opposes the tactic of a

hunger strike in the particular

setting of Williams College. But

he said he personally is not

opposed to the principle of a

hunger strike, and he thinks the

rest of the petition's signers

would agree.

"I support the hunger strike

by Anatoly Scharansky, a

Soviet dissident, as a perfectly

appropriate response to his

situation," Jacobsohn ex-

plained. "But there is a massive
difference in the situation at

Williams . . . this is a voluntary,

not a coercive community. If

you don't get what you want,

you always have the option of

removing yourself from this

institution."

The purp)ose of the petition Is

less to criticize the hunger
strike than to uphold the con-

cept of "rational discourse" In

the future, according to

Jacobsohn. He worries that as
a result of faculty support, the

tactic of the hunger strike has
been legitimated and given "the
imprimatur of scholarly
activity."

History of recalcitrance

Roger Doughty '84, a WAAC
member and spokesman during
the hunger strike, responded
that "in and of itself, yes, you
could consider the strike mor-
ally coercive. But given a his-

tory of continual recalcitrance

by the Trustees, you perceive
the necessity of going beyond
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rational discourse.

"Also, they're ignoring the

fact that the strike was stopped

before the strikers' health was
threatened," he continued.

"Along with our demands, our

goal was to publicize the issue.

We got movement on our
demands, and now people are

talking about the issues. So once
we saw that the strike had out-

lived its usefulness, we ended
it."

Doughty added that WAAC
has not yet had a chance to dis-

cuss or respond to the petition as

a group.

Irreparable harm
Jacobsohn said he felt all

avenues of "rational discourse"

with the trustees were not

exhausted before the Finance
Committee meeting with
WAAC, at which the hunger
strike began.

"The students involved seem
to have inferred from the fact

that the Trustees have not acted

in a way that would incorporate

their ideas on divestment that

they haven't been listening," he

said. "I fundamentally reject

that."

Jacobsohn also rejected the

notion that the hunger strike

was not coercive but rather

symbolic, designed to draw
attention to the issue of

divestment.

"The force of the hunger
strike was in the knowledge that

irreparable harm could have
occurred to the health of the

strikers," he said.

Other faculty agreed

Jacobsohn added that there
were many other faculty
members who agreed with the

petition but whodidn'tsign.soit

is misleading to compare the

numbers of faculty signatures

on the two petitions supporting

different sides of the controv-

ersy as a measure of overall

faculty opinion, he said. Also,

Jacobsohn did not solicit faculty

signatures, as did WAAC.
There were a number of rea-

sons why these other faculty

didn't sign, according to Jacob-

sohn. Some didn't want to polar-

ize the issue further, and others

feared their signature would be

confused with opposition to div-

estment itself, he said.

Jacobsohn pointed out that

there was a "significant"

amount of peer pressure among
faculty not to sign his petition,

"which some could view as

sucking up to the administra-

tion." But there was also peer

pressure against signing the

other petition supporting the

hunger strike, he admitted.
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Winter Carnival without snow ?
by Blake Martin and Todd .Morgan

When's Carnival? What's Carnival?
Where's Carnival? Will we have Carni-

val. These are some of the questions put

forth by the unfaithful as well as the

uniated.

Time used to be . . .

• when people enjoyed the third wee-
kend in February. Lately they sit around
and lament the fact that there is no snow
or use the extra Friday to study.

• when the faculty used to stomp the

students in the championship game of

the annual broomball tournament.
(They forced us to say this.)

• when the winners of the annual trike

race were celebrated national heroes-
even if they were ugly.

• when underclassmen signed up to

keep gates under the pretense of support-

ing their ski team, when all they really

wanted to do was watch their favorite

blonde bomber in a skin tight suite.

• when upperclassmen coolly avoided
these "sophomoric" displays of affec-

tion and instead turned their energies to

upholding their House pride at the

Annual Winter Games.
• when a Williams student was not

afraid to eat bananas for speed . . . and
style—not to mention the semi-fluid

grace of the jello-chugging contest.

• when rugby players came out en
masse to vent their feeble efforts against

Rich Weber in the annual beer-chugging

contest.

Past Winter Carnivals featured both enthusiasm and snow—will Williams fight apathy and mud
this year?

• when House unity meant something.
• when Dodd House held their infam-

ous spink tournaments.
• when the freshmen provided plenty

of beer at the trike race and then submit-

ted a well-primed group of freshmen for

the tug-of-war. We will not mention that

this group then proceeded to fall flat on

their faces against a Greylock squad.
• when snow sculptures went on even

without snow.
• when the Saturday night parties

Trike race recycled
This year, after a hiatus of several years, the Williams Winter Carnival Tricycle

Race will run again. A featured event of the Carnival through the 60's and early
70's, the race combines speed, pageantry and a great deal of silliness.

Racing from Chapin Hall steps and around the Freshman Quad, teams will

consist of two pilots in relay with one trike and a pit crew. Though of course prizes
will be given for the fastest trike-team, the most eagerly sought prizes will again
be those awarded for considerations that transcend brute speed. Accordingly, a
panel of judges will also select "most souped-up trike," "best dressed pilot" and
"most outrageous pitcrew,"
Veteran sports announcer Mike Nock's call "Gentleman, start your trikes" will

be given at 1:00 sharp on Friday, February 18th.

Ideal teams should involve entries, floors, upperclass and off-campus houses,
though independents are welcome. Tricycles can be obtained throughout William-
stown, or pried away from reluctant professors with small children.
Entry slips will be mailed out this week and must be completed by Wednesday,

February 16th so that heats can be drawn up. Spectators are encouraged to come
out and root on the big day,, and then move down to Cole Field House with the
racers for the start of the Annual Winter Games.

*^ " w*."

rolled around, anyone could do anything,
anywhere, anyhow . . .

• when the whole Williams campus
took time off from reality just for the

sake of it.

So what happened to Carnival? Per-

haps it started when New England win-
ters turned balmy and mild. This change
in temperature has not only affected the

amount of snow on the ground, but also

nullified the Williams Winter Carnival
spirit.

Are we not men? (women too . . . hope
this one slips by the WFA! ) Just because
some of the last Winter Carnivals were
characterized by a certain absence of the

white stuff does not mean that Williams
cannot throw a great Winter Carnival.

In fact, this year's Carnival promises
to be one of the best ever, even if our
snow dances do not succeed. Brodie
Mountain's new racing slope will host the
downhill events and a whole new pro-
gram of on-campus activities starting
Thursday afternoon will guarantee
plenty of fun.

Get psyched
So even though the first events do not

begin for more than a week, start train-

ing for the citizen's cross country race,
tune up your fastest three-wheeler,
design your House sculpture, get
psyched for the opening ceremony, com-
plete with Renzi Lamb throwing out the
first ski, but most importantly, get out
and enjoy. The semester is barely under-
way, so take a break. We deplore you.

Drinking problems draw attention
by Amy Doherty

The Williams College Health Service is

offering a new Alcohol Awareness Pro-
gram in which students will educate
other students about alcohol through
dorm presentations, radio spots, posters
and other outreach methods. The pro-
gram is partly a response to what
members of both the Administration and
the medical staff at the Infirmary see as
a growing alcohol problem at Williams.
One of the Infirmary nurses estimates

that during the school year 1981-82 the
Infirmary handled seven or eight severe
alcohol overdoses that required hospital-

ization, an alarming increase from the
past. Both last year and this year, stu-

dents have expressed concerns to the
health staff about friends with drinking
problems. Dr. Corkins, the head doctor
at the Infirmary, and two of the Infir-

mary nurses, Mrs. Gangemi and Mrs.
corkins, began developing the Williams
Alcohol Awareness Program (WAAP)
after Dean O'Connor proposed such a
program last summer.

8'r will be alcoholics

"We don't delude ourselves that we'll

prevent hard core alcoholics from being
alcoholics," says Dr. Corkins, who esti-

mates that forty students out of each
class are or will become alcoholics.

"And we're not trying to tell students
what they should or shouldn't do . . ,

We're hoping to make life a little more
pleasant for students."

Dean O'Connor encourages the pro-

gram's emphasis on education. WAAP,
he maintains, is part of a wider health
mission at the college that includes edu-
cating and helping students in the areas
of nutrition and stress management as
well as alcohol awareness. "This pro-

gram is educational— it has nothing to do
with discipline," he contends, although
he notes that "obviously if people drink
less, a decrease in vandalism will be an
unintended side-effect." He also notes
that the alcohol education program is

coordinated with a larger network of new
policies concerning alcohol, such as the

. . . forty students out

of each class are or will

become alcoholics.

management of the Log and the supervi-
sion of parties.

WAAP will also reassure students who
feel obligated to drink "that it'so.k. not
to drink," says Mrs. Gangemi, and to
help students feel more comfortable put-
ting pressure on others to control their
drinking. One student who has voiced
satisfaction with the program to the
Infirmary staff confided that he had
spent the first few weeks of his life at
Williams taking care of his regularly
drunk roommate.

Students teaching students
Integral to the program is the concept

of students teaching students. "Students
will give us feedback and implement our
ideas," Dr. Corkins says. He and Dean
O'Connor agree that the interaction of
peers is more effective than having older
professionals "talking down to the stu-
dents." The students taking part in

WAAP will give presentations in dorms
and houses, and teach general aware-
ness rather than serving as trained coun-
selors. Dean O'Connor sees that the
Junior Advisors can play a particularly
important role in alcohol awareness. Dr.
Corkins and the two nurses have already
presented their ideas about the program
to the Junior Advisors and to the House
Presidents, who have responded, Mrs.
Gangemi says, with enthusiasm and
encouragement.

In addition to WAAP. there is an Al-
Anon group on campus, which is inde-
pendent of the Infirmary— it is run by a
student—and which is geared specifi-
cally towards students who must deal
with alcoholics in their families. The
Infirmary is staffed 24 hours a day to
treat alcohol problems that require
immediate medical attention. Students
with drinking problems rarely go to the
Infirmary unless they become acutely ill

from over-drinking, Dr. Corkins
observes, which is primarily why WAAP
is designed as an active outreach ser-
vice. Dr. Corkins emphasizes, further-
more, that he and the nurses are wide
open to the ideas of the participating
students.

Dean sings

Strauss, Mozart
by David P. McCabe

As a preface, let's agree that if having

seen the operatic production of Hamlet
(to the score of Carmen) that Harold
Hecuba brought to Gilligan's Island con-

stitutes the whole of one's exp)erience

with opera, then we may rightly deem
such a person's knowledge of opera
extremely limited; my knowledge of

opera is extremely limited.

But I would also hope to find agree-

ment, among at least a few readers, that

an extensive understanding of the subtle-

ties involved in some of the finer arts is

not the sine qua non for enjoying what we
somewhat loosely term "cultural
events."

The experience of the benign and unin-
formed spectator may be, to him, as
enjoyable as that of the most intelligent

and historically-minded critic; the dif-

ference exists insofar as the levels of the
two experiences are at variance. If we
employ the phraseology of Aaron Cope*
land, and term the former "emotive",
the latter "intellectual", then we must
declare the musical program at Brooks-
Rogers Hall last Saturday, with Daniel
O'Connor baritone, Judith Relchert
soprano, and Victor Hill on piano, an
emotive triumph In every respect.

The program, entitled Duets, Solo
Songs, Operetta Scenes, attracted a pre-
dominantly non-student crowd; roughly
nine-tenths of the audience was com-
posed of faculty and their spouses, to my
admittedly untrained musical ear. the
vocal performances by both singers
were captivating. Perhaps Relchert did,
as one of my friends well-trained In the
study of voice mentioned, suffer slightly
on the upper end of the scale due to an
admitted week long bout with laryngitis.

But any such ill effects appear both trif-

ling and inconsequential in an overall

appraisal of the energy and beauty her
voice brought to the part of soprano.
O'Connor, for his part, filled the hall with
the sonorous depth and strength of his

pure baritone voice.

Further, he quickly established a rap-

port with the audience through his often

tongue-in-cheek descriptions of the

songs, all of which were sung In German.
By the end of the performance. O'Con-

nor's raised eyebrows were earning
chuckles from the majority of the

audience; as he and Relchert waltzed

across the stage, they had clearly won
the hearts of the audience.

And of course, there was Victor Hill.

As usual. Hill provided a virtuoso perfor-

mance on piano. Never overpowering
the singers, he nonetheless incorporated
the keyboard sound as an integral part of

the listening experience, and I often

found myself mesmerized by the nimble
quality of his flngerwork.

The performance consisted mainly of

duets by Relchert and O'Connor, from
the works of Mendelssohn, Schumann,
and Mozart. The first half also saw
O'Connor perform four solo songs by
Strauss; in the second half, Relchert
took her turn and rose to the occasion
with six folk songs set to music by
Brahms. During the finale, as the two
performed several short operetta scenes
from the works of Lehar, the audience,

which had previously applauded
strongly—but regularly—was clearly

enthralled, as they broke Into applause
after each short song and succeeded In

bringing Relchert, O'Connor, and Hill on
stage for an encore.

The three composed an absolutely
charming group on stage. While I cannot
provide a more analytic and musically
Insightful commentary on the perfor-
mance, I can speak for the entire
audience. I am sure: If you were not at
Brooks-Rogers Hall on Saturday, you
missed what was simply a very profes-
sional and. more Importantly, delightful
evening of music.

I I
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Middlehury

Two Middlebury town policemen were recently called into the

Rosebud, a local bar frequented by Middlebury students, to main-

tain order. A friendly customer offered the officers a bite to eat—

brownies, to be specific. The officers readily accepted the gift.

The Middlebury Cainpus reports that "the brownies were laced

with some controlled substances, which set the policemen off and

flying. One policeman drove his squad car into the woods, while the

other tried to make it to the chief of police's house. He never quite

made it to the door. Instead, he was found by the police chief,

calling for help and pounding his fists against the walls of the

house."

KPI

One-third of all freshmen who enter RPI do not graduate from

there. Of the students who do leave Rensselaer, only one-third do so

for academic reasons. The other reasons for the high attrition rate

are the focus of a new investigation.

The Polytechnic reports that "financial hardship is a main con-

tributor to the attrition rate." The administration plans to aim

efforts towards retention at those students who leave voluntarily.

These efforts will include 'increased personal attention, more tho-

rough advising, getting more students involved in campus . . .

activities, and increased financial aid."

Bryn .Mawr and Haverford

"Security incidents shatter winter calm." reports the Bryn
Mawr and Haverford Colleges .News. At Bryn Mawr. in early

December, 'six into.xicated men . . . from another college" stole a

television from a dorm and sexually harassed one of the residents.

Over winter vacation, furthermore. 19 rooms in one dorm were
burglarized—primarily stereo equipment was stolen. Bryn Mawr
Director of Security called the robbery an "in-house job."

At Haverford. an Apple computer was stolen from the computer
center; the loss is estimated at $2,20().

Can»on-Newman College

Four students at this small Baptist college in Tennessee set fire to

a stack of girlie magazines and ended up burning down a house.

The four entered a house near the campus expecting to find stolen

stereo equipment. Instead they found a trunk full of Playboy and
Penthouse magazines.

They set fire to the magazines because, their attorneys argued,

the sight of nude women offended them. An unsympathetic judge

ordered them to pay the homeowner $35,000 in damages.
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Party Party is a party party

by Jon Tigar

From its infancy, the youth-oriented British

progressive music scene has suffered charges by

its critics of rehashing the simplicity, innocence

and musical styles of late .50s and early 60s pop.

On no other album do youthfulness and

inocence shine through so well as on the sound-

track album to the film Party Party (A&M), a

collection of proven British and American acts,

many of whom contribute wonderfully original

cover versions of previously recorded songs.

The album's many styles include ska, rocka-

billy, and pop, but in spite of its wide variety the

album stays coherent, especially through the first

side. Much of this coherence is attributable to

Richard Harrley, the music consultant for the

film and the producer of many of the bands

included.

Visceral

Hartley's slick production style perfectly suits

the bouncy, emotionally light themes of the

album: romance, driving, socializing and gratKi-

cation. Faced with these simple topics, the music
must be and somehow is both glossy and visceral.

The first side is the better of the two. Elvis

Costello fans will welcome his title track addition,

a humorous look at the predicaments of those

whose only concern is that "we're trying to have a

party party party party."

The catchiest tracks on the side, however, are
t)oth remakes. Dave Edmunds' "Run Rudolph
Run", the best Christmas song ever, transforms
Santa and Rudolph into two of the coolest modern
figures this side of James Dean: "Run run

Rudolph, Santa's gotta make it to town Got to

make him hurry, tell him he can take the freeway
down Run run Rudolph, reeling like a merry-go-

round." The playful humor of the lyrics fits the

boogie-woogie rockabilly style like a glove.

Vicious

Also noteworthy is Bananarama's version of

"No Feelings", originally a Sex Pistols tune. Lis-

teners familiar with Bananarama's hit single,

"He Was Really Sayin" Something", will recog-

nize their style: airy, bouncy, very danceable.
The style, in fact, is so captivating that some
listeners may fail to see just how vicious the lyrics

are: "I got no emotions for anybody else You
better understand I'm in love with myself ... I

kick you in the head, you got nothing to say Get
out of the way 'cause I got to get away." Banana-
rama actually makes these lyrics more than

palatable—they make them fun.

The second side is moodier, but only slightly.

This side also contains the album's only weak
track, a remake of "No Woman, No Cry". There
are too many other good cuts to review each in

detail, but especially nice were Sting (of the

Police) doing versions of "Tutti Frutti" and the

bluesier "Need Your Love So Bad" and Chas and
Dave's raucous version of "Auld Lang Syne".
Even synthesizer fans get a juicy morsel in Midge
Ure's "The Man Who Sold the World".
Many groups have tried to cut albums whose

sole purpose was to have a good time. Most fail,

even pros like Ian Drury, because one artist

simply lacks the conceptual variety to sustain the

good times through an entire disc. Party Party
keeps the party going.

prepared by

TOONERVILLE TROLLEY RECORDS
Tues Feb 8 Poco Paradise Boston
Adam Ant Palace Albany NY
Johnny Copeland Blues Band. Iron Horse.
Northampton

Wed Feb 9 Joe Perry Hullabaloo Rensse-
laer NY
Fabulous T-Birds Channel Boston. Mass
James Blood Ulmer Jonathan Swift s. Bos-
ton

Dexy s Midnight Runners, Agora Ballroom.
W Hartford Conn
Jazz-Blues Forum. Common Ground. Brat-
tieboro Vt

Johnny Cash Centrum Worcester Mass
Spider John Koerner. Iron Horse,
Northampton
Novo Combo Paradise Boston

Concert Listings

Thur Feb 10 Warren Zevon. Paradise Boston
Philip Glass. Fine Arts Ctr u Mass
Amherst Mass
Bow Wow Wow Proctors Theater. Sche-
nectady NY
Marshall Tucker Band & John Hall. Cen-
trum Worcester Mass
David Grover Upstairs at La Cocina. Pitts-
lieid Mass
B B King Cohen Auditorium. Tufts U .

Medford Mass
Sally Rogers Passim s Boston

Fri Feb 1 1 Aerosmith Civic Ctr . Spring-
field Mass
Nitecaps Chateau Albany NY
Boston Camerata Bnck Church Meeting
House Old Deerfieid Mass

Feb 1 1 & 1 2 Taylor Pie La Cocina After Nine.

N Adarns Mass

Feb 11 & 12 John Dandurand Upstairs at

Cocma Pittsfield. Mass
Feb 11 A 12 Do a. Passim s Boston

Sat Feb 12 Johnny Winter Agora Ballroom,
W Hartford
Dick & Polo Staber 8th Step Coffeehouse
Albany NY
Warren Zevon, The Chance, Poughkeep-
sie, NY

Sun Feb 13 Neil Young Centrum (sold out)
Bobby Short. The Egg Empire State Plaza.
Albany

fn^nl'^ln^
"^""^^^ '"" Somerville MassE/len Mclllwaine Iron Horse Northampton

Feb 14 BB King Roomful of Blues & Shaboo
All Stars. Symphony Hall, Springfield.

Mass
Feb 14 Adam Ant. E M Loews. Worcester
Feb 14 Joanne Brackeen. Iron Horse.
Northampton

Feb 15 David Lindley, Paradise. Boston
Feb 17 Phil Collins Fine Arts Ctr U Mass.
Amherst

Feb 18 Phil Collins. Orpheum. Boston
Feb 18 Pete Seeger. Symphony Hall. Boston
Feb 10 Charlie Byrd Herb Ellis & Barney
Kessel Troy Savings Bank Music Hall

Feb 21 Aerosmith. Civic Ctr . Glenns Falls.

NY
Feb 23 Ramones. Student Union Ballroom.

U Mass
March 1 Eric Clapton. Centrum, Worcester
March 5 Willie Nelson Centrum
March 15 Hall & Gates. Civic Ctr Glens Falls

March 17 Diana Ross. Centrum
March 19 Hall & Gates, Centrum
March 20 Weatner Report, Centrum

STUDY ABROAD AT THE
ITHACA COLLEGE
LONDON CENTER

SEMESTER OR YEAR PROGRAM
ITHACA COLLEGE CREDIT

BRITISH FACULTY

COURSES — British and European
stu'i'M aro ottered m literature.

history, art history, drama, music
sociology education, psychology,

communications, and pontics

Special program ottered m Drama.
Intemahtpe avetleble to quaiiried

students In Intematlonai Buslneea.

Social Servlcee. Poittlcat Science
and Communications.

Visits to the theatre, museums,
gsiieries. schools, social and
political institutions are an
integral part of the curncuium

For turther information write:

International Programs - SP
Ithaca College

Ithaca. New York '4350

CLASSIFIEDS

BABYSITTERS— Any student

who IS interested m babysitting

for Children of faculty and staff

should call Gail Rondeau on

extension 2376 or stop by the

Assistant to the President's office

on the 3rd floor of Hopkins Hall

between 9:00-12:00 or between
1:00-4:30 PM. Monday through

Friday If you babysat first semes-

ter and wish to continue second
semester, you should let Gail

know

Sales Reps Wanted
Need extra cash'' Self-motivated''

Want to set your own hours'' Be
your own boss Become a sales

representative for ARK Student

Bedding. Inc Income potential is

up to you Must have own phone.

For further information write:

ARK Student Bedding, Inc

P O Box 534

Wenham. Massachusetts 01984

My child IS hungry I remember
when I was an undernourished
boy of five, stealing apples from
the neighbor's tree After a few
months, the neighbor replanted

the tree in his den. where he could

watch football in the shade
—Fandnck Dunn, 1966

For I am not a man I am death I

am VERMIN!

Blues master O C and his honk-
ing soul harp will cook your freak-

ing brains out Dig it
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Man on the Quad

What do you think of not

having pitchers at the Log?

Kersten Kyrazis '86:

"Oh, I say we should

have them. I think it's

silly to have glasses

'cause we're going to get

beer anyway from
upperclassmen."

Macky Foster '86: "I'm
not going to make an ass

of myself and be quoted

in the Record."

^ r

Paul Hogan '86: "I think

it's ridiculous. They're
not going to get nearly

the business. Person-
ally, I haven't been there

for a month and a half."

Jona Meer '83: "I think

what it's going to do is

send people to parties

where they can get

drunk faster and easier.

It's gonna pose a lot

bigger threat to the so-

briety of Williams Col-

lege."

Jeff Mills '84: "The
thumper game's gonna
be a lot more boring."

Women in Jazz, Blues, and Folk on WCFM
A series of eleven two-hour programs docu-

menting the role of women in the history of popu-

lar music will be broadcast by WCFM every
Thursday night from 7 to 9 p.m. between Febru-
ary 10 and May 5.

FEBRUARY
10 Classic blues—Matt Shapiro

17 Later blues— Patricit .Stewart

24 Gospel .Music—'loilyn Stinson

MARCH
3 Foll( singers- .Matt Widman

10 Rhythm and Blues, groups—Adam
.Merims and Kristy (Graham

17 Rhythm and Blues, individuals-

Joel Hellman and John Small

APRIL
7 Jazz pioneers Carl John.son

Jazz vocalists II—Hall .March

Jazz instrumentalists—Craig Venabic
14

il

MAY
3 Composers—David L. Smith

Williams Trio tempts listeners
by Greg Capaldini

Friday night's recital by the

Williams Trio was both well-

attended and well-received.

Tasteful and entertaining per-

formances were the rule on this

occasion, and Trio members
Julius Hegyi ( violin i. Douglas

.Moore (cello), and Paula Ennis-

Dwyer (
piano) were warmly

applauded after each selection.

No twiddling

Highlighting the evening was
Mendelsohn's Trio in D-minor.

This is one pit^ce in which the

listener doesn't have to sit there

twiddling his thumbs waiting

for the good part to come. Each
of the four movements could

stand on its own.
The Trio played them all with

an elegant, light touch, perfect

for the composer's so-called

'elfin" style. The overall effect

of a very controlled melodic

drive was as fulfilling as any-

thing with thundering sonorities

and wild technical displays.

Beethoven's Trio in B-flat,

Op. 11 was granted an equally

FREE

dynamic reading, with con-

trasts of tone and volume level

perfectly placed. Particularly
satisfying was the Mozartean
simplicity of the slow middle
movement.

Minor glitches

Here and throughout the
evening, the Trio's overall
sound seemed cleaner and more
relaxed than it usually is. Of
course, the playing still had its

minor glitches—muddy runs,

crunchy down-bows, off-center

intonation— but the new clarity

was entirelv welcome.

In the company of such works
as the aforementioned, any
other is likely to suffer by com-
parison, and Rachmaninoff's
Trio Eligiac »1 did. This early

student work ambles from one
ill-developed idea to the next,

and the lack of effective transi-

tions makes it sound too cut-

and-paste.

It's all very pleasant to hear,

mind you, but there's not much
to listen to. Fortunately, profes-

sional musicians are less con-

descending than reviewers, so

the performance was smooth
and idiomatic.

This Special can
save you money on

Reprints & Enlargements.*.

Searching for a way to let

that special loved one know
you really care''

Put a classified in

the Record!

As a Valentine s Day gift

to our readers, the Record
offers Its classified space
to the happy heartfelt

in the Williams community.

Submissions must be

submitted to the Record
by Sunday. February 13. at

2 p m.

.«^

1.99
25^ Reprints

EA-

^^3^ Slides li Disci^i

Expires Feb 28th

4 Water Street Williamstown Massachusetts 01 267

458-3113

llir
9'

"4 s"r^. cirs

m
FOR A FINE SELELCTION OF
HANDCRAFTED JEWELRY

FOR YOUR
VALENTINE

115 Water St. 458-3270

Jim Millinger. Dean of

SEA SEMESTER of the

Sea Education

Association in Woods
Hole. MA.. Will visit

the campus on Wed .

Feb 9 at 7.30 in Weston
Language Center, and
present a film on SEA
SEMESTER He will

have informational

brochures and will be
happy to answer any
questions you may
have about the

program.

I I
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RPI link aids exchanges

New housing proposal?
Roommate conflicts (or a swim team prank) motivated one freshman to move into the Freshman Quad for a

night. (Scheibe)

by Stephen Magnus

Two students from Rensse-

laer Polytechnic Institute in

Troy, New York, are currently

attending Williams on a new
student exchange, part of an

effort to increase ties between

the two institutions.

Williams has always allowed

its students to enroll as visiting

students at virtually any other

college, including RPI. Now,
however, the two schools have
set up a formal exchange pro-

gram like those Williams has

with the Twelve Colleges, How-
ard, Cal Tech, and Flsk.

Under the new system, each
school will more or less auto-

matically accept any exchange
applicant from the other, as

long as he is in good academic
standing, has good reasons for

wishing to exchange and has the

permission of his college.

Students will fill out simple

IfjLfOacm ahid to- Q/WidujQt&,(ijOf\Aide/i-

PROCTER & GAMBLE
BUSINESS AND TECHNICAL

CAREER R^THS
Come and talk with us at:

Career • !• 83
Wednesday, Feb. 16, 9:00 a.m.— 5:00 p.m. Copley Plaza Hotel, Boston

Career Expo '83 is a three-day career conference to acquaint We will be scheduling interviews for management careers in:

oollege and graduate school minority students with career Sales, Advertising, Market Research, Industrial Purchasing

opportunities available in todays job market Seminars for and Traffic. Customer Service Operations and Manufacturing,

students will t)e conducted on Feb. 15. The Job Fair will

be held on Feb. 16. Interviews will be scheduled for Feb. 17.

Procter & Gamble believes in early responsibility as the best p>ossible way to learn. Training

is on-the-job, personalized, structured to enable you to develop quickly. Salaries are

competitive with other leading consumer products companies, both at starting levels

and later on Benefit plans, including Profit Sharing, rank among the top in U.S. industry.

For more information call:

Mr. M. E. Watts

The Procter & Gamble
Manufacturing Company
780 Washington Street

Quincy, Massachusetts 02169

617/471-9100 ^® 3''® 3n Equal Opportunity Employer

PROCTER
&GAMBLE

exchange applications instead

of the more elalx)rate forms for

visiting students. In addition,

students from either school can

now receive full academic
credit for a semester's work at

the other institution.

Five-year double degree

Dean Nancy Mclntire, who is

in charge of exchanges, said the

program with RPI will be "most
beneficial for Williams students

in the sciences and for RPI stu-

dents who want more liberal

arts."

In the recent past no Williams

students have enrolled as visit-

ing students at RPI, although a

few have gone to MIT or Cal

Tech. However, as mathemat-
ics professor Nell Grabois, a

member of the committee
which proposed the exchange
said, "the convenience of RPI's
nearby location and the excel-

lence of its program made it the

obvious choice [for an exchange
program.]"

According to Gralx)is, Willi-

ams hopes to organize visits to

RPI to Inform students about
RPI's offerings and encourage
exchanges. Faculty exchanges,
a five-year double degree pro-

gram (a B.A. from Williams and
an M.S. from RPI) and a joint

colloquium series are also

under consideration as part of

the overall effort to form a

closer relationship between the

two schools.

21st-century preparation
To fund these programs, Wil-

liams win draw on a $250,000

grant awarded In November by
the Sloan Foundation. The foun-

dation made grants to Williams

and nine other liberal arts col-

leges for expansion of their

offerings in "areas where tech-

nology and the liberal arts Inter-

sect" (e.g., computer art and
music and applied statistics.)

According to Grabois, who
also helped prepare the grant

application, the Sloan Founda-

tion awarded the grants In the

l)ellef that "an understanding of

technology and applied mathe-

matics are important in educat-

ing students for the 21st

century.

"Liberal arts students should

know how the technologist looks

at the world and the modeling
techniques that can be applied

to Interpret the world around
us," he said.

McCLELLANDS

CC Town meeting
Continued from Page 1

CUL's efforts to limit these

"foolhardy" transfers as "a

consistent response" to the

Trustees' original charge to

the CUL to maintain residential

house stability.

The role of the Housing Com-
mittee was the focal point of dis-

agreement among the town
meeting's speakers. The com-
mittee, which has been report-

ing directly to the CUL this

year, was described by Ward as

a College Council committee
removed from the Council. He
called for its return to a position

subordinate to the College

Council.

In response, Roosenraad
noted that the Housing Commit-
tee was created prior to the Col-

lege Council constitution which
places It under the Council's

Jurisdiction. He also claimed

that the Housing Committee
had chosen the current situation

by its own vote.

Although he went on to sug-

gest that the role of the Housing
Committee may be a non-Issue,

Roosenraad said he would not

object to some type of Council

role.

College Council superseded

Kenyatta added that the

Housing Committee has several

Stress
Continued from Page 11

People can easily become
obsessed with a particular facet

of their life, Lowman observed.

This is another form of anxiety

which Is just as dangerous. He
referred to obsession as "super-

concentrated attention" which
makes it impossible for an indi-

vidual to back away from his

problems. "Obsessed people
tend not to t)e sensitive to oth-

ers," he said.

But In spite of our dislike for

stress, we also thrive on It.

"Human t)elngs frequently seek
challenges so that they can
strengthen their self-conquer-

ing mechanisms, which provide

comfort," he explained.

He speculated that life with-

out stress of some type would l)e

boring and uneventful. "There
would be nothing but peace," he
said.

Meditation, time alone

The compromise Is to achieve
a certain level of alertness In

one's dally affairs, while also

taking simple steps to minimize
stress through greater
relaxation.

Lowman said the reduction of

external agitation In the physi-

cal environment can signifi-

cantly reduce tension and
anxiety. Pastimes such as

sports, card games and cross-

word puzzles can relieve

aggression.

He emphasized that getting

time alone, whether driving

somewhere or walking around
campus, It Important In estab-

lishing a less stressful life.

Other forms of stress reduc-

tion Include meditation and pro-

gressive relaxation, Lowman
said. Relaxation through "auto-

hypnosis" can be a part of eve
ryone's daily routine. "Medita-

tion will relax both mind and
body so that stress can be min-
imized," he claimed.

Muscle tightening

Lowman explained that mus-
cle tension can be relieved In as
little as 15 minutes a day. He
described exercises Involving

progressive tightening and
relaxing of the muscles, from
the neck to the toes, accompan-
ied by deep breathing.

members elected by the College

Council, and that the Council Is

represented In this way. Sawyers
responded by stating that In Its

current situation the Housing
Committee has superseded the

College Council as a student

voice on housing Issues.

"As far as student Input, the

College Council Is designed to

represent students, and I think,

It should be allowed to do that,"

Sawyer said. "When student

Influence Is split up, then you
have done the students a

disservice."

Housing Committee co-

chairman John Carlson, speak-

ing from the audience, defended
the present situation, asserting

that the Housing Committee Is

at least as accountable to stu-

dents as the College Council is.

The audience of about 70 did

not appear impressed by the

presentations. Jon Rlecke '86

commented, "the College Coun-

cil did not clarify their position

at all beyond the newsletter."

One Housing Committee
member in the audience said,

"they shouldn't have been read-

ing to us. It was an insult to our

Intelligence." He added, "Peo-

ple came to the meeting to learn

about the system and the pro-

posed changes. They left the

meeting confused."

Administration and College Council representatives try to decide who should control the Housing Committee.

From left to right: Dean Cris Roosenraad, Dean Mary Kenyatta, Bill Sawyers '84, Matthew Dodds '86 and

Council vice-president Jay Ward 84. (Schell)

The results of a two-day, campus-wide referendum on

tiousing system priorities sponsored by the College Council are in:

Ytt No

One should sit In a comforta-

ble chair with one's eyes closed

while practicing this technique,

Lowman said.

Proposition #1: Should the Housing

Committee return to the control of the

College Council?

Proposition #2: Do you think that a liberal

House transfer system damages the

Residential House?

Proposition #3: Should Class Balance be

a major priority in the Residential

House System?

Proposition #4: Do you feel that transfers

for reasons of physical plant damage the

Residential House System?

Proposition #5: Do you agree with the

CUL's decision to limit the size of House
transfer groups to 2 students?

No
Opinion

64.6% 15.3% 20.1%

18.8% 76.3% 4.9%

37.9% 51.3% 10.8%

20.4% 65.1% 14.5%

19.7% 67.9% 12.4%

These results are somewhat
deceptive, however. Less than 400
students voted so only about a

fifth of the student body was
heard from. In addition, poor
wording of proposals #3 and #4

may have affected their
responses, claimed College
Council Vice-President Jay Ward.
According to Ward, the primary

purpose of the referendum was to

educate students on the issues

involved and give them a chance
to voice their opinions. "I felt it

was time for students to confront
the issue firsthand," he said.

Ward hopes the results will

guide the Housing Committee in

the future. He said he intends to

use students' favorable response
to Proposition #1 in getting the

Housing Committee bacit under
the jurisdiction of the College
Council next year.

Now in paperback— HUNGER
OF MEMORY: THE EDUCATION OF

RICHARD RODRIGUEZenzi s

COLLEGt BOOK STORE, INC.

WILLIAMSTOWN, MASS 01267

During
Salvatore's Semi-
Annual Clearance

Entire Stock of Ladies

Sweaters

1

NOW
/2 PRICE

Special
for Valentine's Day

A Sweetheart of a Deal

50% OFF
Charlie

Jontue

And a select group of fragrances

Dl ^".''^
Q

f^n a rni a c is fj , J'/i c.
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One of the 340 students who bled for a good cause last Tuesday and

Wednesday. (Scheibe)

Blood giving

sets records
Williams students set a new

record last Tuesday and Wed-
nesday by giving 346 pints of

blood to the Red Cross Bloodmo-
bile. A total of 340 students

turned out, one out of every six

on campus, to contribute to the

biggest haul the Bloodmobile
has gotten in Williamstown.
Red Cross headquarters in

Springfield, Mass., expressed
their "enthusiastic apprecia-

tion for the tremendous student

response to an urgent need."
As an impetus, the Bloodmo-

bile sponsored a "Vampire
Sweepstakes" for those houses
with the largest proportion of its

members donating blood. Mark
Hopkins and Perry-Bascom-
Chadbourne-Woodbridge tied

for first place with 25.7'f of its

members contributing.

Oakley kicks off

lecture series
Dean of the Faculty and his-

tory professor Francis Oakley

traced the history of "the con-

nection between throne and

altar" before a near-capacity
audience in Brooks-Rogers last

Thursday, in a lecture entitled

"Kingship and the Ciods." The
talk inaugurated the 1983

Faculty Lecture Series.

The traditional link between
monarchy and the church
began, Oakley said, in fourth-

century Rome when an influen-

tial bishop noted the close

correlation between the birth of

.Jesus and the beginning of the

Julian line of emperors.
Believing this to be not

merely coincidence, but divine

providence, the emperors
became elevated to a position

slightly below God and Jesus,

and were considered interpre-

ters of their words.

This idea flourished for cen-

turies, particularly in the

medieval kingdom of Charle-

magne, where the Franks consi-

dered themselves "in direct

succession to their true prede-
cessors, the great kings of

Israel and Judea," Oakley said.

Divine right of kings

The theocentric society
finally reached its peak with the

Stuart monarchs of England,
who espoused the "Divine Right

of Kings." James I, founder of

this line, believed that "mysti-

Early orders are much appreciated

Open Sunday. Feb M /I tf^^L

cal reverence . . . belongs unto

them that sit on the throne of

God," and that therefore he was
accountable only to God. "The
state of monarchy is the

supremest thing on earth," he

maintained.

In conclusion, Oakley noted

that this century has seen the

deposition of almost every king,

emperor and dynasty, from the

Russian Czars to the Shah of

Iran. He theorlzcHJ that this

decline of kingship is directly

related to the "demise of wides-

pread religious vision" in the

world today.

The 1983 Faculty Lecture
SEries will continue for five

more weeks. The series will fea-

ture faculty members from var-

ious departments speaking on
topics of special interest to

them.
—Chris Himlvti

Lebanese war

horrors described

in film, lecture

The Palestinian Action (iroup

screened the film "Report from
Beruit: Summer of '82" and lis-

tened to political science profes-

sor Raymond Baker comment
on his own observations in the

Middle East at a meeting last

week.
The film, produced by the

American-Arab Anti-Discrim-

ination Committee, graphically

depicted civilian casualties in

war-torn Beruit. Several
English-speaking medical per-

sonnel described the results of

the Israeli bombing.
Many children were killed by

anti-personnel bombs that

resembled small toys, they

said. Others were maimed by
phosphorus bombs which
burned through layers of skin.

One doctor stated that 50 per-

cent of the civilians arriving at

hospitals were already dead or

mortally wounded.
Hospitals were also bombed

despite Red Cross efforts to

make their locations known to

the Israelis. Doctors com-
plained of lack of blood, operat-

ing space and ambulance
service.

War can be stopped

Interviewees blamed the Uni-

ted States for the war in

Lebanon and accused Israel of

"trying out" American wea-

pons in a modern-day Guernica.

One American doctor stated

that she felt personally respon-

sible for "a war that can be

stopped,
'

' feeling that President

Reagan could have stopped the

war at any time.

Baker spoke on the state of the

Middle East in the aftermath of

Lebanon. During Winter Study,

Baker visited Cairo and exam-
ined the effect of the war on

Kgypt-

He explained that Egyptians

felt let down by the United

States and considered Lebanon
"a consequence of Camp
David." The United States'

blank check policy toward
Israel has greatly endangered
the peace process, he claimed.

"Camp David has become a

sham."
Baker also investigated the

effectiveness of relief efforts in

Lebanon. He explained that

Oxfam seemed to have the best

organization for deployment of

collected funds, and that $2,700

has been collected on the Willi-

ams campus and distributed

through Oxfam.
— /V«'r/ l.ntld

Massachusetts aids

college financing

A new era in American finan-

cial aid opened in January as
the Massachusetts College
Student Loan Authority sold

$20,200,000 of tax-exempt bonds
to provide loans to help both in-

state and out-of-state students
attend private colleges and uni-

versities in Massachusetts. No
federal or state tax money is

involved.

This pooled financing, the
first of its kind, will help more
than 4,000 families meet the
high cost of non-public educa-
tion, which today ranges from
$9,000 to $13,000 per year.

Arthur B. Spector, vice presi-

dent of Goldman, Sachs & Co.,

which headed the underwriting
group that purchased theeduca-
tion loan bonds, called the

Authority's program "revolu-

tionary" and the beginning of

"a new way to finance higher
education in America . . . what
makes this program special is

the extraordinarily low before

and after tax cost to parents
during the college years," he
said.

15 years to pay
Qualified borrowers can

finance up to 75 percent of the

cost of education through the

Authority. Loan repayments
begin within the 60 days after a

loan is made and extend over a

15-year period. Loans can be

prepaid without penalty after

five years.

There are about 90 independ-

ent colleges and universities in

Massachusetts eligible to apply
for participation in the Authori-

ty's education loan program.
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Cottage

96 Water St.

Williamstown, MA
Open 7 days

Open Thurs. till 9 pm
FREE GIFT WRAPPING

Continued tronn Page 2

Teachers and administrators

can start discussing what pro-

portion of the yearly automatic
cost-of-living salary increase

we would be willing to forego.

(Now is a propitious time to do
this, since for the first time in

years the inflation rate has
dropped below the rate of

increase.) Other possible mea-
sures, none pleasant: heavier
teaching loads, wider spacing of

leaves, making do with existing
facilities and equipment, fore-

going new buildings and new
programs. Etc.

Students can start discussing
reductions in college support for
student activities— athletic,
social, and cultural—and the
reduction of the activities them-
selves or making up of deficits
by voluntary contributions.
Would savings be significant if

meat were served in the dining
halls only three times a week, or
the number of choices reduced?
Could a lO'r "divestiture tax"
be levied on all expenditures for
liquor for college social func-
tions? What would be the effect
of the reduction of scholarship
aid for students whose families
make more than $30,000 a year''
Etc.

Discussion, of course, should
not merely start; it should end
in proposals. Talk is cheap. It is

also meaningless, unless we are
willing to put our mouth where
our money is. The trustees know
this.

Clara Park
Department of English

Thanks
To the editor:

During the week of January
24th, a fund raiser was held for

the Williamstown Youth Center

( formerly the Boys' Club) in the

lobby of Baxter Hall. The idea

for the fund raiser was con-

ceived and carried out by stu-

dents who were enrolled in the

winter study course Radical

Economics. In addition to

organizing the fund raiser,

these students volunteered their

time at the Youth Center during

the month of January and
attempted to recruit other stu-

dents for the same purpose.

The Youth Center is

extremely grateful, not only for

the money raised and the time

volunteered, but also for the

interest which was shown by

these students in helping kids

who frequent the Youth Center.

We would like to thank the stu-

dents from the Radical Eco-

nomics course, those students

who donated money, and all the

other Williams students who
volunteer their time to help us

run successful programs for

local kids.

William Madden
Assistant Director

Housing

To the editor:

Once again, the time
approaches for freshmen inclu-

sion into upperclass housing
and for numbers of upperclass-
men changing their housing
affiliation. And once again, var-

ious college committees and

Continued on Page 1

1
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councils debate the merits of the

current system which randomly
assigns student housing affilia-

tions. Moreover, debate extends
to the broader question of the

quality of undergraduate life

and its influence on the collec-

tive collegiate experiences of

over 1900 individuals.

As the Armstrong House
representative to the College

Council, I am disappointed that

this debate has endured this

long. If the current pace of

activity continues, the question

of housing affiliation could

extend Into another academic
year. It is in hopes of quickening
this pace that I write.

Let us remember that the

quality of campus housing here

is, if not the best, then certainly

among the best In this country.

What we are debating Is how to

Insure that each Williams stu-

dent has an equal chance to

enjoy that quality. It is In this

spirit that Paul Pomilla formu-
lated his proposal, and that the

College Council debated it. It

was also in this spirit that an

appointed committee of Council

members presented the
Pomilla Propsoal to the CUL on

November 2, 1982, and to the

Housing Committee on
November 15, 1982. Due to a var-

iety of circumstances since

then, a decision on the Pomilla

Proposal has not been
forthcoming.

It is now time to decide. The
College Council has had student

Input through house meetings

and now through a referendum.

However, the Issue of the hous-

ing system and transfer lotter-

ies must be divorced from any
other issues on the referendum.
Important though they may be,

they must not block progress on
the issue of the Pomilla
Proposal.

Rather, the Council members
who discussed the proposal with

the CUL and Housing Commit-
tee In November should submit
It to those same groups now for

discussion and decision. The
three groups concerned must
act on this Proposal, approving
whatever alterations are mutu-
ally agreed upon, so that It will

be In effect this year.

At the same time, the Council

must devote as much of Its ener-

gies as feasible to aiding fresh-

men In the inclusion process.

Settlement of the inclusion-

transfer debate must, how-
ever, be viewed as a decision

reached in the continuing drive

for excellence In quality of

undergraduate life.

It is not time for confronta-

tion. It is time for positive

action.

Joe Beach 'K4

Awards
To the editor:

The Williams College Tem-
perance Union wishes to con-

gratulate Rex the Dog-Boy for

his winning entry in the Favor-

ite Ways to Destroy Large
Amounts of Alcohol Very Short

Essay Contest.

Rex's entry, "Make It Spon-

taneously Combustible,"
impressed our panel of distin-

guished judges with its compre-
hensive applicability, its superb

destructive potential and its

witness to the social benefits

of selective breeding.

"Exterminate Yeast", from
O.C. Ogllvey, was shorter than

Rex's but also only affected fer-

mented beverages and there-

fore falls to produce the
worldwide carnage we crave.

A last minute entry from
Steve Farley In the wilds of Cali-

fornia fell short of winning when
It was discovered that he
intended to destroy something
other than alcohol.

Nevertheless, since all three

entrants braved public ridicule

to do their part for temperance,
we will award them all suitable

prizes sometime soon.

Tom Perry '84

for the WCTU

Provoked
To the editor:

Two articles appearing In

recent Issues of the Record have
provoked my Interest. As a pro-

duct of the "Williams Expe-
rience" myself, I am not

surprised by the attitudes
represented by Brett McDon-
nell (Dec. 7) and Jennifer Swift

(Jan. 11). Nor am I enraged by
the existence of such views
among liberal, intelligent Willi-

ams College students, for the

possibility of a truly critical

educational experience within

the confines of an Institution

such as Williams is limited. As
an elite enclave of higher educa-
tion, Williams is a finishing

school whose function Is to pre-

pare the economically and intel-

lectually advantaged of us to

assume our roles In the perpe-

tuation of the present system.

This is not to suggest that the

opportunity for a critical

,

appraisal of the historical and
ideological forces of a capitalist

patriarchy does not exist at Wil-

liams. Rather, this Is to

emphasize that the majority of

students, by virtue of the fact

that we occupy a position within

a hierarchical social order, are
limited in the ability to imagine,
much less observe, the oppres-
sive and destructive nature of

that social order.

Both McDonnell and Swift cri-

ticize Mary Daly's analysis of

patriarchy In terms of the lim-

itations of their own Imagina-
tions. McDonnell Is obviously
flustered by the concept of ' 'God
the Stud" and Swift is equally
ill-equipped to cope with the

"outrageousness" (sacrilege?)

of Daly's critique of Christianity.

By adherence to the doctrine

of blind faith explicit in Chris-

tian dogma and Implicit In the

values and educational methods
of our society, each reveals an
Inability to question the values

with which we are all

Inculcated.

McDonnell concludes that

Daly Is not a "smart feminist"

because her discussion of patri-

archy extends beyond the realm
which can be defined using the

tools of patriarchy. Swift is

"embarrassed" by the "loud",

"obnoxious", "man-hating",
"self-centered", "self-indul

gent" nature of Daly's critique.

Each applies the categories the

patriarchal system has instilled

in us, designed to protect itself

against attack, in order to con-

demn Daly's piercing analysis.

By adhering to the classification

society teaches us to accept "on

faith", none of us can get very

far beyond the present hierar-

chical sex-gender organization

of our society.

As Schuchat and Peterson

point out, a well-reasoned criti-

cism of Daly is appropriate and

necessary. But by refusing to

relinquish the value system

upon which our own patriarchal

order rests, neither McDonnell
nor Swift can adequately cri-

tique a critique of the selfsame

system. We must realize that an

analysis such as Daly's ques-

tions the fundamental assump-

tions that we all take as given.

And we must transcend the

internalized ideological impli-

cations of our social order in

order to approach a radical cri-

tique. This process Is impossi-

ble without a critical and
self-conscious examination of

our own role in the system, and

our own implicit values, which

are themselves products of the

social arrangements.

Maria Pramaggiore '82

Insignificant

To the editor:

Why do I feel so small and
insignificant? It's as if . . . the

world is whirling by so fast that

I've no time to find myself, no
space to fill, no air to breathe
God, I feel so alone and . . . You
are the only people to whom I

can bear my soul. Take a trip,

stumble down the murky corri-

dors of my ruined psyche. Tell

me what you see. It is a world of

phantoms and delusions; some-
place, someplace deep Inside of

me ... is a voice moaning for

liberation—oh free me from
these iron shackles that bind my
yearning soul to earth. I am
tangled in the quagmires of

doubt, in that quicksand of

modernity and reality that has
destroyed so many other strug-

gling artists? Are these my
hands? Hal They pluck out

mine eyes! Help me seel Am I

alone, am I alone.

No, I am calm. I listen to Iron

Maiden and George Benson. I

should have been a pair of

ragged claws . . .

Marc Mazzone '84

GEEK

OF

THE

WEEK

Awarded weekly to

the WiMiams student

who forsakes all

else* in search of

the scholarly ideal

This week's Geek is ALEX MUROM-
CEW, a freshman. "A freshman
where?" you ask. No one really

knows, but he was in the libes attack-

ing a chem assignment Sat. night

Said Alex: "I blew off half the classes

I don't know why I took the course
I'm about to go out and rage Rage?
Uh-huh. For his "dedication " to his

studies, Lite honors Alex.

'Except a frosty cold Lite after the Sawyer
Library close*

GREAT TASTE . . .

LESS FILLING
Everything you always wanted
in a Beer . . . and Less

Professor describes

remedies for stress
"Stress is a malady which comes from a successful civilization—

we have it too easy," said Joseph Lowman, visiting professor of

psychology from the University of North Carolina, in a talk about

stress last Thursday night in DriscoU Lounge.

His talk, which was sponsored by the Peer Health Counselors,

outlined some causes of and remedies for stress.

Lowman called stress a natural reaction common to all higher

animals, resulting from "a built-in system triggered by nerves,

glands and hormones." He explained that the "flight or fight reac-

tion," which causes stress, is an evolutionary remnant which we no

longer need because of the cushy life our civilization affords.

"Stress is caused most commonly by the physical environment,

"

added Lowman. He cited climate, pollution, pain and children as
triggers of stress. He also said that overcrowding was a primary
source of stress in some people.

. "id ''
Fear of goals •

i

,

"An individual will more likely be stressed by an Intimate friend

than by a complete stranger," he continued. Family problems such
as divorce and generation gap difficulties can be extremely

devastating.

"Each person can bring stress upon himself as well," Lowman
noted. "Many people fear they cannot reach goals they set for

themselves."

He said that many students fear graduation and the prospects of

finding a job in the real world. Rigid deadlines and strict schedules
create stress for those still concerned with college life, he noted.

Recognizing stress in others is critical, Lowman said. Symptoms
include sweating, upset stomach, rashes and sexual dysfunction.

Physical symptoms
"These symptoms are indicative of the body's reaction to stress

and cannot be stopped," said Lowman. "The physical manifesta-
tion of stress is a dangerous sign, because it means that the individ-

ual is under severe stress."

Continued on Page 9

WEST PACKAGE STORE
Hofbrau Beer

$6.99/case

plus deposit

Labatt Beer & Ale

$12.49/ca8e

plus deposit

WINTER CARNIVAL
SPECIAL

Andre Dry Champagne
$33.00/case

reserve early Route 2

Between N.A. and Williamstown

8 am-10 pm M-W 663-6081 8 am-11 pm Th-Sat

Ballantlne Beer
16 oz.

plus deposit

$8.49/case

lerm Papers, fheses

and Dissertations

Renee Brunell

8 Grandview Terrace

Adams. Mdssaclnusetts 01220
743-0379

After 6 00pm

WINTER SALE
ALL HATS AND GLOVES 50% off
ALL PARKAS Down/Synth 20% OFF

ALL PENDLETON WOOL 30% off
Men's and Ladies'

ALL JOHNSON WOOLENS .. 40% off
Shirst, Jackets, Green Wool Pants

ALL SKI AND WIND SHELLS 40% aff
Men's and Ladies'

ALL CROSS COUNTRY SKIS and
Equipment 20% to 40% OFF

Mounfafn Goat
130 Water Street, Williamstown, Mass. 01267

HOURS: Mon-Sat. 10-6, Thurs. 10-8:30, Sun. 12-4

I I i I
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the Ice and deposit the rubber
behind the netminder?
Blessed with growing up in

the land of "pahk the cah",
hockey has always meant to me
the Bruins. The Beauty. Games
played with the beauty of a
parking space near the Garden.
So my dreams were of the same
grace. I had never even seen the

chance for a dream to come
true. So with three-quarters of

this dream already reality, I

assumed, dreams being what
they are, that the rest would fol-

low. Like most assumptions,
this one simply increased the

impact of the fall.

It was my first breakaway,
ever. Big and tall, I was chan-
nelled to football and basketball

before it was my decision to

make. Street and occasional

pond hockey merely piqued my
urge, until IM puck rose up in

college to satisfy it. My first

game, my first break to the net.

My first humiliation on ice.

Better luck next time
But my next breakaway was a

triumph. Once again cruising in

with the puck, this time accom-
panied by a teammate and
opposed by a foe, I chose the
perfect moment and, to eve-
ryone's shock, fell on my face.

But not for naught. The defense-

man chuckled at my predica-
ment and failed to notice the
puck, which had listlessly aban-
doned me in my moment of dis-

tress, float to my teammate,
who sizzled it past the dis-

tracted goalie (snickering) for a
score. All is not lost when one
gets to laugh last.

Since that premier evening, I

have learned to accept my posi-

tion as a one man Ice Folly. With
the dismemberment of Junior
Varsity hockey last year, IM
became the showcase of the I-

could-be-varsity players and a
deathtrap for clunkers like
myself. Most of my friends and
foes have played organized
hockey either in college or high
school. The difference between
them and me was plain from the
start.

Canary-colored skates
Not even on the ice, I was an

outcast because of my canary-
colored skates. An undeniable
throwback to my hockey skates.

An undeniable throwback to my
hockey Orr-igins, my black and
yellow Rally Bobby Orr signa-

ture model skates are a tribute

to Boston Pee Wee hockey,
something I cannot claim to be.

They are the only skates I've
ever owned. Before them were
hand-me-downs from my big
brother Dave, and these have

lasted me since I got them at

about age fourteen. Both teams
noticed my adornment and deri-

sion chilled the ice. My perfor-

mance did little to change the
situation. Placed in my role and
accepted there, I go on.

Squash your opponents

Volleyball takes opener
The men's volleyball squad

opened its season with a 15-10,

15-13, 15-10 victory over Little

Three rival Wesleyan on
Saturday.

"We simply overpowered
them," said senior Paul Sab-
bah. "Wesleyan plays gutsy
ball, but our ability to take the
offensive was too much for them
to handle."

The team's starting six,

seniors Sabbah, Bill Best and
Bob Acasabas, juniors Vince
Brandstein and Steve Brewster
and freshman Chris Clarey, all

turned in steady performances,
successfully blunting Wes-

leyan's sporadic attempts to

spike past Williams' blockers.
Reserves Mark Koenig, John
Day and Marc Hummon were
also impressive.

Brandstein was particularly
impressive, setting superbly
and putting away seven blocks.
He also crushed two consecu-
tive spikes at 13-13 in the second
game to blow the match wide
open at 2-0.

The team next sees action this

Saturday at Amherst where
they will attempt to win their

third consecutive Little Three
Title.

ROLLER MAGIC INC.
ANNOUNCES...

College
NICMY

EVERY
iTHURSDAY 7 PM-10 PMi

EVERY COLLEGE STUDENT
WHO SHOWS US A VALID COLLEGE
ID RECEIVES

50* e»
OUR 3.N ADMISSION

'lt.-Aviw.«WIMj|k„A,^.J«Mlt^.«N ^.4%j

«LAMnt mcfkwm

|Lagta__
45,.3„9 ROLLER SKATING RjNK »

I COLONIAL SHOPPING CiHUuljj
,

("^ \,

I. . . .
WILLIAMSTOWN ^^4- ^ J
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Forgiving audience
Unflappable, although not

particularly unflippable, I

thrive on these weekly encoun-
ters with humility. They are not

the outlet of my athletic drive;

college football and heavy-
weight crew do me for that.

Hockey is my realm to try and
fail and try again, never disap-
pointed, always buoyed by my
latest accomplishment and the
anticipation of the next.

Hard-headed competitive-
ness has left a hole in me which
only sheer fun can mend. With
only myself to please, I have dis-

covered an audience which is

considerably more forgiving
than any other I've ever battled
to satisfy.

Now I have a few goals under
my belt and my teammates
even pass the puck to me some-
times. Pretty soon I'll stop miss-
ing the passes, then who knows
what will happen. The possibili-

ties are endless, the enjoyment
pure. I'M a puck, and always
will be pure.

Women win

to break

losing streak
Breaking their string of disap-

pointing losses, the women's
basketball team beat Wesleyan
64-55 Saturday.
Four Williams players made

double figures: Tracy Burrows
'84 had 17 points, Thalia Meehan
had 13, and Kay Lackey '85 and
Cathy Evans '83 had 10 apiece.
Coach Sue Hudson-Hamblin
also praised Faith Menken '83

for her aggressive playing.

Earlier in the week, Williams
lost to Vassar 64-61 in overtime.
Burrows led the team with 17
points.

The Ephwomen (3-8) face Mt.
Holyoke on Wednesday.

by Mark Aveiitt

Their record is only 5-4, their
number one player has lost

more matches than she's won—
yet the Williams College
women's squash team is among
the six best teams in the
country.

"The records are deceiving,"

reports fifth year Coach Renzie
Lamb, whose squash squads
have never finished lower than
sixth in the season-ending
national rankings, "because
we're playing the very best
teams in the country." Indeed,
the Ephs have been defeated
once each by Harvard, Yale,
and Princeton, generally
agreed upon to be the three top
college teams in America. Willi-
ams looks forward to the chance
to compete with the best once
again in the Howe Cup competi-
tion on February 10, 11, and 12 at
Yale. The winner of the top div-
ision (which will include Penn,
Trinity, and Dartmouth as well
as the Ephs and the "Big
Three") will be crowned
national champion.
Williams began its drive

towards the Howe Cup by losing
to Harvard on January 9 by a 7-0

score. The Ephs were indeed
outclassed by a better-prepared
team that day but they
rebounded on the road to nudge
Dartmouth, 4-3, in the match
that Lamb considers "the most
impressive victory of the sea-
son." Cassie Fisher, the Ephs'
number two and sometimes
number three player, shone
brightly in Hanover at the
team's only away meet all sea-
son by pulling out a five game
victory to save the match. Next
Williams destroyed Middlebury
(7-0) and Hamilton (6-1).

Yale was the next opponent
for Lamb's crew and although
captain and number one player
Barbara Rlefler took her match
down to the wire, the women lost

to their top-notch adversaries.
On January 28, Penn also took
the Ephs' measure by a 6-1

score. Number two player
Hilary Thomas was the lone
winner.

Little experience
Thomas, one of two sopho-

mores on the team which is

numerically dominated by four

SUNTAN TIME!!!
Spring Break Ideas . . .

prices starting at:

$299.00 ** JAMAICA
$399.00 ** MARTINIQUE
$399.00 ** NASSAU AND PARADISE ISLAND
$449.00 ** GUADELOUPE
$389.00 ** GRAND BAHAMAS

ail prices include:
*alr—round trip from either New York or Boston
*7 nights accommodations
*plus much, much more

call for details

Plan for a GREAT Spring Vacation and tanll

'EL STOjRE
105 Spring Street

WIUJAMSTOWN. MASS.0l267V4l3)1.->8.r.7Rf;

seniors, has recently been
moved to the number three posi-
tion. She, Riefler and Fisher are
the only Ephs who had any prior
competitive squash experience
before entering college, and
indication to Lamb that Willi-
ams has an "amazing
program."
Williams took on Tufts and

Princeton the next day and
although they beat the former
by a 7-0 score, the Tigers
whipped them, 6-1. The loss con-
tinued Williams' bad luck
against Princeton, which is the
only school besides Yale that
the Ephs have never beaten in
Lamb's tenure.

After an exhibition match
against a talented group of
alumni (which Williams' var-
sity lost by a 4-3 score) , the Ephs
creamed Vassar 7-0. Fisher
and Thomas improved their
records to 5-4 with victories.
A distinct pattern emerges

from a glance at the Williams
women's squash season results:
the Ephs can beat most of their
competition without really
breaking a sweat, but they don't
seem to be able to compete with
the "Big Three." Does this con-
cern Coach Lamb as his team
practices for the Howe Cup?

"I think that we have the cap-
ability to beat those teams," he
says, "but they are stronger at
the bottom of the lineup than we
are. Lisa Buckley (the number
four player), Heidi Halleck
(number five), Liz Cole
(number six) and Amina Mah-
mood (number seven) have
never been able to beat their
opponents on the top teams,
although it's important to
remember that they had never
played squash on a team before
they came to Williams. And of
course, playing seven matches
in three days is very hard on a
team's endurance."
The Howe Cup is hardly the

final challenge for Williams.
They are scheduled to play Trin-
ity and Smith, as well as tradi-
tional rivals Amherst and
Wesleyan, later in February.
But right now all the Lamb can
think about is a potential
number one ranking, which is

within the Ephs reach if they
can play an exceptional wee-
kend of squash in New Haven.

NOW IN:

Budweiser Export
save $1.35 on every case

$12.45/case

Naragansett Beer
twelve-packs in plastic crates

Utica Club
$2.50/six-pacl(

$10.00/case

All Prices w/o deposit

Hockey falls flat

Men's:

The hockey team (3-14) lost

twice again last week. Satur-

day, they lost at New England
College 14-2, while Tuesday they

lost at home to Army 10-2.

Bob Brownell and Scott Kara-
mozyn scored the two goals Sat-

urday. Rich Jackson '85 and
Greg Pachus '84 scored the two

goals Tuesday.

Dan Finn '84 and Steve Flaim
'83 split the goalkeeping duties

Saturday, while Flaim and
freshman Marty Collins worked
Wednesday's game.

New England was led by Jay,

Joel and Jack Irving, while

Army's Garry McAvoy scored

four goals Wednesday.

The team plays Princeton at

home Saturday at 4:00.

Wrestlers squish Trinity

Ephman Paul Pomilla gains the upper hand on his Bantam opponent.
(Lane)

by Chris Clarey

The Williams varsity wres-

tling squad raised its record

above .5(X) for the first time this

season as they downed a Trinity

team featuring seven freshmen
27-16 on Saturday.

The Ephs held a slim 21-lB

lead going into the final match
of the day, Trinity needing only

a pin to win, but heavyweight
Gary Stosz '83 came through,

pinning Bob Powell 5: 42 into the

match to secure the win for

Williams.

Williams winners
Other victorious Ephs were

junior Paul Pomilla, 7-0 over
Pete Zimmerman, sophomore

Jeff May, who pinned Scott

Gowell at 4: 27, and tri-captalns

John Donovan, John Leahy and
Chris Woodworth, who all won
close minor decisions.

The star of this year's team
has been May, a local boy who
wrestled for Drury High School,

and placed third in the New
England Championships last

year as a freshman. So far this

season he is 10-1, with his only

loss coming at the hands of

Albany State's Div. Ill Ail-

American, Andy Seras.

Williams is now 6-5 with its

final regular season action com-
ing this Saturday at the Little

Three Championships in

Amherst.

Skiers frolic at UVM carnival

Women's:
The women's hockey team (2-

4) lost to Wesleyan Saturday 8-7

in overtime.

The Cardinals jumped out to

an early 4-1 lead, but Williams

battled back to tie in the second

period. Through the third

period, Wesleyan would jump
ahead, but the Ephwomen
would tie it up.

The winning goal was scored

with 31 seconds left in the over-

time period.

The team was playing with

only three defensemen, as Sue
Scliulze '85 was injured in the

first period.

Despite the game, the battle

of the fans was easily won by
Williams, whose rowdy suppor-

ters out-shouted the opposition.

Women and men triumph

in Vermont
The Women's Nordic team skied to their

best finish all season last weekend at UVM,
with Ellen Chandler '83 placing second,

ahead of several U.S. Ski Team members,
and Sarah Bates '85 and Karla Miller '85

placing 13th and 14th resectively. Chandler

is having her best season and seems to be

skiing stronger every weekend. The relay

was a little bit less successful but far from
mediocre—placing fifth.

Heidi Knight '86 once again led the alpine

team in both the giant slalom and slalom,

finishing second and third in those events.

Betsy Paine '85 was the number two scorer

in Friday's race in 20th place followed by

Kate Knopp '85 in 21st.

Scorers shuffled a bit in Saturday's sla-

lom with Knopp finishing a good race in

eighth place and freshman Mary Keller,

soon to retire her alpine skis for "skinny
skis" as she joins the Nordic team this

week, finishing third for Williams. Both
teams are gaining momentum and are
training to peak for their performance at

the Williams Carnival.

There was much handsome skiing this

past weekend during Vermont's Winter

Carnival as the men put in their finest per-

formance of the year to place sixth, only two

points out of a tie for fourth.

The alpine team were the stars of the wee-

kend, finishing in second place.

The team took control in the giant slalom

on Friday. Captain Crawford Lyons '84 took

third, John Pier '85 was seventh, Tim Hill

"86 ninth. Tuck Collins '83 13th and Chris

Eagan was 19th.

Saturday, the downhillers continued the

trend. Lyons took second in the slalom,

making him the second-ranked slalom skier

in the East. Pier took eighth and Hill was
15th.

Alpine Coach Ed Grees commented. "I'm

too pleased for words. It was a pleasure

indeed."

Saturday's third-place finish, coupled

with Friday's results, gave the Alpine team
a formidable second-place finish and
allowed them to romp mightily in

celebration.

Horrific downhills

The men's .Nordic team, also skiing at

Stowe, continued upon their plan of tena-

cious development and maturation. They
were forced to deal with and overcome such

terrifying obstacles as loose puddles of

water on the course, rocks littering the hor-

rific downhills and next to no snow.

The team skied a tight race, taking 31st

through 35th with Steve Johansen in the

lead. The continued improvement of fresh-

men Morten Moehs, Chuck Mahoney and

Fred Eaton was a pleasure to watch as they

did battle with the course.

Ballyhooing in the snow
Unfortunately, the efforts of the Nordic

team were not enough to catapult the team
into fourth in the overall standings. St. Law-
rence and New Hampshire tied in fourth,

two points ahead of the Ephmen, while

UVM won the race.

Next week's carnival is at Dartmouth,

where there will be much ballyhooing in the

snow and the pursuit of dynamic skiing.

JOSEPH E. DEWEY

9:00 - 5:00

Mon.-Sat.
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AV-tsb Harrier II first flight November 5, 1981

The one and only

for the few
and proud.

The Marine Corps Aviation Officer Program will be conducting

interviews for all college year groups on 9 Feb. Appointments

must be made by calling the Placement Office or the Marine

Corps Officer Selection Team collect at 203-722 2168/2169.

HELP WANTED:

Interested in the field of mental

health'!' Work on an on call basis

as relief workers in a community
residence, while learning and

get paid for it.

No experience necessary

Will provide training

Contact: Donna Gillespie.

Director of Residential Alterna-

tives Program. One Canal St.,

North Adams, Mass. 01247

664-4018
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Budweiser
KINO OK HKFHS

ATHLETE OF THE WEEK

This week's reci[)it'nt is junittr litt t^nrkcr,

uhtf hrokf the schiutl remrtl in the mile in

a meet at Harvnrtl Sttntlay. I*nrker ran in

l:0^>.b despite hatinii limited training ji*r

the raee. Ho, this Hud's jitr \im!
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Sports February 8, 1983

Hoopsters nail Wesleyan
to bring streak to six

Face Amherst

to continue

Little Three

battle

by John Clayton

Saturday's 67-58 win over
rival Wesleyan made it six in a
row for the basketball team (8-

6), as they also beat Brandeis
earlier in the week.

On Saturday, Art Pidorlano
'84 once again led Williams in

scoring with 22 points, and co-

captain Scott Olesen '83 had 21.

Dave Krupksi '84 added nine.

The Ephmen were down by
three at the half, but scored the
first three buckets of the second
half to gain a lead they would
never lose.

The lead was as great as 10

with 2: 30 left, but Wesleyan was
able to cut it down to three with

24 seconds left. At that point,

Pidorlano hit the front end of a
one-and-one, and rebounded the

missed second shot for a lay-up
to secure the win.

Defense confusing

"The game was much closer

than the score indicated," said

Head Coach Curt Tong. "They
confused us in the first half by
mixing up their defenses. Not
only would they switch from

Puck

Blaze of glory

by Dan Keating

I stalk furtively. My prey flits

in ricochet as I glide closer.

Drawn to this black prize, I

await my moment. Wait. Glide.

Stabbing with the stick, I pluck

it from the crowd and turn up
the ice. The goaltender is now
my quarry, the puck my
weapon.
Challenged, the goalie

hunches on his hind legs, peer-

ing unseen through his inpenet-

rable mask. The air stiffens as if

frozen with tension while the

blue, then red, then blue lines

give way. I face the test of one
on one, man vs. goaltender, do
or die.

Rising to the challenge, mov-
ing like a cat on lee, at the criti-

cal moment of decision and
action, I fall directly on my
face. The puck limps aimlessly

to the corner with my belly

skirting the ice in docile pursuit.

Of course—cats can't move on
Ice.

The crowd titters, both of

them. P^r this is intramural
hockey (better known as IM
puck, an acronym which always
struck me as "I'M a puck"). My
chagrin is tempered because
most of our opponents don't

know me. Unfortunately, most
of my teammates won't admit
that they do.

No dream come true

My icequatic belly-flop was
the ornery gnat foreclosing on

my dream. How many child-

hood hours were spent watching

Orr, Esposito, and, yes, even

Cashman saunter coolly over

Continued on Page 1?

man-to-man to zone different

times down the court, but they

would also switch from a box-

and-one to a triangle-and-two,

and switch in the middle of a

play."

"At halftime." said Tong,
"we decided to run our offense

and not pay attention to what
sort of defense they were in. It

worked."

Bounce Brandeis

At Brandeis on Tuesday,
senior forward Andy Goodwin
hit a three-point play with 2: 33

left to clinch the win.

Pidorlano once again led Wil-

liams with 18 points while Good-
win had 11, Olesen nine, and
Dave Krupksi '84 and Tim
Walsh '86 eight each.

Tuesday also marked the

return to action of co-captain

Steve O'Day, who had been out

all year with a knee (not an
ankle) injury. O'Day scored

four points on Tuesday and also

saw action Saturday.

About the streal(

About the winning streak,

Tong said, "Basketball is built

on timing. There is an intangi-
ble gel—something you can't

put your finger on, but you know
when it happens. You know that

team is there."

"Actually, Tong continued,
"we clicked before the victo-

ries. Our trip to Cuba was
instrumental in establishing the

gel—when we were down there

everyone got a chance to play,

and we found out what the

lineups would be."

Tong said the team clicked
together during a three-game
road trip they had in mid-
January. Although they lost all

three games (to Dartmouth,
Springfield, and Trinity ), things
fell into place, and they could
play with confidence when they
got home.

December problems
Although finals always make

December tough for sports
teams, this year had extra prob-
lems for the Ephmen. They had
to adjust to a new team style

without O'Day, and they had no
scrimmages before the season.

The New England Small Col-

lege Athletic Conference (NES-
CAC) allows only 24 games per

season. With a 21-game season

and three in Cuba, Williams

could not schedule preseason

scrimmages.

Little Three
Wesleyan (3-12) has already

lost to Amherst and thus does
not have realistic hopes of a Lit-

tle Three title. Amherst is 7-5

this year, and although they are
not as good up front as last year,

they are still a balanced team.

"A Little Three title is very
possible," said Tong. "It's defi-

nitely what we're shooting for."

The team plays W.P.I, tomor-
row night at 8: ()0 in Lasell, then

travels to Amherst Saturday.

After the Ephs beat Fiichburg State 72-55 (or their tenth win without a

defeat, this Fitchburg pole vaulter threw himself from the rafters and
impaled himself on the pole. (Glick)

Upset keeps track unbeaten

Parker breaksrecord
Junior Bo Parker broke the

school record in the mile at the

Greater Boston Track Club
race held at Harvard Sunday.

Parker ran the mile in a

4: 09.6, doing the last quarter in

60.6. His efforts qualified him
for the Division I New Eng-
lands and the IC4A competi-
tion later this month.

Head track coach Dick Far-

ley said, "I was amazed. I

wasn't shocked— I know he's

good—but he had very limited

training for this race. It was
basically background
strength."

Parker's time also would
have qualified him for the out-

door Nationals this spring, but

those times must come from
metric races. However, Far-
ley said Parker should have no
trouble duplicating Sunday's
effort on a metric course in the

future.

by Mark Averitt

The winter track team is now
10-0 following its third upset of

the season Saturday, over
Fitchburg, Worcester, and
Westfield State Colleges.

Saturday's win was remarka-
ble because the Ephmen were
without the services of star dis-

tance man Bo Parker, who was
resting for a meet at Harvard
for the Greater Boston Track
Club Sunday.
With the match tied at 55

between Fitchburg State and
Williams, juniors Bennett York
and Brian Angle ran uncon-

tested in the 1000 meter run, and
Dan Riley '83 and John Nelson
'84 finished one-two in the two
mile.

These 17 points carried the

Ephs to the 72-55 victory over

Fitchburg, while Westfield had
18 points and Worcester gained

five.

Williams winners
Undefeated Paul Toland '85

won the high jump, and Tomas
Alejandro '83 won the 440 run
and the sixty-yard dash (which
he has not lost all year).
Other winners were Ted Leon

'84 in the 600 yard run and Angle
in the mile.

Work horses
Coach Dick Farley said, "I've

had more talented teams in the

past, but this group just doesn't

seem to want to lose. We may
not have a lot of guys who will

qualify for the top individual

races (like the IC4A Champion-
ships later this month), but we
have the workhorses who can
pick up second and third place

points and win meets for us."

Williams faces arch-rivals

Amherst, Wesleyan and Trinity

at 1: 00 Saturday at home. Their
goal is an undefeated season
and a high ranking as they enter
the Division III Championships
the next weekend at the Coast
Guard Academy.

^Amazing' relay team spurs swimmers
by Andrew Garfield

In the last home meets of the

year, the men's and women's
swim teams overpowered
Springfield for their seventh

consecutive victories. The men
won convincingly 86-25 while the

women barely edged the vocal

Springfield women 78-71.

Rob Sommer '84 led the Eph-
men, winning the 200 IM
(2:00.1) and the 200 back
(2:01.0). Sommer qualified for

the nationals in the 200 IM as did

Bill Couch '86 in his 200 fly vic-

tory (1:59.1).

Seniors Rob Bowman and Jim
Stockton also had two victories

apiece. Bowman won the 1000

free (10:11.4) and the 500 free

(4:55.0), and Stockton won both

the required and optional diving

events. The 400 Free Relay
team of Jeff Mills '84, Mark
Weeks '83, Sommer, and Will

Andrew '86 broke a four-year-

old pool record with an amazing
time of 3: 14.0.

Other winners included
Weeks in the 50 free (22.3),

Andrew in the 100 free (48.07),

Rob Kirkpatrick '85 in the 200

breast (2: 17.7) , and the400 Med-
ley Relay team of Couch, Kirk-

patrick, Andrew and Dom Kulik
'86 (3:47.3).

Psyche-up
Before the women's meet

began, the Springfield team
engaged in a lengthy series of

"psyche-up" chants designed to

9Ew
Junior Rob Sommer plows his way through the

water in the breact stroke leg of the 200 IM in Satur-

day's meet against Springfield. Sommer swam a

season-best time in the event.

(Locl<wood)

Kim Eckrich '85 finishes the last lap of the 200
breaststroke in the women's swim team's victory

over Springfield. Eckrich and teammate Kathy Kir

mayer '86 were double winners Saturday.

(Scheibe)

intimidate the Ephwomen.
Although Williams responded
with their own lyrics, it was ulti-

mately their swimming abili-

ties which quieted the
Springfield women.

Led by co-captain Liz Jex '83,

who had three victories, the

women splashed to a close but

sound win. Victory was never in

question after the early stages

of the meet.

Jex won the 100 IM (1:02.8).

the 50 free (25.6) and the 100 fly

(1:02.7). Kim Eckrich '85 and
Kathy Kirmayer '86 each had
two wins: Eckrich in the 2(K)

breast (2:31.0) and the 100

breast (1:09.9); Kirmayer in

the 100 back (1: 04.5) and the 200

back (2:20.3).

Katie Hudner '83 won the 100
free (55.7), Dina Esposito '83

won the requirtHi diving event
and Colleen Murphy '86 won the
50 back (32.12). The team of

Hudner, Eckrich, Kirmayer
and Ann Tuttle '83 won the 200
Medley Relay (1:56.4).
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Controversies spark

faculty meeting
by Jeff Brainard and

Jon Tigar

The faculty was sharply

divided over the question of

whether the eleven phone calls

made by the Deans to faculty,

during the January hunger
strike, could be seen as intimi-

dating at its meeting last week.
The faculty also debated
whether or not the hunger strike

was moral.

"Rumors of my powers have
been greatly exaggerated,"
said Dean of the College Daniel

O'Connor. "I have some power,
but it mostly lies in persua-

sion." O'Connor said the need to

call faculty arose after a discus-

sion he had with members of the

Williams Anti-Apartheid Coali-

tion (WAAC). O'Connor said

that he asked WAAC people how
they presumed to have support
to endanger the health of the

strikers, and they responded by
citing that a large number of

faculty had visited them in Hop-
kins Hall. O'Connor also noted
that WAAC's press kit menti-

oned that fifty faculty had
signed a petition that supported
its goals.

Grievance procedure

But the petition in question
supported divestment, not a
hunger strike per se, O'Connor
said, and he feared that the

faculty who signed were being
deceived. "There was only one
way to find out," he said, "and
that was to call them and ask,

'did they know what use of their

signatures was being made?' "

O'Connor added that the
College has specific grievance

procedures to which faculty

members can resort if they wish

to bring charges of intimidation

or infringement of academic
freedom.

"I wonder why it is so difficult

for you to understand why some
faculty members might con-

sider the call intimidating?"

asked political science profes-

sor Kurt Tauber. "I think it

would be useful to enlarge upon
your role, which is currently a
confused perception, as an old

friend and colleague as profes-

sor of philosophy on the one
hand , and as Dean of the College

on the other."

Moral courage

Dean Cris Roosenraad, who
made five calls to faculty,

explained that he "in no way
interrogated any of the people
called. All five are personal
friends of mine. I volunteered

no suggestions as to what those

faculty should do," he said. Roo-
senraad said he has since talked

to the five again, who said they

did not feel intimidated. "It's

hard to conceive how these calls

could be seen as intimidating,"

he concluded.

Tauber suggested that he was
not addressing the question of

what reasons the Deans might
have had for making the calls,

but was merely stressing that

the administration's goal
should be "to bend over back-

Pr«tid*nt John Chandler addrtSMd a capacity crowd at last week's faculty meeting in Griffin Hail. (Scheibe)

wards to avoid giving the
impression of intimidation. I

agree it's highly subjective," he
admitted, "but the important
fact was that it was perceived
that way."

Political science professor

Gary Jacobsohn objected, say-

ing that signing a petition is a
political action for which the
signers should be accountable.
"How lacking in moral courage
can one be, to sign and then in

the face of a phone call to whine
about Intimidation?" he
demanded.
The intimidation Is present "a

priori" In any such call, accord-
ing to religion professor Nathan
Katz, who helped organize the

faculty support group for the

hunger strikers. He said at least

half a dozen people he contacted
said, " 'I would love to support
the hunger strike' but did not

because of feelings of intimida-

tion. Taking a position not held

by the administration is viewed
by many members of the junior

faculty, for realistic economic
reasons, as dangerous," he
explained.

"Smearing" claim
English professor John Rei-

chert pointed out that O'Connor
has "less to say about anyone's
future than any senior faculty

member of a junior faculty

member's department."
Dean of the Faculty Francis

Oakley complained about the

lack of evidence in the case.

"The officers of this institu-

tion properly are held accounta-
ble by this institution—that is

due process," he said. "But no
due process is open to an officer

if no complaint is lodged ... we
are left with what In effect Is a
smearing of an officer."

But that there was a lot of fear
of Intimidation was proved by
the calling of a faculty meeting
to discuss the issue "so that
people don't feel singled out,"
according to English professor
David L. Smith. "The question
here is not about trust but at)out

the right to not feel set upon."
Continued on Page 9

Federal law

Aid tied to draft registration

Director of Financial Aid Phil Wick described the new law as "an administrative burden that

falls on 100 percent of the students.
' (Shapiro)

by Ned Ladd and Brett Green

Proof of draft registration or exemp-
tion is now required for all federal finan-

cial aid recipients, according to new
federal legislation. The 1983 Defense
Authorization Act, signed by President

Reagan in September, directly effects

students and administration.

A rider to the Defense Authorization

Bill called the Solomon Amendment
requires "the withholding of all Title IV

federal financial aid funds from students

who are required to register for the draft

but have not yet done so."

The regulations regarding how to

administer this amendment were pro-

posed January 27 by the Education

Department. They require that each stu-

dent file a document with his college cer-

tifying his draft status, when applying

for federal financial aid. Applicants will

not l)e considered until they fill out the

form and, if eligible, register for the

draft.

The Williams Committee Against Mil-

itarism (WCAM) Is protesting the regu-

lations on the grounds that they are

discriminatory. Spokesman Jeff Sultar

called the law "totally discriminatory,

as well as in violation of several other

laws, such as the Privacy Act."

Unfair to the poor

Low income groups are hit hardest,

according to WCAM coordinator David
Yaskulka, because they must file for

financial aid to afford college tuition.

The law also discriminates against men
and minorities, the group maintains.

Administration reaction to the law was

Continued on Page 10

Fraternities threatened at Trinity
by Tim Johnson

A Trinity College faculty com-
mittee has demanded the alK)li-

tlon of the school's five

fraternities and two sororities.

The seven-member Faculty
Committee on the F'raternity

and its alternatives concluded

last November, after an inten-

sive year and a half study, that

"the fraternity system is inher-

ently diversive and therefore

damaging to the social egalltar-

ianism that is the bedrock of

democratic policy."

The Trinity Tripod, the col-

lege's student newspaper,
termed the fraternity debate,

which has scorched the Hart-

ford, Ct., campus for more than

a year, as "the biggest issue
since the Inception of . . . co-

education over twelve years

ago."
in late November, the col-

lege's faculty voted 69-33 in

favor of the committee's resolu-

tion to phase out fraternities

over the next three years and to

suspend rushing and pledging

practices forthwith. The fate of

the fraternity system now lies in

the hands of a seven-meml)er
trustee committee, which, in

turn, is waiting for a recommen-
dation from the college's presi-

dent, James F. English.

The trustee committee is

expected to reach a conclusion

by April, according to David
Winer, Trinity's dean of stu-

dents. The trustees will treat

both the president's recommen-
dation and the faculty vote only
as advisory opinions. "At this

point, there is simply no indica-

tion one way or the other how
the conflict will be resolved,"
commented Winer.

"The trustees still consider
the issue a jump ball," admitted
one of trustees, Karl S. Scheibe,
a psychology professor at
Wesleyan.
The faculty committee was

formed in May 1981, in response
to events that took place in

Continued on Page 9
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A fairer price
The recent legislation linking federal financial aid to draft registra-

tion puts the college in a delicate position. Should the college pick up the
difference in financial aid for those who stand to lose nnoney because of
this law?

Civil disobedience is an important right and an important means of
effecting political change. It carries with it costs and penalties appro-
priately suited to violating the law. In this case, abridging the right to

equal education regardless of economic status is not an appropriate
penalty for evasion of draft registration.

The solution, however, cannot be subsidies from the college to stu-

dents who have not registered for the draft. The inherent increase in

tuition would make the problem worse. The penalty for disobedience
would then be shifted to those who have elected to obey the law.

Some people argue that if the college does not make up the differ-

ence, civil disobedience will become a privilege of the rich. Many of the
people paying the extra tuition are no more wealthy than those who did
not. In fact, some people have registered or would register rather than
risk their education. Would it be fair then for those people to pay the
increased tuition?

And it should be noted that if this law is ruled Constitutional and
remains on the books, and if Williams becomes known as a college which
subsidizes in its entirety the viola tion of the law, then not only will future
Williams students feel less inclined to register, but Williams may
attract non-registrants. The resulting cost could be large.

There is an alternative which removes the threat of automatic loss
of education and still places the weight of the peanlty on those who opt
for civil disobedience. The College can make loans available at commer-
cial rates to those who would normally have federal financial aid in their
package but cannot because of this law. Yale has already announced a
similar policy.

This option would not cost the College anything because it could take
the loans out and pass the cost along automatically. But it is important to

offer these loans because banks are hesitant to make uninsured loans to

college students.
Non-registrants would still bear the cost, without the threat of losing

a Williams education.

Williams will not be adv^ocating violation of the law because a

penalty will still be incurred by the violators. But Williams will also be
protecting the right to education regardless of political stance.
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While onlookers concentrate on the score, crew captain Scott Schweig-
hauser sprints to the finish of his 15-minute piece which began the 36-hour
ergathon in Baxter Lounge. (Scheibe)

Crew rows to

raise money
Coach Peter Wells estimates

that the crew teams raised

$200O-$3000 in last weekend s

Ergathon. The money will go to

supporting the crew's trip to

Washington in March for their

Spring training.

The Erg totals surpassed last

year's by 30,000 points, said

Wells. Scott Schweighauser '83

got 10,076 points to lead the men,
and is only the second Ephman
ever to break 10.000 on the Erg
machine. Hope Bigelow '84 led

the women with 9035 points. The
novice teams also contributed

consistent performances.
The sponsorship of local busi-

nesses was a key factor in rais-

ing the money.

Dewey explains

bool( prices
In response to several com-

plaints about book prices at The
Williams Bookstore, Dean of the

College Daniel O'Connor issued

a statement regarding book-

store policy last Thursday. He
explained that 'the understand-
ing between the College and Mr.
Dewey (Williams Bookstore
owner! is that textbooks will be
priced at no more than 27 per-

cent over the invoice price."

He said that there is an ad hoc

Users Committee which over-

sees bookstore prices, and that

students can direct gripes to it

through him. However, he cau-

tioned students from complain-

ing, saying that Dewey's prices

are "at the low end of the

national norms for college

bookstores.
"

Dewey explained that stead-

ily rising wholesale prices have
forced his prices up. He
explained that materials prices

have not gone up significantly,

but that delivery prices have
skyrocketed.

Copying entire texts

He suggested that faculty

could keep prices down by con-

sidering costs when choosing

texts. Many of the standard

textbooks cannot be replaced.

Dewey explained, but supple

mentary texts can be chosen
using cost-based guidelines.

Many faculty members have
made use of copying to reduce
book costs. Many courses use

only parts of books, so profes-

sors copy these materials and
distribute them to the class.

Some professors have gone
further. Physics 202 uses a com-
pletely copied textbook. As a

result, the book cost for this

course has been reduced to

$5.50.

CUL discusses

housing lottery,

French house
The Committee on Under-

graduate Life (CUL) reviewed

the recent town meeting on

housing and the status of the

French House planned for next

year at their meeting last

Tuesday.
CUL chairman Cris Roosen-

raad, a main speaker at the

town meeting, noted that the

meeting had focused on the

Pomilla (prioritized lottery)

proposal and the status of the

Housing Committee.
Roosenraad said that he came

away from the meeting with the

impression that "if we end up

adopting something that looks

like the Pomilla proposal, that

will be seen favorably."

While he emphasized the

advantages of the current struc-

ture with the Housing Commit-
tee under the CUL. Roosenraad
said it would be "foolish to hold

on to the Housing Committee if

it becomes a sore point
politically."

Roosenraad also stated that

the town meeting was "shal-

low." adding that he had had
much t)etter discussions with

those interested in the situation

in the past.

Commenting on the restric-

tions of the format, he said "It

would be awfully nice if we
could share a microphone some-

time. "The CUL met with the

College Council to discuss Hous-

ing issues on Tuesday February
15.

The committee also discussed

the French House which is being

planned as a co-op for next year.

In spite of considerable pres-

sure for the establishment of a

French House, only eleven

applications were received for

the House, only three of which
were received prior to the dead-

line. Tentative discussions were
held to determine at what
number it would become neces-

sary to cancel the House.
—David Klfil

Psychology Prof

traces study

of the brain
A three-pound mass of soft,

grey jelly, alwut as large as an
oversized walnut, is the seat of

all of our movements, emotions,

desires, and sensations, accord-

ing to Paul Solomon, assistant

professor of psychology. In his

lecture "Memory and the
Brain" last Thursday, Solomon
called the brain basic to any
behavior—"from a knee jerk to

the creation of a poem."
The brain is composed of

approximately three to four bil-

lion cells called neurons. The
number of connections between
neurons is thought to be greater
than the total number of atoms
In the universe.

Solomon noted that the study
of the brain has not always
enjoyed the sophistication of the

scientific method. In the 1860's

Franz Gall advocated phren-
ology—the study of bumps on
the skull in order to determine
personality and behavior.

Even with the advent of the

scientific approach, psycholo-

gists discovered the correlation

between the brain and memory
quite accidently. During an
operation to limit a patient's

epileptic seizures doctors
removed a portion of his tem-
poral lobes and, inadvertently,

a portion of his hippocampus.
The patient, H.M., was cured

of his epilepsy but lost all ability

to learn new information. He
had to be re-introduced to peo-

ple he had just met twenty min-

utes ago. and could read the

same magazine again and
again, each time with the same
novel interest. H. M. described

his own life as "always waking
from a dream and never know-
ing what just happened."
Solomon and several psychol-

ogy students are presently

using stereotoxic surgery, the

implantation of electrodes in

the brain, to record the neural

activity of learning. An elec-

trode is planted in the hippo-

campus of a deeply-anesthe-

tized rabbit, who is then conditi-

oned to blink at the sound of a

tone followed by an air buff.

Research has noted a fifteen-

fold increase in neural activity

during the rabbit's learning

period, thus indicating a role of

the hippocampus in learning.

Solomon asserted that for

every question researchers
have answered, ten more are

vet unsolved. Nevertheless,

Solomon finds the work "excit-

ing, intriguing, and fun. " Like

Woody Allen, he claims, "The
brain is my second favorite

organ." ., ,. ,, ,

Need for Black

colleges addressed
Black colleges are instrumen-

tal in providing a "congenial

psycho-social environment" for

blacks, according to Clark Uni-

versity vice-president Gloria

Scott. Scott spoke at Wednesday
night's lecture, sponsored by

the Black Student Union.

Scott explained that "Black
colleges were created in

response to the exclusion and
neglect of blacks in white

schools." She spoke of the his-

tory of black higher education

as a struggle for access into

white institutions. A landmark
in black history, she said, was
the establishment of land grant

colleges for blacks in southern

states in the 1890's.

Black colleges have a multi-

fold purpose in a modern
society, according to Scott. She
stated black colleges provide a

"resource for political aware-
ness as well as a high quality

education." They become the

center for Civil Rights and other

black issues, Scott said.

In addition, black faculty pro-

vide "credible models for emu-
lation." Scott said that "Black
colleges give blacks real insu-

rance against the death of

access to white institutions."

New Security

Supervisor liired

Charles W. Smiarowski took

office as Security Supervisor
last Monday. He has been for

the past six years Chief of Police

in Sunderland, Massachusetts.
During that period, Smia-

rowski was involved in several

controversies relating to his job

as Police Chief. In his 1981

annual report to the town, he
blamed a series of house break-

ins on "a band of 15-20 Puerto
Ricansfrom the Holyoke area."
"In retrospect I see very

clearly that it was unnecessary
to include any mention of ethnic

identification in my public
report," he said.

When he was hired, he was
Sunderland's only full-time

policeman. In his six years, he
developed a force with two full-

time and seven part-time offic-

ers. The Springfield Morning
Union said of his efforts in Sun-

derland; "Smiarowski is gener-

ally credited with bringing the

town into the 20th century as far

as police coverage is concerned
in a town that formerly had only

part-time officers."

Ransom H. Jenks, Director of

Security, said that the promo-
tion was not made from within

the ranks of the College Security
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Newly appointed Security Supervltor Charles W. Smiarowski (Plonsi<er)

force because minimum qualifi-

cations were set by the Deans'
Office, the Office of Personnel,

and Jenks, and no one at Willi-

ams could meet them.

Scientific

equipment fund

established
Williams has received a

$100,000 grant from the W. M.
Keck Foundation of Los Angeles

to establish a permanent fund

for scientific? equipment. The
grant is the first step in raising

$1 million in endowment for

scientific equipment.

According to Russell F. Car-

penter, associate director of

development, the endowment,
when fully established, will pro-

vide about $50,000 in annual

income for maintaining and
upgrading equipment in the

science laboratories and
classrooms.

In the last decade, the col-

lege's budget has been hard

pressed to meet needs brought

about by the tremendous
growth in scientific knowledge
and advances in equipment.

The Bronfman Science Center

in particular , which was com-
pleted in 1968, still has much of

its original equipment which
now needs to be modernized or

replaced.

Indicative of the growth in the

sciences in the last ten years,

the number of students taking

science courses at Williams has

increased by 90 percent while

the number of science faculty is

up by 35 percent.

College provost and professor

of chemistry J. Hodge Mark-
graf believes that the new
endowment will "benefit cur-

rent students and faculty while

helping to attract promising

young science faculty and
future undergraduates."

History Prof to

study in Russia
William Wagner, assistant

professor of history, has been
awarded three fellowships for

research in Russia and the Uni-

ted States during the 1983-84

academic year.

He has received a Fellowship

for College Teachers from the

National Endowment for the

Humanities, a Faculty
Exchange Fellowship from the

International Research and
Exchanges Board and a Fellow-

ship for Recent Recipients of

the Ph.D. from the American
Council of Learned Societies.

He was also given a Special

Assistant Professor Leave from
Williams.

Wagner plans to use the

grants for work on his project,

"The Courts as an Instrument of

Progressive Reform in Post-

Emancipation Russia: Prop-

erty, Inheritance, Women, and
the Family."
He will spend the fall and

early winter in Russia, mainly
in Leningrad and Moscow, and
will complete his research at

the Russian Research Center at

Harvard University when he

returns from the Soviet Union in

January 1984.

Wagner said his study
"represents the first systematic
analysis of the reformed courts'

impact on social and economic
relationships," in particular the

ways the courts used their

power to pursue social reform
and economic development in

19th century Russia. Wagner's
conclusions will be published in

the "Oxford Monographs "

series.

Coops offer independence, responsibility

69 students enjoy alternative lifestyle
by Vernon Squires

Some students claim
that Dodd House
serves the best
meals on campus.

Others support Driscoll or
Greylock. For at least sixty-
nine people, however, it makes
no difference. No, these stu-

dents are not just indifferent.

They are the residents of the col-

lege's seven cooperative
houses, where meals are
planned and cooked by the stu-

dents themselves.

From the seven member
Lambert and Milham houses to

the 13 member Dewey and
Doughty residences, "coops"

offer students a chance for an
alternative lifestyle in which
group planning and responsibil-
ity are the law.

"Coop housing is nice,"
explains Giulia Tortora, who
lives in Doughty House. "It's

more open and tends to bring us
closer together through cooking
and eating." Like many coop
students, Tortora entered the
house with a group of friends
who were eager to spend a year
away from campus housing.

All fun and games?
Life in a coop house is not all

fun and games, however. Stu-
dents inherit responsibilities
not found in regular housing

Off campus, a better deal?
The following article i» part of a project completed for the If'inter

Study Cour$e RADICAL KCOVOVf/CS.

ON CAMPUS
For only $136.00 per month Williams College offers a most

comfortable and affordable housing situation, allowing students
to select from a variety of rooms and setups while also yielding a
multitude of benefits: janitorial service, unlimited heating and
electricity, telephone service, water service, grounds mainte-
nance, and quite possibly the most sophisticated fire protection
available. Although many other colleges supplement housing
with alumni contributions and funds such as tuition, Williams
pays all bills in the housing department with the housing fee and
therefore never deprives the student population of academic,
athletic, or cultural facilities.

The College has done a remarkable job in keeping housing fees
down while energy and renovation costs have risen dramati-
cally. In the past ten years the main problem has been energy;
most of the Williams College housing is poorly engineered in
terms of energy conservation. Even the more recent housing
additions have occasionally done more harm than good to the
energy crisis; business manager Shane Riorden remarked that
Mission Park is an "energy disaster" that has contributed to an
overall $750,000 per year bill for heating and electricity (which
is almost forty percent of the housing costs). However, if

Continued on Page 8

arrangements, particularly in

the area of dining.

"Students are responsible for

planning and cooking their own
meals," explains Dean of Hous-
ing Mary Kenyatta. "Usually
they prepare a budget and then

a menu, and generally wind up
saving money."
Dean Kenyatta also revealed

that in coop housing students

are expected to deal with minor
maintenance and cleaning.
Since the coops are like large

houses rather than dormitories,

these responsibilities are at

times quite demanding, but stu-

dents shrug them off as only

minor drawbacks.
"Are there disadvantages to

coop housing?" muses Dono-
van. "Not at all, really. Some-
times the cooking is a hassle,

but overall it's nice."

Coaches claim coop

To the dismay of future coop
prospects, the numt)er of spaces
will decrease next year, just as

it did this year. For the 1983-1984

school year, Dewey house will

become an experimental
"French House," and Rice
House, another coop, will be
converted to use for athletic

coaches.

John Kowalik, a senior who
lives in Dewey House, and who
was on last year's Housing Com-
mittee, expressed disappoint-

ment at the shrinking number of

Coops, but added that the sys-

tem is still a good part of Willi-

ams housing.
"Sure, It's a good idea, an

opportunity to live away from
campus without really being
off-campus. The best part about

While students have found that off-campus rents may t>e slightly
higher, most save significantly on food costs. {Glcl<)

it is definitely the freedom to do
what you want," Kowalik enthu-
siastically remarked. He also

believes coops are a frugal form
of housing.

"It's much cheaper than liv-

ing ofl-campus. And with our
meal system, 1 pay only about
half the regular board price,"
he explained.

Cheap food

Students who do wind up liv-

ing in a coop house are not
offered the board options of
other students. Coop residents
can only receive a limited t)oard
plan, with many students choos-
ing to forsake college food alto-
gether in order to eal more
cheaply.

"July" brightens winter

The Fifth of July,

Williamstheatre's most re-

cent production, was writ-

ten by American dramatist

Lanford Wilson in 1978 and has not yet

l)een made into a movie or HBO presen-

tation. It is therefore an unfamiliar
work to most of us.

While it has its faults, Wilson s piay

itself is fine. It might be, however, to

reach some unfair conclusions about

the original work because of the wea-

knesses of director Jill Nassivera's

production.

In Fifth of July, Wilson examines

with humor the ambivalent feelings of

hope and despair experienced the

morning after a "revolution." Specifi-

cally, he focuses on several meml)ers

of America's most recent "lost

generation"—the sixties radicals. The

setting of the play is a Fourth of July

rural Missouri reunion of sorts among a

group of ex-Berkeley activists, in their

mid-thirties.

Wilson creates a fine gallery of off-

beat yet sympathetic characters. He
also, unfortunately, throws in two pre-

dictable and tired stereotypes—the hip-

pie musician, and the precocious

thirteen-year-old. Still, these two have

more than their share of funny lines,

and don't seriously blemish the work.

The major problem with the Willi-

amstheatre production of this play is

that Wilson's focus, on this group dis-

possessed of an era, is not clearly ren-

dered. Nasslvera tries to evoke the

proper tone by using Simon and Gar-

funkel "searching-for-America
music" before the play begins. But dur-

ing the production itself, the missing

focus causes us to become more inter-

ested in the peripheral characters.

When the reminiscing talk al)out the

sixties comes up, it feels almost arbi-

trarily added.

A particularly troublesome aspect

concerns the central character of Ken.

Bruce Leddy concentrated on emphas-
izing Ken's bitter sarcasm and creat-

ing a believable crippled walk, to the

exclusion of other significant aspects in

his character. The play's pivotal

moments of Ken's struggle to accept

his condition are unfortunately rather

uninvolving.

The l)est performances come from
the two actresses playing not the sixties

characters, but rather members of the

older and younger generations. These
performances are so strong that the

entire balance of the play shifts as we
become involved with Aunt Sally and
young Shirley.

Martha Hughes, as Sally, gives a fine

study of a supremely tolerant, slightly

eccentric woman remembering the

bigotry of a past era, and coming to

grips with both the loss of her husband
and the coming of old age. Sally

becomes the emotional and moral cen-

ter of the play.

As Shirley, Joanna Adler gives the

weak part more than it deserves, rend-

ering thirteen-year-old Shirley a per-

sonification of the seventies
generation. "Me, me, me, me, me,"
she cries. "I'm going to be so great."

Yet, Adler's Sally is also very likeable.

Her effusive high hopes for the future

work well to articulate the ultimately

optimistic, uplifting tone of the play.

The rest of the cast—Jeff Llfson,

Marc Wolf, Peggy O'Toole, Gordon
Leeds, and particularly Sue Rench—all

perform ably. William Aupperlee's set,

done in an all too appropriate sick-green

color, is adequate If not terribly

inspired.

Though certainly not a definitive pro-

duction. The Fifth of July is worth see-

ing, the weaknesses don't obstruct a

sense of the fine show this might have
l)een.

—Scott Corngold

Brahms sonatas

tantalize audience
Johannes Brahms wrote three sonatas

for violin and piano, all so technically

and emotionally demanding that it is a

challenge to play one of them well. It was
therefore an unusual and courageous

decision that Williams College violinist

Julius Hegyi and world-famous pianist

Garrick Ohlsson made, to present a pro-

gram of all three Brahms sonatas last

Friday evening in Brooks-Rogers Reci-

tal Hall.

The first thing one noticed upon walk-

ing into the hall was the odd arrange-

ment of the stage, with the performers

placed in the corner of the stage to the

audience's far left—probably for acous-

. . . incredibly precise,

at times almost brisk,

but thoughtful or

emotional when it

should be.

tical purposes. The second immediately
noticeable factor was the obvious cam-
araderie between Hegyi and Ohlsson.
Hegyi seemed very happy to have the

opportunity of performing with Ohlsson,
and both seemed to enjoy playing
together.

The program order, interestingly, was
not chronological. Instead, the sonata of

1887 opened the program, followed by the

sonata written in 1880, and closing with

the most mature work, of 1889. This

order worked well, for placing the earli-

est sonta between the two later ones
showed what a difference a few years
can make. Although written fairly late in

Brahms' lifetime, in comparison with its

companions the 1880 sonata is a little

less deep, a little more flourishy, with

fewer of the profound changes in mood
and less of the meditative, brooding

quality that characterizes the later

works.

The balance between violin and piano

was generally good throughout, in keep-

ing with the idea of the Romantic violin

sonata as a duo rather than a piece for

violin with piano accompaniment. Each
performer was willing to step back at the

appropriate moments and give the other

the limelight.

However—and this was not due to

insensitivity on Ohlsson's part—Hegyi
occasionally suffered in contrast with

Ohlsson's consistently strong, confident

pianistry and the rich sound he evoked

from the piano. Hegyi's string sound was
sometimes skittish and lacking in inten-

sity. But this showed noticeable
improvement, perhaps as he relaxed

during the course of the performance.

For his part, Ohlsson is obviously a

first-rate pianist, and a pleasure to listen

to. His playing is incredibly precise, at

times almost brisk, but thoughtful or

emotional when it should be. He was able

to bring out all the multiple melodic lines

than make Brahms interesting. He also

made use of a broad range of sensitive

rallentandos that Hegyi was able to fol-

low as easily as he followed Ohlsson's

graceful settings of the temp)o.

Although it was nice to be given the

chance to hear the Brahms sonatas, one
wonders why Ohlsson was not invited

here to just give a solo recital. World-

acclaimed classical musicians so rarely

come to Williams that it is a shame not to

have had the opportunity of hearing Gar-

rick Ohlsson perform alone. To hear him
as one of a duo was more tantalizing

than satisfying.

I I
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SHOP

"Your Party Starts Here"

Largest Keg Retailer— All Kinds

—Biggest Discounts-

Seer - Liquor - Wine
For the lowest prices In the area,

including Vermont, stop by. We can
help you save money on all your
Winter Carnival orders.

280 Cole Avenue
Free Delivery on Campus 8-3704

R

New Shipments of

Renaissance and Recycled (Boynton)

Cards Are In
enzi s

COLLEGE BOOK STORE. INC
WILLIAMSTOWN MASS 01267

GREAT COUNSELORS WANTED!

Top boys' camp in Maine seeks the best

your student body has to offer. We need
enthusiastic staff to teach all land sports,

plus: foot hockey, lacrosse, tennis, arts and

crafts, nature, archery, computers, radio,

water skiing, canoeing, tripping and water

safety instruction.

From June 19 through August 19, you
will have a great time, plus earn an attractive

salary.

If interested, please call or write:

Camp WHdwood
805 Seney Ave.

Mamaroneck, New York 10543

Tel. (914) 698-1010

STUDY ABROAD AT THE
ITHACA COLLEGE
LONDON CENTER

SEMESTER OR YEAR PROGRAM
ITHACA COLLEGE CREDIT

BRITISH FACULTY

COURSES — British and European
studies are ottered in literature,

history, art history, drama, music
sociology, education, psychology,
communications, and politics.

Special program ottered m Drama.
Intemehtpe availabie to quatllled

•tudentt in International Bualneea,

Sodal Servlcee, Poiitleai Science
and Communicatlona.

Visits to the theatre, museums,
galleries, schools, social and
political institutions are an
integral part ot the curriculum

For further information write:

International Programs - SP
Ithaca College
Ithaca. New York r48S0

HEAD FOR THE REAL SNOW!
Airfare only: $198.00**

round trip Albany to Denver
including: 7 nites lodging

6 day lift tickets

state and local taxes

choose from areas:

ASPEN, BUTTERMILK,
BRECKENRIDGE, COPPER
MOUNTAIN, CRESTED BUTTE and
KEYSTONE!!

'restrictions apply, call for cS^tails

EI STORE
105 Spring Street

WILMAMSTOWN. MASS.0!267M1l.3)ir,8-57Wi

International Club

Talented show holds audience
by Marc Mazzone

Last Sunday's Inter-

national Club Talent
Show included acts

ranging from Dor-

othy Scullin's delightful mari-

onettes to Dean O'Connor's

worthy renditions of "The Min-

strel Boy" and "Londonderry

Air." All in all, a receptive

audience seemed to find it very

entertaining.

The Octet was the first of

many musical groups to sing.

As usual, their mock sincerity

and understated humor pene-

trated the hearts of their

audience, which was therefore

all the more disposed to over-

look some of the faults in their

performance. The group as a

whole had some difficulties

staying in tune. It seems that as

they become more solo-

oriented, they sacrifice some of

their credibility as an ensem-
ble. Nevertheless, they were
enjoyable, and their soloists

were as strong as ever.

But Essence really brought

down the house. While they did

not exhibit the polished rehear-

sal of the Octet, they sang with

conviction. And although their

male vocals were weak at

times, the female voices were
precise and resonant. Alison

Ashley's performance was par-

ticularly noteworthy. With a lit-

tle more rehearsal, the group

may well settle into a musical

niche on campus equal to that

held by the Octet.

If I had to choose a first-place

winner, though, the prize would
have to go to Professor Joseph

Lowman for his wonderful story

about Wicked John and the

Devil. Mr. Lowman is a first-

rate storyteller, and for the

twenty minutes he spent on
stage, he held his listeners cap-

tive. At times, the laughter was
so loud that he almost could not

be heard. At other times, when
he dropped his voice down to a

whisper, the entire audience

seemed to hold its breath.

But perhaps more important
than the quality of the individ-

ual acts is the fact that the pro-

ceeds of the talent show are to

go to needy children in the Third
World. Nearly $850 was raised,

and thanks to this, the Club will

be able to sponsor at least six

children for a year.

While all of the performers
ought to be commended for giv-

ing their time to this worthy
cause, some credit should also

be given to the capacity
audience. The $2.50 donation

paid by each person will help the

International Club's fund drive.

Mon, Feb 14 Neil Young, Coliseum, Ne*
Haven, Conn
B B King: Roonr^ful of Blues, Shaboo All

Stars, Symphony Hall, Springfield, Mass
Joanne Brackeen, Iron Horse, Northamp-
ton. Mass
Adam Ant, E M Loews. Worcester, Mass
Gil Evans & Anthony Braxton, Jordan Hall.

Boston

Tues. Feb 15 David Lindley, Paradise,

Boston
New York Hot Trumpet Repertory Com-
pany, Student Union Ballroom, U Mass .

Amherst. Mass
Boston Musica Viva. Brooks-Rogers Reci-

tal Hall. Williams College

Wed, Feb 16 Do'a, Common Ground, Braftle-

boro, Vt

Ruth Pelham, 8th Step Coffeehouse,
Albany, NY
Larry Coryell, Jonathan Swift s, Boston

Thurs, Feb 17 David Grover, Upstairs at La
Cocina, Pittsfield. Mass
Phil Collins. Fine Arts Ctr . U. Mass.
Amherst. Mass
Teresa Trull & Barbara Higbie. First Con-
gregational Church. Cambridge, MA
Robert Gordon Mission Park, Williams
College

CONCERT SCHEDULE
prepared by TOONERVILLE TROLLEY RECORDS

Grassroots & Henry Gross, Jonathan Swift's,

Boston

Fri. Feb 18 Phil Collins. Orpheum, Boston
Bette Midler, Civic Ctr., Hartford. Conn
Lee Bryant. 8th Step Coffeehouse. Albany

Pete Seeger. Symphony Hall. Boston
Jon Butcher Axis. Channel. Boston
Stormin Norman & Suzy, Separate
Entrance. So Deertield. Mass
Sprmgstreeters, Essence, Ephoria; etc,

Chapin Hall, Williams College

Feb 18 & 19 Tom Jones, Chateau de Ville,

Frammgham. Mass

Feb 18 & 19 Chris Kleeman, La Cocina After

Nine. N Adams. Mass
Feb 18 & 19 Chuck Winans & Dave Porter,

Upstairs at La Cocina, Pittsfield

Feb 18-20 Lui Collins. Passim's. Boston

Sat , Feb 19 Tom MacKenzie, 8th Step Cof-

feehouse, Albany, NY
Charlie Byrd, Herb Ellis & Barney Kessel.

Troy Savings Bank Music Hall, Troy. NY
Ellen Mcllwane, Bogart s. Albany
Margie Adam, Alumnae Hall, Wellesley

College, Wellesley, Mass
Sun. Feb 20 Woody Herman, Duca's, Fra-

mmgham, Mass

Persuasions, Iron Horse, Northampton,
Mass

George Winston, Academy of Music, Nor-
Northampton, Mass
Chuck Mangione, Chateau de Villa, Fra-

mmgham, Mass
Feb 21 Teresa Trull & Barbara Higbie, Iron

Horse, Northampton
Feb 21 Aerosmith. Civic Ctr. Glenns Falls, NY
Feb 22 Son Seals, Iron Horse
Feb 23 Ramones, Student Union Ballroom.

U Mass
Feb 27 Warren Zevon, EM Loew s, Wor-
Worcester

March 1 Eric Clapton & Ry Cooder, Centrum,
Worcester

March 4 Willie Nelson. Civic Ctr , Hartford,

Conn
March 5 Willie Nelson, Centrum, Worcester
March 5 Alvm Lee. E M Loews. Worcester
March 15 Hall & Oates, Civic Ctr . Hartford

March 17 Diana Ross, Centrum (sold out)

March 19 Hall & Oates, Centrum
March 20 Weather Report, Orpheum, Boston
March 24 Tom Petty, Nick Lowe & Paul Car-

rack, Centrum
March 26 Billy Squire, Centrum
March 30 & 31 Kinks, Centrum
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In fact, we'll even pay you more than $550 a month while you attend. That's

In addition to paying for your full tuition and required books and fees.

It's all part of the Armed Forces Health Professions Scholarship Program.
How does it work?

If you're selected for a Physician Scholarship-from the Army, Navy, or

Air Force-you're commissioned as an officer in the Reserve.
While you're in school, you'll serve 45 days a year on active duty, gaining

valuable medical experience. After graduation, you will serve three or more
years, the length depending on the requirements of the Service selected and
years of scholarship assistance received.

As an Armed Forces physician you'll receive officer's pay and benefits,

and enjoy the advantages of working regular hours. You'll also see a diversity

of patients and have opportunities to use sophisticated medical technology.
But most important, while you're in medical school we'll help pay the bills.

For more information, send in the coupon. There's no obligation whatsoever.

Yes, I am interested in receiving more information about an Armed Forces Health
Professions Scholarship. I understand there is no obligation.

For more Information mall this coupon to:

Armed Forces Scholarships, P.O Box C 1776, Huntington Station, NY 11746

Check up to three: Army D

Name

NavyD Air Forct D

(pleat* print)

Stata- -Zip- .Phona(

Enrollad at*. .SchooL

I graduate in*.

(Month. Year)
-Oegrea-
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Students learn to save lives

by Lucy Lytle

For the past six weeks a number of

Williams students and town residents

have been rolling bandages, splinting

broken limbs, and perfecting their CPR
technique as part of the Emergency
Medical Technicians (EMT) course be-

ing offered at the college.

Bruce Homestead and Dave Tauber,

two paramedics from Northampton, are

preparing the class to take the Massa-

chusetts State EMT Exam this spring.

A proposal to Instate the EMT course

as a recognized Winter Study project has

been submitted to the Winter Study Com-
mittee. Currently, interested students

must take EMT In addition to their regu-

lar projects and courses. The class met
six hours a day twice a week during Win-

ter Study and now meets once a week for

six hours.

At three o'clock every Friday after-

noon, EMT students walk to the Bronf-

man Science Center to watch movies and

slides on topics as diverse as childbirth

and communicable diseases, listen to

medical lectures, and practice the many
skills—such as CPR—which they must
master In order to pass the course.

The class runs until six o'clock, breaks

for dinner, then reconvenes at seven for

another three hours of instruction. There

are frequent quizzes on the assigned

reading material, a midterm exam, and

a final.

Fieldtrlps to a junkyard to practice

"auto extrications" (safely removing

victims from a car crash) and to the

Mulr pool to practice water safety tech-

niques are also planned. In addition, stu-

dents are required to spend at least ten

hours doing emergency room observa-

tions and sixteen hours riding in an

ambulance.
EMT students understand the need for

such practical experience. Nate Lebo-

witz "86 explains that "We're dealing
with people's lives—we have to be per-

fect." He admits that "the hardest parts

of the course are the practical parts:

doing secondary surveys, CPR, bandag-

ing and wound care, splinting, working

with oxygen and suction equipment, and
backboardlng." Dave Schelbe '86

agreed, saying that "assessing symp-
toms and giving the right kind of treat-

ment is difficult."

All this Is done in preparation for the

state EMT exam. After passing the

course, students will get cards for CPR
and advanced first aid but, as Homes-
tead points out, "most students will go on

(to get state certification ) . After all their

work it would be foolish If they didn't."

Even after passing the state exam,
EMTs are limited In what they can do for

a victim. According to Homestead,
"EMTs can do basic level treatments but

not Invasive techniques—which Include

anything that goes Inside the body, such

as an Injection or an I.V. Although they

can't diagnose, they can do things like

CPR, splinting, stopping a wound, and
treating shock." He added that students

doing emergency room and ambulance
observations "have to be asked by the

attending authority to help before they

can do anything."

In fact, certified EMTs have explicit

legal responsibilities towards victims

they encounter. "In Vermont, for exam-
ple," notes Homestead, "If you have an

EMT emblem on your car and you don't

stop at an accident, you are guilty of

abandonment." According to Lebowltz,

"there are Massachusetts general laws

Involving 'duty to act' and 'duty to con-

tinue. ' EMTs can't diagnose the victim's

problem but we can assess their symp-
toms; and once we have started treating

them we must continue." Don Hovey '86

points out another restriction: "We can't

give victims medication unless they

have it with them." Homestead sum-
marizes, "The general rule Is: 'Do no

further harm.' As long as that Is followed

there should be no problem with
lawsuits."

Given such legal responsibilities and
considering the time commitment
Involved, why take such a course? Don

Continued on Page 8

Emergency
medical tech-

nician students

practice their

technique
during a typi-

cal six-hour

class. (Glick)

CLASSIFIEDS

Dear Hypo,

I would be very happy if you

were healthy enough to be my Val-

entine.

Love,

Me

"You gotta have a good woman."
—Wino Bob

'She has this amazing face, with

the softest, smoothest skin and
these perfectly defined lips that

look like they're so sensitive

that they should always be

covered and protected by other

lips— like mine, for example—
or they'd wither away."

—to EAS from

O.C. Oglevey

Camp Canadensis Co-ed Pocono

f^t. summer camp seeks mature,

responsible counselors. Pool direc-

tors, computers, athletics, ceram-

ics, gym. Write 217 Benson Manor,

Jenkintown, PA 19046.

BABYSITTERS—Any student

who is interested in babysitting

for children of faculty and staff

should call Gail Rondeau on

extension 2376 or stop by the

Assistant to the President's office

on the 3rd floor of Hopkins Hall

between 9:00-12:00 or between
1:00-4:30 PM, Monday through

Friday If you babysat first semes-
ter and wish to continue second
semester, you should let Gail

know.

Sales Reps Wanted
Need extra cash? Self-motivated?

Want to set your own hours? Be
your own boss. Become a sales

representative for ARK Student

Bedding, Inc Income potential is

up to you Must have own phone.

For further information write:

ARK Student Bedding, Inc.

P O Box 534
Wenham, Massachusetts 01984

JOSEPH E. DEWEY

9:00 - 5:00

Mon. -Sat.

\̂
%

'" ^ K \HQ n ^ WlLUAMblWILLIAMSTOWN, MASS.

01267

458-5717

<f^

S1MF0RD
simuner
session

Introductory and advanced
courses, workshops and

seminars in the visual arts,

performing arts, earth

sciences, education,

engineering, the humanities,

social sciences, sciences,

and mathematics.

June 20 through August 13.

All students in good standing

arc invited to attend. —

Hair Salon of the 80's

For He and She

\ fo
,Sl»'

session
""•- ScsMon

liner ln^n^t^

.nii »PPi*'
vViiint^

\

\

For A Look That IVIai(es

Sense

CALL for an appointment

or ju^t WALK IN.

STUDENT DISCOUNTS

Williamstown. MA Bennington. VT

458-9167 802-442-9823

Pittsfield. MA
413-443-9816

413-447-9576

I I I I
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Continued from Page 3

considerable number of faculty who sup-

ported WAAC's action believed that sign-

ing the petition would jeopardize their

standing with the Administration, and

therefore chose not to sign. In light of

this, it does indeed seem significant that

the support petition gathered more than

half again as many names as did Profes-

sor Jacobsohn's.
Roger Doughty '84

Feeling young again

Emergency Medical Technicians-
The Williams Record ne'ws 9

Historians

congratulated

To the editor:

Subscribing to the Williams Record

makes me feel young again.

As an undergraduate I went to every

conceivable rally, met with radical spo-

kesmen, helped organize Lecture Com-

mittee conferences with leftwing writers

and commentators. I think that's what

you should do when you are young.

All too soon, most people seem to find

out the many fallacies of the left, but you

have to have been there first.

I love the Record, even though it

doesn't seem interested in providing

much of a log or journal of what's really

happening on the campus.
Edgar T. Mead '44

A better deal?—

To the editor:

I would just like to express my con-

gratulations to the Center for Environ-

mental Studies Winter Study Group

under the leadership of Professor Hank

Art for their presentation Friday at the

Log of "The Changing Face of William-

stown. " The coordination and blending

of slides and taped voices of various resi-

dents of Williamstown was very nicely

accomplished. It gives a very vivid feel-

ing for the history, and because of the

taped voices—each telling his or her

share in this history—the 100 years

become very much alive. Many com-

ments captured on tape are so descrip-

tive that they could easily become

classic quotes from a time that has

passed. It was so well presented that 1

would encourage everyone to watch for

the time and place of the next planned

showing—rumor has it that it may be

shown on March 17. Heartiest congratu-

lations to the group for a job well done!

Sincerely,

Mrs. Carl Samuelson, Chairman
U'illiamstow n Historical Commission

Continued from Page 7

Hoven '86 explains: "A lot of people are

taking it to see if they want to go further

In medicine. Others are doing it because

it is something that interests them or to

fill the first aid requirement for ski

patrol."

Scheibe added, "One reason was

because I intend to get a job working in

an ambulance next year. Also it's just a

good talent to know. " Lebowitz sounded

the general theme when he said, "We're

out there to save lives—that's why we're

doing it. We want to help people."

Homestead believes "Everyone can

benefit from EMT training. It teaches

you to maintain a good attitude towards

safety at home and in the work environ-

ment . You learn how to take care of your-

self if you're ever in an accident."

Some of his students, however, are not

convinced that this is the type of course

that everyone should take. Scheibe feels

that CPR training might be more
appropriate for the average non-medical

person and Hovey agrees that "it's

intense. You should be highly motivated

and dedicated. Interest is a very impor-

tant part."

Homestead emphasized that "it takes

the motivation to be with and to help

other people" and admits that he would

prefer potential students to have some
experience with comparative anatomy,

physiology, or biology.

Rich Levitan "84 was instrumental in

bringing the EMT course to Williams

and particularly instructors Homestead

ahd Tauber, who he considers "among
the highest in the field."

He explained that "I'd like to see more
awareness of health at this college. The
Infirmary does a good job but they are

not in the dorms. They have started an
alcohol-awareness program here. Well,

this course teaches you how to take care

of your alcoholic friends."

W. S. Course

A proposal, sponsored by Professor

Lawrence Kaplan, to make EMT train-

ing a regular Winter Study course was
submitted to the Winter Study Commit-
tee in early February and he and Levitan

are confident that it will pass.

Levitan explained that "We're aiming

for a class size of about fifty. The same
instructors will teach the course and I

will be a teaching assistant. The classes

will be held during January and addi-

tional practical work will continue in

February—probably on the weekends."

Continued from Page 5

energy prices do not make a

sharp climb in price and infla-

tion stays at its present level,

the College can then tolerate

any other problems.

According to Food Service

Director James Hodgkins,

basically, fifty percent of any

personal student's Food Service

fee goes toward paying food

costs; the rest obtains supplies,

repairs, labor, ianitorial servi-

ces, supervision, etc. In a typi-

cal school year (222 days this

year) the cost of living on the 21

meal plan is approximately

$7.20 per day, or $50.40 a week.

This means that the cost of the

food is $3.60 per day or $25.20 per

week. Although $25.20 might not

sound like a tremendous
amount to spend on groceries

per week per person, consu-

mers should remember that by

buying in mass quantities the

Food Service benefits from dis-

counts on certain foods.

Since the Food Service deals

with such large quantities, stu-

dents receive benefits that are

not represented in the board fee.

For example, students are able

to pick from no less than three

choices. Another important

aspect to the meal plan is its

nutritional value.

Finally , not only does the meal
plan provide good meals at a

reasonable price but it allows

students to spend time on their

academic or social activities

rather than cooking.

OFF-CAMPUS
After Interviewing 30% of the

124 students living off-campus,

who represent 40'V of the off-

campus households, we found

that both in fact and in the stu-

dents' opinions living off cam-
pus is cheaper than living on

campus. The average cost of liv-

ing off campus is $1,850 per per-

son for the school year. This

figure includes rent, utilities

and food expenditures. Compar-
ing this to the figures presented

in the Student Handbook we cal-

culate an average savings of

$1,000 from living off campus.
Examining the figures above

we find that average off-

campus housing costs are
slightly higher than on-campus

Brenda:

Happy late Valentine's Day
Love, Dan

(t.,^.. »»' *.»' i^kMw, ./^

", T.I ««^i*j-n

t;^:

Budweiser
KINO OF BEERS

ATHLETE OF THE WS(

Thit week's recipient ia fro$h Heidi Kniffht,

who u'ofi the' (iiant Slalom by one second, and
the slalom by .9 seconds in the Dartmouth Win-
ter Carnival this weekend. Kniffht has never

finished lower than fourth in a race this year.

Heidi, this Hud's for you!

housing costs, (off-campus

average $153 per month, vs. on-

campus $136 per month).
Apparently, most of the savings

experienced by off-campus stu-

dents result from buying and

cooking their own food. Stu-

dents' savings for food alone

have ranged from a low of $690 a

year to a high of $1,260 a year

depending on their personnel

eating habits. In general, any
additional housing costs paid by

off-campus students are more
than off-set by their savings

from food. Is the extra expense

of a college meal plan worth

having one's meals planned and

prepared by the college food

service? Obviously, this is a

question which can only be ans-

wered by the individual. We
found, however, that when
asked to name a benefit of living

off campus most students cited

the ability to eat what and when
they wanted as one such bonus.

Further advantages of living

off campus ranged from the

ability to walk around nude

without fear of exposure to the

fresh air on the walk to class.

The most common benefits men-

The following is a co
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No freedom on West Bank
by Mark Averitt

How would you like it if a

soldier were to stop you after a

class and take you to a

"detainment compound" for

questioning that could last as

long as 18 days?
How would you feel if the

government were to ask you
how you were going to vote in

student council elections and
how you felt about national

political issues?

What would your reaction be

to soldiers approaching your

college and screaming obscen-

ities at you and other students

with a megaphone?
This is the state of affairs,

according to Dean Mary
Kenyatta. at the five institu-

tions of higher learning on the

West Bank in the territory that

once belonged to Jordan. It is

now under military occupa-

tion by Israel and Kenyatta.

speaking February 9 in a lec-

ture sponsored by the Commit-
tee for Palestinian Rights, said

that Palestinian educators

and students are really feeling

the difference.

Kenyatta recently took a

trip to the Middle East with a

group of administrators from

other colleges in order to see

whether academic freedom as

we know it in America is pro-

tected by the Israeli govern-

ment, and she concluded that,

despite her desire to remain
intellectually detached to a

certain degree, she found the

situation "horrendous and
appalling."

Obstructions to learning

Palestinian universities

have many disadvantages. All

of their books are censored

and any judged to be anti-

semetic or inflammatory are

destroved. Foreigners

( including those from Jordan

)

are not allowed to teach.

The colleges are surrounded

by walls in an attempt to pre-

vent exchanges between stu-

dents and soldiers. The
students often throw rocks,

but the soldiers have a more
powerful weapon— bullets.

The army can also close the

roads when it is judged
appropriate and thus effec-

tively prevent classes. The
Palestinian semester often

runs on for an entire year or

more because students can't

ge4 to school.

In addition, professors are

required to sign a "loyalty

oath" which forbides them
from supporting any organiza-

tion which is hostile to the

state of Israel in any way.

The Israeli government
believes that the Palestinian

universities are being used to

serve the interests of the PLO
and Kenyatta agrees that their

purpose is to "train the future

leaders of the state of Pales-

tine." However, "the Israelis

have made it almost impossi-

ble for a Palestinian to get a

coherent education on the

West Bank," said Kenyatta,

claiming that the only reason

Israel allows the universities

to exist is because th€\v wish to

annex the land later and want

to avoid world uproar against

them.

Kenyatta compared the loy-

alty oath to similar American

policies during the McCarthy

era, but Prof. Larry Kaplan

pointed out that our American
ideal of academic freedom

may not be realistically possi-

ble in the Middle East. He
claimed that the human rights

of Palestinian professors are

not violated.

Cornell West

Black middle-class must act

Dr. Cornell West discussed the six-

ties and Afro-American History.

(Schell)

by Stephen Magnus

"The sixties are to Afro-

American history what the

French Revolution was to

French history," said Dr. Cor-

nel West, Professor at the Union

Theological Seminary in New
York, at his Friday night

lecture.

The sixties saw a revolt of the

masses, and shifting relation-

ships between the black middle,
working, and under classes,

West explained.

During the first stage of the

sixties, middle-class blacks led

the resistance movement
"within liberal capitalist
bounds," and Dr. Martin Luther
King consolidated this group
with working- and under-class
blacks.

King's Christian outlook
help)ed the movement form ties

with progressive non-black
groups, by 1960, 50,000 people-
white as well as black—had par-
ticipated in sit-ins.

Reliance on this support, how-
ever, led to the formation of a
rift between middle-class

blacks (allied with the white lib-

eral Democrats) and the more
radical lower-class blacks. The
more revolutionary groups rose

to prominence around 1965 and
launched the second stage of the

movement, in which extreme
tactics were advocated instead
of peaceful protest.

Malcolm X symbolized the

second stage, articulating the

"underlying visceral feelings of

black urban America."

West pointed out that the
major task of the new black
middle class should now be to

"repoliticize" lower-class
blacks and set up meaningful
alliances with them; the groups
must unify if further progress
for blacks is to be achieved.

During a discussion period
following his lecture. West
praised the recent hunger strike
at Williams, and said the college
divestiture movement is likely

to improve race relations not
only in South Africa, but also
within the United States.

Draft and financial aid
Continued from Page 1

cool. "It's an administrative

burden that falls on 100 percent

of the students," said Financial

Aid Director Phil Wick. "As of

now," he continued, "we can
only hope to influence the imple-

mentation of the law, and the

regulations won't be known
until late spring."

WCAM has distributed a lea-

flet published by the National
Lawyers Guild and the Berke-

ley Draft Counseling and
Resource Center which outlines

the regulations and explains
their allegedly discriminatory
effects. According to the leaflet,

these regulations violate the

Privacy Act of 1974, the Fifth

Amendment, and the right to

due process.

Not a burden

Rep. Gerald Solomon (R-

NY) authored the legisla-

tion. According to Gary

HiHer/^

2-cn-l IB-Ball

back!

TWO-ON-TWO
BASKETBAU

(or more info

call Steve x6279

or Sue x6693

Feb. n-i 9
Totune field liciise

€, p.tcedteams
% 3t€C. Ichclarsliip

APPLICATIONS DUE BY MIDNIGHT
TOMORROW

At least 15 teams must compete in each division for that

group's prize money to be awarded.

This liability waivtr must be signed by Miller Brewing Company TiMo-OM-1ViO participants

Any individual whose signature does not appear on ttiis form will not be permitted to partic-

ipate and therefore disqualifies that individual from competition

In consideration of my participation in the f\^iller Brewing Company TW«-cN-TWa
Contest, the undersigned, independently and collectively, and on behalf of himself, his heirs,

legatees personal representatives, and all those claiming by or through him. consent to.

and does hereby, discharge, release and hold harmless Miller Brewing Company, and its

affiliates, its agents, servants, employees, assigns, successors and distributors from any
and all claims, actions, losses, damages or expenses for personal or bodily injury (including

death), and property loss or damage mcuired by him or arising out of or in connection with

his participation in the aforementioned TWo-oh-tw* Contest to be held at

(name of school or location).

The male gender as used herein shall include females Any student, graduate, or under-
graduate that IS currently enrolled in school, but has never lettered in 'Aen 's VaXblty or
j'lr.inr "'arclty ",iE''.ettall tca.'^iE is cllj.'.llc tc c.ter. .'.ember:; of the
"onen'e Varsity Tcan A?" cliclble. .Ml faculty r.nd ctaff members are
ellrltle !xz well.
lartlcir^fitc In cln-^le sex divisions r.ro also clicible to co-Tipcte 1:

the co-e? divicior.. They muet, however, Eubmit a Eopaxato entry forn.

' *»,•*'
MA _

I hava raad the foregoing and am of lagal aga to conaant to thit Waivar.

REGISTRATION
TEAr KEraEHS' NAMES C.U. BOX PHONE NUMB.

DIVISION q
'o-Tajn' Co-Ed

QUESTIONS? :all :;teve x6279
or Sue x6693

RETURN TO S.U. BOX 1905 NO UTER THAN MIDNIGHT OF FEBRUARY 16
You wll recleve a copy of the ruler, on the I7th with your scheduled
playln" tino -- r»»5K)rt to th" flelii house l/?. hour before playing.

Anybody who has played Varsity or J.V. Basketball, but is

not playing now, IS eligible to play. All games involving
Women's Varsity players will begin after 1:00 PM

Applications may be picked up at the Phys. Ed. office

Holmes, one of Solomon's aides,

Solomon "wanted to get the peo-
ple who have not registered yet
to register, the amendment is

necessary because it's not fair

that some just don't register."

Holmes also explained that

Solomon wasn't concerned
about the burden placed upon the

college saying, ''It's Just one
more little thing that they have
to deal with."

Yale will subsidize

Other colleges have reacted

to the legislation in various

ways. Mlddlebury College will

comply with the legislation, but

its president, Olln Robinson,

has voiced opposition to the

amendment, according to the

Middlebury Campus. Because
of financial considerations,

Columbia University Is being

forced to accept the regulations.

Mlddlebury Director of

Financial Aid Patricia Jamison
explained that "financial aid

officers should not become
agents of the federal govern-

ment."

Her counterpart at Columbia,

Ted Stock, voiced opposition to

the law. "It's not the right way
to go about It, to put the burden
on the schools to weed out the

objectors. There should be a

better mechanism to deal with

those people, not bludgeoning

them by holding up financial

aid," he said.

Only Yale University has

stated that they will fund non-

registered students. However,
the loans will be at commercial
rates, not government-
subsidized ones.

The future of this legislation is

still in doubt. A California judge

has declared the law unconstitu-

tional and the legal battle Is con-

tinuing. In addition, concerned
Individuals can protest the

wording of the regulations by
writing to the Education
Department before February
28. Massive opposition could
force public hearing on the reg-

ulations, which could delay or
even nullify the law.

Sitino pnrtions nj this article

are re[trin ted iourteay of the

MiddU'hury Cainpua.
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Andrea Raphael '86 goes after a Middlebury skater in the Ephwomen's 6-0

loss to the Panthers Friday. (Glick)

Squash edged by Trinity
The men's varsity squash team came into last Wednesday's

match with Trinity sporting a laudable 1.5-2 record. Both Williams
and Trinity are vying for the number four position in the final

national nine-man rankings, and have prepared many months for

this all important showdown. In a very close 5-4 match before a

sizeable home crowd, the Ephs lost to a strong Trinity squad.

The high points of the day were impressive 3-0 wins by number
one AU-American Greg Zaff , number two junior Tom Harrity, and
number nine sophomore Ben Thompson. Junior Bill Nau continued

his winning ways manhandling his opponent 3-1 at the number four

position, giving the team their fourth win of the day.

Hard fought close losses by Jamie King '84 (3-2), Doug Robie '86

(3-2) , Marc Sopher '83 (3-2) , Matt Lynch '83 (3-2) , and Bill Little '84

(3-1) kept the Ephs in the match until the final ball was struck. Little

and Sopher especially have improved their games with determined
effort.

Coach Steve Heath was not disappointed with the hard fight his

team posted against their experienced arch-rivals Trinity. The
team looks optimistically to a successful defense of the Little Three
Title next weekend at Amherst while number one and two players
Zaff and Harrity compete against top national amateurs at the

Nationals in San Francisco.

Men glide to fifth

The men's ski team turned in

excellent performances this

past weekend at the Dartmouth
Winter Carnival.

The results are a definite

Improvement over last week's

sixth-place finish, especially for

the Nordic team, who beat

Bates in Friday's individual

competition for the first time

this season.

The Alpine team (finishing in

fourth overall) was strongly in

second place after Friday's

giant slalom. Captain Crawford
Lyons '84 skied off with fifth,

while John Pier '85 and Tuck
Collins '83 shared the joys of

tenth place, probably assuring

their places at the nationals in

the GS.
In Saturday's slalom compe-

tition, Lyons won the second run

to place eighth, followed imme-
diately by Pier in ninth, giving

the Alpine team fourth for the

day.

Coach Ed Grees commented,
"Stupendous! I can't even

believe we're skiing this

consistently."

X-C Improved

Captain Steve (Lars)
Johansen led the cross-country

Eph stylists with his best race of

the season, a 25th place finish,

with Spencer Jones '85 close

behind in 26th and Ragnar Horn
'86 in 31st.

The second day's relay com-
petition was a seesaw battle

between Williams, Dartmouth,
and Bates. The seesaw frus-

trated the Ephmen as Bates
gained the lead in the last

kilometer, leaving Williams in a

close seventh place for the day.

Coach Bud Fisher felt that the

team was "certainly improved.
We're looking for a fourth-place

finish next week at our own
Carnival."

Next week is the Williams
Carnival, where Head Coach
Fisher Is looking for continued
strong Alpine performance, and
a sixth-place Nordic finish in the

hopes of placing fourth overall.

McClellan(j's Stationery and Office Products

Hallmark Cards

Crane and Eaton Stationery

School Supplies

Art Supplies
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Sports Shorts

Women's squash Women's hoops

Although they won only two of

the six matches that they played

last weekend In New Haven, the

women's squash team earned a

ranking of sixth In the country

among the thirty schools which

competed In the most presti-

gious of the sport's tourna-

ments, the Howe Cup.

Williams arrived on Friday

with a 5-4 record and a seed in

one of the two top divisions at

the tournament.

Williams was shut out 7-0 by

Harvard, the eventual cham-

pion, for the second time this

season on Friday. Trinity also

sent the Ephs reeling to a 5-2

setback. Penn beat the Ephwo-

men 7-0 on Saturday. Williams

rebounded to trounce the Uni-

versity of California at Berlte-

ley and then to win a dance

contest at a New Haven bar that

evening against their squash

rivals.

Williams breezed past Mid-

dlebury 6-1, but Brown was too

much for the Ephs in their

second Sunday match. Williams

dropped a 6-1 decision despite a

heroic five-game effort by

number one player Barbara
Riefler.

Williams earned the number
six ranking mostly due to their

early season victories over sev-

eral top teams, including

Dartmouth.
Although he had expected to

win more matches, Coach Ren-

zie Lamb was proud of his

women raqueteers. "The kids

were great, simply tremend-
ous," he lauded. "I'm very

happy with them, but our sea-

son's not over yet—we still have
Smith and Trinity to play."

Mark irrriti

Poor shooting from the floor

led to two losses for the women's
basketball team last week. On
Saturday, they lost to Amherst
69-35, and last Wednesday they

lost to Mt. Holyolce 54-37.
i.'i

Tracy Burrows '84 led the

team with 12 points and 14

rebounds on Saturday. An effec-

tive Lady Jeff press sent them
on a 14-2 run before the half to

make the halftime score 30-18.

Two more bucl<ets after the

break gave Amherst a big lead,

and 27 chances at the foul line in

the second half insured that

they kept it as they beat the

Ephs for the first time In seven
years. , ,, ,

.••,
,

,

Williams plays at Trinity

Wednesday, then Wesleyan at

home Saturday at 2:00.

Wrestling

The wrestlers lost to both

Amherst and Wesleyan Satur-

day at the Little Three Cham-
pionships. Wesleyan. New
England's number one ranked

team, beat Williams 43-5, and

Amherst downed the Ephmen
37-13.

Senior tri-captain John Dono-
van was a bright spot as he won
both his matches at 134 lbs. Jeff

May '85 won one and tied one
match at 158 lbs.

Women's hockey
The women's hockey team

lost 6-0 to Middlebury Friday
night.

Once again playing with only

three defen.semen, the Ephwo-
men were uanble to avenge an
earlier loss to the Panthers.

Williams plays Wesleyan Sat-

urday in a rematch of the 8-7

thriller at Wesleyan two weeks
ago. With their home ice and
possibly even rowdier fans than

those that traveled to Middle-

town, the Ephwomen expect

another great game.

Miller 2 on 2

Sunday Night League sharp-

shooters, Intramural all-stars,

and just plain hackers will take

to the hardcourts for basketball

action this Friday at the Towne
Field House. P'or the third con-

secutive year, the Miller 2-on-2

basketball tournament will give

Williams students and faculty

the opportunity to compete for

$300.00 in scholarship prize

monev.

The tournament will once
again feature men's, women's
and co-ed divisions. The only
players ineligible for the tour-

nament are current members of

the men's varsity or junior var-
sity basketball teams. All other
players, including women's
varsity players and faculty

members are welcome. Co-ed
division competitors are also

eligible to compete in the men's
and women's divisions. Fifteen
teams must enter in each div-

ision, so that prize money will be
awarded.

.411 entrants receive a T-shirt

and an invitation to the wrap-up
party at the Log simply for

participating.

Q^illington
\^ VERMONT

Bromley
VERMONT

SAT. MAR. 5

$23.95

stratton
VERMONT

SAT. MAR. 12

$23.95

BIRKIHIRE
EAIY

EVERY WED. NIGHT ' EVErVsaT.

$9.95 $16.95

ALL PRICES INCLUDE ROUND TRIP TRANSPORTATION
AND LIFT TICKETS

RESERVATIONS MUST BE MADE FOR ALL VERMONT AREAS

IT'S A
PLEASURE
TO SERVE
YOU ...

Enolander
CHARTER
SERVICE
AVAILABLE

North Adams
Stop in Or Phone For Schedules And Tickets To All Points —

148 AMERICAN LEGION DRIVE
Oasis PIaz II — Phone 664-4588 or 662-2016

I 1 I
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Hockey sticks it to Tigers

Sports February 15. 1983

by Dave Woodworth

In one of the most stunning

upsets in the recent history of

Williams hockey, the men's
puck team downed Division I

Princeton 4-3 at Lansing Chap-
man Rink on Saturday.

Ed Finn '83 skated the Ephs to

a 1-0 lead early in the first

period when he drilled a slap

shot from the left point past

Tiger, goal keeper Wally McDo-
nough. Co-captain Bob Brow-
nell '83 and Dick Gallun '85

assisted on the goal, which
came at the 2: 10 mark.
The one-goal advantage

lasted through the first period

and most of the second, though

each team missed several good
scoring opportunities. Brownell

scored what appeared to be the

second goal of the game at the

6:50 point, but the tally was
disallowed.

Then, at 15: 32, the Tigers' Ed
Lee evened things up with a

follow-up of a rebound from the

left side of the crease. The tie

did not last long, as Mark
Wysocki '83 stapled a Tiger

defenseman to the boards in the

Princeton zone, knocking him
off the puck. Brian Rutledge '85

gathered it in and wristed it

home at the 17: 30 mark, giving

Williams the 2-1 edge as the

second period came to a close.

With both teams playing a

man down, Finn gave the Ephs
some breathing room at 4: 19 of

the third frame, knocking home
Brownell's missed shot. Prin-

ceton closed the gap at 9: 05 of

the period, when Rob Scheuer's

slap shot was deflected by a Wil-

liams defender past goalie Dan
Finn '84.

Nullified goal

The key play of the contest

came with 7:48 left, when the

Tigers got the equalizer, only to

have it nullified by the referee,

who claimed (arguably) that

the puck had been kicked in.

At 15: 25, Greg Pachus '84 got

what proved to be the game-
winner, with assists going to

Rich Jackson '85 and Peter

Dombrowski '85.

Of his squad's miraculous
win, Coach Bill McCormick
said, "We looked so much better

than in recent weeks; they

played just the way I told them.
Danny (32 saves in the game)
did a terrific job on the net. And
the most imp)ortant thing was
that we worried about who won
the game, not who got the

credit. With all our injured play-

ers starting to come back, I look

for us to finish real strong."

Worthy of mention

Two outstanding Individual

efforts seem worthy of mention,

as they typified the spirit of the

team. The first came midway
through the second period,

when Rutledge, beaten by a

Princeton forward who was
bearing down on the goal, dove
for the puck and with his out-

stretched stick just managed to

poke-check the puck away from
his man.
The second came at the end of

the period, when the Ephs were
trying to kill a penalty to Paul

Coleman '85. Junior Dan Flnne-

ran made the most of his only

shift of the night, throwing his

body on the ice to stop a slap

shot from the left point. Still In

the prone position, Flnneran
reached out with his stick and
cleared the puck out of the Willi-

ams zone.

Beat Wesleyan
Earlier In the week, Williams

earned a share of the Little

Three title by defeating Wes-
leyan, 7-5, on Friday night.

Goals In that game were regis-

tered by Brownell (2), Finn (2),

Jackson, Pachus, and Rutledge.

The Ephs missed a chance to

win the title outright when they

lost to Amherst, 7-4, on Tuesday
night. Brownell, Jackson,
Wysocki and co-captaln Sam
Flood '83 were In the scoring

column for Williams.

Freshman guard Tim Walsh soars over Amherst defenders on the way to the basket. Walsh scored 19 points,

but the Ephmen lost, 75-61. (Scheibe)

Lord Jeff shoots down hoopsters
by John Clayton

Shooting the lights out from outside, Amherst

beat the hoopsters 75-61 at Amherst Saturday

night to break Williams' seven game winning

streak.

Shooting 67 percent from the floor, the Lord

Jeffs built up a fourteen point lead in the second

half.

"They did not miss from long range," said

Coach Curt Tong. We were never really in the

game. We were always playing catch-up; we
were behind by four to six In the first half, and the

closest we got was three In the second half."

Freshman sensation Tim Walsh led the Eph-

men with 19 points, while junior guard Art Pldorl-

ano had 15. Leo White had 25 for Amherst and
Dana King added 15.

"It was one of our lesser defensive efforts,"

Tong said. "But It wasn't necessarily the players'

fault. We may have had the wrong defense. We
just couldn't stop them."

Williams Is now 1-1 In Little Three action, and
win face both teams at home In the next two
weeks. Amherst, with their two home games
behind them, Is 2-0.

Whap W.P.I.
Earlier In the week, the team won Its seventh in

a row, 79-70 over W.P.I, at home Wednesday.
"(Senior co-captaln Scott) Olesen's three-point

play was the turning point of the game," said
Tong. Olesen hit a twisting reverse lay-up with
2: 27 left to bring Wlllams from a 66-64 deficit to a
67-64 lead.

"You can't count on a three-pointer, but Scott
got one In a crucial situation," Tong said. "It's a
great benefit to play with a one point lead instead
of a tie."

Pidorlano led the team In scoring with 18 points.
Junior forward Dave Krupski scored 15, senior
foward Andy Goodwin had 12, and Olesen added
11 for the Ephmen.
The game had been a seesaw battle until Oles-

en's play sparked Williams to the game-winning
spurt.

Together team
"This is a together team," said Tong Wednes-

day. "We may lose some this season, but we do
we'll go down fighting. This team works hard,

because they know that if they don't extend them-
selves, they're just an average ballclub."

Goalie Dan Finn had 32 saves to lead the hockey team to a 4-3 upset

over Princeton Saturday. (Plonsl<er)

Women ski unparalleled

WINTER CARNIVAL
SCHEDULE

FRIDAY:
9:00 am Women's Giant Slalom. BrodJe

10:00 am Men s Giant Slalom. Brodie

2:00 pm Women's Cross-country

individuals. Brodie

3:00 pm Men s Cross-country

individuals. Brodie

7:30 pm Men's Hockey vs. Middlebury

Lansing-Chapman Rink

SATURDAY:
9:00 am Men's and Women's Slalom.

.

12:30 pm Women's Cross-country

relays. Brodie

1:30 pm Men's Cross-country relays.

2:00 pm Women's Basketball vs.

Wesleyan. Lasell Gym

2:00 pm Women's Hockey vs.

Wesleyan. Chapman Rink

6:00 pm Men's JV Basketball vs.

Wesleyan. Lasell Gym

8:00 pm Men's Basketball vs.

Wesleyan. Lasell Gym

Men lose

The Women's Ski Team got
off to a slow start this weekend
only to come back and win the

second day event

.

In the Nordic Individual, held

at Dartmouth admlst a crowd of

spectators, Ellen Chandler '83

once again finished first for Wil-

liams with a solid fourth place.

The team total put them In sixth

place after that event. The relay

team, consisting of Chandler,

Bates, and Beth Schmidt '86

skied to another sixth on

Saturday.

Kniflit wins Alpine

The alpine events, held at

Loon Mt. and Cannon, N.H.,

were filled with expectation.

Heidi Knight '86 skied with

grace and precision to capture
the win by a full second In the

Giant Slalom. Williams next

scorer, Kate Knopp '85, placed

eighteenth followed by Betsy
Paine '85 In 28th.

The team total after that

event put Williams In a disap-

pointing sixth place. Saturday,
however, brought new hopes
and the team came through with

Incredible determination. The
Williams women pulled out all

their stops and cruised to place

three finishers In the top twelve.

Slalom first

Knight, sitting In second after

the first run, took revenge and

won the second run by an amaz-
ing 1.4 seconds to secure her vic-

tory overall. Knopp, after an
aggressive first run skied to her
best finish this season—placing
third overall.

Marcy Rublnger '85 came
back after a couple of disap-

pointing weekends to finish

twelfth and wrap up enough
points to put the team In first

place In the slalom.

The four event total put Willi-

ams In fourth place despite the

win In the slalom. The women
are expected to peak this wee-

kend at their home carnival, so

come on out to Brodie to cheer

them on.

Women float to victory
by Andrew Garfield and Chris Harned

Kathy Klrmayer '86 and Katie Hudner '83 led the women's swim
team to a 93-42 romp over Mt. Holyoke Friday, but the men lost to

Colgate Saturday 67-66.

Klrmayer qualified for the nationals In the 50 free (24.8) and the

100 free (55.7) ; Hudner qualified with a time of 30.0 In the 50 back.

The Ephwomen are now 8-0.

The Ephwomen won 14 of the 16 events of the night.

Senior co-captaln Liz Jex and sophomore Kim Eckrlch picked up
two victories apiece, Eckrlch In the 50 breast (33.57) stroke and 100

Individual medley (1:04,27), and Jex In the 200 butterfly (2:28.85)

and the 200 breast stroke (2:46.34).

Sophomore Jonna Kurucz outdueled teammate Anne Melvln '85

In the 1000 free (11: 22.1); Sue Knapp '85 fought off a Mt. Holyoke
challenge to win the 500 free (5: 28.41) , an^ Rachel Stauffer '85 won
the other freestyle event, the 200 (2:02.48) over teammate Knapp
(2:03,48).

Sophomore Peg Thoman won the 50 butterfly (28.65); Ceclela
Cleplela '84 won the 200 Individual medley (2:22.81), Laura Hen-
rlques '85 won the required diving event and Emily Parker '86 won
the optional diving.

Men lose

The men had a tougher time on Saturday, losing to Colgate 67-66.
Bill Couch led Williams with two victories: the 400 IM (4- 20 1) and
the 500 free (4:52.9)

Williams led for most of the men's meet and was ahead 66-60 with
only the Medley Relay left to swim. Colgate, a Division I team, got 7
points for their victory in the Relay.
Although the Ephs lost. Coach Carl Samuelson was "pleased"

with his swimmers. He said that they "swam quite well" and that
this was the "closest we've ever been to Colgate".
Other winners for Williams included Will Andrew '86 In the 100

back (55.8)
,
Rob Bowman '83 In the 1650 free ( 17: 19.0) , Ben Aronson

'83 In the 200 fly (1: 58.8) and Dave Johnson '83 in the 200 breast
(2:16.0).

The Ephs have had little competition from their Division HI
opponents this season. Samuelson pointed out that this Is because
they have been unable to schedule stronger teams such as M.I.T.,
Coast Guard, and Tufts. Samuelson expects, however, to have
plenty of competition from teams like Kenyon, Claremont and
University of California at San Diego in the Division III National
Championships.
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ACSR
investigates

non-compliance

by Ned Ladd

The Advisory Committee on
Shareholder Responsibility
(ACSR) announced an investi-

gation of four companies that

have not complied with the Sul-

livan Principles at its meeting
last Monday night. College
Treasurer William Reed also

reported that holdings in two
other companies cited for non-

compliance were liquidated.

The companies under investi-

gation include General Elec-

tric, American Home Products,

Warner Communications, and
International Telephone and
Telegraph. ACSR Chairman
Richard Lamb stated that the

other companies cited for non-
compliance would be investi-

gated as time permitted. The
ACSR will meet for one hour
every two weeks until all of the

companies are investigated.

Holdings in Upjohn and Air
Express International have
already been sold, according to

Reed, because of economic con-

siderations. The Upjohn stock
was sold in the course of normal
investment planning, he said.

Consolidated Frelghtways, a
privately-owned corporation,

bought Air Express Interna-

tional and all AEI shares were
liquidated.

Committee members dis-

played most dissatisfaction

with American Home Products,

According to Lamb, this corpo-

ration does not comply with the

Sullivan Principles because it

has its own system for counter-

ing apartheid. As a result, AHP
will not cooperate with the

Arthur D, Little Company,
which officially monitors com-
panies' compliance with the Sul-

livan Principles. AHP was once

a signatory to the Sullivan Pact,

but in 1981 withdrew in favor of

its own program.

"Not satisfied"

"I'm not satisfied with their

program," Lamb stated. Politi-

cal Science Professor Vincent

Barnett echoed Lamb's scepti-

cism saying, "How do we know
what kind of internal auditing

procedures they have?"
The committee decided to

send a letter asking for more
specific information regarding

American Home Products' pol-

icy in apartheid South Africa.

The letter would contain
demands for wage rates, evi-

Continued on Page 9

Sophomor* John Pier races to victory on the tialom course last Saturday.
(Scheibe)

Women's Studies

voted by faculty
by Jim Peak

The college faculty voted almost unanimously for the establish-

ment of a women's studies concentration at last Wednesday's meet-
ing. There was only one dissenting vote to the proposal put forth by
Committee for Educational Policy chairman Lawrence Graver.
The proposal, as submitted by the Women's Studies Advisory

Committee, calls for the completion of five courses to receive credit
for the concentration. The introductory course, Women Studies 101,

will be based on Professor Rosemarle Tong's current philosophy

course, Foundations of Feminist Thought.
There will then be three electives selected with the approval of

the Advisory Committee. A required senior seminar will complete
the concentration, which will be offered beginning this Septemt)er,

"A sound proposal"
Several faculty spoke In favor of the concentration. History pro-

fessor Dennis Dickerson called It "a sound proposal" which gives

faculty and students an opportunity to explore ' 'the other half of the

human race." Francis Oakley, Dean of the Faculty, felt that the

proposal would *

'enrich and vitalize our curriculum In ways we
may not be able to appreciate today."

However, but there were some reservations. Economics Profes-

sor Kathleen McNally worried that female faculty members might
be "expected" to teach women's studies courses, regardless of

their other Interests and responsibilities.

Also, some faculty were worried that by forcing discussion of

women's Issues Into courses designed specifically for that purpose,

the Introduction of these topics Into the mainstream curriculum
would be delayed.

Members of the Advisory Committee admitted that these were
very real concerns, but felt that these problems could be resolved.

Tong said that she hoped that "no faculty member would ever feel

tied down to a course," and that each year the required courses

would be alternated among members of different departments. She
also expressed her wish that the subject material eventually

become incorp)orated into the traditional curriculum, stating "if

the program is truly successful, I hope it will self-destruct."

Continued on Page 9

Amherst president dies
by Ned Ladd

Julian H. Glbbs, fifteenth president of

Amherst College, died of a heart attack

Sunday night at Bay State Medical Cen-

ter in Springfield. The 58-year-old physi-

cal chemist suffered a heart attack while

on a ski trip to Charlemont,
Massachusetts.
Amherst's Dean of the Faculty Mary

Catherine Bateson has been named act-

ing president.

Gibbs had been president since July,

1979. During his tenure in office,

Amherst required all fraternities on

campus to admit women. This step led to

a strong reinforcement of coeducation at

Amherst.
Gibbs attempted to expand Amherst's

curriculum, especially in the math and

science departments. He fostered efforts

in applied mathematics, non-Western

and third-world studies, molecular biol-

ogy and the visual arts. Two professors

of molecular biology were tenured while

Gibbs was in office and the department

of Asian Language and Literature was

developed. In addition, construction on

the $3.1 million Seeley G. Mudd Math and
Computer Science complex began.

Endowment upped

In 1979 when Gibbs took office,

Amherst was a small college of 1500

undergraduates and had an endowment
of $114 million. During his term, he

added more than $23 million to the

endowment and laid plans for a goal of

$43 million by 1984.

Glbbs was born In Greenfield in 1924.

He grew up in Albany and attended

Albany Academy. He graduated from

Amherst in 1947 after serving in World

War II in the Naval Reserves.

After marrying Cora Lee Gethman, a

1946 Smith graduate, he earned his Ph.D.

in chemistry from Princeton. He then

took a teaching position at the University

of Minnesota.

In 1960, Gibbs took a chair in the

chemistry department at Brown Univer-

sity. He served there until his appoint-

Continued on Page 10
Juiian H. Glbbs (1924-1983)
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Applicants plummet for ^87
by Lucy Lytle

Early decision applications

for the class of 1987 reached a

total of only 321 compared to 430

last year, a reduction of over

twenty-five percent, according

to Director of Admissions Phil

Smith.
Regular applications also

dropped almost ten percent

from 4,400 last year to approxi-

mately 4,000 this year, said

Smith.

Of those who applied under

the Early Decision Program,
139 were admitted, 9 were
rejected, and 173 were deferred.

In addition, twelve students who
previously postponed admit-

tance will be attending Williams

next year. The entire group of

those admitted so far will com-
prise approximately thirty per-

cent of the entering class of 1987.

Smith revealed that the

number of applications was
"the lowest It has been In a good

long time" but noted that "the

quality range was good" and
blamed the drop, in part, on

increasing competition as other

colleges initiate early action-

type programs.

Demographics, money
He added that the number of

applications is "down at most
competitive colleges," explain-

ing that "It's demographics and

money and the fact that we [the

admissions committee) were so

doggone tough last year."

One bright spot on the other-

wise lackluster applications

horizon was a slight Increase In

the number of minority applica-

tions and admissions. This year

three of the four black students

who applied under the Early

Decelslon Program were
admitted compared to last year

when neither of the two blacks

who applied were accepted.

Regarding minority recruit-

ing, Smith explained that Willi-

ams "practices affirmative

action and every year conducts

Continued on Page 9
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Action speaks louder
The recent hunger strike heightened our awareness of the

role the College should play as a responsible investor. The
Advisory Committee on Shareholder Responsibility (ACSR) is

supposed to oversee that role. In fact, the Administration prom-

ised to try to accelerate the review process at the conclusion of

the hunger strike.

Yet, of the 15 companies cited in the Arthur D. Little report,

the ACSR has reviewed only four responses to the College's

initial inquiries. Why? Due to a lack of time—the ACSR only

meets for one hour every other week.

The ACSR seems to be moving, if slowlv, on the question of

compliance with the Sullivan Principles. This is noteworthy.

But to devote so little time to so weighty an issue is to ignore the

College's stated commitment to responsible investment.

Endorsements
Any newspaper has the right to endorse political candi-

dates within its readership community. In fact, when a paper

feels that the victory of one candidate would significantly

benefit its community, that right becomes an obligation.

However, before we will advocate a choice, we need to feel

that the candidate we have chosen stands head and shoulders

above the others. For the College Council President's and Vice-

President's posts, none meets that criterion. We cannot

endorse for the office of Treasurer because of conflict of inter-

ests (a candidate on the Record staff).

Many of this year's candidates have expressed a strong

interest in Increasing the visibility and credibility of the coun-

cil. Many have also expressed frustration at the council's lack

of power. We applaud these initiatives and sincerely hope that

next week's victors will make good on their promises.

Quotation of the Week

"/ don't want to look at thirty zombies

in my class/'

—Professor Robert Stiglicz
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Tangents

lAKOt-T F-OK A> TOKR.fNlT OF s/tM-

ANNOUNCEMENT
The dates of the 1983 College

Council elections have been

changed. The elections will be held

February 28th and March 1st; run-

offs will be held the following week,

on March 7th and 8th.

On Wednesday, February 23rd,

during the weelcly College Council

meeting, candidates for the positions

of President, Vice President and

Treasurer will be invited to

participate in an open forum to

discuss their views with Council

members. This will take place at 7:30

PM in Griffin 3. All students are

welcome to attend.

by Grodzins
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Student finds answers^ questions in Sri Lanka

i

by Mark Averitt

You build the road, and the

road builds you." That's
what they told us when we
went to Sri Lanka. Although

our group was ready to listen to almost

anything, this was just a bit disturbing.

Indeed, we had come to build roads for a

development project which espoused the

philosophy that countries are built one
road at a time; but as for building

ourselves—we thought we had a better

way In America. Why else were we
investing time and money In a college

education? Could a road build as sturdy a

person as an Institution like Williams?
It was Immediately obvious to us that

roads needed to be built in Sri Lanka,
whether or not we did. People drove on
the left hand side of the street (the Island

was once a British colony, and many
colonial customs like this one are still

observed ) at speeds as fast as sixty miles

per hour, and on narrow dirt roads full of

potholes. We travelled from "moment-
to-moment," as the Buddhists would
say, never quite sure what would happen
next. Richard Dodds and I once passed
the scene of a collision between a car and
a dump-truck, and one of our group
members was involved in a motorcycle

accident. Nor will any of us forget the
time that our bus hit a cow. Thus it was
with an eye to the practical value of labor

that we patched roads, and gardened,
and farmed.
Yet in most cases, our portion of the

work ( for which our payment was simply
a sense of communal effort, known In the

ancient Sinhalese tradition as "Shrama-
dana") was minimal. There is a fantas-

tic romance among many wealthy
Americans at>out becoming one of the

"common people," about abandoning
accustomed luxuries in order that they

may live the morally pure life of the soil.

To rush in and contribute, however, is not

quite as easy as one might think at first-

Williams students just don't have the

skills or experience to be of much use in

an Asian agrarian society. Thus we did

what we could as best we could—which

wasn't very much, and wasn't very good.

But even though we knew that we were
merely dabbling in a foreign culture for a

month and were not actually Integrating

ourselves into it, some of us began to

forget that we had come to Sri Lanka as a

Winter Study project through Williams

College. As the month went on, the

"resplendent Isle" seemed more like a

native environment. We stopped making
jokes about eating with our hand (not the

left one, for that Is the Sri Lankan substi-

tute for toilet paper), and we scooped up
our hot rice and curry with gratitude.

Our standards of cleanliness and com-
fort changed; a bath in the lake seemed
perfectly sufficient, and I heard a few of

us say that wooden slats are more com-
fortable to sleep on than mattresses.

Ben Olshin told me he would rather

live as a rural villager than as a materia-

listically satisfied American. Tim Inch

during a three-day Shramadana in a

Muslim village. We awoke at five to the

bleating of a tractor horn, and after the

usual prolonged organization period (Sri

Lankans don't have the American pen-

chant for efficiency, but on the other

hand they also have fewer nervous

breakdowns and divorces), we set out to

move dirt in order to build a smooth

road. Villagers and members of the Sar-

vodaya development group, our host In

Sri Lanka, also participated. The labor

was difficult, and despite the many tea

breaks, the days seemed very long. We

We realized that we were Westerners in a

land where we had no real business.

meditated with such enthusiasm that I

feared he might stay behind to become a

Buddhist monk. We had planned to take

Sri Lanka back with us to the United

States. Instead, we found ourselves swal-

lowed up in new and appealing tradi-

tions, and we almost abandoned
ourselves to asking, with the thatch-hut

dwellers, "America? Where is that?"

We did return to Williams, however,

and I think the road-building was par-

tially responsible for that. The turnabout

in our attitude towards the trip occurred

were all beginning to feel a bit sick and

fell to complaining. Our frlsbee-playlng

and other Western ways served as enter-

tainment for the villagers, and although

we were treated like brothers and sis-

ters, we began to perceive that enormous
cultural rifts existed between ourselves

and the Islanders. It was Important to

Ignore differences of values so that we
could learn from the Sri Lankans, but

nonetheless, we had to acknowledge that

they did exist.

From that point on, which occurred

- — -J

about the middle of our trip, we began to

evaluate the ways of the Sri Lankans
with a more objective. Western ,eye.

Many of us l)egan to tire of being conver-

sation pieces to children and receiving

continual Invitations to private homes
for tea. We did not want to take any more
pictures of people, nor did we want their

addresses. Whereas we had once
revelled In cultural exchange, we were
now reluctant to talk about America or to

take part In the fine points of the dally

ritual that is such a vital aspect of reli-

gious societies like the Buddhist and

Hindu ones. We realized that we were
Westerners In a land where we had no real

business—where our ancestors, who also

had no business, had been exploiting

natives for centuries. We were In a

strange land, and all that we could do for

consolation was to pretend that It was not

so.

Then one day, much later In the trip,

we passed over the road that we had built

in the Muslim village. Tourism had
zapped our energy, and the bus was like a

tomb. We had been much more lively

when we were working hard every day.

But suddenly, on that bus, we were biting

Into the fruit of our labors. We had built

that road. It was bumpy and sloped, an
inexact job—yet our sense of accomp-
lishment was mighty. Our road only car-

ried us about two hundred yards, but the

confidence that comes from knowing we
had the power to contribute carried us

through the trip and is probably still car-

rying a few of us through the second
semester at Williams. Our road was a
symbol of the fusion of two completely

different cultural traditions. It was the

work of visitors, but welcome ones. The
road gave us a reason to be in Sri

Lanka—and the feeling we,had on the bus
gave us a reason to bring Sri Lanka back
to the United States.

So when people ask me what 1 did in Sri

Lanka, I say, "I helped to build a road."

Does that imply that I am a changed man
from the one I sent out to Asia? I would
answer "No," that there is a distinction

between building a road and possessing

the humanitarian good will that can go
into building a road. The Buddhists
would say that you can build both a road
and yourself with whatever materials

and in whatever shape you choose. In Sri

Lanka, I found out they were right about
the road. Back at Williams, I'm still try-

ing to decide whether they were right

about me.

Gargoyles propose improvements in hiring and tenuring
by Richard Henderson

It
is no secret that aside from

our comments on the evalua-

tion sheets completed at the

end of the semester, students

have little involvement in the decisions

of whether to promote junior faculty to

tenured status. In response, some sug-

gest that a student be elected to the Com-
mittee on Appointments and Promotions

(CAP), the body that makes the final

tenure decisions. This suggestion par-

tially stems from a common misconcep-

tion among students that the tenure

process consists mainly of a yea or nay

from the CAP.
In actual situations, however, the vital

Face to face exchange

between students and

faculty is crucial.

decisions concerning who will be teach-

ing at Williams originate almost wholly

within the departments that are hiring or

considering for tenure. Many of the

twenty-one departments that hire new

faculty have already begun interviewing

candidates to fill next year's openings;

the hiring process will continue through

the spring.

Considerable opportunity does exist

for students to have a strong voice in

these decisions, particularly regarding

the hiring of new faculty. This potential

power centers upon the Informal student

advisory committees, one in each
department, which have evolved in a

haphazard variety of forms over the

years.

A survey conducted by the College

Council last year determined that most
department chairmen felt student input

from these committees was very valua-

ble in hiring decisions. "Students often

bring insights that we have overlooked,"
observed Department of Physics Chair-

man C. Ballard Pierce.

Indeed, students and faculty are often

looking for different qualities in the can-

didates. The faculty tend to be concerned
primarily with finding a candidate who
complements the needs of the depart-

ment and the research background of

particular members of the department.
Students, on the other hand, tend to focus

on the candidate's ability to communi-
cate ideas in an interesting and challeng-

ing way. Combining the reactions and
responses of both students and faculty is,

therefore, a logical, compelling, and
workable basis for choosing the best

candidate.

Unfortunately, this valuable exchange
occurs more frequently and effectively

in some departments than in others.

With this understanding, the Gargoyle
Society has developed a set of guidelines

that all departments could follow to

strengthen considerably the advisory

committee system.

Suggestions

At minimum each department should

have an advisory committee composed

of four to eight students, depending on
the size of the department. This commit-
tee should be Invited to attend the formal
presentations that each candidate
makes to the department. A number of

departments currently invite all their

majors to attend these presentations;

should, however, select for each group
one or two non-majors who have taken a

number of courses In the department In

order to provide a valuable Inter-

disciplinary view to each committee.
The committee should have informal

contact with each candidate at a time

Combining the reactions and responses of both

students and faculty is a logical, compelling,

and workable basis for choosing the best

candidate.

clearly, this policy could work well In all

major fields. The advisory committee
should then be invited to share its

impressions of the candidates at the

meetings In which the department
decides which candldate(s) to hire. This
face-to-face exchange between students
and faculty is crucial to selecting the

best candidate. Gargoyle feels that this

is strongly preferable to the dominant
current practice of having the depart-
ment chairman relay student opinion to

the rest of the department.

Proven measures
Beyond these minimal guidelines, we

suggest the following practices that have
worked well In some departments and
could easily be adopted by others.

Department majors should elect fel-

low majors to the advisory committee;
members of the committee should not be
department-appointed. The department

when no faculty members are present.

This should take the form of a meal In a

dining hall. Students could also be

enlisted to help in the transportation of

candidates to and from Williams, and to

give them a tour of the campus.

Students should also be Involved In the

promotion of junior faculty to tenured

status. The faculty member being consi-

dered should choose a few students that

he feels know him best. The department
would then speak with these students and
with two or three students suggested by

the advisory committee l)efore reaching

a final decision.

The widespread adoption of the guide-

lines win result In Improved communica-
tion l)etween faculty and students,

and—consequently—the hiring of new
faculty in tune with student needs and
Interests.

I
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WIXTER CARNIVAL

Photos by:

Amy Click

Kelley Lane
Ted Plonsker

Dave Scheibe

Master of Ceremonies Renzie Lamb throws out the

first ski (above, left) to begin Winter Carnival.

Members of the Women's Squash Team then threw

Renzie in the snow, too, thus avenging the loss of the

ski. At left, pit crews, drivers and supporters get ready

to do battle in the Trike Race. Eph and Rosalita Willi-

ams (above) made their yearly trek from Pine Cobble
just to watch. The Cole Field training hill struck terror

into the hears of many in the citizen's cross-country

ski race (below), but everyone made it down. At the

end of the day, everyone teamed up to help pull Ren-

zie out of the snow bank (bottom).

This spectator (left) doesn't saam
to mind that it rained during

Thursday's ceremonies. Morgan
freshmen braved the rain to make
the only freshman snow sculpture

(above), which placed second in

the sculpture competition. Ever

inhale jello? These students gave

it a try in the infamous jello-eating

contest (below).

Robert
Stiglicz:

Struggling for faith

in human dynamism
Robert Stiglicz has been an Assistant Professor oj Political

Science at l^illiams since 1980. Since that time, he has been
an outspoken and provocative spokesman on issues of cam-
pus and world politics. RECORD editors Michael (iovan

and David IVlcCabe recently interviewed Stiglicz for the

record's newest feature. Profiles.

Robert Stiglicz: You know what Stiglicz is like; Stiglicz

says dumb things that incriminate him . . . See the

problem is, what is surreal philosophy to me is psycho-
sis to other people.

Williams Record: What are you doing witli philosophy

now?
It's a subtext of all my work. It's deep inside every-

thing I do. I'm not allowed to use it anymore. I can't. I'd

never get tenure doing what I really want to do.

You've been a full professor since 1978. Can you think

of any way in which your opinion towards teaching or
academics has changed in those five years?

I had a lot more dreams in the beginning about what I

could do. And I was much more naive, thinking that

people would be interested in learning for its own sake
and would be excited by ideas, and that I could share in

that excitement with them. I found out that most people

aren't in school out of a love for ideas, but they're there

to use the schooling to get someplace else. That is

disappointing.

Do you thinl( that's particularly true of this place?
I think it's very true of this place. This is an extremely

anti-intellectual place.

In what sense?

I've never seen such a breach between brightness and
creativity, a lack of creativity, in my life. Being crea-

tive means taking risks, and many of the people here

are profoundly risk avoiding. The natural instinctive

creativeness that I had, this place killed It. I have no

doubt about that.

But while Williams has killed that creative part of

me, it's also given me something else that I probably

couldn't have cultivated elsewhere, an appreciation for

the need to integrate material and not simply to break

ideas apart.

In what other ways, if any, have you changed since

coming to Williams?

Before I came here, I was Interested in God and exist-

ence, in death, in suffering, in transcendence, In free-

dom, In all sorts of weird expression and
experimentation. And since I came here I've become
even more interested in them, because none of those

things can really be contemplated here. This place Is

about as far away from the questions that really matter

as you can get.

But my big gripe is not with Williams: there are

better things to gripe about. My big gripe is with the

world, and beyond that with existence ... So let's start

talking about existentialism. I want to talk about that

because this place doesn't lend Itself to anything inter-

esting . . .

lAke love and death?

Like love and death . . . and existence and suffering

and all the things that really matter. We have to come to

terms with the notion of God. It's as if this place, more
than any other I've encountered, makes it "God, what's

that?" It's atheistic humanism. This place reeks of

atheistic humanism.

God isn't an issue here, and for me I don't think

there's a more Important issue: either the notion of, or

the problem of dealing with a universe without. If we

disregard the question of what Is the nature of the uni-

verse and whether or not there is a God, I think we're

not living life fully. The secularization of learning Is

now nearly complete, so that even a large number of

subjects In religion treat the universe as though the

question of God doesn't even matter.

What should the role of the "self" be in the classroom?

The personal Is Inherently ambiguous. It's dynamic.

It's explosive. It's overwhelming, It's filled with contra-

dictions. I don't think the personal and the professional

can be truly separated. I've gotten in trouble here

mainly because I've tried to let the personal Invade the

professional, the personal invade the theoretical.

The best way to capture the world is to reveal the

depths of the self. But that's not allowed because it's

seen as psychotic to reveal the true depths of self. I'm

not saying that every class should be where the profes-

sor comes in and explodes with these contradictory

ideas. But shouldn't the professor have the opportunity

at the end of class for ten or fifteen minutes to let the

depths of self come out-the contradictory, ambiguous,

deep, irrational self that probably, because it is all

those things, will capture better the heart of what his-

tory is all about.

What do you think will happen to students who come out

of our strict system of learning?

They're going to aid and abet systems of domination,
exploitation and dehumanlzatlon. Probably unknow-
ingly. One doesn't have to be consciously imperialistic

to be aiding and abetting empire—empire Involving

patterns of exploitation and domination where you sys-

tematically dehumanize other people by reaping too

many profits out of them.
Where do most of the people who come out of here go

to work? This Is not a liberal arts school; It's a prep
school for New York banks.

To me, the definition of being human is to wreak havoc
with the personal system and with the social system.
What good is productivity and profit, what good is one-

dimensional success? I see an enormous number of

"well-educated", "successful", "profit-reaping" zom-
bies who are about as far from being human as any
creatures I could encounter. I don't want to look at

thirty zombies in my class who have stripped them-

selves of unconscious desires, who have stripped them-

selves of thinking in truly creative terms of what they

might become.
But as I engage in dally activities in the classroom

and as I go to faculty meetings, I will be the public self

who Is just as much a zombie as the rest of them.

Because you have to be, and part of me has become that

In my heart.

Williams is like

an emotional

black hole.

At Williams, there are those who would say that a lib-

eral arts education enable individuals to face the exis-

tential questions you've raised.

How are you going to make people think In that crea-

tive fashion when they have to spend most of their time
cramming to learn so much. The demands on students

here in terms of mechanical knowledge are so great

that they have no time or energy left for being truly

creative. It may not be that these people are uncrea-

tlve. It may be that the system here demands so much In

the way of mechanical learning that their creativity

cannot show itself.

How Williams-specific is this problem?
(pause) O.K. Let me put It this way. Williams is not all

that different from the world, but it's only at Williams

that I've truly looked into the abyss.

Of what? "The abyss."

Of existence.

Williams Is like an emotional black hole. It sucks in

all people's emotions. It leaves them with one-

dlmenslonal Instrumental rationality. One-
dimensional desires. It saps. There are a few people you

can be yourself with around here, and the rest, you

really have to put on an act, at least give the Impression

that you're perfectly rational, that there's nothing

wrong with you, that you're entirely pleased with the

setting. If you dig deep enough you can see a certain

kind of anger here that 1 wasn't ready to get out.

I Just want to clarify one thing. You said a minute ago

that Williams is like the real world, and you also said

that you'd never felt so detached from the real world
here.

O.K. Well there are bound to be contradictions in

great thinking. Isn't there? (all laugh) Look at it this

way. Look at this interview as more . . . This Interview is

going to have the intellectual merit of a Woody Allen

movie. Absolutely none, (laugh) I'm not striving right

now to be an intellectual. I could sit here and pontificate

about the origins of war for the past two thousand years,

and I could go on and on about this and pontificate about
my latest research and how I'm dealing with multiple

regression models and using path analysis and it's

interesting because it allows you to look at direct and
indirect casual connections in complex multivariate

models and this type of thing . . . that's my intellectual

world.

But I'm more than an academic, I'm more than an
intellectual, and there is no chance to express it here

and beyond that I don't want to. Williams has made me
appreciate keeping myself, that is my true self, to

myself.

What do you think you'll be doing five years from now?
I hope I'm doing something where I can challenge

culture and maybe transform it.

I'm talking about the agenda of someone who feels

that culture is essentially dehumanizing rather than

liberating. Even though one can't predict what the

impact will be of attacking the culture, do it anyway—in
the service of Inspiring people to be self-critical, to be

critical of their institutions. That's It. I'm talking about

permanent revolution in the realm of culture, applied to

all aspects of human life.

That's what I've learned I have to keep completely to

myself here; I can't talk about that nihilistic apprehen-

sion and relation to the universe.

"Think big Ideas, think great transormations. Chal-

lenge yourself constantly— that's what I'm

talking about. We have become far, far too comfor-

table as a civilization to think that this civilization can

truly survive. This transformation is not towards some
final endpolnt. this is an indefinite human project as

long as we're less than angels and more than beasts.

What do you mean specifically when you use the word

nihilism?

I'm not saying nothing matters, I'm saying everthlng

matters. I'm saying saving every human life is abso-

lutely essential. The nihilism I'm talking about is not to

kill human bodies, and It's not even to damage property

In the Interest of making a political statement; my
nihilism is cultural nihilism: to attack ideas.

That is precisely what sub-cultures do. I'm interested

in llmlnal people, I'm Interested In outsiders. I'm Inter-

ested In people on the fringe who don't quite fit in and

aren't quite sure whether they'll be re-Integrated or

not. You don't find many of them around here. You find

them In big cities. You find many Jews who are like

that, many women who have embraced feminism, many
Blacks. And you certainly find them in gay culture.

The more people try to maintain static culture In the

face of what are essentially dynamic human beings, the

more It will aid dynamic human beings, the more It will

aid eventual transformation. Sometimes the best road

to revolution is to make more visible the counter-revo-

lutionaries.

So you have a great faith in an inner human dynamism?
Yeah, that's It. And society has tried harder and

harder and harder to kill that faith, and they've come
very close.

Who's winning, then?

Well, I am now.

I i I I
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COLLEGE COUNCIL ELECTIONS
As a public service to the

Williams College com-
munity, the Record is

printing these election

statements from candi-

dates for the offices of

College Council Presi-

dent, Vice-President, and

Treasurer.

The elections have been

moved to next Monday
and Tuesday, February 28

and March 1.

The statements represent

the views of the candi-

dates themselves, and are

not necessarily those of

the Record.

The College Council meets weekly in Griffin Hall.

VICE-PRESIDEXT
Bill

Sawyers
It is the College Council Vice-

President who, along with the

President, is most responsible

for the success or failure of Col-

lege Council. I believe that dur-

ing 1983-84 we can turn College

Council into a truly representa-

tive student government which
the entire college community
will respect.

Many students at Williams
feel that the administration and
faculty have made certain deci-

sions (e.g. refusal to allow pets

on campus, discontinuation of

row house dining, and most
recently the limitation of inter-

house transfer groups to two
people and freshman inclusion

groups to four) against the vast

majority of the student's
wishes. This, in my opinion, is

partly due to the absence of a

strong and unified body which
can vocally represent the views

of the students.

As a Student Assembly repre-

sentative at the University of

Utah, I saw what an effective

student government can do. As
the Chief Justice of the Univer-

sity Judiciary there, I also saw

the problems that a student

government can face, and how
those problems can be solved.

As a College Council represen-

tative from both Armstrong and
Dennett houses, I've gained

experience in dealing with the

issues which College Council

must face. As College Council

Vice President I would work to

give the Council legitimacy in

the eyes of the students, the

faculty, and the administration.

This year, Jay Ward and I

have decided to campaign
together. We have outlined a

few of our plans for improving
College Council and you will be
receiving our platform in your

S.U. Boxes in the next few days.

Jay and I have the ideas, the

experience, and the good, work-
ing relationship needed to make
College Council what it should

be. We would appreciate your
vole in the upcoming primary
elections February 28 and
March 1, and the final elections

March 7 and 8.

Jan

Van Eck
What is College Council?

College Council represents

the student body. The Council

distributes over $120,000 to all

types of student organizations.

For me. College Council acts as

the voice of the students.

The Voice? Student opinion

doesn't matter at Williams-

does it?

Only College Council can gua-

rantee that students will be
heard on campus issues. A
responsible Council must keep
the students informed, gather

their ideas, and then effectively

work to protect student inter-

ests. The Council is purely

representative, compared with

other campus groups which

indirectly interpret the needs of

the students—from the Trustees

to the Housing Committee. The
College Council must force stu-

dent input into the decision-

making process of the college.

But don't the students on CUL,
CEP, and the Housing Commit-
tee represent the students?

Not necessarily. Rarely do
CEP and CUL candidates or

House Presidents issue plat-

forms before they are elected.

Students often don't know what
sort of "representation" they're

voting for. Further, when was
the last time your CUL or CEP
representative asked you for

your opinion on any issue? End-

ing row-house dining? Limiting

transfers?

Only College Council has a

direct and ongoing mechanism
for soliciting student opinion—
the C.C. house representatives.

Why are you so wary of these

committees?

Last year, the CUL mandated
that "the current system of

house transfers would not be
continued"—despite numerous
Record editorials, Council
objections, the Gifford Commit-
tee report, and the wishes of

most students. Further, the

CUL usurped the Housing Com-
mittee from the Council and
claimed it as a sub-committee—
without consulting the Council

and contradicting the Council's

constitution.

So what can the College Council

do?
Linking the students and the

college's decision-makers, Col-

lege Council must lobby the rul-

ing bodies while remaining
accessible to the students.

Unless council uses its repre-

sentatives more effectively, the

students will lose their oppor-

tunity to monitor and affect the

decision-making process.

My commitment to College

Council goes back over a year
and a half. Since that time I co-

authored new funding guide-

lines which regulate our
$120,000 budget. I am a member
of the Elections Committee,
which I would chair as Vice-
President.

PRESIDENT

Joseph

Beach
The council defines its role as "the offi-

cial forum for student opinion and the
representative thereof." As a house
representative to Council this year, I

have participated not only in the work-
ings of the forum, but also in taking one
product of those workings, namely the
Pomilla Proposal, to the CUL, and dis-

cussing the proposal with them. While I

feel the Pomilla Proposal is an excellent
solution to the question of house
transfers, I feel there are other problems
whose solutions Council could at least

help formulate. As council President, I

would actively work for such solutions.

In order for there even to be solutions,

though, students must be informed about
the problems being addressed. Towards
this end, I would enforce Council consti-

tution Amendment VI, section B regard-
ing expulsion of members for not

meeting stated attendance require-
ments, and would strongly urge Council
members to speak at house meetings at

least once a month. Also, I would regu-
larly meet with the Council's Informa-
tion Committee to prepare a monthly
newsletter, as well as determine other
ways, for example town meetings and
participation on newsview 92, to keep
students well-informed about Council
activities.

Additionally, I would meet regularly
with the chairmen of Council Standing
Committees and students on faculty-

student committees to determine what
matters being debated in those commit-
tees we feel we can bring to the attention

of students for their opinions. I would
also meet regularly with members of the

Administration and Faculty to obtain

their input into matters of concern to the

college community.

Some specific issues I would address
as President include a more active Coun-
cil role in freshmen inclusion; a co-op
representative to the Council; an
increase in the Student Activities Tax, or
alternate method, to better finance those
organizations who solicit funds from the
Council; and improvement of some of

the physical conditions of Prospect
House.

The ideas of cooperation, representa-

tion, and information are paramount to

whatever issues Council addresses next

year. Without them, I doubt the Council
can effectively govern, and represent
the opinions of, the Student Body of Willi

ams College.

Tom
Paper
The direction of the College Council

needs to be changed.
This past year the Council allocated

money to student groups, appointed stu-

dents to committees, and debated var-
ious issues and proposals. In addition,
two major actions were attempted: first,

a Williams athletics club; second, the
town meeting and referendum on hous-
ing system priorities. On many topics

proposals and resolutions were passed.

However, here Council action stopped.

College Council can be a powerful
forum of student opinion only with a

strong interplay between itself and stu-

dents. The actual powers of the Council

are limited, as well as the time and inter-

est students can devote to Council. Yet
with strong leadership, the Council can
overcome these limitations. I have three

objectives for directing College Council.

First, organize the operation of the

Council. The President must run Council

meetings, coordinate events, and main-
tain channels of communication between
Council, students, and important deci-

sion making groups on campus (CUL,
Housing Committee, CEP, Deans,
faculty). The President's organizational

ability is vital to the strength of the

Council.

Second, students and Council
members often only have a vague under-

standing of campus issues. For those

interested, the fundamental points of the

issues which pertain to them must be
clearly summarized.

Finally, students must be informed of

what the Council is doing and how to

become involved. To better inform stu-

dents, I would revive the College Council

Newsletter; also, the College Council

bulletin board must be continually

updated with Council minutes, agenda,
and notices of all important upcoming
meetings.

An effective Council can initiate spe-

cific actions which will enhance the qual-

ity of student life. I would like Council to

sponsor a mini-convention the day
before classes start each semester

where majors from every department
will be available in one setting to help

students choose classes.

Some students may know me through

The Juggler's Vein. This past year I have
been an at-large Council representative.

I believe I can provide the leadership,

ideas, and energy which the students

need in order to have an accessible and
effective College Council.

Michael

Sullivan
The students have the right to know

precisely what functions the College

Council President carries out and the

candidate's ability to perform them.

Three roles the president must execute

are those of a listener, a mediator, and a

motivator. This council is our forum for

ideas. It is essential that the president

listen to the concerned student who not

only might be critical, but informative as
well. But these "ideas" do not exist in a

vacuum and a mediator necessarily

works towards voicing every opinion, not

simply the most popular view. The presi-

dent's role as motivator arises in times

of apathy or frustration when stagnance

has resulted from an overworked pro-

posal. I cannot discount the importance

of creativity in this emphasis on active

motivation.

As a Junior Advisor, I have been wit-

ness to each student's wealth of ideas

and the consequences of student coexist-

ence. It seems that the wealth of ideas

that springs from student coexistence is

enhanced by the encouraging environ-

ment of expression. The Council is no

different. It should encourage those who
seek an improvement of our life here to

criticize and create. For if the Council

refuses to listen, it is self-defeating.

There are several goals which I think

are important. These goals include

house unity, student awareness of admi-

nistrative activities, and student pres-

ence in aspects of the school's

enhancement. These goals would pres-

ent themselves through particular issue

directives which I advocate. First, I sup-

port a housing policy creating appeal to

remain in the house of one's choice and a

prioritized house transfer system.

Second, I advocate much more student

communication and representation in

the Trustee decision-making process.

Third , I advocate the establishment of an

Arts Forum to attract speakers of

renown.

Yet these concerns will come to frui-

tion only if they coincide with student

interest. Therefore, my goal is not to

push Council-specific interest, but to

make certain all views are given a fair

hearing, and to carry out the wishes of

the students through consensus. This

Council cannot work for the demands of

its officers, but must work for the goals

of the students.

Jay

Ward
Accountability to the Student Body.

Legitimacy in the eyes of the Student

Body. Efficiency in College Council oper-

ations. These are the goals of the Jay
Ward-Bill Sawyers platform. Through a

series of programs, we hope to realize

our objectives.

Before I begin to outline why you
should vote Ward-Sawyers, let me com-
ment on why Bill and I are "running
together". Since my freshman year as a

member of Council, I've observed or

have been a part of three Administra-

tions. It struck me that in each of these

Administrations, tensions between the

President and the Vice-President were
apparent due to the fact that they were
elected separately. They came into

office without the same ideas or same
philosophy about Student Government.
By running and, hopefully, being elected

with Bill, we plan to minimize the ideo-

logical differences between the incom-

ing President and Vice-President.
Though I will work with any Vice-

President that the Student Body selects.

I have made plans with Bill Sawyers
which I strongly desire to see through.

Why should you vote for Jay Ward for

College Council President?

Experience: I've served on Council for

three years, a year more than the other

candidates combined, as a Freshman
Council Rep., Minority Rep., and Vice-

President. I've also served as the College

Council Rep. to the C.E.P. and partici-

pated on the Financial Committee
Guidelines Review Committee.
Leadership: Freshman year I was a

Freshman Coordinator of the BSU. At
WCFM I served a year as Personnel
Director, and recently was elected Pro-

gram Director. As Vice-President, I've

led Council meetings in the absence of

the President and chaired the Elections

Committee which appoints student

representatives to various committees.
Ideas: Under a Ward-Sawyers Admin-

istration, College Council will become a

strong, effective representative of stu-

dent opinion. We will minimize internal

inconsistency and friction which has

plagued the Council. The specifics of our

ideas will be outlined in an all-campus

mailing, but briefly they include: 1)

reliance on small ad hoc committees to

accomplish the work of Council, 2) more
emphasis on Parliamentary Procedure

In Council meetings, 3) distribution of

more Information on Council activities.

4) Accountability. Legitimacy. Effi

clency. Vote for responsible Student

Government, Vote for Ward Sawyers.

TREASrRER

The year in perspective

This past year the Finance Committee
experienced an incredible increase in

requests, with demands exceeding funds

by 40' r. Our job was difficult; many
requests were cut. Nevertheless, we
managed to fund many new groups, in-

cluding the Republican, germinal, and
the Committee for Palestinian Rights.

Two groups folded, and two ceased
requesting funds. We increased funding,

however, for many others including Club
baseball. Crew, Central American Con-

cern Committee, men's and women's
waterpolo, rugby, and the Record. We
also funded several one time events such

as the Jazz Ensemble and Comedy Show.

The job of Treasurer
The treasurer works with the Finance

Committee to assess the needs of student

organizations, insures adherence to

funding guidelines, reports Finance

Committee activities to the Council, and

presents the budget to them for

approval.

The treasurer combines both the quali-

ties of a diplomat with those of a pragma-

tist in funding groups while maintaining

the sustaining fund necessary to meet
unforeseen requests and opportunities

(i.e. concerts or speakers i . .My experien-

ces on the Finance Committee have pre-

pared me well for such a role.

Looking ahead

Due to Increases in requests, number
of groups and the Student Activities Tax
(S.A.T. ) , which has not been increased in

three years, I propose to increase the

S.A.T from $66 to $75. This would
increase by $18,000 the total of $125,000

now spent on student activities. I also

propose to synchronize the academic
and fiscal years. Currently, the budget is

passed during the fall, and has histori-

cally delayed groups activities due to

delays, budget cuts and changes. I want
to see each budget passed in the spring

before that year, so groups could begin

work in September.

The sufficient and timely funding of

student groups is of utmost importance.

Social cultural events, political expres-

sion, sports and service groups provide

opportunities beyond the scope of the

academic, maintaining a balance essen-

tial at Williams. The commitment to the

non-academic, is important to fostering

a complete learning experience. As
treasurer. I will remain committed to

these goals, expanding and diversifying

the depth of student experience on cam-
pus. Thank you.

Hamilton

Humes
Working on the Finance Committee I

was disturbed by several problems of the

budget process. The first was the diffi-

culty of communication between the

Finance Committee and the applying

organizations, with the added obstacle of

finding who was responsible for the

finances of different groups and then

contacting them. The second was that

the lack of understanding of the budget

process. The length of the process wore
out many members of the committee
with other responsibilities which made it

hard to get the committee together.

I see the major way to solve these prob-

lems is to intensify and greatly acceler

ate the budget process. The first step

would be to hold a large meeting this

year with the Finance Committee and

the people who will be responsible for the

finances of thetlifferent organizations in

the following year in order to explain the

procedure and logistics of the budget

process. Secondly, only these people

w )uld fill out the budget requests, so ue
knjw whom to deal with the following

year.

On the first day of classes in the fall

another large meeting would be held to

explain any new problems and allow

scheduling of meetings between FinCom
members and club representatives.

After a week to allow for these individual

meetings a blitz of six straight FinCom
meetings would bring the completion ol a

preliminary budget, in the toUowing

week, groups could be contacted again if

the points need to be clarified. The
Finance Committee could then finalize

the 1983-84 CC budget by September 30.

Such an acceleration would create a

clear period when the budget would be

structured, allowing the FinCurn
members to fix a schedule and focus

their energies on the budget. The large

meetings would clear up the basic ques-

tions of the budget process with the

added bi^neflt of allowing an easy
method for FinCom members to contact

the club representatives. The accelera-

tion would allow organizations to know
their finances and to challenge the

budget without delaying the final bud^'ct

past Christmas.

I believe this will greatly accelerate
and make more efficient the financial

procedure of the College Council

T
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with variety
by Amy Doherty

Last Friday night, the Williams Springstreeters hosted a Winter
Carnival Jamboree featuring Williams vocal ensembles, singing

groups from four other colleges and a Williams juggling act, all

interspersed with "commercials" performed by members of the

Williams groups.

The visiting singers offered a wide variety of music, ranging from
the very short rendition of Handel's "Hallelujah Chorus" sung by
Matthew's Minstrels from Vassar to the Wellesley Tupelos' spunky
"Stray Cat Strut."

Golden retriever

The all-female Yale group, Proof-of-the-Pudding, gave a confi-

dent and sophisticated performance. During one of their songs, they

refused to be daunted by a series of spontaneous stage appearances

from the wings by Balloo. Squash Coach Sean Sloane's golden

retriever, who had a squash racquet in his mouth. And Bowdoin's

Whatfour sang with spirit, maintaining well the careful harmonies
characteristic of barbershop quartet music.

The Williams groups were equally enjoyable. Ephoria donned

shades and removed skirts for one of their livelier tunes, Bruce

Springsteen's "Fire."

The traditional rivalry between the Octet and the Springstreeters

was alluded to frequently during the evening, but the evening's

performance demonstrated that the two groups are equally

endowed with plenty of musical talent and stage presence. Both

groups are sweet and precise rhythmically and harmonically.

Only ovation

Once again. Essence was one of the highlights of the evening. The
fact that they were a little sloppy hardly detracted from the rich

musicality and feeling of their singing. In their last piece, Chaka
Khan's gospel-type "Roll Me Through the Rushes," soloist Alison

Ashley sent tingles down the audience's spine with her incredibly

powerful and flexible voice, and afterwards Essence received the

only standing ovation of the night.

Tom Paper and Tim Sedlock's juggling act provided an enter-

taining interlude. They joked with the audience, juggled around a

nervous Vassar man's head and tossed six juggling pins back and
forth with their backs turned toward each other.

The entire evening was extremely enjoyable, and the good-sized

audience was very appreciative.

Concert Listing

prepared by
TOONERVILLE TROLLEY RECORDS

Tues. Feb 22 Son Seals Blues Band. Iron

Horse, Northampton. Mass
Jeff Homes. Bowker Auditorium. U Mass
Amherst, Mass
Gil Scott-Heron. Sullivan Auditorium, Wor-
cester State College. Worcester. Mass
Persuasions. Jonathan Swift s Boston, MA
X, Paradise, Boston

23 X, Paradise. Boston
Club. EM Loews, Worcester,

Wed , Feb
Culture

Mass
Doc Watson, Sanders Theater. Harvard U .

Cambridge Mass
Ramones, Student Union Ballroom, U.

Mass . Amherst. Mass
Preston Reed. Iron Horse, Northampton
Sherrill Milnes, Proctor's Theater,

Schenectady, N Y

Thur . Feb 24 Cramps, Channel. Boston
Son Seals, Jonathan Swift s. Boston

Fri , Feb 25 The Fools. Rusty Nail Sunder-
land, Mass
Culture Club, Agora Ballroom, W Hartford.

Conn
Gato Barbieri, Berklee Performance Ctr

,

Boston
Fear of Strangers. Chateau, Albany, NY

Feb 25-27 Priscilla Herdman, Passim s, Bos-
ton

Feb 25 & 26 Sha Na Na Chateau de Ville.

Framingham. Mass
Sat . Feb 26 X. Agora Ballroom. W Hartford,

Conn
Warren Zevon. Rusty Nail, Sunderland,

Mass
Sun , Feb 27 Warren Zevon, E M Loew s,

Worcester, Mass
Sweet Honey in the Rock, John M Greene
Hall, Smith College, Northampton
Sharon, Lois & Bram, St Marks Commun-
ity Ctr

,
Guilderland Ctr , NY

David Mallet & Cmdy Kallet. Iron Horse.

Northampton
Tower of Power, Rusty Nail, Sunderland.

Mass
Mar 1 Eric Clapton & Ry Cooder, Centrum,
Worcester, Mass

Mar 2 Alvin Lee, Hullabaloo, Rensselaer, NY
Mar 4 Willie Nelson, Civic Ctr . Hartford

Mar 5 Willie Nelson. Centrum. Worcester
Mar 5 Aerosmith, Cape Cod Coliseum, So
Yarmouth, Mass

Mar 12 Hall & Gates, Civic Ctr , Providence.
Rl

Mar 15 Hall & Gates, Civtc Ctr , Hartford,

Conn.
Mar 18 Hall & Gates, Civic Ctr , Glens Falls.

NY
Mar 30 & 31 Kinks, Centrum, Worcester

CLASSIFIEDS
Camp Canadensis Co-ed Pocono
Mt summer camp seeks mature,

responsible counselors Pool

directors, computers, athletics,

ceramics, gym Write 217 Benson
Manor, Jenkintown, PA 19046

Sales Reps Wanted
Need extra cash'' Self-motivated'i'

Want to set your own hours'i' Be
your own boss. Become a sales

representative for ARK Student

Bedding, Inc Income potential is

up to you Must have own phone
For further information write:

ARK Student Bedding, Inc

PC Box 534

Wenham, Massachusetts 01984

To A Secret Admirer

I did not know I had thy heart

Or something stood to gam.

So now from it confused I part,

Ere I should rend it twain.

AIN'T NO MOUNTAIN high

enough. Goodbye five forever

—The Bram

FORSWEAR the demon rum The

end will someday come and then

you II be sorry . .

-WCTU

San Francisco State University
Kxtended Kducation

Wildlands Research Institute

Join a Backpacking Research Team
In the Mountain Weil or Alaska

Summer, 1983 3-9 units

On-site explorations to preserve
. Wildlife Species
• Wilderness Environments

Course details

WILDLANDS RESEARCH INSTITUTE
407 Atlantic Ave

,
Santa Cruz CA 95062

(408) 427-2106

The Springstreeters charm a large crowd at Chapin Hall in their Friday night performance. (Shapiro)

Record review

"New Order'' releases lively

synth-pop EP: FACTUS 8
by Brett McDonnell

One of the latest New Things
in music from England is

electro-pop, made popular by
bands like The Human League,
Soft Cell, and A Flock of Sea-

gulls. Another band of this type,

New Order, has received less

widespread attention, although
they make much better music.
A recent New Order EP,

which for want of a better name
I'll call Factus 8, shows why
they deserve more notice and
airplay. Their recent singles,

gathered together on this EP,
mix a disco-like beat, synthesiz-

ers, and the energy of punk to

create joyous, uplifting music.
This should amaze anyone

who knows New Order's back-
ground. Three-quarters of New
Order used to be three-quarters
of Joy Division, by far the most
depressing rock group I have
ever heard. The second and
final Joy Division album. Closer,

effectively draws the listener

into its own world of despair.

Joy Division ended when the

lead singer, songwriter, and
creative spirit of the group, Ian

Curtis, hanged himself. With a

past like that, one would not

expect much in the way of joy

from New Order.

Such is not the case. Last
summer's single "Temptation"
best illustrates the New Order
sound. Sometimes soaring
vocals, a constantly bubbling
synthesizer, and a crisp rhythm
section led to urgent, danceable
music.

Unlike Joy Division, the lyrics

in New Order do not matter too

much. The most affecting lines

in "Temptation" are "Up,
down, turn around/Please don't

let me hit the ground.Tonight I

think I'll walk alone/I'll find my
soul inside no hole." But it is the

musical context that gives these

lines power.
The new EP contains "Temp-

tation", but in a longer and
watered-down version. It also

contains "Temptation's" flip

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10

WCFM Top Ten
in alphabetical order for February 13-20.

ABC—Poisoned Arrow
Dexys Midnight Runners—Come On Eileen
English Beat— I Confess
Hall and Gates—Family Man
Greg Kihn—Jeopardy
Missing Persons—Walking in L.A.
Pretenders—My City Was Gone
Thompson Twins— Lies
Trio—Da Da Da
. U2—New Year's Day

side, "Hurt," also in a leng-

thened version. "Everything's
Gone Green" and "Proces-
sion," the two songs on a single

released before "Temptation,"
are also on the EP. The three

latter songs are similar to

"Temptation," but not quite as
good.

The other song on the EP, and
the only one previously unavail-

able as far as I know, is "Mesh."
"Mesh" is more low-key than

the other songs, but good . I espe-

cially enjoy the quirky piano

and horns (at least they sound
like horns— they might be
synthesized).

Vacuous lyrics

Even though this music is

high quality and right on the

edge of some of the most excit-

ing things happening in rock
today, it might appeal to many
Williams students (imagine
that). The upbeat sound and
unimportant, vacuous lyrics

make just the right combination
for musical taste in the
Berkshires.

New Order has not created
much music so far. Curtis died
in 1980 and New Order's first

single, "Ceremony," came out
in 1981. "Ceremony," originally

meant for Joy Division,
removes the gloom of Curtis and
puts in its place the bright sound
of New Order at its best. Their
only full album, Movement, has
two great songs— "Dreams
Never End" and "Denial." The
rest sounds like a shallower,
more synthesized Joy Division.

Ten boxes of remaindered books from the

outlet have been added to our

Bargain Basement
enzi s

COLLEGE BOOK STORE, INC
WILLIAMSTOWN, MASS 01267

Nassau/Bahamas Spring Break
$399.00 complete includes:

• Flight and transfers

• 8 days, 7 nights at Hotel on the Beach
• Parties and college activities

• Free lunches
• 3 hour cruise with open bar
• Canvass bag and discount booklet
• All hotel taxes, maid, energy, and gratuities Included
• No hidden charges
• Book now—limited space available

Contact Greenwich Travel Center toll free 1-800-243-3858

f

CUL, CC fight over Housing Committee ACSR
by David Kleit

The Committeeon Undergraduate Life (CUL)
and a delegation from the College Council dis-

cussed the issues of the recent Housing controv-
ersy at a meeting last Tuesday.
While there was general agreement about the

merits of the Pomilla proposal, disagreement
over the role of the Housing Committee and the

validity of the recent referendum on housing
issues sponsored by the College Council domi-
nated the meeting.
The value of the referendum, which was cri-

ticized before voting had even started by CUL
chairman Crls Roosenraad as "vague," was
questioned by several of those present who
pointed to very low voter turnout, poorly
phrased questions and a lack of student aware-
ness of Issues. Less than 400 students voted.

College Council President Stuart Robinson '83

admitted that the "overall turnout was disap-

pointing." He also noted that the questions could
have l)een phrased better.

Referendum was valid

Roosenraad then asked If that means the ref-

erendum should be disregarded. Council Vice

Faculty meeting

President Jay Ward '84 responded that the ref-

erendum was valid. He argued that the turnout
should be Ignored and the percentages on each
question be considered more Important.
The dispute over the Housing Committee was

argued at length. Ward stated that the Housing
Committee should be under the control of Col-

lege Council. He said the Council should be con-
sulted by and have approval over the
committees. The participants then debated
which group represents student opinion better.

Ward claimed that the Housing Committee,
once formed, becomes a collective body
removed from student opinion. He said, "They
are answerable to no one as the Housing Com-
mittee." The solution would be to make It

accountable to Council, he said. One student

member of the CUL stated that "the Housing
Committee has a stronger claim to legitimacy
than the CC on that particular Issue."

Housing Committee Co-chairman John Carl-

son '83 sharply disagreed. He argued that the

committee Is a representative body. He noted

that the "house president certainly goes back to

the House" for Input.

Continued on page 13

Continued from Page 1

In other business, the faculty

continued to discuss Issues

related to South African apar-

theid and divestment.

ACSR representatives

One of the Williams Antl-

Apartheld Coalition's (WAAC)
January demands was that the

College reconsider how the

members of the Advisory Board
for Shareholder Responsibility

(ACSR) were selected.

In the past, both student and

faculty representatives have

been selected by the president

of the College.

In compliance with WAAC's
request. Dean Daniel O'Conner
introduced a motion which pro-

vided for the election of faculty

representatives by the faculty

themselves.

Personally, the Dean said he

did not favor the motion, for he

believed that It "Implied that

past faculty members did not do

a good job" even though the

majority of both student and
faculty members selected by
the president had been "sympa-
thetic to divestment."

As a counterproposal. Steer-

ing Committee Chairman
Robert Kozelka introduced a

motion that his committee
study the various ways by which
faculty members could be

appointed to the ACSR. Kozelka

said that the Steering Commit-
tee's options included faculty

elections and the present sys-

tem of appointments, as well as

other alternatives. He stressed

that his committee would
"solicit student and faculty

Input."

The faculty approved Kozel-

ka 's proposal by a 49-19 vote.

History professor Robert G.

L. Walte said that although he

felt that WAAC's confrontation

with the trustees was "regretta-

ble and reprehensible,
'

' It Is still

absolutely vital that the Willi-

ams faculty not be silent, but

continue to speak out against

the evil of apartheid.

Pro-divestment motion
To this end he Introduced a

tentative resolution which will

be formally presented to the

faculty at the April meeting,

after the trustees come to WlUi-

amstown to clarify their posi-

tion. The resolution reads as

follows:

Kfsitli'vd, That the Faculty of

If illiams CoHeffv, reajjirminft its

(tpposition to racism in any ft}rrn.

respectfully urf(v the President

and Hoard of Trustees to set forth

publicly as stated ptilicy that

Colleffe funds invested in Soiif/i

Africa he invested only in those

companies which have a demon-
strated recttrd of effective opposi-

tion to all apartheid practices and

that the College divest its financial

interest in any com/tany which

fails to oppose apartheid
practices.

Waite reminded his audience

thatjiltler was able to maintain

power largely due to the lack of

opposition to his policies by Ger-

man religious and educational

Institutions. Loud applause fol-

lowed Waite 's speech.

Applications
Continued trom Page 1

a minority search to help Iden-

tify strong candidates nation-

wide."
Assistant Director of Admis-

sions Mike Reed '75 commented
"I don't think that we are suffer-

ing [from negative feelings

generated by the cross burning]

any longer. I didn't encounter

any questions about It when I

was travelling."

Concerns about money
Another Issue of concern, par-

ticularly In the wake of the Rea-

gan cutbacks in federal student

funding, was the question of

financial aid. Although Smith

admitted he encountered "more

Phil Smith can still smile even though applications are down by more than

ten percent.
(Schell)

concern about money and
financing" he did not speculate

on the effects of the current eco-

nomic situation on the number
of applications received
because the figures for the

financial aid candidates have

not yet been processed.

He asserted, however, that

"Williams is In great financial

shape—everyone who needs

funding can get it," a message
emphasized In a letter sent to

prospective students in

December. In addition, the col-

lege continues to practice an

aid-blind policy In admissions.

Smith also reported a tempor-

ary drop In the number of appli-

cations from women. Only 42

percent of this year's early deci-

sion applications were submit-

ted by women, a fact which may
be related to the alleged attacks

on campus women reported last

winter.

However, applications have

since been "even keeled,"

according to Smith, and "for the

entire applicant pool the ratio

bounced back to forty-five per-

cent women and fifty-five per-

cent men."
Smith also mentioned that

more time has been devoted to

travelling In the South and In

California In an effort to attain a

greater geographic distribu-

tion.

Continued from Page 1

dence of non-white leadership

and timetables for further

reforms. Also included at

Lamb's request was an inquiry

into why they withdrew from
the Sullivan pact In 1981.

Provost Hodge Markgraf
explained that the letter would

be similar to one sent to New-
mont Industries In 1981. The
committee recommended
divestiture for Newmont two

years ago after several letters

were sent to the management.
"We became frustrated with the

management," said Markgraf,

"and recommended divestiture

to the Trustees' Financial Com-
mittee." The Newmont stock

was then sold.

Correspondence from Warner
Communications indicated that

it could not comply with the Sul-

livan Principles due to the small

size of Its operation In South

Africa and "the unique nature

of Its business." Warner also

claimed that It had received a

satisfactory rating but that it

was not Included in the most
recent Arthur D. Little report.

Markgraf suggested that the

ACSR call ADL to confirm

Warner's claim. The motion

passed without objection.

ITT subsidiaries fail

The committee considered

action against International

Telephone and Telegraph
because one of their subsidiar-

ies. Supersonic Industries,

failed to comply. Lamb pointed

out that other companies con-

nected with ITT had also failed

to comply, but that ITT owned
less than a 50 percent interest in

these groups. He advocated

dealing with Supersonic first

since It was the only wholly-

owned subsidiary that had

failed to comply.

Markgraf pointed out that

another South African subsi-

diary, Tevls Engineering, had
received exemplary marks in

the Sullivan report. Reed said

he felt that ITT was making an
honest attempt to comply, stat-

ing that a senior vice-president

had recently been sent to South

Africa for on-site inspections.

The committee decided to

send a letter demanding wage
scales and timetables for

reform, as well as the reasons

for the discrepancy between the

practices of Tevls and Super-

sonic. Barnett asked that the

letter also mention the unsatis-

factory rating of the partially-

owned subsidiaries.

GE action postponed

Markgraf pointed out that the

same minority-interest prob-

lem occurred with General
Electric. He explained that

Defy Industries, a GE subsi-

diary, received an unsatisfac-

tory rating and caused GE to be

labelled a noncompller.

"GE owns less than 30 percent

of Defy, and otherwise, they

received top ratings," he said.

The committee decided to post-

pone discussion of GE until

other more flagrant violators

had been dealt with.

Barnett also spoke of estab-

lishing contact with the Euro-

pean Economic Council to see if

they conducted any monitoring

of European companies in South

Africa.

Collegev.-

LIBERAL ARTS and

PROFESSIONAL PROGRAM STUDENTS

Let Babson help you

make the TRANSITION

t>etween college and the work world

TRANSITION, Babson's Summer Management Program, can

help you...

. . . Become acquainted with the world of management in a

six-week residential program designed for nonbusiness

majors

. . . Acquire business skills and familiarity with basic business

concepts and terminology

. . . Increase your attractiveness to employers by means of a

broadened base of practical expertise

Beginning June 6. 1983, the program will feature case studies.

lectures, and experiential group work integrated with field

trips, sessions with business executives, and participation in

a computer-simulated management game.

Set on a 450-acre wooded campus in Wellesley. Massachu-

setts. Babson is an independent, nonsectarian, coeducational

college of management. The college is accredited by the

American Assembly of Collegiate Schools of Business and

the New England Association of Schools and Colleges.

Limited enrollment. Call or write:

TRANSITION
Arthur A. Bayer. Dean
Undergraduate Program
Babson College

Babson Park (Wellesley), MA 02157

(617) 235-1200. Extension 321

I I
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African civilization,

Egypt's roots revealed
by Tim Johnson

Was the ancient Egyptian
civilization—considered the
cradle of Western civilization

by many historians—a deriva-
tive of a black African empire?
Rutgers anthropologist and

linguist Ivan Van Sertima
attacked the allegedly racist

attitudes he had encountered in

contemporary anthropologic
circles towards the African-

Egyptian link theory and other

topics in African history, in a

lecture last Thursday in Brooks-
Rogers.

"The exclusive focus of

anthropology is on the peri-

pheral tribes in pre-colonial

Africa," he explained. "It

would be as if one chose to study

the northern European barbar-

ian to gain an understanding of

the Roman Empire."

Egyptian roots

Van Sertima explained the

theory that the ancient Egyp-
tian civilization had its roots in

black African history. He des-

cribed the Nubian Empire—
which thrived in the regions of

the southern Nile centuries

before the first Egyptian dyn-

asty—as a society that used the

same complex mathematics,
efficient architectural plan-

ning, and heiroglyphics, which
modern history has labelled as

Egyptian advancements.
Van Sertima theorized that

the Egyptian people were pro-

ducts of the Syrian invasions

into the Nubian kingdom. He
asserted that most anthropolo-

gists rejected this theory, which

was first proposed over ten

years ago, until recent satellite

photographs revealed the indis-

putable marks of a civilization

buried under the desert sands to

the south and west of present-

day Egypt.

Van Sertima also described

evidence of an African presence

in Central and South America
well before the Spanish explor-

ers encountered the flourishing

Inca Empire in the fifteenth-

century. He rendered an
account of an early episode in

Ecuador history in which 17

shipwrecked Africans were

defied and appointed governors

in the society.

Racist intellectuals

He referred the audience to

evidence of various naviga-
tional advances—such as com-
passes, maps of ocean currents,

and sturdy boats—that would
have enabled the African peo-
ples who inhabited the Niger
River area to sail the Atlantic in

that era. He added that, for the
last century, anthropologists
have blamed the statues' Afri-

coid features on blunt tools used
by their ancient American
sculpturers.

The Rutgers University pro-
fessor related shocking encoun-
ters with racist intellectuals

while he was researching the

subject of African navigation
across the Atlantic. He over-

heard one renowned English
scholar remark, "first, we had
to hear ridiculous stories about
flying saucers, and now we have
to bear the tale of the trans-

Atlantic Negro."
On another occasion, he

received a letter from a noted
South African anthropologist—
who mistook him as a white
because of his ^ Dutch name-

Ivan Van Sertima describes African voyages to South and Central America.

which read, "I cannot under-
stand how these items (black
Africans] came over to cross
the ocean. Surely they must
have been transported by some
human being [white Euro-
pean]."
Van Sertima asserted that

such attitudes have turned the

world's eyes away from recent
evidence that attests to the
existence of several technical-

ly-advanced African cultures in

pre-colonial eras. He related
that most educated people ste-

reotype all pre-colonial Afri-

cans as barefoot, jungle-dwel-
ling savages.

Yet recent archeological dis-

coveries show otherwise. In

1978, a 2,000-year-old iron-

smelting furnace was unearth-
ed in Tanzania. The ancient fur-
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nace was proven to once have
been more efficient than its late

nineteenth century German
counterpart, he said.

Van Sertima claimed that the

Western world closes its eyes to

the wealth of these African

cultures.

The European imperialists

landed on the African continent

at the bleakest moment in that

continent's history, according
to Van Sertima. The innovative

Songhai Empire in Eastern
Africa was decadent—without
the fruits of its many technologi-

cal advances—when the British

arrived. And the militant Shona
Empire in Southern Africa was
locked in a destructive civil war
when the Portuguese set foot on
their land in the eighteenth cen-

tury, Van Sertima said.

Amherst

—

Continued from Page 1

ment at Amherst in 1979.

Gibbs received Guggenheim
and Fulbright scholarships in

1967 while at Brown and was
selected to be a NATO fellow in

1975. He served as the chairman
of the Chemistry department
twice during his tenure at

Brown and was chairman of the

faculty policy committee.

Avid sailor

In 1967 he was awarded the

High Polymer Physics Prize

from the American Physical
Society for his research. He con-

tinued his research at Amherst
supported by the National Insti-

tute of Health.

Gibbs was the editor of Bio-

physical Chemistry, a journal of

chemical research, and on the

editorial board of several other

journals, including the Journal
of Statistical Physics and
Biopolymers.
An avid sailor, Gibbs last

summer piloted his own 33-foot

sloop to victory in the annual
Twenty Hundred Club Regatta
out of Newport, Rhode Island.

He is survived by his wife,

mother, two sisters, a son, a

daughter, and a grandchild. A
memorial fund has been estab-

lished in his name at Amherst.

DO YOU WASTE
YOUR SUNDAYS?
The Record doesn't.

We need a few more
enthusiastic, not

necessarily experienced

folks to help with layout

on Sunday evening.

Interested? Just show up
in Baxter Louhge at 7:00

p.m. Sunday.
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Hoopsters split week

Steve O'Oay '83 grapples with a Wesleyan defender for the ball during Saturday's Loss. (Scheibe)

by John Clayton

"We played fat and sassy,"

sa id Coach Curt Tong of the bas-

ketball team's 68-60 loss to Wes-
leyan Saturday night.

'We played like we'd beaten
them before and now we had
them at home, and it was going

to be a Cakewalk. And you can't

play like that without more
giftedness than we have on our
team.

"

Wesleyan pulled out of a see-

saw battle with five minutes left

in the game, exploiting the tran-

sition game to take up to an

eleven point lead. The Cardinals

shot 72 p>ercent from the floor in

the second half.

Scoring leaders

Senior forward Andy Good-
win led Williams with 16 points,

while senior co-captain Scott

Olesen had 12 and freshman
guard Tim Walsh added ten.

Wesleyan was led by Greg
Porydzy with 20 points and Paul
Galllvan with 13, while Pat
Ryan and Chris Brown had 12

apiece. This was the first game
that Gallivan and fellow big-

man Martin McDonough had
been healthy at the same time.

"We needed extreme inten-

sity tonight," said Tong, "and it

just wasn't there. Our problem
was an intangible one."

Williams had a slight edge for

most of the first half, knd
retained a 28-26 halftime lead.

They overcame some small
Cardinal leads early in the

second half, but were unable to

gain control of the game.

Williams (10-8) is now 1-2 in
Little Three competition, and
must hope that Wesleyan beats
Amherst next week so that if the
Ephmen whip the Lord Jeffs the
next week they can force a
three-way tie for the title.

Rout RPI
Last Tuesday, the Ephmen

routed RPI for their eighth win
in nine games. A 15 point run in
the second half sparked the
victory.

Olesen and junior guard Art
Pidoriano led the team with 18
points apiece.

The Ephmen spoiled the last

game of RPI Coach Bill Kal-
baugh, whose record in 30 years
of coaching is 2%-344.

Williams travels to Clark
tonight, and Tufts (where their

game will be on local cable TV)
on Saturday.

Teams line up for 24-hour race Hockey
24-Hour Relay? What's this

crazy notion?

Well, it not only is crazier than
dance marathons, ergathons,
etc., but is the oldest of these
campus fund-raising events,
entering its 12th year in 1983.

The relay holds an amazing
track record in the first 11 ver-

sions, both in terms of campus
participation and donations.
And now is the time to prepare
for both.

Saturday, March 12 at 10:00

a.m. approximately 15 teams

Squash
Continued from Page 13

Set" Doucette wore out their
Lord Jeff opponents at the
number five and nine positions
respectively in winning 3-0. Rob
Kent '84 posted the team's
eighth victory at the number
eighth position in a hard fought
3-1 victory.

The only loss of the day came
in the number one match. Jun-
ior Jeff Sultar was edged out in

the final point of the fourth
game after a relentless come-
back effort against Amherst

will toe the line in Towne Field

House to commence 24 hours of

continuous running—one mile
at a time by team members in

rotation. Official teams that will

attempt to break the Williams
RoadRunners (1975 squad)
world record of 278 miles can
have no more than 10 members,
but most teams are of the

'unlimited' variety, including

spots for guest milers. Housing
units, club, sports teams, and
friends have formed teams in

the past. If interested, start

organizing (and training) now.

stalwart Steve Gordon.

The Ephs' win over Amherst
is even more impressive given
that they were playing without

the services of aces Greg Zaff

and Tom Harrity , who are at the

Nationals, as well as junior Bill

Little, who is sidelined with an
ankle injury.

The team is confident that

they can complete a Little

Three Title sweep when they
face Wesleyan at home next
Saturday.

and attend the meeting Thurs-

day Feb. 24 at 7:00 p.m. at the

Athletic Office.

This year the fund-raising will

be handled by Spring Sport

Teams, who will solicit a dona-

tion from everyone on campus.

Minimum goal
The unique feature of this

Charity Relay is that it is an
event where the College com-
munity takes an active interest

in the Williams community. The
funds go to community charities

such as the ABC program.
Youth Center, Hospice and Help
Line. The minimum goal is

$2,000 for the charities. Above
that amount the spring sports

teams will share in the collec-

tion to help finance their spring
training trips.

So save a few dollars, save up
some energy, and save March
12 on your calendar!

Continued from Page 14

that impressive this year, but

this time they worked it to per-

fection, taking only 11 seconds
to score. Ed Finn '83 registered

the goal on a crisp feed from
Wysocki. Rutledge completed

the hat trick with an empty-net
goal with 40 seconds remaining
on the clock.

Once again goalkeeper Finn
turned in a dazzling performance
in the net, making 46 saves on
the evening, including several
sparklers in the first period,

when the Panthers threatened
to skate away with the game.

Hapless Hamilton
On Tuesday, the Ephs gained

their seventh win of the season
over hapless Hamilton College,
6-2, as co-captain Bob Brownell
'83 turned in a hat trick of his

own.

Mark Winters '85 opened the

scoring with a surprising break-
away goal at 9:11 of the first

period. Hamilton briefly tied

the score on a goal by Bob Howe,
but Brownell gave the Ephs the

lead for good with his first goal,

which came at the 17: 18 mark of

the opening period.

Brownell tallied another goal

at :40 of the second, while

Pachus and Jackson also scored

second-period goals to give the

Ephs a 5-1 edge. Carl Norbeck
closed it to 5-2 at 2:09 of the

third , but it was simply a case of

too little, too late. Brownell fin-

ished off the scoring with his

third goal at the 14: 10 mark.

The two wins gave Williams a

skein of four straight victories,

and Improved their seasonal

record to 7-15.

The Ephmen close out their

season at home tonight against

highly-touted Babson at 7: 30.

Ephfcols frolic in silly games

JOSEPH E DEVEY

9:00 - 5:00

Men. -Sat.
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In a return to some of the traditional elements
of a Williams education which had been over-
looked in recent years, many students partici-
pated in a plethora of silly and stupid activities
this weekend as part of the Outing Club Winter
Carnival festivities.

The day started with a Trlke race around the
Freshman Quad. "Any team that thought they
won the race." said Dan Flaherty '83, one of the
day's organizers, "didn't abide by the rules. The
rules said the trike had to have only one pilot
Most of the trikes that made it to the finish line
had more than one pilot."

Best dressed
Darth Vader lookalike Gordon Renneisen '83

won the best-dressed pilot award, while the best-
dressed pit crew was the seven dwarves. Rick
Haylon '84 and Teresa Casey '86 won the Williams
Engineering Award for their trike which hitched
two people to the front.

This was the first Trike race since 1974, and,
hopefully, will be repeated in future years.

To the skin
The fun continued on Poker Flats with less

athletic, if not less meaningful, events than those
on Brodie Mountain.
Tim McFadden '85 demonstrated his amazing

lack of dining etiquette by winning the jello-suck
ing contest. John Woodard '86, not to be outdone,

ate an entire banana (skin and all) to tie for the

Banana Eating for Style contest. Woodard shared
the prize with a skilled Ephwoman whose oral

prowess left neither man nor banana unmoved.
At the crowd's bequest, Woodard and his oppo-
nent repeated their feats, but the crowd was
equally aroused by both.

Andy McElfresh '85, however, took the speed
half of the banana event.

"A known Canadian"
The snowshoe-throwing competition was won,

Flaherty and co-organizer Nlco Howson agreed,
by "a known Canadian."
Jim Reardon '85 showed characteristic lack of

regard for sanity or safety in his life-threatening
dive onto the tray jump to score the only perfect
"10".

Kegs kept the enjoyment flowing for partici-
pants and observers alike.

Snow sculpture
In a less boisterous competition on Saturday,

several houses entered the annual Snow Sculp-
ture contest.

Armstrong won with their rendition of an octo-
pus wrapped around Captain Nemo's submarine,
the Nautilus. Dopey in his doghouse won second
place for Morgan, while A-Gar-Wood tied with
Dodd for third place with sculptures of the bear
from the Jungle Book and Jlminey Cricket,
respectively.
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Squashwomen slam
Little Three rivals
The women's squash team, currently ranked sixth in the country

after their 3-3 record at last weekend's Howe Cup tournament in

New Haven, easily disposed of Little Three rivals Amherst and
Wesleyan on Saturday by 6-1 scores.

"It was our best match of the season considering that Cassle
Fisher (number two player on the team) wasn't able to play," said
Williams Coach Curt Tong.
Williams improved their overall record to 9-9 with the double

victory. Barbara Rellfer split her two matches, defeating
Amherst's Carol Zinke (3-2) but losing to Wesleyan's Karen Adair
(3-1 ) . Hilary Thomas beat both of her opponents at the number two
position; first Amherst's Allison Slaot fell (3-0), then Wesleyan's
Megan Sputle followed.

Williams' Lisa Buckley lost her Amherst match but topped Wes-
leyan's Tamm Rosengarth (3-0). Buckley's Eph teammate Heidi

Halleck took the measure of Amherst's Pam Mix (3-2) and Wes-
leyan's Heather Croe (3-1).

Williams' number five, six, and seven players never lost a game
all day. Liz Cole shutout Amherst's Hilary Mason and Wesleyan's
Lisa Campoli; Amina Mahmood blanked Ann Savage and Susan
Bakst; and Mary Pynchon, playing in her first match of the season

because of Fisher's absence, stymied Kelly Mehr and Karen Hont.

The team will be In action again on Tuesday at home against

Smith.

Squash drills Amherst
Last Saturday the men's

squash team triumphed In

superior form 8-1 over arch-

rival Amherst. The match
revealed a vastly improved Eph
squad rebounding from their

loss to Trinity last week.

Senior members of the team
provided the crushing blow to

the Lord Jeffs. Senior co-captain

Matt Lynch drilled his powerful

forehand swing by his bewil-

dered opponent in posting a 3-0

victory at the seven position.

Senior Marc Sopher, playing

number five, put in his finest

performance of the season with

hard serves, volleys, and rails

driving his opponent out of the

center of the court giving him an
easy 3-0 victory.

The other matches demon-
strated the high experience

level of the Williams' squad. BUI
Nau '84 at the number two posi-

tion used finesse and multl-

angeled shots to dispatch his

opponent 3-0. Jamie King '84

used sheer power In winning 3-0

at number three.

Doug Robie '86 at number
four volleyed his way to a 3-0

victory against a well-matched
Amherst opponent.Sophomores
Ben Thompson and Pete "No

Continued on Page 12

Matmen close season
by Chris Clarey

In their final action of the sea-

son, the wrestling squad fought

their way to a ninth place finish

in the New England Champion-

ships held at the Coast Guard
Academy this weekend.

The team's performance was
highlighted by the strong indi-

vidual showings of tri-captain

John Donovan, Jeff May and

Gary Stosz.

Donovan, a 134 pound senior,

finished fifth overall, upsetting

second-seeded Eric Krasnoo of

Wesleyan early in the tourna-

ment and Cahill of powerful

Western New England In the

quarterfinals.

Senior heavyweight Stosz

ended up third in his division,

losing a very close match, 4-2, to

Newton of Coast Guard in the

semifinals. With only forty

seconds to go Stosz was down by
one point and in a controlling

position. He allowed Newton to

escape in order to try for the

winning takedown, but was
unable to pull it off.

May, a sophomore wrestling

at 150 lbs., had a superb tourna-

ment, finishing second and nar-

rowly missing qualification for

the nationals. Coast Guard's

Kinset was the only obstacle

May was unable to overcome In

the double elimination format,

as he lost to him twice.

Williams finishes the season

at 7-7.
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ATHLETE OF THE WraC

This week's recipient is sopho-

more John Pier, who won the

slalom Saturday to lead the

men's Alpine team to victory

over LiyM. J. P., this Hud's for

you!

Kay Lackey '85 goes up for one
of many inside baskets during

Saturday's game against Wes-
leyan. (Plonsker)

Women win in overtime

by Sura Griffiths
'

, .

y

In their second meeting with Wesleyan, the women's basket

ball team came from behind to defeat the Cardinals 57-52 on

Saturday.

During the first half, Williams had trouble making shots fall in

and the offensive rebounding was weak. The sharp passing of

Wesleyan's offense gave the tough Eph defense a good workout.

At the close of the half, the score was 28-20 in the Cardinals'

favor.

At the start of the second half, co-captain Cathy Evans '83

sparked the offensive play and Williams tied up the score. The
lead see-sawed back and forth. The score was tied at 48 with a

minute left; Kay Lackey '85 put in some key foul shots and the

lead went to Williams. Wesleyan tied the score at 50 as regula-

tion period came to a close.

Coach pleased

Coach Sue Hudson-Hamblin was pleased with the team's play

during overtime. "They just kept chipping away at Wesleyan's

defense and scored 7 unanswered points before Wesleyan even

got on the scoretx)ard."

High scorers for Williams were Kay Lackey with 20, 14 of

which were in the second half, and Tracy Burrows '84 and Thalia
Meehan '83 with 14 apiece. Meehan led the team in rebounds with
16.

Little Three battle

The battle for the Little Three title takes place on march 2 at

Williams. The best result for Williams can hope for is a tie as

Amherst has beaten them once already.

The next game is Feb. 22 at Williams against Smith.

Sports Shorts
Magic rules

Black Magic won this year's

women's intramural basketball

tournament by defeating the

Gladden House "Super Pick-

les" 13-12 last Monday night.

Black Magic, the Black Stu-

dent Union team, finished with a

6-0 record, good for first place,

while the Super Pickles were 5-1

and Spencer-Brooks finished

third with a 3-2 record.

The six-week tournament
involved 14 teams and two
leagues—Monday - Wednesday
and Tuesday - Thursday. Top
teams then competed against

each other in the playoffs.

The championship was a

repeat of last year's game,
when Black Magic again beat

the Super Pickles by one point.

Two-on-two
Gary Pfaff '83 and Mike Jones

'83 dribbled their way to victory

in the men's division of the

Miller two-on-two last Friday.

Mace Foehl '85 and Erin Sahr
'84 won the women's division;

and Peter Griffith '85 and Cathy
Evans '83 won the mixed
competition.

Pfaff and Jones claimed the

men's title with an exciting 26-22

victory over Keith Hopps '83

and Seth Toney '84, last year's

champions.
Griffith and Evans beat Pfaff

and Dorothy Briggs in a contro-

versial 25-21 win to claim the co-

ed title.

Only four teams entered the

women's competition, so no

prize money was awarded in

that division. The $200 scholar-

ship was split among the four

other winners, giving them $50

apiece.

Women fall
In an encore performance

from a game at Wesleyan two

weeks ago, the women's hockey

team lost to the Cardinals 5-4 in

the last minute.

Williams goals were scored

by senior co-captains Meredith

McGlU and Bea Fuller, Sally

Hart '86 and Pam Briggs '84, as

they traded goals with the Car-

dinals all afternoon. Wesleyan
beat Williams 8-7 in the last min-

ute In their last meeting.

The Ephwomen close out

their season this week with

UConn Thursday night at 7:00

and Skidmore Saturday at 2: 00.

CUL, CC-
Continued from Page 9

"Because they are more
active (than in the past), the

potential threat of Housing

Committee actions not in the

student's interests is greater,"

said Ward. He claimed that last

year's Housing Committee was

out of step with student opinion.

CUL member Professor Jill

Nassivera countered, stating,

"I'm sensing a degree of para-

noia about last year." Ward
responded that he was "not

paranoid but reactionary. I've

been hurt once and don't want to

be hurt again."

There appeared to be general

agreement on the advisability

of adopting the Pomilla (priorit-

ized lottery) Proposal. Robin-

son stated that the Council still

supports the measure and Roo-

senraad stated his own favora-

ble inclination towards the

proposal.

Robinson and Roosenraad
attempted to downplay differ-

ences between the two groups.
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GREAT COUNSELORS WANTED!

Top boys' camp in Maine seeks the best

your student body has to offer. We need

enthusiastic staff to teach all land sports,

plus: foot hockey, lacrosse, tennis, arts and
crafts, nature, archery, computers, radio,

water skiing, canoeing, tripping and water

safety instruction.

From June 19 through August 19, you

will have a great time, plus earn an attractive

salary.

If interested, please call or write:

Camp Wildwood
805 Seney Ave.

Mamaroneck, New York 10543

Tel. (914) 698-1010

Beer & Wine Specials

Carting Black Label

$7.75/case (bar bottles)

Utica Club

SlO.OO/case

all prices w/o deposit

Delia Scala Soave

l.5litre-$4.49

Macon Le Grand Cristal 79

$2.99 while available

IVIany Other Specials

Come on in and Browse

I I I
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Alpiners claim top spot

Sports February 22, 1983

by John Clayton

John Pier and Crawford Lyons took

one-two in the slalom to propel the men's
Alpine team to first place in this week-
end's Winter Carnival at Brodie
Mountain.

Williams Coach Bud Fisher said that

this was the first time in the history of

Williams skiing that Ephmen had taken
the top two spots.

It was the first time all season that the

University of Vermont had lost the men's
downhill. Fisher said, "We've never won
a Alpine race that I can remember. UVM
doesn't lose often."

No fluke

Pier, a sophomore, won the slalom
with a time of 1: 20.14, with Lyons, a junior

and the downhill captain, right behind at

1:20.17. "Crawford and John were not

flukes, they were not skiing above their

heads," said Fisher.

"Another factor that has helped is the

consistency of Tuck Collins. He's been

around the top ten, and that result is cru-

cial to our team score. And freshman
Tim Hill has the potential to score just as

well."

"Our Alpine team should be right up

there most of the time," said Fisher.

"Even when Crawford fell on Friday (in

the giant slalom ) , we still came in third.

I expect at least a second or third at Mid-
dlebury as well."

Lyons will be going to the Nationals in

Montana in the first seed in the slalom
and first or second in the GS. The first

seed includes the best four skiers from
the East and best four from the West.
Pier should be in the second seed in both
events, while Collins will be fourth in the

GS and Hill may also go in that event.

A seventh-place finish in the Nordic
competition gave the men fifth place for

the weekend . "There were bright spots,
'

'

said Fisher of the cross-country, "but
Steve Johansen being sick really hurt

us."

Women fourth

The women finished fourth overall,

placing fourth in cross-country and third

in the downhill.

Freshman Heidi Knight won the
women's giant slalom, and Kate Knopp
'85 skied to third in the slalom to lead the

Alpine team. Ellen Chandler '83 took
fifth in the individuals to lead the Nordic
team.

Swimmers splash Wesleyan
by Chris Harned

The men's varsity swim team handily
defeated Little Three rival Wesleyan Univer-
sity, 73-17, to capture the Championship Title

today. The Ephs finished the regular season
with a near-perfect 8-1 record.

The Ephs won every event following the open-
ing 400 medley relay, and eight Williams
swimmers registered first-place finishes.

Sophomore Rob Kirkpatrick was the only dual
winner of the day, splashing to a close first in the

200 individual medley (2:05.4), and outdueling
teammate John Gould '84 to win the 500 freestyle

(5:04.1 to 5:08.23).

Ail-American Rob Sommer '84 won the 200

backstroke in a time which qualified him for

NCAA Division III Nationals (1:59.1). Senior

Rob Bowman raced to victory in the 1000 frees-

tyle (10:50.0), sophomore John Peloso fought

off teammate Kelley Murphy '85 to win the 200

freestyle (1:49.5 to 1:51.4), Gould prevailed in

the 50 freestyle (22.7) and Murphy won the 100

freestyle in a quick : 51.2.

Freshmen victorious

Freshman Dominic Kulic picked up a win in

the 200 butterfly (2:02.7) and classmate Alex
Kraus took a strong second in the event (2: 09.1)

.

All-American David Johnson '83 glided to vic-

tory in the 200 breaststroke (2: 18.0) and appears

to be a leading candidate to win that event at

New Englands.

The all-freshman team of Bill Couch, Kraus,
Kulik, and Will Andrew concluded a successful

day for the Williams mermen with a stream-
lined victory in the 400 freestyle relay (3:22.2).

The Ephs, four-time defending New England
champions, will attempt to continue their domi-
nance March 3-5 at Springfield College before
traveling to Canton, Ohio for the NCAA Division

III National meet. Last year, the Ephs finished

in the runner-up position, after taking third the

year before.

Women win too

The women handily defeated Wesleyan as
well.

Williams winners included Liz Jex '83 in the

100 butterfly, Kim Eckrich '85 in the 50 breast-

stroke, the 100 IM and the 100 breast. Sue Knapp
'85 in the 200 crawl, Kathy Kirmayer '86 in the

100 free, Cecila Ciepiela '84 in the 200 back, and
Alicia Murphy '86 in the 200 breast.

The Ephwomen also won the medley relay;

but Wesleyan scorekeepers neglected to furnish

Williams with a score sheet including all win
winners and times.

The women go to the New Englands at Sou-

theastern University in North Dartmouth,
Mass. next weekend. They are favorites to

repeat as champions for the fourth year in a row.

Freshman Heidi Knight strealts to victory in the Giant Slalom last Friday at Brodie IMountain.

(Scheibe)

Track Third
Parker sets new mile mark

by Mark Averitt

Junior Bo Parker set a school
record in the mile and won the
880 yard run to propel the men's
winter track team into a tie for

third with MIT in the Division

III New England Champion-
ships held over the weekend in

New London, Conn.
Parker won the mile in 4: 09.6

and his performance in the 880

yard relay enabled the Williams
team to win the event, setting a

school mark with a time of

10:17.3.

Tomas Alejandro '83 once
again dominated the short and
middle distance events. Alejan-

dro broke a school record by
winning the 440 yard run in 49.73

seconds, then anchored Willi-

ams' mile relay team which fin-

ished first at 3:25.1.

Alejandro came in a disap-

pointing sixth in the sixty yard
dash, although as Coach Dick
Farley said, "He was just

exhausted by that time."
Parker and Alejandro teamed
up to contribute in 50 of Willi-

ams' 58 points.

Parker dominated the eleven-

man mile field by running away
to a 1: 54.2 pace in the first half-

mile. He then combined with

Bennett Yort "84, Mark Rice '84,

and top-notch anchorman Brian
Angle '84 to take the 880 relay.

Alejandro was supported by John
Campbell '84, Kevin Jenkins "85

and Ted Leon '84 in the mile

relay. The two mile relay team
of Eric Smith '83, John Conlon
'85, John Nelson '84 and Tom
Pingree came in sixth at 8: 05.0.

Williams' other scorers both

ran the 440 yard race: Ted Leon
'84 finished fourth while Jenkins

was fifth.

Coach Farley said, "We
didn't qualify many kids for this

meet, which didn't really sur-

prise me. We're a great dual- or

tri- or quad-meet team, but

besides our two superstars
(Parker and Alejandro), we
really don't have anybody to

compete in meets like this."

Tufts emerged as the Division

III New England Champion
with 83 points, while Bates was
second with 63.

Puckmen ice two more

Ed Finn '83 hunts for the puck amid Middlebury sitaters.

(LocKwood)

by Dave Woodworth

The men's varsity hockey
team continued their dramatic
late-season turnaround, win-

ning both of their games this

week in easy fashion.

Friday night saw the Ephs
avenge a mid-season loss to

Middlebury by defeating the

Panthers, 6-3, before an enthusi-

astic crowd at Chapman rink.

The first period proved typi-

cal of the game, as Middlebury
dominated play, racking up a

21-5 edge in shots on goal. Goal-

keeper Dan Finn '84, however,
managed to turn them all aside,

while Brian Rutledge '85 con-

verted on one of Williams'

opportunities to give the Ephs a

1-0 lead at the 6:43 mark. Rich
Jackson '85 got the assist.

Insurmountable lead

Co-captain Sam Flood '83

extended the margin to 2-0 with

a goal that came just 24 seconds
into the second f)eriod. Rutledge
and Mark Wysocki '83 set Flood
up beautifully for a clear shot

from straightaway, and Flood
beat the Panther goalie to the

near post.

Rutledge got his second score
of the night at the 7:35 point,

with Flood, returning the favor,

on the assist. Moments later

Greg Pachus '84 gave Jackson a

perfect pass to send him in alone

on the breakaway. Coming at

the 8: 29 mark, this goal gave the

Ephs what proved to be an
insurmountable 4-0 lead.

Middlebury did give Williams
a run for its money, however, as

they scored three straight goals

to cut the Ephs' margin to 4-3.

Marty Wenthe tallied at 11: 58 of

the second period, Matt Weeden
at 7:49 of the third, and Jeff

Scanlon less than five minutes
later.

Regain momentum
The Ephs regained their lost

momentum, however, when
they got a power-play opportun-
ity with 7:02 left to play. Willi-

ams' power play has not been

Continued .on Page 12
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^ Pomilla Proposal passes; French House passe

Dtan Cris Rootenraad axplaiAt tha Pomilla Proposal at

last Tuatday't CUL maating. (Scheibe)

by Chris Hewlett

The Committee on Undergraduate
Life (CUL) resoundingly passed the

system of priority ranlcing and lottery

for house transfer applicants as out-

lined in the Pomilla Proposal at last

Tuesday's meeting. They also voted

to postpone the proposed French
House for a year because of a lack of

student interest.

The new ranking system, as pro-

posed by Paul Pomilla '84, will base
priority for house transfer on fresh-

man inclusion results and class year.

Juniors applying will receive four

points and sophomores one, while

people living in their initial fifth

choice houses will get eight points,

fourth choice residents six points, and
soon.

Applicants will be randomly ranked
within each of twelve point categories

and placed in their highest available

choice before people In the next cate-

gory will be considered.

Only for Class of '86

This method will yield a higher cho-

ice on the average than the alternate

first-choice maximization system,
explained CUL chairman Crls Roo-
senraad. "The first choice maximiza-
tion would make many people
happy," he said, "but those who are

unhappy would be very unhappy."

On the advice of representatives

from the Student Housing Committee
and College Council, the CUL passed
another motion stating that the new
system will go Into effect next year
only for the Class of '86. The Class of

'85 will therefore not be affected by
their freshman inclusion results since

the ranking system was not operative

when they were Included.

The CUL agreed that incoming
transfer students, who did not

undergo freshman inclusion and are

generally unfamiliar with campus
housing, should be treated as though
they were applying from their fifth

choice houses.

The CUL then voted not to offer the

proposed French House co-op next

year. Although 11 students had been
placed In the French House, four later

withdrew their names, leaving only

seven. Roosenraad declared that this

number Is substantially below what
the committee considers "viable" for

Continued on Page 4

Chandler^ CC oppose

Solomon Amendment
by Robert Herbstman and

Ned Ladd

President John Chandler, In

an open letter to the Williams
community, formally declared
his opposition to the linking of

federal financial aid to draft

registration. College Council is

expected tonight to endorse
similar denunciations of the

Solomon Amendment.
Chandler outlined the Col-

lege's plan which Included
active participation In protest-
ing the Solomon Amendment.
He also stated that the adminis-
tration win "continue to con-

sider ^what financial relief. If

any, the College will provide to

students who, for reasons of

conscience, forfeit their eligibil-

ity for Title IV programs."
"The College has no position

on draft registration Itself,"

Chandler explained. "The
Solomon Amendment Is a
deplorable piece of legislation

because It links draft registra-

tion to higher education."

New committee

Chandler has set up a commit-
tee to study the effects of fund-

ing non-registrants with College

funds. Dean Crls Roosenraad
will chair this committee which
will Include Ralph Bradbud,
Philip Wick. Michael Reed,

Robert Dalzell, Jr., Jonathan
Light '83, Mark Koenig '83,

Susan Frltts '83, and Danial Fla-

herty '83.

The committee will discuss

the many problems that aiding

non-registrants raises, accord-

ing to Chandler. He explained

that, contrary to popular belief.

there Is no "stash" of liquid

funds ready to be doled out to

draft resistors.

"How much we spend of our
endowment is determined by a
formula," he said. Changing
that formula to provide aid for

non-registrants would Involve a
change In tuition, according to

Chandler.

College Council will consider
two proposals opposing the

Solomon Amendment at
tonight's meeting.

Bates Proposal

One of the proposals, written

by the representative assembly
at Bates College and distributed

to several Eastern colleges,

calls for opposition on the

grounds that the Solomon
Amendment Is "unfair and dis-

criminatory." Middlebury Col-

lege has already approved this

resolution and other colleges

are In the process of debating It.

Petition for aid

The other proposal Is a peti-

tion currently circulating on
campus, which urges the Board
of Trustees to provide "some
sort of aid to non-registrants to

replace the federal funds so that

students will be able to continue

their education."

The petition, designed by a

special action group of 20

members of the Coalition

Against Militarism, is being

considered by the Council

separately from the Bates
Proposal.

Dave Yaskulka '84, a spokes-

man for the special action

Continued on Page 4
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Carl Van Duyne, dead at 36
Carl I. Van Duyne, associate professor of economics

at Williams College and a resident of Petersburg Road,
died yesterday morning after a short illness. He spe-

cialized in macroeconomics and internatlon
economics.
Born May 30, 1946 In Newark, N.J. , the son of Gardner

and Jane 111 Van Duyne, now of Mantolking, N.J., he
was married July 22, 1972, to the former Wendolyn
Krause of Hutchinson, Kan.
He graduated magna cum laude In 1968 from Prin-

ceton University and received his Master's in 1969 and
his doctorate in 1976, both from Stanford University.

Stanford lecturer

He had been an instructor in economics at the U.S.

Naval Academy, from 1969 to 1972, while on active duty
as a Lieutenant J.G. with the Navy. He later spent a
year as a lecturer with the Stanford economics depart-
ment.

In addition he had served as a junior staff economist
and later as consultant for the Council of Economic
Advisers In Washington, and had been a visiting scholar

with the Division of International Finance of the Board
of Governors of the Federal Reserve System.

Continued on Page 6
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Mountains of jelly beans await even the casual muncher at Goodies. (Scheibe)

Goodies found on Spring Street
by Jeff Brainard

There's a new kid in town.

"Goodies" Is a new candy
store on Spring Street. But It's

not just your average candy
store. A rainbow pattern of jelly

bean jars, framed by black for-

mica, a long mirror and a neon
sign blazing forth the store's

name beckon the first-time vis

Itor into an unusual environ-

ment.

The overnight appearance of

Goodies which startled many in

the community was just that—
the owner moved In in a day-
and-a-half, a week ago last

Sunday. And already her busi-

ness is non-stop. After her first

three days she had already sold

48 pounds of fudge and had to

order more of everything in her
stock.

"Here, you've got to try some
of this," exclaims Jesse Spec-

tor, as he leads a newcomer
over to a jar for a sample of

some unknown treat. Spector, a
cancer specialist from Lenox,
takes time out to help run the

store. His wife Patty is the

owner of the corp)oration which
started Goodies In William-
stown, and which plans other
stores elsewhere.

"Cool" decour
"This really turns me on a lot

more than my medical practice

does," Jesse says. His pride In

the store's appearance is evi-

Continued on Page 4
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BilUville by L. Rockwood

The Williams Record

A mixed bag
The Committee on Undergraduate Life finally resolved the housing

issue last week by adopting the Pomilla proposal. Putting to rest the

fears that the CUL would limit the number of transfers, the Pomilla
proposal's passage brought a degree of fairness to the housing system
by prioritizing transfer choices. At the same time, prioritization encour-
ages freshmen to take inclusion more seriously, by recognizing that

their choices will remain valuable throughout their college careers.

But if the CUL meeting brought a sigh of relief, it also brought a
measure of disappointment. Due to a lack of co-op space, and a lack of

student response, the French House's doors were closed before they
were ever opened. Of the 11 students who had registered for the French
House, four changed their minds; that and the space crunch provided by
the conversion of Rice House and the potential conversion of Dewey ( to a
French House), coupled with a rise in co-op demand, proved too much.

It is unfortunate that an idea on which so many worked so hard, and
which would have boosted the image of our language departments, met
with so little student response. The French House will get another
chance next year, at which time we hope it succeeds.

Great buns
Honey-buns. Just think of the images conjured up by those three

syllables: a little golden packet of sticky, scrumptuous joy.

The honey-bun is integral to the identity of Williams as we know it. It

is the staple of the diet here, the workhorse of late-night gourmet snacks
over which varied and important ideas are discussed.

The honey-bun provides a focal point for school spirit. The individ-
ual differences among liberals, conservatives, radicals, feminists,
chauvinists, lovers and space cadets are all smoothed over in a frenzy of
culinary delight. "Let's bury the hatchet," they say. "Let's eat a honey-
bun."

Why, then, Isn't this hallowed nourishment available in campus
dining halls? Instead, we get morning "goodies" of such dubious value
as bran n\uftlns, cakes and (sorry to say it, but let's be honest) sugar-
covered donuts. When parents and friends visit, we can only hang our
heads in shame that our well-known specialty is unavailable for their

perusal and can only be purchased with their hard-earned pennies in the
snack bar.

What kind of public relations is this? If the College realized the
institutional advantages to be gained from its golden egg, as it were, it

would give honey-buns to visiting perspective students, perhaps before
their interview. It would mail honey buns to parents and alumni along
with term bills and solicitations for money.

But for now, we must concentrate on the campus itself. While we
might not be able to win the war, we can wage the home battle.

Any late-night visitor to the donut man can vouch that trays of

honey-buns exist in abundance. But they aren't destined for dining hall

trays. Some go to the snack bar, but what about the rest? Perhaps they
are spirited away for the consumption of elite faculty or trustee commit-
tee meetings under cover of night.

And another thing. Have you ever seen a chocolate-covered donut
anywhere on campus? Or a croeller? They're not even for sale at the
snack bar. But they exist.

Who knows for sure how extensive are these monstrous plots which
deter us from our destiny? But as students we can only call more loudly

for justice, for an equal distribution of the supply of munchles. Honey-
bun lovers of the world, unite!

EDITORS-IN-
CHIEF Daniel T. Keating

Jon S. Tigar

MANAGING EDITORS . . . Sara Ferris

Michael Govan
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Pomilla, French House

—

Continued from Page 1

the house.

Co-op space needed
Also, because of the potential loss of

two co-ops this year, (Rice House to

the coaches now in Jesup and Dewey
to the French House), 43 students

remain on the waiting list. Dean Mary
Kenyatta reported.

As a result the committee decided

to return Dewey House to its original

status as a co-op. It also urged

Kenyatta to find out whether those

seven students would like to be
returned to the co-op waiting list, and
if so to place them with high priority.

Since Dewey is now the only co-op left

to be filled, they will probably end up
there, but not as members of a French
House.

Inclusion a success

The Committee also reviewed the

freshman inclusion form which will

be distributed soon. Roosenraad
noted that it was "substantially the

same as it has been in past years,"

except that now freshman may only

apply in groups of up to four instead of

seven.

Roosenraad praised the overall

success of the inclusion process, not-

ing that last year more than 89 per-

cent of freshmen were placed in

either their first or second choices.

Solomon Amendment

—

Continued from Page 1

group, said that nearly 80 percent of the

students he has spoken with have signed

the petition. He feels that this petition is

more "active" because it seeks to com-
pensate for the losses some non-
registrants have incurred through the

amendment.

"I don't think (the Bates) proposal is

as meaningful as ours but of course I

agree with it." Yaskulka said. "It will at

least show solidarity among colleges,

which is indeed important."

Yaskulka added that if the Trustees

were not quick to respond to the petition,

the special action group would "put

some pressure" on them. However, he

did not elaborate on what kind pressure

the group was considering. He also said

that since Williams is in a "comfortable"

position financially, it has enough money
to give some sort of aid either in the form
of commercial rate loans, or subsidized

college loans.

Unlv*r*ity of llllnol* profMSor JamM Millar r«v«als tha wraakneaaat of tha Soviat aconomy.

pend further funding for nuclear weapon
systems.

He stressed that action must be taken
now, before the concept of a nuclear wea-
pons freeze becomes obsolete.

"The freeze may never work in the

future because the very weapons sys-

tems which the freeze seeks to stop are
systems which would make the freeze

unworkable should any of them be
deployed," he explained. "The Soviet

Union would have no intention of agree-
ing to a freeze with those systems in

place."

Ghost of a chance
He advised interested individuals to

"get actively, directly involved in the

electoral process for the 1984 elections,"

adding that "the important thing is not

for the freeze to endorse a particular

candidate but to make it clear to anyone
running for office that unless they sup-

port the freeze they haven' t got a ghost of

a chance of getting elected."

Speaker stresses

need for freeze

"This is the year for the nuclear wea-

p)ons freeze movement," claimed Chris

Martin of the Williamstown Nuclear

Weapons Freeze Office in a speech last

Thursday.
"If we don't have the freeze by the end

of this year, we can all hang it up," Mar-
tin continued. "There will be weapons
systems in place which are essentially

guaranteed to accelerate into a nuclear

conflict."

The freeze Martin advocates would be

a bilateral agreement between the US
and USSR to stop all testing, production

and deployment of all nuclear weapons.

Martin described the Reagan adminis-

tration as "extremely reluctant to

pursue the freeze" and predicted no sig-

nificant change in the President's policy.

Popular support
However, there is much popular sup-

port for the freeze, he said. One-third of

the US population was presented with the

proposal in last November's elections,

and of those, 60 percent voted for the

freeze, said Martin. In Williamstown

alone, 76 percent of those voting sup-

ported the freeze.

Martin hopes to "translate public sen-

timent in last November's elections into

policy—first by pushing for a freeze bill

in the House, then for similar freeze reso-

lutions in the Senate."

Such bills have already been submit-

ted and voting is scheduled in the House
for March and for a few months later in

the Senate. Until that time, Martin hopes

that Congress can be persuaded to sus-

-Luf\ Lytic

Merit Scholars

flock to Williams

Williams has more National Merit

Scholars in its current freshman class

than any other comparable college of its

size in the nation, according to director

of admissions Philip Smith.

There are currently 35 freshman Merit

Scholars, which is the largest number in

the school's history. Smith said.

All of the 5,44^8 students in the nation-

wide program received at least a $1,000

grant. Some schools sponsor Merit Scho-

lars as a recruiting device, offering them

a chance to compete for additional

grants from the school.

Among other schools that do not spon-

sor Merit Scholars, Amherst has only 19

in its current freshman class, Swarth-

more has 18 and Wesleyan has eight.

-Jack Wayher

New
Goodies

Continued from Page 1

dent. "The whole decor has to be classy,

right down to the minute detail of the

[candy jar) lid covers . . . look at them,

they're cool!

"

The goodies in those jars include jelly

l)eans, taffy and fruit slices. In the dis-

play cases are nuts, and chocolates con-

taining liquor, fruit and cashews. The

store's specialties are imported choco-

late, marzipan and shortbread, says

Patti. She will also offer bulk orders and

shipments to students' homes.

"I've always liked to eat," Patti

explained of her interest in the candy

business. "I had to take up sports to keep

from getting fat." She was a practicing

child psychologist before beginning the

new business.

Jesse explained that they chose Willi-

amstown for the location of the first Goo-

dies because it is "a high-calibre,

vibrant community . . . with a very pres-

tigious college and a well-known
summer theatre." The population here is

small but "sophisticated," Jesse

explains, and according to Patty, willing

to pay Goodies' high prices (up to $14 per

pound for chocolate.)

Example of oligopoly

"We're not worried about any compe-
tition for them," said a checker at the

Slippery Banana concerning Goodies'

appearance. But an Economics 208 class

did address the possibility of oligopolis-

tic competition replacing the current

monopoly in the Spring Street candy
industry on a recent mid -term
examination.

Patti hopes to expand her operation to

other locations, possibly Boston, New
York or Nantucket. A store in Lenox will

begin operation this summer. Jesse is in

charge of scouting possible locations.

Real estate costs on Nantucket could be

four times as much as in Williamstown,

and sixteen times as much in New York.

But the basic start-up cost for Goodies'

custom-built (and baked) materials

would be the same anywhere.

"We were fearful at first to sink a tre-

mendous amount of money here," Jesse

admitted, "but I already have a good

feeling that it will take care of itself and
that it will be fun."
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NOI/I/ < MILY TRIPS

NEW YORK CITY
- DAILY DEPARTURES FROM PITTSFIELD -
6:00a.m. 8:00a.m. 11:00a.m.

1:00p.m. 5:00p.m.
[ FIVE DAILY RETURN TRIPS, EIGHT ON WEEKENDS ]

You'll SEE
more and
ENJOY
more ...

SAVE
time, 9M
and money
TRAVEL
IN FULL
COMFORT

• •
831

THREE TRIPS via Lenox,
Lee, Stockbridge and Great
Barrington — then through
Connecticut'! HOUSATONIC
VALLEY . . . alto serving

Sheffield, Canaan, Falls Vil-

lage, West Cornwall, Cornwall
Bridge, Kent, Gaylordsville,

New Milford, Danbury, White
Plains and Yonkers.

TWO TRIPS via Lenox, Lee,

Stockbridge and Great Bar-

rington — then through New
York's TACONIC VALLEY...
also serving South Egremont,
Hillsdale, Copake, Millerton,

Amenia, Millbrook, Arthurs-
burg, HopewellJunction, East

Fishkill, White Plains and
Yonkers.

ALSO TWO DAILY TRIPS FROM PITTSFIELD TO
SPRINGFIELD h PROVIDENCE [ Four on Fri. & Sun. ]

0) Bonanza\X^/ aUS LIIMES INC.

It's A Pleasure To Serve You•••••••••
Slop In Or Phone For Schedules ft Tidiett To All Point!

PITTSFIELD BUS TERMINAL- 57 So. Church St. - Phone 442 4451
mm

JOSEPH E DEWEY

9:00 - 5:00

Mon.-Sat.

^̂
%

WILLIAMSTOWN, MASS.

01267

458-5717

<^

THE LONDON SCHOOL OF ECONOMICS
AND POLITICAL SCIENCE OFFERS YOU
THE CHANCE TO STUDY IN LONDON

Dr. Nicholas Barr will visit Williams College next week on

Monday, March 7th to interview students interested in

spending their Junior Year at the School, or in doing

graduate work there.

Dr. Barr's timetable is being arranged by Dean Nancy

Maclntire, Associate Dean.

The London School of Economics is widely
regarded as the best place to study Social Sciences
in Britain and one of the best in history, law and
statistics.

LSE LoTKkxi School of Economics and Political Sctence

Juniors bring back culture
by Amy Chapman Smith

This year, as always, part of

the junior class chose to spend
the first semester of this year
pursuing programs of study

abroad. When these juniors

return to Williams, friends and
acquaintances want to know
how everything went.

"When people say, 'So, how
was your trip?' " said one jun-

ior, "What do they want me to

tell them? 'It was fun.'? No. So,

I always say, 'Well, do you
really want to know?' and they

always look at me funny."

Culture shock

Most returning juniors and
seniors experience a form of

"culture shock." Some arriving

juniors described the term "cul-

ture shock" as "probably over-

rated," and "too broad," but all

recognized It as a problem.

Linda Aaron, who was in Lon-

don, described her first few

days back as "weird. It was sort

of life being a freshman again."

One junior, Krlsten Engberg,
came back to the United States

three days before second
semester was to start. She
enjoyed her time alone. It was
"a time to reabsorb things."

Although, said Engberg, "I

did dissolve Into tears and ber-

ate everyone for a few days at

meals. I find large crowds
almost Impossible to cope
with." Junior Stephen Brews-
ter, who spent the first semester

In London, made sure he spent

his first few days back at Willi-

ams with a small group of

friends— "I didn't go near
Baxter."

Reassessing Williams
On experiencing Williams

anew, many returning students

remarked that they appreciated

Williams more—especially the

academics. Aaron had left with

her Impression of Williams
ranging from "fine to routine"

and now finds that "Williams
has so much to offer: so many
fantastic courses and brilliant

professors."

But not everyone agreed.

perlng," remarked a student

returning from Greece.

Aaron was struck by a com-
parison of America and Europe,

explaining, "We have no his-

tory! It'ssoshocklng! It felt like

people here are so lazy." A stu-

dent returning from Vienna

noticed that with "some people

It's really frustrating because

you just want to shake them and

say, 'This Isn't the only place In

the world. There's so much
more out there.' " Brewster

said, "I can't get angry when
they haven't had the opportun-

ity to go abroad."

Spontaneous descriptions of a

Williams is a 'Veally intense place, and you

can't afford to be aware of a lot of what's

going on in the world. You have what's

really like tunnel vision. It's scary—you

don't realize it until you step back."

Despite the best bungling efforts of, above from left, court usher Al EN,

inebriated judge Mike Costantino '85, prosecutor Dan Morris 84 and
thwarted maiden Valerie Anastasio '86, all ended happily in typical operetta

fashion amid such marriage and singing. (Glick)

Rich Miller '86, below, enthralled a hostile jury and a delighted audience

with tales of his adventures as a 'love-sick boy" in last weekend's perfor-

mances of Gilbert and Sullivan s Trial by Jury." (Glick)

Another student, returning
from Vienna, observed that Wil-

liams Is a "really Intense place,

and you can't afford to be aware
of a lot of what's going on In the

world. You have what's really

like tunnel vision. It's scary—
you don't realize it until you step

back."

Students mentioned a change
In their perspective. For some,
Williams' narrowness Is not the

real world; "everything's taken

care of— it's amazingly pam-

Concert Listing
prepared by TOONERVILLE TROLLEY RECORDS

Tues, Mar 1 Robert Ellis Orral. Paradise, Bos-
ton

Eric Clapton & Ry Cooder, Centrum, Wor-
cester. Mass

Wed . Mar 2 Alvin Lee. Hullabaloo. Rensse-
laer, NY
Gun Club. Channel Boston
Berlin Airlift. Paradise, Boston

rhur , Mar. 3 John Valby. Hullabaloo,

Rensselaer, NY
Rot>ert Hunter. Hangar One, Amherst, MA
Gun Club, Chateau. Albany, NY
Koko Taylor, Jonathan Swift s, Boston
Paul Ceremia. Passim s. Boston

Fri , Mar 4 David Johansen, Rusty Nail,

Tito Puente & Flora Purim, Berklee Perfor-

mance Ctr . Boston
Tower of Power, Agora Ballroom, W.
Hartford. Conn
Willie Nelson, Civic Ctr , Hartford, Conn
Joe Perry, Capitol Theater Concord, NH

Mar 4 4 5 Boys of the Lough & Alistair

Anderson, Paine Hall, Harvard U . Cam-
bridge, Mass

Sat . Mar 5 Willie Nelson. Centrum Worces-

ter, Mass
Alvin Lee EM Loew s, Worcester. MA
Fat, Rusty Nail. Sunderland. Mass
Aerosmith. Cape Cod Coliseum, So Yar-

mouth, Mass

Maynard Ferguson, Shriners Auditonum,
Wilmington. Mass

Sun.. Mar 6 David Mallet, Iron Horse.
Northampton. Mass
O Jays, Berklee Performance Ctr , Boston
Marshall Tucker Band, Brandeis U.,

Waltham Mass
Mar 7 Norman Blake, Iron Horse,
Northampton
Mar 8 Brownie McGhee . Iron Horse
Mar 9 Mary McCaslin & Jim Ringer, Iron

Horse
Mar 1 1 Boys of the Lough. Music Hall, Troy,

NY
Mar n & 12 Laurie Anderson, Berklee Per-

formance Ctr , Boston
Mar 12 Hall & Gates, Civic Ctr , Providence,

R I

Mar 15 Hall & Oates, Civic Ctr , Hartford,

Conn
Mar 18 Hall & Oates. Civic Ctr.. Glens Falls,

NY
Mar 19 Hall & Oates. Centrum. Worcester,

Mass
Mar 19 Jerry Lee Lewis. Palace, Albany, NY
Mar 20 Weather Report, Orpheum, Boston
Mar 21-27 Boston Jazz Festival

Mar 26 Billy Squier, Centrum
April 1 Ozzy Ozbourne & Vandenberg,
Centrum
April 9 Akiyoshi-Tabakin Band, Music Hall,

Troy, N Y

WCFM Top Ten
An alphabetical list of the most frequently played songs on

WCFM, as compiled by the Music Department:

1. Dexy's Midnight Runners—Come On Eileen

2. Dire Straits—Twisting By The Pool

3. Thomas Dolby—She Blinded Me With Science

4. English Beat— I Confess

5. Faico—Der Kommisar
6. Missing Persons—Walking in L.A.

7. Pretenders—My City Was Gone
8. Thompson Twins— Lies

9. Trio—Da Da Da
10. U2—New Year's Day

••-"--^''''-^^-^M^ttiii^

semester's study abroad
ranged from "good" with reser-

vations, to "Incredible" and
"fantastic, enlightening and
challenging." But that was just

a cursory look. The students

Interviewed feel, for the most
part, that something about
them has changed.
"People want to pigeonhole

It," said Engberg. "They say,

'What was your experience?'

It's just a part of my life—It's

not something separate."

In Other Ivory Towers
MIT

MIT's Lecture Series Com-
mittee (LSC) had planned to

show Deep Throat on January

31 as its traditional Registration

Day pornographic film. Deep
Throat was replaced by Star

Wars at two o'clock on the day

on which It was to be shown

because of a threatened protest

by the Intercollegiate Women's
Coalition.

The Wellesley News spoke

with Leo DaCosta, Chairman of

the LSC. "The LSC has shown a

'double x-rated film every Reg-

istration Day' since February,

1971 . . . 'The films are Incredi-

bly well attended—our best

attended films of the year—and
allow us to show evervone who
comes previews of coming
attractions for the rest of the

semester. We show 200 films a

year, 2 of which are x-rated; I

don't see anything wrong with

that. I'd rather have people see

It here than have them trudge
over to the Combat Zone.'

According to DaCosta. LSC has
shown Deep Throat before . . .

'Not only were there no pro-

tests, but 2,500 people came.'
"

Wellesley College

A new 24-hour coffeehouse at

Wellesley will be ready for busi-

ness sometime In April. The cof-

feehouse, located in the
basement of the student center,

will have eight rooms-
including smoking and non-
smoking sections, a conference
room, video games and an eat-

ing area. Wellesley News
reports that "the coffeehouse
will serve tea, a variety of cof-

fees including espresso and cap-
puccino, and light fare such as
croissants and pastries."

HELP WANTED:
COME TO THE WCTU informa-

tional meeting Thursday night at 8

in Greylock A! Help us combat the

evils of alcohol!

R

R

Many Bestsellers now arriving

in paperback

All remaining Calendars 50% offenzis

COLLEGE BOOK STORE, INC.

WILLIAMSTOWN. f^ASS 01267

GEEK

OF

THE

WEEK

Awarded weekly to

the Williams student

who forsakes all

else* in search of

the scholarly ideal

BRIAN FLYNN '83 looks like an
optimistic guy, right'' So youd fig-

ure when you asked him for a com-
ment on being given this award for

his Econ. honors thesis which he's

been working on since last summer,
he'd have something positive to

say, righf But nooooo! All he says
IS "Time IS running out ' There's
optimism for you Such is life for a

Geek of the Week

'Except a frosty cold Lite after the Sawyer
Library closes

GREAT TASTE . . .

LESS FILLING
Everything you always wanted
in a Beer . . . and Less

Beer Specials

Gennessee

Cream Ale

$9.99/case + deposit

2 litres of soda
SI.50 -»- deposit

Hofbrau

$3.85/six-pack

+ deposit

I
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Van Duyne^ professor

of economics^ deceased

i •

sports 7

Continued from Page 1

In May and June of 1978, for a
year between August 1979 and
July 1980, while on sabbatical

leave from Williams, and again
during the summer of 1981, he
was a visiting scholar at the

Institute for International Eco-
nomic Studies at the University

of Stockholm, Sweden. He
worked there on developing a
theoretical model to demon-
strate what happens to primary
demand for recyclable products
when economic growth
decelerates.

NSF grant

He had received a National

Science Foundation grant to

construct a computer-based
econometric model of the U.S.

economy for instructional use.

That model uses a computer to

simulate the effects of national

and international events on the

U.S. economy.

He had served on several Wil-

liams faculty committees
including the Library Commit-
tee, the Political Economy Com-
ittee and the Provost's Advisory
Committee and was the current

chairman of the Academic Com-
puting Committee. He was the

author of a number of scholarly

articles and book reviews.

Sailing pro

An avid sailor, adviser to both
the Williams Yacht Club and the

Williams Sailing Club, he had
also published a number of arti-

cles on sailing tactics and stra-

tegy . A former captain of the

Princeton University Sailing

Team, he was an Intercollegiate

All-American in sailing in 1966

when he won the Intercollegiate

Singlehanded Sailing Cham-
pionships.

Van Duyne had also won both

the North American and Cana-

dian Finn Class sailing cham-
pionships, and had participated

in Finn Class competition in the

1968 Olympic Games, placing

thirteenth, and in the Pan Amer-
ican Games in 1%7 and 1971,

placing second both times.

INTERNATIONAL

CAREER?

A representative

will k>e on the campus

THURSDAY,
MARCH 10, 1983

to discuss qualifications for

advanced study at

AMERICAN
GRADUATE SCHOOL
and job opportunities

in the field of

INTERNATIONAL MANAGEMENT

Interviews nnay be scheduled at

CAREER COUNSELING
OFFICE

AMERICAN ORAOUATE SCHOOL

OF INTIRNATIONAI MANAGIMINT

Thunderbird Camput

Olendale, Arizona 13306L

A member of the Fales Com-
mittee at the Naval Academy,
he had served five years as vice

president of the International

Finn Association and four years
as a member of the U.S. Olym-
pic Yachting Committee and
the Athletes Advisory Council to

that group.

World championships
Coach of the Naval Academy

Sailing Team from 1969 to 1972,

he also coached the U.S. Team
in the World Youth Sailing

Championships in 1977. and was
a consultant to the President's

Commission on Olympic Sports
in 1976.

Besides his parents and his

wife he is survived by two sons,

Carl Gerret and Geoffrey Adin;

one sister, Sally Van Duyne of

New York City; and a brother.

Peter V'anDuyne, a student at

Lehigh University.

Private burial services will be

held Wednesday in the Williams

College Cemetery. A public

memorial service will be held

Friday at 2 p.m. in the Thomp-
son Memorial Chapel on the Wil-

liams campus with the Rev.

Richard Sherlock of Princeton.

N.J., a Princeton University

classmate, officiating.

In lieu of flowers the family
has suggested memorial contri-

butions be made in his name to

Williams College. Contributions

for that purpose may be
directed to the College's Devel-

opment Office in Jesup Hall.

Kristin Graham s photo essay at the Goodrich Gallary features the Smiths from Williamstown and North

Adams.

Who are the Smiths?
by David Cerda

The Smith families of North
Adams and Williamstown have
been brought together in a pho-

tography show by Kristin Gra-

ham, presented in the Goodrich
Gallery through march 4th.

Using telephone listings, Gra-
ham systematically contacted

every Smith family in North
Adams and Williamstown, seek-

ing to take portraits of them in

their homes. The exhibition is

comprised of photographs of

everyone she was able to reach:

twenty-four portraits of Smiths
and nine photographs of the

doors of the Smiths who did not

want to be photographed.

Thus, a group of people shar-

ing the most common name in

ruecLiPSHOP
Hair Salon of the 80's

For He and She

ADDA
1983

VERSION
m

YOUR

LOOK

CALL

WALK IN

STUDENT

DISCOUNTS

Gift Certificates Available

Williamstown. MA Bennington. VT

458-9167 802-442-9823

Pittsfield. MA
413-443-9816

413-447-9576

America is gathered in an exhi-

bition which allows the viewer
to examine their diversity and
their responses to being photo-

graphed in their personal
domain.
Using addresses from the tel-

ephone book, Graham sent let-

ters to each Smith family,

introducing herself as a Willi-

ams College Art Major, includ-

ing a photocopy of her Williams
I.D., and explaining the idea

behind the show. She followed

up the letter with telephone

calls answering any questions
the Smiths might have and
arranging a time when she
could spend an hour or two with

them.

The tactfuiness and care with

which Graham approached the

Smiths is evidenced in the num-
ber of Smiths who allowed a

stranger into their homes and in

the comfortableness and/or
immediacy of the portraits

themselves.

Each 11" X 14" black and
white p>ortralt of the Smiths is

accompanied by a packet which
includes the photocopied tele-

phone listing of the Smiths, a

questionnaire and the contact

sheet(s) of all the pictures Gra-
ham shot for each portrait. The
questionnaire asks the Smiths
what their favorite family activ-

ity, vacation spot and political

stance Is, as well as what their

favorite dinners, movies and
T.V. shows are.

Hence, the viewer Is Invited to

develop a conception of what the

people photographed are like

and then compare that concep-

tion to the questionnaire
responses. This conceptual
frame Is purposefully limited,

ambiguous and Intriguing;

there are no definitive
answers— rather our anticipa-

tion of the questionnaire
responses heightens as we move
from photograph to photograph.
The contact sheet (s) Invite

the viewer to participate In the

mounting of the exhibition

Itself. By examining the con-

tacts we can attempt to envision

the way Graham approached
the Smiths. For example, how
did she direct the Smiths In and
around their homes and arrive

at the photograph presented?

While the photographs of the
doorways neatly document
where the Smiths who did not

want to be photographed live,

the portraits go a step beyond
factual documentation and con-

vey the Immediacy of the

photographer-subject relation-

ship. Gestures are arrested

while the camera meets the eye
In these close-up portraits.

Most of the photographs are

mysterious, some eerie, others

straightforward and likeable.

Harsh lighting, contrasty print-

ing, truncation and frozen ges-

tures connote that something Is

"happening" here.

Although not always superbly

printed, the photographs non-

etheless emit a presence which
Invites the viewer to ask "who
are these people." The viewer

may refer to the packet accom-
panying the photographs for

possible answers or may simply
walk away thinking "that was
Mr., Mrs., or Ms. Smith." The
show Is rich In material which
allows the viewer to participate

In almost every aspect of Its

construction and Is therefore

well worth a trip to the Goodrich
gallery.

>^ Brandels
^/ An Educational Adventure

^_ May 31 - July 1 • July 5 - Aug 5
• Undergraduate and Graduate Courses
• Humanities, Social Sciences, Natural
Sciences, Computer Sciences and Fine

Arts

• Theater Arts Program
• Premedicdi Sciences Program
• Near Eastern and Judaic Studies
• Archaeological Field f^esearch in Isfdel

Smdil classes taught by Brandeis Faculty

Suburban campus dose to the excitement
of Boston/Cambridge

Information, catalog and application

BRANDEIS UNIVERSITY SUMMER SCHOOL
Waltham, MA 02254 61 7-647-2796

Squash squishes Wesleyan
The men's squash team completed Its Intercollegiate season this

week with a resounding 9-0 victory over rival Wesleyan to capture
yet another Little Three Championship. Williams finished with an
18-4 won loss record.

The win was highlighted by the Impressive play of the team's four

seniors: Matt Lynch, Marc Sopher, Roger Piatt and Mike Treltlcr.

While Lynch "nuked" his helpless opponent with hard serves and
raw power, both Sopher and Piatt wore down their adversaries with

finesse and superior court movement. The most exciting win, how-
ever, was reserved forTreltler, who overcame his admirable foe In

a grueling flve7game match.
Rejoined by juniors Greg Zaff and Tom Harrlty, who spent last

weekend at the Nationals In San P'ranclsco, the rest of the Ephmen
rode to easy victories, dropping only one game among five

matches.

Expect five ranking

On the strength of their schedule and their successful season, the

racketmen expect to secure a number five ranking nationally,

behind Harvard, Princeton, Yale and Trinity. The team hopes to

make an Impressive showing at the Intercollegiate Championships

to be held this weekend in Princeton.

Each team from across the country sends Its top six players with

numbers one and two playing In the "A" flight, numbers three and

four In the "B" and numbers five and six In the "C". Each draw Is

devised as a separate tournament with seedlngs and feed-In conso-

lations to losers up through the quarterfinals.

Individual players' points are then added to form a team total

upon which the six-man team rankings for the season are based.

With many of Its top six likely to receive high seeds, Williams

stands In good stead to outperform foes Trinity and Yale.

Alpine hot, nordic not
A third-place slalom finish led

the men's ski team to an overall

sixth place finish In the Mld-

dlebury Carnival and Eastern
Championships this weekend.

Williams placed fifth In a tight

giant slalom (GS) race, eighth

In the cross-country and eighth

In the X-C relay.

In the slalom, Alpine captain
Crawford Lyons '84 led the team
with a third place finish. Tim
Hill '86 finished seventh and
Chris Eagon '84 was 16th.

In the GS, Lyons was 13th and
Hill was 17th to lead the

Ephmen.

Cross-country
Spencer Jones '85 led the

cross-country team with a 32nd

Hockey
Continued from Page 8

and a host of Babson defenders

fell Into the goal, knocking It off

Its posts. However, the referee

ruled that the puck had crossed

the goal line before the posts

were dislocated, and the goal

stood.

Babson came Into the game
with a 19-3-1 record and a

number two ranking In the

ECAC Division II.

On the Williams side, there

were heroes aplenty: Brownell,

with his two goals; Ed Finn,

with the game-winner; and Dan
Finn and the rest of the Willi-

ams defense, who held the swlft-

skatlng Babson forwards at

bay.

Injuries hurt Williams

Williams finished the season

with a lackluster 8-15 record.

place finish. Ragnar Horn '86

following In 33rd, and Chuck
Mahoney '86 was 36th.

"It was the same story," said

Coach Bud Fisher. "The Alpine

team did very well, but cross-

country was not so hot.

"Overall," Fisher continued,

"that was the trend over the

whole season. The Alpine team
Is In the top three In the East,

but the cross-country needs to

come along."

Four make nationals

Lyons, John Pier '85, Tuck
Collins '83 and Hill will be going

to the Nationals In Montana
next week. "We qualified more
people than ever before," said

Fisher. "Our goal Is to finish In

the top ten."

but the stats did not tell the

whole story. Twelve Ephs sat

out at least one game, and
Brownell, the team's catalyst,

was out two weeks with a

shoulder injury. Williams was
able to put a full squad on the Ice

for only one period during the

entire season.

Also hidden In the record was
a nine-game losing streak, with

several contests decided by one

goal. This was followed by the

five-game winning streak with

which the Ephs closed out the

season.

Of his team's performance,

Coach Bill McCormlck noted,

"I'm obviously disappointed

with the season as a whole, but

our play the last week-and-a-

half was very encouraging. We
finished real strong."

Snowmobiling
Downhill Skiing

Crosscountry Skiing

Comfortable Rooms
Fireplace in Lobby
Full Lounge Facility

Breakfast included with Rooms
Serving Breakfast, Lunch, & Dinner

Special rates with College I.D.

MAIN STREET OLD FORGE, NEW YORK 13420

(315) 369-3077

All Major Credit Cards Accepted

Men spike

Adams
The men's volleyball

squad extended their record

to 3-1 with a 15-13. 8-15, 15-12,

15-7 victory over a scrappy

Adams Turners club Satur-

day.

The Ephs, led by junior set-

ters Vlnce Brandsteln and
Steve Brewster, looked
sharper than they have all

season, making smooth def-

ensive transitions and
Involving all of their hitters

In the offensive flow.

Midway through the first

game, with the score 8-8,

Brandsteln put a Brewster
short set down Inside the

Turners' ten foot line. Ignit-

ing the crowd and establish-

ing a new, more energetic

pace for the rest of the

match.

From there Williams
began to dominate offen-

sively, freshman Chris Cla-

rey and Brewster augment-

ing Brandsteln's hitting

power and senior Bill Best

dlnklng superbly.

"I was very pleased with

our performance," said

senior player coach Paul
Sabbah. "Pieces are starting

to fall Into place and we're

now playing the way I

thought we would three or

tour weeks ago."
Senior Bill Best spikes past Adams Turners opponents in the volleyball

team's win Saturday. (Scheibe)

Soorts Briefs
Women's squash

wins
The women's squash team

handily disposed of Smith Col-

lege 6-1 on Tuesday night.

Williams' number one player,

Barbara Rlefler '83, destroyed

opponent Faith Hawkins by a 3-0

score. Lisa Buckley '83 handled

Smith's Lisa Lindstrom with

ease, 3-0.

Hilary Thomas '85 topped

Smith's Sue Colodny, 3-0; Eph
Heidi Halleck '83 took the mea-
sure of Debora Parkins, 3-1; Liz

Cole '83 shutout Rose Reed, 3-0;

and Amlna Mahmood '84

blanked Barbara Rybke, 3-0.

Cassle Fisher, playing number
two, was the lone Eph loser in

the Smith match, succumbing
to Wendy Pruir, 3-2.

The win improved Williams'

record to 11-8. Rlefler, Fisher,

Thomas and Buckley will be

competing for the National Title

in March.
— Mark [uTilt

Tufts dunks
hoopsters

Season-high performances by
Kay Lackey '85 and T. K. Mee-
han '83 were not enough, as the

women's basketball team lost to

Tufts 86-61 Saturday and 68-64 to

Smith in overtime Tuesday.
Againt Tufts, Lackey scored

24 points and Lynne Jaycobs '85

added 16. The Ephwomen
stayed with the Jumbos for the

first half, but three quick hoops
in the second half sparked Tufts

to the win. Due to sickness, Wil-

liams played with only seven
players.

Smith was seeded first in the

New England Athletic Confer-

ence (NIAC) tournament, but

iMeehan's 25 points and the lead-

ership of fellow co-captain

Cathy Evans '83 kept Williams

in the game. Lackey got the

tying basket at the buzzer, but

Smith scored ten foul shots in

the overtime period to gel the

win.

The Ephwomen, now 4-12,

face Amherst to close the sea-

son Saturday Wednesday at 7: 30

at home.

Women's hockey

falters
The women's hockey team (2-

7-1
1 finished their season on a

down note as they tied Skidmore
4-4 on Saturday and lost to

UConn 5-4 on Thursday.
Co-captains Bea Fuller '83

and Meredith McGill '83 scored

the first two goals to put the

Ephwomen up 2-0 early.

"Then," said Coach Bernle
Neuner, "we fell apart.
Although they had a good goal-

keeper. Skidmore was a weak
team, and it was a disappointing

game."
Pam Briggs '84 and Sally Hart

'86 scored the next two goals;

Hart's tying goal was her third

in three games.
"The positive thing about our

season was that we were com-
petitive with almost everyone,"
Neuner said.

CLASSIFIEDS

Camp Canadensis Co-ed Pocono
Mt summer camp seeks mature,

responsible counselors. Pool

dtrectors. computers, athletics,

ceramics, gym. Write 217 Benson
Manor, Jenkmtown. PA 19046

Sales Reps Wanted
Need extra cash? Self-motivated''

Want to set your own hours'' Be
your own boss. Become a sales

representative for ARK Student
Bedding, Inc. Income potential is

up to you Must have own phone
For further information write:

ARK Student Bedding, Inc

P O Box 534

Wenham, Massachusetts 01984

AN EVENING with ECK, entitled

Consciousness the Key to Life,

will be presented at the Williams

Inn Wednesday, March 9, at 7 GO -

9 00 pm The program will present

the universal teachings of ECK-
ANKAR through lectures, panel

discussions and various creative

arts All are welcome to attend

For more information call 458-

4927

I I
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Hoopsters trample Tufts
by John Clayton

Junior Guard Art Pldoriano scored 32 points to lead the basket-

ball team to a 82-75 victory over Tufts at Medford Saturday night.

Tufts (14-9) had been ranked ninth in Division III New England.
The game came down to the wire, as the Jumbos scored off a steal

with 1: 55 left to tie. After a Williams time-out and a stall, Pidoriano

drew a blocking foul and hit two free throws.

Free throws win it

After two more possession changes, Tim Walsh '86 committed a
foul while going for a steal with 23 seconds left. Tufts' Bill Ewing,
however, could only sink one of the foul shots, and Pidoriano
grabbed the rebound and hit two more clutch free throws with 19

seconds left to put Williams up by three.

A Steve O'Day steal nine seconds later clinched the game for the

Ephmen.
Walsh added 17 for Williams, and senior co-captain Scott Olesen

chipped in 14. Greg David led Tufts with 23 points. The Williams
edge came at the foul line, where they outscored Tufts 26-19.

Loss to Clarl(

Earlier in the week, Clark exploded in the second half to edge the

E;f)hs 94-77 in Worcester.

Walsh led Williams with 19 points, while Pidoriano added 17 and
Olesen had 16.

There were 61 fouls committed in the game, and three Ephmen
fouled out. Clark held only a two point lead, 41-39, at halftime.

Saturday's win raises Williams' record to 11-9, and assures them
of a winning record for the season.

The play Amherst on Saturday at 8:00 in Lasell Gym, just fol-

lowing the JV game. The Lord Jeffs beat Wesleyan Saturday to

wrap up the Little Three title.

Junior guard Art Pidoriano, shown hare against Waslayan, scorad 32 points to iaad the hoop team over Tufts on
Saturday. (Scheibe)

Hockey blasts Babson in overtime
by Dave Woodworth

The men's hockey team
closed its rather disappointing

1982-83 season in a blaze of glory

last Tuesday, defeating highly

ranked Babson College 3-2 in

overtime.
The Ephs got off to an inauspi-

cious start when Babson got the

opening goal of the contest just

23 seconds into the first period.

Fran Murray got the goal,

which came on a breakaway set

up by Ed Gavin, Babson kept

the pressure up, but the scena-

rio changed quickly.

Co-captain Bob Brownell '83

and Dick Gallun '85 got the

equalizer at 2: 17. Brownell was
credited with the goal and Gal-

lyn the assist. The goal was
actually scored by a Babson
defender, the puck going off his

skate when Brownell tried to

recenter a missed shot.

Dan Mathews gave Babson a
2-1 lead at the 19: 00 mark of the

first, putting home a shot after a

steal by Russ McKinnon. The

goal was a tough one for the

Ephs to give up, having played
so well for most of the period.

Ed Finn '83 almost retied the

game 30 seconds later, as he hit

the post on a Williams power
play.

The second period was quite

uneventful, with no goals
scored. However, the lack of

action bode well for the Ephs, as
it meant that Babson's well-

coordinated passing attack,

much in evidence during the

first period, was beginning to

fray at the edges.

Gain momentum
Williams was unable to take

advantage of a power-play to

start the third period and even
returned the favor, as Finn went
off at the 4:18 mark. A near
catastrophe occurred at 6:01,

when Mark Winters '85 was also

called for a penalty. Babson was
unable to capitalize on the five-

on-three advantage and the

Ephs gained the momentum.
Finn, Paul Coleman '85 and

Brownell teamed up to even the

score at two apiece at the 8: 12

mark, with Brownell getting his

second goal of the night on a
great shot into the upper right-

hand corner of the net.

Neither team was able to

score during the remainder of

regulation, although Babson
had several good chances. Dan
Finn '84, who had 38 saves play-

ing yet another outstanding
game in the net, turned them
aside, however, and sent the

game into overtime.

Overtime confusion

The end was not long in com-
ing, as brother Ed finished off

his career in heroic fashion,

scoring the game at 3: 45 of the

overtime. The goal came about
as the result of a mass melee in

front of the net, which screened
the goaltender and gave Finn
his opportunity.

At first, it appeared that the

goal would be waved off by the

referee. Finn, the goaltender.

Continued on Page 7

Senior co-captain Bob Brownell out-skates Babson defenders in last Tues-
day's win for the puclisters. (Scheibe)

Women skiers third

in eastern tourney
The women's ski team raced to their best team finish at the

WEISA (Women's Eastern Intercollegiate Ski Association)

Championships this weekend at Middlebury. Placing third in the

Giant Slalom, Slalom and Cross Country Individual and fourth In

the relay, Williams scored a total of 350 point to finish third

overall.

The stakes and emotions were high this weekend as It was the

last chance to qualify individuals for the Cross Country NCAA
competitions to be held in Bozeman, Montana. Senior Ellen

Chandler finished a solid seventh in her last carnival followed by
Sarah Bates '85 in 15th and Karla Miller '85 in 26th. They put

together their best efforts in the relay on Saturday, Chandler

posting the fourth fastest leg, to put the team in fourth in that

event.

Knight stars

Heidi Knight '86 continued her domination of the downhill

circuit by coming back after placing second in the first run of the

G.S. to win by a hundredth of a second. She also led the team in

the slalom with third place on Saturday. Kate Knopp '85 skied

consistently to eighth place in both events.

Betsy Paine '85 was the third team scorer in the G.S. placing

22nd and collecting 21 points for the team tally. Marcy Rubinger

'85 produced a solid slalom result on Saturday with an 18th—

scoring 24 points. Freshman Peg Dyer also skied to her best

result all season.

Heidi Knight, Ellen Chandler and Kate Knopp were named to

the "All-East" Team and will compete, along with Sarah Bates

at the NCAA Division 1 Nationals, March 6-12, In Montana.

New England champs again
by Chris Harned & Rob Tereek

The Williams College women's swim team set

eight meet records and took first In 13 of 22 events

while winning Its fourth consecutive New England
title this weekend at Southeastern Massachu-
setts. The Ephs won in convincing fashion, out-

scoring second place Tufts by a 785 to 613 margin.
Sophomore Kim Eckrich collected four Individ-

ual victories while freshman sensation Kathy
Klrmayer set Meet records in winning the three

backstroke events. Senior co-captain Liz Jex won
the 100 freestyle for the fourth year in a row, and

Diver Dlna Esposito '83 set another record while
winning the one-meter diving.

Williams dominated the meet from the start,

winning the opening event of the meet, the 200

medley relay, with a Meet record time of 1: 54.8S

Kim Eckrich then sprinted to victory in the 50

breaststroke (31.9) while fellow sophomore Peg
Thomas took eighth.

Klrmayer swam to her first backstroke win of

the meet, taking the 200 in 2: 16.4, Just ahead of

Cecilia Cieplela, in fourth at 2: 19.86. Co-captalns

Katie Hudner and Jex battled for third and fourth

in the 50 freestyle (25.07 and 25.4) while Anne
Tuttle '83 took eighth In the event. Dlna Esposito

concluded a successful Friday for the Ephs by
winning the one meter diving with a Meet record

376.65 points.

The 200 freestyle relay team opened Saturday's

competition on a high note, taking the event in a

record 1:40.71.

The Ephs then won three of the day's four

remaining events. Klrmayer opened the barrage
with her record setting 100 backstroke victory

(1:01.83), and Eckrich gilded to victory in the 100

breaststroke (1: 09.6) , while Thoman took seventh
(1:14.16). The 400 medley relay quartet

concluded the day with their record shattering

victory in 4: 10.74.

Leading by only 80 points after two days, the

Ephs came alive on Sunday to take five firsts.

Stauffer, Knapp, Klrmayer, and Jex teamed

up to win the 400 freestyle relay (3:40.13) and

another record. Klrmayer raced to her final

backstroke win of the meet, taking the 50 in a

record shattering 28.81.

Jex, a seven-time National champion last year,
led a host of Ephs in her 100 freestyle victory

(54.81).

Williams concluded the Meet In sterling form, as

Eckrich chalked up a win in the 200 breaststroke

(2:30.72), just ahead of classmate Thoman
(2:42.29). In the most exciting race of the day,

Eckrich touched out Jex in the 100 individual

medley (1: 02.25 to 1: 0251) while Hudner and Cie-

plela battled for sixth and eleventh (1:05.99 and
1:06.77)

The victorious Ephs will travel to Canton, Ohio
on March 11, 12 and 13 in hopes of defending their

National title.



Record
Paper^ Van Eck elected to College Council
Tom Paper '84 was elected

president of the College Council

in last week's elections. About
850 students voted, less than

half of the student body.

Participation was higher two
years ago, when 1251 students

voted.

Paper received 406 votes,

defeating Jay Ward '84, the cur-

rent Council vice-president,

who got 237 votes; Michael Sulli-

van '84, who got 126; and Joseph
Beach '84, who got 97.

Jan Van Eck '85 was elected

vice-president, defeating Bill

Sawyers '84, by a vote of 469 to

329.

Hamilton Humes '85 will be
treasurer. He defeated Ben-
jamin Bahn, 432-372. Matthew
EKxlds '86 will be secretary.

Run-offs In other races

Three candidates for the six

at-large representatives to

Council were elected outright:

Amy Click '86, Brook Larmer
'84 and Anza Mammen '86. In
this week's run-off elections,

five other candidates vied for

the remaining three spots: Evie
Cobden "84, Andrew Cypiot '85,

Craig Hammond '85, Jamie
King '84 and Kathy Mountcastle
'85.

Navjeet Hal '84 and Sue Reilly
'85 were elected to the Advisory
Committee on Shareholder
Responsibility (ACSR.)

In the elections for two repre-

sentatives from each class to

the Honor and Discipline Com-
mittee, Chris Harned and Laura
Volpe of the Class of '85 both
won.

Herve Jean-Baptiste of the

Class of '84 and Robert

INSIDE
THE

RECORD

Club

Bacchus p. 5

Van Duyne

remembered p. 3

New England

champs

again p. 10

Voter turnout at last we«k't College Council election was poor. Only 850 students voted. (Scheibe)

Kaplinsky of the Class of '86

were elected to H and D last

week. Tony Griffith, Sue Martin
and Rob McClean ran for the

other '84 spot in this week's run-

off elections and Sean McAvoy
and Daniel Peris ran for the

other '86 spot.

CUL race
In the elections for one repre-

sentative from each class to the

Committee on Undergraduate
Life (CUL), Mireya Calderin of

the Class of *85 was elected

unopposed.

In this week's run-offs, Tony
Griffith, Christine Harrington,

Joel Hellnnan and Paul Pomilla
vied for the '84 spot; Marty Col-

lins, Amy Harrison and Donald

Hess ran for the '86 spot; and
Sara Gross and Bill Sawyers
faced off for the at-large repre-

sentative spot.

In elections for representa-

tives from each academic div-

ision to the Committee on
Educational Policy (CEP).
Doris Beyer '84, Laura Sellg-

sohn '85 and Paul Pomilla '84

were elected to the Division I, II

and III spots, respectively.

John Irwin '85 and Mike
McShane '85 ran for CEP at-

large representative in the run-

offs.

No Greylock rep

Candidates for Housing Cate-

gory representatives to Council
were not placed on last week's
ballot because all of them ran
unopposed. The representatives

will be John Carpenter '85, Sara
Gross '85, Peter Kandel '84 and
Kim Zullo '84 for Mission Park,
Dodd-Tyler, Berkshire Quad
and Row Houses, repsectively.

No one nominated themselves
to be housing representative for

the Greylock Quad. Current
Council president Stuart Robin-
son '83 said that a candidate
may be solicited during this

spring's nomination process for

other college committees.
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Mass, Conn,

Philadelphia

governments

fight apartheid

This is the first in a svries «/
artiflvs dt'aling with aspects of the

diieatment provess. Vhe ttfticles

will discuss the results of divest-

ment in institutions (tutside of
Williams as well as the effects of
divestment on corporations deal-

ing in South Africa.

by Ned Ladd

State and local governments
have taken a more active role in
the divestment process than
Williams College thus far. The
states of Massachusetts and
Connecticut as well as the city of

Philadelphia have enacted leg-

islation calling for divestment
in some form.

In Massachusetts, a bill spon-

sored by state Senator Jack
Backman and Representative

Mel King passed over Governor
Edward King's veto on January

4, 1982 to become the first legis-

lation in the United States

requiring total divestment of

state funds from all corpora-

tions and banks dealing in South

Africa.

The law requires complete

divestment from all state pen-

sion funds, most notably the

employee and teacher pension
funds. The funds are valued at

$1.8 billion and the law will

affect five percent or about $90

million, according to Backman.
As of November 30, 1982, the sel-

ling of South African stocks has

actually resulted in a net gain of

Continued on Page 9

ACSR

Bamett reports on banks
by Melissa Matthes

At the meeting of the Advisory Com-
mittee on Shareholder Responsibility

(ACSR) last week, political science pro-

fessor Vince Bamett reported on his

recent meeting with several College

trustees and Citicorp bank officers con-

cerning Williams' deposits in banks issu-

ing loans to South Africa. Bamett
concluded that it would be difficult and
inconsistent for the College not to do bus-

iness with such banks.

Barnett's investigation, which was
promised by the College at the end of

January's hunger strike as one way to

clarify its investment policies, revealed
that both the Trustees and Citicorp offi-

cials believe that loans to South Africa
should be Judged on a case-by-case basis.

Citicorp, one of the banks Williams
does business with, has established

guidelines concerning their loan policy

to South Africa. The bank will make no

loans for general balance of payments of

the South African government; its loans

are limited to specific projects that can
be monitored. For example, Citicorp

recently negotiated a loan to finance

internship programs for black doctors.

Impossible to trace

According to Barnett, the Trustees

agree that the loans should be judged on

the basis of their consequences—
"whether they strengthen or improve the

position of blacks vis-a-vis housing, edu-

cation or working conditions."

Barnett went on to describe the near
impossibility of tracing the distribution

and cross-borrowing of loan money. For
example, a bank allegedly following a

no-loan policy in South Africa may loan

money to Citicorp, which in turn may
make a loan to South Africa.

Nor could the number of short-term

loans, which last only for a few days in

order to stabilize a balance of payments,
ever be fully monitored, according to

College Provost Hodge Markgraf.

Butter vs. guns

The Williams Anti-Apartheid Coalition

(WAAC) had no specific comment on the

ACSR's claims, according to spokesman
Roger Doughty '84. But in the past,

WAAC has maintained that loans to

South Africa for any purpose merely

allow its government to divert funds

from humanitarian purposes in order to

spend more on its military and internal

policing than it would have otherwise.

Dean Daniel O'Connor responded that

there is little evidence that the non-
military projects would have been
created without US loans.

In addition to meeting with the Cit-

icorp officers, Barnett also presented,

according to William Reed, College
Treasurer, "forcefully and without
equivocation of sentiment" the consen-

Continued on Page 7

Gilliam labels

1 984 critical
by Chris Hewlett

"The 1984 (Presidential) elections are

probably the most critical for the nation

since 1932," proclaimed Williams trus-

tee and national advisor to presidential

candidate Senator John Glenn, Reginald

E. Gilliam in a lecture about presidential

politics last Monday evening.

"The institution of the presidency has

been buffeted, tested, changed and

stretched, possibly to the limit

[recently] by a set of strange presiden-

cies and odd and bizarre circumstan-

ces," Gilliam continued.

He expressed concern that support for

the presidency and the government has

been undermined In recent years, partic-

ularly by the last two presidents, who
were elected because they ran against

the very government they sought to

head, Gilliam explained.

President Reagan, for example, ran on

the platform "government is the prob-

lem," he said.

As a result, "the lay of the land in

Washington in 1983 is not too attractive,"

said Gilliam. Our political system has

been infused with "banal, after-dinner,

Kiwanis-club rhetoric," he added.

Meanwhile, the clock is being turned

back to the 1920's, Gilliam claimed, with

poor houses returning, race relations

slipping, the government ignoring public

works, the environment under siege and

even the Cold War beginning again.

Instead of focusing on these concerns.

Continued on Page 7
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Empty pitchers

empty Log
A visitor to the Log would be surprised. In the old days,

especially on weekends, it was often difficult to secure a place to

stand. Last Friday, whole tables were left open. Alpha Pizza Pi

used to have their orders backlogged for an hour. Now they have
time to deliver on campus. The simple facts are that the Log is no
longer popular, and that much of its decline is due to the ban on

pitchers.

The Log is one of the College's most important social spots,

especially when given the lack of an adequate student center. It is

the only place where students can meet so many other students in

such a relaxed atmosphere, where drinking is both social and
civil. Though not central, it is at least proximate to the College

community.
The College advances the argument, from the Alcohol Aware-

ness Program, that drinking from glasses involves a different

psychology than drinking from pitchers, which place emphasis
more on drinking pace and less on social atmosphere. This fact

gives little comfort when the new policy's actual effect is to dis-

courage even healthy drinking at the Log. The idea that we need

less negative drinking is a good one, but it just isn't working out:

We've replaced a drinking psychology with a child psychology;

making the environment less, not more, relaxed.

So people go elsewhere. They take to the roads, which is

dangerous and depletes from the central campus's social life.

They go to parties, at which behavior is less regulated and less

pacific, and at which it is more difficult to enforce the law.

The new policy also makes little financial sense. The Log,
when popular, runs a deficit of a few thousand doUars. This is a
smaJJ subsidy for a popular social activity. But the Log's declin-

ing attendance means fixed costs will be spread out over fewer
customers, so the deficit will rise. Result: more money spent,
fewer students to enjoy it.

The administration was understandably unhappy with the old
situation; the students are unhappy with the new one. Strict

enforcement of the law, by stamping hands at the door and check-
ing at the bar, is sufficient. The lack of pitchers doesn't just slow
down the drinking at the Log. It brings it to a halt.
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LETTERS
Not surprising

To the editor:

I noticed tiiat the article on homosexu-
ality in the Oped section was submitted
by the "advisory board of the Williams
Gay People's Union." Contact with the

GPU is through an S.U. Box or "Hot-
line." It is not surprising that homo-
sexuality is a "rarified" and "intan-
gible" Issue when those who want to

bring it out into the open remain anony-
mous.

Jeff Calkins '85

Jumbled

Quotation of the Week
''[Our product] improves the situation when it is

axmilahle. Its contribution to humanity makes food that's

inexpensive more attractive/'

International Flavor and Fragrance, explaining

why they felt no need to sign the

Sullivan Principles.
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CHIEF Daniel T. Keating

Jon S. Tigar

MA.NAGING EDITOKS ... Sara Ferris

Michael Govan

"NKWS Jeffre\ H. lirainard
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To the editor:

I would like to clarify some points

attributed to me in last week's article,

"Chandler, CC oppose Solomon Amend-
ment," as I feel that my words were
jumbled somewhat, and taken out of

context.

The Coalition Against Militarism
(CAM

) , in its campaign to assure finan-

cial aid for draft non-registrants, does
not have some mysterious pressure tac-
tic up its sleeve, as the article implies. In
fact, to avoid mysteriousness and sur-
prise, every action the CAM has taken on
this matter has been mentioned to Presi-
dent Chandler before the fact.

I did mention a need for the Trustees to
respond quickly to the Solomon Amend-
ment. This is because, in all fairness,
lower income non-registrants should
soon be able to make plans for next year
if the Trustees decide that they cannot
attend Williams.

The CAM regrets having to begin such
a campaign on the tails of (and in fact,

during) the Anti-Apartheid Coalition's

necessarily strong pressuring of the
Trustees. But again, this is unavoidable
so that lower income non-registrants can
make plans.

Also, Williams' "comfortable" finan-

cial position is not requisite to the Col-

lege's being able to make aid available to

non-registrants. Our petition asks for

"some sort of aid," which includes com-
mercial rate loans which would cost the

College nothing, except the paperwork
involved. Williams is financially capable
of doing more, such as making subsid-

ized loans or grants available (which is

usual financial aid policy) , but this is not

being asked for in our petition.

Finally, I would like to clarify the

intent of our petition and current cam-
paign. Signing the petition does not

imply that one is anti-draft or anti-draft

registration. The petition does express

dissatisfaction with the Solomon Amend-
ment, which is discriminatory and
unconstitutional. But most importantly,

signing the petition shows one's commit-
ment to income-blind availability of edu-

cation for all.

David Yaskulka
for the Coalition Against Militarism

Thanks

To the editor:

I would like to thank the people who

showed their support for me in the recent

elections. I would like to thank the Col-

lege Council for administrating the elec-

tions as well as the Williams community

for giving me the opportunity to run for

treasurer. And I would also like to thank

John Small, Freddy Nathan, Rachel

Varley, Lindsay Rockwood, Karl

Continued on Page 8
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Fear and loatliing at OCC
(with apologies to Hunter S. Thompson)

by Peg Stevenson

Strange musings late on a raw March

night ... I spent yesterday afternoon at

OCC. I was just an innocent observer,

going for a casual glance through the pol-

itical tracts, entertaining the fantasy

that I might join the summer pilgrimage

to Washington, stand before a Xerox

machine, and thereby Insure the survi-

val of the world's greatest democracy.

This scenario was shoved violently

aside as I opened the doors of Mears

House and was swept Into the mael-

strom. What's the word they have for this

feeling? Oh yes-angst, that's It. Every-

thing exuded angst. Not a great place to

be If you're naturally a little high-strung

or have a family history of nervous

disorders

A month ago they were

creative, distinct

individuals; now look.

It was loud in there-the dry rustle and

slap of resumes and other vital papers

being shuffled about. I squinted at the

wall (my God they keep the lights bright

m here) and under the aggressive flou-

rescence I read: YOUNG AND RUBI-

CAM. CHASE MANHATTAN BANK-
ERS TRUST, PROCTOR & GAMBLE.

There it was, a rare opportunity to

devote one's life to toothpaste. Whiten up

America. joi„„
Business, banking, advertising,

finance, capital accumulation. Come

and walk the halls, handle the money,

learn what to move and how to shake.

Names for interviews will be drawn at

random. ^^ o.„*i„
Intervlews-so that's how they distin-

guish one from another. I can't even tell

the men from the women. They all wear

those goddamn grey suits. The life seems

to have been sucked out of these poor

bastards. A month ago they were crea^

tlve. distinct Individuals; now look. A

good many of the people in this room wll

break Into hives merely at the sight of

someone else's resume. Well. I suppose

It happens to the best of us.

The Interviewers are faced with a

numbing task. With frightening detach-

lHTfelZ.VlEI^

ment they put a series of mechanical

questions to the suffering, nerves-

crippled victims before them. Gaiety Is a

rare commodity here. I guess 'f I spent

that much time In tight neckties I d be a

little testy as well. Still, these folks

represent a dark, sterile side of the

national character that we would do well

to exorcise. k^«i,c

A quick browse among the books

should dissipate some of this feeling .

the mood has even gotten noticeably

uglier since I've come In Interest ng

volume here. Guerilla Tactics in the Job

Market by Tom Jackson. I begin to look

around for the nearest exit.

A strange, venal panic has seized these

neoDle. With June looming on the

Korlzon. what should be the next move?

Look to OCC. observe the bustle and the

presence of some of the country's

weightiest business endeavors. Hmmm .

get one of those suits, start to build up a

nroperly mlnd-bendlng case of anxiety.

-I mean. well, anything that everybody

gets this charged up about must be

Important, right?!''"

_3
A tribute

to Carl

Van Duyne
by Steve Willard

The death last week of Professor Carl

Van Duyne is a particularly saddening

blow to the many students who studied

with him here.

Carl Van Duyne was one of the finest

economists ever to teach at Williams,

combining unusually distinguished

research contributions to economics

with a teaching skill that made even sta-

tistics classes a pleasure. He had the

ability to make the most technical theor-

ies understandable, and he did so with

uncommon humility and a gentle humor.

His life was a rare

combination of unflagging

drive and personal

contentment. ^^^

I can't even tell the men

from the women. They all

wear those goddamn grey

suits.

Opportunity! Success! Money! Sud

denly. four years spent expandmg the

mind in all directions are collapsed into a

telescopic picture, with BUSINESS at

the center. The view into the future from

here is "as grim as it Is limited."

And yet. a long-ago. half forgotten idea

intrudes on the bleak picture. How did it

go? I remember now: "It's a shame that

a race so broadly conceived should end

with most lives so narrowly confined."

Indeed.

A pitcher is worth a thousand words
*^

. „ ^ .„ mv facts confused, or I might be missing

by Gordon Becker

Last year, as a freshman, I spent many

memorable evenings down at the Log

talking to people In the typical one hand-

in - the - front - pocket - the - other -

clutching - a beer position. I went again

the other night, a Friday, and found the

place dull and barren.

On my way home I Walked by Spencer

House, hoping to find a few people at the

party who Just wanted to pass the bull.

Instead, I learned that the party had

been closed down because three fights

had broken out in some half an hour.

Now I hear that the Log is In financial

trouble and could close. Whether or not

that rumor Is true, we may say, without

question, that the Log is dying. Its

decline seemed to begin when the bar-

tenders first started checking I.D.s more

often. Now, pitchers are gone and so are

the people.

What does the college hope to do by

cracking down on age and eliminating

pitchers? I know . . . they have to discour-

age the kind of drinking which leads to

store windows being broken. I may have

Th« Log—lh« way It uwd to b« (Scheibe)

my facts confused, or I might be missing

something but It seems to me that the

regulations at the Log have shifted the

kind of drinking to the type that produces

more problems than before.

A typical all-campus party Is largely,

as the stories tell, a series of people puk-

ing and fighting. You can't talk at these

gatherings. The Log, however, is one of

the few remaining places where students

can go and not slip on a floor glazed with

spilled beer. People socialize there, and

It's rare that any problems arise from it

being packed with people. The few inci-

dents seem to have been caused by peo-

ple who just weren't ready to make the

transition to the big time of responsible

drinking. In general, the good mood is

too strong on a crowded night to spoil it

by losing control.

We all agree that asking the school to

sell to minors, through the mechanism of

the Log, sounds bad on the surface; the

drinking age in Massachusetts is twenty.

But what happens at freshman parties?

It's the same thing with an entrance fee

Instead of a per beer charge. So be strict

on age at the bar. dont give up pitchers.

In making drinking more difficult, one

only causes it to be covert. This kind of

drinking leads to fights and broken

liquor store windows and a general mis-

use of alcohol. When you eliminate

pitchers, people don't change; they go

elsewhere. Have you seen the Pub

recently? You can't get in the door. How

long before a freshman rolls out of the

Pub and does a no-no on Spring Street?

We will always be surrounded by peo-

ple who can handle their liquor and by

people who can't. By eliminating

pitchers at the Log we don" t quash harm-

ful drinking; we simply remove the

Incentive for people who want to have a

good time over a beer.

Carl taught us more than economics,

however. He taught us to think and to

write with precision, to persevere until

even the most difficult challenges were

solved through determination and hard

work. He struggled also to teach us grace

in understanding and courage when con-

fronted by failure.

Because he taught by example. Carl

served as a teacher to more than just his

economics students. The quality of

Carl's life was a goal to which those who

knew him could aspire. His life was a

rare combination of unflagging drive

and personal contentment. Carl pushed

himself to the limit in everything he did.

yet he accepted his own limitations as

gracefully as he accepted those of oth-

ers He was always unceasingly busy,

and yet his remarkable inner peace

made him one oi me happiest people 1

have had the pleasure to know. Carl s

family, his students, and his work meant

the world to him. He often told many of

us that he could gladly spend the rest of

life living and teaching in Williamstown.

He struggled also to teach

us grace in understanding

and courage when

confronted by failure.

Carl's final months serve as the ulti-

mate tribute to the life he led. He fought

cancer with every ounce of his strength,

yet he never lost his cheerful, helpful

spirit or his unfailing interest in the lives

and concerns of his students. He lived

each of his final days so fully that it was

difficult to imagine how close he was to

death. ^ ,. j „«
Carl Van Duyne's teaching has had an

Indelible Influence on all who knew him.

He will be deeply missed.

Steve Ufillard is a member of the class of

1*^82 who is currently attending Yale Law

School. If illard wrote his honors thesis

under the direction of Dr. I an Duyne.

Interested

in writing

an Op-ed?

Contact

David

McCabe
S.U. 2922
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Political Science department Chairman Kurt Taut)er explains the nonexlst-

(Schell)ence of socialism in America.

Craig takes over
English Professor C. Armour

Craig was named acting Presi-

dent of Amherst College last

week. He will remain in office

until a permanent successor to

Julian CJibbs is named.
Gibbs, Amherst President

from 1978, died of a heart attack
on February 20.

Craig has taught at Amherst
since 1940 and has actcKl as Dean
of Freshman. Chairman of the

English Department, and as a

member of the executive com-
mittee of the Amherst faculty.

In 1980. he was honored by
President Jimmy Carter as one
of six teachers nationwide who
greatly inspired his students.

An Amherst graduate and a

member of Phi Beta Kappa,
Craig received his doctorate in

English from Harvard Univer-
sity.

Craig will take over the duties
of president from Mary Cathe-

rine Bateson, the Dean of the

Faculty who assumed the duties

of president since Gibbs's
death.

Jewish-Greek link
"Hellenistic times were one of

the most important periods in

Jewish history," said Dr. David
Altshuler, professor of Judaic
Studies at George Washington
University and author of

Hitler's War Against the Jews,
in his Tuesday lecture last

week.
The period saw the writing of

the Dead Sea Scrolls and the

origin of Passover, synagogues.
and the rabbinical system, Alt-

shuler explained.

He commented that conflicts

between Jews and the Hellenis-

tic culture represented the "few
against the many" (Jews
formed only 10 percent of the

population), "the weak against

'REMEIVIBER THE HOME FRONT'
WITH GOODIES!

Send a gift home for the Holidays,

Birthdays, or just for Love.
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Marzipan, Gifts
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the mighty, and the old against

the new." Many Jews were
murdered, but Judaism sur-

vived, he added.
Christians generally view the

Hellenistic p)eriod as the time
when "Judaism waned and
Christianity flowered," Chris-

tianity replacing "academic
and dogmatic" Judaism, he
said. Marx put a twist on this

theory with his belief that Juda-
ism lived on in the form of Chris-

tianity, Altshuler remarked.

Heroes and martyrs
Judaism, on the other hand,

traditionally looks on the era as

one of heroism and martyrdom
by the ancient Jews, who "per-

ished and were tortured rather

than defile God's name." The
Israeli version of this theory,

Altshuler added, even equates

Rome with the Holocaust.

Usually Jewish thinkers do
not recognize that there was an
amalgamation of the Hellenis-

tic and Jewish cultures, for they

consider Judaism too pure to

mix with "crude" Hellenism,

Altshuler said.

Altshuler remarked that both

the Christian and Jewish theor-

ies contain elements of truth,

but neither comes close to accu-

rately describing the period.

"Judaism is here today more
by reforming than resisting and
more by living than by dying,"

he said. "Like any living orga-

nism, diversity and flexibility is

what enabled it to live."

Fusion of cultures

Judaism assimilated much of

Hellenistic culture, he
explained. The synagogue, for

example, is a fusion of Hebrew
and Hellenistic customs, and
exegesis is modelled on Greek
philosophy. Furthermore,
Bibles often were written in

(Jreek, and the Seder ritual is

patterned after pagan philoso-

phical banquets.

Altshuler cast doubts on the

validity of the so-callcxi plight of

the Jews in Hellenistic times.

Though anti-semitism was
widespread, the government
tolerated and protected the

Jews. Only in Isolated periods,

lasting a total of about 12 years,

were the Jews persecuted,
whereas Christians were fre-

quently oppressed.

The pagan world was more
tolerant toward Jews than the

Medieval empires of Christian-

ity and Islam, Altshuler
commented.
Forthermore, often Jewish

"revolts" were really civil wars
between different factions of

Jews rather than resistance to

oppressors, he said. There were
so many factions, he added, that

every decade of the twentieth
century has uncovered a new
form of Judaism.

—SffM'*' Magnus

Socialism in

America
"America is the only

advanced industrial capitalist

country without a powerful
socialist movement," pro-
claimed Professor Kurt Tauber
of the political science depart-
ment in his lecture "Socialism
in America?" last Thursday
night.

"This phenomenon has been
referred to as 'American excep-
tionalism' and it is a psychologi-
cal, sociological and cultural

problem," he said.

Tauber considered the effect

of several conditions of Ameri-
can life on the development of

the socialist movement in the

r
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United States. He refuted the

belief that national affluence
undermined the appeal of

socialism, explaining that
"throughout the entire history

of the socialist movement it has
been the most affluent part of

the working class, the skilled

workers of the 'worker aristo-

cracy,' who have come forward
as leaders of the movement.
Tauber asserted that, while

the overall standard of living

from 1860-1913 was higher in the

U.S. than in many European
countries, the American people
were not as affluent as they tra-

ditionally have been perceived.
He pointed out that "the United
States was 'blessed' with more
dramatic and disastrous booms
and busts in its history of capi-
talist development than any
other capitalist country. Hence,
the experience of the working
class with the threat of unem-
ployment is well-documented."

US born with bourgeois
Tauber claimed another

stumbling block to the develop-
ment of a socialist movement in

America was "the egalitarian
and democratic tenor of daily
life. Americans miss the sur-
face manifestations of sharp
class distinctions."

The United States lacks the
emotional impetus born of a his-

tory of class struggles which
has been the cornerstone of
socialism in Europe, Tabuer
added.

"The U.S. is the only western
country which was born with a
bourgeois culture," he
explained. "All the European
countries emerged out of the
struggle against feudal classes
and feudal estates, the residue
of which played an enormously
important role in the develop-
ment of socialism."
Immigration and emigration

also affected the development
of socialism. "Contrary to

mythology, most foreign
workers viewed their stay in the
US as transient," claimed
Tauber. They did not come to

find liberty but for economic
reasons, often intending to

return to their native lands once
they had earned sufficient

money.
Consequently, "whenever a

depression hit, what these peo-
ple did was pack up and trek
home, thus the vast pressures of

unemployment had a built-in

safety valve which destroyed
the development of the socialist

party in America," Tauber
said. —Iaicy iMle
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Notes on Music

Features/arts

Dorian

Winds
by Greg Capaldini

Last Tuesday night, listeners

at Broolcs-Rogers Recital Hall
were treated to a rare evening
of exquisitely performed wood-
wind channber music. The
world-famous Dorian Quintet,

recently back from an interna-

tional tour, offered a variety of

pieces and demonstrated in

each the kind of proficiency that

has made them one of new
York's best chamber groups.

From the idiomatic flourishes

of Reicha's Quintet in E-flat to

Trial by
Jury

by Greg Capaldini

The best musical and theatri-

cal events are those which set

the standard for subsequent
events. With the success of Cap
& Bell's production of Trial by
Jury, we can well expect to see

more Gilbert & Sullivan per-

formed at Williams in the com-
ing years. First-time director

Crescent Varrone made a
strong case for the work's stage-

worthiness, as the audience was
continually delighted at the per-

formances of the past several

weeks.
The casting was superb, and

the awkward contortions of a
Vivaldi concerto arranged for

organ by Bach and then trans-

cribed for wind quintet, the

group's sound was uniformly
rich and secure. Particularly

delightful was Francaix'
Quartet, a bubbly vintage
dispensed on this occasion with
real sparkle. And Hindemith's
Kleine Kammermusilc had just

the right angularity.

Woodwind instruments can,
indeed, be testy creatures—the
oboist had considerable trouble
with waterlogged soundholes.
Once the problem was dealt
with, he and his colleagues pro-

ceeded to turn in practically

note-perfect performances.

reflected a rare concern for

musical integrity. All the solo-

ists were well-chosen, and even
the chorus was uncannily well-

blended and in-tune. Special

mention should be made of

tenor Rich Miller and soprano
Valerie Anastasio, both
freshmen.
Anastasio and Miller played

lovers vying in a civil suit over

breach of social contract, i.e., a

broken engagement. Thus, we
have the perfect set-up for a

satire of the British legal sys-

tem. The show's only false notes

sounded when the action looked

too frenetic, a little too TV-
sitcom-ish.

Tim Harbold was the nimble-

fingered musical director and
accompanist, and Peter Brown
provided the spare but worka-
ble set.

Club Bacchus tpicas up the cheering section at a hockey game (Lockwood)

Club Bacchus parties

WCFM TOP TEN
1 DEXYS MIDNIGHT
RUNNERS - Come on Eileen

2. DIRE STRAITS - Twisting

by the Pool

3. THOMAS DOLBY - She
Blinded Me with Science

4. ENGLISH BEAT - I Confess

5. FALCO - Der Kommisar

6. MICHAEL JACKSON
Jean

Billie

7. GREG KIHN - Jeopardy

8. RANDY NEWMAN - I Love
L. A.

9. PSYCHEDELIC FURS -

Love My Way

10. U2 - New Year's Day

Record Review

Dark Side Of

The Moon:

Ten years later
by Richard Chandler

Ten years ago this March, Pink
Floyd's Darii Side Of The Moon first

appeared. Contrary to the band's expec-
tations, the album soared to number one
in the American and British charts and
has shown amazing longevity, having
been in the Billboard top 200 for 456 con-

secutive weeks at this writing.

The material on this, their first con-

cept album, was actually written very
quickly because Pink Floyd was about to

start a British tour. Says the group's

guitarist Dave Gilmour, "We sat in a

rehearsal room . . . and Roger (Waters,

the bassist) came up with the specific

idea of dealing with all the things that

drive people mad ..." The things they

treated include death, money, frustra-

tion, time, and insanity itself. Yet the

album avoids the somewhat heavy-

handed bitterness of the later Animals
and The Wall.

Darlt Side is Just as tight musically as
it is thematically, with one song running

neatly into the next to form a unified

whole. Very fine guest appearances are
made by Dick Parry, who plays saxo-

phone on "money" and "Us And Them"
and by Clare Torry, whose wordless wall

on "Great Gig In The Sky" os reminis-

cent of a disembodied spirit.

"Money," probably the best-known

tune, has some fine instrumental solos,

as well as the only famous bass line Pink

by John Clayton
Who were those guys dressed

in white shirts and ties at that

Winter Carnival party? Did
some sucker end up with a Job

interview late on a Friday
night?

On the contrary, it's the new
Williams social organization-
Club Bacchus.

"We decided to form Club

Bacchus to augment the social

life and school spirit at Willi-

ams," said President Mike
Coakley '85.

"We didn't know what to call

ourselves, but then Paul Meeks
hit on the name Club Bacchus,"
added Vice-President Rich
Jackson '85.

"We throw parties—we've
had two great ones so far—and
root for the sports teams,"
Coakley said. "Right after we
started going to the hockey
games, they went on their win-

ning streak."

Lose money
The club has thrown two par-

ties since it was formed in Janu-

ary, one at Spencer House over
Winter Break and one at Perry
the Friday of Winter Carnival.
Treasurer Will Prickett '85 esti-

mated that alx)ut 300 people
attended the Spencer party and
over 550 were at Perry.

"But we lost money on both of

them," said Prickett. 'We lost

about $100 at Spencer and $185
at Perry. We're not out to make

"We're not out to

make money—weVe
out to throw parties."

money—we re

parties."

out to throw

St. Patty's party

The club is planning to throw
its next party at Perry House
Friday night for St. Patrick's

Day, complete with green beer
and punch and Sean Crotty at

the microphone.
The club has close to 60 dues-

paying members, whose dues
offset the cost of the parties, as
well as that of buying kegs for

club meetings.

"We use the club uniform-
white shirt, dark tie, and
bluejeans— to identify club
members at parties. Since our

dues pay for much of the par-

ties, we like to identify our-

selves," said P. R. man Mark
Winters '85.

f

Not a frat

Some have wondered if the

club is a secret frat, but both

club memt)ers and Dean Cris

Roosenraad disagree.

"Some students came to me in

January saying they wanted to

form this club, and asked if

there were any College regula-

tions regarding it. I told them
that there weren't, that they

were the first club of this sort.

"But I can't imagine calling

them a fraternity. A fraternity

would include such things as a

Continued on Page 6

Extensions energetic
by Heather Fredrich were almost a visual counterpoint to the

Fifteen dancers stepped out at Chapin electronic score. Judy Lewis and
Hall last week to present Extensions, the Kimerer LaMothe in particular showed

Floyd ever wrote. "Any Colour You
Like" is an airy group jam, one of the

band's few really light-hearted tunes.

One of the defining characteristics of

Darl( Side is the use of electronics, espe-

cially synthesizers; coming l)efore the

modern age of slick studio devices, it is

one of the best production jobs ever.

(Pink Floyd themselves produced the

album, with Alan Parsons as engineer.)

Unlike today's synth-pop, however, the

electronics are woven Into a definite rock
texture, rather than being an end in

themselves.
Impressive too are the sound effects,

which are perfectly Integrated with the
music. In "Time," for example, the beat
of the lead-in comes straight off the
sound of several clocks striking simul-
taneously. The talking heard in the back-
ground on several songs comes from a
series of recorded interviews featuring
questions like "Have you ever been vio-

lent?" and "Are you frightened of

fylng?"

Ten years after Its appearance, Darli
Side remains one of the most Important
albums In progressive rock. As Roger
Waters put It, "Dealt Side Of The Moon"
was a very Important point because all

our dreams were realized: because it

was a pinnacle . .
." Perhaps the continu-

ing success of Dark Side Indicates that

progressive rock Is not dead.

culmination of Marianne O'Connor's
choreography project for her Winter
Study 99. The program was a solid suc-

cess and another indication that dance is

alive and well and growing at Williams.

High-Energy Jazz
Although the main theme of the pro-

gram was polished, high-energy modern
jazz, O'Connor and her dancers proved
themselves surprisingly at ease in ballet

and modern dance pieces as well. Over-
all, the choreography demonstrated a

good grasp of the three different tech-

niques and a flair for creating an atmos-
phere with a few simple gestures.

"Scrubbing Bubbles," the only mod-

off the dynamics of this piece.

"Swingstep," an affectionate tribute

to ballroom dancing found Mitchell And-
erson and O'Connor recreating a magi-
cal evening on the dance floor. Smiles
and sighs were expertly mixed with

some fancy footwork to evoke a bygone
era.

High Form & Exuberance
All the dancers were in high form in the

largest ensemble piece, "Red on White,"
set to the prologue of West Side Story.

Controlled menace erupted into some
realistic gang fighting at the finale.

Dancing In six of the eight pieces pres-

ented, O'Connor's exuberance set the

ern piece of the program, provided the pace for the rest of the cast. It is to be
most ambitious and refreshing moments hoped that the Spring Dance Concert in

of the evening. The jagged, angular steps May matches the energy of this project.

Concert Listing
prvparvd by TOONERVILLE TROLLEY RECORDS

Tubs Mar 8 Brownie McGhee, Iron Horse. Northampton
Man Roach & University Chamber Jazz Ensemble.
Bezanson Hall. U Mass.. Amherst
Phoelje Snow, Fine Arts Ctr Concert Hall, U Mass

Wed
.
Mar 9 The Members, Chateau. Albany, NY

Mary McCaslin & Jim Ringer Iron Horse Northampton
Kate & Anna McGarrigle. Paradise. Boston

Thur
.
Mar 10 David Johansen, Paradise. Boston

Robin Lane. Jonathan Swift s. Boston

Fri . Mar 11 Boys of the Lough. Music Hall. Troy. NY
Jackie & Rene McLean. Cape Cod Lounge. U Mass

,

Amherst. Mass

Mar 1 1 & 12 Laune Anderson. Berklee Performance Ctr

.

Boston
Mar 11-13 Mary McCatlm & Jtm Ringer, Passim's,
Boston

Sat.. Mar 12 Hall & Oates. Civic Ctr . Providence. Rl
Joe Perry Channel. Boston
NRBO. Rusty Nail Sunderland. Mass
Berlin. Agora Ballroom.-W Hartford. Conn
Mike Agranoff. Sth "Step Cotteehouse. Albany. NY
J B Hutio & the New Hawks. Bluewall. U Maaa .

Amherst. Mass.

Sun . Mar 13 Thompson Twins. Chanr>e<, Boston
Rick Leab. Upstairs at La Cocina. Pittsfieid. Mass

Mar 14 Thompson Twins. Agora Ballroom. W Hartford.
Conn

Mar 15 Hall & Gates. Civic Ctr . Hartford. Conn
Mar 17 Chieftans. Proctors Theater Schenectady. NY
Mar 18 Hall & Gates. Civic Ctr . Glens Falls, NY
Mar 19 Hall & Gates. Centrum. Worcester. Mass
Mar 19 Jerry Lee Lewis. Palace. Albany. NY
Mar 18-27 Boston Globe Jazz Festival

Mar 20 Weather Report. Orpheum. Boston
Mar 21 Joe Jackson. Palace. Albany. NY
Mar 24 Tom Petty. Nick Lowe, Paul Carrack. Centrum
Mar 29 James Galway. Proctor's Theater, Schenectady
NY

Mar 30 & 31 Kinks. Centrum
April 1 Ozzy Ozbourne & Vandenberg, Centrum
Apr 2 Paul Barrere & Dregs. West Hail. RPI. Troy. NV
Apr 3 Boys of the Lough. Iron Horse
Apr 9 Akiyoshi - Tabakin Ba«>d. Music Hall Troy. NY
Apr 12 Adam Ant, Brandeis U . Waltham. Mass

I I I I
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Bacchus
Continued from Page 5

residential pattern, exclusivity,

where the members pick future

members themselves, and a

national tie-in. I see none of

these in Club Bacchus."

Nobody refused

Vice President Jeff Potter

agreed: "No one has come up to

us with dues in hand and been

refused membership in the

Club."

"We have a Code of Ethics,"
added Secretary Mike Uretsky
'85. "which explicitly says that

we are not a fraternity, and
members should not think of

themselves as participating in

fraternity activities."

The Code says that "This club
is an apolitical organization

whose duty is to promote the

social well-being of Williams
College."

Club Bacchus is also planning
to stage a giant spring Bacchan-
alian Festival and a Bacchus
Golf Tournament, and to enter

teams in the Sunday Keg Soft-

ball League.

So next time you see someone
in a white shirt and tie at an all-

college party, don't ask him how
the interview went . . . congratu-
late him on another excellent
party.

Man on the Quad
What do you think of Club Bacchus?

Bill McNamara '84: 1 like it

because it presents a new

vitality and renewed interest

in the Williams social scene . .

.

although I don't approve of

the drinking aspect.

Carter Lombard '84: Let's

just hope they don't lead us

into the same direction the

Romans did.

John Chandler: What is it?

Tell me about it. (We did). I

think it's the wrong emphasis

in these times with the prob-

lems on alcohol.

Dave Feasey '85: 1 think they

and the Temperance Union

should get together for a mud-

wrestling fight.

Tedie Jones *86: They had a

really fun party. A lot of peo-

ple think it's like a frat, but 1

don't.

Tim Sedlock *84 and Tom
Paper '84: Tim Sedlock: I

know enought about them to

know I don't care. Tom
Paper: Hey, have they

already gone to Smith?

Mount Holyoke College ^
With only three months to graduation, Mount Holyoke seniors are

worried about their graduation speaker. Although the selection

process began last spring, President Elizabeth Kennan has yet to

arrange a speaker.

Seniors claim that Kennan just Isn'd interested In finding a
speaker, pointing to the 1982 graduation ceremony where Kennan
herself ended up speaking. ' 'She's just not paying much attention to

us," concluded senior class secretary Gaby Crane.
Kennan argues that expenses, schedules and diverse preferences

make it almost impossible to find a sp» aker who will appeal to all

seniors. She has already asked five women, including Margaret
Thatcher, to appear. Kennan told the News, "I do not feel that we
should have Commencement speakers."

Smith College

Meanwhile, Smith has a speaker lined up but some people don't
want her. United Nations Ambassador Jeanne Kirkpatrick, the
second choice of the senior class, has accepted Smith's Commence-
ment invitation, but many students, faculty and alumni strongly
object to what they see as her hardline, "racist and repressive"
attitudes. However, Smith president Jill Kerr Conway "will not
withdraw the invitation."

Wesleyan University
^

Food service workers are scheduled to hit the picket lines this
week at all Wesleyan dining halls If they do not reach an agreement
with Saga Food Service.

The workers' union and Saga*are deadlocked over wages—the
union wants a dollar an hour raise while Saga is only prepared to
offer 30 cents. Saga also refuses to compromise on the union
demand for "decent and sufficient equipment to do the job."
Saga is ready to keep serving in the event of a strike. All but two of

the seven dining halls will be closed. Student employees who do not
work during a strike will be fired. To replace high-skill workers,
Saga will fly employees 4n from around the nation.
According to Wesleyan president Colin Campbell, Saga must

supply the school with food or risk breaking its contract.

Haverford and Bryn Mawr
As a nice community gesture, Haverford and Bryn Mawr hosted

the fifth bl-College Model United Nations Conference for high
school students. Chaperoning 250 high school students can get com-
plicated, as a letter to their college newspaper Indicates:

"We wish to remind anyone giving a party this weekend that It is

not funny to get these students intoxicated; any problems we have
had In the past have been the result of college students thinking it

hilarious to watch a high school freshman get reeling drunk."
Also at Haverford, charges regarding the "course quality and

professional competence" of one John Ashmead, professor of Eng-
lish, have angered both students and faculty. The complaints were
aired in a letter to the News signed by 10 students. <

The letter alleged that Ashmead gave disjointed, subjective lec-

tures; offered incoherent courses; concentrated on "Irrevelant

contextual extrapolations;" displayed "no discernible level of

insight regarding the course material; " and graded subjectively.

The students demanded "that the administration and the English

department take Immediate and effective steps to remove Ash-

mead from the faculty." Unless the Administration responds, "we
win seek additional means of dealing with this problem," ended the

letter.

The Haverford provost termed the letter irresponsible and said

he would not respond to the "silly threat" that closed the letter. In

addition, three of the ten signers of the letters asked that their

names be removed. No one has heard from Ashmead.

Learn German
Tfiis Summer

lune 27-

August 5, 1983

The German Summer School of the Atlantic

at the University of Rhode \sland

German will be the sole language of communication and Ger-
man life and culture the heart of this accredited intensive
language program available at all levels

Live and socialize in comfortable surroundings, minutes away
from Rhode Island s beaches and scenic Newport.

Earn 8 undergraduate or graduate credits

SPECIAL COURSES FOR BUSINESS PEOPLE
A three week course will stress conversational survival Ger-
man for business and travel.

For details: Dr John M. Crandin or

Or Otto Dornberg Department of

Languages University of Rhode Island,

Kingston Rl 02881 1401) 792 5911.

Our Seasonal Card Rack Now Has

St. Patrick's Day Greetings
enzi s

COLLEGE BOOK STORE, INC.

WILLIAMSTOWN, MASS 01267

EXCITING 1983 CHARTER FLIGHTS FROM
BOSTON OR NEW YORK

EUROPE
LONDON, PARIS, MUNICH, SPAIN, TEL AVIV,

ATHENS, ROME, MANCHESTER (rates vary from
city to city)

air only as low as:

$199.50 plus tax

each way

weekly departures, stay one week to six months

WE CAN BOOK YOUR FLIGHTS, HOTELS AND RAIL
TICKETS!! STOP IN NOW AND LET US ARRANGE YOUR
COMPLETE SUMMER IN EUROPE!!

m STOJiE
105 Spring Street

WnjJAMSTOWN. MAS.S.01267* (413)1585786

CLASSIFIEDS

Camp Canadensis Co-ed Pocono
Mt. summer camp seeks mature,

responsible counselors. Pool
directors, computers, athletics,

ceramics, gym. Write 217 Benson
Manor. Jenkintown. PA 19046.

Sales Reps Wanted
Need extra cash? Self-motivated?

Want to set your own hours? Be
your own boss. Become a sales

representative for ARK Student
Bedding, Inc. Income potential is

up to you . Must have own phone.
For further information write:

ARK Student Bedding, Inc.

P.O. Box 534
Wenham, Massachusetts 01984

ESTATE SALE of like new porta-
ble electronic equipment and
accessories.

Multi-band radios, tape
recorders, cassettes, speakers,
and hundreds of records—jazz.
rock in excellent condition.

788 Main St., Williamstown
Saturday, March 12—10-2

THE WCTU congratulates Presi-
dent Chandler on his firm stance
agamst the evils of alcohol and
nvites him to show us the way to
moral regeneration by stamping
out the Faculty Club bar before
they finish building it.

1984 elections

John Glenn's campaign manager Reginald Giiliam speaks of the importance of the 1984

Presidential Election. (Lane)

Continued from Page 1

however, politicians "Interminably
debate school prayer, busing, atK)rtlon

and trickle-down economics." Accord-

ing to Gilliam, the problem Is not conser-

vatism per se, but misplaced priorities.

"We've gone to a type of bleeder doc-

trine to cure our economy," he said,

"like the old medieval doctor who bled

his patient until he either got better or

died."

Gilliam went on to note the post-

Watergate rise of other new political ele-

ments, "a de facto fourth branch of gov-

ernment," Gilliam said.

One of these Is the "American news
machine," particularly the evening

news, where, according to Gilliam,

"complex patterns become reduced to

10-second explanations, treated on an
eighth-grade level."

The news media is also ' 'very competi-

tive, very much of a pack, very hungry

and a natural enemy of the administra-

tion," he added.

Other relatively new factors Include

"a shadow government" comprised of

huge congressional and presidential

staffs who do most of the real work, Gil-

liam said.

"That's what we have today. We don't

have our political science textt)ook

case, " he explained. " What we have then
are the elements In place for something
new."
GlUlam did not specify exactly what

this new thing would be, but he expressed
optimism that it would appear in the 1984

elections, which he considers an Impor-
tant turning point.

Gilliam went on to explain and critic-

ize the present system of campaign
financing. Most of this system originated
in 1974 as a post-Watergate reform, he
said. According to law, presidential can-
didates may only accept a maximum of

$1000 from an Individual and $5000 from a
political action committee.

In 1979, however, a change In the law
allowed individuals and corporations to

give unlimited amounts to state and local

party organizations to spend on "vote-

building activities." This loophole has
meant that candidates can raise more
money than permissible by asking for

donations to these organizations, which
use the money In ways which free up
other funds for direct candidate use.

The result of all this, said Gilliam, is "a
special Interest, money-grovelllng type
campaigning." "What this has done Is

trigger a bizarre, often nonsensical type
of political campaigning which Is nega-
tive . . . and dirty in many of Its aspects,"
he added.

ACSR questions
Continued from Page 1

sus of student opinion concern-

ing divestment.

Reed feels the presentation

was useful because the Board of

Trustees now has "a better

appreciation of life on an aca-

demic campus and the depth of

emotion surrounding the (div-

estment) Issue."

Dresser divestiture

In other business, the ACSR
agreed to consider this spring

whether to recommend to the

Trustees that the College divest

from Dresser Industries, which
was cited by the Arthur D. Little

Company for non-compliance
with the Sullivan Principles.

The ACSR made its decision

after the company claimed to

have signed a document Identi-

cal to the Sullivan Principles

but said it objects to onsite

Inspections and audit reports.

Markgraf noted that the
report was ' 'fraught with buried

weasellng or at least what could
be construed to be."

The ACSR agreed to send
another letter to the company
saying It may recommend
divestiture. The ACSR believes

that, by Informing the company
of the ACSR's reaction, the com-
pany will be aware that the Col-

lege is considering selling the

stock for the sake of the Sullivan

Principles, not economic rea-

sons, according to John Agostini

76.

ITT sold

Mr. Reed announced that Wil-

liams has sold its ITT holdings.

The sale was a normal trade

decision advised by the Col-

San Francisco State University
Kxtended Kducation

Wildlands Research Institute

Join a Backpacking Research Team
in the Mountain West or Alaska

Summar, 1983 3-9 unlit

On-site explorations to preserve
• Wildlife Species
• Wilderness Environments

Course delails

WILDLANDS RESEARCH INSTITUTE
407 Atlantic Ave . Santa Cruz CA 95062

(408) 427-2106

lege's Investment managers.

The ACSR also evaluated

three other companies with

holdings in South Africa that

have not satisfactorily comp-
iled with the Sullivan Princi-

ples. The three companies were
Dart and Kraft, International

Flavor and Fragrances, and
Stauffer Chemical Company.

Dart and Kraft reported that,

although they originally could

comply, their activities had
"escalated to a level not suita-

ble for compliance." The com-
pany cited the cost of auditing

and the numerous stipulations

of the 43 page Sullivan Audit as a

burden too great for them to

carry.

"Steer steady"

Committee Chairman Rich-
ard Lamb said that the commit-
tee could not accept that "as a
responsible response. If we are
going to follow the course origi-

nally set, we must steer
steady." He also remarked that
the cost of auditing was not par-
ticularly burdensome consider-
ing the worldwide reputation of
the company.
The consensus of the Commit-

tee, however, was to write an

additional letter affording the

company the opportunity to

give an opinion on the situation

and to respond to the commit-

tee's displeasure with the

report.

International Flavor and
Frangrances candidly declined
adherence to the Sullivan Prin-
ciples becuase, as their report
stated, their product "improves
the situation when it is availa-
able. Its contribution to human-
ity makes food that's inexpen-

sive more attractive."

Complete refusal

The other company, Stauffer

Chemical Company, reported

that "no outside group has the

right to monitor" Its activities.

The company claims adherence
to the Sullivan Principles but

refuses to be inspected by the

Arthur D. Little Co., the audit-

ing firm.

The ACSR's conclusion was to

send each of the four companies
a letter stating their disappoint-

ment with these responses to the

Sullivan Principle. Later In the

semester the committee will

vote on individual case recom-
mendations for divestment to

the Board.

JOSEPH E. DEWEY

9:00 - 5:00 . \
Mon.-Sat. "^ ^

VU^MS j^
WILLIAMSTOWN. MASS.

O^ 45«-5717

TIME FOR

Chocolates Fudge
Candy Marzipan

WE MAIL WE

¥\ne QhocoXates and Confections

Spring Street

Gifts

WAAC hits the road
by Jack Mayher

As part of their continuing

effort to inform the public of

the current situation in South

Africa, Williams Anti-
Apartheid Coalition (WAAC)
hunger striker Mark White '84

and other members of WAAC
have spoken to various area

groups in recent weeks. The
talks, for the most part, focus

on the history of South Africa

and apartheid and not on the

actions of WAAC during
January.
The first talk was at the Mil-

itant Forum in Schenectady.

The Militant Forum Is a

monthly event put on by local

union leaders and the local

chapter of the Socialist Party

in an attempt to raise local

consciousness on global
Issues.

White and Navjeet Bal '84

spoke to a crowd of some 25-30

people, mostly students. White
described the reaction as

enthusiastic. The response

was, however, not surprising

because members of the

audience had visited Williams

to support the hunger strike

and had done a variety of other

things to aid WAAC as well as

their cause.

Cynthia Deith, a graduate

art student, and White later

spoke at Berkshire Commun-
ity College to an audience of

some 125 students. Three
classes were required to

attend the lecture and write

papers concerning South
Africa. The lecture dealt

primarily with the history of

South Africa and apartheid. In

the question and answer
period, however, the hunger

strike was brought up.

Hunger strike questioned

White said that the students

seemed "hesitant," as if they

wanted to play "devils advo-

cate." They questioned
whether the hunger strikers

had "over-reacted" in their

action, whether they were
really committed to their

cause and what effect it had.

White gave WAAC's side of the

argument in answering their

questions.

"The talks did not center on

the hunger strike and divest-

ment at Williams because no

one outside the community
really cares," White said,

emphasizing that the goal of

the talks Is to educate the pub-

lic on the problems in South

Africa.

Continued on Page 9
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Williams' most famous graduate LETTERS
by Daniel T. Keating

A large crowd gathered Thursday

afternoon to learn the identity of Wil-

liams College's most famous graduate,

the topic of Williams physics professor

David Park's lecture in the continuing

faculty lecture series. Park increased

the mystery surrounding his revelation

when he declared, "I think he is Berk-

shire County's best-known scientist," a

few days tx'fore the lecture.

George Steinbrenner was out. So was
President of the United States James
Garfield.

Park himself confessed, 45 minutes
into the lecture, that he has no idea who
Williams's most famous graduate is, or

how to determine that fact. But Park did

make an enlightening, if not utterly con-

vincing, argument that Edward W. Mor-
ley, from the Class of 1860, is Williams's

most famous graduate.

Morley's great achievement, and the

action for which he is remembered, is the

creation of a physics experiment, the

Michelson-Morley experiment. That
research proved the non-existence of an
ether in space, and cleared the way for

Einstein's Relativity Theory, according
to Park.

'Filled with Jello"

The belief was held through most of the

19th century that a complete vacuum
was impossible, so some kind of ether

must occupy space. Theorists tried to

make the ether support waves to carry

light and gravity, and, as Professor Park
noted, "Suddenly the universe was filled

with Jello."

The Michelson-Morley experiment,

designed to detect the current that the

ether was supposed to have, is "known,
at least for a few weeks, to almost every-

one who studies elementary physics,

and it is known to everyone who goes

beyond that," said Park. "I do not know
whether I am talking about tens or

hundreds of millions of people, but they

are in every country in the world and the

number increases daily," he said.

Morley is buried in Pittsfield in his

family plot, but he is not well known.
"Perhaps it is unjust of me, but I fear

that Edward Morley thought more of

Williams than Williams has ever thought

of him." Park added.

(iifts to College

At age 81 Morley presented the college

with his platinum crucible and some
glassware with which he had done his

exf)eriments. After his death in 1923 his

will left about $100,000 to the college,

including the gold medals awarded to

him by the Royal Society of London and
others who honor superlative research.

Park had the crucible, glassware, and
medals on display during the lecture,

and for people to examine afterward.

Morley's father, Sardls Brewster Mor-
ley was born in Otis and graduated from
Williams in 1829. The family moved to

Willlamstown when Edward was 18 so.

as a resident of the town, he could attend

Williams for free. Educated at home,
and at Williams for three years (he

received advanced placement by virtue

of his entrance examinations), Morley
had only one course In chemistry, but his

self-education was great enough to lead

him to be elected president of the Ameri-
can Chemical Society.

Altered conception

The summation of Williams's most
famous graduate and Berkshire Coun-

ty's best-known scientist's accomplish-

ment as a scientist Is best given by Erwln
Freundllch In a statement about the

Michelson-Morley experiment with

which Park concluded the lecture: "It is

curious to think that in the little corner of

the universe represented by the space
available In a laboratory an experiment
should be possible which alters our whole
conception of what happens in the pro-

foundest depths of space known to us, but

so it is."

Continued from Page 2

Trieschman, Phil Walsh, The Williams

Record, The Board of Directors of

WCP'M, the people down at Office Servi-

ces, Wendell Miles, Rory Costello and
esp)eclally David Cole and Steve Monroe
without whose constant advice and
moral support this whole thing could not

have been possible.

Benjamin S. Bahn '84

Tenure
To the editor:

I commend the Gargoyle Society

(Record, February 22) for pointing out
the need for more student Involvement in

faculty tenure and renewal decisions,

and for better methods of determining
the student opinion on professors.

Gargoyle, however, incorrectly
Implies that professors are required to

hand out student evaluation forms. No
professor (tenured or non-tenured) is

obligated to do this. Moreover, if a pro-

fessor does pass out such forms, he need
not t urn them over to the chairman of his

department nor to the Committee on
Appointments and Promotions (CAP),
which makes the final tenure decisions.

If the results of the student evaluation do
reach the CAP, they usually do so In the
form of Interpretations by the depart-

ment chairman.
Sharing Gargoyle's concerns, the Col-

lege Council has just passed a "pack-
age' ' of proposed tenure changes t hat the

faculty will vote on soon. The proposed
changes are as follows:

—that the actual figures of the numeri-
cal student evaluations of professors be
submitted to the CAP on staffing reports,

not just Interpretations of these figures,

and that non-tenured professors be
required to pass out numerical student
evaluation forms at the end of courses.

—that there be more public and visible

encouragement given to students to com-
municate their feelings on professors to

the CAP, and that there be a section In

the student handbook explaining the

basic tenure procedures and the stu-

dents' right to express their views on
professors.

—that a student committee be permit-
ted to Interview students on a professor
up for tenure or renewal and to write up
its own report on the student opinion of

that professor; this report should be sub-

mitted to the appropriate department for

consideration in its discussions on the
professor, and should be Included In the

staffing report In addition to the depart-
ment chairman's statement on the stu-

dent opinion; the student committee
should be either an already-existing stu-

dent committee In the department, a

volunteer group of student majors in the

department, or the Faculty Committee
of the College Council.

In addition, the Council passed a pro-

p)osal that does not require faculty

approval:

—At the beginning of each school year,

and again In November, the Faculty
Committee of the College Council will

place in all campus mailboxes notices

informing the students of the following:

1) the names and departments of all

professors up for tenure that year.

2

)

a ) the names of those responsible for

tenure decisions, and thus the ones to

whom students may express their opin-

ions; this includes CAP members and
the chairmen of the departments menti-
oned in part 1.

b) the function of the CAP and the func-
tion of student opinion In Its proceedings.
—The notice will also include a

reminder that all assistant professors
will be up for tenure at some point, and
all students have the right to discuss
these professors with the decision-

makers at any time.

Aside from the revision of the student
handbook, none of these proposals would
place more work on the administration.
Nor are changes being suggested in the
methods by which tenure decisions are
made; students would have no more con-

trol over these decisions than In the past.

The changes simply Involve the way the
student opinion is determined and
reported, the student opinion being a

required part of every faculty
evaluation.

—Steve Magnus 85

THeCUPSHOP
Hair Salon of the 80's

Willlamstown. MA
4589167

Levis

Adidas Shoes
All Athletic Equipment

Custom Printed T-Shirts

Everything for Men & Women
Racket Sales & Service

Class Rings

Gifts

Bennington \11

802 442 9823

ll^
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Pillslield, MA
413443-9816

4134479576

CALL for an appointment or just WALK

GIFT CERTIFICATES

Find out what it means to be an
executive for New England's largest

Departnnent Store. Our informal group
session is open to anyone interested in

finding out more about careers in

retailing. Representatives from Jordan
Marsh will be present to provide

information and answer questions

regarding our Executive Training

Program, Fall semester internship and
other career opportunities.

Infoimational Presentation

Monday, March 14, 7:00 p.m.

The Log

iopdan mapsk

Beer & Wine

Specials for March

Bud Loose - 12 oz. bottles

$12.35/case + dep.

Naragansett 12 packs

$3.99 + dep.

Blanc de Blanc

1 .5 litre bottles $4.99

Log losing faces^ bucks
' by Jeff Brainard

Both attendance and sales at the Log are drastically less this

year, but the adnninistration is nnore concerned about the lack of

people than sales.

"Anyone that walks in can see there's less business now," said
Rich Olson '82, the Log's manager. He estimates that attendance
is one-third to one-half less than last year. Nightly attendance
averages out to about 120, he said.

Oleson noted that the College's goal is for the Log to be suffi-

ciently utilized as a local social gathering place for students to go to

drink safely.

"The College would be elated if we had 500 a night and no one
bought anything," he explained.

Dean Cris Roosenraad admitted that the current lack of patron-
age is generally attributable to the enforcement at the Log of the

state minimum drinking age of 20, which drives away underclass-
men, the Log's primary patrons.

But the College will continue enforcing the drinking age next fall,

Roosenraad said.

Pitchers may return

He admitted that the elimination of pitchers at the Log is an
unpopular measure, "which may change before spring is over," if

deemed desirable. According to Roosenraad, the decision to revert

to pitchers will be up to Olson and the Log Committee, which will

meet next month.
The Log's lighter business this year may cause a higher than

normal operating deficit, according to College Treasurer William

Reed. But he said he won't know the exact figure for this year until

June.
' 'The Log has had a deficit every year of its existence,

'

' according

to Roosenraad. The College picks up the tab for the deficit, which
last year was $3000-4000, he said.

' " [The deficit ) doesn't bother us because it's consistent with sup-

porting a student gathering place," he said.

But while regular-hours utilization is down, before-hours use is

high, according to Olson. Almost every night, corporate recruiters

use the Log for information sessions, or residential houses hold

pot-luck dinners there. "It's the exception when there's nothing

going on t>efore hours here," Olson reported.

Divestment
Continued from Page 1

over $2.0 million for the pension
fund.

Unions support divestment
Backman explained that the

legislation had the support of
both the state employees' and
teachers' unions as well as over
75 other religious, labor and
civic organizations across the
state.

The divestment process will
take up to three years so that
losses due to stock market fluc-
tuations can be minimized.

Connecticut has adopted a
more lenient stance regarding
divestment. A law enacted last
June calls for divestment from
all companies dealing in South
Africa that do not meet three
qualifications designated by the
state. These requirements are:

1. That a corporation has
adopted the Sullivan Principles

and has received a high rating

from the Arthur D. Little moni-

toring agency.

2. That a corporation does not

supply strategic products or

services to the Republic of

South Africa for military or

police use.

3. That a corporation recog-

nizes the right of all South Afri-

cans to strike for social and
economic objectives.

Partial divestment by Conn
The law resulted from an

investigation by a governor's
Task Force. The Task Force
determined that the Sullivan
Principles were not restrictive

enough to effect reform in South
Africa. However, the commit-
tee felt that complete divest-

ment would be detrimental to

state funds as well as corpora
tions that are exerting a positive
influence in South Africa.

The effect on Connecticut's

$2.0 billion pension fund will be
minimized, according to Bar-

bara Reed of the Treasury
office, because the $100 to $150

million that must be sold will be
divested over time.

Analysts for the state of Con-
necticut said that although
potential losses at the present

time are minimal, financial

risks in the future because of

limited investment possibilities

could be greater. They indi-

cated, however, that because of

present economic trends,
smaller companies that do not

do business in South Africa have
performed better than multina-

tional corporations with South
African subsidiaries, but they
could not conclude that this

trend will continue.

Philly sold $90 million

The city of Philadelphia
enacted legislation last June
calling for total divestment
from all companies doing busi-

ness in South Africa and Nami-
bia. This law affects roughly $90
million of the city pension fund
of $820 million.

City Council liaison Suzan
Wilcox explained that the law
does not effect bank holdings.

She expects that the entire div-

estment process will not detri-

mentally effect the city's funds
because city managers have
two years to divest.

Volleyballers

spike Amherst
Avenging an early season

loss, the men's volleyball squad
crushed Amherst 3-0 last Satur-

day to take both the Little Three
and the New England Western

Division championships.

The win marked the end of the

regular season for the Ephs,

who finished 5-1 in league play

and 6-1 overall. Sunday, the

squad traveled to North Adams
State College and won the Berk-

shire Invitational Tournament
over six other local clubs.

Never in doubt

Saturday's match was never

in doubt as Williams jumped out

to a 6-0 lead in game one and
went on to win 15-8. Game two
featured the inspired play of All-

New England co-captain Vin-

cente Brandstein '84.

Brandstein's blocking and
spiking dominated play and
intimidated the Jeffs, as Willi-

ams took the game 15-6. "There
was a sequence when Vince

blocked four balls in a row, and I

think that really took the wind
out of Amherst's sails," said

senior co-captain Paul Sabbah.
"We started slow in that game,
but Vince's blocking and Mark
Koenig's serving did them in."

Game three was even more
lopsided, as Williams took it 15-5

to close out the 3-0 win. Along
with Brandstein and Koenig,
strong performances were
turned in by seniors Bill Best
and Bob Alcasabas, juniors

Steve Brewster and Marc Hum-
mon, and freshman Chris
Clarey.

The best

"This team is definitely the
best in the program's short his-

tory," said Sabbah. "It's a great
feeling to end a season in such a
convincing way."
Sunday's tournament saw

Williams outclassing a field of

six other teams at the NASC
gym. Among Williams' victims
were Berkshire Community
College and, once again,
Amherst.

Next up for the squad is the

New Englands next Sunday, the

event in which Williams placed
sixth of 26 New England squads
last year.

The season ends April 10 with
the New England Division I

championships.

WAAC
Continued from Page 7

WAAC has also put together

a slide show of some 130 slides

on South Africa in general.

White said that plans are being

made now to give presenta-

tions to area high schools

sometime in April. At this

point no dates have been
confirmt^d.

Snowmoblling
Downhill Skiing

Crosscountry Skiing

Comfortable Rooms
Fireplace in Lobby
Full Lounge Facility

Breakfast included with Rooms
Serving Breakfast, Lunch, & Dinner

Special rates with College LD.

MAIN STREET OLD FORGE. NEW YORK 13420
(315) 369-3077

All Major Credit Cards Accepted

Men's volleyball spikes its way to victory over Amherst in last Saturday's
action. (Schell)

Swimming B-ball
Continued from Page 10

points during four years of New
England Championships
diving.

Senior Ben Aronson was the

co-recipient of the highly
coveted Robert Muir award.
The award goes to the senior

who scores the greatest number
of points at the New England
Championships over his college

career.

The Ephs will travel to Can-

ton, Ohio on March 17-19 in

hopes of improving upon their

second place finish at last

year's National Champion-
ships.

Continued from Page 10

liams still has an excellent base.

Pidoriano and Walsh are an
exciting and explosive guard
team, and Schmidt comple-
ments them with consistency.

Krupslci and McCarthy, though
short, can do the job at center.

McNicholas has played well at

forward, and Russ Howard '84,

Milce Meadows '86, and Tim
Rives '85 are also talented.

The search for a coach to lead

the team next year continues.

Sports Shorts

Parker fifth

Bo Parker '84 sprinted the
final half-mile in 2:02.0. but his

strong finish wasn't enough to

compensate for a lackluster
opening pace and he had to set-

tle for fifth place among eight
runners at the IC4A Champion-
ship Indoor Track Meet held
this weekend at Princeton.

Parker was disappointed with
his 4: 12.4 time at the meet,
which featured all of the best

runners in the east, but his

coach wasn't. "The effort was
unquestionably there." pointed
out Dick Farley, "but against

runners like those he couldn't

get any momentum. He fell ten

yards behind the field too early

and never had a chance to catch

up because you can't just bolt

past great runners, like Bo had
done in every other meet."

Alum rows on
Janet Harmon '81 placed 45th

in recent testing for the 1983

U.S. Rowing team. The number
of candidates for the team has
been cut from 120 to 60. Final

selections will be made this

summer for the team that will

compete in the World Cham-
pionships August 28 - September
4 in Duisberg, West Germany.
Last summer Harmon was

selected for the 1982 U.S. Devel-

opment team and participated

in the National Sports Festival

at Indianapolis.

Harmon was a two-year var-

sitv oarswoman at Williams.
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Budweiser
KINO OF HKKHS.

ATHLETE OF THE WEHC

This ivi'vk\s recipient is Sicitti

Team Co-captnin tien Aronson
'83, who won the Robert Muir
Award for scoring the most
points at the Mew Englands in his

four years at iniliams. Ben, this

liud's for you!
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Jeffs nip Ephs in overtime

Freshman Tim Walsh tries to go over
heartbreaking 74-73 overtime loss.

Squash

Women ranked

in Nationals
by Mark Averitt

"This is the greatest day ever

for Williams College women's
squash," beamed Coach Renzi

Lamb after his sixth-ranked

team had qualified two players,

Barbara Riefler and Cassie

Fisher, for the top 16 in the

country.

The Ephwomen have never

placed two women in the best 16

before this week. Williams'

number one player Barbara
Riefler '83, 10-13 for 1983 from

number one singles spot, was
cited as the 14th best player in

the country, and teammate Cas-

sie Fisher '84, with a 15-10

record due mostly to an unbe-

lievable tournament winning

streak, was rated 15th.

Riefler, Fisher, number
three Hilary Thomas '85 and
number four Lisa Buckley '85

all went to the National Individ-

ual Championships at UPenn
this weekend. Buckley was the

first Eph eliminated from the

double-elimination competi-
tion.

National draw

Riefler, after splitting her
first two matches, was shutout
by Yale's Phoel)e Trubowitz
and bowed out of the tourna-

ment in the first consolation

round, but Thomas and Fisher

both advanced. Thomas was
eliminated by Allison Dalmont,
the number one player at the

University of California at Ber-

keley, in the bracket of eight,

but Fisher survived against

Wesleyan's best player Karen
Adair.

A victory over California's

Allison Dalmont moved Fisher

Into the consolation finals where

she topped Phoebe Trubowitz,

3-1, to win the consolations with

a 6-1 record.

giant Amherst defenders in the Ephs'

(Shapiro)

The basketball team (12-10) ended Its season In

dire frustration Saturday night with a one-point

overtime loss to archrival Amherst, 74-73.

The season concluded with an off-balance

jump>er by senior Andy Goodwin, and, following a

scramble under the net, a final lay-up which
rolled off the rim as the buzzer sounded.

Williams faced near-certain elimination at the

end of regulation time, but a one-handed jump-
shot over two defenders by freshman Tim Walsh
knotted the score at the buzzer. Walsh tallied 20

points for the Ephs and came up with the clutch

baskets when the team needed them most.

Amherst outscored the Ephs 7-6 In the over-

time, taking advantage of numerous missed free

throws by the Ephmen.
The Lord Jeffs were paced by senior center

Dana King's 15 points. All five Amherst starters

scored in double figures and ended the game with

four fouls. Only six points were scored off the

Amherst bench.

Junior guard Art Pldorlano led the Ephmen
with 25 points, but a 7 for 16 day at the free throw

line kept Pldorlano from breaking the game open
for Williams. The 45 points from the Eph back-

court could not offset the strong front line scoring

of King and Amherst's Leo White and Paul Molter

(14 points each).

Williams led through most of the first half, but

the Eph offense sputtered for the last four min-

utes of the half, and Amherst took a 38-34 halftime

lead. The Ephmen closed the lead early in the

second half and the game continued as a see-saw

battle to the end.

The game also marked the end of Williams

Head Coach Curt Tong's career at Williams. He
racked up a 104-92 won-loss record in his nine

years at the helm of the Ephmen. He moves on to

Pomona Pltzer In California next year where he
will take the Athletic Director position.

Season recap
This year's team started out slowly, losing four

of their five games before the Christmas break.

They lost the North Adams Mohawk Classic tour-

nament for the first time In three years.

But the team's special experience—their two-

week educational and athletic trip to Cuba-
brought them together as a team. Although they

lost all three games against the equivalent of

Cuba's number one national team, Tong felt that

those games helped the Ephmen define their roles

on the court.
After returning and losing three games to tough

teams—Dartmouth, Trinity, and Springfield—
Williams went on an awesome seven game win-

ning streak.

The Ephmen could seemingly do no wrong dur-

ing the streak, finding a new way to an exciting
win each game. Highly-ranked Bowdoln and Mid
dlebury were among the teams upset during the

streak.

After beating Wesleyan, the streak ended with

exactly the wrong team—Amherst. The Lord
Jeffs rode superior outside shooting to their vic-

tory over Williams.

After a home loss to Wesleyan, It looked like the

season would end on a down-note, similar to Its

beginning. But the Ephmen beat Tufts, ninth-

ranked in New England Div. Ill, to assure a win-

ning season record.

The loss of co-captalns Olesen and O'Day, and
Goodwin and Ormsbee to graduation will take

size and maturity away from the team. But Wllli-

Continued on page 9

Women
hoopsters fall

to Amherst
A last-minute rally fell short

as the women's basketball

team fell to Amherst 54-49 to

close out their season last

Wednesday.
"Amherst outmuscled us,

but we played a quick, smart

game and never let up," said

Coach Sue Hudson-Hamblin.
"I was very happy with the

way the whole team played."

Late rally

Amherst led by as many as

ten points In the second half

before Williams put on a late

rush. The Ephs moved to

within three points with the

ball in the final minute but

could get no closer.

Thalia Meehan '83 and
Tracy Burrows '84 paced the

Ephwomen with 16 and 14

points respectively.

Co-captains Meehan and
Cathy Evans, Tina Glmas,
Margaret Morton, and Faith

Sophomore Kay Lackey goes for a

lay up in the women's 54-49 loss to

Amherst last Saturday.
(Lockwood)

Menken played their last

game as Williams seniors.

Swimmers win New
England championship

Squash fifth in nation
The men's squash team placed fifth in this weekend's National

Intercollegiate Championships at Princeton.

The Ephmen accomplished their goal of beating out Trinity for

the fifth position, but trailed winner Harvard, Princeton, a Cana-

dian team, and Yale.

Zaff leads team
Number one Greg Zaff '84 lost In the quarterfinals of the A tourna-

ment to David Boyun of Harvard, but came back to win the consola-

tion by beating a top-ranked Canadian.
Number two Tom Harrlty '84 made It to the quarterfinals of the

consolation, where he lost to Zaff. His biggest win was over Bill

Doyle.

Nau wins conso
Number three Jeff Sultar '84 lost his first two games in the B

tournament, but number four Bill Nau made It to the quarterfinals

of the main draw, where he lost to Tom Shepherd of Princeton, and

then won the consolation.

Number five Jamie King '84 lost in the 16th finals, but played well

in the consolations. Number six Doug Roble '86 also lost in the 16s of

the main draw of the C tourney, but played well to make It to the

semi-finals of the consolation tourney, beating Trinity's Jerome
Kaplus to avenge an earlier loss.

One and two seeds from across the country play in the A tourna-

ment, while three and four players are in the B and numbers five

and six play In the C tourney. Individual players' points are then

added to make a team total.

by Chris Harned

Taking six Individual firsts

and a relay victory, the men's
swim team beat Tufts for the
New England championship
528-303.5 this weekend.
The swim team quickly estab-

lished themselves as the domi-
nant team In the New England
area as they opened their cam-
paign to capture a fifth consecu-

tive New England Swimming
and Diving Championships title

by bursting to a 91-74 first-day

lead over second place Univer-

sity of Rhode Island.

Freshman William Couch set

a school record in winning the

400 individual medley in a time
of 4: 11.63. Williams Head Coach
Carl Samuelson said, "Bill

swam well enough to win the

event, but we expect him to go
faster at Nationals".

In the 1650 freestyle, senior

Rob Bowman battled to third

with a time of 16: 42.13 while All-

American Ben Aronson finished

fifth in 16: 48.92.

The 800 freestyle relay team
of Will Andrew '86, Bowman,
Aronson and Jeff Mook '83

battled with quartets from Tufts

and Rhode Island for the top

spot throughout the race but had
to settle for third (7:05.7).

Solidify lead

Williams jumped to a 344-207

point lead over MIT after the

second of three days of competi-

tion. The Ephs boasted four

Individual first place perfor-

mances and were represented

in the finals (top 6 places) in all

eight of the day's events.

Co-captain Aronson won the

second event of the day, the 200

butterfly, in a school record

time of 1:53.03. All-American
Rob Sommer '84 was victorious

in the 200 backstroke, swim-
ming to a time of 1:55.36.

In the 200 IM, Sommer, the

New England record holder and
two-time defending champion,
saw both of these marks fall to

teammate Bill Couch '86. He
eclipsed Sommer's mark of

1:56.8 with a first place time of

1: 56.05 to set a pool school and

New England record. Sommer
settled for second (1:57.65)

while Aronson captured fourth

at 1: 58.65.

The Ephs final event winner
of the day was All-American
diver Jim Stockton '83, who out-

pointed New England's best on

the one meter board, collecting

an impressive 446.9 points.

Williams also got solid point

production out of the tandem of

Bob Kirkpatrick (fourth at

2:12.74) and senior Dave John-

son (tenth at 2: 14.85) in the 200

breaststroke.

Jeff Mills '84 splashed to a

close third in the 200 freestyle,

clocking in at 1:45.17.

The Ephs closed the day on a

down note, as they could only

manage second place in the 400

medley relay. The foursome of

Andrew, Johnson, Peter Orpha-
nos '85 and Mills covered the

distance In an Impressive
3:33.46.

Final-day blowout
Williams broke the meet open

on the final day on the strength

of Rob Sommer's backstroke
victory and the freestyle relay

team's win.

Sommer's victory time of

53.34 in the 100 backstroke

makes him a favorite to win the

event two weeks from now at

Nationals. Andrew took third at

53.98 and sophomore John
Peloso placed seventh, winning
the consolation heat in 55.49.

The 400 freestyle relay team
of Andrew, Mark Weeks '83,

Mills and Sommer set school

and New England records, win-

ning the event in a quick 3: 06.60.

Samuelson said, "They swam a

fantastic race, and could go
even faster at Nationals".

Couch added to his collection

of school records with a second
place finish in the 500 freestyle

(4:45.43).

Stockton and Aronson honored
Stockton cut the water to a

close second In the three meter
diving (441.25 points). The
senior diver was honored as the

diver who scored the most

Continued on Page 9
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Grammy awards

Carl Johnson nominated

March 15, 1983

Carl Johnson, professor of music, displays jazz record he
helped produce, which was nominated for two grammy
awards. (Lane)

by Sara R. Gross

Work by College jazz scholar Carl Johnson was nomi-
nated for 1983 Grammy Awards in two categories last

month. Johnson is the associate curator of the Paul
Whiteman Collection here on campus.
"An Experiment in Modern Music, Paul Whiteman at

Aeolian Hall," released in 1982, was nominated for Best
Historical Album of 1982 and Best Liner Notes of 1982.

Although the record did not make it to the finals, Johnson
said that he is "honored to have been nominated in two
categories."

Johnson and the Paul Whiteman Collection are
acknowledged on the record by Thornton Hagert, who
compiled the recording and liner notes for the Smithson-
ian Institute in 1981.

The liner notes of the record are ten pages long and
include photographs, some of which were reproduced
from the College's Whiteman Collection. Although John-
son did not write the liner notes, he said that "they
couldn't have been written without the full cooperation of

the collection."

1924 re-creation

The record is a recreation of the 1924 Whiteman con-

cert in Aeolian Hall which was the first American pops
concert offering "a mixture of serious and non-serious

music," a combination of jazz and symphonic music to a
"broad cosmopolitan audience", pointed out Johnson.
The climax of this was George Gershwin's "Rhapsody in

Blue," commissioned by Whiteman for this concert.
Hagert spent three days at Williams doing research for

the record and discussing the project with Johnson. This
is not the only project to come out of the collection. John-
son pointed out that "the materials have been studied by
scholars, and have indirectly resulted in the writing of

books and many articles and papers." The scores and
parts in the collection have also been used for concert? by
professionals and students.

"Trail blazer"

In 1934 Whiteman was the "trail blazer of the Swing
Era" and he had "the most versatile orchestra in Amer-
ica," playing dance music one night, popular music the

next, and classical another night, Johnson said. White-
man also played Broadway music and at Yale and West
Point proms. Johnson said the orchestra never played at

Williams's proms because the College could not afford

the Orchestra's high fees.

All of this means that Carl Johnson will be kept busy
with inquiries on Whiteman, a biography in progress,

and a possible all-Whiteman concert in Carnegie Hall.

140 million

Students force divestment
at other colleges

by Ned Ladd

Divestment has been, and
continues to be, an important
issue on other college cam-
puses. Over the past six years,

student and faculty activism
has forced the divestment of

over $140 million from college

endowment funds. This sum is

approximately equal to the

entire endowment of Williams
College.

The largest divestment so

far occurred at Harvard Uni-

versity, where its trustees

voted to withdraw $51 million

from Citibank Corporation in

February 1981. Sources at

Harvard explained that the

university was prot^esting a

$250 million loan that Citibank

extended to the government of

South Africa.

Harvard established its div-

estment policy in 1978 follow-

ing student protests. The
Harvard Corporation, the
school's governing body,
declared it would review all

corporations in the Harvard
portfolio which had operations

in South Africa on a case-by-

case basis. In addition, all

funds in banks which extend
loans to the South African
government would be with-

drawn.

Other northeastern schools

involved in divestment include

Amherst, Wesleyan and
Columbia. A total of $1.3 mil-

lion has been divested by
Amherst, while Wesleyan has
sold $350,000 in stocks. In 1979,

Columbia withdrew $2.7 mil-

lion from three banks involved

in South Africa.

Mass schools sell

The University of Massa-
chusetts began to investigate

companies in its portfolio as
early as 1977. After a student
rally, the university decided to

sell all stocks from companies
dealing in South Africa. The
decision affected approxi-
mately $600,000 of its $2 million

holdings.

In 1979, Boston University

adopted a policy of "selective

divestment." More than $6.6

million dollars in bank depos-

its and bonds was removed
immediately and the Trustees
began an investigation of the

rest of BU's $78 million portfo-

lio. The Trustees reported that

companies making "no pro-

gress in advancing the lot of

black South Africans," would
be divested according to The
New York Times.

$60 million

The largest scale divest-

ment occurred in Michigan
where legislation passed last

December requires all state

schools to divest immediately.
This affects approximately
$60 million.

Colby College divested
$750,000 worth of stock in 1980,

including stock in Dresser
Industries. Dresser is cur-

rently under investigation by

the Williams Advisory Com-
mittee Qn Shareholder
Responsibility for noncom-
pliance with the Sullivan

Principles.

Williams itself has divested

from one company, Newmont
Mining in 1981. It did so after

Newmont refused to answer

Continued on Page 4

Switch-hitters lead college
by Dan Keating

The teacher administrator at

Williams uses the experience of

the classroom while running the

school. While the people in these

positions acknowledge the

advantages, the increasing
complexity of running the

school puts burdens on the peo-

ple and the system.
The college has teacher

administrators in the positions

of Dean of the College, Asso-

ciate Dean of the College, Dean
of Faculty, Provost, Associate

Provost and Director of the

Computer Center. The roles of

Dean of the College, Dean of the

Faculty and Provost are all

rotating positions which are

taken for temporary terms by
senior members of the faculty.

"As a faculty member, I

prefer to have academic admin-
istrators who return to the

faculty full-time," says Francis
Oakley, Professor of History

and Dean of the Faculty. "The
two advantages are that the

people running the system have
a sensitivity to academic
values, and people return to

teaching with a feeling about
the college as a whole.

No quality lost

"The disadvantage of our sys-

tem is the dislocation," notes

Chandler. "It is not quality that

is lost, it is continuity. I also

worry about the volume of work
that these people have."
Director of the Computer Cen-

ter Larry Wright has felt that

volume. "There was a period a

Provost Hodge Markgraf performs numerous administrative chores in

addition to his teaching responsibilities. (Lockwood)

couple years ago when I was
teaching and handling both stu-

dent and administrative com-
puting. I was swamped. It just

about killed me."
"The problem can be the

sheer burden of the jobs," says
Oakley. "Williams tries to keep
the administration small and
lean, but we're near the limit.

We might have to add. Some
people might not like that."

Chemistry Professor and Col-

lege Provost J. Hodge Mark-
graf, more than any other, feels

the pinch of the combined work-
load. "I'm forgiven eight hours
of lab a week and I pick up 50

hours of provost work,
'

' he says.

Monster workload
His job as provost includes

oversight and control of virtu-

ally everything related to the

academic nature of the school.

He handles long-range financial

planning for the college and sets

the budgets for every depart-

ment, office, project and facil-

ity on campus—then monitors
them.
The list of committees on

which he serves is so long that

he must write them down while

listing them to keep track. He is

on the CAP, CCPC, ACSR,
FATF, various construction

committees and others.

While not in committee, he

oversees the personnel and pol-

icy of the Admissions Office,

Financial Aid Office, the librar-

ies, Bronfman Science Center,

Athletics Department, the Cen-
ter for Environmental Studies

and others.

"Kill for those things"

He aKso assigns faculty offi-

ces. "Who gets the corner office

in Stetson?" he asks. "People
kill for those things."

Although aided by Associate
Provost David Booth, Mifcrkgraf

thinks the provost job has

Continued on Page 4
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Credit due
Baxter Hall was enlivened last Sunday by a group of women bran-

dishing bright yellow t-shirts proclaiming, "Once is not enough." It

certainly wasn't: the women's swim team, hot on the heels of last year's

Division III national title, did it again last week.

Swimmers rarely get the recognition they deserve. Swimming is not

a heavily-attended spectator sport at Williams, and women swimmers
are further saddled with the lack of attention to women's sports in

general. But they train hard—Winter Study 6:00 a.m. workouts were

only the first of two each day—and they succeed. For two years they

have not lost a single meet.

Ironically, the team's consistent success has made it more difficult

for them to receive credit. Headlines like "Swim team wins again" are

as surprising as the rising of the sun, so because we expect stellar

performances from the team, we rarely congratulate them when they

deliver. Hopefully a national title will bring the recognition they merit.

The men's team, having just won their fifth straight New England

title, will seek their first national championship this week, and they

deserve the best of luck.

One way to recognize these teams' contribution to the College would

be to provide them with adequate space. Apparently the College agrees,

and is moving to upgrade its indoor athletic facilities, including the

construction of a larger pool. This would not only benefit the swim
teams, but encourage spectators and recreational swimming.

^AARN/>^i ^
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Official: EPA a circus
by ( hris Howlett

Two days before last Wednesday's resignation of Anne (ior-

such Burford as administrator of the Environmental Protection

Agency, former EPA employee Toby Clark describt^d the state

of environmental policy under the Reagan administration as "a
classical Washington circus."

The circus began, said Clark, who was a member of EPA's
office of pesticides and toxic substances for 17 years, with the

firing of Rita Lavelle several weeks ago for apparent conflict of

interest in toxic waste cleanup programs.
At the same time, Congress demanded certain documents

relevant to toxic waste which Burford refused to turn over.

Burford was held in contempt and several of the documents
unaccountably found their way to the agency's paper shredder.

At present no fewer than six congressional committees are
investigating the EPA. Their prime suspicion is that the agency
has been favoring industry to the detriment of waste cleanup.

Clark himself said in the 1982 State of the Environment report

published by The Conservation Foundation, "it appears as if

industry is becoming the prime client of the administration." A
memo to the same effect found recently at EPA caused extreme
uproar.

However, stressed Clark, "all these things that are going on
now are irrelevant to the basic issues," in particular the person-

nel changes that weakened and undermined the agency.

"The people that came to EPA were astroundingly incompe-
tent. They didn't know the laws, they'd never managed
anything—they weren't competent to manage a third-grade

baseball team," he complained. Many had no experience in

dealing with Congress, he added, and no idea of ethics or

compromise.
In addition the EPA, as well as the departments of Interior and

Energy, is being seriously damaged by budget cuts, Clark said.

The number of agency employees diminishes as paperwork
increases, he explained.

He claimed that scientific and policy analysis as well as

enforcement has been reduced tremendously. Meanwhile, "the

states are getting all the responsibility, but their grants are

getting cut by 50 percent or more." he said.

Clark warned that the two areas most likely to feel the effects

of personnel and budget reductions are pesticides and hazardous
wastes. With fewer resources for scientific analysis, these div-

ision are, according to Clark, basically using a rubber stamp,
approving any substance which comes along, often on industry

evaluations alone.
However, "the people in the country still want environmental

policy; all the polls are coming up with this," he said. For this

reason the environment has been a non-partisan issue which
remained steady throughout the past three administrations.

"Until the present one, that is," he said.

Clark expressed pessimism about the future of the EPA and of

environmental policy, predicting that if anyone wants to get

sound programs going again it will be extremely difficult.

Divestment
Continued from Page 1

its inquiries concerning
Newmont's operations in

South Africa, not because of

those operations per se. The
total value of the stock sold

was $7(K),()0().

The vast majority of private

colleges who have divested

have adopted policies calling

for reviews of corporations on

a case-by-case basis. Many
use the Sullivan l*rinciples as

a guideline.

Student protests have been

common on many northeast-

ern campuses but very few
have been effective In gaining

total divestment. Most college

administrations have respond-

ed by investigating their port-

folios and divesting only as a

last resort.

The English Department announces that May 6 will be the

deadline for two 1983 creative writing contests. Material should
be submitted to the English Department Office, Room 2, Stet-

son Hall.

—The Benjamin Wainwright Award, of approximately $40, for the

best short story submitted.

—The Conger Prize of $125 forthe best journalistic work appearing
in an undergraduate publication. Authors and editors of under-
graduate publications are asked to submit entries. The prize may
be awarded to an individual article or to an entire issue.

Winners will be announced at Commencement. Judges are
not responsible for finding issues of magazines and the like.

Run-Off

Election

Winners
College Council At-Large

Representatives

Craig Hammond '85

Andrew Cypiot 85

Jamie King '84

Committee on

Undergraduate Life

Christine Harrington 84

Amy Harrison '86

Sarah Gross 85 (at large)

Committee on Educational Policy

John Irwin '85 (at large)

Honor and Discipline Committee
Rob McClean '84

Daniel Pens 86

Teacher administrators
Continued from Page 1

become too much for a teacher

administrator. "The complex-
ity of this office is such that I

would suggest that considera-

tion be given to having no teach-

ing assignments while service

as provost,' he says.

"But 1 still want faculty

brought into these positions

rather than a professional

administrator." he adds,
"because, having worked here,

you know the people and can
judge the situation better."

'Critical roots"

"Another advantage is that

teaching helps keep administra-

tors alive intellectually," adds
Associate Dean and Mathemat-
ics lecturer Cris Roosenraad.
"Without teaching, you lose

critical roots into the academic
process," says Dave Booth, who
teaches political science and
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directs administrative comput-
ing as well as serving as asso-

ciate provost.

"The opportunity to teach

makes me a more effective

administrator," maintains
Mathematics Professor Neil

Grabois, the closest thing the

faculty has to a utility infielder.

Utility man
Grabois has served as Dean of

the College, Dean of the Faculty
and Provost. He is returning to

Provost this summer when
Markgraf steps down.
Williams uses the teacher

administrator system in con-

trast to having professional

administrators, the policy of

many large schools and even
some small ones such as
Amherst. Amherst's only
teacher administrator position

is Dean of Freshmen, which is

rotated among senior faculty.

Current Amherst Dean of

Freshmen John Petropulous
works with all professional
administrators. "They are pros
in a way that I am not," he says.

"But we are not as different as

one might imagine."

People at Williams do not

seem interested in changing,
however. "Some people think

an adversary relationship
sharpens the roles of faculty

and administrators, but that's

too theoretical for me. I haven't
seen it work well at other
schools," explains Oakley. "I

would hope that Williams does
not change."

As Markgraf says when dis-

cussing his provost work, two
independent studies students,
two senior thesis students and
regular teaching: "It's running
me ragged and I love it."

MIDTERM MADNESS
AT

GOODIES
Chocolates, Candy, Fudge

Marzipan, and Gifts

WE MAIL WE MAIL

50C Off On Any $5.00

Purchase.

Good from March 15th thru March 20th |

^S4-

Budweiser
KING OF BEFRS.

ATHLETC OF THE WffiC
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Ennis-Dwyer delights crowd "WAAC fact" disputed
by (ircg C upaldini

An SRC) crowd packed into

Brooks-Rogers Recital Hall Fri-

da> night to hear pianist Paula
Ennis-Duyer's solo recital.

Featured on this weekend's
program was the premiere of

Dear Christina by Daniel Gut-
wein, one of Ennis-Dwyer's col-

leagues at the College Music
Department. The work was
completed a year ago, and writ-

ten especially for Ennis-Dwyer,
who occasionally provided sug-

gestions on keyboard writing.

Dear Christina is a powerfully

expressionist ic work combining
abstract and traditional ele-

ments. It is intended to depict

the emotions of a woman read-

ing a hasty abandonment note

from her husband.

Ennis-Dwyor responded fully

to both the musical and theatri-
cal demands of the score. At one
point she seemed to portray
Christina.
The rest of the program con-

tained more conventional fare.

Chopin's BaUade in F minor was
visceral and yet well-shaped,
with sudden contrasts meticu-
lously juxtaposed. In contrast,

Rachmaninoff's Preludes in (]

minor and in G-sharp minor
were given an urbane nuance
which, though appropriate,
worked better wiht the second,
less familiar selection.

Brahms' Paganini Variations
(Book 2) were written in 1866.
the complex rhythms and pun
gent counterpoint make them
sound considerably more mod-
ern. Fiendishly awkward, as is

JOSEPH E DEWEY

9:00 - 5:00

Men. -Sat.

<V̂
s>
^

X K MIQ n ^ WILLIAMS!WILLIAMSTOWN, MASS.
01267

458-5717

<^

Cornell Law School

Undergraduate Prelaw Program

June 6 to July 19, 1983

A demanding six-week program
for college students who want
to learn what law school is like.

For further information write to Jane G. Death,
CorneW Law School, 634 C Myron Taylor Hall,

Box 46
Ithaca, NY 14853

THeCUPSHOP
Hair Salon of the 80's

J
•^

For those who want a little change

or for those who like to be dramatic!

CALL for an appointment

or just WALK IN.

Pittsfield. MA
Wjlliamslown, MA Bennington. VT 4I3-443-9816

458-9167 802-442-9823 413-447-9576

much of Brahms, they nonethe-
less inspired Ennis-Dwyer to

deliver her strongest interprea-
tion of the evening.

Ennis-Dwyer threw herself a

curve at the beginning of the

evening with Beethoven's Baga-
telles, Op. 126. These pieces are
simply impossible to ingratiate

to a general audience. As with
many of Beethoven's late

works, the stark, moody atmos-
phere is initially quite forbid-

ding. One must appreciate the

vagueries of the Ninth Sym-
phony, the late string quartets,

and the last few piano sonatas in

order to like these miniatures.
Otherwise, the sudden improv-
isatory elements, unpianistic
textures, and fleeting moods
seem merely baroque. Some
people thought Ennis-Dwyer
was underplaying Beethoven's
lusciousness. If anything, her
interpretation was a bit too

voluptuous; these pieces can
use a more detached, deadpan
rendering.

by Lucy Lytle

In a "fact sheet" distributed

to students last week, the Willi-

ams Anti-Apartheid Coalition

cited the Boston Globe in report-

ing that $3(X),(KK) was spent in

Massachusetts last year in an

unsuccessful attempt by the

government of South Africa to

defeat divestiture legislation.

But the law firm that lobbied

against the bill claimed it spent

only $1500.

A misunderstanding about
the correct way to fill out a lob-

byists expenditure form has
been cited as the cause of the

controversy.

An article which appeared in

the January 28 edition of The
Boston Globe described the

government of South Africa as
"the largest single spender on
lobbying in Massachusetts last

year" and pointed to documents
filed in the Massachusetts
secretary of state's office which
indicated that $300,000 had been

BE READY
FOR

SPRING TRIP
Swimsuits by Speedo, Head and O.P.
Running Suits, Tennis Equipment

— Williams Shirts —

Goff's Sports, Inc
Spring Street, Williamstown

McClelland's Stationery and Office Products

Hallmark Stationery

50% OFF

<yv[cC^L£,LLancL ±
36 Spring Street - - Williamstown

Telephone 458-4920

Learn German
This Summer

D|Sir|SCHE

nSQIUlJE

ATIAWTIK
June 27-

August 5, 1983

The German Summer School of the Mlantic

at the University of Rhode Island

German will be the sole language of communication and Ger-
man lite and culture the heart of this accredited intensive
language program available at all levels

Live and socialize in comfortable surroundings minutes away
from Rhode Island s beaches and scenic Newport

Earn 8 undergraduate or graduate credits

SPECIAL COURSES FOR BUSINESS PEOPLE
A three v^eek course vmII stress conversational "survival Ger-
man for business and travel

miim For details Dr |ohn M Crandin or
Dr Otto Oornberg. Departmenl of

Languages, University of Rhode Island

Kingston, Rl 02881 14011 792 5911

allocated for lobbying in this

state.

The following day, however,

another article in the Globe
reportt^d that the Washington
law firm representing the

government of South Africa

insisted that only $150() was
actually spent on lobbying in

Massachusetts.

MisunderstandinK
James W. Symington of Sma-

thers, Symington, and Herlong,

explained that "a misunder-

standing on the firm's part

about how to fill out a lobbyist's

expenditure form and its failure

to return reporters' calls led to

the confusion about the
amount." He maintained that

lobbyist Stephen F. Riley, an
attorney with the firm, did no

more than fifteen hours of lob-

bying against the bill.

According to the Globe, Riley

explained that he listed the

$300,000 figure because "it was
not proper for us to say what
percentage [of the retainer]

was allocated for Massachu-
setts.

In the same article, however,
Ann McCaughey, a representa-

tive for the secretary of state's

Continued on Page 7

CLASSIFIEDS
Camp Canadensis Co-ed Pocono
l^t. summer camp seeks mature,
responsible counselors. Pool
directors, computers, athletics,

ceramics, gym Write 217 Benson
Manor, Jenkintown, PA 19046.

Sales Reps Wanted
Need extra cash? Self-motivated?
Want to set your own hours? Be
your own boss. Become a sales
representative for ARK Student
Bedding, Inc Income potential is

up to you Must have own phone.
For further information write:

ARK Student Bedding, Inc.

PC Box 534
Wenham, Massachusetts 01984

HOW WELL does your koala

read? Administer this test: It's

pouring near Boston, how looks

the sky out west, Ted?
—J

Williamstown Summer Job

If you have reasonable skills in

light construction maintenance
work we have a job at home and
office. May also work this spring

and next year if you wish.

Contact Dr. Arthur Ellison

(413) 458-8115

Happy St. Patrick's Day

Beer & Wine Specials

Gennessee Cream Ale

$9.99/case + dep.

Naragansett Beer

$3.99/12-pack + dep.

Monterey Vineyards

Classic Red & White

$3.75 -Save $1.00

rs #.
? V. .'..»,
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Fence

qualify for

championship
Gordon Leeds '86 and Chris

Howlett '85 have qualified for

the North Atlantic Sectional

Championships in fencing to be
held at RPI in Troy, N.Y., in

May. Davide Cervone '84 is also

eligible to compete in the sec-

tionals as first alternate in his

classification. , . i. i { .
.

All three fencers competed
last weekend in the sectional

qualifers of the Hudson-
Berkshire Division of the U.S.

Fencing Association, held at

Columbia-Greene Community
College near Hudson, N.Y. The
division includes fencers of all

ages and covers most of West-
ern Massachusetts and Eastern
New York State.

Leeds finished third overall in

the men's foil classification,

while Cervone placed twelfth

and was designated first alter-

nate. Howlett took sixth place in

the women's foil. Epee and
sabre rounds were also held at

the qualifiers although no Wil-

liams fencers competed.

In the sectional champion-
ships, the fencers will face com-
petition from all over New
England, including very strong

clubs from Boston and New
York City.

The three are members of the

informal Williams Fencing
Club coached by Lillian Bostert.

24-hour relay—
Continued from Page 8

evening, night, and next morn-
ing by totaling 235 miles to place

second among Williams teams.
The Striders of the Purple Val-

ley, the College faculty team,
pulled in 215 miles, but were not

scored officially.

Unofficial teams (those with

more than ten runners compet-
ing, often including guest mil-

ers) were Spencer-Brooks
( 216 ) , the Berkshire Quad squad

(212), Dodd and Pratt houses

(209), the Retreads (204), the

Christian Fellowship (198), the

Theater group (197), and the

BSU (150) representatives.

There were several different

levels of pain and dedication

involved in participation for

these teams. The organizers

often ran more than 20 miles—
the spectator-participators, as

few as one or two. "1 enjoyed

playing basketball, frisbee, and

just hanging out more than run-

ning," noted a fifth grader.

Spectator Jane Pepko com-
mented. "It's gratifying just to

see all the kids down here with

their sleeping beds pitched for

the night." Music blared, the

college rock band "Visible

Means" provided the evening's

entertainment and the gala

spectacle finally sprinted to its

finish to the loudspeaker tunes

of "Chariots of Fire" and
"Rocky."

The runners' reactions to the

race varied after an entire day
of motion. "It's great to see

track clubs, campus and com-
munity groups all doing some-
thing together for the common
cause," mentioned a South
Shore strider as his team raced
ahead. Yet one of the back of the

pack runners was not so enthu-

siastic. "I've just run 28 miles

miles and I'm tired." was his

comment. .

.

WAAC—
Continued from Page 6

office, as.serted that "We met
with Mr. Riley several times.

He was aware that a portion or

percentage of that money spent

here could have been reported."

Despite the controversy over
the figures involved, K. Lyman
Casey 'Ki of the Williams Anti-

Apartheid Coalition, chose to

cite the $300,000 figure in the

WAAC fact sheet.

In an interview last Sunday,
Casey said he got his informa-
tion from the January 29 issue of

The Washington Post and
referred to conversations he
held with Massachusetts State

Senator Jack Backman and
representatives for the Ameri-
can Committee on Africa
(ACOA) to support his belief In

the validity of the $300,000

figure.

According to the Post, the

South African Embassy paid

$300,000 to Smathers, Syming-
ton and Herlong to lobby
"against a Massachusetts stock

divestiture law that cuts Into

trade with South Africa, " but

Symington again maintained
that only "about $15(K) was spent

working on the Massachusetts
measure."

"The people I spoke with

stressed that the retaining fee

argument was a technicality

because the law firm had been
paid $300,000 for the purpose of

lobbying against divestiture,

and the Massachusetts divesti-

ture bill was a prime piece of

legislation of this type at the

time It was passed," Casey
explained.

Casey noted that there did

seem to be controversy sur-

rounding the fact but noted that

neither the Globe or the Post

printed a retraction of the origi-

nal story, only news articles

describing the law firm's

response.

"I made the decision to go
ahead with the fact and I take

responsibility for that. This

should not be confused with an
acceptance of the $1500 figure,"

he concluded. "I believe that to

be a hasty retreat on the part of

the firm."

This Summer
At Cornell University you can enjoy a

remarkable variety of courses and

learning opportunities. In a setting of

beautiful lakes, parks, ravines, and

waterfalls, you can fulfill requirements,

accelerate your degree program, or

simply take the courses that you've

always put off. Ithaca, a small

cosmopolitan city, is located in a

magnificent, varied countryside that

offers you water sports and ball games,

climbing and camping, theater and

outdoor concerts, soaring and biking,

birding and hiking... Call or write to see

for yourself why Cornell is the place you

should be this summer.

Cornell University Summer Session
B12 Ives Hall -Box 46

Ithaca, New York 14853
607/256-4987

CUSTOMER INFORMATION FROM GENERAL MOTORS

;
...-(

HOW TO
STOP DRUNK DRIVING.

TOUGH LAWS MAY HELP, BUT WE ALSO NEED TO CHANGE OUR ATTITUDES.

Do you know anyone
who's in favor of drunk
driving? Not likely. And yet

many people have ciiven when
under the influence of alcohol,

or will do it at least once.

Take a look at some
chilling statistics. One out of

every two of us will be in-

volved in an alcohol-related

accident sometime diiring our

lives. Last year alone, more
than 25,000 people died in

such accidents; an additional

1.5 million were injured. A
disproportionate number of

those killed were under 25
years old.

The cost of drunk-driving

accidents amounts to over $24
billion every year in property

damage, loss of wages, medical

and legal fees. Not to mention

the emotional pain to the vic-

tims' families and friends.

What is being done
about it? Over the years,

many different approaches
have been tried: mandatory
jail sentences, stiff fines,

license suspensions, alcohol-

rehabilitation programs, and
higher drinking-age laws.

No single countermeas-

ure seems to do the job by
itself. Tough laws, tonless they

are supported by equally tough

enforcement and the certainty

of punishment, don't seem to

work over the long run. Even
with all three, probably the

most effective single thing we
could do is to examine our

own attitudes about drinking

and driving.

How much do you really

know about the effects of

alcohol? The facts may sur-

prise you. For example, a lot

of people believe that beer

and wine are less intoxicat-

ing than other drinks. In

fact, a can of beer, a glass

of wine, or a iy2-ounce drink

of 86-proof liquor are all

about equally intoxicating.

A lot of factors deter-

mine how quickly youll get

drunk. Your body weight, how
much you've had to eat, and
the number of drinks you have

over a specified time all make
a difference. That's why it's

so hard to know when you've

had too much.
A common legal defini-

tion of intoxication is .10 per-

cent blood-alcohol level. For

a 160 lb. person, it takes about

four or five drinks in the first

two hours on an empty stom-

ach to reach the legal limit,

compared with three or four

drinks in the first two hours

for someone who weighs 120

lbs. Of course, yotir judgment
and reaction time will be
impaired well before you reach

the legal limit.

At General Motors, we're

very concerned about the

effects of drinking on driv-

ing. Over a decade ago, we
developed a device that tests

a driver's reflexes and motor
responses before starting the

car. The Department of Trans-

portation is now field-testing

that device.

We also strongly favor

all efforts that focus attention

on the problem such as the

Presidential Commission on
Drunk Driving. Make sure

yotir friends and family know
the facts about mixing alco-

hol and driving. Drunk driv-

ing will only stop when we
all decide it isn't socially

acceptable. Be self-confident

enough to admit when you've

had too much to drink to drive

safely.

Meanwhile, seat belts

are still your best protec-

tion against drunk drivers.

They can't prevent an acci-

dent, but they will help save

your life during a serious

crash— whatever the cause.

This advertisement is part of
our continuing effort to give

customers useful information

about their cars atid trucks and
the company that builds them.

Chevrolet • Pontiac

Oldsmobile • Buick

Cadillac • CMC Truck

I I I
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Second straight

Swimmers win National Title
Led by triple winners Kim

Eckrich '85 and Liz Jcx '83 (who
had a part in five national

records), the women's swim
team outdistanced second place

Hamline College of St. Paul,

Minnesota by a score of 330.5 to

286 for their second consecutive

National Championship. Willi-

ams also accomplished the feat

of winning all five relays in

National record time.

The Ephs jumped to an early
lead, as the 200 medley relay
quartet Peg Thoman '85, Eck-
rich, Kathy Kirmayer '86, and
Katie Hudner '83 left the field

behind and won the event in a
National Record 1:5L67.

Eckrich followed that win
with her 50 breaststroke win:
her time of 31.14 was just short

of the National Record (30.97)

which she established last year.

Dominate 50

The Ephs placed three
swimmers in the top twelve in

the 50 freestyle. Jex won the
event in a time of 24.44 ( tied with
Catherine Lyons of Ithaca Col-

lege) which was good enough to

break her own National Record
(24.60). Co-captain Hudner
splashed to a close seventh
(24.81) while Kirmayer coasted
to a disappointing twelfth.

Eckrich followed up her two
opening day firsts with a second
in the 200 individual medley.
Her time of 2:11.63 was fast

enough to eclipse the National
Record she set last year, but
was not enough for first.

Lead shrinks

Dina Esposito '83, this year's
New England Champion on the
one meter board was able to

capture tenth in the event
Nationally, as she tallied 319.7

points.

The Ephs concluded the day
as they started; with a relay vic-

tory. The foursome of Jex,
Hudner Sue Knapp '85 and Rae-
chel Stauffer '85 won the 800
freestyle relay (7:54.68).

Friday's action featured six
NCAA Division III Records in

seven events. The Ephs, how-
ever, were only able to capture
two, with victories in the 200
freestyle relay and the 400 med-
ley relay.

Williams saw their 21 point

first day lead shrink to a closer
216.5 to 206 over Hamline Col-

lege of St. Paul, Minnesota.

Mentor Carl Samuelson congratulates co-captain Katie Hudner '83. The
women's swim team won the Division III Nationals Saturday. (Lane)

The 200 freestyle relay team
of Knapp, Hudner, Jex and Kir-

mayer built on the Ephs first

day lead by winning the first

event of the day in a Record
1: 38.32.

The Ephs lost points because
they didn't score in the 50 but-

terfly or 400 individual medley.
Kirmayer broke the scoring

drought with a seventh place

finish in the 100 backstroke.

Eckrich added her second
individual victory of the meet,
winning the 100 breaststroke in

a time of 1: 08.7. She failed, how-
ever, to break her own record of

1: 06.9 established last year.

Co-captain Jex, winner of the

200 freestyle at last year's meet,
was only able to salvage third in

the event, clocking in at 1: 56.53.

Maintain lead

The Ephs were able to main-
tain their lead on the strength of

a victory in the final event of the
day. The quartet of Kirmayer,
Eckrich, Jex, and Hudner took
the 400 medley relay in a
National record time of 4: 04.89.

The 100 freestyle tandem of

Jex and Hudner opened the

third day's competition by rol-

ling to first and third place fin-

ishes respectively. Jex's time of

52.98 was quick enough to smash
her own National Record, and
Hudner was not far behind at

53.82.

Break away on third day

Kirmayer picked up impor-

tant points with a third place

showing in the 50 backstroke
with her time of 28.25.

Eckrich concluded her domi-
nation of the breaststroking

events by winning the 200

breaststroke in 2: 27.36. She won
all three events last year also.

Jex ended her incredible Wil-

liams swimming career by out-

racing Eckrich in the 100

individual medley. Her time of

1:01.16 was merely .16 seconds
off the National record estab-

lished by Eckrich last year.

The 400 freestyle relay team
of Sue Knapp, Rachel Stauffer,

Hudner and Kirmayer ended
the Meet in commanding style,

blazing to a fifth Williams Col-

lege relay victory, covering the

distance in a time of 3:37.61.

Skiers race to tenth
by John Clayton

Placing four Ephs on the Ail-

American second team, the

men's and women's ski teams

raced to an overall tenth place

finish in the NCAA Champion-
ships held at Montana State

last week.

"I was very pleased," said

Head Coach Bud Fisher. "I

thought we were successful.

Without a men's cross-country

team, we knew we couldn't do
better than ninth; and we
feared UNH and St. Lawrence.
We beat St. Lawrence to finish

tenth.

**We were ninth until the last

day, when the UNH relay team
collected enough points to pass
us, as we had no X-C relay

team," said Fisher.

Crawford Lyons '84, seventh
in the slalom, Heidi Knight '86,

sixth in the giant slalom, John
Pier '85, eighth in the GS, and
Ellen Chandler '83, ninth in the

cross-country, all made the

AU-American second team.

Sacrifice body
The men's giant slalom was

the Ephs' most successful

event, as Williams finished in

sixth place.

"Crawford made a big mis-

take and finished 25th in the

first run," said Fisher. "Pier
was 15th, Tim Hill was 28th,

and Tuck Collins nearly fell.

"But the second run was
Incredible. John sacrificed his

body to finish fourth. He was
beating on himself, the way
poles were flying across his

body. Crawford also had an
excellent run to take 15th over-

all, and Hill finished 28th."

Knight first

In the women's (iS, Knight

tied for first on the first run,

but made one mistake on the

second run that lowered her to

sixth place overall, but first

among Eastern skiers. Kate
Knopp '85 placed 20th.

In the men's slalom, Lyons

took seventh while Pier was
18th. "I was very pleased with

the way Crawford skied,"

Fisher said, "and John did

pretty well also." Although

Knight fell, Knopp took 25th in

the women's slalom.

Chandler finished ninth in

the cross country individuals,

while Sarah Bates '85 was
32nd.

The women were ninth over-

all, while the men were tenth.

Utah won the 18-team event,

followed by Vermont and
Wyoming. Williams finished

fifth out of the Eastern teams.

Sunday Night League

Black Magic wins
by Dave Woodworth

Black Magic won the Sunday Night League basketball champion-
ship with a 79-72 win over Optional Heartbeat in the finals.

The victors blew out to a 17-point halftime lead and never looked

back, although the Heartbeat closed the gap from the free-throw

line to make a game of it.

The inside play of Seth Toney '84 (26 points) was the key to the

contest for Black Magic, off-setting the torrid shooting of Heart-

beat's John Hayes '85.

Black Magic advanced to the Championship game by the narrow-

est of margins, eking out a 39-38 win over Short and Slow. Short and

Slow had a 15 point lead at one point in the first half, behind the

shooting of Rob Coakley '86, but had difficulty dealing with Magic's

extended zone and saw the margin evaporate.

Optional Heartbeat ousted Comfortably Numb in their semifinal

by a 61-54 count. Depth proved to be a factor in this game, as Numb
had been forced to play a preliminary round game earlier in the

evening (a 32-28 victory over the Slackers) and had just run out of

steam.

Hayes and Lee Berinstein '85 led Heartbeat to the victory, while

Mike Morriss '85 and Dennis Dunne '86 were high men for Comfor-

tably Numb.
Ten teams competed in the league, which started at the beginning

of Winter Study. Each team paid an entry fee, which went to paying

the referees and buying pizza and beer at the Log for the winners.

Competition for the four playoff spots was intense, as Magic and

Heartbeat tied for first. Heartbeat winning because they beat

Magic during the regular season.

24 Hours for charity
by Mark Averitt

Constant motion—that was the story of

the 1983 version of the Williams College
Community Chest Fund 24-Hour Relay.
"The thing that made this race differ-

ent from others," commented Freshman
Chuck Goforth, a "guest miler" who ran
his stint for the theater team, "is that the
batons were always in motion, even if all

the athletes weren't. There was a contin-

ual flow of motion and energy."
With an estimated 400 runners and

those who barely passed for runners par-

ticipating, there would have had to be an
electric air in towne Field House this

weekend.

The 24-Hour Relay, whose proceeds
earned from pledges go to Williamstown
area charities through the Williams Col-

lege Chest Fund as well as to benefit

spring sports teams at Williams, was an
event which truly fused many diverse

elements—the community and the col-

lege, the experienced, able athlete (like

Bo Parker, the school mile record holder

who ran for the Spencer-Brooks team)
among them and the weekend jogger, the

young (one local sixth grade class spon-
sored a team of small tykes who raced
past taller runners for the first half of the

relay) and the old-enough-to-know-

betters. As one competitor summarized
the event, "You have to have a sense of

humor to run the 24-Hour Relay."
The teams with the least capacity for

joviality were probably the "official"

squads which competed with ten runners
or fewer. The South Shore Striders, a

track club from the Boston area, won the

event by logging the most miles but Willi-

amstown 's own Roadrunners club was
close behind with 256 miles. The Road-
runners were bolstered by many Willi-

ams track and cross-country stars as
well as their coach, Peter Farwell. The
Back of the Pack team, modestly named
due to the humble performances of its

runners in Williams track competition,

stayed at the front most of the morning.
Continued on Page 7

Bill Moomaw hands the baton to Francis Oakley as the Stridor* of

known as the Williams faculty team, cruises to 215 miles in the

the Purple Valley,

24-hour relay.

otherwise

(Scheibe)
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Trustees divest Dresser
on ACSR recommendation

by Christian Howlett

Last week the Trustee Finance Com-
mittee decided to sell the College's 15,000
shares in Dresser Industries, a company
doing business in South Africa which has
consistently refused to sign the Sullivan
Principles supporting racially equal
work practices.

The divestment, totaling nearly
$274,000, came after a unanimous recom-
mendation from the Advisory Commit-
tee on Shareholder Responsibility
(ACSR).
The ACSR became dissatisfied with

Dresser following a recent phone conver-
sation between College Treasurer
Wiliam Reed and Dresser executive
Edward Luter. Luter told Reed that
although his company has not signed the
Sullivan Principles, it has made them
corporate policy; however, it objects to
the external auditing required by the
principles.

He added that Dresser has a world-
wide policy of not letting outside groups
interfere with its operations, and that
recent proxy votes have shown that less
than two percent of stockholders favor
their signing the Sullivan Principles.

Resting our case
According to Reed, Luter agreed to

have Dresser representatives meet with
the committee, but firmly stated that
corporate policy would not be changed.

"I don't think they're doing what we
want," Reed remarked, adding that as

long as Dressser refused outside audits,
there would be no way to monitor their

practices in South Africa.

He concluded that in order to be con-
sistent with its support of the Sullivan
Principles, the ACSR had to recommend
divestment.

"They've rested their case," Provost
Hodge Markgraf stated, "and it seems to

me we should rest ours."
Markgraf added that the Trustee

Finance Committee will not buy stock in

Dresser in the future unless a significant

change in policy occurs. "They (the

Finance Committee) have orders to

cease and desist," he explained.

Two others sold

In related business, theACSR reported
that the Finance Committee has sold its

shares in International Flavors and Fra-
grances, Inc. and Stauffer Chemical
Company, two corporations under inves-

tigation by the committee for their South
African practices. The sales came as
part of routine financial business.
Four other companies in the College's

portfolio are currently being investi-

gated by the ACSR for their compliance
with the Sullivan Principles. The Arthur
D. Little Corporation rated Eli Lilly and
Company and National Cash Register
Corporation unfavorably, while Stand-
ard Oil of Ohio and National Technolo-
gies received a mixed rating, indicating
they have signed the principles but have
not reported back about their practices.

Spring weath«r brought tunshirt* and tmilM to th« FrMhman Quad last wMk, hdping to
alleviate the pain of returning to papers, exams and textbooks after two weeks of relaxation.

(Scheibe)

Space shuffle finally lands

Swelling tuition nears $12,000
by Melissa Matthes

Tuition and fees for the 1983-84 school

year will rise to $11,615, an increase of 8.

2

percent over this year's $10,731, Presi-

dent Chandler announced March 18.

Tuition will increase by $750, room and
telephone by $65, and board by $65, said

Chandler in his letter to students and
their parents. He cited three factors—re-
ductions in federal financial aid grants

and loans, the need to restore the pur-

chasing power of faculty salaries and the

cost of computer and word processor ex-

pansion—as contributing to the increase.

The higher-that-normal percentage in-

crease this year is in part attributable to

the substantial loss of Federal financial aid,

explained Reed. Two years ago the College

applied $500,000 of its operating budget to

financial aid. Now, with federal cut-

backs the College will have to supple-

ment financial aid by nearly $1.1 mil-

lion.

Treasurer William Reed said the Col-

lege tries to raise faculty salaries at a
rate one or two percentage points above
the inflation rate of the previous year,

which for 1982-83 was 4.5 percent.

Maintaining faculty salaries

"As one of the leading schools in the

country, it is Williams* responsibility to

maintain attractive faculty salaries,"

added Reed. Williams is competing with

the Ivies for both faculty and students,
"

he said, "and it is important for us to be

a leader."

Many faculty members, particularly

economists and computer scientists,

could double, or even triple their salaries

in industry positions. Reed said, "Indus-

try complains that students are ill-pre-

pared for corporate responsibilities but

industry is eating the seed core by en-

ticing some of the best professors from
certain disciplines." Nevertheless, Reed

Continued on Page 6

After a little controversy, and a lot of

confusion, it seems the space shuffle has
finally landed. As a result, the College's
language departments will be located
in—Surprise—Weston Language Center.

Instead of moving to Weston, the Jesup
Hall offices (Alumni, Development and
Public Information) will move toMears.

"We're pleased," said German Pro-
fessor Edson Chick. "All's well that ends
well."

The college had originally intended to

relocate the languages to the basement
of Stetson Hall so that the Jesup Hall

offices could move to Weston. The col-

lege's computer facilities will soon be
consolidated in Jesup.

Because language professors pro-

tested the laclt of space, as well as pres-'

tige, of their new location, the

administration had decided to give them
their own building, Mears House. The
Office of Career Counseling, currently in

Mears, will be taking over the empty
Stetson space.

Avoid expensive renovation

However, the administration recently

realized that things were unnecessarily

complicated. Instead of making two
moves (Jesup to Weston and Weston to

Mears) and an expensive renovation of

Weston, they decided to simplify mat-

ters. By moving the Jesup offices to

Mears House, Weston will be left alone.

The Public Information office is eag-
erly awaiting the upcoming move, as is

Director of Development John Prti-

chard. "We are gaining a very nice loca-
tion, more space—we're delighted," he
said.

Meanwhile, the language departments
will only retain the top two floors of Wes-
ton. The College's Personnel and Confer-
ences Offices v/ill be occupying the first

floor. Both are now located in the lower
level of Stetson.

In a related move, several of the lan-

guage departments' senior professors
will have their offices moved from Stet-

son to Weston.

BSU gets a house
However, this is fine with Chick, one of

the professors likely to be moved.
"Under the circumstances, we're quite

willing to take this into the bargain," he
said. "We're lucky to end up so well, con-

sidering we started in the basement of

Stetson."

Finally, the Black Student Union, now
in the basement of Mears, will be given
Jenness House. If you've never heard of

it, don't worry. Located behind the phys-

ics building, it currently serves as a

faculty residence.

Roosenraady Allen seek greener pastures

D«an Crit RooMnraad

by Dan Keating

Associate Dean Cris T. Roosenraad and Assist-

ant to the President Judith Allen will leave Willi-

ams this summer for other positions. Roosenraad
will be Dean of Students at Carleton College in

Minnesota, and Allen will be the regional director
for the College Board in New England.
Roosenraad has been teaching mathematics at

Williams since 1969. In 1973 he was named assist-

ant d^an, and was promoted to Associate Dean in

1975. During the 1979-1980 academic year he
served as Acting Dean of the College. Roosenraad
currently serves as the Dean of Freshmen.
"Cris has performed three of the four roles in

the Dean's Office, all with great distinction, " said

Dean of the College Daniel O'Connor. "If we had a

'most valuable player' award, he would win it in a
walk. We will miss him."

Roosenraad will begin his work at Carleton, a

liberal arts college of 1700 students in Northfield,

Minnesota, on July 1. He will head the Dean of

Students Office which includes three other deans
and support staff. His position includes serving on
the President's Administrative Executive Com-
mittee and counseling students on personal and
academic matters. He will also work in the

mathematics department.
Roosenraad's move includes career opportuni-

ties for his wife Susan who teaches mathematics
at Pine Cobble School and recently received an
M.S. in Computer Science from Union College in

New York. The couple lives in Williamstown with
their ten-year-old son, Christopher.

Continued on Page 8 Asst. to th« Pr«sid«nt Judith Allan
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Following through
The College's divestment last week from Dresser Industries, a sig-

nificant historical event, is cause for celebration. Unfortunately, posi-
tive action of that kind seems only to come after campus unrest.
Although the College has had a policy of divesting from nonadherents to
the Sullivan Principles since 1978, it has taken that action but twice. Both
times these bursts of activity followed hunger strikes.

Given that precedent, it should be clear to everyone that radical
action works, like it or not. The College can avoid this pattern by acting
on its stated policy without the impetus of student coercion.

The College took a significant step in this ongoing debate last week
with the publication of a Williams Reports devoted entirely to investor
responsibility. Although one-sided, it dealt rationally and persuasively
with a broad spectrum of divestiture topics. While we are not convinced
by the main thrust of its arguments, namely, that divestment is not a
viable option, its authors have raised several noteworthy points.

First, they demonstrate that, as Carl Cohen notes in his article,
"rational persons may differ on the most fundamental matters." More
importantly, although we may disagree about the best way to bring
change to South Africa, we should not, and cannot, condemn the Trus-
tees' actions as inherently immoral. This is a debate over political
effectiveness, not a confrontation between Moral and Immoral.

The Reports also makes clear that the students' voice is only one of
several—that the College, as a permanent entity, is responsible not only
to its current community, but to those alumni who have preceded us.
Soon, we too will be alumni, and we should hope that our input will be
considered valuable, then as well as now.

It is now incumbent on divestiture's advocates to pool their intellec-

tual efforts and to formulate a response. We recognize that the recent
Williams Reports represents an expenditure of labor, money, and insti-

tutional resources which the student community cannot possibly muster
in the midst of their academic pursuits. But should the College's state-
ment go unanswered, the College will have had the decisive word in
a conflict which has now become a battle of persuasion. On the other
hand, persuasiveness is not necessarily a function of institutional
resources, and a cooperative effort could produce an impressive
alternative.

LETTERS
Ashamed

To the editor:

We were embarrassed and ashamed to
have been part of an audience which
showed a complete lack of consideration
for the performers at Friday's Jazz
Cabaret at Driscoll. While a portion of
the audience was genuinely attentive
and enthusiastic, the performers had to

ask repeatedly for quiet. Though the
relaxed atmosphere lent itself to conver-
sation, the musicians made it clear that

they wanted to share their music with us.

Turning the performance into back-
ground entertainment showed great
insensitivity. We did not live up to the
standards of this College. Respect and
compassion should be valued highly as
part of the Williams experience.

Andrew Garfield '86

Bill Hollands '86

Martha Nilcitas '86

Alexandra A. E. Shapiro '86

The campus has two opportunities to express its opinions this week.
Tonight, until midnight, the student body is voting on the question of
investment policy. We must speak loudly as a group if we are to show the
interest that the Trustees and the College now expect of us.

Friday's open meeting with the Trustees will allow direct communi-
cation. This is the best opportunity thus far to hear both sides at their
finest.

Power
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To the editor:

As a result of the events in January,
the Trustees invited several members of
WAAC to New York City to continue the
process of "rational discourse." It was
also an opportunity to meet on a fairly
informal basis, to engender a spirit of
cooperation and mutual understanding
between WAAC and the Trustees. As
part of the ongoing process of bridging
the distance between the college com-
munity and the Trustees, WAAC agreed
to send a delegation to the City.

The meeting, unfortunately, did not

prove to be mutually productive. It was
an opportunity for the Trustees to pour
forth a barrage of rhetoric concerning
their position on the issue of divestment,
and their reactions to the demands and
tactics of WAAC. They were most
emphatic in stating that as far as they
were concerned, there was no possibility

of Williams ever divesting itself com-
pletely of stocks in businesses that have
operations in South Africa.

As a constructive suggestion, tii«.,y

offered to set up meetings between
WAAC and Congressmen in Washington
to discuss US foreign policy in South
Africa. We commend this idea as a con-
structive stand and look forward to its

implementation. However, lobbying by
individuals sidesteps the issue of Willi-

ams acting as an institution. WAAC has
always asked that Williams takea stand,
as an institution, to change US foreign
policy in South Africa. There are prece-
dents for this type of institutional acti-

vism. For example, during the bombing
of Cambodia, Amherst College, under the

admirable leadership of its president,
went on record as opposing US foreign
policy at the time.

On the whole, the meeting served as a
metaphor for Student-Trustee relations

here at Williams in the sense that the

Trustees are the locus of power in the
decision-making process of the College.
They control what the school's position is

on political issues, and they are not about
to let anyone else influence that power.
This is not meant to criticize the Trustees
themselves, but, rather, it is a statement
about the structure and exclusivity of
power here at Williams.
While we do not question the sincerity

of the Trustees' desire to communicate
with the students on this issue.wedoques-

Continued on Page 8
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The Nuclear Alternative: A Modest Proposal
by Ned Weed

The sense of futility which

most people feel when they

contemplate the nuclear di-

lemma is understandable.

The problem is clear. It cannot be

doubted that if nuclear weapons continue

to be built, they will inevitably be used;

man has never invented a weapon which

he has not employed in combat. The most

likely result of a full-scale nuclear war

would be the utter extinction of the

pons. This proposal is based on the naive
and over-simplified assumption that

there is some hope for our civilization.

We can not unlearn the knowledge of how
to split the atom, and we have no means
to prevent the production of more wea-
pons. The single way to prevent the apo-
calypse, to lose the fateful knowledge
that must necessarily destroy us, is to

have a carefully managed holocaust. We
need a limited nuclear war.

Apart from the purely practical.

humanrace. The problem is clear, but no aspects of my solution to the nuclear

satisfactory solution has yet been

proposed.

Perhaps this is because the issue is

never considered objectively, but is

always (when considered at all) softened

and obscured by humanitarian concerns

and romantic optimism. It is natural to

shrink from the prospect of certain obliv-

ion. But for those with the courage to face

dilemma, there are added benefits. Not

least of these is the swift resolution of the

overpopulation problem, which threat-

ens to make extinction an almost desira-

ble outcome if it is ignored much longer.

Not only would a limited nuclear war
reduce population levels to easily man-
ageable proportions, but the sterilizing

The average person must be wondering at this point,

''What can I do to help cause a nuclear war?"

it, 1 propose a final solution, which many,

for reasons of petty self-interest and

cowardice, will disapprove of. What they

refuse to recognize is that the nuclear

holocaust is inescapable. Since it must

come sooner or later, far better to have it

sooner, when there will be a chance for

some remnants of our species to survive.

That chance will be greatly increased if

the conflagration is deliberately insti-

gated and controlled by a few who, while

deploring the agony and death that will

be suffered, nevertheless have the best

interests of humanity at heart.

The solution

In the last few years, many Americans
have come to realize the gravity of our

situation and have called for the freezing

and gradual elimination of nuclear wea-

Ved Ucfui is currently a sttfihufnorr al H illi-

ani» iliAlege.

effects of lingering radiation would pre-

vent any significant increases for gener-

ations. But this is merely a secondary

gain. Most importantly, nuclear war is

the only safe and final method of elimi-

nating nuclear weapons. Only by con-

tracting a limited amount of the disease

is the patient immiinized against it.

If we are to have a nuclear conflict

which succeeds in our goal of destroying

all urban civilization and technology

(and, we must unhappily acknowledge,

almost all human life) but does not

entirely extinguish the race, it must
happen in the very near future. Soon, lev-

els of armaments will be so high that the

detonation of the tiniest fraction of them
will wipe out completely all organisms
more complex than bacteria.

Reagan's Hidden Strategy?
It may be that the necessary buttons

will be pushed soon. Certainly the cur-

rent Administration has shown much
promise, talking of winnable nuclear
wars and eagerly advocating civil

defense plans. These plans reveal a

touching naivete on the part of our
government, as they imply a faith that

society as we know it could survive even
the most limited nuclear exchange.
Of course, the President may be

subtler than he appears. Indeed, the

chief reason for my previous reluctance
to reveal this plan was a suspicion that

the Administration has been consciously

implementing it. I still dare to entertain

this wonderful hope, but on reflection I

have decided that these issues are too

important to be left to the government.
President Reagan's heart is in the right

place, and he represents our best chance
in many years. But as he seems to

believe seriously in achieving victory

through missiles, it is unlikely that any
conflict occurring during his term could

be controlled. Other means must be

examined.

How the Individual Can Help
Having established the clear desirabil-

ity of an immediate conservative

nuclear war, I will now consider the

methods for achieving this end. The
average person, of course, must be

wondering at this point, "What can I do to

help cause a nuclear war?" The govern-

ment controls all of the instruments of

death, so the individual understandably

feels helpless. No hope lies in conven-

tional strategies. The American body

politic is not yet ready to take this painful

medicine voluntarily, although it cer-

tainly has been anaesthetized by apathy

and by slavish trust in the Defense

Department. It seems, therefore, that a

person concerned with the future of

humanity has only one choice: to become

a terrorist. He must help to destroy the

world in order to save it.

There is necessarily an amount of

uncertainty in any plan of this sort. The

objective is to quickly initiate nuclear

hostilities, and there can be noguarantee
of survivors. But the best opportunity for

sparking a small conflagration lies in

terrorist activity. Only a small amount
of Plutonium is required to make a

nuclear bomb, and many extremist

organizations possess the will and means
to do whatever is necessary to manufac-
ture such a weapon. While I admit that it

may be difficult for the concerned citizen

I admit that it may be

difficult for the concerned

citizen to actually join the

PLO, the Red Brigades, or

Libya.

to actually join the PLO, the IRA, the

Red Brigades, or Libya, he can learn

from these organizations and take action

on his own. If he is good with his hands

and possesses some knowledge of parti-

cle physics, he can make a small tK)mb in

the privacy of his home. The individual is

not entirely powerless.

Even as Mr. Everyman does his

utmost to help bring about the conflict,

he can take steps to survive it. He can

move to a remote area of the planet and

there hope to escape the full fury of the

assault. He will probably die a slow, hor-

rible death. Even if not, he will be badly

scarred and perhaps blinded, and he will

eventually run short on his hoarded
supplies. Then he will have to learn to

forage for food. We must assume that

most will perish from inability to cope

with their new savage environment. But

those who are most fit and adaptable will

survive to breed a new human race. And
if they have any memory of us and of this

plan, they will thank our generation for

having offered ourselves as a perfect

sacrifice for mankind.

The Power of Latin American Leftism
by Gene H. BellVillada

The 1982 Nobel Price for Literature went to

Gabriel Garcia Marquez, a Columbian
whose novels are bought and sold by the

millions throughout Latin America.
One of the great writers of our time, Garcia Marquez
also happens to be a committed leftist, a highly vocal

defender of the Cuban and Nlcaraguan revolutions,

and a close personal friend of Fidel Castro.

This set of facts should present both our foreign-

policy experts and many ordinary Americans with

some hard but Inescapable larger truths. Garcia
Marquez isn't the only Latin American intellectual

whose political opinions are staunchly leftist. If

anything, he Is fairly typical in that regard, his

views being more or less shared by a majority of

writers, students, teachers, editors, and other

intellectuals In Latin America. Garcia Marquez may
be the most famous Latino yarn-spinner of them all;

but while his countless down-home readers get

infinite enjoyment out of those yarns, they also

generally agree with his political outlook.

Most Americans, even those who admire Garcia
Marquez's books, find it odd that a man so sensitive

and intelligent can entertain leftist thoughts.

Americans, after all, like to see themselves as

moderate centrists opposed to the extremes of left

and right. It's no secret that, mostly through
unregulated private enterprise, we've achieved a

level of prosperity virtually unmatched until recently

on the earth. Except for brief episodes in the 1910's

and 1930's, our political life has been generally

Impervious to ideas from the socialist left. The views

of Karl Marx in particular have had very little to say

to most Americans. And so (we ask) why are there

all those Latin leftists? Why can't they think more
like us?
The rt^asons for Latino leftism are to be found

within Latin America itself. Many Latin American
nations have already attempted U.S. -style middle-of-

the-road courses. Their constitutions are modeled
after ours; their economic policies aim for U.S. -style

prosperity; and their election campaigns, when they

have them, drum up the same sort of high hopes
familiar to American voters.

But the results have t)een overwhelmingly

IrVtiv Ht'll-\ tllntia If'achis Sf)anish at W illiams ( olli'fic ami
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negative. Rather than sustained growth,
democratization, and jobs for all, Latin America has
seen economic stagnation, dictatorial government,
and routine joblessness rates of 30 percent. The
wealth of most every Latin American country
remains in the hands of a few hundred local

dynasties and multinational firms while vast urban
slums proliferate and children forage in garbage
cans for food.

This situation is propped up by some of the most
brutal military regimes in the world. The bleak and
brutal London of Marx and Engels was, by

The bleak and brutal London of

Marx and Engels was, by

comparison to the Guatemalas of

today, a civilized and hopeful place.

comparison to the Guatemalas of today, a civilized

and hopeful place.

The logical question is: Why don't those Latins just

do something about it? Why not pursue reforms like

FDR did?

The answer is that they have tried. Latin

America's history is strewn with the dashed hopes

and mangled corpses of idealistic men and women
who tried working through the system. They have

tried elections, laws, middle-of-the-road unions, a

little redistribution here, a little education there.

But time and again the reformers have been
toppled by the military, too often with help from U.S.

businesses or the C.I. A. In the worst cases, the

reformers have been liquidated. In Guatemala, for

instance, there is no longer a moderate opposition-
its activists completely wiped out by the Army and
the death squads. What remains now is pitched
battle t)etween right-wing generals and angry radical
leftists. It is impossible to yearn for a responsible
middle-of-the-road in Guatemala because the middle-
of-the-roaders are all dead. It really is that simple.

Many Americans remember the Great Depression,
with its soup kitchens and "Hoovervilles" and other

standard horrors. In Latin America the Depression is

almost UK) years of age, and there aren't even soup
kitchens to relieve the hunger pangs. Latino

"Hoovervilles" are an everyday part of a worsening

landscape. Still, when Hoover's policies failed,

Americans could expect FDR to try something else.

But what hopes would moderate Americans have had
if the Joint Chiefs of Staff had seized power, exiled

FDR to England, jailed or executed his top aides,

and rolled back his "dangerous" New Deal?

Given this dead end, it is no surprise that most
Latin American intellectuals have come to embrace
Marxism as a common way of thinking. Both as an

analytical tool and as food for the imagination,

Marxist ideas are now a routine matter, an essential

component of the Latin American mind. Not that

those Latin writers go wading through all of Das
Kapital; the ideas are picked up in popularized form,

through summaries, leaflets, or casual conversation.

Proof aplenty Is furnished by the societies these

writers live in. Words like "exploitation,"
"imperialism," "class struggle, ' and "ruling class"

aren't just windy slogans. For Latin Americans, they

are terms of objective description.

And so one now finds Marxist notions in such

unlikely places as official Mexican government
speeches, or in the Catholic Church hierarchy, with

its "liberation Theologians" and activist priests. The
great Mexican poet Octavio Paz—a conservative

man and a Nobel nominee—once noted that "in some
way or other, without realizing it, we're all Marxists

Marxism is now part of our intellectual lifeblood and
moral sensibility."

Not only Garcia Marquez. but many of Latin
America's left-wing artists and intellectuals have
gained love and loyalty from their millions of

readers. As long as Latin America continues with its

system of astronomical wealth for the rich,

degrading poverty for the poor, and vicious reprisals

against anybody who attempts significant change, its

writers will incline to leftism and Marxism. In the

fact of a deteriorating world economy, and as Latin-

American generals show no limit to their cruelty,

those left-wing ideas are inciting mass action.

These are facts Americans will have to learn and
live with. Fighting on the side of the generals will

only make the situation worse. To play at King

Canute desperately ordering back the ocean tides

will make the U.S. look self-deluded and ridiculous.

It will cost many lives as well.
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1 983-84 Junior
The names of the fifty-two students who will be next year's

junior advisors were released before Spring Break. This year's

selection process was unique in that the JA selection committee
interviewed each candidate individually.

Dean of Freshmen Cris Roosenraad said he will meet with

the Committee to discuss the effectiveness of the interview

format.

The JAs are:

James N Brawner

Cameron H. Burns

Jeffrey L. Calkins

Andrew J. Canning

Patrick J. Connors

John F. Cox

James T. Dumphy

Mark L. Evans

David K. Flynn

Richard A. Gallun

Michael R. Gillls

Anthony F. Gioffre

Christopher B. Harned

Michael 0. Heyward

John 0. Irwin

James T. Katter

Brian J. Kilcoyne

Robert J. Lumley

Jeffrey J. May

William M. McClements

Shannon 0. McKeen

Douglas E. McKenney

Paul G. Meeks

Kelley G. Murphy

Raymond A. O'Brien

Timothy A. Rives

Floyd G. Short

Mark D. Van Norman

Stephen C. Willey

¥ ¥ ¥
Shaela A. Cahill

Sarah J. Cooper

Stephanie I. Creth

Elizabeth Crill

Katherlne P. Eckrich

Alison M. Fuller

Jean M. Hannigan

Kelly C. Havig

Margaret C. Holliday

Lynne P. Jaycobs

Susan K. Knapp

Kay L. Lackey

Gina Martinez

Janet L. Raimondo

Susan M. Rellly

Carol A. Riccardi

Julia T. Short

Carol A. Silva

Lori A. Symanski

Laura C. Voipe

Wendy A. Webster

Catherine L. Wick

Deborah Wickenden

Turnovers sap Econ. Dept.
by Mark Averitt

Their names won't appear in

next year's course catalog, but

there are nonetheless four new
full-time members of the Willi-

ams economics department.
Roberto Iflil. Brian Levy, Dave
Ross and Dave Faeris will

replace Juliet Schor, Gerald
Epstein, Tim Fries and Michael

Fortunato after a year of the

largest turnover in recent

memory.
Schor and Epstein resigned to

take positions at the newly-

formed "radical think tank" of

the New School In New York
City. Fortunato and Fries are

leaving for personal reasons.

"But don't forget that we're

always the department with the

highest turnover rate," pointed

out economics chairman Gor-

don Winston, who was responsi-

ble for most of the interviews

with the new candidates. "Last

year we had no turnover at all,

so the two-year average is about

normal."
The arrivals and departures

do create a problem in assign-

ing next year's classes. The hir-

ing has been so fast and furious

that Winston isn't yet sure

which professor will teach

which class, and will not know in

time for the new college

catalog, either.

Courses should work out

"We have good course offer-

ings and all of our new people,

as well as the visiting professors

whom we are still hiring, are

good, so choosing classes

shouldn't be a dilemma for stu-

dents," Winston said. All fourof

the newcomers arrive with

admirable credentials. Roberto

Iflil, a Yale graduate student

who is due to receive his Ph.D
soon, is a specialist in industrial

organization and regulation.

"He's going to be one of the most
popular professors on campus,"

Continued on Page 8

OFF CAMPUS
HOUSING

In Town Victorian

3rd Floor

Kitchen Facilities

2 Bedrooms, Bath

Cal

662-2565

TIME SHARE resale

Delray Beach, Florida

Ocean Front, 1 Bedroom Apartment,

Sleeps 4, First 2 September Weeks.
Exchangeable for any time of year in

many exotic places.

Sacrifice! $2500 each week
(305) 276-4868

Anderson
1001 Northeast 8th Avenue
Apartment 112

Delray Beach, Fla. 33444

Faculty promote S. African awareness
by Ned Ladd

The Faculty Committee for

Divestment has presented three

lectures this spring designed to

enlighten the student body to the

fundamental issues surround-

ing South Africa and divest-

ment. All three speakers were

in favor of divestment and

attempted to present their rea-

sons for both the viability and

the effectiveness of divestment.

The lectures addressed two

basic issues of contention in the

South African controversy, the

impact of divestment on the col-

lege financially and the effect of

American divestment on South

African affairs.

Dr. Robert J. Schwartz, vice-

president of Shearson-
American Express spoke to a

small audience on March 16

about the perils of "Socially

Responsible Investment." He
explained that the college's

portfolio would not lose earn-

ings if a policy of divestment

was followed.

Schwartz has managed
"socially responsible" portfo-

lios, which specifically exclude

companies doing business in

countries cited for human rights

violations, or companies
engaged in morally-contro-

versial industries.

Clean stocks outperform

He said those portfolios had

"maintained good perfor-

mance" and consistently "out-

performed the average". He
pointed to several accounts

which he has managed for five

years and explained that his

investors have been satisfied

with his management tech-

niques.

Schwartz also addressed the

question of the effectiveness of

divestment on influencing cor-

porate puUout of South Africa.

He stated that large scale div-

estment will force the price of

stock down. "1 know of no com-
pany which isn't interested in

the price of its stock," he noted.

Dumasani Kumalo, Projects

Director for the American Com-

Dumasani Kumalo, Projects Director for the American Committee on

Africa told Wednesday's audience that the pressure of divestment "will

force the whites to the negotiating table.
"

(Shapiro)

mittee on Africa, explained the

South African view of American
divestment at the second lec-

ture last Wednesday.
He spoke of conditions in

South Africa and the complete

division between blacks and

whites. According to Kumalo,
the law requires this separa-

tion. For corporations in South

Africa to fight apartheid, they

would have to break the law.

Foreign support crucial

P^or this reason he favors

blanket divestment from all

companies dealing with South

Africa. "Divestment is the only

way out," he said. "The South

African government owes its

existence to foreign investment,

which provides a lot of eco-

nomic support.

ing table." Unlike the whites in

other African countries, the

whites in South Africa have
been there for 300 years.

"The whites in South Africa

have nowhere to go," he noted.

"In the long run, we have a

much better chance of forcing

them into reasonable change."

Peaceful change possible

Kumalo said he does not

believe that divestment will

force a violent revolution in

South Africa. "There is a

chance for peaceful change,
'

' he

emphasized. He admitted that

the "violence will escalate . . .

there is no way to stop it" but he

believes that change can be

brought about with "minimal

violence."

Representative Howard
He freely admits that "divest- Wolpe wrapped up the series

ment will hurt" blacks. How-
ever, he noted that it will hurt

whites as well.

The pressure of divestment,

according to Kumalo, "will

force the whites to the negotiat-

JOSEPH E. DEWEY

9:00 - 5:00 - \
Mon.-Sat. "^ ^

WILLIAMSTOWN, MASS.
01267

458-5717

^

Cornell Law School

Undergraduate Prelaw Program

June 6 to July 19, 1983

A demanding six-week program
for college students who want
to learn what law school is like.

For further information write to Jane G. Death,

Cornell Law School, 634 C Myron Taylor Hall.

Box 46
Ithaca, NY 14853

last Sunday night by speaking

on the role of divestment as a

part of US foreign policy. He
noted that the divestment issue

is a national concern and that

economic relations with South

Africa have been debated in

Congress for some time.

He called South Africa a

"police state—pure and sim-

ple.' ' In relating his experiences

there as part of a Congressional

delegation, he spoke of the pre-

dominance of the police in all

aspects of civil life.

He labeled two issues in for-

eign policy with regard to South

Africa as critical. First, he

called for a policy that would

"facilitate internal change."

This would include government

sanctions as well as popular div-

estment from corporations

dealing in South Africa.

He explained that corpora-

tions cannot force change
because they don't have any
input into the political power

structure. "Power-sharing is

the central question of apar-

theid," he concluded.

The Faculty Committee has

publicly advocated divestment

of all college funds from all cor-

porations and banks doing busi-

ness in South Africa.

Established 1901 JYJM^i^, C^.^
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Adidas Shoes
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NEWS
BRIEFS ^

This tornado-striken "room" could
occupant enlists the help of the new

(( »»PM Magazine
to quiz students

The producers of "PM Maga
zine," the nationally-syndi-

cated television show, have
announced their intention to

send a camera crew to the Willi-

ams campus this Thursday.
The dramatic focus of this

high-tech media equivalent of

"Man-on-the-Quad" will report-

edly be the following question

for students: "Which movie
star do you think you most
resemble?" Be prepared.

Pitchers return

to ttie Log
The Log is again serving beer

in pitchers, due to a unanimous
Log Committee vote in favor of

the measure last week.

The Committee agreed that

the lack of pitchers was hurting

the Log's ability to function as a

social gathering place for all

students.

According to Dean Daniel

O'Connor, the measure may
reverse the trend towards par-

ties in dormitories, where "an
unhealthy atmosphere condu-

cive to excessive drinking

exists." The atmosphere at the

Log is more "controlled," he

said.

Dean Cris Roosenraad also

noted that students are now suf-

ficiently aware of the state law

forbidding both minors from
being served and students of

age from buying for them.

In other Log issues, the Log
may offer a dark beer this

conceivably look respectable if its

free-lance maids. (Scheibe)

spring, depending on the availa-

bility of taps at the bar.

And the Log Committee is

now accepting resumes from

seniors for the position of next

year's Log manager, a one-year

position.

Maids are back . . .

at a price
For those rooms that haven't

seen a vacuum cleaner since

last September, there's help not

far away. "Quality Maid Ser-

vice", a professional cleaning

organization, has received per-

mission to offer their services

on campus. Costs for this ser-

vice are not yet known, but will

depend on room size and type of

work desired.

Payment is required in

advance, and appointments will

be set for the cleaning service.

According to the organization,

the service is "bonded and
insured for your protection."

Steaks for blood
In another attempt to enlist

student support, the American
Red Cross is running a bloodmo-
bile today and tomorrow at the

First Congregational Church.
There will be an inter-dorm

competition, again entitled the

"Vampire Sweepstakes," with
every member of the winning
house receiving Kansas City sir-

loin steaks. These steaks were
donated by Astro Beef.

But "the real reward for giv-

ing blood is the knowledge that

one has given of himself to help

meet an acute need," said

Bloodmobile coordinator

STEP INTO SPRING

WITH

SCHOLL
Exercise Sandals

$18.99

at

I'
ImrniUihtSf ^nc.

Carolyn Behr. "The donated

pint of blood will probably be in

another person's veins within a

week."
Today the bloodmobile was

hero from 10 to 4 and tomorrow
It will be here from noon to 6.

Burns honored with

Christopher Award
James MacGregor Burns,

Woodrow Wilson Professor of

Government, received a 1983

Christopher Award for his latest

book, "The Vineyard of

Liberty."

The award is given annually

to writers, producers and direc-

tors in recognition of "the high-

est values of the human spirit,"

and "artistic and technical

excellence."
This year's other recipients

Include Charles Schulz of Pea-

nuts cartoon fame; Jonathan

Schell, author of "The Fate of

the Earth;" Richard Attenbo-

rough, producer of the new film

"Gandhi;" and Lawrence E.

Spivak, panelist and producer

of "Meet the Press."

Burns has been at Williams

for 42 years and in that time has

accumulated many prestigious

awards for his writing, includ-

ing in 1956 a Tamiment Prize

and Woodrow Wilson Prize and

in 1970 a National Book Award
and Pulitzer Prize.

He is former president of the

American Political Science

Association and is current pres-

ident of the International

Society of Political Psychology.

Winter Study '84

Winter Study registration has

changed. This year, students

should submit WSP 99's during

the regular registration period

for fall courses, April 18-25,

along with all other WSP choi-

ces. Approved choices will be

posted in May.
However, 99's can also be sub-

mitted in October as first choi-

ces. These will either be

approved or denied by October

15, when all course assignments
will be made.
Next year's freshmen will

choose from six special interdis-

ciplinary seminars. These
courses will meet for about six

hours a week in groups of 25

students.

There will also be a new group
of senior seminars.

Graduate fellowships

Eleven seniors have received

various fellowships for gradu-
ate work and independent
study.

Susan Bragdon, Bryan Can-
non and Cecilia Danks were

awarded Watson Foundation
Fellowships of $10,(MK) each for

one year of travel and study.

The three were selected from
170 nominees from 50 colleges.

Bragdon, a biology major,
will study predator-prey rela-

tionships by observing jackals
in South Africa, timber wolves
in Canada and red foxes in

Germany.
English major Cannon will

travel to India to study religious

shrines and temples and the cul-

ture surrounding them. Danks
will combine her biology and
environmental studies majors
by examining the problems of

agriculture and tropical rain-

forest preservation in Costa
Rica, Brazil and Peru.
Peter Graffagnino and Diane

Owen have been given Herchel
Smith fellowships for two years
of study at Cambridge Univer-
sity. Vanessa Laird received a
similar grant to attend Oxford.
Hubbard Hutchinson fellow-

ships, given by Williams to

seniors gifted in music, arts,

writing or performance, went to

Kimberly Carpenter, John Gra-
ham, Inigo Manglano and Mari-
anne O'Connor for two years of

graduate work.
Thomas Dennis was awarded

the Horace F. Clark fellowship,
given to a senior, "chosen on the

basis of superior scholarship,

general ability and interest in

scholarly research."

Military uses of

nuclear waste

Speaking before a group of

concerned students Thursday,

chemistry professor and envir-

onmental studies director Wil-

liam Moomaw explained the

little-known connection
"between the civilian use of

nuclear power and military

nuclear power."

"We're planning in the next

ten years to make 14,000 nuclear

weapons," he maintained.
Although the U.S. can not make
enough plutonium for the wea-

pons in that time using existing

methods, the technology exists

to upgrade plutonium found in

conventional nuclear reactor

waste to weapons-grade
material.

Around 1979 the US govern-

ment conducted an experiment
using conventional spent fuel

rods from a nuclear power plant

to make a bomb. The experi-

ment was successful, defini-

tively proving that "that
connection did exist," Moomaw
said.

"It's very clear that's how-

India got the material for their

weapon," he continued, adding

that South Africa is generally

believed to have obtained a
bomb the same way.
France and West Germany

are currently selling plutonium
reprocessing technology "to
anyone who will buy it, basi-

cally," Moomaw claimed. In

recent years .South Korea, Pak-
istan and Brazil have all tried to

buy the technology. Although
the first two sales were effec-

tively killed by US pressure, he
said, the Brazil sale went
through, although the country
had not signed the international

non-proliferation treaty.

What is the scope of the
danger? According to Moomaw,
a conventional nuclear power
plant makes enough plutonium
yearly for about 50 one-megaton
sized weapons.

"It's a potential resource, sit-

ting there, and you know where
it is," he despaired. "It's just

crazy!

"

Carr, Rouse retire

Two long-time professors,

Arthur J. Carr of the English
department and Richard O.

Rouse of the Psychology depart-

ment, have retired from the

faculty.

Carr, who is Edward Dorr
Griffin Professor of English,

came to Williams in 1967 from
the University of Michigan to

become chairman of the
department.
He is a specialist in Victorian

literature and has co-edited sev-

eral college texts, including

"Masterpieces of the Drama,"
now in its fourth edition, and the

"Norton Anthology of Poetry."
Rouse came to Williams in

1948 when the Psychology
department was only two years
old and served 12 years as its

chairman. Before coming to

Williams he graduated from
Harvard and later taught at the

University of Connecticut.

Rouse's specialty is cognitive

psychology with an emphasis on
visual perception and the role of

attention in short-term
memory. In the past he has

served as a consultant to the

National Science Foundation.

Chess team
places second

The Williams Chess Team
took a strong second place in the

New York City Open Intercolle-

giate Championships over
Spring Break. About ten teams

competed, with Hunter College

finishing first and Middlebury

College third.

Individually, Arthur Xanthos
'86 took fourth place, Cresent

Varone '85 seventh, and Mark
Gutscher '86 eighth out of nearly

50 competitors.

ROCK N ROLL CLASSICS ON SALE
Them with Van Morrison

English Beat 'Wha' ppen?"

Joan Arma & Rading (12" Lp)

Kinks Greatest Hits (Original)

James Brown (2 Lp Hits)

Chuck Berry 22 Hits

JImi Hendrix ("Axis"), "Are You
Experienced, Others

$3.99

$3.99

$2.99

$4.49

$4.49

$4.49

$3.99 - $4.99

— Too Many More to List Here —
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Government postpones

Registration proof
by Lucy Lytle

For the next two academic
years, college males will not

need to show proof of registra-

tion with the Selective Service

to qualify for federal financial

aid, according to new Education

Department guidelines which

reverse its original decision on

how to implement the Solomon
Amendment. But the College is

already considering ways to

help non-registrants in the

future.

Beginning in 1985 students

will have to produce the actual

draft registration acknowledge-

ment letter. Until then they

need only sign a statement say-

ing that they have registered.

The Solomon amendment is

scheduled to go into effect July

1, pending the determination of

its constitutionality. The debate
centers on a Minnesota judge's

recent ruling that the amend-
ment is illegal, a decision which
the United States government is

expected to appeal.

The Williams Ad Hoc Advi-
sory Committee on Financial
Aid Policy for Non-Registrants
presented four alternatives
Thursday night for dealing with
students who have forfeited fed-

eral aid by refusing to register

for the draft, as stipulated by
the Solomon Amendment.

Loans or grants

Dean Cris Hoosenraad
explained that Williams could

either choose to provide no sup

plementary funding, provide

direct loans to students at com-
mercially available bank rates,

provide subsidized loans below

the commercially available

rate or provide a combination of

grants and subsidized loans.

Committee members de-

clined to speculate about the

cost of implementing any of the

alternatives and confessed that

at present they were unable to

give a reliable estimate of the

number of non-registered stu-

dents who would be affected.

Committee members also

questioned theequity of expect-

ing the College to subsidize stu-

dents' "acts of conscience, "and
thereby divert financial resour-

ces away from activities and
concerns more central to the

majority of students.

No recoiiiiiiendations yet

The committee will be meet-

ing with representatives of the

Trustees next week but Roosen-
raad stressed that "we are not

in a position to offer even tenta-

tive conclusions." He expects
the Trustees to decide by June
and to notify students of the aid

policy by mail this summer.
A petition requesting Wiliams

to provide some type of finan-

cial aid for non-registrants was
circulated last week and gar-

nered nearly 1100 student and
more than 100 faculty
signatures.

FOR .SOPHOMORESOR JUNIORS

An American Studies

Semester In Beston
Interdisciplinary courses in American Culture (architec-

ture, the decorative arts, history, literature, material

culture, and painting), and Urban Affairs (social history,

political science, and sociology) . . . Practical experience

through an internship in a civic or cultural institution . .

.

Apply now for The New England Program
next semester: 226 Bay State Rd.

Boston University, Boston, MA 02215
Phone: 617-353-2948

SUMMER STORAGE
SPECIAL

SKIS, BOOTS, POLES
ALPINE

— including tune-up $19.95
— storage only $8.00

X-COUNTRY
— storage only $6.00

STORED UNTIL OCT. 15th

^<^lflf^ ^P^ft^. inc.

Spring Street, Williamstown
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Panel questions divestment
by Tim John««on

Three faculty members and
one student debated the obli

gation of the Williams com-
munity to take official stances
on political issues, including
divestment from companies
doing business in South Africa,
in a panel discussion last

Thursday entitled "Perspec-
tives on Divestiture."

Political science professor
Vincent Barnett asserted that
the College should encourage
debate among student groups,
but should not take stands as
an institution.

"I do not want to see this Col-
lege debating whether or not
we should sever corporate ties

with England until they get out
of Ireland or with Israel until

they get out of Lebanon," he
said. "It would be self-defeat-
ing and self-destructive."
tive."

"A political role"
Economics Professor Juliet

Schor disagreed strongly. She
argued that the traditional

separation of the private busi-

ness sector and the public edu-
cational system by liberal

political theory has been
proven wrong by history.

"As a community we cannot
escape a political role," she
said. "We can either actively
support movements for
change in South Africa or we
can actively reproach them.
We do not have any other

choice."

Stephen Sowle '83, the only

student on the panel, agreed
with Professor Barnett that

the college cannot afford to

take stands on every political

issue.

But "it is a very different

situation when the college

becomes directly involved in a

political issue by actions such

as investment," he said.

"Whether or not it intends to,

the College is already taking a

stand."

Effectiveness questioned

Economics Professor Ste-

phen Lewis questioned the wis-

dom of divestment itself. He
cited a case in which Chrysler

sold one of its factories to the

Anglo-American Corporation,

a South African-owned
company.
"Chrysler has the money

and Anglo-American has the

factory. The same workers
are being employed and the

same cars are being made. I

just don't see how anything
has changed," he said.

Lewis urged activists to put

pressure on the corporations

to implement the progressive
reforms of the Sullivan Princi-

ples. He cited the recent legali-

zation of black labor unions
and a split within the Dutch
Reformed Church as evidence
that the South African govern-
ment is yielding to pressure.

Schor shared none of his

optimism. She interpreted the

splits within the church and
other political parties as a har-

dening of attitudes among
right-wing factions.

Sullivan Principles useless

Schor dismissed the Sulli-

van Principles as useless.

"They do not even mention
apartheid, the destruction of

which is indispensable for

progress."

Schor argued that American
withdrawal would deprive the

South African regime of

American technology. She de-

lineated IBM's usefulness to

the regime, saying the govern-
ment can enforce its pass laws
more efficiently with a compu-
terized system and thus can
more effectively regulate con-

centrations of black popula-

tions throughout the country.
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University of Arizona

Over the last five years,

Sigma Nu fraternity members
had done everything from driv-

ing golf balls off the roof of their

frat house—occasionally hitting

cars, windows and bystand-

ers—to dumping trash on
parked cars, to throwing
oranges and other objects at the

campus police.

But then officials at the Uni-

versity of Arizona hospital dis-

covered bullet holes in an office

window and a .22 caliber bullet

lodged inches from where a hos-

pital worker normally sat.

Police traced the angle for fire

to a third floor window of the

Sigma Nu house.

"That was the straw that

broke the camel's back,"

recalled Dean of Students

Robert Svob. "We finally had to

get tough." The frat house was
closed indefinitely.

University of California—Santa

Barbara

A letter to the student news-

paper from someone claiming

to have caught herpes in a hot

tub caused "a pretty significant

decline" In business at the Shi-

Tovv^h
Econ. turnovers

bukl Gardens Spa and Sauna

and almost culminated In a libel

suit against the newspaper.

"It's total malarkey," said Spa

owner Richard Weiss. "There's

no way you're going to catch

herpes sitting In a body of

chlorinated water."

The Daiiy News, the student

newspaper, discovered that the

letter was eventually traced to

"this 43 year-old dropout who
lives across the street from the

spa, and was apparently
bothered by the people coming

In and out and the music and

everything." said Weiss.

University of Nebraska-
Lincoln

Bogus researchers have
called University of Nebraska
students asking for information

regarding their sex lives. It

seems that some pranksters

have assumed the guise of uni-

versity professors and graduate
students to get confidential

Information. Only after several

students called the university's

psychology department asking

for Information on the
researchers did the administra-

tion find out. Students were then

warned about the prank calls.

Concert Listings
prepared by TOONERVILLE TROLLEY RECORDS

Tubs Apr 12 Adam Ant, Brandeis U .

Waltham. Mass
Rockats Paradise. Boston

Apr 12 & 13 Robin & Lmda Wiliams, Cafe
Lena Saratoga Springs NY

Wed . Apr 13 Alan Sti 'all Sanders Theater.

Harvard U . Cambridge. Mass
Adam Ant & Inxs. Little Arena. Springtield.

Mass

Thurs . Apr 14 Keith Jarrett. Symphony Hall,

Boston Mass
Gary US Bonds Paradise, Boston
Incredible Casuals. Separate Entrance,
So Deerfield, Mass
Woody Shaw with NicK Bngnola. Bogarts,
Albany NY
Orleans Skyway Albany

Fri
,
Apr 15 Winds of Change, Iron Horse.

Northampton, Mast.

Dionne Warwick & Frank Sinatra,

Symphony Hall Boston
805, Agora Ballroom, W Hartford Conn
Oavid Mallett & John Oandurand, Memorial
Hall. Shelburne Falls. Mass
Meg Christian. Lebanon, NY

Sat Apr 16 Greg Kthn, Channel Boston
Keith Jarrett. Music Hall, Troy NY
Chris Smither. Iron Horse, Northampton
EWin Bishop, Rusty Nail, Sunderland, Mass
Nantucket & Oreo. Agora Balhoom, W
Hartford

Sun
,
Apr 17 Gordon Bok. Iron HorM.

Northampton
George Winston. Symphony Hall. Boston

"Country Blues & Bluegrass Festival

with J B Hutto, Jimmy Johnson Blues

Band, Cowboy Jazz, many more, Hangar
One, Hadley, Mass (2 PM-1 AM)

THECUPSHOP
AND YOU

A Team That Works
Well Together

!

FOR A NEW IMPACT!
Pittsfield. MA

Williamstown. IVIA Bennington. VT 413-443-9816
458-9167 8024429823 413-447-9576

Continued from Page 4

predicted Roger Piatt '83 of the

Student Hiring Committee.
Brian Levy did not receive as

enthusiastic a student recom-
mendation as Iflll. although the

Harvard graduate student's

thesis on multinational corpora-

tions and technology Is "a first-

rate piece of work" In Winston's

view. Levy Is a South African
citizen who, like all of the new
arrivals, Is expecting to receive
his Ph.D this spring or summer.
Levy and Dave Ross, a 1977

graduate of Williams and a

former editor of the Record, are
both mainstream economists.
Ross's specialty Is micro the-

ory; Levy's Is development and
industrial organization.

One radical prof
There is one radical econo-

mist among the four, however.
Dave Faeris enters the depart-
ment from Duke University to

replace departing radicals
Schor and Epstein. Faeris
received rave reviews from the
Student Hiring Committee, a
group responsible for finding
out whether candidates are
"friendly and interesting," said
Piatt.

"It's a sociable type of thing,"

he explained. "We're seeing the

candidates after they've just

been grilled In the Econ depart-

ment offices, so they're casual

about it. 1 think it's Important to

know whether students can
become friends with a prospec-

tive professor or not, and we
decided that Dave Faeris is the

kind of guy who is personable

outside of the classroom."
Faeris was not hired just

because his specialty is in

demand, claimed Winston. "We
try to achieve a balance of spe-

cialties, but we won't pay a high
price for it," he said. "We
wouldn't hire a second-rate
teacher to get balance."

No conservative prof

The department proved this

by failing to hire a conservative
economist this year despite stu-

dent pressure and Winston's
admission that Williams is

"light" in that area.

Although Winston feels the
new crop of Williams econo-
mists Is "extremely desirable,"

he agrees that the departing
faculty members will be
missed. However, Winston
notes that Williams will have

one of the best economics
department of any American
liberal arts college next year.

"We're hardly out of the aca-

demic mainstream," he says,

"except for the fact that we
don't have a graduate school.

And Williams must be appeal-

ing to professors when we can
hire people like Robert Allber

and Stephano Fenaltea as visit-

ing professors."

Allber, the author of several

books and the father of Williams
sophomore Michael, and Fenal-

tea, one of the leading economic
historians in Italy, are the only

visiting professors whom Win-
ston Is sure will be teaching here
next year.

"The hiring process was suc-

cessful," he summarized. "We
interviewed over 2.50 people,

chose nine for campus inter-

views, selected four, and all of

them agreed to a contract.

What's unusual is not the

number of people leaving our
department—all good depart-

ments are comprised of

teachers who are desirable to

other institutions—but the fact

that they all left this year
instead of last."

Roosenraad, Allen leave
Continued from Page 1

A native of Michigan, Roosenraad received his

B.S. and M.S. degrees from the University of

Michigan, and his Ph.D. from the University of

Wisconsin In 1969.

Oversees affirmative action
Allen came here as Assistant to the President

for Affirmative Action and Government Rela-
tions when the position was created in 1979. She
evaluates, coordinates and oversees the Col-

lege's affirmative action policies and acts as the
primary liaison officer with government
agencies.

She also monitors federal and state legislation,

assists faculty members In finding federal fund-

ing and acts as an advisor to faculty and staff In

grievance procedures.

"Judy has served the College's needs in a criti-

cally important area with outstanding dedication
and effectiveness,

'

' said President John Chandler
in a memo announcing Allen's decision to leave
Williams.

As regional director, Allen will handle general
administration and staff provision for College
Board association affairs and for its programs
and services in New England. She begins July 1 at

the regional office In Waltham which Includes six

professionals and four secretaries.

Graduate of BU
Allen came to Williams from Regis College

where she worked for nine years, the last three as
Director of Admissions and Financial Aid. Dur-
ing that time she was elected president of the
Massachusetts Association of Student Financial
Aid Administrators.

Allen Is a 1970 graduate of Boston University
where she served as Assistant Director of Finan-

cial Aid for three years following graduation. She
also holds a Master of Education In Community
Counseling degree from Salem State College.

The College is currently looking for a new Dean
of Freshmen for next year among the senior

faculty. It will accept applications only from on-

campus personnel to fill Allen's position.

Quality Maid Service
(l)iv New l.n^^land (li-amn^ Co.)

lOOO Massacluist'tts Ave.

North Adams, MA 01247

663-5497

ATTENTION: DORMITORY STUDENTS

How would you like your rooms cleaned? Have you
been trying to get things in order, especially when par-

ents show up unexpectedly? Well, look no further!

"QUALITY MAID SERVICE TO THE RESCUE"

We offer a staff of professional maids who will come
in and clean your rooms on request.

Estimates will be given as to cost of services, (no
phone estimates given) depending on room size and type
of work desired. Payment is dueattimeof given estimate,
then appointments will be set as services rendered. All

cleaning supplies, equipment and costs of maids are
included in the price of service.

Bonded and insured for your protection.

TRY OUR IVIAID SERVICE TODAY!

Call 663-5497

LETTERS—
Continued from Page 2

tion whether communication is

the Issue. We have been com-
municating with the Trustees
since 1978, and the opposing
standpoints have long been
made clear to all sides. Our
position is that the issue is not

communication, but the Trus-
tees' unchecked and unbal-

anced power over the operation
of this educational institution.

We ask, is this consistent with
the democratic Ideals of our
society?

A clear example of this power
distribution is the upcoming
"Open Meeting" this Friday
afternoon at which the Trustees
will present their case to the

campus on the Issue of divest-

ment. Regrettably, despite the

efforts of WAAC to get equal
representation on stage, theirs

will be the only position for-

mally presented (asof April 10).

WAAC's primary demand
still stands as follows: Total and
complete divestment of stocks,

bonds and bank deposits in all

companies and banks Involved
in South Africa.

Furthermore, WAAC sug-
gests that the decision-making
apparatus of the College be
democratized.

Navjeet K. Bal
Eric Fernald
for the Williams
Anti-Apartheid Coalition

w
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Men's tennis
Continued from Page 10

going down in two sets and
Klves retiring during his second

set due to a muscle pull. Rives is

expected to be ready for the

F!phs' next match on Thursday

against Clark in Worcester.

Sopher's second singles

match was the only one to last

three sets, with Sopher triumph

ing for the Kphs.

Scrimmage loss

At Boston College, Ham-
mond, Burbank, and the

Larmer-Sopher team were the

Williams winners.

Hammond, playing the

number one spot, went to three

sets for the win. "Craig is play-

ing very well." said co-captain

Burbank. "Last year he didn't

even play singles, but this year

he's moved all the way up to

number one in Zaff's absence."

Burbank also won In three

sets -at number six. while

Larmer-Sopher took the

number two doubles to remain

the only undefeated Williams

team.

Highly-rated B.C. had just

come off a win over Dartmouth.

The match was called a scrim-

mage because Williams already

has its allotment of games on

the schedule.

Prospect House
Continued from Page 7

"You are never bored at Prospect," joked Morriss at the

house meeting. "Whenever there is nothing to do. you can

always listen to what the people down the hall are up to."

A committee of seven students proposed structural

improvements to Wendy Hopkins, Housing Director. According

to Morriss, she was "very receptive."

"I have a genuine interest In the house." acknowledges

Hopkins. "We had a good discussion concerning improvement,

but there are some financial constraints. I can guarantee some

improvement, especially of aesthetic nature, but a study must

be completed before any structural changes can be considered.

Pipe sleeves

Among the changes that might solve the noise problem are

pipe sleeves, acoustical paneling and carpeting. Accordmg to

Winthrop Wassenar. Director of Buildings and Grounds, the

latter solution is probably the most reasonable. Again, a study

will ascertain which solution Is actually the most viable.

The effort to change Prospect House is not unnoticed by

college authorities, who see student initiative as a starting point

for improvement.

"If I get student involvement I'm much more apt to do

something." reveals Hopkins. "Prospect could be made more

comfortable with proper student input."

SPORTSWRITERS NEEDED

The Record needs sportswriters

to cover men's tennis, men's golf,

men's and women's track, women's

crew, women's lacrosse and women's

rugby. If interested, contact John

Clayton, SU 2699, x6003.

TRIPPING?
TO GET YOU THERE:

\^t^\^'^Aw^

bikes,

panniers,

repairs,

day packs,

sleeping bags,

footwear,

frame packs,

travel packs,

rainwear,

etc.

Patagonia Royal Robbins

Styled, Functional Clothing

'\.

thei Mountain Goat
MO Water Street, Williamstown, Mass. 01267

Mon.-Sat. 10-6; Thurs. 'til 8 Sun. 12-*

Sports Shorts

Softball drops opener Purple Valley Classic

The women's Softball club lost their first game

of the season to Trinity 10-5 on Saturday. How-

ever, the team is much stronger this year and

expects to improve its record over previous

years.

Two-thirds of the starting lineup is made up of

returning players, Including seniors Heidi Hal-

leck, Llx Jex and Thalia Meehan. According to

Halleck, the new freshmen and sophomore play-

ers will add depth to the club.

Strong defense

Saturday's game gave the women, who began

practicing together only last week, the opportun-

ity to assess their strengths and weaknesses.

While the women had difficulty at the plate,

they showed strong performances In the field.

Catcher Meehan had a number of fine plays

behind the plate, including a double play in the

fifth inning.

The team expects a close contest in Thursday's

match against cross-town rival North Adams
State.

—Liz Streitz

Rain cancels baseball

Rain caused the cancellation of the baseball

team's first three games this season-two against

Union on Sunday and one at R.P.I, last Thursday.

Coach Jim Briggs* team went 2-7 on their spring

break trip to Florida.

Junior John Hennigan was the Ephmen s

strongest pitcher in Florida. "He had an excellent

nine innings In our 4-1 win over Trinity," said

Briggs. "He had eight strikeouts, three walks,

and one unearned run. He also pitched well,

although he didn't get the win, against Hillsdale."

Senior shortstop David Nasser, whom Briggs

calls a possible pro prospect, hit .395 for Williams

down South.

"We are going to hit. and well. That I know.

Briggs said. "And our defense should be

improved. How well we do all comes down to how

consistent our pitching is."

—John ClaWon

Despite heavy rains, winds, and cold tempera-

tures, 150 hardy roadrunners turned out to race

the Purple Valley Classic 10-mller Sunday after-

noon. Drawn by the lure of a warm Towne Field

House for the finish, many competitors recorded

their best times.

The winner, Steve Bratt of Boston, represent-

ing Cambridge Sports Union, defeated last year's

winner Bill Slocombe of Amherst by 21 seconds

and established a new course record of 52: 16.4.

Ellen Chandler, a Williams senior and national-

caliber skier, won the women's division in 65:48.

In the 18 and under category Steve Roberts of

Lenox outdueled Adam Filson of Williamstown

58:22 to 59:03. Peggy Dyer of Williamstown was

the top junior woman in 74:34. Men's over 40

winner was Dick Shook of Pittsfield in 81: 36, over

.50 was 67:09, Manny Mateodo of Pittsfield.

Women over 35 champ Beverly Smith of Way-

land, Mass. ran 82: 10, while over 50 Susan Haupt

of South Egremont clocked a great 84:08.

Special prizes donated by Williamstown mer-

chants went to Williamstown, Williams College

faculty and student winners, and youngest ( Ban-

non Corbett from Bennington, age 11 who ran

66:23!) and oldest (Jane Nordstrom of Peru,

Mass. 90: 39 at age 62! ) . The Williamstown Au.xil

iary Police provided traffic control in this 6th

annual run sponsored by The Williams Road-

Runners Club.
— Pt'tv h'arut'll

Women^s crew swamped
The women's varsity. JV, and novice crews lost

to Rutgers last Saturday. The previous week

against Navy, the novice and JV teams won, but

the varsity lost by one length.

"We've got a young squad this year," said

Coach George Marcus. "We were rowing low in

the water because it was so early in the year—

we've onlv been rowing for three weeks, while

Rutgers and Navy have been in the water for

much longer. ^..^^^
"I'm confident that the varsity and novice

boats should become quite good boats as the sea-

son progresses." Marcus said.
,

The women face Connecticut College. W.P.I.

..nH ^mith at Worcester on Saturday.

ANNOUNCEMENT
CC Investment Policy Referendum Ballots

REMINDER:
The College Council is holding a referendum on the Colleges

investment policies. Please vote, using the ballot placed m all S.U.

boxes today. You have until 1 2 midnight tonight to turn m the ballots at

the College Council office in Baxter Hall.

Make your opinion heard. Thank you.

The College Council

Special Sale on Williams Glasses

Now $1.88 each
enzi s

COLLEGE BOOK STORE, INC

WILLIAMSTOWN. MASS 01267

il prod

KTIJ

Budweiser
KINCw OF BEKRS.

ATHLETE OF THE WEEK

This Hvvk\s recipient is tlie

mcn\s crew. All three of their

hoots won. sweeping a regatta

last Saturday in Philadelphia.

Men, this Bud\s for you!

Imported Beer

Special

Swiss Lowenbrau

$4.50 + deposit

Naragansett 12-packs

$3.99 + deposit

Celebrate Spring with

Sparkling Wine from

Germany. Spain & France

all less than

$5.00

ttuARuhlfi^ilOul

I
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Lacrosse drops home opener

Scrambling away from New Haven defenders, Reese Hughes '85 heads for the goal in Satur-

day's 8-4 loss. (Nikitas)

Men swim to third in nationals

by Paul Meeks

Men's varisty lacrosse fell to the Uni-

versity of New Haven, 8-4, in its home
opener Saturday at Cole Field. The Eph-
men evened their record at single wins
and losses since an initial victory Tues-
day against a weak U.Mass. Boston
team, 14-2.

Coaches Renzie Lamb and Erv
Chambliss recently brought the squad
back from the Suncoast Lacrosse Tour-

nament in Tampa, Florida, where the

team went 2-2 during the preseason

spring break.

The 1983 team is inexperienced and
lacks stickhandling depth but relies on a
few key players and stringent condition-

ing to remain competitive in Division III

play.

Eph leaders
Tom Davies '84 has been the Eph's

scoring threat early on with nine goals in

the first two games; he is the firepower
behind the Williams attack. Reese
Hughes '85 and Mark Payton '84 also

anchor the attack with three and two
scores respectively. Chris Toll '86 is a
promising freshman whose quickness
and scoring is evident around the net and
at midfield. Toll scored unassisted off a

face-off, cruising in alone from the mid-
line, in second half play vs. U.N.H.

Co-captain Tim Curran '83, Keith

Haynes '84, and Matt Dunn '86, all have
been stellar p)erformers as middies.

Haynes has been a regular since fresh-

man year and is an exciting player, the

catalyst. Curran, a football defensive

standout, is the leader who is counted on

to pump the net.

Sperry hurt

A vicious check during the third period

of Saturday's U.N.H. loss led to the

injury, a p)ossible shoulder separation, of

co-captain and defensive star Bill Sperry
'84. His absence is a crucial loss to a

squad few in number and inexperienced.

John Graham '83, Rick Haylon '84, hard-

hitting Matt Kennedy '84 and Dick Wilde
'85 anchor the defense.

A welcome addition to Williams
lacrosse has been goalie Brad DuPont
'86. DuPont has excelled at tending net

and saved eleven in Saturday's losing

effort. He is a demon to score against and
clears the ball well. Dave Flynn '85, last

season's proven goalie. Is more than an
adequate backup. Newcomer Ted Tho-

mas '85 Is a defensive and face-off spe-

cialist at middle.

The team is off for a week preparing

for Saturday's home match-up with

Tufts, which is fresh from upsetting

Amherst. The game begins at 2: 00 P.M.

The men's swim team finished third with 183

points in the Division HI Nationals In Can-

ton, Ohio over spring break. Kenyon won the

championship with 334.5 points, while Claremont

(194 points) was second.

The men broke one National, two New England
and two other school records on their way to the

third place finish.

After a third-place finish on the first day, the

Ephs overtook Claremont for second on the

second day of competition, while Kenyon pulled

out to an unsurmountable lead. On the third and
final day, however, Claremont pulled ahead to

edge Williams by 11 points.

Record-breakers
Freshman Bill Couch broke a national record In

the 400 Individual medley on the second day, but
had to settle for second behind a Claremont
swimmer.

Ben Aronson '83, with a time of 152.47, broke a

New England record In the 200 butterfly on the

third day. Also on that day the 400 yard freestyle

relay team of Mark Weeks '83, Will Andrew '86,

Rob Sommer '84 and Jeff Mills '84 broke a New
England record with a time of 3: 06.40, finishing

third in the race.

Sommer also set two new school records, with a

1:55.83 In the 200 Individual medley (second

place) , and a 1: 54.19 In the 200 backstroke (also a
second place finish).

Other top finishers

Senior diver Jim Stockton finished fourth In the

one-meter and third In the three meter diving

events.

Other top finishers for Williams Included a

second In the 800 meter freestyle relay, a second

for Sommer In the 100 meter backstroke, and a

fourth In the 400 medley relay.

Tennis

smashes

M.LT.

by Mark Averitt

The tennis team topped MIT
in Cambridge on Saturday for

their second straight road vic-

tory to open the season. The var-
sity prevailed by a 7-2 score,

while the freshmen team
opened up its season with a 7-4

victory. The varsity also beat
Mlddlebury 7-2 on Wednesday,
but lost a scrimmage Sunday at

Boston College 6-3.

Playing without junior Greg
Zaff, who Is currently compet-
ing in amateur squash tourna-

ments and plans to join the team

later In the season, the varsity

rolled past MIT.

Quick victories

Two-set wins by first singles

player Craig Hammond '85,

third singles player Brook
Larmer *84, sixth singles player

Tom Harrity '84 and the doubles

teams of Hammond-Tim Rives
"85, Larmer-Mark Sopher '83,

and Kelton Burbank '83-Tlm

Petersen '86 led the Ephmen.
Tom Paper '84 at fifth singles

and Rives at fourth were the

only Williams losers, Paper
Continued on Page 9

Yale rugby edges Williams
by Bert Salisbury

The Williams ruggers hosted
Yale RFC last Saturday and fin-

ished the day with a close Aside
loss 12-10, a B-slde win 25-7, and
a C-slde loss 14-6.

In the first match, Aside
dominated most of the game but
two quick Yale scores late In the
second half led to the defeat.
The first Williams score came
on a long run Involving many
players with Dave Park '83

finally touching the ball down.
Park's conversion gave Willi-

ams an early 6-0 lead.

John Frese '84 scored the

second Williams try after he
picked up a pop kick by Mike
Brownrlgg '83 and forced his

way to the score. Vlnce Durnan
'83 did a great job capturing

balls In llneouts while John Don-

ovan '83 controlled the ball In

the scrumdowns. Jim Steggall
'83 and Mike Fortunato added to

the Williams punch. Though the

match was a tough defeat, the

A-slde showed much promise
for the rest of the season.

B's get win
B-slde fared better In a 25-7

win. Rob Kusel "83 had a fine

game, scoring a try and 5 points

In kicks. Colin Moseley '83

added power to the line with his

fine running and a score of his

own. Both the line and the

scrum played well together

keeping the Yale side on the def-

ensive most of the game.
Additional scores came from

scrummle Joe Carey '83 and
linemen Mark Evans '85 and
John Conlon '85. The fine scrum
work was backed by the great

play of Mike Kolster '85. This

decisive win over Yale Is just

the start of a fine season for the

B's.

Enthusiastic C's

In the last match of the day
the C-slde lost a tough game to

an experienced Yale side. Drew
Klein '84 was the backbone of

the side with his fine play and
leadership. The only Williams
score came on a nice run by
Aytac Apaydln '83 with the con-

version made by Klein. Most
players on the side were playing

In their first game, and their

effort and enthusiasm were just

not enough to overcome the

experience of the Yale side,

although the play of Blake Mar-
tin '84 and Eddie O'Toole '86

showed great potential.

Crew sweeps regatta

with string of firsts
by Lee Farbman

The men's crews swept a regatta held April 2nd in Philadelphia.

The varsity, novice lightweights, and novice heavyweights all took

first place in races against Vlllanova, St. Johns, Mercyhurst and
LaSalle colleges. The crews stopped in Philadelphia on the way
back from the spring training trip to Washington, D.C.

The varsity eight, on the strength of a strong start, passed the

LaSalle boat in the first 500 meters and never looked back. A deter-

mined Peter Detwiler '83, rowing in the stroke seat, kept the rating

at 32 strokes per minute for the entire race. Williams finished In

6: 19, 7 seconds ahead of LaSalle. St. Johns was never in the race;

the Redmen finished 43 seconds back.

Novices move up

As only one novice race was held, the Eph novice heavyweight

eight was promoted to junior varsity status. The team proved them-

selves more than worthy of the move, as they recovered from a poor

start to move through t|ie field and take the race by 30 seconds.

Stroke Josh Swift '86 kept the rating at 30 down the 2000 meter

course. Coxswain Pam Tabarl's hand was In the air, signifying the

boat was not ready, when the "Row! " command was given. Never-

theless, the Ephmen were able to come from behind to win In 6: 07.

LaSalle edged Mercyhurst for second, and St. Johns brought up the

rear.

Lightweights come from behind

In perhaps the most exciting race of the day, the Williams novice

lightweights came from behind to edge Vlllanova In the last 200

meters. Rowing an astounding 33 strokes per minute; stroke Mark
Rothsteln and the lights stayed with Vlllanova, matching their final

burst of speed stroke for stroke. In the last few strokes the Ephs
broke free to beat Vlllanova by 1.6 seconds In 6:31. LaSalle was
third, never In the race.

The Ephmen will travel to Worcester on Saturday to race W.P.I,

and Connecticut College.

Ruggers jump in all directions to grab the ball in Saturday
Yale.

s A-side loss to

(Schell)
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Trustees confront divestment issue in first open forum

Above, Trustee Finance Committee
Chairman Charles Mott '53 explains

the Trustees' personal liability (or

managing the endowment. Right,

studtfnts in the audience hold signs

urging Williams to divest from

South Atrica. (Glick)

by Ned Ladd

After six years of sporadic communi-
cation between the Trustees and the stu-

dent body, the College held an open
forum to deal with the question of divest-

ment last Friday at Chapin Hall.

The meeting, run by Chairman of the

Trustees' Executive Committee Preston
Parish '41, featured presentations by
five Trustees, one student and one
faculty member.
The Trustees explained that the pres-

ent investment policy is based on the

principle of "institutional neutrality."

President John Chandler said that the

College is a "center of inquiry" that has
a "limited and defined purpose-
learning."

He conceded that "it is easy to

construe institutional neutrality as
moral indifference," but maintained
that it was the responsibility of individu-

als and interest groups within the Col-

lege to "respond to the wide range of

human needs."

Abandonment of "institutional neitral-

ity," according to Chandler, could lead

to the establishment of an "orthodox

body [of political statements] that would
limit open examination and inquiry."

Trustees' tasks

Parish outlined the obligations of the

Trustees in his remarks. He explained

that he was entrusted with "not only the

assets but the intentions of benefactors"

of the endowment.
Parish said the Trustees must "pro-

vide for the well-being of Williams " as an
educational institution. He added that

the Trustees must both insure that the

educational purposes of the College are

advanced and insure the financial secur-

ity of the Institution.

Chairman of the Trustees Finance
Committee Charles Mott '53 echoed Par-

ish's statements, saying that the Trus-

tees are "personally liable for loss or

mismanagement of funds."

He also stressed "maintaining an open
and healthy intellectual climate while

also maintaining a healthy financial

climate."

Proxy votes

Another Trustee, Francis Vincent '60,

questioned whether divestment is an
effective way to force change in South
Africa. He claimed that Williams could

force change in corporations operating

in South Africa by participating in prox-

ies and shareholder resolutions. "It

represents the most reasonable way of

being responsible," he said.

Economics professor Steven Lewis
also challenged the effectiveness of div-

estment. "The most effective means to

effect change is through shareholder

proxies," Lewis argued. He went on to

explain that "much could be done by
American business in South Africa."

Isolation

The only pro-divestment speaker,

Steven Sowle '83, a menfiber of the Willi-

ams Anti-Apartheid Coalition (WAAC),
stated that institutional neutrality "iso-

lates Williams from the outside world."

He maintained that by investing in cor-

porations dealing in South Africa, "the

College is already taking a stand."

Continued on Page 6

House transfers drop by lialf,

Frosh spurn Mission Parli

by Jack Mayher

A sharp decline in the number
of transfers, from 312 last year

to 125, and a shift in popularity

in freshma^j inclusion were

cited as the most significant

developments of this year's

housing process at the Commit-
tee on Undergraduate Life

(CUL) meeting last Tuesday.

Dean Cris Roosenraad, chair-

man of the committee, claimed

a "direct correlation" between
CUL action and this year's

results. Shrinking the group size

permitted for transfers, and
putting freshman inclusion

before it appeared to make peo-

ple "afraid to risk it."

The lower number of appli-

cants this year made it easier to

place those who did apply, the
result being that 64.8 percent
got either their first or second
choice and no one received
lower than their twelfth (out of

15 possible residential houses.)

The CUL felt this year's inclu-

sion requests gave a much truer

indication of what people really

wanted. "People seemed to

realize that they would be

spending three years in that

building," one member said.

This meant that Mission Park
moved from the most common
second choice to fifth, and the

Berkshire quad shot up in popu-

Continued on page 4

Here are the results of the 1983 freshman inclusion process as

compared to 1982 figures. The bracketed numbers In the chart Indicate

the numl>er of students who applied to the house, versus the number

actually admitted.

"•983 ^.l??.ic
CHOICE o^"^'^^ .12 3 4 5 12 3 4 5

MISION 2 11 27 47 33

PARK |2| 122) (761 |162| |235|

GREYLOCK 123 1

(1901 II07I (961 (891 (15)

DODO- 77 2

TYLER (1181 (1351 |149| |85| |I0|

BERKSHIRE 70 10

(701 1381 1641 (911 (2341

ROW 92 2

HOUSES 1117} (1951 1112) |70| 13)

OVERALL 73% 5% 5% 9% 7%
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Snow!

More snow—IN APRIL?!!! This Science Quad tree was part of yet

another dazzling Williams winter wonderland, hopefully the final one

this semester. (Lockwood)

College admits

Class of 1987,

minorities down.

New Yorkers up
by Christian K. Howlett

Besides being tax day, last

Friday was also D-Day for high

school seniors waiting to hear

from colleges. Williams mailed
1060 acceptance letters to

approximately 26 percent of the

total applicant pool for the Class

of 1987.

Relatively more Southerners,

foreigners and city residents

than in previous years will be
freshmen next year, according

to Admissions Director Phil

Smith.

Assuming that about 50 per-

cent of those accepted will

come, the College is aiming for

a freshman class of 510, and a

sex ratio of 55 percent male and
45 percent female.

The students who were
accepted represent 47 states,

though applicants came from

all 50, with New York, Massa-

chusetts and California leading

the way. Two traditionally

strong states. New Jersey and
Connecticut, declined this year.

More local residents

There have been a number of

other demographic shifts this

year. Smith noted. The number
Continued on Page 7
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Fear of Fleeing
Figures released this week reveal that housing transfers are down

60 percent this year. The Housing Committee has acknowledged the
obvious correlation between that reduction and the Committee on
Undergraduate Life's (CUL) new transfer policies. The Committee for
the 80's report called for greater house unity. Since then, the CUL has
been striving to discourage transfers to reach that goal.

Transfers are down. We've achieved that. But what have we
gained? We suspect that fear, not unity, may be the force at work. Dean
Cris Roosenraad has conceded that transfers are down becuase people
are "afraid to risk it." In seeking ethos we got apprehension.

The policies which limit transfer groups to two people and place
freshmen in houses before transfers slant the system too harshly.

House unity is fostered by improved houses, more activities, living

with friends, and other positive inducements. Confining people to a
house through fear, when they might be happier elsewhere, stimulates
apathy.

These latest statistics are not good news. House unity is a good goal.

But the current methods are taking us down the wrong path.

IS ^OOftcC I^AA30« .
ftAN ^&Tt-ttOM TO

A^H> ... AMD

LETTERS
Cruelty

To the editor:

For all those that did not have enough
time, or did not care enough to go to the

Holocaust Remembrance Service: Let

us not forget the cruelty that hatred and
ignorance can bring about.

Julie Meer '85

Errors

To the editor:

Your article on Economics Depart-

ment turnover in the April 12 issue con-

tains a number of errors. Most of them
are contained In the second paragraph.

We are sorry you did not take the trouble

to contact us, but we will set the record

straight: Juliet B. Schlor has accepted a

position at Barnard College, Columbia
University; Timothy Fries, for a combi-

nation of personal and professional rea-

sons, has taken a position at the

University of Florida; Gerald Epstein

will be joining the Graduate Faculty of

the New School for Social Research In

the Economics Department.

In addition, Reghbendra Jha has

resigned, which your article neglected to

mention.
Gerald A. Epstein

Timothy Fries

EDITORS-IN-
CHIEF Daniel T. Keating

Jon S. Tigar

MANAGING EDITORS . . . Sara Ferris

.Michael Govan

^|;y^ j^
Jeffre> H. Hrainard

ASST. NEVIS Chrih HoHlell

Ned La<l(i

SPORTS John Clayton

ASST. SHORTS Andrew (,arfield

Ol TLOOK OP-ED I)a\i(l MrCahe

FEATURES Susan Reifer

FHOlOGRM'in David S. Schtihe

ADV ERTISING Gail Harrih

Phil l^UKardi

BISINRSS
MANAGER Susan O'Brien

SI ASCRIPTIONS Ben Bahn

Entfred »*< serond cJanH poxtal matter Nov.

27. 1944 at the pot*t of fire in North Adaino.

MA, and reentered at Vt illianiNtown. MA..

Mar. h 3. I97.J under the \« t of Marrh .1.

]87M. .Second claHw pontage paid at U illiam-

^^.>HIl. M\ 01267.

Juliet B. Schor
Assistant Professors of Economics

Ed. note: We should also have mentioned

that the facts in the article uere obtained

from (iitrdon U^inston, the chairman of the

department.

Resentment

To the editor:

As one of the campus' non-activists, I

have observed the activities of the Willi-

ams Anti-Apartheid Coalition some-
times with approval, sometimes with

interest, and sometimes with irritation. I

am sorry to say that WAAC's appear-

ance at the PM Magazine taping session

of April 14 left me with a deep sense of

resentment. I understand that WAAC
feels it fights for a worthy cause; few
Intelligent, sane people condone apar-

theid. But does a demonstration, com-
plete with chanting and posters, l)elong

at a taping for PM Magazine? Are dem-
onstrations justified at any and all

affairs If one's cause Is of sufficient

merit? I hope not.

I viewed the advent of the PM Maga-
zine taping as a treat for Williams
College—an opportunity for harmless
fun. I did not appreciate the arrival of

WAAC demonstrators, nor could I under-

stand what provoked or justified their

demonstration. Does any special event

now present sufficient criteria to Invite a

WAAC demonstration? Again, I hope

not.

I would be hard pressed to state guide-

lines for "appropriate" situations for

WAAC demonstrations, but I feel very

strongly that WAAC demonstrations do
not belong always and everywhere. I

respect WAAC's right to voice Its opin-

ions, Out I feel that PM Magazine's tap-

ing session did not offer an appropriate
forum for protest. I found WAAC's pres-

ence unfortunate and unnecessary.

George R. Liddle '83

Response

To the editor:

Your editoriaJ of April 12th asserts that

"It is now incumbent upon divestiture's

advocates to pool their intellectual

efforts and to formulate a response (to

the recent Williams Reports."
This is to point out that we have done

that. Two weeks before the Administra-

tion pormulgated their position, we
Issued a booklet, Papers on Divestment.
This booklet provided our analyses of the

divestment question along with support-

ing documents. Next to the profession-

ally prepared Williams Reports, our

booklet looks like a poor cousin. It Is pho-

tocopied and bound by mere staples.

Further, we had the resources to distrib-

ute it only to faculty, while the Adminis-
tration's position was impressively
presented to students and alums as well.

We simply are no match for them In

terms of resources, although we feel we
have made the most persuasive argu-

ments through our p)oor booklet and
through the lecture series we organized
and sponsored.

Raymond W. Baker and
Nathan Katz, for

The Faculty Committee for Divestment

Hopkins speaks

To the editor:

While doing research recently, I came
across the folowing letter which struck

me as pertinent to a certain campus
issue. I am not convinced that its author

is who it purports to be, but I am sure

that, were Hopkins alive today, he would
not hesitate to sign his name to this let-

ter. The ideals are his. [Cf. Frederick

Rudolph, Mark Hopkins and the Log
(New Haven, 1956). In any case, perhaps
the letter's authorship Is not what is

important.
-Susan M. Forst '83

My dear Successor,

What are you doing to my College?

What are you teaching my students?

While I usually prefer to approach sub-

jects dealing with slavery cautiously, In

this case I cannot remain quiet. My defi-

nition of the ideal college is at stake.

You say that the preeminent purpose

of Williams is to serve the educational

needs of current and future generations

of students? And that the College's edu-

cational effectiveness requires that its

policies and practices be morally

grounded? Certainly I am no enemy of

property and wealth; and I know the dif-

ficulties of money-raising. But are the

College's Investment policies and practi-

ces morally grounded? I am not

convinced.

I do not think that we share a common
definition of education. It sounds to me
as If you are subordinating morals to

"education," as If the outcome—pure
knowledge—were most Important than

Its basis—morals. What good is a man
who has mastered subject matter but not

cultivated his character? Our preemi-

nent purpose should be to promote the

social and moral welfare of our students.

I am
Your Humble Servant,

Mark Hopkins (18) '24
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Op-ed 3

Political debate leaves colleges Vulnerable'
Former
President

voices

concern
by John E. Sawyer

My distress over the prospect of deep
and lasting divisions within the Williams
community Is such that I wish to express
my views about the place of external

Issues In the on-going life of a college.

Regarding the current divestiture Issue,

two things seem apparent, one much less

so. First, there Is clearly no division over
continuing opposition to the premises,
policies, and apparatus of apartheid, nor
over support of the goals of economic
opportunity, social dignity, and timely,

effective political participation for the

Black majority in South Africa.

It is less clear whether divestiture best

serves those goals, or whether the pres-

ence of American companies that offer

Jithn E. Sawyer i.s a l^:i9 Williams graduate.
He served as I'resident of the College 1961-

73.

better opportunities. Incomes, and work-
ing conditions for Blacks— in line with
the Sullivan Principles—Improves their

lives and perhaps acts as a slow solvent
In Intractable circumstances where
head-on collision promises little more
than bloodshed and repression. I do not

pretend to know enough to assess this

equation. In the fall of 1981, I heard The
Study Commissi(m on U.S. Policy toward
Southern Africa present Its findings. A
fresh reading of its recommendations
confirms that It urged implementation of

the Sullivan Principles and other corpo-
rate social contributions, but concluded
that "Divestment and other major eco-

nomic sanctions are not recommended
under current circumstances." Given
the able, fair-minded, and public spi-

rited Americans who served on the Com-
mission, and given the extent of their

investigation, I read this as a measured,
pragmatic judgment under extremely
difficult conditions In which absolutes
are scarce.

By contrast with the Inherent uncer-
tainties in that complex and painful

scene, I believe there can be no doubt
about the fearful destructive costs of put-

ting an institution as fragile as an inde-

pendent New England college through a
series of divisive battles over events and

issues external to Its essential tasks of
teaching, learning, and research. Such
an institution depends on the cooperative
efforts and joint support of the several
constituencies that sustain It and make
up its essential qualities—faculty, stu-

dents, trustees, alumni, parents, and
friends. Strains and scars within and

. . . institutions of higher

education . . . are hardly

the source of the problem.

among these constituencies can severely
lessen its operating effectiveness in ful-

filling its purpose; and politicization of

an institution of higher education can
leave it vulnerable to intervention by for-

ces far more powerful than anything on
campus. Individuals should be free to

express such views or take such posi-

tions as they wish, but should not be free

to tear the institution apart to serve even
their deeply-held personal opinions.

Lest this response be read as reflecting

insensltivity to the immediate issue, let

me note that I've previously addressed
this institutional question in quite differ-

ent (and no less passionate) contexts in

the 1950's, 1960's, and 1970's, speaking to

its most recently at Mount Holyoke Col-

lege in October 1978:

"Nor does it seem wise or necessary
for colleges and universities—as
institutions— to have to go through

the struggles of Laocoon over every
external issue this troubled world
presents. Let individuals or groups
get involved as they wish, but should
we not reflect more carefully on how
far the institution should be drawn
into conflict or deflected from its

own most important purpose? And
must we not recognize at what cost it

is so deflected?
It is this cost, and this perspective, that

I feel deserves careful weighing. As in

the Vietnam years, institutions of higher
education are close at hand, open, and
vulnerable. Yet they are hardly the

source of the problem. The last 30 years
have produced too many intense issues

about which good people have felt

strongly, and differently. The future

promises too many more to make it seem
wise to sacrifice the cohesion and inde-

pendence of colleges and universities—
in their educational purposes and as fora

for open inquiry and discussion— to

exact whatever marginal contributions

they might be able to make, as institu-

tions, to resolving successive external
issues.

Alum's Veal world' perspective: divest
by Robert A. Stackpole

As this article goes to print, the faculty debates Its

own stance on divestment while students hold vigils

and hunger strikes, and a steady stream of lecturers
appear on campus offering their viewpoints. Every
segment of the college community seems embroiled
In the controversy save one: the alumni. Ironically, It

Is the fate of funds donated by alumni which are lar-

gely In question, and It Is the unique perspective of the

alumni, "living in the world," which is missing from
the debate.

My perspective on this issue comes not only from
personal research, but from the unique opportunity I

had to live with and question a remarkable individual
from South Africa. The Reverend Zepahnlah Malachi,
pastor of a small Black Reformed Church outside of

Cape Town, came to stay with our family last summer
In preparation for several guest sermons which he
gave at our parish. Hardly a political radical or tra-

velling agitator. Rev. Malachi nevertheless delivered
a powerful message, both by his words and personal-
ity. I shall never forget a private lecture that he gave
to several students, using as his only text the official

Yearbook of the Republic of South Africa. The statis-

tics he related were staggering.

Rev. Malachi calmly told us that Blacks make up 72

percent of the population but may legally dwell on
only 13 percent of the land. On these segregated rural

lands (called "homelands" by the government), the

Infant mortality rate for Blacks is 28.2 percent; for

Whites nationwide. It Is 1.2 percent. There Is only one
doctor for every 40,000 rural Blacks. Moreover, the

White government has forcibly relocated over two
million Blacks from White areas Into these Black
areas and homelands over the last few decades.

"Why does the Black population not band together

and demand justice?" we asked him.

He replied that It was not so easy. Blacks may not

legally vote or hold elected office. The press is cen-

Few Blacks can risk losing their

jobs over political principle.

sored by the government, and Internal security laws
allow the police to arrest. Imprison, and banish Black
spokesmen without trial. Torture and murder by
police occur all too often. In short, a Black who speaks
out for change takes his life in his hands.

Secondly, Rev. Malachi explained, one has to under-
stand the degree of government control over the lives of

Blacks in South Africa. Most are poorly educated and
can therefore hold only the low-paying industrial and
agricultural jobs available in the White areas. Since

these workers may legally dwell only in Black areas,

they are considered migrant laborers and hence must
live In special Black worker compounds where they

are kept under close government surveillance.

Moreover, if labelled "trouble-makers" they are

Hitherl 1. Slackf)ote is a It illiams graduate from the Class

of fmi

often fired and sent back to the homelands. With wives
and children in the homelands dependent on their hus-

band's paychecks, few Blacks can risk losing their

jobs over political principle.

Perhaps the most startling aspect of Rev. Malachi's
whole talk, however, was the complete lack of hatred
and bitterness for the Whites who cripple, demean,
and impoverish his people. "I cannot hate them," he
said with sadness. "I have to feel sorry for them. They
have to live every day with a burden of guilt and
hatred on their souls which no one can lift for them."
One Sunday, Rev. Malachi delivered a sermon
entitled "The Salt of the Earth." "You Christians are
the salt of the earth," he said, "Although salt disap-
pears in the food, you can tell it is there by its taste.

Even so, you must by your love and witness be salt for

the world." I understood that the witness of Rev.
Malachi and Black Christians in his land consisted in

living a daily, suffering message of faith.

Subsequent research into South Africa simply
proved to me that the United States, with extensive
investments in the apartheid economy, only contrib-
utes to that suffering. American companies provide
South Africa with resources which are essential to Its

oppressive system, and that few other countries could
supply: oil (in violation of an International embargo)
and advanced energy technology, computers (for

police surveillance), military vehicles, and advanced
weapons technology. Many of these Items, if not supp-
lied by the U.S. directly, are purchased from other
nations with loans from U.S. banks. "The net effect of

American Investment," reported the Senate Subcom-
mittee on Africa, "has been to strengthen the eco-

nomic and military self-sufficiency of the apartheid

regime."

American business efforts to gain reforms for

Blacks have been weak and completely ineffective.

The Sullivan Principles have been signed by about
half of the U.S. companies in South Africa. However,
even if all the U.S. companies signed the principles

(and truly abided by them) their impact would be
minlscule; while U.S. investment in dollar terms is

great, U.S. firms actually employ only one percent of

all workers in South Africa. As a result, only a handful
of Black workers would be affected. Furthermore, the

Sullivan Principles say nothing about the complete
denial of two of the Black's basic civil rights: disen-

franchisement, and the brutal homelands policy of

forced resettlement.

The London Times has called South Africa "a time

bomb of discontent and revolution fodder; " the pros-

pect of the Cape Sea route and South Africa's strategic

resources falling into Communist hands can hardly be

attractive to the West. Yet It seems unlikely that the

White government will act to head off disaster by

establishing social justice. For example, economic
growth logically calls for more educated Black

workers, but only as a last resort are Blacks t)eing

trained for and given high-skill positions. The growth
of Black trade unions Is a positive sign; the recent

crack-down on the South African Council of Churches
Is not. Time for nonviolent solutions grows short.

As our days together came to a close. I asked Rev.

Malachi what Americans could do to help South Africa

find justice and peace. "The only peaceful solution

that I see," he said, "would be for foreign companies
to withdraw their money, to leave the country."

Would not Black workers themselves suffer the

most from divestment?

"Yes, but you must understand," he replied, "We
are suffering so much already. At least this time our
suffering would be mixed with hope. Perhaps If our
White brothers begin to suffer economically along
with us, they will see that we are brothers in Christ,

and that we need each other in South Africa. Perhaps
then there will be change."

Time for non-violent solutions

grows short.

These words reminded me of the talk given by
Bishop Tutu of South Africa here in the United States.

He said: "Clearly we can't survive on crumbs of con-

cession that fall from the master's table . . . What we
really want Is to be able to sit at the table and decide
the menu with you."

If Williams College divested from companies doing

business in South Africa, Its Impact alone would be

small. But Williams would join a growing number of

universities, churches, and state and local govern-

ments that have already divested and whose com-
bined Impact is great indeed. In fact, the White

regime In South Africa is so concerned about the rem-
oval of investments that It has made It illegal (puni-

shable by at least five years In prison) to publicly call

for divestment.

One also has to place confidence In the trustees of

Williams College: as skilled businessmen they will

surely be able to find other avenues of investment—
which would be equally profitable for the college—as
many other institutions have already done.

I write in the firm belief that It is time the Williams
alumni, "the silent majority" of the college commun-
ity, makes Itself heard on this Issue. President
Chandler has expressed the fear that many alumni
would be offended by divestment and might respond
by ending their generous giving to the alumni fund
drive. I believe that he underestimated the moral
integrity of Williams graduates. In fact, I trust that

many Williams men and women would Increase their

giving out of respect for a courageous stand on this

Issue.

As the debate comes to a climax this spring on the

Williams campus, alumni letters and communiques
could have a major impact. I urge the alumni to speak
out now on this Issue, as Williams decides Its relation-

ship to apartheid, and as my brother in Christ. Rev.

Malachi, returns to that troubled, embittered, divided

land.

I I I I I
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Referendum Results
The following are some results of last Tuesday's College Coun-

cil investment referendum. College Council President Tom
Paper '84 noted that the turnout of H97 students uas low but not
inconsistent with other referendums and elections this year.
He added that the general trend seems to be that a majority of

students favor divestment but realize that economic factors are
important. He also said, however, that many measures thestu
dents supported cannot realistically occur in the near future,

particularly immediate full divestment from all civil rights-

violating countries.

In a recent meeting the College Council supported sections b
and d of the second question listed here.

Would you support full divestment if it were proven that Willi

ams" endowment, tuition, and services would not suffer?

yes no don't know
76'>r 13% 9'i

Do you support: (Circle all that apply)

15'

f

41',

investment with the sole intent to improve
the endowment.

b.

59'

V

65'

f

32'

r

21'r

c.

d.

f.

withdrawal of short term deposits from
banks which loan to South Africa.

a long range plan directing our investments
away from corporations which do business
in South Africa.

divestment from corporations which do not

adhere to the Sullivan Principles.

immediate full divestment from corpora-
tions which do business in South Africa.

immediate full divestment from corpora-
tions which do business in any nation which
does not promote basic civil rights for all

its citizens.

Do you approve of the hunger strike?

yes no don't know
30'; 55'. 13'

r

Is full divestment: (Circle all that apply)

an impotent gesture.

a moral 'cleansing' of Williams.

a symbolic step towards the abolition of

apartheid.

a decisive step towards the abolition of

apartheid.

Should moral considerations supercede economic factors

in determining the College's investment policies?

yes no don't know
35'^r 48'. 17',

Do you support the present Trustee policy on investment?
yes no don't know
19% 52% 27%

fut. mtle: I hr itrcst'iil Truslt'c fxtlicy an intfslnicnl in Sttttlh

Ajrico is Itt review vtntif}ani('s ititeratiii^i. there on a ease-h\-case

basis, and. in smne <ases. to ttivest Jroni eoniitann's not innifAy-

iiifi mth the >i///iifin I'nnt ifiles.

22'r
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and d of the second question listed here.
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in South Africa.

divestment from corporations which do not

adhere to the Sullivan Principles.

immediate full divestment from corpora-
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Trustees hold forum
Continued from Page 1

also explained that divestment
no negative effect"

This Williams student told a PM Magazine television crew that he thinks he resembles E.T.

eliciting a laugh from the show's reporter. The crew interviewed a number of students on the

question "which movie star do you think you most resemble? " Their stellar responses will be

red April 28 at 7:30 PM on Channels 10 and 19. (Scheibe)[a.

He
would have
economically.

In the subsequent discussion period

with audience participation, most of the

questioners who faced the Trustees

favored divestment.

Religion professor Nathan Katz chal-

lenged Chandler's concept of institu-

tional neutrality, saying "I don't see how
investment is apolitical while divest-

ment is political."

Conflict of interest

Laura Hoptman '83 asked Parish, an
executive at Upjohn Co., about his

employment and possible conflicts of

interest concerning possible divestment.
Parish explained that he had "refrained
from voting" on issues of divestment
from Upjohn because, an an employee,
he may indeed have some conflicting

interests.

Political Science professor Raymond

Baker spoke for divestment, saying
"Williams should not profit from an
unambiguous evil." He took exception to

the principle of institutional neutrality,

noting that "the educational mission is

not devoid of moral and ethical
overtones."

The forum was peaceable and orderly.

About 350 persons were present, includ-

ing about 200 students, some of whom
carried signs advocating divestment.
Long applause followed and interrupted

each pro-divestment speaker, while anti-

divestment speakers received only spo-

radic response.

Gargoyles speak
The Gargoyle Society presented a

report to the Trustees last Thursday,
advocating full divestment. According to

the report, investment in South Africa is

not conducive to diversity at Williams
and it "implicitly sanction[s] the apar-
theid regime." Furthermore, says the
report, "intellectual advancement can-
not be predicated upon the exploitation
of other groups in society."

South African defends US investment •II licy
by Daniel T. Keating

Calling the divestment movement a

"campaign devoid of realism," J. Andre
Visser advocated American investment

in South Africa in a lecture Thursday
night. Visser is the Deputy Director for

North America of the South Africa Foun-
dation, which he described as a multi-

racial private organization representing

the entire political spectrum in South

Africa.

Visser began by declaring that he has

"never personally supported the govern-

ment in South Africa." He also said that

he is opposed to all racial segregation,

but that he feels that South Africa is mis-

understood and misrepresented around
the world.

There is great change taking place

now in South Africa, the most important

being constitutional reforms bringing

Indians and Coloureds, people of mixed
descent. Into the parliament, said

Visser. He also cited desegregation of

parks, libraries, sports facilities, hotels,

theaters, and other public areas.

"People dismiss all change In South
Africa as cosmetic," said Visser, "but

that Is not true. One black trade union

leader said that the change Is not cos-

metic, It Is more like a heart transplant."

Visser said that there is "overwhel-

ming evidence" that blacks In South Africa

want American Investment to remain.
He said that black spokesmen In South
Africa, American black leader Vernon
Jordan, an NAACP delegation investi-

gating South Africa and others have all

called for continued a US presence.

"Divestment Is favored by well-

meaning, but uninformed people," said

Visser. He questioned why so much
attention is given to South Africa when
there are many other countries which
are morally worse.

He also said that American withdra-
wal would mean the loss of 100,000 black
jobs. With an average of four dependents
per worker, that would mean one half-

million black people would be affected.

American companies are a means of

positive change, said Visser. They
have assisted black trade unions which
are becoming a strong political force, he
said. He concluded that the best action

for concerned Investors Is to press Amer-
ican business to continue Improving

employee conditions and expand black
training programs.
'There Is tremendous upward mobil-

ity for blacks in the South African econ-
omy," said Visser. He said that a current
shortage of skilled labor Is giving blacks
the chance for economic advancement.

Visser was speaking In place of John
Chettle, the Director for North America
of the South Africa Foundation, who was
111. Visser addressed approximately 60

people, many of whom were members of

the Williams Antl-Apartheld Coalition

(WAAC), a pro-divestment group. Many
WAAC people carried signs opposing
Vlsser's position outside the lecture

room before the lecture. Visser Is an
Afrlkaaner, a South African of Dutch
descent.

DINER

AVEC

NOUS

LANGOUSTE BISQUE

TERRINE DE VEAU

CANARD A L' ORANGE

FILET DU BOEUF EN CROUTE

CREPE VERSAILLES

COEUR D' ARTICHAUT EN VINAIGRETTE

pomE DE terre'a DUCHESSE

ASPERGE AVEC HOLLANDAISE SAUCE

MOUSSE AU CHOCOLAT

NAPOLEON

FRUIT A FRAIS

ALL

DINING

HALLS
JEUDI AVRiL2l

REGULAR MEAL HOURS
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Blatt heads Mass. College Republicans

by Tim Johnson

Dan Blatt "85 was elected chairman of the Massachusetts College

Republican Union at a convention held April 9 at Harvard Univer-

sity. In addition, he will assume duties as the Massachusetts dele-

gate to the College Republican National Committee.

Blatt ran unopposed after candidates from Harvard, Tufts and

Brandeis dropped out In the face of strong support for Blatt on the

convention floor.

During his one-year term, Blatt plans to Initiate several major

programs. Including a campaign to publicize what he calls "the

facts of the Issue of divestment from South Africa."

He said he hopes the Republicans will respond to the "Incredible

misrepresentations by such organizations as WAAC" on the Issue,

and that they will explain the ways In which divestiture would harm

black South Africans.

Political activism

Blatt said he hopes to proliferate Republican activism on Massa-

chusetts campuses. The state Republicans' efforts In the past

Included an organized movement to unseat Ted Kennedy. Two
years earlier, they campaigned for Ronald Reagan in

Massachusetts.

Recently, the College Republican National Committee urged the

US government to strengthen protests against Soviet use of chemi-

cal weapons in Afghanistan and Southeast Asia.

Blatt will continue to act as president of the Williams Republican

Club despite his new responsibilities.

Dan Blatt '85 and friend pose for the camera after Blatfs
^•<:«"J

•••c"°" "
president of the Massachusetts College Republican Union. (LockwQod)

Admissions

News Briefs

Harvard begins

hunger strike

Seven Harvard students

began an "indefinite" hunger

strike yesterday. According to a

Harvard Crimson source, there

are three demands: 1) that Har-

vard reaffirm a 1978 commit-

ment to examine a company's
record before investing in it, 2)

that Harvard set a moratorium
on Investments In South Africa,

3) that the University divest

from South Africa, starting with

companies not following the Sul-

livan Principles, and continuing

until It has completely divested.

Harvard's Advisory Commit-
tee on Shareholder Responsibil-

ity (ACSR) win meet next

Monday to respond to the

demands.

Dennett House

donates^ dines

In the great ' 'Vampire Sweep-

steaks", Dennett House nar-

rowly defeated Mark Hopkins

by sending 26 donors to last

week's bloodmobile. The
winners received Kansas City

sirloin steaks which they ate at

a cookout last Friday.

Slightly more than 30 percent

of Dennett house members
donated while 30 percent gave

from Mark Hopkins. Finishing

behind them were Spencer-

/ Brooks (26.8 percent), Fayer-

weather (26.4 percent), and

Mills (25.0 percent).

CLASSIFIEDS
THE WCTU has instituted a regu-

lar Log patrol in order to prevent

wanton alcohol consumption

from erupting into lawless violent

anarchy which will endanger the

lives and property of all right-

thinking people. So there, Club

Bacchus

!

Williamstown Summer Job

If you have reasonable skills in

light construction maintenance

work we have a job at home and

office, fy/lay also work this spring

and next year if you wish.

Contact Dr. Arthur Ellison

(413) 458-8115

COUNSELORS: Top Boy's Camp,
Berkshire Mts., Mass., seeks men
over 20 years who love to work

with youngsters. Openings in

Archery, Backpacking, Baseball,

Basketball, Radio & Electronics,

TENNIS. Swimmmg, (W.S.I),

Sailing, Lacrosse, Waterskiing

Good salary, plus room, board

and laundry. WRITE; Camp,
Lenox, 270-14R Grand Central

Parkway, Floral Park, New York

11005.

Continued from Page 1

of applicants from the southern

states has increased and
"there's a stronger and more
diverse group from cities," he

said. More than 10 percent of

accepted students come from

very large cities, especially

New York.

The number of local appli-

cants has also Increased. This

year the college accepted 22 stu-

dents from Berkshire County

alone.

Smith also noted that because

of the present economy, appli-

cants from such hard-hit mldw-
estern cities as Detroit and

Toledo are way down.
However, the number of for-

eign applicants has increased

substantially this year. More
than 5 percent of accepted stu-

dents live overseas. In all, more
than 40 countries are repres-

ented, a marked Increase over

oast years.

Smith admitted that both

minority applications and
acceptances have decreased,

but said this was "endemic all

the way across the country."

However, the college accepted

^ouac of pUalsli

The
ORIGINAL
Williams

Chair
Beware

Imitations!

Captain's Chair

or Rocker
10% Discount on

all orders placed

Before May 1st.

i

"•^V.

Established 1901 WMcOmi^ C^T^
isvt TMAuaa • c o

Adidas Shoes
All Athletic Equipment
Custom Printed T-Shirts

Everything for Men & Women
Racket Sales & Service

Class Rings

Gifts

more than 50 percent of Its Afro-

American applicants, a rate

twice that of the applicant pool

as a whole. Figures for oriental

and Hispanic students are con-

sistent with previous years.

Commenting on the minority

situation. Smith added "finan-

cial aid kids, and particularly

black kids, tend to stay nearer

to home." For this reason the

admissions office Is planning to

target the Albany-Schenectady-

Troy area for particularly

heavy recruiting next year.

Not surprisingly, the number

of students applying for and

receiving financial aid has

increased, from 45 percent last

year to 51 percent. Smith said.

In spite of this increase, and ris-

ing tuition costs. Smith Is optim-

Istlc about continuing the

College's aid-blind admissions

policy.

He noted that because of

financial concerns, this year

many students decided which

college to attend strictly for

monetary reasons. Thus It Is In

the College's Interest to con-

tinue to provide widespread and

competitive financial aid.

Getting

tough at

WCFM
Continued from Page 5

licenses. In addition. Personnel

Director Dan lacovella

explained that the Board is con-

sidering a "plan to require

training DJs to submit a tape of

their air style before we give

them a show."

Ward believes that a tighten-

ing of standards may be In order

with regard to training and

accrediting DJ's. "Some station

members are lax In their atti-

tude about the radio and In their

professionalism. A lot of people

on campus don't listen to WCFM
due to the reputation these peo-

ple give us. My first Impulse Is

to keep the DJ's happy, but I'm

all for any measure that would

make us a more efficient, tech-

nically perfect station."

Having fun

Farbman, however, feels that

"there's nothing wrong with a

bunch of guys going down to the

station and having a little fun on

the air.

DJ and former Board
member Hernando Garzon

claims that the current Board

Isn't really revolutionary In Its

quest for strict adherence to the

letter of FCC laws. "We were

always the most lenient college

station around when It came to

enforce policies, and so I sup-

port the Intent of the letter the

Board sent out."

As DJ Greg Clapp summar-
izes the WCFM debate; It's

"strict programming versus

Individual volition, continuity

against who-knows-what?"

Brenda,

What were you

doing with the

ice cream pie? jj

€/*€ o^ mway

(hlonia/ Sj^tfipiiiQ Center

NOW AVAILABLE
FOR FALL 1983

The ZetaPsi Fraternity of N. A., having previously had

a Chapter at Williams College, continues its interest in

this fine educational institution. Zeta Psi has available a

unique scholarship for qualified Williams students

honoring the memory of Lt. F. Kendall Mitchell

(U.S.N.R.). a Zeta Psi member of the Williams College

class of 1939. who lost his life in World War II. Interested

students are encouraged to write Zeta Psi's New York

Headquarters for information and application.

Zeta Psi Educational Foundation
P. O. Box 100

Bronxville, NY 10708

I

I
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V(&lrc looldiig to hire 2 or3 ofthe best
fnMn this years class. .

.

(MBA or Bachelor's degree)

Areyougood enougfi
to be one ofdiem?

MBI, Inc. wants two or three of the top individuals from this year's graduating class. We offer an unusual

management opportunity to someone interested in a young and highly successful enterprise in a fast-

paced, expanding and competitive industry.

The Industry:

The Company:

The Products:

The Structure:

The Position:

The Rewards:

Direct marketing is a $100 billion industry. It accounts for more than 15% of
all consumer purchases in America and more than 20% of total advertising

dollar volume. Well over half of the Fortune 500 companies are engaged
in some way in direct marketing, yet the industry remains powerfully
entrepreneurial — with the opportunity for well-managed firms to achieve
rapid growth.

MBI, Inc. is a medium-sized ( $100 million in sales) privately-owned company
engaged exclusively in the creation and marketing of fine collectibles. The
business is young; it was launched in 1 969 and top division managers are now
in their mid-30's and 40's. MBI's track record is one of outstanding growth in a

highly competitive field.

Through its operating divisions, MBI markets fine collectibles of heirloom
quality. Products include philatelic items, medallic art, fine china and crystal

collector items and leather bound books of unsurpassed quality.

Organization is on the Program Group basis, with Program Managers responsi-

ble for individual programs. The structure offers a unique opportunity for

direct experience in different areas of business management ( not availably in

larger organizations where functions tend to be more specialized).

Entr>' to management is at the Assistant or Associate Program Manager level,

depending upon experience. Assistants and Associates share in program
development and implementation responsibilities as an extension of the

Program Manager. Typically, a Program Group is comprised of the Program
Manager and 1 or 2 Assistants and/or Associates. MBI is committed to the

internal development of managerial talent and our growth provides for

unusual advancement opportunities.

Our view is that outstanding achievement should meet with outstanding

reward. Our success has been built on the excellent performance of a moti-

vated, well-rewarded management team.

The successfijl candidate will be intelligent and highly self-motivated with entrepreneurial instincts and a high

personal standard of excellence. A high energy level and a willingness to work hard are essential to keep pace with a

rapidly growing business. Involvement in the business, keen attention to detail and a sense of managerial overview

are crucial success factors 1 o the individual with proper motivation, we can provide the challenge that permits

maximum development of each person's potential.

If you are a top individual who is interested in a truly outstanding career opportunity and would like to learn more
about MBI, Inc., send us your resume and a letter of introduction. VC'e'Il get back to you.

Bill McEnery
Personnel Manager

MBI, Inc.
47 RichardsAvenue
Norwalk, CT 06857
(203) 853-2000

y
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Sports Shorts

Track at NESCAC
Fine performances by fresh-

men Clark Otley and Pete Daw-

son and sophomore Paul Toland

led the track team at the NES-

CAC tournament at UMass on

Sunday.
NESCAC tour matches are

not scored by teams, but Coach

Dick Farley felt that Williams

did not perform as well overall

as he had hoped.

"With a combination of peo-

ple playing other sports and

injuries to key runners like Bo
Parker," Farley said, "the

spring team is not as strong as

the winter team."

Otley placed in three events

while Toland won the high

jump at 6'2", and Dawson

placed second in the discus.

Lindsay Rockwood '85 placed

in five events and Mary Ellen

Mahoney '86 placed in four to

lead the women's team. Rock-

wood's second in the long jump
and third in the high jump, as

well as the 400 relay team's

third place finish, were high

points for the Ephwomen.

At Fitchburg the week before,

Tomas Alejandro '83 and

Toland led the men to a third

place finish out of eleven teams.

The tracksters host Trinity at

home at noon on Saturday, a

change from the earlier 1:00

starting time.

Crew sinks

The men's novice heavy-

weight crew continued their

winning ways, but the novice

lightweights and the varsity lost

in Worcester on Saturday at a

regatta with W.P.I, and Connec-

ticut College.

The novice heavyweight eight

cruised to a four length victory

over a mixed heavyweight/light-

weight boat from Connecticut

College. The novice light-

weights were not so fortunate.

They were able to stay with Con-

necticut by rowing at a very

high 33 rating, but the Ephs

faded at about the 1000 meter

mark. Conn finished first, Willi-

ams second, and W.P.I, third, 3

or 4 boat lengths back.

Sluggish varsity "
.

The Varsity boat got a late

start, and had just begun the

pre-race warm-up when the

race was called to the starting

line. The Ephs rowed a sluggish

race, finishing about 25 seconds

behind Connecticut and 15

behind W.P.I.

Next Saturday the annual Lit-

tle Three Regatta will be held at

the Williams home course on

Lake Onota in Pittsfield.

This will be the first home

race for Williams in three

years, and thus presents a rare

opportunity for Williams fans to

see both men's and women's

crews In action. The lake Is

about a 30 minute drive down

Route 7.

—Lee Farhinan

Men's rugby divides squad to

split RPl and smash Trinity
by Colin Moseley

The men's rugby club split up last Saturday,

with B and D sides heading to RPI and a lB-3 loss

and an 18-7 win, while the A side whompod Trinity

50-0.

On the snowy pitch at Troy, B side played RPI's

A, thus becoming the "A prime" side.

The A prime game began with some promising

runs by the line, but the mud soon put a stop to

that. Despite fine scrambling by Jim Bell '84.

Dean Morris '84 and Mark Evans '85 most of the

line play consisted of tackling and rolling in the

mud.

The scrum was led by Bob Kusel '83 who elicited

stellar games from Blake Martin '84 and Paul

Hogan '86. A definite size disadvantage kept the

Eph scrummies from controlling the ball, forcing

them to play defense much of the time.

The D side, masquerading as the B side, played

phenomenally. The mud seemed to hinder them

In the early going and at the half RPI was leading

7 to 4.

Lou Benevento '85 brought his kicking prowess

as a fullback to bear in his first game at hooker

and won every hook. Crunching tackles by

George Clemens '86 and Greg Norton '86 could be

heard across the field.

Line play was dazzling. Toss Kurth '85 had two

lovely tries, one of which was converted by Kris

Strohbehn '83. Another "picture book" try was

scored when Steve Troyer '86 touched down a

pop-kick from fullback Bob Ause '85. The final

score came on a 40 yard ramble by none other

than Drew Klein. RPI was held scoreless through

the second half.

Meanwhile in faraway Hartford, the A-side pit-

ted its forces against Trinity RFC and won by a

wide margin, .50-0. Even the rain couldn't stop

John Frese '84, who had an amazing game with

four trys.

Fullback Dave Park '83 and lineman Jim Steg-

gall '83 also had two trys apiece. The whole line

worked very well together, and looked like a fine

tuned rugby machine. Finally, one try was scored

by Bert Salisbury '83 from the standoff position.

In the scrum the fine play of Mike Kolster '85

was instrumental in winning the ball.

Unfortunately, the Trinity Bantams could not

provide a second side to play the eager Williams

C-side.

Ruggers winle« r y; reminiscences
TVio »i;r>mpn'<l niphv Club haS ^The women's rugby club has

yet to win a match but co-

captaln Cindy Lytton says the

team Is "looking real strong".

On April 9th in Princeton,

New Jersey, the Ephwomen
dominated Harvard, but lost on

a chance try 6-0. Later that day.

Williams faced an extremely

talented Bucknell Squad and

held them to one try: 4-0. Co-

captaln Jane Parker '83 had an

outstanding 50 yard scrum run

In that match.

Last Saturday, the club

played the Boston Women's
Rugby Club, whom Lytton clas-

sified as "amazons." But, des-

pite Boston's overwhelming
size advantage, the Williams

scrum held Its own. Last year's

Williams captain Barb Good '82

led Boston to a 4-0 victory.

Also on Saturday, the

women's B-team won by forfeit

against Siena of Albany. "There

are a lot of new players on the

team," says Lytton '83. "We are

strong but Inexperienced." The
club expects to come away with

at least one victory this Satur-

day when they face Amherst,

Colgate and Mt. Holyoke at

home.

Continued from Page 4

As to political differences.

Smith believes that "being Rus-

sian Is more Important to these

people than being Communist."

The influence of the govern-

ment doesn't proclude status

differences in the Soviet Union,

either. "The Russians are more
rank conscious than any people

I've encountered," said Smith,

who has worked in thirty coun-

tries and has travelled In over

fifty. "That's also at odds with

Communism."
Corruption, said Smith, is per-

vasive in the Soviet Union. The
black market accounts for ten to

twenty percent of all business

transactions and "everything is

done under the table." Rubrik's

Cubes can cost as much as forty

dollars (thirty-two more than

the expensive government
price), and blue jeans, pop

albums, etc., are also In

demand.
Smith attributed this to the

bureaucracy which permeates

every aspect of Soviet life.

"People spend two-and-a-half

hours waiting in line each day,"

he said. "If they see a long line

they get right into it without

WlLLIAMSTOWN, MASS- I

01267

Send
Mom the

Very Best!

even knowing what's at the

other end—they figure that if

everyone wants it, it must be

good. If they don't need it,

they'll just swap it later for

something that they can use.

"People learn to shop for each

other—Russians know all of

their friends* clothing sizes," he

continued. "They also lend each

other money to a staggering

degree. Some nice human quali-

ties come out under this system,

including a sort of frontier gen-

erosity. And it creates a new-

lywed quality to finding

something."
Smith added that artists don't

have the same degree of free-

dom in the USSR as they do in

America. Almost every writer,

actor and painter is under sur-

veillance by a KGB agent, who

is often cleverly disguised. Poet

Josef Brodsky's contact is an

aspiring writer who reads his

work to the famous poet at

every monthly "check-In."

Working in the Soviet Union

was one of the greatest expe-

riences of Smith's life, he said.

"It made me realize how little

we appreciate what we have in

this country," he said. "We are

so surfeited in America that we

often don't appreciate the good

things that we have— like

Williams."

HAIR SALON OF THE 80's

FOR A TERRIFIC

WAY TO

FEEL I

\

WALK IN OR CALL

FOR AN APPOINTMENT

Williamstown. MA Bennington. VT

458 9167 802-442 9823
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413-443-9816

413-447-9576
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Baseball edges Union in 1 0th;

blasts Trinity in hitting bonanza
by Andrew Garfield

Sophomore Mike Coakley's

10th inning sacrifice fly scored

co-captain David Nasser '83

with the winning run in Willi-

ams' 7-6comeback victory over

Union Wednesday.

The Ephmen staked starting

pitcher Bill Hugo '84 to an early

one-run lead. With two out in the

first inning, Mark White '84 and
Mike Coakley walked and co-

captain Bob Brownell '83

singled in White.

Hugo stopped Union cold until

the fifth when they manufac-
tured a run from an error, a

stolen base, a bunt and one hit.

Williams reclaimed the lead in

the seventh when shortstop

Nasser singled and went to third

on freshman Rob Coakley's sin-

gle. Co-captain White drove in

Nasser with a deep fly to right

field.

Lusardi homers
Hugo appeared to tire slightly

in the eighth as Union scored
two runs on a walk, two hits and

a sacrifice fly. The junior

pitcher hurled a spotless ninth

inning, however, to complete a

fine performance. Hugo
allowed a total of six hits and
four walks while striking out

three men. Rightfielder Phil

Lusardi '85 tied the game at

three with his second home run

of the year in as many games. It

was a solo blast over the left-

centerfield fence in the bottom
of the eighth inning.

After a scoreless ninth, the

game went into extra innings. In

the top of the tenth, Union hit-

ters jumped all over Williams

ace reliever David Moss '85 to

score three runs. John DeLo-
renzo '84 came on to get the final

two outs of the inning, but the

prospects for Williams victory

seemed dismal.

Bats come alive

Williams, however, exploded

in the bottom of the tenth.

Lusardi singled and, after one

out, pinch hitter Dick Hollington

walked. Centerfielder Jeff Lil-

ley '86 reached base on an error

by the shortstop which enabled

Lusardi to score. Nasser was hit

by a pitch to load the bases.

Rob Coakley, who had three

hits, then drilled a double to

right scoring Hollington and Lil-

ley and re-tying the game. Then
the Union pitcher walked White
intentionally to load the bases

and Mike Coakley followed with

the game-winning RBI.

Tuesday slugfest

On Tuesday, Williams came
back from early 6-0 and 8-1

deficits to outslug Trinity 17-14.

Mark White and the Coakley
brothers each had three hits

while Brownell and Lusardi hit

homers.
Lusardi and White knocked in

four runs apiece. Kevin Morris
'86 won the game in relief of

John Hennigan '84. Moss regis-

tered a save as he relieved Mor-
ris in the ninth.

A doubleheader against Tufts

on Saturday was rained out.

Snow permitting, the team
plays Wesleyan at 3: 00 at Wes-
ton field on Friday and W.P.I,

away on Sunday in a makeup of

an earlier rain out.

LACROSSETennis

undefeated Men drowned byTufts

after

Tufts win
by Chris Clarey

The tennis team maintained

their undefeated status last

week, running their record to 4-

0, with a solid 6-3 win over ECAC
rival Tufts Saturday and an 8-1

win at Clark on Thursday.

Williams' top four players

were the key ingredients in the

victory. Last year's Ail-

American number one player

Greg Zaff '84, playing in his first

match of the season, led the Wil-

liams charge with a 6-3, 6-2 win

over Tufts number one, Bill

Friend. Number two player,

Craig Hammond '85, downed
Bruce Grossman 6-3, 3-6, 6-4.

Number three, junior Brook

Larmer, defeated Jon Niceforo

6-4, 6-2 and number four, senior

co-captain Marc Sopher, beat

Dave Kleiner 7-6. 6-2.

Tufts fight back
Tufts fought back to 4-3 with

wins by Scott Beardsley at

number five (6-4 in the third)

over Tim Rives '85, number six

John Dumbe (6-4, 6-4) overTom
Harrity '84 and the third doubles

team of Alan Levenson and Phil

Maloney (6-2, 6-0) over senior

co-captain Kelton Burbank and

freshman Tim Petersen.

However, Tufts attempted
comeback was short-lived as

Williams' number 2 tandem,

Zaff and Hammond, sealed the

overall match with an overpow-

ering 6-2, 6-3 win over Friend

and Grossman. Larmer and
Sopher widened the gap further

with a tight 6-4, 4-6, 6-4 victory

over Dumke and Steve Eisen-

stein in the day's last match.
Superior depth

The key to the Clark win was
again the superior depth of Wil-

liams' top six singles players,

who all won in straight sets, and

the tenacious play of the top two

doubles teams: Hammond/
Rives and Larmer/Sopher,

both of which maintained their

undefeated status.

by Paul Meeks

The men's varsity lacrosse

team was edged, 12-9, by Tufts

in a see-saw game during a

steady downpour Saturday at

Cole Field.

Tufts scored off the opening

face-off and continued with

three more unanswered tallies

before Williams closed within

two at 4-2 at the end of the first

period. At the half. Tufts led, 8-

3; and then 11-6 at the end of the

third quarter.

Williams was in the game
from start to finish and closed

the gap to within two goals sev-

eral times, but defensive lapses

and a failure to consistently con-

trol the ball halted a comeback.

As the final whistle sounded, it

was too little too late, and Willi-

ams was defeated by a Tufts

squad that was no better skilled

nor dominant.

Sperry out for season

Williams failed to consist-

ently harass attackmen behind

the net and Tufts' middies, left

unguarded, were open for easy

feeds. Brad DuPont '86 turned

away 20 shots in the mud.
On clears and transition from

defense to offense, Williams

sorely missed the stick-

handlihg of co-captain Bill

Sperry '84, out for the season

with a shoulder injury. Weak
midfield defense also hampered
Williams as Tufts' middies were

allowed to penetrate too far at

times.

At the offensive end, Tom
Davies '84 led all scorers from
Williams; he had four spectacu-

lar goals playing against an
inferior Tufts defenseman.
Freshman Chris Toll scored

twice, with three goals in the

past two games as an effective

backup player. Co-captain Tim
Curran '83, Reese Hughes '85.

and goalie-turned-middie, Dave
Flynn '85 all had a goal apiece

on Saturday.

Williams faults

Inconcistency has hurt Willi-

ams at both ends of the field so

far, as the men's record drops to

1-2.

The Ephs often control the

ball around an opponent's res-

training line without effectively

penetrating to the pipes. Forced
shots from too far out are easily

turned away by mediocre colle-

giate goalies.

On defense, both middies and
attackmen are left alone at

times with one-on-one situations

with goalie DuPont. However,
Williams has many bright

moments, as evinced in the

turning of the tide in Saturday's

heartbreaking roller-coaster

loss to Tufts.

The team must eliminate

these lapses at both ends and
iron out inconsistency to beat

the teams on its schedule in

which they are competitive.

Williams is matched against a

tough squad at Dartmouth

tomorrow.

Laxwomen outlast Tufts
Through the rain, wind, and

mud, the women's lacrosse

team beat Tufts 8-7 on Saturday.

Williams led 8-3 at the half,

and weathered a tough Tufts

second-half comeback to come
out with the win.

Freshman Laura Rogers led

the team with four goals, the

second game in a row she has
scored four. Carrie Cento '86

added a goal and three assists.

Coach Peel Hawthorne attrib-

uted the win to a great team
effort, and commended goalie

Anne Williams '86, who was
brought up from the JV's just

for this game.

Find the ball

"We just never gave up on the

ball," said Hawthorne, "even

when it was so muddy you could

hardly find it.

"We anticipated better than

they did on shots and passes and
generally dominated the

game," Hawthorne said.

The women travel to Union

tomorrow, and then face Smith

at home at 2: 00 on Saturday.

Ramblings of a retired

Little Leaguer
by John Clayton

For a minute I couldn't

remember what sport I was
covering.

"We won 17-14," said Coach
Briggs.

The last sport I'd covered
was basketball, but this was no
basketball score. I'd also done
soccer, but that didn't sound
good either. It sounded like a

football score, but this was
springtime. Had the USFL
invaded Williams College?

"We kicked a field goal in

the ninth inning," Briggs
explained.

Oh year, now I remember.
Baseball. But 17-14?

In a preseason interview,

while talking about the Ephs'

inconsistent pitching, Briggs

had said, "We'll hit well—that
I know."
Chalk one up for Coach

Briggs.

17-14. The score brought

back memories of my Little

League AA ball. This was one

level above the one where bat-

ters hit the ball off tees.

One might suppose that

since the batter had to face

pitching instead of a tee, the

games would be low-scoring.

One might also suppose that

pitchers could get the ball over

the plate.

The typical batter in AA ball

would walk, steal second, steal

third and then stay there until

he was forced in. Catchers had

trouble throwing back to the

pitcher, much less throwing

out a runner at second.

Once I decided to try to con-

fuse the other team by not

stealing second on the first

pitch after I walked. Everyone
on the field thought I was
crazy.

"Let me give you some
offensive highlights," Briggs

said. That sounded like a good

idea. A paragraph or two I

could put in the middle of the

article: "Offensive stars for

Williams included . .

."

"Phil Lusardi. Bob Brow-

nell and Mark White all had
homers," began Briggs.

Homers. I remembered my
AA homer. It was a grounder

past the first baseman.
Nothing remarkable—except
that it had to be fielded by the

right fielder.

Our right fielders were just

like those all over America.
The least athletic person on

the team. (On our team, it was
the five least athletic players

on the team, taking turns out

there, while the good players

played all games long in the

infield. Our coach wanted to

win. ) The right fielder was the

guy picking his nose. Or
watching the birds. Or, hor-

rors of horrors, the girl on the

team.

No Coach!

But he was out there in right,

trying to find the ball, while I

scampered around the bases.

Rounding second, I knew he
was finding the ball. I would
get a triple, but no more. I

didn't mind—at least I'd score

in three walks.

But I got to third and there

was Coach waving me on.

Coach, don't do that! He'll get

the ball into the infield, and
they'll be able to do something

with it! They'll throw me out

for sure! Coach?

He was waving me on

because I was the last batter.

Darkness was cancelling the

game as soon as I stopped run-

ning. If I didn't score, we
would tie the Ty Cobbs (don't

ask me why AA teams are

named after old baseball play-

ers). So I kept running.

I think I slid into home. It

didn't matter—the catcher
was behind the backstop try-

ing to find the overthrown ball.

We beat the Ty Cobbs.

"Kevin Morris got the win,"
said Briggs. "He only had one
bad inning—the seventh, when
he nearly walked the whole
side."

I wondered if Kevin Morris
had played AA ball.

I mentioned the score the
next time I called home:
"Sounds like AA, doesn't it?

Remember when I hit that
homer?"
Mom didn't remember.

Neither did Dad.
"Sure you do— it was a

grounder to right field ... the

game was being called tor

darkness ..."

"Oh, I remember that," Dad
said. "But the catcher caught
the ball. You were out by 30
feet."
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Faculty urges ACSR
past Sullivan Principles

by Daniel T. Keating

The faculty endorsed the Col-

lege's policy on selective divest-

ment in South Africa and urged
the College to expand beyond
the Sullivan Principles in eva-

luating companies' perfor-

mance at last Wednesday's
faculty meeting. The meeting
stretched over 2V2 hours.

The faculty expressed a range
of opinions, including that the

College should not take any
stand and the claim that any-

thing less than total divestment
is "sheer illusion."

The original resolution
passed the meeting, despite an
alternative resolution and pro-

posed amendments.
The resolution, sponsored by

Professors Robert G. L. Waite,

Raymond W. Baker, and Ste-

phen R. Lewis, passed by a vote

of 56 to 32 with two abstentions.

Outside the worlcplace

Waite began the debate by
saying that the faculty must
come to some resolution on the

issue of responsible investment.

Full divestment from South
Africa by the College has been a

constant topic of debate on cam-

pus since a January hunger
strike to force the College to

divest.

He outlined the resolution's

three parts. The first section

formally sets forth opposition to

racism in all forms. The second
supports the College's position

of selective divestment and
morally responsible invest-

ment.
The third part calls for the

Advisory Committee on Share-

holder Responsibility (ACSR)
to move beyond the Sullivan

Principles in evaluating com-
panies in South Africa. Specifi-

cally, the resolution says the

ACSR should look at areas other
than the workplace in consider-

ing whether a company is work-
ing to change apartheid.

Lewis noted that the resolu-

tion was a compromise, saying
it was done "by committee." He
also stressed the expansion
beyond the Sullivan Principles

as the key aspect of the

document.

Professor Russel H. Bostert

criticized the Waite/Baker/ Le-

wis resolution for holding com-
Continued on Page 4

College outbids all for

rare 1776 document
The Chapin Library made the purchase of the century, or of

two centuries, last Friday when it obtained one of the finest

original copies of the Declaration of Independence for $375,000 at

an auction at Christie's in New York City.

The document is one of 13 existing copies from the first run
printing in 1776, and is one of only three copies considered by
experts to be in "pristine condition."

In addition, the copy purchased by the College is one of only

three privately-owned copies. One of those has been promised to

Princeton, so only this and a private copy in New York were ever

likely to be sold.

Chapin librarian Robert Volz, College President John
Chandler and the College Development office to organDevelop-

ment office organized a fund-raising campaign of interested

alumni to buy the document. The final purchase was financed by

20 alumni and friends.

Outbids Tol(yo

Volz and Laurence Witten '48, who has extensive experience

with international auctions and volunteered his services,

handled the bidding. The College outbid several private individ-

uals and a Japanese representative for the University of Tokyo.

According to Volz, the College's fund-raising continued up to

the last minute. The Declaration of Independence was the last of

76 items to be auctioned and Volz was on the phone with the

development office through item 74, soliciting more funds and
determining exactly how much the College could bid.

Volz said the rare copy of the Declaration will complete the

College's collection of early American government documents.

The Chapin Library already possesses a copy from the original

1789 printing of the Bill of Rights and a "spectacular" 1777 copy

of the Articles of Confederation.

In addition, Chapin houses a 1787 draft printing of the US
Constitution which is considered the most important copy of the

document since its owner, Virginia delegate George Mason,

wrote on the back his objections, which served as the basis for

the Bill of Rights.

"This is not just history," said Volz. "These are the four foun-

dations of our country. They're not just records, they mean
something to us today."

This particular copy of the Declaration of Independence is

unique because it was owned by the descendants of signer

Joseph Hewes of North Carolina. Hewes wrote the words "decla-

ration of independence" on the back and, according to assistant

librarian Wayne Hammond, this handwriting enhances the doc-

ument's market value.

SiHui' Iff thf informaliim in this artirlt- iins rvprinlvd jrom The
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The Language Department will be housed In Weston; the computers will be moved to Jessup; but in the midst of

the space shuffle, no provisions were made for Kurt Tauber's political science class.

New frosh deans announced
David C. Colby, assistant pro-

fessor of political science, will

serve as Dean of Freshmen and
Assistant Dean of the College
for the 1983-84 academic year.

Robert D. Kavanaugh, assist-

ant professor of psychology,
who will be on sabbatical for
1983-84, will assume the position
in 1984 and serve for an indefi-

nite period.

Cris T. Roosenraad is leaving

that position this summer to

become Dean of Students at

Carleton College in Minnesota.

The appointments were con-

firmed by the Trustees of the

College and announced by Pres-

ident John W. Chandler at last

week's faculty meeting.

Major qualifications for the

position of Dean of Freshman
included "psychological insight

and maturity," according to

Dean of the College Daniel
O'Connor. "We were looking for

someone who would be sensitive

to student concerns," he said.

O'Connor noted that Colby's
chairmanship of the Colby Com-
mittee on sexual harassment
last year was an important con-

sideration in his appointment.
The Colby Committee exam-
ined the College's disciplinary

proceedings in light of the sex-

ual harassment issue and made
recommendations to improve
the system.

Colby began teaching here in

1977 and was reappointed to the

faculty for four years in 1980. He

Robert D. Kavanaugh David Colby

has published a number of pap-

ers on social welfare and minor-

ity issues and spoken at various

conventions. He will assume the

new position effective July 1.

Colby earned his B.A. degree
from Ohio Wesleyan Univer-
sity, his M. A. from Ohio Univer-
sity, and his Ph.D. from the

University of Illinois In 1975. He
taught as an Assistant Profes-

sor of Political Science at State

University College at Buffalo

for two years before coming to

Williams.

Series of appointments
Kavanaugh came to Williams

in 1976 as a specialist in develop-
mental psychology and has pub-
lished numerous articles in that

field. Following next year's sab-

batical, he will serve as Dean of

Freshmen and Assistant Dean
of the College for a series of one-

year appointments beginning

July 1, 1984. Kavanaugh was
awarded tenure at Williams last

year. He will become an Assist-

ant Professor of Psychology
with tenure this summer.
Kavanaugh graduated from

Holy Cross in 1967 and received
his Ph.D. from Boston Univer-
sity in 1974. He joined the Willi-

ams faculty after two years as a
Research Associate at the Fels
Research Institute in Ohio.

Neither Colby nor Kavanaugh
were available for comment
this week.

CC concedes Housing Committee
by Christian Hewlett and Jim Peak

After meeting with members of the Student
Housing Committee, the College Council voted
22-0-2 last Thursday to give up most of its control

of the Committee, as outlined in the Council's

constitution.

College Council officers explained that the 15

house presidents who make up half of the Housing
Committee no longer want the Council to control
selection of the Committee's co-chairmen.

In reality, however, the Committee has not

reported to the Council for some time. Last year
the Committee on Undergraduate Life (CUD

made the Housing Committee its sub-committee,
inaugurating bitter controversy between the two
groups.

Earlier this week CUL Chairman Cris Roosen-
raad complained that the Council "fundamen-
tally misunderstands the nature of student-

faculty committees at Williams."

Traditionally the Council has elected the two
Housing Committee chairmen, but under its new
rules the College Council will only recommend
candidates while final selection will be made by
the Committee's members.

Continued on Page 4
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College patriotism
At Williams, we traditionally emphasize our people as well as our

possessions. By contrast, some tour guides at Harvard or Princeton
glowingly point to "firsts", "oldests", and "only knowns". They have to
use prestige to compete with each other for students and gifts. Ironi-
cally, that sort of attitude sometimes makes students seem less
important.

But at Williams, the things we brag about are a library designed to
be comfortable, our lack of fraternities, our strong academics, and our
student/faculty relations. Our tradition is defined by our students—not
the other way around.

We therefore have some misgivings about our recent purchase of
the Declaration of Independence, although not about the article itself.

This purchase is an important symbol for Williams. The Chapin Library
is becoming a leader in rare documents, and we applaud this latest
addition, which will add to an already considerable collection of Ameri-
cana. We realize that donors gave 375,000 dollars for its purchase that
would not have been given otherwise. That kind of spontaneous interest
in the school is reassuring.

We have no quibble with so important a purchase, but we hope the
school will maintain its current perspective. Right now, Williams seems
more concerned with its academic and social reputation than its less

tangible institutional prestige. That is the way it should be.
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Faculty debates South African investment issue
Continued from Page 1

panies responsible outside their

own realm. "Even the compan-
ies with the best intentions will

be ineffective" in meeting those

criteria, he said.

Waite denied that the resolu-

tion mandates any specific way
for the ACSR to go beyond the

requirements of the Sullivan

Principles.

Educational purpose

In a contrary vein, Professor

Charles H. Karelis said that the

faculty, and the College, should

refrain from making any moral
and political statement on
issues not of direct concern to

the College's educational
purpose.

Professor Robert Stiglicz

argued the more extreme posi-

tion that Williams must leave

South Africa. Claiming that

there can be no partial disentan-

glement, Stiglicz said "Com-
promise is more repugnant than

the most reactionary policy."

He then left the meeting.

Professor Lawrence Graver
brought a new resolution, which
he said eliminated thesermonic
rhetoric of the first resolution,

supported the ACSR without

constricting it, and continued

the case by case method without

mandating change in policy.

The substitute resolution

urges the ACSR "to continue to

weigh the desirability of moving
beyond the Sullivan Principles .

Professor John F. Reichert,

another sponsor of the substi-

tute resolution, objected that

the Waite Baker Lewis prop-

osal urges the ACSR to "adopt
an explicit policy" for judging
companies. He said that an
explicit p)olicy would restrict

the freedom of the ACSR.
Professor (iary Jacobsohn

supported the substitute resolu-

tion but proposed an amend-
ment. His amendment removed
the policy descriptions from the
resolution and replaced them
with a call for faculty to com-
municate individually and in

groups to the ACSR their spe-

cific ideas.

On a later vote, Jacobsohn's
amendment lost 42 to 23.

The substitute proposal lost

its bid to become the resolution

before the meeting by a 55 to 28

margin.

The resolution passed by the

faculty is not binding on the

ACSR or any other College offi-

cials. The meeting was attended

by about 100 of the College's 200

faculty.

The following is the text of the
Faculty's resolution:

"Rcsnlivd. that the haculty of

It illiains CiAlvfiv reaffirms its

opposition to racism of any form.

It e applaud the Trustees' recof(ni-

tion of their role as socially

responsible investors, while

acknowledninfi that principled

people may disaf^ree on the specif-

ics of implementalittn.

•'Ill' fully support the itlvisory

(.ttmm i 1 1 t'c on Sharehohler

Responsibilities ( il^SKl and the

l*residenl and I'rustees in their

citmmitment lo implement expe-

ditiously the C.olleffe's stated

investnu'nt pt>licy with regard to

South ifrica: that when Collcfic

funds are invested in comftanies

tvith South African affiliates and

subsiiliaries, such cttmftanies

should demonstrate a record of

effective oppitsition to all apar-

theid practices in employment

and that the College will withdraw

its investment in cases where the

ACSR and the Trustees jud^e that

a company fails to follow practices

reftardinn its South African invest-

ments that are atnsistent with the

CC concedes Housing Comm.
Continued from Page 1

Council officers stressed that the section of the

constitution dealing with the Housing Committee
is not being officially changed. "We're just being
practical, " Council President Tom Paper said.

Paper stressed that the Council will retain

some influence in the Housing Committee since

the five housing category representatives in the

College Council are also members of the Commit-
tee. "Those five votes will be very important,"

Paper added. However, the position of Greylock

quad representative is presently unfilled.

Nominations approved
In other business, the Council approved the

nominations of its Elections Committee for

members of the Finance, Area Studies, Athletics

representative. These are non-voting members of

the College Council.

The Council hopes to put out another all-

campus newsletter this spring, dealing with such

issues as the investment referendum, the Hous-

ing Committee, house transfers and faculty

tenure policies.

Funds Record

Finally, the Council approved 12-5-7 stopgap

funding of $900 for the Record, enabling it to print

a final issue of the year. The Record overspent its

budget in January by publishing an extra issue to

cover the hunger strike.

College Council treasurer Hamilton Humes

College's policy and can he moni-
tored effectively.

"Since the Sullivan Principles

apply principally to the place of
employment, they cannot consti-

tute an adetpiate response fttr

firms doinfi business under condi-

tions of apartheid. Me therefore

respectfully urfte the ACSR, Presi-

dent and I'rustees ti) move further
in the directions suggested by the

Thomas Report ami TIAA/CRHF
and to adopt an explicit policy for

judf(infi the behavi^tr of pt>rtfolio

companies which extends beyond

the work place. We believe that

siwially respttnsible banks and
companies must demonstrate
opposition to other aspects o/ the

apartheid system and that they

should enf(affe in positive efforts

tit alleviate the f(revious condi-

tions under which black anti other

nitn-white Sttuth Africans live."

and Faculty Committees. They also announced commented, "We know that they're going to do a

that they are still accepting applications for two good job with the money. The Record has

minority, one international and one off-campus improved since the fall."

San Francisco State University
Extended Education

Wildlands Research Institute

Join • Backpacking Raaaarch Team
in the Mountain Wast or Alaaka

Summer, 1983 3-9 units

On-site explorations to preserve:

. Wildlife Species
• Wilderness Environments

Course details:

WILDLANDS RESEARCH INSTITUTE
407 Atlantic Ave., Santa Cruz. CA 95062

(408) 427-2106

MBA
Schenectady, New York

Students serious about their

long-term career know they need

to impress their next employer.

They also value an education that

allows them to grow into top levels

of management. The MBA Pro-

gram at Union College offers a

balance between valuable entry

level skills and a broad perspective

of the managerial process.

At Union students are encour-

aged to acquire some depth in an

area of interest to them. Within

the Private Sector MBA they

choose from concentrations in

Management Planning and Con-

trol, Production Management, In-

ternational Management, and
Computer Information Systems.

The core in Health Systems Man-
agement, one of a handful of ac-

credited programs in New York
State, prepares students for an

exciting career in the expanding

field of managing the nation's

health services.

Consider the MBA at Union.

You may qualify for a partial

tuition waiver or for a graduate

assistantship with a full tuition

waiver and a stipend. GMAT
scores, a good undergraduate GPA
and three recommendations are

required for admission. We want
to make it possible for good

students to attend a small, high

quality program without regard to

their financial means.

For information write or call (518) 370-6235
J. Schmee, Director

Institute of Administration and Management
Union College, Schenectady, New York 12308

Last round for the award of stipends is May 31, 1983.

R Just Received Shipment of 1,000

Paperbacks Priced at $1.50 each
Such as Bullock's Hitler, Guthrie's Greek

Philosophers & Hill's God's Englishmanenzi s

COLLEGE BOOK STORE, INC.

WILLIAMSTOWN, MASS 01267

Stocking ends career on the right foot
by Bea Bast

F'or the past fifty years, Pro-
fessor Fred H. Stocking has
contributed his talents, enthusi-
asm, and sense of humor to Wil-
liams College. This spring,
however, marks a transition for

his career as Stocking plans to

retire from the teaching staff.

stocking graduated from Wil-
liams in 1936, then went on to
earn his Master of Arts and
Ph.D. at the University of Mich-
igan. He returned to Williams as
an English professor in 1940,
and in 1965 was appointed Chair-

man of the English Depart-
ment.

"I always had a secret long-

ing to go to the University of

Michigan," Stocking confided,
"but, my father went to Willi-

ams, so I didn't have much of a
choice."

Disliked Fraternities

As a student. Stocking clearly

remembers "disliking the fra-

ternity system, even though I

was a part of it. I resented the
attitude that fraternity brothers

had toward non-fraternity
guys," Stocking remembered.
"Fraternity guys were snobby,
and looked at the rest of the

campus as if they were socially

inferior."

Stocking still savors the

pranks of the Commons Club—
an association of non-fraternity

men. "The fraternities always
took on the Commons Club in

touch-football," he started
chuckling, "so one year, for the

championship, the Commons
Club students all dressed in

their filthiest, smelliest clothes,

and it worked. The fraternity

boys wouldn't touch them! "

More pleasant

"Now that fraternities are

gone, and the college is coedu-

cational," Stocking continued,

"I think this place is much more
normal. There is a healthier,

more pleasant, and more
relaxed atmosphere here
today." When Stocking was a

student, "the campus emptied
out on the weekends— it was
only natural."

In Stocking's eyes, the quality

of the student body has
improved. "The kids today are

better prepared", he explained,

"and there is a greater variety

of students."

In judging the academic style

of these students. Stocking "is

troubled by, although under-

standing of, their pattern of

doing their work in great lumps.
Even if we give assignments far

in advance, everyone seems to

fluctuate between long lapses,

and then great surges culminat-
ing in all-nighters."

Enlightened teaching

"The variety of courses and
subjects taught has also greatly

improved" since Stocking's

undergraduate days. Stocking

has found that ihe teaching

techniques are enlightened as

well. "We memorized a lot of

dates and dry facts. Now, there

is more of an emphasis on crea-

Fred Stocking

tive and analytical ability."

These bolder teaching
methods are partly a reflection

of the faculty, which has
changed greatly since the thir-

ties. Stocking feels that "the
faculty is livelier and more var-

iegated." He believes that he is

"fortunate to teach at Williams.

Many professors," he explained,

"especially at big universities,

have too much to grade. As a

result, they have assistants

read the student's essays and
exams. At Williams," he notes

with pride, "we read and grade
the papers and tests ourselves

. '

'

Stocking's energy has also

been directed toward his writ-

ing, through which he addresses

many issues. Last December,
he wrote an essay entitled "Stu-

dent Drinking". Stocking real-

izes that "excessive drinking
can be a problem here as well as
on other campuses. Yet, no one
has made the important point

that there are two different

types of drinking."

The first, best illustrated per-

haps by Europeans, involves

"drinking as a pleasurable
mode to enhance a social occa-
sion. It is primarily a vital

ingredient in the ceremony of

courtesy." Then, there is the

college method— "let's get
drunk!" in which participants

do not seek relaxation, but
rather, "a state of oblivion."

Characteristically, Stocking
has not missed the humor in the

absurdity of a student bragging,
"Boy, did I get squiffed last

night," when all it takes is "the
brute strength to lift a glass to

the lips, dump some liquid into

the mouth, and then swallow. I

am not condemning drinking,"

Stocking added, "but rather, I

think people should realize that

there is a right way and a wrong
way. It's something you should

learn how to do—the same way
you learn how to drive a car."

'•The green flash"

Stocking's many other arti-

cles reveal a wide range of

interests, and a terrific sense of

humor. The gamut of topics he
has penetrated range from
humorous essays on America's
electorial systehi, to the
"Important Balance" between
teaching the humanities and
technology in education, to an
atmospheric phenomenon
known as "the green flash".

Stocking plans to continue
writing, "primarily for my own
pleasure and amusement."
Stocking will stay in William-
stown, teaching during Winter
Study, giving his lectures and
simply enjoying himself. "Hove
college towns," he continued,

"there are so many lectures and
concerts to hear, fantastic

library facilities, the Clark . . .

Life is too short!
"

1
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This mask was on display this weekend as part of the Little Three Tit>etan

Conference.

Hunger strike?

The Harvard fast for divest-

ment continues, but under
somewhat dubious circumstan-

ces, according to one Harvard
Crimson reporter.

According to Southern Afri-

can Solidarity Coalition
member Jamin Raskin, more
people are fasting every day.

From the nine who started on
April 18, their ranks grew to 19

by last Sunday. And, although

Raskin had no exact figures on
hand, he said the fast had
"broad support" from both stu-

dents and faculty.

Eating fruit

"About 50 or 60 people"

signed up to participate in the

last two days of the fast, which
will end tomorrow, and fasters

had hoped to enlist 100 by yes-

terday. At least one faculty

member, Richard Lewontin,
had Joined last weekend.
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Jesse Fried, a Harvard stu-

dent who covers the fast for the

Harvard CrimsM)n, called the

fast "a little dubious," because

the fasters are eating fruit.

"Some are eating a little fruit,

some are eating a lot of fruit,

and two are eating nothing, sup-

posedly. Although I have my
doubts about one."

Since the fasters do not live in

one central location, but meet

once per day instead, Fried

feels that the logistics make
accountability difficult.

An unrelated group of 140

seniors has protested in a differ-

ent way, according to the Asso-

ciated Press. They have
donated 2600 dollars towards an

escrow fund which would go to

fund scholarships if Harvard

divests or South Africa's apar-

theid policies change within the

next twenty years. If the cur-

rent situation continues, say the

seniors, the money will go to

charity. The interest will go to

fund a series of informational

lectures on South Africa.

According to Raskin, that

group lacks SASC support and

"has remained agnostic about

the fast."
—J (HI lifinr

Trinity Pres:

"Keep frats"

The fraternity issue at Trinity

College is approaching resolu-

tion. James English, president

of the college, last week recom-

mended in an open letter that

the Greeks be allowed to stay

because "they are already here,

have been here for a long time,

and are important to a lot of peo-

ple." However, he noted that

their importance would dimin-

Travel
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ish as students explored other

social opportunities in the

future.

English also recommended
that fraternities and sororities

be open to all students regard-

less of race, sex, or religious

affiliation. Although, he noted,

going co-ed may result "in the

admission of women as second-

class citizens" and the potential

loss by some chapters of their

national affiliations, he said

that those questions would have

to be resolved later.

Student opinion lies against

the abolition of fraternities,

according to Trinity Tripod

reporter Floyd Higgins. "It

would appear that they do not

want to see them abolished.

Although it also seems that a

significant portion doesn't
really care," he said.

Higgins said that even though

only fifteen percent of Trinity's

student body belongs to frater-

nities, "it is a fairly commonly
acknowledged fact that social

life revolves around fraterni-

ties."
—Jitn lifiar

Cliandler awarded

degree

Middlebury College will

award President John Chandler
the honorary degree of Doctor

of Humane Letters as part of

their Commencement Exer-
cises on May 22.

The degree recognizes
Chandler's excellence as a scho-

lar, educator, and administra-

tor. Chandler taught at

Williams between 1955 and 1968

and has been president since

1973. He has served as Religion

professor, provost, dean of

faculty, and trustee.
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Clean Now, Pay Later,

Compare Prices and SAVE!

BONUS: Present your student I.D. at

the store and get a 10% discount

Freshman

warnings

Twenty-one percent of the 23

freshmen registered in Astron-

omy this spring have received

freshman warnings. Computer
science placed a distant second

with 12.8 percent receiving

warnings.

Once again Division HI led

the pack, issuing fifty

warnings—more than Divisions

I and II combined.

Departments with a warning
rate over 10 percent include:

biology, 10.2 percent; psychol-

ogy, 12.7 percent; and Russian,

11.8 percent.

Fifty-nine students received

one warning, while eighteen

received two. In total, 15.7 per-

cent of the freshman class was
warned, down from 18.7 percent

for last year's freshmen.

Tibet conference

The College sponsored the

second annual Little Three
Tibet conference this past week-

end, which featured lectures

on Tibetan art, psychology, cul-

ture and politics.

The speakers included profes-

sors from Williams, Amherst
and Wesleyan as well as several

outside experts.

The conference included a

tour of a current exhibit at the

Clark Art Institute, "Tibetan

Art from the Newark Museum,"
which is one of the finest collec-

tions of Tibetan art in the

country.
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Lax racks

Sports Shorts

The women's lacrosse team
used the home field advantage
to rack up a 16-5 victory over
Smith Saturday. Williams'
record now stands at 3-1.

High scorers for Williams
were Carrie Cento '86 with three

goals, Alison Earle '84 with

four, and Bea Bast '85 with

three.

Co-captain Bea Fuller '83

played an outstanding game at

defense wing, and Coach Peel

Hawthorne attributed most of

the Williams turnarounds to

Fuller's versatility and
pluckiness.

Smith is a young and
inexperienced team this year,

having graduated most of their

players last spring. "I would

say that this is definitely a build-

ing year for them," Hawthorne
explained, "but they do have a

lot of talent. We just have a firm-

er base and really weren't chal-

lenged that much."

Williams next meets Trinity

away on Wednesday.

Golf drops tri-match

The golf team lost their open-

ing match of the season at The
Country Club in Brookline on

Thursday.
Holy Cross won the triangular

match with a 410 count, while

host Harvard scored a 415 and

Williams had 418.

Coach Rudy Goff said, "Lack
of practice certainly hurt us.

Taconic Golf Course has been

under snow for the past week,
while the other teams have had

no weather problems."

LETTERS
Continued from Page 2

ling them."
These and similar kinds of

data can be found in Gabriel

Kolko, "American Business and
Germany, 1930-41," Western
Political Quarterly, 15 (1962),

pp. 713-28.

There is a bizarre epilogue to

these U.S. -Nazi business con-

nections. Opel, Focke-Wulf air-

craft (which was 50 percent

owned by ITT), and other stra-

tegic industries were, under-

standably, bombed by the

Anglo-American allies. Later,

GM sued the U.S. Government
for damages and actually got

some $10 million. ITT was
indemnified by at least 3 times

that figure.

Sincerely,

Gene H. Bell-ViUada

istorted

To the editor:

Those who attended the talk

by J. Andre Visser, Afrikaaner

and spokesman for the South

African Foundation sponsored

by the campus Republican

group at Dodd House April 14,

could not have helped being

impressed with his apparent

first hand knowledge of the dis-

torted image of South Africa

which we have of it in the United

States. That he himself might

have been distorting the facts

may not have been self-evident

to his sponsors.

He held that all public facili-

ties except the railroads had

been desegregated. Indeed, in

response to a student's ques-

tion, he said that any apparent

"segregation" of motion pic-

Sophomore Bill McClements
paced the Ephmen with an 81,

while classmate Mike Hennigan
carded 82. Co-captain Phil Seef-

ried showed the effects of the

layoff, struggling to an 84, as did

fellow senior Charlie Thomp-
son. Todd Krieg '83 rounded out

the Williams scoring with an 87.

"We hope to be able to get onto

the course this weekend, in

order to hit a few shots before

New Englands," said Goff.

The Ephmen travelled to

Cape Cod yesterday and today

to contend for the New England

title.

Tennis still on top

The men's tennis team got

wins from its top four singles

players and barely survived a

6-3 victory over Little Three
rival Amherst Saturday. Six of

the nine matches went three

sets in what Coach Steve Heath
called Williams' "toughest
match of the year."

Greg Zaff '84 competing for

only the second time this sea-

son, coasted to a 6-0, 6-1 win over

Fred Shepard at number one

singles, but his teammates all

had to battle for their victories.

Brook Larmer '84 took
Spencer Grey at number two, 6-

7, 6-3, 6-3; Craig Hammond '85

prevailed over Matt Corcohran
at third singles, 4-6, 6-4, 6-4;

Tim Rives '85 got by Milton Wil-

liams at number four, 6-1, 4-6,

6-1; the Zaff-Hammond first

doubles team beat Shepard-

Corcohran, 3-6, 6-2, 6-2; and
Larmer-Rives whipped Grey-

Williams at second doubles, 6-4,

6-4.

Williams singles losers were

Tom Harrity '84, who was
beaten by Roger Hoyte at

number five. 7-6, 4-6, 6-4, and

Tom Paper '84, who fell to Tom

Ruggers split Little Three:

A-side loses, B and C win
by Bert Salisbury

The Williams rugby club tra-

velled to Wesleyan last Satur-

Wyman, 3-6. 6-3, 6-4, at number day for the annual Little Three
six. Jamie King '84 and Tim
Petersen '86 lost to Wyman and
Bill Raflying at third doubles,

6-3, 6-3.

The win at Amherst boosted

Williams' record to 5-0. The
Ephs have four regular season

matches left, including an away
match on Tuesday against

Trinity.

Softball slips, 9-2

by Liz Streitz

The women's softball club lost

9-2 to Smith on Saturday.

Although the score remained
close at 3-2 through the end of

the third inning, Williams
pitchers walked in five runs in

the fourth. Smith scored
another run in the seventh.

Coach Sue Hudson-Hamblin
said that team batting was hurt

by a week of indoor practice

caused by the weather.

Two hits

Williams was held to two hits

to Smith's nine. Shortstop

tournament and finished the

day with a mixed bag of wins

and losses.

In the first match the Aside
played to a 9-9 tie with the hosts

from Wesleyan, but then lost to

Amherst 28-12. Against Wes-
leyan the fine passing of Jim
Steggall '83 and fine running by
John Frese '84 accounted for the

only try. Dave Park '83 scored

the rest with his kicking ability.

Against Amherst the
Steggall-Frese pair was able to

score one try while Hugh Hui-

zenga '84 chased down a pop
kick to score the other, and Park
converted both.

The game held the traditional

hostilities and it was a hard

fought match. Blake Martin '84

and Mike Kolster '85 did a very

fine job filling in for the injured

Dixon Pike '83 and Mike Cham-
bon '83.

B-side splits

B-side fared better as they

lost a close match to Wesleyan
10-9 but then rallied to beat

Amherst 9-8.

The scrum played extremely
Kathy Haas "86 and pitcher well and provided much ball for

Karen Montzka '85 each had

singles.

Defensively, the women
played strongly. Rightfielder Liz

Jex '83, third baseman Ste-

phanie Brown '85 and catcher

Thalia Meehan '83 each started

double plays.

Having had three games can-

celled by rain, Williams is look-

ing to Improve on its 1-2 record

Wednesday at home against

Southern Vermont.

the line to work with. The hook-

ing of Dave Skinner '86 was
instrumental in Williams' domi-

nation of the scrumdowns. But it

was Rob Kusel *83 who was the

B-side star of the day, who with

his kicking magic tallied all 9

points in the Amherst win, two
on field goals and one on a seem-
ingly impossible 30 meter left-

footed drop kick. The game
gave both the players and the

spectators an exciting victory.

C-side pride

C-side was the Williams pride

of the day with two victories,

beating Wesleyan 1810 and

beating Amherst 18-14.

Both the line and the scrum
had the offensive punch and def-

ensive strength to produce vic-

tories. Sean Crotty '84 had two

trys, one a 50 meter majestic

romp through a bewildered

Wesleyan side.

Unselfish Eddie O'Toole '86

did not score one of his own but

added to the smooth teamwork
with his share of assists. Scrum-
mie Greg Norton '86 holds the

honor of being the only player to

injure himself in 4 places on an
unopposed try, using his base-

ball style slide to secure 4

points.

^'' Kicking power
But once again it was kicking

power, the pinpoint accuracy
even at long distances, of Kris

Strohbehn '83 that was instru-

mental in the wins. Strohbehn

accounted for 6 points in the

Wesleyan match and 14 in the

Amherst victory. The C-side

convinced all watching that

they have the inspiration and
potential to prove a tough side

for the rest of the season.

Little Three regatta

ture theatres (observed
recently in mass media pictures

of non-whites and whites lining

up to purchase tickets for the

screening of the motion picture

"Gandhi" at separate theatres)

was due simply to the differing

residential locations of the var

ying ethnic groups. Unfor-

tunately—for the young Repub-

licans and their speaker—the
New York Times South African

correspondent, Joseph Lely-

veld—reported in the following

day's edition that not even the

premiere showing of "Gandhi"
would be open to those sharing

Gandhi's ethnic background, to

say nothing of "coloreds" and

blacks.

Lelyveld pointed out the spe-

cial irony involved: the site of

the premiere would be at the old

Empress Theatre—the precise

setting at which Gandhi
launched his first campaign of

satyagraha—non violent resist-

ence. A further irony not noted

by the Times correspondent is

the fact that both the Chairman

of the Board and the President

of the company that took over

responsibility for the distribu-

tion of the picture (and thus

acquiesced to its segregated

screening in South Africa and to

the decision to limit such

screening for non-whites to but

three cities in contrast to its

availability to whites in six cit-

ies) are none other than Francis

T. Vincent, Jr. and Richard Gal-

lop, both Williams Trustees and

both members of the Trustee

Finance Committee to which

the Advisory Committee on

Shareholder Responsibilities

makes its recommendations.

This is an ambiguous world.

But all of us should be able to

agree that the prime mission of

an institution of higher learning

Is to address that ambiguity

with all the facts and all the

truth at Its disposal. Mr.
Visser's failure on this score

leaves me wondering if the

other "facts" he offered were
equally unreliable.

Robert W. Friedrichs

Continued from Page 8

As both Amherst and Wes-
leyan have smaller women's
crew programs than Williams,

the Eph-women had to split up
their junior varsity eight into

two fours to take on the Amherst
varsity four.

Amherst finished in 8:27.

There was a tough fight for

second among the two Williams
boats. The four designated as

the B boat (the bow four of the

original JV boat) edged out the

A boat (the stern four).

In the novice eights event the

Williams women made their

move at the 10(X) meter point,

turning a previously close race

into a lopsided, 12 second vic-

tory over Wesleyan. Wesleyan
overstroked the Ephs, but the

purple boat showed sup)erior

rowing style, impressing many
observers.

Varsity decisive

The Williams women's var-

sity eight beat Amherst deci-

sively, continuing their long

domination over Little Three
opponents. But the Ephwomen
weren't completely satisfied

with the row. The 20 second
margin of victory proved, how-
ever, that Williams was deci-

sively stronger, and a superior

crew.

JOSEPH E. DEWEY
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Basketball star

named new coach

Sports April 26. 1983

Williams' all-time leading

scorer Harry Sheehy III has

been named as the new head
basketball coach, Athletic

Director Robert Peck an-

nounced Friday.

Sheehy, who graduated in

1979, is one of the best who ever

played the game at the college.

He set and continues to hold

three college scoring records,

including career scoring record

(1,391), season scoring record

(506), and highest career aver-

age (21.1).

The 6'4" guard amassed all-

star honors that included All-

New England, All-East and
Honorable Mention Ail-

American. He was a regular on

the ECAC Honor Roll for his

performances in individual

games.

"A real pro"
Peck, who was Sheehy's

coach as a freshman, said he is

"extremely pleased that Harry
will be returning to join our

athletic program. Harry has

had a lot of worldwide expe-

rience. He has grown and
matured as a young man from a

student to a real pro. He will be

very effective in his relation-

ships with students.

"He made me a great coach
when he was a freshman,"
recalled Peck. "I'm looking for-

ward to him making me a great

athletic director."

Peck says the decision to hire

Sheehy for the position came
after an exhaustive search that

Included consideration of more
than 180 applications.

"Do Williams proud"
Sheehy succeeds Curtis W.

Tong, head coach at Williams

since 1973, who is leaving Willi-

ams this year for a position as

Athletic Director at Pomona-
Pitzer College in California.

Tong, who was Sheehy's var-

sity coach at Williams, says he

is "delighted with the news that

Harry is the new coach. I think I

speak for the entire basketball

program, including those who
have played in the past and
those who are here now, when I

say that. Harry is an energetic,

enthusiastic and ethical young
man who loves and knows bas-

ketball and will do Williams

proud."

"Coach Sheehy will be very

good for the program," said co-

captain John McNicholas '84.

"He's energetic and has some
good ideas."

Fellow co-captain Art Pidori-

ano '84 said, "Coach Sheehy has

a sound background, and should

be good communicating with

the players. I'm looking for-

ward to next year./'

The Berkshire Eagle
reported on Wednesday that

Sheehy and Reggie Minton,

assistant coach at the Air Force
Academy in Colorado Springs,

were the two finalists for the

Williams positions.

The Eagle reported on Friday
that Minton had taken the head
coaching position at Dart-

mouth, clearing the path for

Sheehy at Williams.

Athletes in Action

After his graduation from
Williams, Sheehy joined the

Athletes-in-Action basketball

organization, the athletic minis-

try of the Campus Crusade for

Christ.

As a player for Athletes-in-

Action, Sheehy continued his

record'setting ways. He holds

every season and career scor-

ing record for Athletes-in-

Action, whose teams are made
up of top-flight former college

players. In addition to holding

the records for most points in a

season (1,487), most points in a

career (6,600) and highest

career average (22.5ppg), heis

third in career assists and
second in career steals. He was
named Most Valuable Player in

10 tournaments while with
Athletes-in-Action, including
series against Poland, Greece,
Hungary and France.
Since 1978 he has lived in Can-

ada working with the Athletes-

in-Action Canada basketball
team, playing and serving as

assistant coach as well as

directing the organization's

speaking program. This year an
ankle injury sidelined him as a

player.

Sheehy is well-known for his

speaking skills, having deli-

vered hundreds of speeches on
behalf of Athletes-in-Action. He
is also remembered at Williams
for his well-developed sense of

humor.

Mary Ellen Mahoney '86 and Lindsay Rockwood '85 led the pack in the high hurdles, and ultimately won the

race. Williams women won the meet, 84-71. (Lockwood)

Tracksters split with Trinity
by Andrew Garfield

Lindsay Rockwood '85, with a

part in five wins, led the

women's track team to a 75-51

victory over Trinity on Satur-

day while the men were nar-

rowly edged out 84-71. Tomas
Alejandro '83 excelled for Willi-

ams in a losing cause.

Rockwood won the high jump,
the long jump, the 400 hurdles

and took second in the high hur-

dles. She was also part of team
victories in the 400 meter and
one mile relays.

Melanie Taylor '83 won the 100

and 200 meter sprints and was
part of the 400 meter relay win.

Mary Ellen Mahoney '86 beat

Rockwood in the high hurdles

and was second to the sopho-

more star in the long jump.

Mahoney took third in the high

jump.

Alejandro anchors Ephs
For the men, Alejandro won

the 100 and 200 meter sprints

and anchored the 400 relay vic-

tory. Kevin Jenkins '85 won the

400 meter run, Brian Angle '84

won the 1500 and Ian Brzezinski
'86 won the 5000. Williams also

took first place in the one mile

relay.

Williams won only 2 of 8 field

events. Junior Greg Lao's 13'6"

jump won the pole vault and
Paul Toland '85 leaped 6'4" to

outdistance his competition in

the high jump.
An injury to star runner Bo

Parker '84 hampered Williams,

according to Coach Dick Far-

ley. But, although the Ephmen
came up short, Farley was con-

tent: "I can't say I'm happy
with a loss, but I was encour-
aged by our performance."

Both the men's and women's
teams will face the dual chal-

lenge of Amherst and Wesleyan
next Saturday at home. The
field events will begin at noon
and the running events will

begin at two. While Farley
"doesn't know too much about"
the competition, he predicts

Amherst to be very good and
Wesleyan to be competitive.

Crew:

Women romped; men swamped
by Lee Farbman

The annual Little Three
regatta was held on Saturday at

the Williams race course in

Pittsfield. On the men's side,

the novice lightweight eight

event was won by Williams,
with both the Eph novice heavy-
weights and the varsity heavy-
weights finishing second. In the
women's races, the Williams
novice and varsity eights won,
the junior varsity fours finished

second and third, and the novice
four finished third.

The men's freshman light-

weight eight event pitted Wil-

liams against archrival
Amherst, as Wesleyan had only

freshman heavyweights.
Amherst opened a lead from the

start, as they went out at a rat-

ing of 36 strokes per minute.

But the Lord Jeffs were not

able to sustain such a pace, and

the Ephs, rowing at a steady 32,

caught and passed them by the

1500 meter mark. Amherst had

a strong sprint at the end, but

Williams was able to hold on for

a two second margin of victory.

The varsity heavyweight race

was neck and neck for virtually

the whole 2000 meters. Williams

held a slim, two seat lead over

Amherst for the first half of the

race, with Wesleyan only three

or four more seats back.

Amherst pulled even at the

halfway point, and the two boats

raced evenly for another 200

meters. But Amherst slowly

pulled ahead to a half-length

lead with 400 meters to go.

Continued on Page 7

Renaissance racqueteer—Greg Zaff
by Mark Averitt

"I'm not that serious about

tennis," claims 1982 Division III

Tennis AH-American Greg Zaff,

"but squash—that's what I

enjoy doing most in the world.

Unfortunately, the world seems
to care a lot more about tennis."

Zaff, a junior, has always
gone his own way regardless of

the popular trend and he was
finally rewarded this month
when he appeared in the April 4

edition of Sport's Illustrated's

"Faces in the Crowd" section.

Zaff became a tennis All-

American his sophomore year
on the strength of a 10-0 regular

season record.

Zaff 's squash career has been
characterized by consistent

improvement. He's been the

team's number one player since

his arrival. After a 10-9r€K*ordin

his first year, Zaff posted 16-3

and 17-3 marks. As a junior, Zaff

finished fifth in the intercolle-

giate championship, winning

the consolation bracket of the

National Individual tournament
in Princeton, N.J.

Turning pro

Zaff has been playing the big

names in squash (like Har-

vard's Kenton Jernigan, the

number one collegiate player as

a freshman who serves as a fre-

quent opponent for Zaff over

vacations) on an informal basis

for the past couple of years and
has been faring well enough
against them to consider going

on the pro tour. Now what was
once a distant possibility has

become a firm resolution with

Zaff.

Zaff is in the squash courts so

much that his fellow students

think him a bit peculiar. "But
that's what I enjoy most," Zaff

explains. "A lot of people here
at Williams are studying to be
doctors or lawyers, but I'm on
my own training program. My
dream is to keep an apartment
in New York City while travel-

ling around the country playing

in squash tournaments—and
striving for number one."

This picture of Greg Zaff '84 appeared in SPORTS
ILLUSTRATED's "Faces in the Crowd," commend-
ing Zaff for making Division III All-America in both

tennis and squash.

Marcus resigns
Citing the pressure of work, George Marcus

has announced that this will be his last year as

women's crew coach.

"Being on the faculty and coaching crew is

like two full-time jobs," said Marcus. "It's got-

ten to the point where I can't juggle them any
more."
The Athletic Department is now searching

for a successor. "They got me for pretty

cheap." Marcus said. "I don't think they'll be

able to find anyone else on the faculty who is

willing or able to coach. They will probably
have to bring someone in."

Marcus was the first women's coach at Willi-

ams, starting in 1971, the first year women
were admitted to the freshman class.

Good teams
Marcus remembered some of his better

teams: "Out second year was fairly remarka-

ble. We had only two people with previous row-

ing experience, yet we sent two people to the

nationals, and finished third in the East."

"The clubs with Sue Tuttle in the mid-'70's,

and the late '70's-early '80's teams were also

very good . . . actually, I've had high regard for

every crew I've coached."
"My goal for every crew has been that they

will seek to excel," said Marcus, "and I hope

they continue to do that. I'll still be close to the

program."
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Coles, Bennett to address graduates
Pulitzer winner, Humanities head

President John W. Chandler
Announced today that Dr.

Robert Coles, Professor of Psy-

chiatry and Medical Humani-
ties at the Harvard Medical
School, and Pulitzer Prize-

winning author of the five-

volume study, Children of

Crisia, will be the speaker at

Williams' 194th Commence-
ment Exercises on May 29.

William J. Bennett '65, Chair-

man of the National Endow-
ment for the Humanities (NEH

)

will deliver the Baccalaureate
address on Saturday, May 28.

Coles will be awarded an
honorary Doctor of Letters

degree and Bennett an honorary
Doctor of Laws degree during

Commencement.
Since his graduation from

Columbia University's College

of Physicians and Surgeons in

1954, Coles has combined two
active careers as a practicing

psychiatrist and an author,

writing 35 books and more than

700 articles for periodicals,

newspapers and anthologies.

Following his medical train-

ing. Coles worked extensively

with troubled and deprived ado-

lescents at hospitals in Massa-

chusetts and in the South. In the

early 1960's his research cen-

tered on the first black children

to enter newly-desegregated
schools in the South.

The first volume of Children

of Crisis, A Study of Courage

and Fear, published in 1967,

was a landmark study of the

effect of school desegregation

on both black and white school

children.
• Volumes II and III, Migrants,

Sharecropper!, Mountaineers
and The South Goes North, both

published in 1971, earned Coles

several awards including the

Pulitzer Prize.

Coles's most recent research,

conducted in countries such as

Northern Ireland and South

Africa, is a study of the ways in

which children in various coun-

tries develop their political con-

victions and moral values.

WllUam Bennett '65

Bennett's background in

scholarship, teaching and aca-

demic administration makes
him well-suited to head the

National Endowment for the

Humanities, an organization

which promotes increased scho-

larship and strength in the

William J. B«nn«tt '6S

humanities in the nation's

schools and universities. He
was appointed to the post by
President Reagan in 1981.

After graduating from Willi-

ams, Bennett attended gradu-
ate school in philosophy at the

University of Texas at Austin.

He later attended Harvard Law
School and earned his J.D. in

1971. From 1972-76, Bennett was
an assistant professor of philo-

sophy at Boston University as
well as Assistant to the Presi-

dent there.

Review

^^Anything you want^^ at Chapin
by Michael Govan

The activism of the '60's has

passed. And while the presence

of non-registrants and hunger
strikers among usmay point out

that we haven't lapsed into com-
plete apathy, today our interest

in a campus issue has an aver-

age half-life of a month-and-a-
half. "All that Junk like peace

Arlo Quthrto (Ghck)

and love is Just an aggrava-
tion," sang Arlo Guthrie last

Saturday night during his

Spring Weekend concert.

Guthrie and his superb band
Shenandoah played for two
hours and 50 minutes to a full,

though not packed, Chapin Hall.

The Williams crowd was
pleased, and Guthrie came back
for two encores.

Philosophy of time

Arlo seemed rusty, as did his

band, during much of the first

half of the concert, although

that did nothing to detract from
the crowd's enjoyment of such

favorites as "City of New
Orleans" and Bob Dylan's
"Tambourine Man." Guthrie

kept the crowd alive with his

usual wit and charm, employing
his down-home manner of

speech to discuss bold topical

politics and the philosophy of

time.

The first half of the concert

suffered from a noticeable lack

of both energy and drive. The
few highlights consisted of a

lively solo, by "Terry on the

drums," and solos on trombone
and spoons during the last piece

before intermission. Guthrie

perked up for the second half,

however, delivering powerful

Continued on Page 4
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He has also taught philosophy

and law at a number of other

colleges, including the Univer-

sity of Southern Mississippi, the

University of Texas and Har-
vard. He has consulted with

many secondary schools on

quality in curriculum develop-

ment.

More humanities needed
As head of NEH. Bennett Is

strongly committed to fwtering
a renewed emphasis on the

humanities. In an interview

with Herbert Mitgang in The

New York Tlmea, Bennett said,

"My concern Is that we are not

teaching the groundwork suffi-

ciently In the humanities . . . Stu-

dents in high schools and
colleges should be exposed to

history and the philosophy of

literature, and a foreign, if not

ancient, language."
Before his appointment to the

NEH, Bennett was Director of

the National Humanities Center
in Research Triangle Park,
N.C., which he had been asso-

ciated with since its early plan-

ning stages in 1976. The
National Humanities Center is

an Institute for advanced study
in the humanities which brings

together 40-50 visiting scholars

each year for individual
research and exchange of ideas.

The selection of the Com-
mencement speaker is made by
the President and Trustees with
the advice of the Honorary
Degrees Committee. Anyone
can submit names to the Com-
mittee for honorary degree
nominations. The Commence-
ment and Baccalaureate speak-

ers are chosen from those to be
awarded honorary degrees. The
Committee is composed of three

current faculty members, three

students and College Marshall
Frederick Rudolph.

Declaration bid
exhausts gifts

by Jon Tlgar
It was a close call.

When the gavel dropped on the College's $375,000 bid for the

Declaration of Independence two weeks ago, the College had
spent all but $5,000 of the money pledged for the document.
"That was the last bid we could have made," said Howland

Swift of the Development Office. "The next bid would have gone
up by $10,000."

The total purchase price of $412,500 included the $375,000

hammer price plus Christie's ten percent commission.
The purchase culminated six weeks of preparation which

began when Chapin Rare Books Librarian Robert Volz heard of

the document's existence. A week later, with pictures and notes

from Christie's In hand, he approached President John Chandler
and Director of Development John Pritchard. The search for

contributions was on.

Volz feels the money was extremely well-spent, that owning a

copy is "more important than people realize." The donors

"wanted it because they believed in the Declaration and in the

Constitution as something that ought to be studied and read and
pondered. Many people will t>e reading those documents for the

first time."
Some visitors may be surprised not to see signatures covering

the bottom of our copy of the Declaration. Volz explained, "The

copy that you see at the National Archives, signed by 56 people,

was not done until August 2, 1776 The actual Declaration of

Independence consists of those copies printed the night of July 4.

And we have one of them." Those copies represent the Declara-

tion's official promulgation, he said.

The College's purchase landed in the pages of local papers, the

Beaton Globe, the New York Times, and United Press Internation-

al's wire service, among others. Volz has been pleased with the

coverage so far, which he says has been "mostly factual,"

except that most articles neglect to mention the premium when
they list the price.

Although some newspapers have reported that Chapin

Library Is now the only library to own copies of the Bill of Rights,

the Articles of Confederation, the Constitution and the Declara-

tion of Independence, Volz does not make that claim. He said,

"We will be the only library that puts all four founding docu-

ments together and makes them available for public viewing

and reading."

Volz hopes that the Declaration will Increase Interest In

Chapin Library. Student traffic In the last week has been tre-

mendous, he said, and there has even been talk of basing a

course around the founding four documents.

The Declaration Joins a Chapin collection which Volz esti-

mates Is worth "about $30 million." This collection is main-

tained by Volz, a full-time assistant, and student employees, of

which there are now four. The total administrative budget,

which comes from the College's general fund, Is $12,000, and the

Library also has two endowed funds for specific purchases,

which generate a total of about $2,000 a year.
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A better Baxter
Baxter Hall may undergo structural and functional changes In the

near future. The only definite thing at this point is that nothing is certain.
The Gargoyle Society submitted a proposal with suggestions to

President Chandler last December. They advocated relocating the Out-
ing Club, the Chaplain's Office, and the Pottery Studio. They also sug-
gested increasing food storage, installing a freshman lounge and
photocopying machines, and expanding the mailroom traffic area. Sug-
gestions from other sources have included an all-night eatery and
expanded student services. A few weeks ago, members met with two
Trustees to tour the building and discuss possible changes.

The Administration says it lacks a sense of student opinion on the
issue. The door is therefore open for student input, while possible
changes are still on the drawing board. Anyone with an interest in seeing
Baxter become the student center it could be should make his feelings
known. We still have the opportunity to formulate policy, rather than
comment after the fact.
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Hitler and the need for authenticity
by Robert G. L. Waite

If, as now seems likely, the documents
being published as the "Hitler Diaries"
prove to be spurious. It will not be the
first time that noted historians have been
duped by fraudulent documents purport-
ing to have been written either by Hitler
or by those who said they knew him well.

Respected students of Hitler-
including Hugh Trevor-Roper—trusted
the "memoirs" of one Josef Grelner
who, during the 1940's, claimed to have
lived with Hitler in a Home for Men in

Vienna from 1907-1908. But it was not pos-

sible for Greiner to have known Hitler in

the Home for Men in 1907-1908 because

Hitler was not there; nor could Grelner
have known him In 1909-1913 when Hitler

was In Vienna, because Grelner was In

Berlin during those years.

Other biographers—notably Robert
Payne and John Toland—have accepted
as authentic a typescript of some 250

pages entitled "My Brother-ln-Law
Adolph" and written by Brlgld Dowllng
Hitler, the Irish wife of Hitler's half-

brother Alois, Jr. This Is an Imaginary
account of the months In 1912 when, she
claims, young Adolph visited her and her
husband In Liverpool. But Hitler never
crossed the Channel. Vienna police

records show that during the time Brlgld

(and Payne and Toland) put him In

Liverpool he was actually living In the

Meldemannstrasse In Vienna. And the

British Home Office reports that a tho-

rough check of Immigration Service flies

for 1912 shows no record of an Adolph
Hitler—who never used an alias—having
landed In England. All this Is quite apart
from the fact that the tastes, tempera-
ment, and Interests ascribed to him by
Grelner and Brlgld Hitler bear no
resemblance whatever to the real

Adolph Hitler.

Before determining the authenticity of
the present "Hitler Diaries," any histo-

rian must ask the standard questions he
would put to any historical document.

(1) Do physical characteristics check
out? Are the paper and Inkand handwrit-
ing authentic?

Stern magazine, the German publica-

tion which holds the "Diaries" along
with other documents allegedly written

by Hitler, recently showed samples of

handwritten pages to specialists at the

Federal Archives In Coblenz. These spe-

cialists attested that the paper, Ink, and
handwriting of the specimens were
authentic. Two respected Hitler scho-

lars, Hugh Trevor-Roper (now Lord
Dacre) and Gerhard Weinberg then read
parts of the diaries and told German and
American colleagues that In their Judg-

ment the diaries were genuine. Trevor-

Robert G. L. Waite ia the Brown Professor

of History at Williams College.
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Roper said flatly, "I'm staking my
professional reputation on It." But the

pages Stern had shown to German
handwriting experts had not come from
the "Diaries." Those pa^es stlJJ await
the scrutiny of handwriting experts. (As

I write, both Trevor-Roper and Wein-
berg seem to be moving away from their

earlier endorsement.)

(2) Are the contents of the documents
consistent with statements we Imow to be

genuine?

There has been no adequate opportun-
ity to read the substance of the alleged

diary. But the snippets quoted In the

press do not Inspire confidence. Hitler Is

quoted as having grudging admiration
for Neville Chamberlain; all reliable

witnesses say that Hitler had contempt
for Chamberlain and those other
"worms" he met at Munich. The "Diar-

ies" say that Hitler knew all about
Rudolf Hess's flight to Scotland In May
1941; the real Hitler was surprised and
appalled by It.

(3) Were people who knew the alleged

author aware that he was writing a
diary?

Gladstone's secretaries knew their

master kept a diary; Napoleon's aides
listened to him dictate his memoirs;
Nixon was seen editing his presidential

papers. Hitler's entourage had no such
experience. Not one of the people who
knew him Intimately over many years—
his valets, Karl Wllhelm Krause and
Heinz LInge (who saw him last at night

and first In the morning), his personal
secretaries Frauleln Chrlsta Schroder,
Fraulein Johanna Wolf, and Frau Traudl
Junge—not one of these either In

memoirs or In later conversations ever
mentioned a Hitler diary.

(4) Did the alleged author have time
and opporiunity to write the document?
We know what Hitler was doing during

his waking hours. It Is all recorded—not
In his own handwriting—In the appoint-

ment calendars of the Relchschancel-
lory or those of his secretaries. His

appointment schedule did not allow him
time to write so full and complete a diary

which, we are told, comprised some 60

handwritten volumes with detailed

entries for a period from mld-1932 until

"mld-Aprll, 1945"-shortly before his

suicide. The only time Hitler was alone

and could conceivably have worked on a

diary was after he had gone to bed. But
that was very late Indeed. During the last

year of his life. It was often 5 or even 6

o'clock In the morning before he dls-

dlsmlssed his captive household
audience, who had had been listening for

Interminable hours to his nightly mono-
logues. Dead-tired themselves, they

watched him shuffle off to bed mentally
and emotionally exhausted. It Is unlikely

that he then sat down in his bedroom—
where there was no desk— to write In a

diary.

(5) Does the document fit tlie personal-

ity of the alleged author? Would he have
been likely to have written it?

Lincoln's letters read like Lincoln.

Pepys' diaries ring true, and he liked to

write diaries; Hitler did not. He did not

like to see his thoughts on paper. He later

regretted the publication of Mein
Kampf—a book which he dictated, as he
did all his major pronouncements. His

orders for the Blood Purge of 1934, for the

Reichskristallnacht program of 1938,

and for the Endlosung of the "Jewish
Problem" were all given orally. He was
understandably embarrassed by his

atrocious written German which
repeated the same grammatical mis-

takes he had made as a schoollx)y. His

forte was oral communication; he was a

compulsive— and enormously ef-

fective—talker. If he had wanted to keep
a diary he would have dictated one. He
certainly lacked theSitzfleisch and disci-

pline to sit down carefully, page after

hundreds of pages. It would have l)een

out of character for him to do it.

(6) Was the alleged author physically

capable of composing the document in

question?
Doctors who saw Adolph Hitler during

the last years of his life observed his pal-

sied hands and shaking limbs and
diagnosed, variously, Parkinson's
syndrome, advanced syphilis, "rapidly
progressive coronary arterlo-sclerosis,"

or the physical consequences of Irres-

ponsible medication prescrll)ed by his

quack personal doctor, Theodor Morell.

After the Bomb Plot of June 1944, the

trembling first diminished then notably
Increased. During the last year of his life

Hitler was not In physical condition to

write the kind of document Its purveyors
have presented us.

Historians do not yet know definitely If

the "Hitler Diaries" belong with other

frauds, but skepticism about their

authenticity seems appropriate.

® Robert G. L. Walte and The Los
Angeles Times, 1983

Self-questioning: the human truth
by John Witter Donovan

I have often wished to Impress a number of Ideas upon
Williams students, but for my own Inarticulateness

they have until now remained unspoken. Inspired by
the spirit of Commencement which Impells the wise and
the foolish alike to bestow their Insight upon the gra-

duating class, but realizing that my own class knows
me too well to believe me, I have decided to offer these

ideas to the present senior class.

The organizing principle for my Ideas (and not a bad
Idea Itself) is the belief that there Is no such thing as

absolute truth; I do not think that there Is any one right

Idea or value that everyone should stare. I thus simul-

taneously dismiss both the liberals who assert that man
has a moral duty to help the poor, or to save nature, and
the conservatives who Insist that man's human nature

is grounded In self-interest.

Rather, I believe that truth Is highly personalized and
Is arrived at only through a profound awareness of

oneself and others. This Idea of truth Is quite hard to

accept because It Is do demanding. It requires that

Individuals ask themselves basic and difficult ques-

tions about what Is truly important to them, and why,

John Witter Donovan is a Studio Art majorat Williams

College in the Class of 1984.

and it further demands that they answer these, ques-

tions. It insists as well that we ask others the same
questions, both to help our own self-analysis and to

evaluate our relationships with these other people. Cru-

cial to meeting these numerous demands are a sense of

humor and a willingness to push (risk) stable

friendships.

A sense of humor serves two purposes. First, because

It promotes an ability to laugh at oneself It fosters a

self-critical, self-analytical approach. Second, this self-

questioning attitude helps prevent the restrictive belief

that our own self-discovered truth Is perfect and

absolute.

The willingness to push at stable friendships derives

partly from the fact that when one asks these questions

others almost Invariably perceive that he Is stepping

outside his "realm". It also results partly because the

answers one receives may signal that a new approach

to the friendship Is required. The relative truths of the

friends need not coincide as long as each can under-

stand and accept what Is Important to the other. Indeed,

If this happens a much fuller relationship can well

result.

Furthermore, this self-questioning posture opens up

many more possibilities than simply the establishment

of fuller relationships, for the consequence of not asking

oneself such basic questions Is a t)ehavloral and attltud-

Inal conservatism (far more dangerous than political

conservatism) that In Its acceptance of an absolute

truth denies all other possibilities. For example, by

accepting the belief that man Is by his very nature

motivated by self-interest, one denies the fact that If he

chose to do so man could act (In significant measure)

cooperatively or charitably.

I hope that I sound more worried than Idealistic, for I

fear that a large majority of Williams students are

products of this attitudinal conservatism. Our Integra-

tion into a community of students with similar back-

grounds, values, and expectations leads us almost

Invariably either to an unquestioned affirmation of

those values and expectations or to an equally unconsi-

dered negation of them. While either result-

affirmation or negation—may help direct us towards

achieving our accepted goals, It Is the blindness to other

possible goals, values, and expectations that Is the

worst conceivable possibility; Indeed, It Is the worst

conceivable actuality.

• • • •

These are the Ideas, then, that I wish to offer the

graduating class or, for that matter, the entire school

community. Though I would be hard-pressed to assert

their absolute truth, I believe that everyone can find a

certain amount of truth and direction In some or all of

what I have said.

I
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Paine fuses complex elements
'Rich mosaic of sight, sound, and movement'

Marc Wolf and tha cast of TOM PAINE

by Spencer Jonea and

Kriaten Engberg

The recent Adams Memorial
Theater spring student produc-

tion of Paul Foster's Tom Paine

was a rich mosaic of sight,

sound and movement. All of the

elements, especially the set,

contributed to the carefully

integrated production. The
Impact and Intuitive under-

standing of the show came from

this total fusion of separate

The visual-aural

circus inundating

the audience was
almost overwhelm-
ing.

components; each of the parts

taken alone would be less pow-
erful than the effect of the

whole.

Sensual rlchneaa

The visual/aural circus Inun-

dating the audience was almost
overwhelming. Attempts to

Impose historical or rational

data upon such a rich spectrum
would do the production an
injustice. Such accessible data

could be neatly plucked from
the production; more defined

personalities elicited more spe-

cific responses.

The three slapstick Judges,

Kate Prendergast, Mitchell

Anderson and Sally Nicholson,

drew roars of approval during

their soft shoe Interpretation of

the hallowed courts of Justice.

Marc Wolf painted an equally

successful portrait of Tom
Palne's degradation, prostrat-

ing himself at the feet of such

dangerous foolishness. Such
vignettes, however successful

unto themselves, only achieved

importance and significance

within the whole.

Vibrant stage aet

Art Professor Ed Epplng's

original set design contributed

to Tom Palne's continuity and
sense of completeness. His

chosen shapes and movements
were pared down to essential

elements which allowed the

stage to reverberate with possi-

bilities. The subtle choreo-

graphy of light and shade on the

set's movable framework
shifted and defined the charac-

ters through time and space.

The changeable quality of

Epplng's set complemented the

richly uncategorlcal nature of

the whole of Tom Paine.

Arlo Guthrie charms Chapin
Continued from Page 1

and lively versions of both

"Coming Into Los Angeles" and
"Motorcycle Song."

Guabl, Guabi
Guthrie's sound has tjecome

more slick and polished since

the days of Woodstock, and the

beers have added a few Inches

to his waistline. But a Guthrie
concert without politics is like a
Salada teabag without a ridicu-

lous proverb.

"Anybody who's
not afraid to turn

around is a friend

of mine . . . includ-

ing people who run

colleges."

Before the concert Guthrie
spoke to an unidentified Willi-

ams student who apparently
had asked him to address the

issue of South Africa and divest-

ment. He touched on the Issue

briefly In the middle of the show
In a light-hearted song he called

"Guabl Guabl." the story of a
South African worker who met
an unexplained death at the

hands of a corrupt police force.

It wasn't until the second half

of the concert that his light-

hearted political satire turned
more serious. With the recent

reinstatement of draft registra-

tion, Guthrie has brought back
into his repertoire the ever pop-

ular "Alice's Restaurant." He
has modified the song about the

draft slightly to pertain more
directly to today's registration

issue. The twenty minute song

brought the crowd to Its feet.

Slave aliip

Toward the end of the show
Guthrie seemed to suffer a

slight attack of conscience. He
sat down at the piano and began
a soulful and captivating
"Amazing Grace" to which he
added a personal note. "I Just

wanted you to know that this

song was written by the captain

of a slave ship who, In the mid-
dle of one of his crossings,

turned his boat around and went
back to Africa. He came back to

America and began writing

songs like this.

"Anybody who's not afraid to

turn around Is a friend of mine-
all people . . . including people

who run colleges. Don't ever be
afraid to turn around."

Quitartat and keyboard playar (abova) from Quthria't back-up band 8h«-
nandoah. Quthiia (balow) ditplayad his own vartatlllty by playing tha
harmonica, acouatk guitar and alactrlc grand piano. (Glick)
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Parkhurst helps bring College Museum alive

Former

Natl Gallery

Director now

at Williams

by Micliael Govan

Among the new walls, new
offices, and new galleries of

Lawrence Hall Is a new face.

Charles Parkhurst, formerly
Assistant Director and Chief

Curator of the National Gallery

of Art in Washington, D. C,
has been working since Febru-
ary as Co-director of our own
Williams College Museum of

Art.

Parkhurst retired from his

post as second-in-command at

the National Gallery In January
at age 70, although he looks

barely 40. Parkhurst was asked
to come to WUllamstown for at

least 18 months to assist

Museum Director Tom Krens
who is currently working
towards an M.A. In Business

Administration. With the Col-

lege Museum growing rapidly,

its administration needs are

great. "It's a new enterprise

with new problems," said

Parkhurst.

"Alter ego"
Although Parkhurst handled

a staff of 700 in Washington and
handles a staff of only seven In

Lawrence Hall, he says that his

work here is not entirely differ-

ent. He considers himself an

"alter ego" to the directors at

both museums, and humorously
refers to himself as "low profile

Charlie."

WUllamstown is not new to

Mr. Parkhurst. As a child he

visited the campus with his

father, a Williams grad of '98.

Parkhurst himself graduated

from Williams In '35 after

transferring from Oberlln
before his sophomore year. He

taught a Winter Study course
here three years ago.

More charm
"WUllamstown has every-

thing I like." said Parkhurst.
"It has much more charm than
Washington." Asked how he got

to work In the relatively small
College Museum after adminis-
trating one of the world's larg-

est art museums, he chuckled
and answered. "I don't like this

to get out ... I angled for this Job

for five years, and finally got

It." "I'm happy to live here and
use the facilities," he added.
Besides helping out at the

Museum, Parkhurst is in WUll-

amstown to continue his

research In the field of color the-

ory. He now devotes much of his

time to his study. "I had the

field all to myself for years.

Now dogs are barking at my
heels."

Parkhurst has traced the

origins of modern color theory

back to the 12th century. He is

working now to fill a gap in the

history of color theory between
1500 and 1600. "Those artists

don't seem to have written

about it. They painted it,"

explained Parkhurst.

Magic and acience

His research requires a
breadth of knowledge— "lots

more things than I can control,"

said Parkhurst. He has studied

both Eastern and Western art,

and has collaborated with
scientists In some cases. He
found some of his sources In 12th

century Arabic. Among his

stacks of books can be found A
Medieval Hiatory of Magic and
Science In eight volumes. "If

you don't know where to start,"

said Parkhurst. "look It up In

the Index of that book."

Parkhurst has no definite

plans when his 18 month term at

the Williams Museum Is up. "I

could stay here with great plea-

sure," he admits.

Mutaum co-dlractor Chartas Parkhurst (laft) Inspactt tha larga naw
gallary. Tha atrium (middle) batwtan old Lawranca Hall and tha naw
addition faaturas •kyllght* and aarlal walkways. Tha ground floor of tha
atrium (balow) displays Charlat Moora's aclactic archltactura.

New addition both imaginative and practical
Hammers are still pounding and

construction debris Is still scattered

about, but the new addition to Law-
rence Hall, the College Museum of

Art. Is nearlng completion. The $4.5

million project will put the Williams
Museum among the very best col-

lege museums In the country.

The addition, along with Its new
cUmate control and security sys-

tems, will allow the Museum to boT-

row works from other museums and
set up shows of national Importance.

The Museum will also display Its

own Impressive collection, which Is

especially strong In American art.

The permanent collection Is growing
along with the Museum. "Our goal,"

said Museum Co-director Charles

Parrkhurst, "Is that no one can do a
show in America without borrowing
a work from the Williams College
Museum."

"Sleeping giant"

Parkhurst remarked that the

museum already rates high In the

art world, but that few people out-

side the art world know how good It

Is. He attributes much of the Muse-
um's new growth to Director Tom
Krens who "brought the sleeping

giant to life."

The Museum will open In Sep-

tember of this year with four new
shows, one of which will display the

works of Maurice and Charles Pre-

ndergast, two important figures in

19th/20th century American art. The
show will consist of paintings on loan

from the collection of Mrs. Eugenie
Prendergast, wife of Charles.

Aerial walkways
The Museum staff is delighted

with the new addition designed by
prominent American architect Cha-

rles Moore. "It's easy to handle ... a

solid basis for future development,"

said Parkhurst, "It's rare to find

designs of such Imagination which

are Just as practical to work with."

The addition features a spectacular

atrium with skylights and aerial

walkways between the old and new
sections of the building.

Money Is still being raised to com-
plete renovation of the old Lawrence
Hall and add features to the new
addition, such as a loading dock and

a celling In the main gallery, which

had been deleted due to budget
constraints.

Nighttime uae
New offices for Art Department

faculty and a new slide room, also

part of the addition, have been In use
since January. Art faculty are gen-

erally very pleased with the space.

Students are already using the new
art studio and renovated photo-

graphy lab.

A lecture hall, a room for art con-

ferences and a classroom will open
In September. Several logistical

problems Involving nighttime stu-

dent use of the facilities still need to

be worked out. Professor of Art E. J.

Johnson said that plans include pro-

visions for student study areas with
access to class materials such as
photographs.

Concert Listings

praparad by TOONERVILLE TROLLEY RECORDS

Wed , May 4 B-52s, Chance. Poughkeeptle. NY
Jonathan Edwards, Hangar One. Hadley,

MaM
Johnny Qrlffin, Jonathan Swift'a, Boston
Arlo Quthria & Shenandoah, EM Loews,

Worcester, Mau
Martha & the Muffina, Rusty Nail. Sunder-

land, Mass
Akua and Gayte Dixon, Brooks-Rogers

Recital Hall, Wlllianna College (4 PM)
Music from Marlt>oro, Clark Art Institute.

Wllliamstown

Si Kahn. Brooks-Rogers Recital Hall.

Williams College (8 PM)

Thur , May 5 l>-2, Orpheum. Boston
Si Kahn, Northampton High School, North-
ampton. Mass

Circle Jerks. Chateau. Alt>any. NY
Maurice Raymond & the Lonely Boys. Rusty

Nail. Sunderland. Mass

May 5-7 Cruise Control with Matt "Oultar"

Murphey. Danny's Place, Holyoke. Maaa
FrI . May 6 David Bromberg, Chance.

Poughkeepele. NY
Blotto. Chateau. Albany. NY
Janice Perry, Common Ground, Brattleboro,

Vt

Triumph. Civic Ctr.. Providenc*. Rl

U-2, Orpheum, Boston
George Winston, Troy Music Hall, Troy, NY
NRBQ. Rusty Nail, Sunderland, Mass

May 6 & 7 Ronee Blakely, Paasim's. Boston

Sat ,
May 7 Garland Jeffries. Chance.
Poughkeepsie. NY

Triumph & Foghat. Centrum. Worcester. MA
Martha & the Muffins. Channel, Boston
Wilhelmenia Wiggeni Fernandez (Diva),

Academy of Music, Northampton. Mass.
Safam & Klezmer Conservatory Band.
Sharon High School, Sharon. Mass

8 to the Bsr. Rusty Nail. Sunderland. Mass
Williams Choral Society. Chapin Hall,

Williams College

Sun ,
May 8 Frankie Armstrong. Iron Horse.

Northampton
George Winston. Salem Theater Boston.
Mass

Impressions reunion with Jerry Butler &
Curtis Msyfield. Berklee Performance
Center. Boeton

Steven Schoenberg. Sage Halt. Smith
College. Northampton. Mass

ABC Benefit with Marc del Greco. Alice A
Larry Spatz. Rich Tiven. Brooks-Rogers
Recital Hall. Williams College (2 PM)

In

Other

Ivory

Towers

Middiebury

Mlddlebury College has been the scene of great
uproar in recent weeks. Vitao Acconcl, a visiting
professor of art, created a sculpture he called "Way
Station Number One." The Middiebury Campus
reports that many students have called It other, less
flattering, names.
A group of students calling themselves the Com-

mittee to Relocate the Acconcl Sculpture (CRAS)
has organized a petition with over 800 signatures to
move the sculpture to an unspecified "more secure"
location. Leaders of CRAS have stated that "people
who don't want to look at It shouldn't have to."
Another group has recently formed. People In Sup-

port of Vlto (PISCOV). which would like to see the
scultpure remain.
Two students In the class of 1986, because of low

numbers In Mlddlebury's room draw, have volun-
teered to live In the sculpture, which faintly resem-
bles a cross l)etween a toolshed and an outhouse
according to Middiebury sophomore Andy Bell.

The sculpture has provoked a strong response from
the student body and the Student Forum voted for Its

location.

The Campus quoted Dean of Arts and Humanities

Stephen Donadioas saying that he was "uneasy with

the Idea that works of art should be subjected To a

vote." He likened the student petition and the Stu-

dent Forum vote to other forms of censorship. He
also refused to comment on where the money for the

sculpture came from.

However, students have taken matters Into their

own hands. Vandals have repeatedly attacked the

sculpture In recent weeks.

University of Dlinoia

A survey was taken recently at the University of

Illinois. Champalgn-Urbana. The survey compared
graffiti in men's and women's bathrooms. Women's
writings are. apparently, ' 'more interactive and per-

sonal." In contrast, men tend to write about "sexual
conquests and powers."

Connecticut College

Connecticut College recently adapted a student
proposal to limit smoking in dining halls. The Con-
necticut College Voice reports that "current condi-

tions . . . make eating unhealthy for all students as
well as unpleasant and unappetizing for most non-
smokers." The new policy will limit smoking to one
room In multi-section dining halls and to a single

table In smaller dining rooms.

I I I I
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Nuclear fusion field gets hotter Record Review
by Daniel Keating

The latest breakthroughs In

nuclear fusion technology and
its development as a new
energy source were energeti-

cally described by Harold P.

Furth in a lecture last Friday.
However, Furth, who Is direc-

tor of Princeton University's

Plasma Physics Lab. cautioned
that further research will be
necessary before fusion energy
becomes commercially avail-

able.

Furth oversees 300 physicists

and engineers on a plant which
cost $314 million when it was
built in the early 1970's.

As Furth explained, fusion

works by Joining two atoms into

a heavier one. When they are
fused, some mass is lost.

"Armed with e»mc2, you can
deduce that energy is released

when mass is lost," he said.

The advantages of fusion

power are that it uses ocean
water as fuel and creates no
radioactive waste, as nuclear

fission (splitting rather than
joining atoms) does.

100 million degrees
To push the atoms together,

however, the temperature must
be at least 100 million degrees
Centigrade.

"The 100 million degrees is

one of the problems," said

Furth, "but not by any means
the worst. Because the temper-
ature is so great, the challenge

is not letting the heated atoms
touch anything, he added.
The method which Furth is

pioneering at Princeton circles

the atoms In a loop with mag-
netic sides. Furth compared
this method to "the big fusion

reactor In the sky,
'

' the sun , and
concluded that the similarity

means that "we have nature's

approval on this project."

His laboratory at Princeton

WK"^ '^^.^ /votff M aHe

Reed explores HEARTS

has reached 80 million degrees
and is currently building a reac-

tor twice as large, he said.

Furth expects Tokamac, a

donut-shaped reactor, to reach
its maximum of 200 million

degrees by 1985, and by 1986 to

reach the break-even point of

getting as much energy out as

they put In to start It.

Other plans call for an Engi-

neering Test Reactor, the first

commercially feasible fusion

reactor, to be built In 1991, he

said.

"It should be operating by the

year 2000," he said. "People like

to get things done by the year
2000."

Summing up how much has
been achieved In a field which Is

still unexplored. Furth quipped,
"You should be Impressed that

people who know as little as we
do have accomplished so
much."

TliieCUPSHOP
Hair Salon of the BO's

For He and She

WCFM TOP TEN
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Walks—more rambling reminiscences

FrMhman Becky Hall* carrlM th« ball In th« woman's rugby taam't B-tlda

lOM to thair alumni.

Maanwhila, th« A-tld« lott to Mlddlabury 7-4. Sophomora Qlngar Qr—n9
•corad tita Ephwoman'a only try with 20 matar run up tlia waak tlda.

Co-captaIn Jana Parfcar '83 commantad that "It waa a good scrum gama."

Tha ruggars faca Amharst at Amherst to close out their season next

Saturday. (Lockwood)

by John Clayton

All the teams I cover walk.

They all walk opposing batters—sometimes by
the dozen. I don't know if it's the pitchers In par-

ticular, the level of play In general, or me sitting

on the sidelines.

The Williams team walked 30 people In three

games this weekend.
• • • •

Maybe my teams walk because I walk.
Whenever I'm playing In a refereed baseball,

wlffle ball or softliall game, I go for a walk as
much as a hit. That may have something to do
with my barely being able to hit the ball unless It's

on a tee.

When I played for my school In eighth grade. I

only got up three times. Twice I walked. The third

time I struck out, only because I felt I hadto swing
at a ball once in my school baseball career.

On a 3-2 pitch, I swung at a ball four feet outside.

My friends always regarded walking as wimpy.
They also thought singles hitters were wimpy.
Not being able todo much else, I didn't have much
of a choice—I could be a wimpy hitter or strike

out. I did both with regularity.

As a fan. walks annoy me. Especially inept

walks. If you're going to be inept, there are a lot

more exciting ways to do it: muffing a grounder,
letting a fly ball hit you on the head, or stealing
second with the bases loaded.

My favorite is playing first base and dropping
an easy toss from the pitcher to blow the ball-

game. (Sounds like a Little League-type error,
right? I did it last year in Keg SoftbaU).

• • • •

Walks, though, are easy for the hitter. Unless
he's Pete Rose. The way he hustles down to first,

they should call them runs. But that might get
complicated.

UMass powers past crew
Men's crew was home again on Saturday for races with the

University of Massachusetts and Lowell. The varsity eight lost

to U.Mass., while both freshman boats, lightweights and heavy-
weights, beat their opponents.
The varsity eight rowed a poor race on the Lake Onota course,

finishing 17 seconds behind the U.Mass. eight. The Ephs did not

seem to be completely in the race mentally, while U.Mass. was
able to rely on their strength for the victory.

U.Mass. had a small lead at the 500 meter mark, but some
rough water and some poor Williams strokes quickly dropped
the Ephs back. Williams was able to take the rating up effec-

tively at the end of the 2000 meters, but Massachusetts had too

great a lead.
Froah race ahead

The freshman heavyweight crew demonstrated conclusively

that they are a force to be reckoned with, demolishing the lads

from Amherst and Lowell. Rowing a very strong race Williams

beat U.Mass. by 18 seconds, and Lowell by 32. Williams led from
the start and rowed a very controlled race, never looking back.

The freshman lightweights rowed as the second freshman
eight against the Lowell second freshman boat. They too had a

good day. Williams had opened water after the first 30 strokes,

and rowed a clean race.

Mishap caps women's crew weekend
by Lee Farbman

The women's crew left on Fri-

day afternoon for a planned
regatta at Philadelphia with the

University of Pennsylvania,
Georgetown, Princeton, and
Dartmouth. However, on Satur-

day morning at race time there
were three foot swells on the

Schuylkill river course with a

high wind. Since the course was
clearly unrowable, the coaches
decided to go to Princeton for

races there.

Adventure
Dartmouth and Princeton are

seeded in the top three in the
east. The varsity race was an
adventure in itself for the Willi-

ams eight. After a good start.

Williams was up a seat on Prin-

ceton, and only two seats behind
Penn. Then, at the 300 meter
point, Molly Tennis '85, the Wil-

liams stroke, lost her oar when
the oarlock Inexplicably popped
open. The Williams boat stayed

cool, however, and continued to

row the bow 7 while Tennis
replaced the oar and tightened

the lock, which took a dozen or

so strokes.

During this interim Williams
dropped half a length behind,

but pulled together for a strong

surge In the middle of the race to

draw nearly even with Prin-

ceton. By the last 300 meters,
however, the effort required to

hold even and surge took Its toll

on the Ephwomen, and they fell

victim to the Princeton sprint.

A clearly superior Dartmouth
boat won the 1500 meter race In

4:54.2, Princeton edged out

U.Penn on the sprint to take
second by .2 seconds, and Willi-

ams was fourth. Williams coach
George Marcus called the Ephs'
performance "extremely
gutsy."

Novicea fall ahort

In the Junior varsity eight

race Williams was able to hold

within one length for more than
half of the race, but In the end
Princeton and Dartmouth
proved too strong.

The novice four lost by seven
lengths to UMass at home.

\®\<*

SUMMER STORAGE!
TREET Cleaners will clean

and store your clothes for

the price of DRY CLEANING.

Clean Now, Pay Later,

Compare Prices and SAVE!

BONUS: Present your student I.D. at

the store and get a 10% discount
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Holyoke outhits Softball
by Liz Streltz

The women's softball team lost 9-5 to a strong Mt. Holyoke club

Saturday at home. Last Tuesday they beat Southern Vermont 9-0.

The Mt. Holyoke game remained close, 3-2, until the bottom of the

fifth Inning when Mt. Holyoke's solid hitting pulled In four runs.

After the game. Coach Sue Hudson-Hamblln said that although

the women play better and better each game and continue to play a

strong defensive game, the club needs to develop consistency at the

plate.

Strong seventh inning

The women's seventh Inning performance was certainly a boost

to the team's confidence In Its hitting. Down 7-2, the women scored

three runs. Senior Liz Jex's triple at the top of the Inning spurred on

the last-gasp rally.

Along with Jex, there were other strong Individual performan-

ces. Teresa Galms '85 went two for three at the plate and played an

excellent defensive game In left field. Galms had a number of fine

catches and threw out two Mt. Holyoke batters at the plate.

Karen Montzka '85 was one for three at the plate and pitched five

Innings. Debbie Wlckenden '85 pitched the remaining two Innings.

Beat Southern Vermont

In last Tuesday's home game against Southern Vermont, the

women scored eight runs In the third Inning on Just three hits.

Montzka pitched five Innings and had nine strikeouts. At the plate

Montzka went two for four, scoring two runs.

Catcher Thalia Meehan '83 also did well at the plate. Meehan

batted two for three and scored a run In the third.

The women have a busy upcoming week. They have a regularly

scheduled games against RPI Wednesday and two against UMass-

Boston Saturday.

,fi V J.
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Fraahman flob Coaklay pounds ball to rl«ht flald against Southam Vannont. (Lockwood)

Baseball splits in Maine
Continued from Page 10

over the center field fence In the

fifth, following a walk to Rob
Coakley.
Delorenzo gave up one hit

and four walks while striking

out eight In his six Innings. Hen-

nlgan replaced him to start the

seventh, and pitched two

Innings of no-hlt ball, walking

two and striking out two. Matt

Viola '84 pitched the ninth,

walking the bases loaded but

getting out of It with a double

play.

On Tuesday, Williams lost to

Amherst at Amherst, 5-0. The
Ephs had only three hits, one

each for White, Brownell and

freshman Dick HoUlngton.

Morris pitched the whole

game, giving up nine hits but

only one earned run, while walk-

ing two and striking out one.

Amherst scored one in the first,

two in the third, and two In the

fourth.

The team Is now 4-5 up North,

6-12 overall. They faced Ameri-

can International yesterday.

Ruggers play in tourneys Linksters eleventh in N.E.

by Paul Hogan

The men's rugby team split

up Saturday, with the Aside

traveling to Boston for the Bab-

son Invitational tournament;

while the B and C sides went to

Albany for the Old Green

tournament.
At Babson, the Aside won

their first match 7-3 against

Mass. Maritime RFC, then lost

a close contest to the hosts from

Babson 15-12.

The fine play of both the line

and the scrum led to the victory

over Maritime. Powerhouse
John Frese- '84 started off the

Williams scoring with a try and

co-captaln Dave Park '83

accounted for the other three

point with a field goal.

The smooth teamwork of the

icrum provided much ball for

the line towork with. Co-captaln

Brian Gradle '83, Chip Connolly

•83, and Joe Carey '84 played

with Intense ferocity. Linemen

Hugh Hluzenga '84 and Jimmy
Bell '84 kept the Maritime

defenders on the run with their

fine kicking and passing. The

side's potential bubbled forth

throughout the match.

In the next match the Babson

Beavers held the homefleld

advantage which helped them

squeak to a close three-point

victory. The magic foot of Rob
Kusel '83 accounted for 8 of Wil-

liams' 12 points with yet another

drop kick, a field goal and a

conversion.

The line again plated with

smooth teamwork and the Willi-

ams try was scored In a pretty

play featuring fine passing,

explosive running and strong

support. Dave Lipscomb '83,

Bell and Frese were all Instru-

mental In the try that Park
finally touched down. The
scrum again terrorized their

opponents with Dixon Pike '83,

BUI Donovan '83 and John May
'84 leading the attack. A Babson

field goal late In the game led to

the Williams defeat.

Albany tourney

The B and C sides went west to

Albany to play In a 12-team A-

slde tournament hosted by the

Old Green RFC.
In the B side's first match

against Albany Law, the scrum
and line both dominated. Pete

Aiken '86 and Rich Weber '83

anchored a solid white pack,

while captains Larry Hebb '83

and Drew Klein '84 kept the ball

moving smoothly. Law ulti-

mately bowed to the accuracy of

senior Kris Strohbehn's right

foot, as Williams won 3-0 on a

penalty kick.

WiLLIAMSTOWN
National
Bank

«lllla**l«wa Mattafk******

CGIVIPLETE BANKING AND
TRUST SERVICES
l/l/e Know How To Help

fSDCHAi DCPOSn INSUHANC£ CORPORAT ION

WEST PACKAGE STORE
$25.00

Carling's V2 Keg
Route 2

Between N.A and Williamstown

8 am-10 pm M-W 663-6081 8 am-11 pm Th-Sat

The second game was defined

by a fierce defensive stand on

the goal-line against a tough

RPI side. Again the scrum and
line played well together, and
again a penalty kick made the

difference: RPI 3, Williams 0.

Good, hard rugby was played by
both teams, as senior Bill Best's

hustle and pinpoint kicks

exemplified.

Uglleat ruggers

The day's most Intense match
was played by the Williams C
side and a motley collection of

some of the East's ugliest

ruggers. John Conlon '85 and
Steve Troyer '86 sent opponents

sprawling on both offense and
defense.

The second half belonged to

white, as a long and spirited

offensive attack resulted In a

beautiful try by scrummle Brad
Blssell '86, and Williams won 4-

0.

The ruggers face Berkshire

RFC Saturday at Cole Field at

1:30.

The golf team moved Its

record to a disappointing 1-3

with a win over Union College

and a loss to American Inter-

national Thursday. Earlier In

the week, they placed eleventh

In the New Englands. AIC's

total of 398 was well ahead of

the Ephs 410 and Union's 419.

Earlier In the week, they fin-

ished eleventh In the New
Englands.

Senior co-captaln Phil Seef-

rled was Medalist for the

match; his 76 put him Just

ahead of several other play-

ers. Sophomores Chris Harned
and BUI McClements carded

82 and 83 for the Ephs.

New Englands

In the New Englands. the

team broke to a first day
eighth-place standing with a

320 total before faltering on the

final day of competition with

four scores totalling 340. The
Ephs 660 total put them well

behind Central Connecticut's

winning 612. Bryant took

second with 619 while Amherst

JOSEPH E. DEVEY

9:00 - 5:00

Mon.-Sat
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Budweiser
KINCw OF BEFRS.

ATHLEn OF THE Wmi

Thi» week'i recipient if senior tennis captain

Mark Sopher, undefeated at number four sin-

gles and number one doubles uith Brook

l.armer, who led the unbeaten tennis team to

the MCSCAC championship. Mark, this Bud's

/4

ik&RAIfucfoul

rallied for third at 630.

Sophomore Mike Hennlgan
paced the Ephs with rounds of

77 and 82 for a 159 total which

put him Just off the 144 winning

total of Bryant's Jim Hallett,

U.S. Amateur seml-flnalist

and Low Amateur at this

year's Masters Tournament.
A talented quartet of Willi-

ams seniors closely followed

Hennlgan. Charlie Thompson
carded 79 and 85 for a 164 total

while co-captaln Bruce Goff

swung to a 168 total. Todd
Krleg and Phil Seefrlend were
Just behind at 169 and 170.

Bad weather

Coach Rudy Goff said, "It's

unfortunate that snow and bad
weather have Interrupted our

practice schedule so serious-

ly; we had some good individ-

ual efforts out there but we
were a little rusty on the touch

shots".

Mike Hennlgan '85 won the

NESCAC tournament Monday
with a 151, leading Williams to

the top team score.

».Uvvu*.\JL

Send
Mom the

Very Best!

Don't forget to send

Mom YO^J" warmest
thoughts and wishes

on her special day.

I
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Track romps to Little Three title
The men's track team ably defeated arch-

rivals Amherst and Wesleyan in the annual
Little Three spring track meet.
The Ephmen chalked up 77 points to

Amherst's 57 and Wesleyan's 56 at Saturday's
meet at Weston Field. The Wesleyan women's
team managed a 5-point lead over Williams in

the final score, 69-64, with Amherst completing
the tally with 25 points.

Alejandro double winner
On the Men's track events, Tomas Alejandro

triumphed in both the 100-yard dash and the 200
meter race. He and Amherst's Lyons were the
only double winners for the Men's events;
Lyons won both the high Jump and the triple

Jump.

In other track events, the Williams team won
the 400 meter relay and placed second in the

one-mile relay. Junior Bo Parker won the 1500

meter with a 3: 57.0. Junior Ken James also

triumphed in the 110 hurdles. Moreover, fresh-

man Clark Otley provided team points in three

events with third-place finishes in the pole

vault, 100-yard dash, and the 200-meter race.

In the field events, Bernie Krause '84 won in

the hammer event and captured third in the

shotput. John Campbell '84 won the pole vault

while Jeff Congdon '84 threw the Javelin 179y4

"

to win that event.

Rockwood leads women
For the women, Lindsay Rockwood '85 con-

tributed a win in the high Jump, seconds in the
100 hurdles and 400 hurdles, and a third in the
long Jump.
Wesleyan dominated the remaining field

events with their wins in the shotput, Javelin,

and discus, and a first-place finish in the long
Jump.

In the track events, senior Melanie Taylor
won the 100-yard dash in 13.0 seconds and
placed second in the 200 meter race. Amy
Doherty '84 won the 1500 while teammates
Mary Ellen Mahoney '86 and Susan Bragdon
'83 won the 100 hurdles and 3000 meter race,

respectively. Freshman Mary Keller achieved
two third-place finishes in the 800 and 1500

meter races as well. FrMhman Clark Otl«y turgot past an Amhartt runn«r in th«

Walks plague batsmen
by John Clayton and
Andrew Garfield

Hitting well but plagued by
walks, the baseball team went
1-3 on a weekend trip to Maine;
splitting with Bates on Saturday
and losing to Colby Friday.

"For the weekend," said WU-
liams Coach Jim Briggs, "in

three games we had 36 hits but

let up 30 walks. If we had some
pitching to go with this hitting,

we'd be a great team."
Junior John Hennigan pitched

the first Bates game, walking
eleven batters in seven innings.

Five of Bates' runs were caused
by walks. Hennigan walked four

in the second inning, when
Bates scored their first two
runs.

Third baseman Brian
Rutledge '85 was the Ephs'
offensive star in the first game,
going two-for-three.

Nine-run Inning
A nine-run, nine-hit sixth

inning propelled Williams to the
second game victory. "All nine
hits were wicked shots," said
Coach Briggs.

Senior co-captain Bob Brow-
nell capped off the inning with a
400-foot three run homer. Rob
Coakley '86 had a two-RBI dou-
ble, and Phil Lusardi '85 had a
one-RBI double.

Junior John D«lor«nzo hurl«d six ono-hlt Innings aoalntt Southorn Vor-

mont W*dn«Mlay as tho Epht won 5-0. (Lockwood)

Lusardi also added a one-run
homer in the fourth. Rob Coak-
ley was four for five on the day,
Louie Nasser '83 and Mark
White '84 each went three for

five.

Kevin Morris (2-1) pitched the

whole game, walking eight.

Williams pitchers gave up 13

hits and ten walks In the Colby
game.
"We walked six leadoff hit-

ters," said Briggs, "and all of

them scored."

Junior Bill Hugo started for

Williams, and was given a 4-1

lead in the top of the fourth. But
he walked the first three batters

in the bottom of that inning, and
Colby went on to score five runs.

Williams regained the lead at

9-8 in the sixth, but Eph pitchers

Steve Watson, Dave Moss, and
Rob Coakley could not contain

the Mules.

Rob Coakley was the offen-

sive star for Williams, going two
for four with a home run.

Brother Mike Coakley '85 went
three for five, Lusardi was three

for four, and White was two for

four.

Earlier in the week, home
runs by Brownell and White and
six innings of one-hit pitching by
John Delorenzo '84 led Williams

in a win over Southern Vermont
Wednesday.
Brownell had a three-run

homer In the fourth inning, into

the bleachers deep down the

left-field line. The homer fol-

lowed a walk to White and a

pitcher's error that allowed

Mike Coakley to reach first.

White had a two-run blast

Continued on Page 9

100. Otity took third In tht raco; th« Ephman won tha Llttla Thraa m—t.
(Shapiro)

Tennis wins NESCAC
Williams entered the weekend NESCAC tourney with the high-

est number of seeds of any team in the draw. Competing against

10 other New England colleges, Williams won 3 of the 6 single

draws, had semifinalists in two others and captured 2 of the 3

doubles draws. Williams finished with 25 points and second place

Amherst had 19.

Greg Zaff '84 and Craig Hammond '85 captured the B doubles

crown in a tough 3 set final against Trinity. Brook Larmer '84

teamed up with Mark Sopher '83 to take theA doubles and earn a

berth at the Division III Nationals in two weeks.
Sopher, a number 1 seed, defeated his Amherst opponent in

three sets to take the D draw singles. Tim Rives '85 won the E
class soundly. As number 3 seed he cruised through in straight

sets. Unseeded Tom Harrity '84 posted a three-set victory over
Amherst's numl)er 6 player to take the final draw.
After falling behind 3-1 in the singles at Trinity on Wednesday,

Williams stormed back to take the remaining two singles

matches and sweep the 3 doubles matches.
The team finishes its regular season with three home matches

this week They face Albany on Tuesday, Wesleyan on Saturday,
and Colgate on Sunday.

Wesleyan edges laxwomen
Despite an incredible come-

back in which Williams scored
eight goals in five minutes, the
Ephwomen lost to Wesleyan 13-

12 on Saturday. The loss drops
Williams' record to 3-3.

According to Coach Peel
Hawthorne, Williams was
"sluggish" at the outset of the
match. Wesleyan put in five
goals In the first six minutes to

lead 9-4 at halftime.

Co-captaln Bea Fuller '83 led
the second-half charge, scoring

3 goals and making several
"critical offensive and defen-

sive plays." Alison Earle '84

and Cary Cento '86 also had 3

goals apiece.

Williams lost on Tuesday to

Trinity 12-9 in spite of 3 goals by
Laura Rogers '86 and 16 saves
by goalie Beth Flynn '83. Haw-
thorne comments that "we
haven't l)een able to put two
good haves together.

'

' The team
plays at Union on Tuesday and
at Middlebury on Thursday.

CORRECTION:
Incoming basketball coach Harry Sheehy graduated

from Williams Class of 1975. Last week's Record incorrectly

identified Sheehy's class.
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Y^AAC asks senior class

to withhold donations
Written by Jeff Brainard; reported

by Brainard and Jon Tigar

The Williams Antl-Apartheid

Coalition (WAAC) distributed a

letter to the senior class last

week asking It to sign a pledge

not to donate money to Williams

until the College divests from all

companies and banks doing bus-

iness with South Africa. So far,

25 seniors have signed, accord-

ing to WAAC spokesman Geoff

Mamlet '83.

A group of 23 seniors

responded with a letter asking

the class to Ignore WAAC's

request. The letter said that stu-

dents can support the College

but still continue to work for

social change as alumni. The

seniors who signed said that

many of them favor some kind

ofdivestment but are opposed to

WAAC's proposal.

WAAC made the same prop-

osal In 1978 and 1982. According

to the administration this year's

contributions from the Class of

1978 set an all-time record high

for a class five years out of Willi-

ams, but It Is still too early to tell

whether the boycott will have

any effect.

"A moral qiiestlon"

WAAC's letter said Invest-

ment In South Africa Is not con-

sistent with the values that the

"dmmttf stands for. becausp
iliuse inveaiiiifnia support

apartheid.
"Investment In South Africa

thus becomes a moral question

rather than simply a financial

one," the letter said, concluding

that by not giving to Williams,

seniors "will be helping the Col-

lege to renew Its commitment to

Its values."

A number of faculty and

administration members said

they oppose WAAC's proposal,

because, among other reasons,

the endowment contributes 40

percent of each student's educa-

tional expenses.

"After all the discussions of

the past year, not to mention the

years preceding," said Dean of

the College Daniel O'Connor,

"to see that WAAC still reduces

the Issue to a single conflict

between morality, on the one

hand, and 'financial' considera-

tions, on the other, fills me with

a sense of deep frustration.

What, after all, was the pdlnt of

all the meetings many of us

faithfully attended?" President

John Chandler called the move
"Implicitly selfish" because he

says It denies the future genera-

tions of students the same
benefits that the signers have

enjoyed.
Escrow account

John Small '83, current Col-

lege Council Treasurer and can-

didate for Class Treasurer,

made yet a third proposal, that

the senior class put the funds It

would otherwise donate to Its

class fund Into an escrow

account which would not be

turned over to the College until

It divested from companies and

banks doing business In South

Africa and "exhibited serious
commitment and progress
towards eventual lull divest-

ment." Small noted that the

class fund which he proposes to

put In escrow would be used only

to fund class reunions. How-

ever, Derede Arthur '83, a

WAAC spokesperson, said that

WAAC may encourage seniors

to put all donations to the Col-

lege Into such an account. She

also said WAAC Is looking at

model escrow accounts, such as

the one set up by Harvard

seniors protesting apartheid

this spring.

Seniors have made pledges

not to give to Williams before,

with mixed results. Between 100

and 150 seniors signed a pledge

In 1978 not to contribute, accord-

ing to Director of Alumni Rela-

tions Craig Lewis. He said he

was told by 1978 Class Agent

John Farmakls that about 50 of

those graduates are still oppos-

ing giving money because of the

College's Investment policies.

Its first year out, 49 percent of

the Class of 1978 donated, which

Lewis said was lower than

expected. This year Its partici-

pation rate was 56 percent, still

lower than the average for all

classes, 65 percent. However

the amount It contributed this

year set the record mentioned

above. Lewis said It was too

early to Judge what the mixed

results meant for future

fundralslng.

Effect on giving

Sixty graduates of the Class of

1982 signed a similar petition.

The class's participation rate

this year was 43 percent,

although Lewis attributed the

low figure to a number of other

factors.
Lewis noted that many

alumni were upsetwhen the Col-

lege abolished fraternities and

Introduced coeducation. Many
stopped giving money, but

Lewis said there never was any

large effect on overall giving.

"The more distant graduates

get from Williams In time and

geography," Chandler said,

"the more they appreciate that

there are legitimate grounds for

disagreement . . . and the more

they Judge Williams' contribu-

Continued on Page 4
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BOYER BANS BLUE BAXTER BILLBOARD—Public Information Direc-

tor Ray Boy*r diacontlnuvd um of th« tportt announc«m«nt billboard

at Baxt«r Hall this wtak bacauta tha aign Is "not vary attractlva." Boyar

raachad tha daclalon following a ditcuttlon with Praaldant John

Chandlar. Boyar said ha did not Intand tha mova as a symbolic gastura

toward tha Athlatic Dapartmant, and ha Is saaking naw Idaas for prom-

oting tha taams on campus. Tha sign In front of Lasall Gymnasium will

ramain through this yaar.

HTmanitarlan and author Ella Wlo..! .ddr^aaad . capacity cr^d^«J

Chapin Hall laat Wadnasday night.

Wiesel: survival

in a hostile history
byDBvtdKlelt m f madness,"

"In order tor us not go mad, we must cure 'he wor ° yvednes-

sald renowned author and holocaust survivor Elie «

day before a packed Chapin Hall
^"•''^""i^.n conditions." Wiesel

Speaking on "The Jewish history and human
co^^^^

^^^^ ^_^^

asserted that Jewish history and
''""'^"'''nees between people led

In the past the belief that there were differences

to events like the Nazi regime, said W»s •

,,^^^3 3,, .

.

"Now we know thatwhatever happens
too ^ f

^^ ^^^^

once evil Is allowed to act and [^^": " ^~'
"rsecutton has been

Wiesel commented that every method ol persec
^^^

used to destroy Jews, butJheystl^Uemam^^ew^^^^^
^^ ^^ ^^^^

always Invented responses^
\"a„*oud of that tradition," he said,

without response to ^uWerlng^/^a^Srength

Wiesel sees that tradition>^^-^Z"ir^Z"t:cT^!^^.°^eZ

*l!^-^bfroIrwrrau^p:^r^^^^^^^

Th-Cr;aroSrL^Ta^^.rrWlesel.;^^^^^^^^^
wager on humanity." he maintained. "In spite of everything I do

believe that any human being Is more Important than all the words l

could tell you."
Beyond words

He also commented on the term "holocaust" which he hlj^^self

Introduced years ago. "I feel regret because I Introduced It I

wanted to show It was beyond words. I wanted to bring In the

mystical element." said Wiesel.

However, he said that now he objects to the term, since It has been

cheapened. "I cannot use It anymore," he added.

Wiesel opened and closed his lecture with the disclaimer that he

had questions and not answers to give. 'The essence of man is to be

a question, and the essence of the question Is to be without answer,

he concluded.

an
by Chris Howlett

The dream of a number of WUUamstown resi-

dents took a great leap forward Thursday when

the US House of Representatives passed a resolu-

tion calling for a negotiated US-Sovlet nuclear

weapons freeze.

That resolution was the culmination of years of

nuclear freeze activism on both national and local

levels. In fact, the national freeze movement got

Its Initial push In Massachusetts, In, among other

places, Berkshire County.

In 1980 a small group concerned about nuclear

proliferation formed In WUUamstown, working

mostly through the local churches to alert people

to their fears. They met regularly and one day

Jean Gordon, then assistant professor of mathe-

matics at Williams, came to their meeting and

told them about a group she knew, the Traprock

Peace Center in Deerfleld, Mass.

Ballot drive

The WUUamstown contingent Invited Traprock

activists up and between the two groups the idea

of a nuclear freeze referendum was born. Con-

cerned volunteers, including Gordon and

hundreds of WUllams students, worked for

months collecting enough signatures to place the

question on the county ballot.

As a result of their efforts a referendum

appeared on the Berkshire County ballot In

November 1981. requesting the President of the

United States to propose to the Soviet Union a

mutual nuclear arms moratorium. Similar state-

ments appeared In Franklin and Hampshire

counties and all passed by an average 59.2 per-

cent margin.
"This (WUUamstown) was the first place In the

country where It was voted on by the citizens,"

explained Judith Ann Scheckel of the Traprock

Peace Center.
This Is wonderful

"When the peace groups around the nation

found out. they said 'This is wonderful.' " and con-

centrated their efforts on getting slmUar referen-

dums In other parts of the country, Scheckel said.

"We really sparked a prairie fire."

Scheckel added that the WUllams students had

played an important role as volunteer can-

vassers. "That really helped our campaign at the

last minute." she said. "They were a tremendous

boost."

Assistant Professor of Biology Barton Slatko

has been active in the nuclear freeze movement

for some time, and he explains that his "roles

have been to play educator and organizer." He

works with the Nuclear Weapons Freeze Office,

canvassing and caUing legislators, and often

gives talks on the dangers of nuclear war to local

school, church and business groups.

This past Winter Study Slatko also taught a

course on the nuclear arms race.

Commenting on the House 's recent freeze reso-

lution, he said. "I think it's a big step forward.

This resolution may once and for all point us in the

right direction."

"It doesn't mean our work is done," he added.

"This is Just going to push us further."
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The Wrong Victim
WAAC's recent letter to seniors asking them to withold their contri-

butions to the College pending divestment from companies which do
business in South Africa hurts the school for the sake of one issue, and
raises that issue above all others in importance. Investment policy is an
important issue—but not the issue at hand. The withholding of funds is

an inappropriate tactic because— if successful— it affects primarily the
quality of a Williams education, and secondarily, if at all, the school's
portfolio.

Both the annual giving fund and the endowment go to pay the Col-
lege's current operating expenses, to the extent that they support at
least forty percent of each student's education. To reduce alumni giving
would drastically affect students here in three ways—tuition would rise
to cover the loss, the quality of the education would decline, or both. In
addition, it is unlikely that the College would be able to maintain its high
level of financial aid.

WAAC members, as have their peers, have benefited from the pack-
age of opportunities made possible by alumni gifts. To receive this
benefit and deny it to future students is unfair and inconsistent. Further,
withholding money requires no sacrifice on the part of those who pledge,
but places the entire burden on later generations.

WAAC's request values divestment above the school's commitment
to educational leadership. The College produces a tangible social good
by making available its education, research, and forum for ideas. Many
alumni disagree with the College on a number of issues, and they can
and should indicate the ways in which the College can improve. But for
none of these issues does the level of education deserve to suffer.

WAAC continues to portray this battle as a struggle between moral
and immoral parties. They claim that this pledge continues their fight to

persuade the College to divest. Yet consensus on the issue is still far
from clear. If WAAC wishes to succeed, more persuasive debate is

needed, not a tactic which forecloses discussion entirely.

Following the lead of Harvard University and a letter issued by John
Small '83, WAAC members have discussed the possibility of opening an

escrow account payable to the College if and when it divests. While this

option indicates a willingness to sacrifice for the College's good, it has

the same effect as withholding completely: either the College divests, or

Its educational quality suffers. It Is possible to effectively advocate the

former without incurring the latter.

Everyone has the right to vote with his or her dollars. As long as our
educational quality depends on giving, and as long as other means of

change remain open, an indiscriminate boycott is the wrong path to

follow.

EDITORS-IN-
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NEWS BRIEFS

Goodlet is now serving ice cream,

expansion.

Pooh Perplex

undersold?
Last Thursday the College

Council narrowly passed a reso-

lution that allows FoUett Book

Company of Chicago to send a

representative to the Williams

campus to buy used books from

students and faculty. The repre-

sentative will conduct business

in Baxter Hall on May 17, 18. and

19.

Follett originally expressed

an interest in doing business

with Joe Dewey through The

Williams Bookstore. Dewey
was not interested in a used

book business for his bookstore,

however.
Dewey informed Dean Dan

O'Connor of FoUett's interest in

the College. O'Connor, seeing a

potential conflict with the

Pooh's Interest, referred the

issue to the Council.

The resolution, passed by an

11-9 margin, met strong opposi-

tion from Council members who

feared that the Pooh Perplex

will be hurt.

Chris Harned '85 commented,

"Not only will the Pooh be hurt

by the loss of business, but also

the entire Williams community

win be hurt as books are taken

out of circulation. More stu-

dents will be forced to spend

more money buying new

books." Harned will be one of

the owners of Pooh Perplex next

year.

The Follett Company will pay

shakes, and pastries because of a new
(Lockwood)

up to fifty percent of the cover

price for textbooks that are both

in demand and In good condi-

tion. For example, the company

will buy a copy of Baumol and

Bllnder's Economics for $10.50.

roughly half the $24.50 cover

price.

Follett offers little compensa-

tion, however, for texts that are

not commonly used by other col-

leges or for any paperbacks.

The Pooh Perplex pays fifty

percent on all books, but only

after the book Is resold.

The resolution permits Follett

to send a representative this

semester on a trial basis only. If

Pooh's business is visibly hurt,

the Council may deny Follett a

return trip, according to council

member Joe Beach '84.

— Tim Johnson

SUMMER STORAGE
SPECIAL

SKIS, BOOTS, POLES
ALPINE

including tune-up $19.95

storage only $8.00

X-COUNTRY
storage only $6.00

STORED UNTIL OCT. 15th

^<^^/f^
^/f(^^t^, inc.

Spring Street, Willlamstown

Ne\N gym
strides ahead
Funding for the new gym Is

continuing, and if things go

according to plan, construction

will start In the spring of 1984,

according to President John

Chandler.

"We now have five and one

half million dollars In gifts and

pledges out of a total of nine and

a half million," said Chandler.

"When we get to six million, we

will ask the trustees for authori-

zation to go to drawings, thus

starting the construction

process."

Chandler said he expected to

reach the six million mark

sometime this summer.
"We have a proposal in for a

foundation grant, and we've

Just received word that it has

passed the initial stages. While

it has not been approved, that is

encouraging," said Chandler.

—John Clayton

Goodies

scoops all

More goodies arrived on

Spring Street Saturday with the

opening of Goodles's new addi-

tion, described by co-owner

Patty Spector as "an old-

fashioned Ice cream store with a

very up-beat decor."

The new store features 15 fla-

vors of Ben and Jerry's ice

cream, 15 toppings, seven kinds

of frozen yogurt and ice cream

cakes and pies. A soda fountain

serves up soda, shakes and old-

time cherry and chocolate

cokes, for either sit-down or

take-out.

Those people with more

refined tastes can enjoy capuc-

clno, espresso, coffee and tea,

along with homemade pastries,

anytime between 8: 00 A.M. and

midnight, seven days a week.

"If someone wants ice cream

and you want capuccino and a

pastry, now you can come to the

same place," Spector explained.

—Chris Houlett

New phones

next year

The College will have a new

telephone system next year.

Director of Physical Plant Wln-

throp Wassenar explained that

the "Dimension" computer-run

network, which will be Installed

this summer by American Tele-

phone, has several advantages

over the current system.

"It's touch-tone as opposed to

dial," he said, "and it has more

flexibility for inter-connections,

on campus and off. It has a pro-

gram to automatically seek out

the cheapest line for long dis-

tance routing, and if you dial a

number that is busy, the phone

will ring back once you've hung

up to let you know when the

number is free."

Actually, most of these spe-

cial features will appear only In

certain College offices. Accord-

ing to Business Manager Shane

Riorden, who negotiated the

deal with American Telephone.

students may or may not get

touch tone phones, and for the

most part, "the students will

have the same basic services

they have now."
—Mark AvtTiit

Nuclear Weapons

called necessary

Nuclear weapons are a neces-

sary and unavoidable reality,

said Frank Miller '72, Director

of Strategic Forces Policy for

the US Department of Defense

Thursday.
Miller asserted from the

beginning of his presentation

that "nuclear weapons are a

fact of life. We can neither wish

them away or pretend they

don't exist."

Deterring an aggression or

attack is " the cornerstone of US
nuclear policy," according to

Miller. The US must have the

ability to retaliate against any

aggression, and the potential

retaliatory destruction must

exceed any gains an aggressor

could hope to achieve. Miller

Insisted that "a policy of deter-

rence is the most effective

means of preserving freedom."

For deterrence to be credible

the US must respond approp-

riately to threats. "Deterrence

is a dynamic, not static, policy.

It changes as the threat

changes." Miller noted that

what was sufficient nuclear

capacity a decade ago is no

longer adequate.

Miller pointed to Soviet

growth and its continuing range

of attack abilities. Although US
leaders, according to Miller,

recognize that "there would be

no winner in any nuclear

exchange," Soviet leadership

has often believed that a
"limited nuclear exchange
could be carried on and won."

During the 1960's the US was
technologically one full decade

ahead of the Soviet Union. How-
ever, with recent Soviet build-

up, "our advantage can be mea-

sured in years."

If there were a bilateral

freeze, "the US would be locked

into a position of vulnerability,"

according to Miller, and deter-

rence would become ineffec-

tive. "It is unrealistic to believe

that the Soviets will agree to

lower equality levels," he

concluded.
—Melissa Matthes
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WAAC letter—

Continued from Page 1

tion to society In broader

terms."

Arthur said that a mellowlng-

wlth-age effect Is possible, but

added that WAAC will continue

to work in the future so that "the

issue will be a lot less easy to

forget."

She admitted that withhold-

ing donations would have more
symbolic than practical mean-

ing but said that its success

depends on future alumni doing

the same thing. To that end, she

said WAAC will try to get more

recent graduates to pledge not

to give.

Faculty reactions to WAAC's
letter ranged from describing it

as "marvelous" to "self-

righteous." Professor Nathan

Katz supported it, saying "stu-

dent power is an alien concept at

Williams, though alum power is

not. Students have power as

future alums."

Accepting diplomas

Professor Raymond Baker

said students should not with-

hold donations. "I feel strongly

that there would be substantial

alumni support for a truly

enlightened Investment policy .

. . with members of the Class of

*83 articulating such a view

while participating fully as

alumni in community life, I am
confident that such alumni sup-

port would grow . . . Given the

progress made this year, I don't

think a strategy of indiscrimi-

nate boycott and non-
participation should, and more
importantly, will be adopted by
the Class of '83," he said.

Professor Vincent Barnett

said that If seniors supporting

the boycott "really wanted to be

moral" they should refuse to

accept their diplomas, because

their education has been

financed in part by investments

in South Africa.

"Technically speaking,

maybe that would be right," she

said, "but it clouds the Issue,

which Is that It would be morally

wrong to give to this school's

endowment if that money is

Invested in South Africa."

JOSEPH E. DEWEY

9:00 - 5:00 - V
Mon.-Sat. '^ ^

<^

WILLIAMSTOWN. MASS.

01267

Just a Reminder . . .

Leave your typewriter with us this

summer. We will dean and store it and

have it ready to go this fall.

We would like to thank you

for your year-long patronage.

36 Spring Street - • Vt illiaiiihlown

Telephone 458- 4920

INTELLECTUAL

SOFTWARE
PRESENTS

Score
High

on theLSAT
by Jonathan D. Kantrowitz,

J. D., Harvard Law School

Comprehensive com-

puter-assisted instruction, fea-

turing automatic timing, scoring,

branching, extensive analysis

and documentation.

Apple, IBM PC disks:

$195.00

Available exclusively from:

mr*.-^ Queu«, Inc.

5 Chapel Hill Drive

Fairfield. CT 06432

l-8O0-232-2224or

(203) 335-0908
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Trivia reigns as

whiz kids vie

Th« Wllllamt Choral Soclaty sang Baathovan laat Saturday night. Brahm'a 150th birthday. (Scheibe)

Beethoven challenges Choral Society
by Phyllis Jane Wolf

A semester's work on the part of the Williams
Choral Society culminated in an all-Beethoven
program Saturday evening in Chapin Hall.

Kenneth Roberts led the soloists, members of
the Albany and Berkshire Symphonies and the
Choral Society through three of Beethoven's larg-
est works.

Sensitive Scoring
The evening began with the Cantata on the

Death of Emperor Joseph II, featuring the reson-
ant mezzo-soprano Carol Randies and potent bar-
itone Terrence Dwyer. With a text by Severin
Averdonk as inspiration, Beethoven created a
seven movement piece full of scoring sensitive to

each thought, from the ponderous opening death
theme to fanfares lauding the Emporer's
majesty. Despite an occasional flat string, the
rendition proved admirable.
Paula Ennis-Dwyer on piano launched the

Phantasie, the first half of which seemed only a
series of disjointed motives thrown from piano to

strings. The second half, however, came together
triumphantly whole as the above soloists were
Joined by Karen Smith, soprano; Richard
Kennedy, tenor; they were assisted by Joyce
Muckenfuss, soprano, and Peter Payson, tenor.

Ennis-Dwyer's deft fingerwork drew repeated
applause from the audience.

Society's Stamina
The relentless Mass in C Major was by far the

giant of the concert. The Choral Society itself was
a decided highlight, showing great .stamina in the

face of Roberts' repeated demands to reach
resounding fortes. The soloists—Smith, Randies,
Kennedy and Dwyer—als enriched the piece with

a lovely blend of textures. Although Mass in C
Major is a rather long work, progressing through
the traditional Kyrie, Gloria, Credo, Sanctua, and
Affnus Dei, Roberts' interpretation was a fine con-

summation of an evening of challenging music.

by Susan Reifer

A recent WCFM announce-
ment features WCFM General
Manager Lee Farbman explain-

ing that Trivia Night will not be
held this year, as the WCFM
Board of Directors "felt that the

contest was counterproductive
and detrimental to the Williams
College ethos as defined In the

Student Handt)ook. Such a con-
test promotes a cavalier, I-

don't-care attitude which flies

in the face of our tradition of

academic excellence." Farb-
man was Just kidding.

Naps at Four
The Trivia Contest will take

place this Wednesday night, all

night, midnight until 8 A.M. For
those concerned about losing a
productive reading period day,
the sponsoring team generously
revealed that there will be a
twenty minute break at 4 A.M.,
"for naps."

This year's contest Is being
run by last semester's winners,

Smedley Terrace. The nucleus
of the Smedley Terrace team Is

the SIngleman Party team. The
Singleman Party won the con-

test Fall 1981, and ran last

spring's contest. The Slnglemen
united with a host of Prospect

House residents to form Smed-
ley Terrace.

Approximately twenty people

constitute the force behind

Smedley Terrace. Of this group,

Lee Farbman has been doing
most of the organizational
work. Phil Walsh and Jim Peak
will be playing the music the

night of the contest.

No Human Sexual Response
Walsh explained that some of

the music will be from the late

'50's, a lot from the '60's, and

quite a bit from the early 'TO's.

All were hit songs. Walsh
emphasized that he will play no

Human Sexual Response and no

album cuts.

While the music extends over

a range of time, "the trivia, as a

rule, stops after 1975," said

Walsh. The questions will

explore "new fields of trivia"

and play down older ones.

Smedley Terrace Is trying to

avoid "mlnutla and dull

questions."

Fun, Fun, Fun
Smedley Terrace Is changing

Trivia Contest scoring to be

more like that of video games.
"We're going to be scoring In

lOO's and 1,000's of points

Instead of ones and tens,
'

' Walsh
explained. "We're doing this to

make people think they're doing
better than they actually are.

When you stay until eight in the

morning and only have 170

points, it's kind of depressing.
But if you have 17,000 points ...

"

Record
review:
Back from Samoa

Eerie photos exhibit tension

by Brett McDonnell

Any group that can write a

song called "They Saved
Hitler's Cock" must have some-
thing seriously wrong with It.

That's what makes Angry
Samoans and their album (EP,
actually) Back from Samoa so

great.

This Los Angeles-based group
makes Fear and the Dead
Kennedys sound like they are

led by Pollyanna and BambI,
respectively. The sound Is

straight, blaring hardcore punk
and the lyrics range from
obnoxious to obscenely
obnoxious.

Unnatural acts

The songs also have great.

Insightful social commentary.
Take "The Ballad of Jerry Cur-
Ian." It begins with a slow, mel-
low melody: "Jerry Curlan is

nice/ Sensitive, has lots of

friends In Washington/ Jerry
has a future/ Is sensitive, and
likes meeting people." Then the

song breaks Into a blaring hard-
core section, goes back to the

ballad, back to the rocking sec-

tion, back to the soft part, and
ends with the hardcore section.

The punk parts suggest that

Jerry performs unnatural acts
with excrement, men, his sister,

his brother, toilet water, dogs
and horses.

Such subtlety and perceptlve-

ness are rare In modern pop

music. The delicacy with which
Angry Samoans dissect the
hypocrisy of people like "Jerry
Curlan" defies description.

Not-so-subtle lyrics

My personal favorite on the

record is "You Stupid Jerk."
This 25 second long opus (five of

the 14 songs are under a minute
long), sung above screeching
guitars, drum and bass, con-

tains the following lyrics, in

their entirety: "You stupid

Jerk/I can't take It no more/
Your face makes me want to

puke/And your mother's a
whore/ (Inarticulate scream)
/You stupid Jerk." What
more can I say?
And then there Is "They

Saved Hitler's Cock." It seems
that they hid this pernicious lit-

tle organ under a rock and the

singer found It. It talks, and It Is

saying some nasty things.

Other highlights Include
"Lights Out" (Poke, poke, poke
your eyes out") , "The Todd Kil-

lings" ("It's killing time"), and
"Homo-sexual" (written by J.

Falwell, or so It says).

This record should obviously
appeal to Williams students,

and I expect It to get a lot of play
on WCFM. However, I suggest
that If you should see any Angry
Samoans around here, do not

Invite them to dinner. They
probably do not have polite

table manners.

by David Cerda

Sixty-three photographs by Thom Herbold-
sheimer '83 are on view at the Mission Park
Gallery through May 14th; they are well worth
attention. Using a square format camera Her-
boldshelmer has created pictures that are at

once mysterious and disquieting. In many of

the photographs, dark shadows, blurred move-
ment and unusual perspectives proscribe a

quick reading of his prints. Indeed, the photo-

graphs uniformly exhibit tension, often subtly,

by challenging our perceptions and preconcep-
tions of "normality."

The still llfes, portraits and scenes are often

comprised of unusual subjects and subject

matter Intended to provoke viewers to look
harder and wonder while asking themselves
questions about the print before them.
For example, "The Loved One," a bold and

moody print, succeeds because It Is ambiguous
whether the viewer Is looking from above or

directly at the stlll-llfe that features a skeletal

mask fitted with a leather Jacket. What do you
Imagine when looking at this, how does it make
you feel? It is undeniably eerie.

Herboldshelmer credits the bizarre and bold
Images of Ralph Eugene Meatyard and Robert
Mapplethorpe for Influencing his work. The
dense show offers rich, perhaps overwhelm-
ing, viewing opportunities.

Thank You

for a

Year's Patronage

Have

a

Good Summer!

Bon Voyage

A Roll of Film

Processed & Printed Overnight-

Reprints Take a Little Longer
enzi s

COLLEGE BOOK STORE. INC
WILLIAMSTOWN, MASS 01267

NOW AVAILABLE
FOR FALL 1983

TheZetaPsi Fraternity of N. A., having previously had
a Chapter at Williams College, continues its interest in

this fine educational institution. Zeta Psi has available a

unique scholarship for qualified Williams students

honoring the memory of Lt. F. Kendall Mitchell

(U.S.N.R.), a Zeta Psi member of the Williams College

class of 1939, who lost his life in World War II. Interested

students are encouraged to write Zeta Psis New York

Headquarters for information and application.

Zeta Psi Educational Foundation
P. O. Box 100

Bronxville, NY 10708
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Drummond Cleaners
1983 SUMMER STORAGE SPECIAL

ARE YOU WONDERING WHERE TO STORE YOUR CLOTHES AND BEDDING
OVER THE SUMMER?

DRUMMOND CLEANERS WILL CLEAN AND STORE THEM FOR THE PRICE
OF HAVING THEM CLEANED, IN OTHER WORDS, YOU GET FREE STORAGE!

FULLY INSURED - NO EXTRA CHARGE FOR INSURANCE.

FILL IN THIS FORM AND BRING IT IN WITH YOIR STORAGE
TO BE ELIGIBLE FOR OUR STORAGE LOTTERY

* First Prize

$100 Gift Certificate to any store or restaurant in Williamstown

Second Prize

$50 Gift Certificate

3rd, 4th, & 5th Prize

$25 Gift Certificate

6th thru 10th Prize

$20 in free cleaning or laundry

DRAWING WILL BE HELD ON JUNE 15, 1983.

Winners will be notified by mail in June.

CALL 458-4321 FOR FREE PICK-UP

Please Print Home A ddress Below:

Name.

Street.

City, Zip

DRUMMOND CLEANERS, INC.
44 Spring Street

(Behind Salvatore's)

458-4321
Jim Drummond, Williams '58

Owner

LETTERS
Continued from Page 2

All appointment, reappoint-

ment, and promotion decisions

have to be made in accord with

the standard, faculty-legislated

procedures (described in detail

in the Williams College Faculty

Handbook). Those procedures

govern communications
laetween departments and non-

tenured faculty. They indicate

specifically how persistent and

continuing evaluation of the

professional work of non-

tenured faculty members is to

be conducted. They also indi-

cate with equal specificity the

timetable within which deci-

sions about reappointment and

tenure are made. All non-

tenured faculty, when they take

up appointments at Williams,

are appraised of these proce-

dures in sundry ways both by

their departments and by the

Dean of the Faculty. The Reli-

gion Department has con-

ducted, and will continue to

conduct, its evaluation of its

non-tenured members in accor-

dance with these procedures,

and it has consistently commun-
icated the substance of its on-

going evaluation to the
individuals being evaluated In

accordance with those same
procedures.

One of the most significant

requirements of the procedures

Is that a letter be sent annually

to the non-tenured faculty

member whose professional

work is under review. That let-

ter summarizes. In a manner
substantially congruent with

the assessments conveyed in

the department's staffing

report to the (College-wide)

Committee on Appointments
and Promotions, the depart-

ment's judgments regarding his

or her performance as a

teacher, scholar, and member
of the College community. A
copy of that letter Is sent to the

Dean of the Faculty for review.

Consequently, non-tenured
faculty In the Religion Depart-
ment, as a matter of routine,

have In their possession
detailed written distillation of

the Department's on-going
review of their contributions to

and their current status within

Its common educational ven-

ture. Furthermore, the recip-

ients of those letters are granted
an opportunity to meet formally
with the Department chair to

discuss the judgments and
Information which It had been
the purpose of those letters to

convey. The Dean of the Faculty
Is notified when such a meeting

has taken place.

Professor Katz's Initial three

year appointment at Williams
having only last year been
renewed In the form of a maxi-
mum second assistant profes-

sor term of four years, the

written synopsis sent of the

most recent staff report for-

warded by the Department to

the Committee on Appoint-

ments and Promotions makes
specific reference to the fact

that, at the properly appointed

time In his second term, a

tenure decision will be ren-

dered. And it will be rendered in

a manner familiar to anyone
acquainted with the detailed

stipulations of the Faculty
Handbook, namely through a

careful process of consultation

(recommendation and re-

sponse) between the Depart-

ment Itself and the Committee
on Appointments and Promo-
tions. Departments do not, and
cannot, "make" tenure deci-

sions Independently of that

lengthy and highly refined

process.

It Is a matter of great per-

sonal disappointment to me,

and of deep regret for all parties

touched by the allegations con-

tained In the open letter to the

Religion Department, that the

students principally responsi-

ble for fashioning and dissemi-

nating the letter did not secure

an Informed and measured
understanding of the carefully

assembled and continually

monitored deliberative process

which they have made the object

of their scorn. One of the ostens-

ible purposes of the letter,

voiced In Its opening paragraph

and echoed Intermittently
throughout the remainder of the

text, was to serve the Interests

of the Religion Department. I

shudder to think what a course

of action designed to be Injur-

ious to those Interests would

look like.

H. Ganse Little, Jr.

Chairman,
Department of Religion

Exception

To the editor:

I take strong exception to the

letter distributed by WAAC last

week asking seniors not to con-

tribute to Williams until the goal

of divestment is accomplished.
The apparent intent of this prop-

osal Is to make a moral state-

ment to the effect that,

"Investment In South Africa Is

not consistent with the values

that Williams College stands for

(sic)."

Tactics such as this must
Inevitably cripple the cause of

those who are sincere In their

advocacy of divestment. By
associating the two Issues or

divestment and financial sup-

port for Williams, WAAC sets

political beliefs in opposition to

our feelings of loyalty to and
fondness for Williams. The
proposal implies that we must
renounce our alma mater
instead of hoping to change it.

Such a scheme merely gives a

legitimate excuse for not contri-

buting to those who do not care
very much about the values for

which Williams really stands-
values which are even more
Important whan divestment.

I do not mean to belittle the

sincerity and commitment of

WAAC to Its one goal. Yet I

deeply resent the Implication

that those who refuse to support

Williams are somehow more
moral than those of us who wel-

come the opportunity to show
our gratitude for the experience
we have shared here over the

last four years. I for one will not

make my support for Williams
contingent upon one Issue, even
If that Issue Is one as troubling
and as Important as divestiture.

If WAAC wishes to make a
statement, why not follow the
example of some students at

Harvard who are setting up a
fund of senior contributions?

The fund will be held In escrow
until divestment Is accomp-

lished, at which point it will be

turned over completely to the

University. Such an approach

would afford us the opportunity

to simultaneously affirm that

we support Williams College

and that we oppose Investment

policy for Williams, and would

consequently be a more effec-

tive lever for change.

If such a fund were created,

its contributors could show that

their motivations were more
noble than niggardliness or

Ingratitude. Unless that alter-

native is opened, however, I

urge my classmates not to allow

warm memories and fond alle-

giance to Williams to be over-

turned by single-Issue morality.

Donald R. Carlson '83

Paradox
To the editor:

Once again, WAAC is accused

of being "radical" and "subver-

sive" by resorting, in the words

of one of the deans, "to a petty

and divisive tactic hitherto used

only by those alumni who have

fought every progressive step

the College has taken." Not sur-

prisingly, the dean Is not

WAAC's only critic: 23 seniors

have argued In an all-senior

mailing that is Is possible to

"support the College and still

work to end apartheid. We have
achieved change in the Col-

lege's Investment policy this

year ... let us continue to work
together."

The positions of WAAC, the 23

seniors, and the dean are all

understandable, and the moral
paradox which the former two

groups confront Is one with

regard to which all of us, as

(future) alumni, must one day

take a stand.

Williams Is, on the one hand,

an Institution to which we owe,

probably beyond repayment,

our education and our values.

Yet It Is also an institution which

in managing its endowment can-

not help but make significant

moral and political statements,

and which by maintaining

Investments in South Africa not

only falls far short of "institu-

tional neutrality" but contra-

dicts the very ideals for which it

stands: equality regardless of

race or sex and intellectual/pol-

itical freedom and responsibi-

lity.

If we as Individuals are to be

true to the values Williams has

taught us, we cannot In good

conscience contribute in any

way to the continuation of apar-

theid. And only If the College

withdraws Its investments from

South Africa can It be true to Its

own Ideals. For these reasons, I

believe we cannot contribute to

the Williams endowment as It

now stands. (An escrow
account, however, might pro-

vide as a perfect "solution.")

Moreover, our wltholdlng

contributions to the endowment
Is a voice the administration

and trustees will hear, particu-

larly as other classes of alumni

join us. As the 23 seniors noted,

"we have achieved change this

year"—but those who lielleve

that such change came about by

remaining passive are, unfortu-

nately, rather blind. Change
occurs only when we make
change, and taking effective

action to bring about such

change is not only possible but

morally Imperative— to main-

tain both the College's integrity,

and our own.
Derede Arthur '83

Make It A Good Summer! I

ountafnGoat
130 Water Street, Williamstown, Mass. 01267

Mon.-Sat. 10-6; Thurs. til 8 Sun. 12-4

San Francisco State University Extended Education

Wildlands Research Institute
Join a Backpacking Research Team in the Mountain West

or Alaska Summer, 1983 3-9 units

On-site explorations to preserve:

• Wildlife Species
• Wilderness Environments

Course details:

WILDLANDS RESEARCH INSTITUTE
407 Atlantic Ave.. Santa Cruz, CA 95062

(408) 427-2106

WEST PACKAGE STORE
$25.00
for

Carting's V2 Keg
Route 2

Between N.A. and Williamstown
8 am-10 pm M-W 663-6081 8 am-11 pm Th-Sat

Your Williams College CHAIRS
Will conform with any trend

Order from WILLIAMS COOP,
25 Spring St., Williamstown, Mass.

WilliamH Korkcr - $140.00

Whether your home, office, or studio follows the so-called conventional or modern
trend, these beautiful chairs will lend themselves in perfect harmony. For these chairs,

which come in black, with gold trim, have a proper place in the conventional or modern
setting.

You have always admired these chairs for their beauty in design and comfort . . .

and now . . .you may own one with that added "Personal Touch" . . .The College Seal has

been atractively screened, in gold, to the front of these chairs.

Chairs shipped F.O.B. VI illiamstown

Freight may be Prepaid

Williams Co-op
Williamtt Arm Chair with Cherry Arms

$150.00

1 1 I
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On baseball and writing
by John Clayton

I write a lot about baseball.

It's a bit surprising, since base-

ball isn't my favorite game.
Basketball is, although you

can't get a tan while drinking

beer in the bleachers during a

basketball game.
But I play a lot of basketball; I

don't need a tee to put one in the

hoop. Basketball Is exciting,

physical, exhilarating to play.

Playing baseball is more boring

than watching It. You have to

wear a silly uniform, so you

can't get a tan, and you have to

be alert, so you can't drink beer.

Maybe people write about

baseball because It's the Amerl
can game. Or vice-versa.

I mean, I'm not the only one

who writes about baseball.

Many have done It before me.

Most of them were better.

It's something about the sport,

that makes It writable.

Maybe it's the care that goes
into the play; each swing of the

bat is aesthetically beautiful,

perfectly timed, perfectly
placed, like when words come
together to form magic on the

page.

Maybe it's the laziness—the
slow feeling of the game that's

so similar to a writer picking
choice words.

Maybe It's the Amerlcan-
ness— baseball. Mom, apple
pie, Red Smith. Baseball Is rich

with tradition—writers enjoy
extracting that with their
words.

Maybe It's the experience.
Every kid played baseball;

every writer knows he can lead
the reader to re-llve those
experiences.

Maybe it's the terminology.

Only baseball could escape the

English teacher's eye with
words like "files out". Maybe
writers enjoy mangling the lan-

guage from which they make
their living.

Maybe It's the drama—the

tense moment of the batter

waiting for the 3-2 pitch with two
outs, the bases loaded and his

team down three runs. In bas-

ketball, that moment would be
wasted with some guy dribbling

up the court. In football, they'd
call a time out, and we'd watch
a Lite Beer commercial. Only
baseball captures that moment,
the moment that writers would
love to capture in words but
know they can't.

Or maybe it's the beer drunk
In the bleachers. Any writing

sounds good if you've drunk
enough beer.

Men's tennis team
ends undefeated

)
Shortstop Laura Napolltano '85

wind* up to throw to first as the

Softball team split with UiMass-
Boston Saturday. (Scheibe)

Softball splits with UMass
The Softball team split a doubleheader against U Mass-Boston

Saturday, losing the first game 4-1 but winning the second 3-2.

UMass took advantage of Williams errors in the fifth inning to

score three runs with two outs. They picked up another run in the
sixth.

Heidi Halleck *83 knocked In the Ephwomen's only run with a
double. Karen Montzka '85 pitched the entire game to take the
loss.

Debbie WIckenden *85 picked up her first win In pitching the
whole second game.
Halleck and Thalia Meehan '83 were successful at the plate,

hitting two-for-two and two-for-three, respectively.

Coach Sue Hudson-Hamblln called the first game "a frustrat-
ing loss; If It wasn't for the errors in the fifth, we could have won
the game."
Williams Is now 4-4. They played at North Adams today.

by Mark Averitt

The men's tennis team kept

Its record perfect over the week-

end by beating Wesleyan and

Division I Colgate to complete a

9-0 season.

Wesleyan fell In Williams-

town by a 9-0 score on Saturday

to assure the Ephs of the Little

Three title, then Williams
returned to its home courts on

Sunday to conquer "the best

team we've played all season,"

according to Coach Stephen

Heath.

1982 All-Amerlcan Greg Zaff

*84 put in a strong bid for 1983

honors by finishing his season

with two convincing victories.

He beat Wesleyan's Mark
Kusner on Saturday, 7-5, 2-6, 6-1,

then destroyed Colgate's Ken
Pilot the next day. 6-0, 6-1. to

notch a 5-1 regular season

recond.

Other winners

Number two singles player

Brook Larmer '84 Improved his

record to 8-0 with a 6-2, 3-6, 6-2

win over Wesleyan's Alex Hln-

ton before losing his first match
of the season to Joel Beitklof of

Colgate, 7-6, 5-7. 7-5.

Craig Hammond '85 won both
his matches at number three,

topping Ralph Savarese of Wes-
leyan, 7-5, 6-3, then Dave Hart of

Colgate, 6-4, 6-3. Hammond
compiled a 6-3 regular season
mark.
Tim Rives at number four and

Tom Harrlty at number five

also won twice—Rives took a 6-

1, 6-1 win over Wesleyan's Pat
Roth and a 7-6, 6-3 victory over
Colgate s Dave Harper, and

Harrlty prevailed first against

Moss Lender, 6-2. 6-4. then he

beat Adam Sachs, 7-5, 7-5. Har-

rlty was 5-3, Rives 6-3 on the

season.

Sopher out

Co-captain Mark Sopher (6-0

as a singles player, 5-1 with

Larmer at doubles) was forced

to miss both of the weekend
matches due to back Injuries,

but he should be ready to play in

the National Individual tourna-

ment with Larmer at doubles on
Thursday in Albany.

Larmer played at first dou-

bles with Hammond on Satur-

day and the pair beat Wesley-

an's Kusner and Savarese, 6-4,

6-4. Rives teamed up with

Larmer the next day to drop a

6-4, 6-2 decision against Col-

gate's Beitklot-Harper duo.

Kelton Burbank won at

number six singles on Saturday
against John Goldberg, 6-0, 6-1;

Tom Paper took his spot the

next day and lost to Colgate's

Bill Malorlno, 6-4, 6-3.

Co-captaln Burbank was also
a doubles winner on Saturday,
winning a number two with
Rives, 6-4, 6-2 against Hlnton
and Goldberg of Wesleyan.
Paper-Harrlty beat Roth-Bob
Scott on Saturday, 6-4, 4-6, 6-4, at

third doubles. Hammond-Zaff
were Sunday victors at doubles,
7-6, 7-6 over Colgate's Pllot-

Halper, and Burbank-Jamie
King notched a 6-7, 6-2, 6-2 win at

third doubles against Malorlno
and Ryland Hanstad of Colgate.
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SUMMER STORAGE!
TREET Cleaners will clean

and store your clothes for

the price of DRY CLEANING.

Clean Now, Pay Later,

Compare Prices and SAVE!

BONUS: Present your student I. D. at
the store and get a 10% discount
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Crew splits with Trinity Women trounce Middlebury

by Lee Farbman

The men's freshman heavyweight eight

became the first boat In recent memory to beat a

Trinity College boat handily on Saturday at a

regatta on Lake Waramaug, in Connecticut. The

freshman lights took second, and the varsity

third . The women's varsity and novice eight boats

won, while the women's JV came in second and

the novice four was third.

Women'§ varsity

The women's varsity eight race was unques-

tionably the closest race of the day, with Williams

taking first by literally inches. The winning time

was 6:25.2; Trinity was second in 6:25.3; and

Ithaca was third. 20 seconds back.

After a poor first few strokes, the Ephwomen
battled back to a lead after 500 meters. They

battled Trinity all through the middle 1000

meters, with the lead varying from 1 to 4 seats the

whole way. Despite a strong Trinity spirit, Willi-

ams hung on for the victory.

Frosh heavyweights

The Bantams finished 8 seconds behind the vic-

torious freshmen, 6 seconds behind second place

Ithaca.

After a strong start, the Eph freshmen rowed

an excellent first 1500 meters. But with 300 meters

to go the boats ran into some rough water. But

Williams was able to recover to hold on to the

lead.

The varsity eight ran into the same stretch of

bad water that the freshmen had encountered

earlier. After 1400 meters of racing, the Trinity A
boat had a lead, with the Trinity B boat, Williams
and Ithaca College neck and neck.

Unfortunately, Williams caught a major crab
in the whitecaps, almost stopping the boat. Trln

Ity B moved out, but Williams was able to recover

enough to match the Ithaca boat stroke for stroke

In the last 100 meters.

In the last three strokes Williams moved up to

take third by 1 second. The Trinity winning time
was 5:51.

After an initial Trinity surge at the start where
Trinity moved out to a half length lead, the Willi-

ams and Trinity Freshman Lightweights rowed
even for most of the race, with the Bantams
extending their lead to one length over 1000

meters.

Women's novice eight

The women's novice eight had Coach Cindy
Drlnkwater chewing her fingernails, moving past

Ithaca on the basis of a strong sprint at the very

end.

At the 1000 meter mark, the Ephs used some
superior strategy ( rowing a silent 20) to surge and
pick up half a length. With 200 to go, Williams

sprinted, and Ithaca didn't, giving Williams a 2

second margin of victory. Ithaca was 2nd, Trinity

third and Marlst and Ithaca 'B* well back.

Laxmen lose Little Three
by Paul Meelcs

The men's lacrosse team suf-

fered a heartbreaking week at

the expense of Little Three
rivals Wesleyan and Amherst,
and Middlebury.
The Ephmen squandered

leads of three goals In Satur-

day's 8-6 loss at home to the

Lord Jeffs and In a 11-9 loss the

previous week at Wesleyan. The
squad also saw a 3-2 first quar-

ter lead dwindle to a 12-7 loss at

the hands of Middlebury at

home on Wednesday.
A season of roller-coaster.

Inconsistent lacrosse has
plagued the young squad. The
recurring scenario In 1983 has

featured stellar lacrosse and
early leads, lapsing into poor

defense and an inability to find

the net. The result has been one
frustrating loss after another

for the Lax Ephmen.

Fall to Amherst
The Amherst game turned out

to be claw and scratch to the end
contest as predicted. Williams

took a 5-2 halftime lead but were
shut out by the Lord Jeffs In the

third period, 4-0. Amherst out-

scored the Ephs 2-1 In the final

15 minutes and posted a dra-

matic come-from-behlnd vic-

tory.

Tom Davles *84 again had a

hat trick for Williams, with
Keith Haynes '84, Mark Payton
•84 and Tim Curran '83 adding
scores. Payton, Curran, and
Reese Hughes '85 assisted In the

heartbreaker. Goalie Brad
DuPont '86 saved 15, and has
been valuable down the stretch.

MOHAWK
VALLEY
AVIATION

at North Adams
Airport

Flight Instruction

Aircraft Rentals

Pilot Supplies

662-2356

The Ephs surprised Middleb-

ury early, a squad earlier secur-

ing themselves a playoff berth,

by J
umplng to a 3-2 lead after the

first period. Middlebury was
humbled as DuPont saved one

sure shot after another, 24 by

the final whistle.

Davles again was Williams'

big gun with a hat-trick and
assist, holding his own In a

match-up with Mlddlebury's
scoring sensation, All-

Amerlcan Jeff Thompson. Pay-

ton, Curran, Haynes, and Steve

Gardener '84 all pumped the

net. Chris Toll '86 and Payton

assisted one score apiece.

Coaches Renzle Lamb and Erv
Chambllss were pleased by the

performance despite the loss at

the hands of a perennial

lacrosse power.

Sat back
At Wesleyan, Williams

opened the scoring with three

unanswered goals, but sat back

and was outscored 6-2 in the

second half.

The laxmen close the 1983 sea-

son at home Monday against

Springfield.

GRADUATE TO GOLD

CLASS RINGS at

The

WILLIAMS COOP
25 Spring St.

•"^

"

^ iT'li'Ti —^~^ *"-
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Budweiser.
KING OF BEKRS.

ATHLETE OF THE WffiC

This week's recipient is sophomore Mike Hen-

nigan, uho won the P^ESCAC golf tournament

Sunday and Monday. Hennigan has been

invited to represent K'illiams at the Div. Ill

nationals. Mike, this Bud's for you!

^'^
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by Bea Bast

The women's lacrosse team beat Middlebury 11-3 at Middlebury

Thursday.
Coach Peel Hawthorne said, "The defense finally gelled Into a

cohesive unit, especially since we've shuffled a few people

around."
Goalie Boo Flynn '83 was "awesome", letting only three out of

thirty-four shots on goal sneak by her.

Allison Fuller '8.5 led the scoring with three goals, while Alison

Earle '84, Bea Fuller '83, Laura Rogers '86. and Carrie Cento '86

each scored two.

Hawthorne explains the team's few losses this year as primarily

due to "mental lapses". She elaborated, "as far as techlnque and

strategy go, there's not much more we can do. The team Just needs

to maintain Its concentration and intensity throughout the game."

On Tuesday, the team also triumphed over Union College 13-5.

Golf wins
Continued from Page 10

\

Williams was paced by Seefrled who covered the 6,589 yards of

Farmlngton Hills Country Club in a eight over par round of 80.

Hennigan and Chris Harned '85 were both Just one behind Seefrled,

with rounds of 81. Also in the top five for the Ephs were Randy

Rogers '85 at 86 and Doug Hoffer '85 with an 88.

Goff said, "It was another match we should have won, but a

couple of our top players had academic committments."

Williams completes its season Wednesday with the Little Three

championships at home a 1: 00. Last year Amherst captured the

honors, but the Ephs with the home course advantage look to

reclaim the title.

Track
Continued from Page 10

placed third in a meet at Spring-

field behind Springfield and
Holy Cross. Marlst College sent

a small contingent and gar-

nered one point.

Campbell won the pole vault

with 13 feet, Bernie Krause '84

won the shotput, and Paul

Toland '85 took the high Jump
with 6'4". Alejandro took thirds

in the 100 and 200 against

nationally-ranked Springfield

competition, while Kendall

James '84 took second In the 110

and 400 hurdles. Susan Bragdon
'83 qualified for the Division III

Nationals in the 5000 meter.

CLASSIFIEDS
BABYSITTER (live-m) needed for

bright, lively seven-year old girl

starting September, 1983, child of

two working professionals in

Brookline, Massachusetts Aver-

age ten hours per week, suitable

for graduate student, writer, per-

son "m transition" Minimum one
year commitment. Child care

experience, sense of humor
required Private room and bath,

board, salary Write C Goodman,
168 Milk Street, Boston, Massa-

chusetts 02109 or call (617) 738-

5155

EARN S500 OR MORE each

school year Flexible hours.

Monthly payment for placing pos-

ters on campus Bonus based on

results Prizes awarded as well.

800-526-0883

I I I
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Golf wins NESCAC
by Chrl8 Harned

The golf team won the New England Small College Athletic

Conference Championships held here last Monday and Tuesday. In

other action this week, they edged Dartmouth on Saturday and fell

to Trinity on Wednesday.

Paced by sophomore Mike Hennlgan, who ran away from the

eleven team, fifty-five man field on the second day of competition,

Williams captured the NESCAC golf title last Monday. Williams'

two-day total of 620 was significantly ahead of Amherst, last year's

winner, at 645.

Williams took the top three spots, with Hennlgan leading the field

with rounds of 76 and 75 for a two day total of 151. Seniors Phil

Seefrled and Charlie Thompson were just behind at 153 and 156.

Hennigan's first day round of 33 and 43 for 76 was marred by two

consecutive back-nine double bogies and five thiee-putt greens

after he had played the first ten holes In two under par.

He faired better on the final day, as he offset three double bogies

and a bogie on the final hole with three birdies.

All five of Williams' players placed in the top eight, as co-captain

Bruce Goff '83 and Todd Krieg '83 carded two day totals of 162.

Coach Rudy Goff said, "This was the first time ever all Williams

players finished in the top ten; last year, we had three and I thought

that was pretty good".
Ephs edge Dartmouth

Saturday, the team upped its season dual meet recond to 2-4 with

a 397 to 399 stroke victory over Dartmouth, the Ivy League cham-

pion, Saturday afternoon at the Hanover Country Club, In Hanover,

New Hampshire.
Goff said, "Dartmouth was easily our strongest competition this

year; this was the first match that most of our top players were able

to make without conflicting with academics".

Senior co-captalns Bruce Goff and Phil Seefrled paced an evenly

balanced Eph attack, carding a pair of 78s. Fellow senior Todd
Krleg was Just a stroke behind, at 79, while Hennlgan and Phil

Burr '84 hanbdled the windblown course In 81 strokes.

Medalist for the match was Dartmouth's Mark Trauner, this

year's Ivy League champion, with a three-over-par round of 73.

Seefrled, playing In his last away match at Williams, reflected,

"This was the second consectlve year Williams beat Dartmouth;

It's nice to see that a 'little ivy'can beat the best of the big Ivys".

Fail to Trinity

Tuesday, playing without three of the five players who led the

Ephs to the NESCAC fell to Trinity, the fourth-place NESCAC team,

by a 404 to 416 margin.

Continued on Page 9

Track third in NE
Tomas Alejandro '83 had a

part In three wins as the track
team took third In the Division

III New England champion-
ships this weekend.
Alejandro won the 200 meter

in 21.5 seconds and anchored
both the 400 meter 1600 meter
relays.

Brian Angle '84 took second In

the 1500 meter run with a 3: 54.6,

setting a personal best by three

seconds and beating the school
record by .1 seconds, according
to Coach Dick Farley.

Relays
The 400 relay team of Clark

Otiey '86, John Campbell '84, Ted
Leon '84 and Alejandro won with

a 43.0. The 1600 relay team of

Campbell, Tim Plngree '86,

Kevin Jenkins '85 and Alejandro
(who ran the home stretch In

48.5) won with a 3: 21, their best

time ever.

Campbell took second In the

pole vault with a 13'6"
. Greg Lao

'84 took fourth with a 13 foot

vault.

Alejandro's time In the 200

qualified him for the Division

HI Nationals In Chicago at the

end of May. He will also go to the

All-New Englands this
weekend.
MIT won the match with 77

points, while Trinity had 53, Wil-

liams had 49 and Amherst was
fourth with 47.

"I was quite happy with the

results," said Farley, "as were
all the kids. Many people did not

expect us to do this well, espe-
cially without Bo Parker."
"We had the most first placi

finishes but little depth," Far-
ley said.

Earlier in the week, Williams

Continued on Page 9

Phil Lutardi '85 congratulatot Rob Coakley '86 after Coakiey tcorad tha winning run in the tanth Inning of
Williams' 2-1 victory over Amherat Saturday. (Shapiro)

Baseball weekend: 2-1
by John Clayton and
Andrew Garfield

The Williams baseball team
crushed Springfield on Sunday
11-2 to cap a 2-1 weekend. On
Saturday the Ephs split with

Amherst, winning the first

game 2-1 and losing the night-

cap 5-0.

Leading 2-1 in the bottom of

the fourth on Sunday, Williams
broke the game open. Phil

LusardI '85 led off with his fifth

homer of the season to left-

center field. One out later,

Brian Rutledge '85 hit a hot shot

down the third base line for a
hit. Jeff Lilley '86 topped one
down to third base which the

Springfield Inflelder could not

handle. Then David Nasser '83

singled to load the bases. Then
Rob Coakiey '86 smashed one to

right field scoring Rutledge. Co-

captaln Mark White '84 culmi-

nated the outburst with a

two-run double to left-center

field.

Ephs widen gap
The Ephs widened the gap In

the fifth. Rutledge was the cata-

lyst again, reaching on a throw-

ing error by the shortstop, then

stealing second. Lilley drove

him In with a solid shot up the

middle. Lilley scored on
Nasser's triple down the right-

field line. Rob Coakiey singled

in Nasser for the third run of the

Inning.

Williams added two more off

the hapless Springfield pitching

staff in the seventh. White
singled to center. Mike Coakiey
'85 then blooped a double to cen-

ter. Both runners scored when
the Springfield shortstop over-

threw first base on senior co-

captain Bobby Brownell's
grounder.

Delorenzo goes distance

John Delorenzo '84 went the

distance, striking out four and
scattering four hits. It was a fine

performance for the Junior

pitcher. Coach Jim Brigs said

"He's had three good games In a

row: the one-hitter against

Southern Vermont, the fiasco at

AIC and now this."

The hitting stars for Williams

were White, with three hits, and
Rob Coakiey, Nasser and
Rutledge with two hits apiece.

The first game on Saturday

was a thriller. Amherst
squeaked out a run against John
Hennlgan '84 In the first, and
there was no scoring until Willi-

ams tied it up In the bottom of

the seventh. Mike Coakiey and
Brownell singled to lead off that

Inning. The Amherst pitcher

then threw freshman Dick Hol-

llngton's grounder Into right

field to score B.J. Connolly '84

who had come In to run for

Coakiey.

Williams wins in tenth

In the tenth, Nasser and Rob
Coakiey reached on errors and
White loaded the bases on a bunt

single. Although Nasser was
picked off third, the Amherst
third baseman threw Connolly's

grounder away, allowing Coak-

iey to score from second.

Hennlgan was fantastic: the

four hits he gave up in ten

innings were a grounder, a bunt

and two popups. He struck out

four and allowed only one hit

after the third Inning.

"Nasser should be drafted"

"David Nasser had another

spectacular game both on the

field and at the plate," said

Brlggs. "He's now hitting .390.

He's a candidate for All-East

and should be drafted at the end

of the season."

In game two, Amherst
pitcher John Pettengill held the

Ephs to three hits. Amherst
scored five runs off Williams

hurler Kevin Morris '86, but

Briggs said Morris did not pitch

badly.

Williams record Is now 7-7 up
North and 9-14 overall. They
face North Adams State In a

doubleheader Wednesday at

Weston at 1:00.

r^v Rugby blasts Berkshire

Grrrrrumphl Arrrrgogghhl Uggggghhhhl Rugbyl (Schell)

by Paul Hogan
The men's rugby team played Its final

matches of the season at home Saturday
against Berkshire RFC. The A side com-
pleted their season the winners they
have been all year, beating the cham-
pions of last week's 12-team Albany tour-

nament 18-4.

The appreciative crowd was treated to

one of the finest exhibitions of athletic

ability and rugby skills to be seen on the

Purple Pitch In many years, as the entire

A side performed with confidence and
precision.

After the powerful running of Mike
Chambon '83 and the magic of senior Rob
Kusel's right foot gave Williams an eight

point lead, the white Big Dogs really had
their day.

One second half play in particular

demonstrated the strengths of this Willi-

ams side: hustle and teamwork. The
play was a 50meter try run in which ten

white players handled the ball, each find-

ing as he was taqkled a teammate ready
to receive and advance the ball a few

more steps, until John Frese '84 finally

touched the ball down for the try.

B-Side romps
Following the excellent example pro-

vided by the A side, the B side outplayed
Berkshire's B's In both halves and
emerged a convincing 22-0 victor.

In the first half, the Killer B line cut the

opposing line to ribbons. Hugh Hulzenga
'84

, Bill Best '83, Jim Bell '84, and Drew
Klein '84 each scored one try, while

stand-off Jaime Better '83 and fullback

Larry Hebb '83 kept the ball moving in

the right direction.

The second half had the game's only

try by a scrummie, a powerful drive over

the goal line by sophomore Shannon
McKeen. Scrum half John Dagnello '85

and his fast tongue kept the ball moving
cleanly from the pack to the line the

entire half.
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